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INTRODUCTION
In traditional Western occultism, the Tarot is recognized as the keystone
of the whole philosophical system called Hermetism. It is very hard to
discover its actual origin. The most competent and famous occult authors
like Eliphas LCvi, P. Christian, Fabre d'olivet, Theophrastus Bombastus
von Hohenheim (Paracelsus), Oswald Wirth, Papus (Dr Gerard Encausse)
and others, are of the opinion that the Tarot's true symbolism comes
from Ancient Egypt. That master of Hermetism, Eliphas Levi, tells us this
boldly in his TranscendentalMagic, Its Doctrine and Ritual:
'This Clavicle [as he calls the Tarot's Arcana] regarded as lost for
centuries, has been recovered by us, and we have been able to open the
sepulchres of the ancient world, to make the dead speak, to behold the
rnonumcnts of the past in all their splendour, to understand the enigmas
of every sphinx and to penetrate all sanctuaries. . . . Now, this was the key
in question; a hieroglyphic and numeral alphabet, expressing by characters
and numbers, a series of universal and absolute ideas. . . .
'The symbolical tetrad, represented in the Mysteries of Memphis and
Thebes by the four aspects of the sphinx-a man, eagle, lion and bullcorresponded with the four elements of the old world, [i.e. wEter, air, fire
and earth]. . . Now these four symbols, with all their analogies, explain
the one word hidden in all sanctuaries. . . . Moreover, the sacred word was
not pronounced: it was spelt, and expressed in four words, which are the
four sacred letters: Yod* (q), Hk (n),Vau ('I), H& (3).. . .
The Tarot is a truly philosophical machine, which keeps the mind from
wandering, while leaving its initiative and liberty; it is mathematics applied
to the Absolute, the alliance of the positive and the ideal, a lottcry of
thoughts as exact as numbers, perhaps the simplest and grandest conception of human genius. . . .
An imprisoned person, with no other book than the Tarot, if he knew
how to use it, could in a few years acquire universal knowledge and would
be able to speak on all subjects with unequalled learning and inexhaustible
eloquence. . . .'

.

This passage which is well known among occultists worthy of the word,
is perhaps one of the best definitions of the Tarot's value and greatness that
we have. The enthusiastic 'discoverer' of these keys to the ancient wisdom,
pious magician and former priest, Eliphas LCvi (in private life AbbC
Constant) supplied us with this concise and inspired explanation.
In the second half of the nineteenth century, Eliphas Levi was followed
by a long succession of occultists who accepted the Tarot as a basis for
their investigations and writings. But none had so ficry a pen and such a
burning conviction as he.
Papus, in his The Tarot of the Bolzemians, a classical book about the
mystery of the Major and Minor Arcana, tells us in a legend, that the whole
*The name of the Hebrew letter 'Yod'-corresponding

a 'y' because of its pronunciation.--AUTHOR.
II

to our 'i'-is

spelt here with
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initiatory wisdom of Ancient Egypt was recorded in the symbols of the
Tarot cards as a last attempt to preserve this wisdom for future generations,
and was made just before Egypt was invaded and destroyed by the advancing hordes of the Persian king.
These cards, originally made of metal or strong leather, were later used
as a means for gambling, just as the Egyptian priests intended them. For
they knew that human vice will never die, and so their mysterious cards were
unknowingly used by the barbarians as a means of transmission-throughout subsequent ages-of the most sacred and hidden results, attained by
the old wisdom of Egypt.

petent exponents, the unique book by Prof. Gregory Ossipowitch Mebes,
a leading authority on Hermetism in Russia prior to 1917. Actually, it was
not even a proper book, but rather a series of lectures duplicated on very
large sheets of thick paper (about 12" x 15"), with all the diagrams made
by the author's own experienced hand.
It was never for sale on the open market as a book and only a few
initiated circles of students were lucky enough to get a copy. We bought
ours from a Russian refugee who brought the book with him in 1919,
when fleeing from his country which had just fallen into Communist hands.
Gradually, as our knowledge grew in the course of seven years spent on
intensive study, I began to write my own work, which was intended to be a
synthesis and condensation of all that we were able to learn about the Tarot
and its practical use. Under this use, I understand the application of ideas
expressed in the Major Arcana (these are given under three 'veils', according to the three worlds recognized in the Tarot's sister system-the
Kabbalah) as being, a guide to creative thinking; for the development of
the ability of concentrated, deliberate thinking; for the direction of
thoughts and feelings into channels as indicated in the Arcana, and finally,
as an approach to the ultimate mystery of the Tarot-Kabbalah-Magic
unity, the Unmailifested Spirit, the Ain-Soph, the Unknowable.
After the whole of the very considerable material was collected and put
in order, the first seven Arcana were elaborated and written about 1938.
Then came a change in outer conditions, political as well as personal.
1 began to travel extensively, visiting other continents, including a period
spent in India and later, a long stay in Australia, so that there was not much
time available for the long work necessary to complete the whole task.
It is only now, that the work-conceived more than thirty years ago-has
come to realization in the form of the present book.

As I have said, many eminent occultists have written about and led
intensive investigations into the Tarot's philosophy and symbolism. Several
of them are mentioned in the Bibliography included in this book. The list
is, of course, incomplete, as there are many others, who to a greater or
lesser degree were connected with the Hermetic tradition of occultism.
But here there is neither the room nor the purpose to give any other names.
For an understanding of the present book, it is essential to realize that I
have tried to expound the Tarot as a useful instrument of cognition, as
Eliphas Ltvi described it, and at the same time to provide a practical
manual, instead of just an exposition of the author's own views on the
matter of Hermetism. For I look on the Tarot as the 'algebra of occultism',
which enables a man-who knows its use-to progress independently
in a safe way, traced for us in these ancient Arcana.
1am a firm believer, that when creating his work, a writer should-in the
first place-aim for the usefulness of that work. This means that readers
and students should be given full opportunity to apply the knowledge which
is supposed to be in such a book. The mere expression of a writer's opinions
about a subject and his description of it is not suficient. There are many
authors and each one is entitled to have his own particular conccption.
In my opinion, when expounding such a large and profound system of
occult philosophy as the Tarot undoubtedly is, the reader should be invited
(to a certain extent) to co-operate with the author in the practical use of the
teachings given in the text of the book. And that is what I have tried to do.
If you attentively read the brilliant definition of Eliphas LCvi at the
beginning of this Introduction, you may expect to get some knowledge of
how to use the Tarot. Therefore, firstly I have collected the most essential
matters for each Arcanum, which have been partially taken from the
classical works mentioned in the Bibliography, but mainly from my own
experience, derived from the years (1926-1933) when I studied Hermetism
exclusively.
At that time, I had a group of earnest students who studied the Book of
Hermes (a name often used for the Tarot's philosophy) for a long pcriod,
and we systematically went through the whole course, from the first to the
last (twenty-second) Arcanum. Texts were read, explained, discussed and
their practical meaning was demonstrated and used in exercises, and notes
were carefully taken.
As a basis for the lectures, I used, apart from the works of other com-
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At the present time there is no adequate and original work in English
dealing with the Tarot, and the last major works in other languages are
more than fifty years old. Only one of these, the prekiously mentioned
encyclopaedic course by Prof. G. 0. Mebes seems to satisfy-to a certain
extent-what I would term a 'practical exposition' of the subject. Anyway,
as far as I know, that eminent work is not available and can hardly be
consulted. Therefore, when I finished Occultism and Spiritual Patlls (other
books being: In Days of Great Peace and Concentration), the idea occurred
to me to make use-now that I have the time-of material collected many
years ago. Before he begins to work with this book, the reader is strongly
advised to study Occultism and Spiritual Paths because many introductory
and technical points relating to the present work, have been extensively
explained in it and therefore cannot be repeated here.
Also, some important instructions in the realm of the practical use of
occult powers. such as self-defence against any hostile influences, have
been expounded in Concentration.
The classical Tarot embraces four sub-divisions of occultism which
are expressed as Alchemy, Astrology, Kabbalah and Magic. So, for each
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Major Arcanum (or Trump) the writer has had to reserve a certain portion
of the text for each of these sub-divisions. But, in every case, the main
part has been dedicated to, firstly an explanation of the symbolism of the
picture on each card; secondly to the place of the par~icularArcalium in the
scheme of the Tetragrammaton; thirdly to an explanation of the Hebrew
letter belonging to the card; fourthly to the corresponding branch of
occult teachings, Western and Eastern alike (Yogas included), and finally
to exercises for the practical use of the mental equations, provided by the
'theosophical' operations with the figures, leading to the stabilization of
the mental processes in the student's mind; the creating of new currents of
thought and subsequently to the deeper understanding of the fate of the
macrocosm and microcosm in the world's manifestation as we know it.
The exercises are usually placed at the end of the Arcana. It seems that they
are especially attractive to most students, simply because it is then possible
to see, how the theory which has been expounded, actually works in
practice.
I am not a believer in sterile lecturing, which is rather like learning to
drive a car merely from a manual without having any practical experience
on the road. So, as the Tarot is N O T only a more or less fascinating
literary subject, but is also just the 'algebra of occultism', I have arranged
the contents of this book accordingly. Anyway, it is for the reader to see
for himself how this has been done.

of the East-European mind manifests itself in Ouspensky, when in his
interpretation he very often allows himself to yield to the 'feeling of fear'.
Some of the Arcana are 'terrifying' for him. I cannot agree with such an
attitude, and as far as I know neither does any other author.
In h s 'analysis' he relies more on a kind of individual vision, than on a
strictly impartial interpretation. However, he wrote the book (which I read
in its original, Russian edition of 1912) when he was still comparatively
young and consequently perhaps, more emotional and less experienced
than in his later years.
Another point on which I disagree with Ouspensky is his unjust treatment
of D r GCrard Encausse ('Papus'), who contributed incomparably more
to the wisdom of the Tarot than Ouspensky. Papus followed the classical
tradition of Eliphas Lkvi, which is only right. It is true, that the learned
French doctor had little emotion when he interpreted the Tarot in his main
books on the subject, that is The Tarot of the Bohemians and The Divinatory
Tarot. But the work which he performed in these two books is and will
remain as a classicalprimer for everyone who begins to study the Hermetic
philosophy of the Arcana. The clear, concise exposition of Papus seems to
be much more convincing than the too individual conceptions of Ouspensky.
The Divinatory Tarot is provided with a F U L L set of cards, that is 22
Major and 56 Minor Arcana, made under the direction of Papus. They are
quite artistic and at the same timc, preserve most of the symbols and
hieroglyphs. It would be very useful for each student to obtain a good,
complete set of the Tarot cards, with exact presentation of symbols and
other figures, so that they can be used apart from the book. But it might
not be very easy to do so at the present time. I have been informed from
France that The Divinatory Tarot of Papus has long since been unobtainable
there as well as in England, while the Tarot of Oswald Wirth is too old.
Therefore I have provided this book with a ncw, symbolically exact version
of the Major Arcana.
This work is so constructed, that in the chapters dealing with the
Arcana proper, there will not be any general explanations, but only those
which refer to the particular Trump under discussion. This is because of the
necessity to concentrate solely on one idea, when studying each Arcanum.
Therefore, in this introduction there must be given everything which
does not belong directly to any one of the 22 Major Arcana. T h s brings us
firstly to the great central idea of the whole construction of the Tarot. It is
the Tetragrammaton.
Before commencing the actual study of the Arcana, the student should
be in a position to name each letter of the Tetrad and to know its exact
meaning in all of its variations and positions in the particular Arcana. So I
am quoting here, a definition taken from the chapter 'The Egyptian Tarot'
of the previously mentioned book, Occultism and Spiritual Paths:

In treating of the Arcana I have adapted the classical method of analysis.
This means that they are considered-according to thc normal numerical
sequence, that is position in the whole pack of 22 cards, which means
that Arcanum I is followed by Arcanum 11, 111, IV, and so on.
A Russian author who wrote a booklet about the Tarot, P. D. Ouspensky,
made an attempt to break this tradition and to consider the Arcana in
pairs. Here is an extract from his opinions and explanations in the matter
(from the Russian edition of The Tarot, the Ancient Pack of Cards, 1912):
'It is known, that in the subterranean initiatory temples of ancient Egypt
the paintings depicting the ideas of the Tarot were arranged in T W O rows,
probably on columns, with a passageway between them. This has been
confirmed by the well-known occult writer and authodty on HermetismP. Christian, in his History of Magic.
If this was so then is it possible, that in one row there were Arcana from
I to XI, and in the opposite one, Arcana XXI (or 0 , zero) to XII.'
Ouspensky supposes that such an arrangement was made in order to
allow the aspirants for high initiation to read the pictures I N PAS R S , and
not separately. If this was the case, then it could have been, for example,
that opposite Arcanum I, was that of XXI (0),while I1 corresponded to
XXII, and so on. The student can complete the series for himself.
But this theory-which requires the Arcana to be studied in pairs-does
not find any support among the foremost of the authoritative writers on
the Tarot. Moreover, the actual interpretation of the Arcana as given by
Ouspensky, is more poetical than scientific or logical. A peculiar property
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'The Tarot is neutral; neither good nor evil in itself, just like figures
which can express any quantity, suitable or unsuitable, true or false.
The whole system is based on the Universal Principle which manifests
itself in every sphere of life. We may call it the 'Law' (Tetragrammaton
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or Tetrad of Hermetists). The symbols used are letters of the old Hebrew
alphabet, plus figures and numbers. Three veils for three worlds. This is
comfortable, for knowing the meaning of such a letter-symbol, and so on,
that is, tlie fixed idea behind it, we can operate just as a mathematician does
with algebraic formulas and terms. It is also very valuablc for those, who
being tired of the usual occult bungling which occurs at the present time,
want to found their studies on a firm basis, without sacrificing their reason
and logical thinking.
A short example may serve to show how the principles of the Tarot
operate. . . .
The Great Law (the Tetrad) is the same for all the three worlds in which
we may employ the Tarot.
(1) Tf there is any manifestation in time and space (this does not necessarily
mean only the three-dimensional physical space), thcn thcrc must be
first, the acting element or power which initiates (or begins) the process.
We symbolize it by the figure one (I), and letter 'Yod' 9. This element is
P O S I T I V E , D Y N A M I C A N D A C T I V E . The picture of thc First
Arcanum (or Trump) of the Tarot represents a Man, standing with one
leg crossed (sometimes covered by long robes). He is also called a Magician.
The same three qualities as given above are ascribed to and connected
with the figure '1' and the letter 9 (Yod).
(2) Apart from the active primary principle (or as some would prefer
'creation') thcrc is still a second clcmcnt necessary for manifcstation,
which element being the receptacle, a screen, something to serve as a basis
or fillcrum for the active 9 (Yod). This element is passive, negative and
material. Its number is, of course, (2), the Hebrew letter is 'He' 7 ,and the
picture on the card is of a seated woman.
(3) When 9 acts upon 3, the third principle appears, having the number
thrcc (3) and letter 'Vau' 1. It is the result of thc action, it is ncutral, reflecting in itself the qualities of the first and second Trumps of the Tarot, just
like a child depending upon its parents.
(4) The primary ' T H R E E ' as a whole forms a new unit, the 'first family',
metaphysically conceived on the most subtle plane of being, next after
the Unmanifested, Immaterial Absolute.
This element bears the number four (4), its letter is the S E C O N D
'He' 7 . This letter is not passive as in the second Arcanum, but active,
being the 'Yod' of tlie next triangle. Tt is essential to realize this, for only
then can the mighty idea of the Tctragrammaton (7 1 3 9) Yod-HC-VauHC be properly understood. Incidentally, the reader has probably noticed
that the Tetragrammaton or Tetrad is identical with the mysterious,
biblical N A M E O F G O D .
The fourth Trump creates a new unit (triangle) as was stated above,
producing new, more complicated forms of manifestation in the gradually
arising more densely material lower worlds.
This Law works on every plane of existence. In the abstract realm we
already had a look at it. On the astral plane, for example, it can be expressed
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as: Impulsc (9) Yod or (I) plus astral surroundings (2) creates emotion (3).
The whole will form what we call 'experience' or the emotional process in
man. Man (9 Yod), wife ( 7 HC) and child (1 Vau) are a unit (Second 3 )
of a new quality and of extended activity (4) able to repeat the primordial
process in a wider field.
The first ' F O U R ' form the primary symbolical triangle of the Tarot.
Its upper point is 1 = 9 (Yod), the left is 2 = ;? (HC), while the rigkt one
is 3 = 1 (Vau). The point placed in the middle of this triangle is also
the F I R S T point of the N E W one, and is 4 = ;? (Second He). It is equal
to the 9 (Yod) of the first projection of force. To this come new seeds, as
in the first case: a new 2 = 7, while 3 - 1, and so on. On this schcme are
constructed the seven mystical triangles of the 22 Major Arcana of the
Tarot. Each one has a different meaning and relation to the manifested
world. (Fig. 1)
On it is also based the whole numerology of Hermetism. Because any
number can be reduced to one of the primary four. that is 1, 2, 3 or 4, the
process is usually called the 'theosophical addition' or 'reduction' We will
practise it in the following chapters.
So much about the Great Tetragrammaton, the N A M E O F G O D .
Now it is time to look attentively at the schemc of Fig. 1, for in it we have
the whole construction of the Tarot presented in a way easy to memorize.
Place the letters of the Great Tetragram in the first triangle, beside the
numbers of the Arcana: 9 (Yod), of course, will belong to Arcanum No. 1 ;
7 (First Passive He) to No. 11; 1 (Vau) corresponds to No. 111, and the
point inside the triangle to the 7 (Second active He). At the same time we
can clearly see how this active HC becomes the 9 (Yod) of the next triangle.
Therefore, Arcana I. IV, VII, X, XIII, XVI, XIX and XXII are all
9 (Yod). Arcana 11, V, VIII, XI, XIV, XVII and XX are all 2 (First HC).
Finally, Arcana 111, VI, IX, XII, XV, XVTTT and XXI (also called Zero)
rcprescnt the 1 (Vau) or the neutral element.
So now, when studying each of the Arcana separately, we can always
remember W H I C H I D E A is its basis, for each Major Arcanum has its
own letter-one of the 22 of the Hebrew alphabet-as well as its own
number, which we already know. But each triangle, which follows on from
the F I R S T , also has the four letters of the Great Tetragram, and represents the same unique idea, but on a different plane. This will be shown in
the following chapters, when we analyse the Arcana one after another.
And then you will see, that the numbers from 1 to 22 also have a mystical
meaning: I , 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19 and 22 are active, while 2, 5, 8, 11, 14, 17
and 20 are passive. Finally, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18 and 21 are neutral. So it is
with all the columns shown in Fig. 1. Column No. 1 is active (male),
column No. 2 is passive (female) and column No. 3 is neutral. The F I R S T
triangle is that of the Divinc Life, the highest, as it is according to the
Kabbalah. The following triangles each time represent a lower world, until
we come to the last, the seventh triangle, which symbolizes the physical
realm. A more extended exposition belongs to the following chapters.
Now we will analyse the Minor Arcana. Actually, they are almost equiv-
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Fig. 2 Triangle

alent to the usual set of playing cards, with the difference that there is zn
additional 'figure' in each suit. It is the 'Knight'. The traditional explanation of the Minor Arcana-unchanged by most competent authors-is as
falloffs :
We already know, that, within it, the Tarot includes four elements of
occult wisdom: Alchemy, Astrology, the Kabbalah and Magic. I deliberately say 'includes' and not 'is composed of', as erroneously stated by some
people: for the Tarot is much more than just these sub-divisions of
occultism. This we can recognize if we remember the definition of the
Tarot which describes it as a 'philosophical machinc'.
Further, the Tetragrammaton reveals itself in the Tarot (1) as the Name
of the Almighty composed of four letters; (2) as four kingdoms of spirits;
(3) as four elements of Alchemy, and (4) as four classes of men.
Now, the first suit of the Minor Arcana correspond to (I), that is wands;
the second suit corresponds to (2), that is swords; the third suit to (3), that
is cups, and the fourth suit to (4), that is pentacles.
These suits are the four sldes of a S Q U A R E which is a part of the
Tarot's symbolism and is shown in Fig. 3 of the text. Each side of this
mystical square, which has a point in the middle, repre5ents an element.
Thus, wands symbolizc F 1R E (clves) ; cups rcprcsent W A T E R (spritcs) ;
swords are A I R (sylphs); while pentacles symbolize the densest element
or E A R T H (gnomes which live in it).
Thefigures have the following meaning:
In each suit of the Minor Arcana the King represents the first letter of the
Tetragrammaton (Yod) and F I R E 9, the Queen the second letter (He) or
W A T E R 3, the Knight the third letter 1 (Vau) or A I R , and thc Knave
is the fourth (Second HC) or E A R T H , 7.
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Fig. 3 A Square in a Triangle (Symbol of the Tarot)
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Consequently, one is fire, two-water,
three-air,
and four-earth.
This is the F I R S T square.
As we know, the jirst cycle, through its last element (or Second HC) is
the seed of the next, the second square (or cycle) in which five is the second
l
seven the fourth 7 (Second HC).
element (First HC), six the t h i ~ d (Vau),
Similarly, seven is the first principle of the third or the last square, eight the
second principle of the same; nine the third; ten the fourth. In the same way
the last side of the triangle is completed. This triangle may be presented
in two ways, as is shown in the general symbol of the Tarot. It can be placed
inside the S Q U A R E , or it can contain the S Q U A R E (See Fig. 3).
The mystical P O I N T as seen in the square and triangle, summarizes the
whole figure to which it belongs. The traditional expression is, 'that the
whole of the square or triangle are equal to the point'. In the course of the
analysis in the following chapters, we will again return to this axiom.
In the suits, the colour B L A C K symbolizes A C T I V E qualities, as is
the case with wands and swords, while R E D means P A S S I V E qualities,
to which belong cups and pentacles. We may say that here B L A C K
stands for the rajasic element (Eastern Tradition) or will-power, energy,
initiative, movement, and action, with R E D as the tamasic element
indicating inertia, lack of movcmcnt and unconsciousncss.
In divinatory practice with the Tarot's cards W A N D S and C U P S are
considered as ' G 0 0 D ' indicating the best of fortune, friendship and
blessings; but S W O R D S and P E N T A C L E S are just the opposite, that
is 'EVIL', hostility, and dangerous conditions and relationships. The
meaning of the colours is given in slightly different words by different
authors, but the G I S T must always be the same, as in this connection it is
an unchangeable quality.
Combinations of all of the 56 cards of the Minor Arcana therefore reflect
the main principles of life: good and evil, active and passive, all being
dependent upon a man's will or lying beyond it, as his unavoidable Destiny
or Karma as Easterners would say.
For a full understanding of every combination of the Minor Arcana, an
extensive study of their meaning and symbols is essential, plus a certain
necessary amount of intuition. This does not come without long years of
hard work, providing one is really interested in this sub-division of
Hermetism. 'Le Maitre' ETTETLLA (his proper name was Alliette) the
famous French fortune-teller and commentator on the Tarot (in its divinatory conception), is said to have developed and possessed such a knowledge and ability of intuitional synthesis, that it was sufficient for him to
take only a quick look at the series of cards set out for his client in order
to see the past, present and future fate of the person. Papus in his Divinatory
Tarot widely uses Etteilla's conceptions and explanations of the significance
of the Minor Arcana.
Nevertheless, the main philosophical value and usefulness of the
Tarot lies in its 22 Major Arcana, or Trumps. Actually, they are the basis
of the present book. Their symbols are at the same time so exact and
flexible, so inspiring and yet leaving one so much liberty in their interpretation, that many writers have found it profitable to use the Tarot
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as a basis for their works, often without even mentioning its name.
If the attentive studect considers the number of parts, chapters and the
whole plan of another of the writer's books-Concentration, he will find the
same principles employed. (also in 'Samadhi').
Years ago, when lecturing about the Tarot, 1 found it practical and
advisable to divide the subject matter of each Arcanum into separate
lessons, which were then much more readily assimilated during the time
given for a lecture, than if the whole Arcanum werc dealt with at once.
The student will find the same method used here, as it proved to be so
successful in the past. Hence, several lessons will belong to each of the
Major Arcana. But in this work everything has been greatly augmented
and revised, with enlarged chapters incorporating new material based on
latest experience.
I have tried to limit the number of drawings to the bare minimum, giving
only the really important schemes and pentacles. Two rcasons for this
are :

(1) If the student works properly and realizes the meaning of the symbols
given, he will easily extend them, if he finds this useful for his mental
processes. So, for example, the special unfolding of Solomon's Star and of
the Pentagram as sometimes encountered in old works about the Tarot,
may be found independently, and therefore may yield certain profit for an
occultist.
(2) These unfoldings do not belong to the basic truths of the Tarot, as do
the pentacles of its arcana, and they d o not provide much initiatory material,
i f given in a ready form. If you are successfully initiated into all three
meanings of Fabre d'olivet's mystical triangles, your broadened and
enlightened mind will not need many graphical schemes in order to
approach closer to the very C O R E of the Initiation of the Western
Tradition. Here, of course, I mean the super-mental abilities of 'cognition
without thinking', which is the genuine I N T U I T I O N .
Now, I would like to stress, that the Tarot in itself does not expound
any definite S P I R I T U A L D O C T R I N E , but rather has the purpose of
expanding the abilities of the student, that is to teach him an infallible
method for developing and using his mental facalties. From the occult
point of view the man of average intelligence is not well prepared for the
realization and solving of the deep problems of the microcosm and
macrocosm. No doubt some people have brilliant flashcs of mental understanding and even intuition, but all such are only of a sporadic character
and could hardly be called controlled abilities, or guided intuition. That is
because there are so many different occult currents and conceptions, which
we can easily observe in our own epoch. The mental machine of the Tarot
tries to fill this gap and to help every earnest seeker, who cannot as yet
follow any D I R E C T S P I R I T U A L P A T H , as taught by the great
Teachers of humanity, but who feels an urgent need to examine everything
for himself and to reconcile his mind to the supposed highest aims of
human attainment.
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Many people have an unquenchable thirst and curiosity to know mentally
much more than recognized philosophical or psychological studies can offer
them. Some want to systematize the degree of occult knouledge which they
already possess, while others arc kcen to unveil certain secrets, which lie
hidden behind the 'security walls' surrounding the main occult problen~s.
For all such, the Tarot offers a unique possibilty to achieve their various
aims, and at the same time educate their minds and open quite new vistas
before them.
Ofcourse, the Tarot of the second half of the twentieth Century is probably
not the same as that taught in the underground initiatory crypts in Egypt
three or four thousand years ago, or in the secret chanlbers of the Great
Pyramid, and in the subterranean temple between the paws of the Sphinx.
Simply because we are not the ancient Egyptians. Our minds have certainly
evolved a little since those far off days, that is, we are, as a mass, much
more intelligent than the corresponding ancient people, for whom the
knowledge of their primitive and cumbersome art of writing and reading
was the rare privilege of con~parativelyfew, while the masses remained
uneducated.
Adding a little to our fantasy, supported, anyway, by the fcw rcports
which we have about the methods of the ancient initiations, we can imagine
a group of young candidates slowly walking among the pillars, in the half
dim light of coloured oil lamps, under the leadership of a majestic looking
high priest, who in short, half-veiled sentences explains to them the mystical
truths of the Arcana and the other symbols around them.
This method was followed by the ancient occultists in order to prevent
any insufficiently developed candidates from s!ipping through the 'safety
barriers' erected for the purpose of screening the aspirants. Many teachings
were given in quite an enigmatic outer form, and the candidates had to
cope successfully with them before they 'passed to a higher class'.
Now it is different. The invention of printing has enormously popularized
all knowledge, and the unrestricted publication of millions of books at
the present time apparently puts everything within the reach of all. But
if we look closely and with an unprejudiced eye, we will agree that the
invisible veil still exists, although there are no secret crypts buried deep
under the tightly-guarded temples and pyramids. For now it lies inside
ourselves.
The most elevated of spiritual truths have been expounded by the
advanced sons of humanity during the last two thousand years, and in
spite of the Gospels on the Love of Christ, hatred and murder are still
far from being eliminated. What is the cause? The same veil of inner
unripeness and ignorance, which prevents the practice of Truth as revealed
in the Gospels, also prevents unsuitable persons from entering the ancient
temple of the Tarot, even if almost everything in it is exposed without any
artificial barriers.
Anyway, every occultist knows about this unwritten but very efficient
law. Now, on the other side of the coin we have, for example, a primitive
native of Central Africa or New Guinea who certainly does not know
anything about the manufacture of firearms or evcn of the physical laws
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which determine the functioning of a rifle or revolver. But once a weapon
is placed in his hands and it is explained how to insert the cartridge and pull
the trigger, he is capable of using the weapon to kill without the need of any
other knowledge about it.
In occultism there are secret technicalities which sometimes can work
even if placed in ignorant hands (similarly to the foregoing example). Tn
this book some of them may be indicated closely enough for use, but only
those which C A N N O T be employed under any conditions for wrongful
(that is evil) purposes. Others which do not give such a guarantee will be
mentioned only up to the point where their application begins, but no
further. Paul Shdir, in his unique book Initiations, states that his master,
Monsieur Andrkas, once told him that: 'All the crimes and evil arising
from the wrongful or malicious use of say, mesmerism, weigh heavily on
the inventor of that method, Dr Mesmer himself. . . . Such is the Law. SO
it can be imagined what terrible debts he has to pay for the past, as well as
for future misuse of his discovery.'
That is why no occult book of any value-written by an honest author
who is conscious of his responsibility-will reveal dangerous practices.
Such authors are aware of the fact, that men are much more eager to
M I S U S E occult or psychical powers, than to U S E T H E M F O R
G O O D A N D UNSELFISH PURPOSES.
In two of my other books, Concentration and Occultism and Spiritual
Paths, I have spoken extensively about this, that is about some particular
types of magic. Referring the reader to these sources, I would like to
mention briefly, that in this twentieth century magic is still not dead and
this also includes the so-called 'black magic'. There is one thing against
which every black magician will always fight: it is his unmasking. He will
use everything he can in order to avenge this, and to render harmless to
him, the person who reveals his true quality.
Nowadays, the lower types of occultists, who have only egoistic and
material aims, invariably try to pass as 'great souls', 'spiritual teachers' or
'perfect masters'.
It has so happened, that the writer has openly expressed his opinion
about some of these rogues, referring to them in his published articles and
also in correspondence with some of their misguided 'disciples'. In due time
the expected reactions came. Strong efforts from the 'black' side have been
made in order to harm him and to make any further work impossible.
Whoever has read Occultism and Spiritual Paths will know more about
the means and methods used in such cases. Here I shall mention only the
fact, that if a photograph of a man or his signature is available, the
necessary 'contact' may well be established with the body of the prospective
victim by the magician, providing he knows the techniques and possesses
some will-power.
In this particular case the eyes and other organs were attacked ;but as soon
as the origin of the ailments were discovered, the aggression was countered
and frustrated (see the chaper 'Magic' in Occultism and Spiritual Paths).
In spite of all this there have been some books published which reveal
sufficient data to give the 'keys' to some occult experiments. I had them

about 30 years ago, and learned quite a few th~ngsfrom them. Fortunately,
they are no longer available. But there remains a large volume by Papus
about the practices of Ceremon~alMagic, In wh~chenough material is
giken to enable a persistent and strong-willed person to perform some
'real' experiments, which sornetinie~seern to be harmless for those around
them, but not necessarily so for the performer (see In Days of Great Peace
the chapter 'My Path to Maharshl'). A special 'magic book' is required,
which must be a purely 'personal' one, compiled and written by the operator
himself at certain hours of the day and night according to astrological
conditions, and which takes several months to prepare.
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The terminology in this book will be limited to the minimum necessary
for a clesr understanding, so that only a few of the tern~swhich are seldom
used in popular occult literature need to be cxplaincd. Thesc are as follows:
Asfrosome: as used in the Kabbalah means the whole complex which
remains when the physical body is taken out of consideration, and refers
to the astral and mental bodies combined. In the following lessons I will
use the word, mostly in reference to the astral body alone, and when the
mind's conductor (that is mental body) is meant, it will be mentioned
separately.
Arman: the spiritual S E L F in all, also the similar principle in man, often
wrongly called 'the soul'. Synonymous to the A T M A N are: Spirit,
Supreme Self, God, and in Hermetism-the M O N A D .
Binary: in the Tarot is two opposite, polarized assertions or qualities,
definitions or conditions, actions or states similar to the two poles of a
magnet. Binaries as such are unworkable and belong to the realm of
unsolved problems. To neutralize a binary means to balance it through the
creation of a third element between the poles. This element must contain
something from each pole of the binary, and is a concrete solution of the
binary, making it workable and applicable to life.
Cliche: a French word, the philosophical meaning of which is close
(but not identical) to the English 'image', sometimes also to 'surroundings'.
Contemplation of a clichC means that consciousness perceives the surrounding conditions. Cliches may belong to the past, present or future.
They are impressed on the subtle matter of the astro-mental planes. They
can be 'seen' or 'read' by men with developed psychic abilities. All true
spiritual Masters are able to see clichts at any time.
The Copper-Serpent: o r the redemptive clichC of the middle astral has the
I1 ;
I 7 (Yod-HC-Shin-Vau-He). It is the aim of elementars
formula ;
which belong to the evolutionary types. Its realm is the middle and higher
astral sub-planes. It frees those who are able to come to it, from all the
dangers between incarnations. Saints and advanced 'white' occultists
come to this Serpent almost immediately after having left their bodies.
In olden times, Moses raised the symbol of that powerful cliche of redemption in the desert, when the plague decimated his people. 'Everyone who
looked upon it with faith was saved from death. Later, the Messiah, the
Christ, was himself similarly raised in his body upon the Cross for the sake
of downfallen and suffering humanity.
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Egregor: is a collective entity, such as a nation, state, society, religions and
sects and their adherents, and even minor human organi~ations.The
structure of Egregors is similar to that of human beings. They have
physical bodies (that is, collectively all the bodies of those who belong to
the particular Egregor) and also astral and mental ones; the Egregor being
the sam total of all these elements.
Egregors have peculiar forms in the super-physical worlds, similar to
their symboiized representations like the lion of Britain, the cock of
France, the eagle of Germany, and so on. These forms-as was stated by
Paul SCdir, who observed them before World War I-can be seen by a
clairvoyant person, or by others with the direct assistance from a spiritual
Master, as it was in SCdir's case. In his Initiations he tells us how, shortly
before 1914, he was shown the future of Europe for some years ahead, by
the mysterious Monsieur Andrkas. He speaks about the tragedy of his
beloved France, which !ater bled herself white in tne First World War. In
the subsequent vision, which was also evoked by the same Andrkas, Stdir
was also shown the far off past, going back to the time of St Joan d'Arc
and even spoke with her and took part in the mysticai ceremony which
followed in the dungeons and cellars of the old castle, where the saint was
imprisoned before her execution at the stake. There is an interesting
moment in the story when SCdir-as can clearly be seen from his narration
-was also shown the more distant future, probably World War I1 which
was so disastrous for France. But he was forbidden to reveal anything
about it, although his deep concern shows through his sad words at the
conclusion of the chapter. In all these visions, the Egregor of France
had the form of a cock, while the others were represented by different birds
and animals as mentioned before.
Elementar: is an adapted term for a dead human being devoid of its physical
body. It has to be used here because of the lack of a more suitable word in
English. Therefore, 'the state of being an elementar' simply means, that in
us which remains after our physical death.
An elementar as a disincarnate being lives on two planes instead of
three, that is only on the astral and mental. Hermetism principally occupies
itself with H U M A N elementars. The consciousness of an elementar
belonging to an average man is very dim, like his dreams, and does not
reach the clarity of his former physical consciousness. But in the case of
an Adept or Master, the consciousness on the two planes is much more
lucid than on the physical one.
The word elementar is derived from the French 'klbmentaire'.
Evolution: this is the. antithesis of involution, the ascent of the superior
principle from its merging in the inferior, dense realm, that is Spirit evolving (ascending) from matter. Involutionary tendencies, sometimes occurring in evolutionary beings (as for example, humans) are unnatural for
them and against the law of evolution which binds men. Therefore, tendcncies such as attachments to material things, sensuality, and so on, are an
E V I L for those beings. The general purpose of evolution is the removal
from the Consciousness, Self of all material veils. And this is the measure
of progress in man: the less involutionary or material attachments he
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possesses, the higher is the degree of his evolution and the closer is the day
of his reintegration.
Exteriorization of the astral element or astrosome: this term is used for the
voluntary and temporary abandonment of the physical body by an advanced
occultist (no one else can perform such an operation), while retaining full
consciousness and awareness of what then happens.
The Great Arcanum of Magic, or Great Operation: realization of the
conquered supreme occult knowledge, or Hermetism. In other words, the
means leading directly to Reintegration. Other explanations are in the text
of this course.
Initiation: devel~pmentof consciousness surpassing the average human level.
Knowledge of laws hidden from laymen which govern the life of the
universe. Traditionally in occultism, those who know more initiate (or
teach) those who are their disciples. True initiation is the direct influencing
of the still immature consciousness of a pupil by the perfectly evolved
spiritual consciousness of the Master. There are some secret societies
which are supposed to transmit certain knowledge to the members who
pass through their rituals.
Involution: the descent of a superior and subtle principle into an inferior and
dense one, such as Spirit into matter. In other words, the Self, wrapping
itself in material shells, or forms, lower instincts and feelings. For certain
kinds of entities who are still on the descending arc of the manifested lifecreation, involutionary tendencies are natural and right qualities for them,
for such is their destiny, their 'good'. If evolutionary tendencies (see
'Evolution') could exist in such involutionary beings, they would definitely
be improper and therefore 'evil' for these beings.
Macrocosm: the universe as a W H O L E ; the consciousness manifested in
it is the Central Consciousness of the Whole, not integrated into separate
functions.
Magic: the influencing of the manifested lifz around us through the use of
will-power and knowledge of the laws governing the worlds (or planes).
From this point of view, Hermetism recognizes most human activities as
having a 'magic' character. In a narrower conception, magic is the field of
activity of a man who has dedicated himself to this sort of knowledge.
Such a man is called a 'magician'. Magic can be evolutionary (good or
'white') as well as involutionary (evil or 'black'). Magic is a part of Hermetic
philosophy or the Tarot.
Mantram: magic formula for influencing the surroundings (environment)
of the operator. These can be fairly long sentences.
Microcosm: or 'small universe': in Hermetism it refers to Man; the
reflection of the Whole in consciousness enclosed in the human body. The
laws governing the macrocosm are analogous (not identical) to those
governing the life of the microcosm. For a human being, realization of
these laws is equivalent to reintegration into the P R I M O R D I A L
WHOLE.
Nahash or Astral Serpent: this is a symbol of passions and involutionary
tendencies which pursue physical and astral lusts and attachments. It is a
great enemy of all newcomers into the astral world (that is elementars of
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recently dead persons), unless they are sufficiently initiated. Nahash tries
to pull them into the involutionary current of the planet. It has no power
over men who, during their physical lifetimc, have learned to master their
lower impulses and vasanas, i.e. attachments to the material life of the
flesh. Nahash is a cruel master of weaklings, unable to raise their aims
beyond the physical and egoistic levels. The realm of the Astral Serpent
is the dark cone of the planet, the lower astral, briefly, that which, with
justice, is called purgatory (temporary hell).
Pentacle: a combinatio~lof symbols united to form a drawing. They may
or may not possess powers of realization. Details appear in the text of this
book.
Phantom: the sixth element in man, which is attached to the seventh, that
is to the physical body. Its Kabbalistic name is N E P H E S H . Its functions
are normally, decomposition of the dead body or formation of the embryo
and subsequently the foetus in the mother's womb. Nephesh often interfers
with Ruah to the disadvantage of the elementar. It is not free from involutionary attachments (impure ones). Sufferings and fears after death
are principally due to Nephesh, which tries to prolong its existence by
substituting the weak (in an average man) consciousness of Ruah with its
own dim awareness, thereby sapping the evolutionary impulses.
Reintegration: this term was introduced by the first and true Rosicrucians
(fourteenth century) and gradually made common in Western occultism.
I t means that the spark of consciousness involved in the different veils of
matter (as it is with man), finally returns to the Central Sun ofnon-incarnate
S P I R I T - C O N S C I O U S N E S S , that is it becomes reintegrated. From
separateness in different bodies (forms) the SPT R I T again merges into the
ABSOLUTE, WHOLE, GOD, N I R V A N A , BRAHM,andsoon.
Reintegration is the ultimate aim of true occultism, having equivalents
in Eastern mysticism like: Self-Realization, Liberated State, Jivanmukti.
In Christianity it is called Salvation in Heaven, and in Buddhism Nirvana,
a complete extinction of all illusion of separateness in the forms of matter
and egotism. The idea of Reintegration comes from the old Egyptian
Initiations and prevails throughout the whole construction of the Tarot's
system.
Saint: a highly evolved person who has definitely ceased to pursue any
egoistical aims (that is involutionary ones) and who has learned practically,
the evolutionary activities (unselfish oncs). In this way saints are supposed
to fulfil God's Will and therefore, some initiatory circles call them 'Friends
of God'. In his further progress, the saint becomes a S A G E , that is, one
who has nothing more to lcarn or a PERFECT M A N , a M A S T E R .
Setram: is a magic formula for influencing the consciousness and the
astrosome of the operator himself. Usually it is a very short word or
sentence connected with one's monad like 'I AM'.
Soul: in Hermetism this is the astral counterpart of the individual, also
called R U A H , the fifth element in man. It is not to be confused with the
elementar, w b h is not a one-plane entity like Ruah, but two-plane.
Ternary: this is essentially a neutralized binary. A ternary, contrary to a
binary, is constructive and has multi-lateral uses in Hermetism. The

number '3' is a sacred one especially in some religions. The symbol of the
ternary is a triangle. Depending on action connected with the triangles,
they may be involutionary or evolutionary.
Tourbillons or Vortexes: are astral creations of force which are the bases
of all astro-mental realizations. Tradition ascribes the funnel like forms to
them. Knowledge of the laws ruling over the tourbillons and their construction, is one of the foremost principles of magic. Although it C A N N O T be given in open language to the public at large, it has been sufficiently
described for initiates in this course, under the veil of Kabbalistic structures. The most guarded secrets of Hermetic magic are : ,finding the point
of support for the tourbillon on the physical plane, and the formula of
transition from the astral to the physical world.
Unitarianism or Unitary Plzilosophy: this is a Hermetic conception of the
unity and origin of life. Everything manifested is the result of the O N E
W I L L , 0N E S 0 U R C E of all life. From I T we come, wander through
different worlds (or planes) and finally return to I T . The primary idea of
Unitarianism was first brought by Moses from the initiatory sanctuaries of
Egypt and given to the ancient Jews to retain-until the coming of the
Messiah-as a strict monotheism. It is also the corner-stone of the Tarot.
Mouni Sadhu
Melbourne, December, 1959
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The illustrations of the 22 Major Arcana in this book were made by an
Australian artist-Mrs Eva G. Lucas of Melbourne.
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THE HEBREW ALPHABET AS USED IN THE KABBALAH
Names of
No.
Corresponding Sephiroth
1 Kether
Crown

No. Letters
1 Aleph

n

2 Beth

2 Chocmah 3

3 Ghimel

3 Binah

2n

7

Wisdom
Mind

7 Zain

4 Chesed Gedulah) Grace, 7 0 n
Clemency, Will
-;
I 17 3
5 Pechad (Geburah) Severity,
;? 17 3 3 - 7 9 Intelligence
6 Tiphereth
19 9 Beauty, Harmony

8 Heth

7 Netzah

1

4 Daleth
5

He

6 Vau

n

Victory, Justice,

77 n
Glory, Peace
9 Yesod
7 10 7
Form, Prudence
10 Malkuth j'l 1 3 5 n World, Kingdom,

9 Teth

8 Hod

10 Yod
11 Caph

Realization

12 Lamed

The remaining letters have no
corresponding Sephiroth

13 Mem

14 Nun
15 Samech
16 Ayin
17 Phe
18 Tzaddi

19 Quoph

20 Resh
21 Shin
22 Than

n

n

n

CHAPTER 1

ARCANUM I

(K

ALEPH)

Arcanum I

MAGUS
THE MAGICIAN
LESSON

Aleph

-

Divina Essentia
V ir
Natura Naturans

1

FORa truly intelligent and evolving man, the foremost principles in life
are: (1) his consciousness of that life, and (2) the degree of the power of
realization which is at his disposal in his present incarnation.
The striving after the so-called 'initiation' in the three-plane existence,
usually manifests itself in man in one of these two principles, but very
often in both of them.
In Hermetism, I N I T l A T I O N is based on what are known as
A R C A N A , or mysteries. Hcrc should bc explained the difference between
the three terms known in Latin as arcanum, mysteriurn and secretum.
'Arcanurn' (in English also often called Trump) is a mystery, necessary for
the cognition of a definite kind and number of things, laws or principles;
a mystery without which one cannot operate, since the necessity of that
cognition has been born in us; a mystery accessible to a mind strong and
curious enough to see that knowledge. Used broadly, all scientific sentences
which explain any kind of practical activity can be placed under this term.
'Mysterium' is the magnificent system of Arcana and their secrets which
are used as a synthesis by a definite occult school (Hermetic). It is also a
basis for that school's activity and conten~plation.
'Secreturn' (its equivalent in English is simply 'secret') means something
which a number of men agree to hide, for some practical reason or even a
caprice.
In this lesson one of the most important matters for us to study wlll be
the first term arcailurn. It can either by expressed in words, written in any
usual language, or SYMBOLIZED.
The ancient initiatory ccntrcs chose this third way for the transmission
of the highest ideas which were born in their minds, that is they recorded
them in S Y M B O L S .
We can discriminate between three types of symbolism :
(1) The symbolism of colours, a feature of the initiation of the BLACK
RACES.
(2) The symbolism of geometricalj7gures and cards, being the privilege
of the R E D - S K I N N E D R A C E S .
(3) The symbolism of numbers, which belongs to the WHITE R A C E S .
An immense memorial to Egyptian symbolism has come down to us in
which is combined all the three types of the symbolical expression of ideas.
It is just that collection (pack) o f 78 cards with their coloured pictures,
explaining the so-called 22 Major and 56 Minor Arcana. Each card is also
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linked with a definite numerical symbol. As tradition records, these
numbers were placed on the walls of subterranean galleries (passageways),
into which an uninitiated neophyle was allowed to cnter o~llyafter a series
of exacting tests.
The collection of cards is also known as the Gypsies' Tarot (or the
Tarot of the Bohemians). We will consider it as the basis and scheme for
the metaphysical concentration, or mental contemplation as practised by
the ancient initiates.
But it may be said, that each nation has its own system of thinking and
meditation, the outer expression of which is its language. If the nation has
learned to write, then the elements of the language are expressed as an
alphabet.
In the same way our Tarot represents a kind of initiatory alphabet. The
whole ~ a c consists
k
of a system of the lettcrs or signs of that alphabet, while
detadiof the cards and their colours provide something of a commentary
for these signs. We may bind the 22 Major Arcana of the Tarot together
with the hieroglyphs of that mysterious alphabet, which today is termed
ancient Hebrew.
Each letter of that alphabet also has a numerical meaning, and it is in
just this order that we will study them, always remembering the motto of
the white races: everything according to N U M B E R , M E A S U R E and
WEIGHT.
LESSON

2

Now we can pass on to the analysis of the Arcana themselves.
A R C A N U M I has the corresponding Hebrew letter A L E P H (K)
and its idea is U N I T Y . The hieroglyph for the first arcanum is a M A N ;
but look attentively at the symbol for the letter Aleph and we will undoubtedly find there the idea of trinity in the form of two parts, connected
by a third (analyse Weph graphically for yourself).
The card represents a M A N standing with right hand raised and
holding a sceptre, a symbol of authority. The left one is directed towards
the earth. The whole figure cleverly symbolizes the letter Aleph. Over
his head there is the sign of infinity (a figure '8' lying on its side). His
forehead is decked by a golden circlet, and his waist by a similar belt. A
table in the form of a cube stands before the Man, and on it are lying
three objects. These are a CUP, a S W O R D and a C O I N . In this wayapart from the idea of the Trinity-in-Unity-the
card presents four
mysterious things for our consideration.
For the moment we will delay analysing them and occupy ourselves with
m explanation of the twofold position of the Man's arms.
In all fields of knowledge we find binaries, or combinations of two
opposite poles or planes. Metaphysics speaks about the E S S E N C E and
S U B S T A N C E of things, placing these two opposite to one another.
Science speaks about principles or muxims, as the antithcsis of facts.
T o this realm also belong the well known use of the terms S P I R I T and
M A T T E R . Mentally analysing life we will meet with similar binaries
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such as, L I F E and DEATH, C O N S C I O U S N E S S and R E A L I Z A T I O N , G O O D and E V I L . Particular questions in different kinds of
practical science bring us many other binaries like L I G H T and S H A D E ,
H E A T and C O L D , and so on.
In most of these cases there is a possibility of what, in Hermetism, is
termed a neutralizing of the binaries, which simply means the birth of a
third or intermediary element which offers us a passage from one extreme
to the other. In such a way is created the idea of the threefold manifestation, the T W 0 merging together, with the help of the T H I R D to form a
UNIT.
For example, between light and shade we have half-shadow, which is the
same in essence, and so obtain the in between grades of lightness and
darkness. Between heat and cold there are the medium temperatures;
between high and low sounds are intermediary ones; between positive and
negative electricity there is a neutral state, and so on. Similarly, the
opposition of the sexes as between husband and wife is neutralized by the
birth of their child, and so all three elements melt into a new unit which
we call the family (see the explanation about the Tetragrammaton in the
'Introduction').
However, not all binaries can be so easily neutralized. In philosophy the
binary ' E S S E N C E - S U B S T A N C E ' may be readily resolved into
the term ' N A T U R E ' , but try to neutralize such ones as:
(a) Spirit-matter (the soul)
(b) Life-death (exteriorization into the astral)
(c) Good-evil (deed, or even our own human binary)
(d) Consciousness--power of realization (hartnolzy).

I have given you ready solutions as not everyone will be able to find them
independently or easily.
Therefore, one of the properties of I N I T J AT I 0 N nlay be defined as
just the ability to neutralize (or to solve) the above-mentioned basic
binaries. The ancients related the range of these to the so-called G R E A T
MYSTERIES.
The M I N 0 R M Y S T E R I E S approximately cmbraced the sciences
which today come under general education as taught in our secondary
schools; for in those distant days the level of the common education was,
of course, very low and even reading and arithmetic were considered to be
noteworthy.
Now, the neutralization of the binary ' S P I R I T - M A T T E R ' is the
subject of what is termed the tlleoretical initiation; but the remaining three
Great Binaries will belong to practical initiation of which we will speak
many times i n the following lessons.
So we can realize what we are striving for and can thus underline the
general ideas connected with the conception of the threefold steps in the
unitarian scales. Apart from the evident gradation in the ternaries we may
see the hierarchical basis present in their construction. The upper degree
is reflected in the others because of its hierarchical superiority. This means.
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1. L I G H T

2. Higher Region
3. Essence
4. Spirit
5. Life

Neutral

n

Minus

-

Fig. 4 Unitary Triangles

that the authority vested in a lesser ruler differs from that of a superior
one only in the amount, or reach of his power, but not in its character or
principle. We can also see that a general manager who exercises authority
over many subordinates, must synthesize the power of all of them in
himself. We still want to underline the idea of the unbroken passage from
one degree t o another. We can observe three of them, but in the majority
of the examples given, the transition from one degree to the next is uninterrupted, flowing action.
From consideration of tbe unitary ternaries comes the possibility of their
twofold creation. We begin with the extreme elements to obtain the middle
one. Such a proceeding will be called the 'general type of the ordinary
ternary', symbolizing it with the number '1'.
In Fig. 4 ' + ' symbolically corresponds to the positive pole, that is to
that beginning of the binary which we consider as the active, expansive,
(male) pole, while the ' - ' is the passive (female) one which attracts the
former. The letter 'n' means the middle (neutral) term. In many cases it is
possible to begin with the neutral element and separate it in order to determine both of the poles.
Neutral electricity can be turned into '
electricity' and into ' - electricity' by friction; no one can forbid us to think of half-shadow in the
terms of full-shadow partially lightened by a source of light. A child
manifests in itself, on one hand the passive elements of attraction which it
uses when being fed and nursed; while on the other it also displays some
active elements by taking objects, and so on. Both poles or properties are
united in the child; but we can mentally separate them if we wish. Then
we obtain the second kind of ternary as depicted in Fig. 4. It is called the
ternary of the Great Arcanum.
Now we may say something about the creation of ideas. In this lesson we
used analogies, that is similarities, and so arrived at symbolical ideas.
But what is a symbol? It is a method like the one just mentioned, that is,
that of similarity. Let us again take a ternary: L I G H T - H A L F S H A D 0 W - S H A D 0 W . Under its extreme elements let us write down
a few of the non-neutralized binaries like that of:

+

- HALF-SHADOW - SHADOW

Middlc Region
- Nature
-

(darkness)
- Lower Region

Substance
Matter
- Death
If I compare all of these lines with the first, then I will find that the
elements of all of them are symbolized by those of the first one. Moreover,
if 1 am able to neutralize both of the poles in one line, for example (3), it
has probably happened only because I was looking at the first line as if on
a principal idea. This is an example of the power of realization of the symbols
in the metaphysical-logical plane or world.
If in the fourth line I am not yet able to neutralize Spirit and matter,
then it means that the realization of the symbol has not yet emerged and
there is only the opportunity of a limited comparison. Tf we liken Spirit
to light and matter to darkness, then the term I am seeking will correspond
to that of half-shadow.
But now we will return to the picture of the First Arcanum.
-

-
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In this picture we see an individual, a man. This means that this arcanum
of Unity is also an arcanum of individuality. When a number of beings or
things are united, then this group has its own individual life.
A single cell lives: a group of cel!s arc united into an organ, and the
organ lives its own individual life; organs group themselves into an organism, which again lives an individual life. Similarly, all the organic kingdoms
of a planet, as well as the mineral ones, represent another individual, and
together are called the planet. And it lives! A group of planets form a
system, and so on into infinity (all is contained in the Unity).
Small wonder then that a cell might well consider itself as absolutely
free, and can fight with other cells without any regard for the organ or
organism, looking on both of them only in relation to the condition of its
own little life. There is no need to be concerned when, in these days, an
'official scientist' acts just like that cell, and therefore cannot be the equal
of the Earth and Solar System, as he refuses them any individual existence
and merely gucsses that they are only lifeless surroundings, in which
passes the life of such a gentleman. We may not be very interested to know
that the Earth might well look on his little life with contempt in just the
same way as he is looking at the life of his steadily renewing cells.
This arcanum reveals to us, that these great Individualities really exist,
and that not only a group of atoms got its individualization in the form
of a cell, but even an artificial group of men, united into a society, by
this fact alone individualize a new unit and begin to live a common life,
reluctantly considering ihe personal interests of each of the members.
This universal idea was best formulated by Christ when He said: 'For
where there are two or three gathered together in my name, there am I
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in the midst of them' (Matt. 18,20). There is no realized life apart from the
Logos, so the words 'in my name' mean exactly: in the name of Life.
Returning to t.he picture of the arcanum, we see that the man in it is in a
standing position, which stresses his active posture. This will serve us as a
hint for the title of the First Arcanum of the Tarot. Esoterists call it 'the
Magician' (in Latin Magus), but in vulgar language some call i: 'the
Juggler': for us it is essentially A N A C T I V E I N D I V I D U A L .
If you feel a burning desire to establish the so-called Theosophical
Ternary of the basic units (which means that, in the Universe or Cosmos,
you recognize just three elements, that is the Archetype, Man and Nature),
then you may give the arcanum the triple titles of:
1. The A C T I V E P A R T OF D I V I N A
THE ARCHETYPE
ESSENTIA - (GOD'S BEING)
2. The A C T I V E P O L E O F
- (PERSONALITY)
HUMANITY-MAN - VIR
3. N A T U R E ' S
NATURA
(NATURE
ACTIVITY
- NATURANS- I N ITSELF)
In this course we will first occupy ourselves with the meaning of the
M A N of the First Arcanum, and will try to describe the constitution of
his individuality in the realm of his activity.
First, in Man there is a great binary which attracts our attention. It is:
SPIRIT-M AT'TER. Spiritually, Man is living in a world of ideas. On
the other hand, he manifests himself in the material, physical world.
Our first effort in our task of self-initiation will be just trying to neutralize
this binary image.
But what is it that could bind together Spirit and matter, to offer a transition from the plane of ideas to that of manifested, material objects? The
answer is:
A PLANE IN WHICH ENERGY DEFINES THE FORMS.
Mere then is our ternary:
SPIRIT- ENERGY - MATTER
IDEAS - F O R M S - MATERIAL OBJECTS
This transitional plane is called Astral, and the extreme poles Mental
and Physical. The passing from the mental plane to the astral one is
accomplished by a process of grouping and of arrangements, to sum up
briefly-by a process of progressive condensation and formation of ideas
according t o the aforementioned great Law of the collective individuality.
Imagine a general idea of a polygon. Add to this the idea of evcnness
of its linear and angular elements and you will obtain a new conception
of a regulzr polygon, much more compact than the first one. So it is with
the transition from the astral to the physicalplane. Fix a tin disc to a spindle.
Its edge will not cut a diamond because it is too soft; but let the disc
rotate at a very fast rate, which means an increase in its kinetic energy, or
accumulation of some a s ~ r a lproperties, and under such conditions its
edge will cut through a diamond. As you may see, because of the condensation and accumulation of the astral, you were able to effect a change
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in a purely physical thing, that is the hardness of the disc's edge. This
means that the transition has bee11 performed. even if only partially.
Concentratc strongly in a room with the desire to call a man (subiectum)
from another, ordering him to come to you. lntense concentratioq leads to
the condensation of the idea into an imaginary form. By making the effort
with your imaginative power, that is condensir~gthe astral, you may reach
the fu@lrnerzt of your aim, which belongs to the physical plane. Movement
from the astral has been transformed into movement on the physical
plane. This is just the realization o f t h e [ransflion. Think deeply and in full
inner peace about this, and you may understand the secret meaning of
these deliberations as just given.
No doubt some people would like to argue, that in thefirst example, the
disc alrcady possessed the physical property of hardness, and by condensation of the astral we only augmented that hardness, while in the second
exampie the magnetist was working, not only at concentrating and condensing the astral with his imagination, but was also directing his breathing
according to the special methods valid for his purposc, and perhaps, in
addition allowing himself to use a lightning-like rhythmical movement of
his body. Yes! It is possible, but 1 would like to answer such questioners
with an alchemical aphorism: 'IN O R D E R T O C R E A T E G O L D
O N E M U S T HAVE GOLD.'
This is the law which works with the majority of processes for the
realizatior~of things. In material life we often take some ready-made realizations as our starting point. Then we act like a person who throws some
more crystals into a saturated solution in order to accelerate its crystallization.
The overwhelming majority of magic operations possess such a characteristically wise chosen starting point.
So in the whole universe as well as in its every individual part we should
try to discriminate-even though only approximately-between the realms
of the three planes: mental, astral and physical, which are mutually interpenetrating and which we can also consider separately.
Accordingly, in Man, we will distinguish between three components:
Mental (Mens), Astral (anima or soul also often called 'astrosome') and
finally, physical body (corpus).
When a man is occupied with intellectual work, we can say that his
mind and soul are more active than his body. When some kind of sentimental
life or pure imagination, active or passive prevails in him, we may consider
that the sozrl is the acting principle, and so on.
We can accept that human spirit-mind, when manifesting itself, formed
the soul, and that this sou!, taking for a starting point on the physical plane
some materialized elements provided by the parents, creates a physical body
for itself, for an interior as well as an exterior l~fe.We can accept that the
soul supports the functions of that body according to plans preparcd in
advance.
That is what I wanted to explain in this lesson. Tt can be added, that
nobody can forbid you to replace our schematic division of the Universe
and Man alike-on three planes-with another conception, perhaps more
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particularly by one in which our three planes may be divided into subplanes. We will do this ourselves later or in this course.
The First Major Arcanum contains the idea of Unity and Activity.
'All beings are in unity and are returning to that Unity,
which is their true aim.'
Unity comprises Unity, that is Everything is contained in Everything.
For those who are acquainted with Eastern conceptions, related to the
idea of the First Arcanum of the Tarot, I can state, that the Vedantic idea
of the Atman is very close to the Man (Adam-Kadmon) symbolized on the
card of this arcanum. Do not forget the sign of infinity over the head
of the Man. Look at his right (active) hand showing the Ultimate Goal,
high above. To this arcanum belongs Raja-Yoga, as you probably sensed
when you commenced to study this chapter.

C H A P T E R IP
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THE DOOR OF T I E SANCTUARY
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The letter 3 (Beth) in the Hebrew alphabet is used as the symbol for
the Second Arcanum, and the numerical sign is 2. While the First Arcanum
has a Man for its hieroglyph, the Second has a human throat. The scientific
name of the second card of the Tarot is G N 0 S I S (Knowledge). Occultists
also use another term: 'The Door of the Sanctuary', and the vulgar name
for it is 'the Priestess'.
In the background of the picture on the card, there are two columns. The
right one is R E D , and crowned with the sign of the sun. It is called
'Jakin'. The left is B L U E (sometimes also B L A C K ) . It is crowned with
the moon and is called 'Boha7'. In masonic language, the space between
the columns is known as the 'middle' space.
In the foreground a woman is sitting on a cube-shaped seat. On her
head we do not see the sign of infinity, as was the case in the First Arcanum,
but the horns of Isis, with a full moon between them. Her face is covered
with a half-transparent veil, while her figure is clothed in a flowing gown.
On her knees rests a roll of papyrus (or a book), half covered by the folds
of her dress, and on her bosom hangs a square cross.
The three names of the Second Arcanum on the planes of the Archetype,
Man and Nature are:
DIVINA SUBSTANTIA, FEMINA, NATURA NATURATA.

Luna

D i v i n a Substantia
Femina
Natura Naturata

The highest manifestations of man in his earthly life arc his mind and
will. If this binary is duly neutralized, then his life passes in favourable
conditions. This does not mean to imply that I am forgetting here about the
highest element in a human being, his Spirit or Atman, or True Self, as
Western and Eastern Initiatory Masters have taught us.
Although the Tarot is an extremely exact and logical machine, it does
not include Spirit in its arcana, for this is beyond its practical reach. I
mentioned this in particular in the 'Introduction' to this book. Moreover,
in company with the most authoritative exponents of Hermetism, I believe
the Tarot to be a preparatory school for the realization of the Spirit in
man, that is for his ultimate and highest aim.
Now we will return to the ternary:
SPIRIT-ASTRAL-MATTER.
Under 'Astral' I mean that which occultists are accustomed to separate
into two sub-divisions, namely mental and astral bodies. For purely technical purposes in the present course, we will often consider them as a unit.
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So, man necessarily needs a healthy spirit, a healthy astrosome, and a
healthy physical body. The Monad (another name for Spirit, Atman or
Self) is always perfect because of its high origin, about which we will
speak later. The essential thing is, that this highest principle in man is
A C T I V E in him, for thcn a man possesses the fully undimmed C O N S C I O U S N E S S (true one), which is the same as the presence of spiritual
tendency in a man's life.
A healthy astrosome will create the element of spiritual harmony, being
the third term of the binary: Consciousness-Power (Force). This harmony
will secure a productive combination of strivings and desires in man.
This combination is just what, in current language, we call the personality.
It is simple! If someone tells us for what and how he is striving in his life,
we are able to know his 'I' (personality), or ego.
A healthy body allows man a right transmission of will-impulses. It will
balance his world of physical needs and will add to his life the element of
the power of realization. So what do we have to analyse first, the body,
astral or Spirit?
The body and its functions are the object of study by other types of
specialists. Spiritual manifcstations are not uncommon to many deeply
thinking men, who are inclined towards philosophical matters. So our
present aim will be to analyse the astrosome, and later, the whole astral
world in which the astrosome lives and which is its normal realm. Therefore
if we ask ourselves :

and the right-hand column is also similar to the left one; but, in both cases,
the things concerned are N O T E Q U A L .
The horns give us a direct hint of the law of binaries. The columns also
form a binary; but between them is a woman, that is again an individual
who should neutralize this binary. Woman is a symbol of passiveness,
especially a seated woman. I h i s position also reminds us of patient,
contemplative, sensitive moods. Yes! Whoever wishes to learn, must have
these moods.
Objects of scientific investigation are accessible only to a sharp and
penetrating mind: for they are covered by a half-transparent veil. The
results of any scientific investigations are recorded in books by the savants;
but Nature records its mysteries in a living book. It is possible to know
them only from under the folds of a cloak which will insulate us from
worldly troubles and conditions and other harmful outer influences. That
is why the figure of Gnosis has such an ample covering.
The hieroglyph for this arcanurn-a human throat-represents something where one can hide oneself, a shelter like a temple, or other building
dedicated to sciencz. The aforementioned law of analogy is conveyed by
related, but not identical terms.
It is necessary to know, in full detail, the idea of the binary of male and
female origin.
Over the head of the Magician in the First Arcanum there is a sign of
unity (as well as of infinity); but here we have horns, that is a much
more materialistic element. For the mother is more materialistic than the
father. The passive is always more dense than the active. A subtlc, supple
element of activity fccundates the more condensed, passive element; but
the latter should be realized according to the measure of the first: it must
correspond to it.
What is the aim of existence of these elements? Of course, the fecundation itself, which is symbolized here by the cross on the woman's breast.
The vertical part of the cross is the phallus and the horizontal the cteis.
The solar cross is identical with the so-called stauros of thc Gnostic
symbolism (Fig. 5), and in the Hindu tradition it is the lingam (Fig. 5).
In the Tenth Arcanum we will see another representation of the same
origin, but more philosophical (the sign for which is 7 Yod), and in the Fifth
(the sign being Ht) again, male and fcmale symbols.
The Second Arcanum is feminine in character. The moon seen in it suggests
to us the idea of maternity (the moon being the Universal Mother in occult
tradition). So, astrologically, the Second Arcanum belongs to the moon.
From it we may see the idea of another binary, showing its productive
and creative character. Let us analyse the basic phases of this production.
For example, in mechanics, take two equal and opposite forces and
apply them at the same point. There will be a balance of forces. This
roughly constructed binary reminds us that the main part of a manifestation is possible only as a result of the opposing forces, that is action and
counter-action. Without this nothing will be produced.
Does it pay to preach goodness among virtuous people? Is there any
sense in teasing someone who is absolutely insensitive to and unimpressed
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(1) What makes man an active unit? Then we find
(2) that we need knowledge of the astral plane.
So let us occupy ourselves with the second Arcanum, which will supply
the necessary answers.
(a) In its numerical meaning, the Second Arcanum reminds us about the
necessity of splitting the unit, and its polarization every time that it wants
to act.
@) The shape of the letter j (Beth) itself clearly shows the method used
in occult knowledge.
I am speaking about the great method of analogy, a formula of which
is given in the classical Latin translation of the text of the Emerald Tablets
of Hermes Trismegistus:
'QUOD EST I N F E R I U S EST SICUT Q U O D EST S U P E R I U S
E T Q U O D EST SUPERIUS EST S I C U T Q U O D EST INFERIUS A D PERPETRANDA MIRACULA RE1 UNIUS.'
(that is, 'What is below is similar [ N O T E Q U A L ] to what is above, and
what is above is similar to what is below in order to ensure the perpetuation
of the miracles of the Unique Thing' (free translation).)
This statement, together with the picture of the Temple hall is sufficient
to justify the name 'Gnosis' given to the Second Major Arcanum of the
Tarot. The upper part of the letter 3 (Beth) is similar to the lower one,
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and animated by will-power, just in the form of these tourtillons or vortexes, extending themselves like shadows or ever-widening circles on the
surface of water, and growing according to similar laws. The mystery of
the creation of such tourbillons cannot be told. of course, in a book or in
general practice; but I shall take the risk of a slight intimation, in which
man instinctive(v makcs these ~ortexesin the astral and even sees :heir
power o f realization, by means of individualized coagulations of matter,
as coniured LID bv* them.
This is connected with the question of neutralization of the binary,
LIFE-DEATH.
Another initiatory binary, S P I R I T - M A T 7 E R has been neutralized
by the A S T R A L , or second plane. Therefore I will now give the general
outline necessary for thc cognition of this important plane, and firstly of its
dwellers.
Generally speaking, acquaintance with them can be made by an inductive method, which means relations with them and the recording of the
results of those relations: or, also by a deductive method, that is proceeding from definitions known about the astral plane.
The astral plane is, according to definition; mixed with the physical and
mental planes. They interpenetratc onc another. So in the astral must be
visible the reflections of elements of those planes, which correspond to its
sphere.
Strongly condensed and grouped together, collective ideas have, as a
reflection in the astral, the so-called astro-ideas. Metaphysicians and othcr
scientists like to catch these in the moments of their mental strivings, when
a question arises regarding the selection of a form for the already beloved
ideas.
Often the same astro-idea may be caught by different savants from
neighbouring sub-planes; then we may see two or more systems arising
which are strongly rclated, but not identical in form. Here I would like
only to remind students about the creation of infinitesimal calculus by
Leibnitz (at present called differential calculus), and also by Newton
who then called it a 'method of fluxions'.
When realized in the physical world, actions and phenomena arc reflected
in the astral plane, through the intermediary of higher, or more subtle
sub-planes of the physical, as in a mirror. By means of this process they
establish themselves exactly in the astral, thereby forming the astral
clichks of happenings in the physical world. The astral plane is not limited
by the narrow laws whicli apply in the three-dimensional space of the
physical world. There you can find cliches not only of the past, but also of
future events. You may object, saying that future events are, to a certain
degree, dependent upon the will and impulses of 'free individualities'.
My answer will be: (a) Yes, but each desire, each intention made by you
on the physical plane, partially changes the cliches of future happenings,
and can ever1 annihilate them. What of the future will you then see in the
astral ?
(b) The higher the sub-plane in which you catch the elichCs of a future
event, the less it changes and the better it forecasts things. Here we have a
L
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by such behaviour? Can we rest upon something which bends under the
pressure of our arm without offering any resistance? This must always be
in your mind when you have to establish a inodus vivendi to fit any
circumstance.
The very point which divides the active part of a binary from its negative
one, is that of counterbalance which may sometimes be shifted, but the
idea of a momentary point of balance is always realized according to our
scheme.
Action or behaviour neutralizing the great binary of G O O D and
EVIL can, for a short time, approach closer to the realm of good or evil.
At such a moment the binary is neutralized by another action or form of
behaviour. Only, in this second case G O O D simply does not bring any
harm to the man; and a few minutes later it is felt that conscience compels
him to be very grateful to it.
THE P O S I T I O N O F T H E P O I N T WAS C H A N G E D , B U T
NOT THE IDEA O F NEUTRALIZATION.
LESSON
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Now we will pass to another phase of the application of the binary. This
phase can be termed dynamic, whereas the first was rather static. Again a
rough mechanical example: take two equal and parallel forces and apply
them to opposite points of a dense body. It is a pair of forces and it makes
us think of a rotary movement. This mental picture is just what is needed,
and even more, the conception of whirling, or as we may say, a tourbillon,
a vortex. Where will we imagine it to be? This time in the astral plane, so
we have to imagine astral waves stirred up by the eRorts of imagination,
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great mystery, that of free \rjiN, which is identical to the mystery of the
fabrication of astral tourbillons in their general sense. From this comes a
certain degree of obscurity in the exposition of this point; but those who are
acquainted with this secret, which C A N N O T be revealed in any writing
destined for a wide public, know that the explanation is T R U E .

picture of the evil deed. We will call this type of ominous artificial entity
a larva. Such a larva will watch ils 'father' in order to prevent him from
forgetting his evil intention and desire, and to fortify the larva's life by
new meditations about the same theme. But it can also attach itself to
another man, who has certain astral and mental affinity with the first one.
We then say that a larva has left one man and fastened itself (like a leech)
to another.
How can we free ourselves from such larvas, no matter whether our own
or of foreign origin? 1 can recommend three means.
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Here 1 would like to make an important statement in the interest of
readers and students of the Tarot. All these 'extraordinary' matters about
the astral plane and its properties can be experienced only if one possesses a
certain degree of concentration, that is, the ability to rule one's thoughts
and stop them at will. Otherwise it will be only a repetition of my own case
of about 30 years ago, when I first met practical occultism by reading the
works of Prof. G. 0. M. to whom I owe many of my own experiences in
later years. At that time it seemed to be very strange and impossible for
me to become acquainted with the super-physical conditions of existence,
astro-ideas, Egregors, and so on, as described in this book. But when I
understood that the V E R Y K E Y is just the ability of conccntration, the
subsequent training throughout many years allowed me to develop from a
laymen into a more knowledgeable person.
That is what caused me to write Concentration. I do not wish to imply
that all the peaks expounded in it, are an unalterable condition for any study
of Hermetism, but at least three of the 'Series' in that book must be performed in order that this present work will become a practical manual for
the student, instead of just a cumbersome collection of thoughts and
theories.
However, it is time to return to our Tarot.
While scientists seek after astro-ideas-even unaware of their existenceall kinds of clairvoyants, fortune-tellers and prophets long for the astral
clichks, which they try to catch in trance, or in dream, that is in the states
when a human being is closer to the astral world. The easiest clichks to
see are, of course, t h ~ s eof an extraordinary nature, having a n unusual
or fateful meaning. This gives the possibility of 'seeing' and forecasting
great crimes, catastrophies, as well as peculiar happenings of world-wide
importance. Sometimes even non-clairvoyant persons are able to receive
impressions of such ominous events, if they are sufficiently sensitive at the
time.
Let us imagine that a man has a common evil desire, but makes no
attempt to realize it on the physical plane. He only draws his dark desire
on the astral plane, and so creates a kind of 'entity', by condensing the astral
according to his intention. This artificial 'being' does not possess a physical
body, but it is a kind of astrosome, and its correspondence to the human
monad (spirit) is just the mental idea of the evil intention or wish. Such a
being-according to the property of its 'monad'-can act and influcnce
only in one direction as intended by its unwise creator, man, who is usually
unaware of his foolishness.
Now, on whom will the influence of such a demon be exerted? Yes,
firstly on the father of it himself, the draughts~nanwho created the astral
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(1) A conscious effort of the will in the form of a desire not to succumb
to the evil entity, to dcfy it, to expel it, to act like a painter who looks wlLn
contempt on his own obscene creation.
(2) To concentrate mentally on another object, and not to allow any
thought about the larva to enter into the mind. Frequent thinking about the
chosen object will cut the possibility of attending to the larva. Prayer is
the best and 1110st reconlme~idedmeans of this kind, because every prayer
is an act of conccntration, and every act of concentration can be considered as a form of prayer, no matter if it is directed to God, man himself
or even to the Devil, depending upon the nature of the concentration.
As the Devil, we understand, from the Tarot's point of view, a picture
of Higher Origin deformed to the ultimate depths reached through the
synthesis of all anarchy and disorders.
This means of concentration may be compared to the method of turning
away from an unwanted picture so as to contemplate another, more
desirable one.
(3) The u;e of the power of realization based on the physical plane, that
is the destruction of the larva with a magic sword, which consists of a
metallic blade with an insulated hilt made from dry timber, ebonite or,
nowadays, from plastic (a thick woollen glove will also serve the purpose).
The action of the magic sword is based on the astral tourbillons' property
of changing their characters so strongly in the proximity of a sharp metallic
projection that in the event of the sword entering a ganglion of a larva, it
will bring about its full disintegration.
This means that larvas should be sought for in the aura of persons
attacked by them, for they usually adhere to the astrosome of a man like
a leech. This method is similar to the destruction of the whole of an
obscene picture by the annihilation of the canvas on which it is painted.
Imagine that an intelligent and well-disposed man, who is able to concentrate, is tliinking about a good idea, giving it a certain form. He may
then find others, who have the same or similar ideas, and so a circle of men
may come into being, who are ail thinking along the same lines bilt in a
different form. It is as if evcryone of them is repeating the drawing of a
plan, placing a pencil again and again on the same contours. The thing
grows in strength, develops an astrosome and becomes an 'Egregor' or
collective entity.
Such an Egregor, like each astrosome, defends, heals and even resusci-
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tates the physical bodies of its members, rousing then1 to activities and
realization of the principal idea incorporated in that Egrcgor. So, for
example, an Egregor of a benevolent society may urgc its physical mcmbcrs
to still more activities and work, and the attracting of new members.
Egregors belonging to organizations and nations which are inimical to
one another, are able to fight on the astral plane, while their human beings
fight in the physical world.
If on the physical plane, enemies destroy the bodies of members of a
particular Egregor, their astrosomes fortify the Egregor on the astral plane.
Recall the persecution of Christians by thc Jews and Pagans in the early
days of the new religion. The former won the fight, because they were
stronger on the astral plane. That is why the Church, at that time, said that
'the blood of the martyrs is the best seed for new Christians'.
More particulars about Egregors will be given in the analysis of the
Eleventh Arcanum.

directs its development, but also supports its form, rules over the exchange
of its cells, repairs any damage done to them, and when the time comes for
the body to decompose, the astrosome even helps in this process.
Now you may be better able to realize why a sick person's sleep is
considered a good omen. The astrosome will try to restore the health of
its body, and it is just possible for it to do this when the man is asleep.
In the first period after physical death, the elemcntar is occupied with
the process of decomposing his former earthly body. As far as we know,
this is sometimes a very grim business, and only very few of so-called
ordinary men are able to escape this unpleasant task. That is why men
fear death. In the deepest recesses of their consciousness there may be some
vague remembrance of former burials and the subsequent events, and so on.
That is why, for example, in India the bodies of most average people
are cremated: this may spare them what has just been told. Otherwise,
saints and eminent yogis are usually buried in the earth, as they have
nothing to fear after death. They were masters of their lives on earth, and
they remain so in all other worlds. In many occult chronicles one can find
grim stories about vampires and were-wolves which followed some burials,
and which were recorded under special and unusual conditions. In Isis
Unveiled Madam H . P. Blavatsky relates an interesting story of vampirism
in Kiev, allegedly founded on authentic recorded facts. Here there is no
room to delve further into these things.
Anyway, the astrosome is Brahma, Vishnu and Siva for its physical body.
Theactivity of the astrosome in connectionwith the physical body is especially
strong in time of sleep. At that time the spirit hardly uses the astrosome,
which then has time to do its house-work, which is the business of feeding
its cells, of healing, and of surveying the vital currents (pranas). If the
astrosome has only a very little amount of work to perform as in catalepsy,
lethargy, trance, and so on, then it can be almost free and so manifest
itself energetically enough as to be visible in the realm of outer objects,
such as the bodies of other men. Here belongs the healing of another body
by means of the exteriorization of one's astrosome and the sending of it to
that body to repair its faults. By using some part of certain fluids from a
medium, or even its own body, an astrosome can manifest itself far off-at
great distances-and in many ways, often producing some mechanical
effects, noises, the transfer of objects, touching, light effects, the appearance
of its form as the physical body of a man. and so on.
We call these manifestations of the astral energy of a man beyond his
physical body, exteriorization (or exit) of the astrosome. So death is a
permanent abandonment of the physical f o r ~ nwhile
,
exteriorization means
only a temporary withdrawal, more or less conscious. The differences
among men are so great, that it would be impossible to guess at or predict
anything very accurate about the cond~tionswhich prevail in such cases.
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Now imagine that a man has finished his existence on the physical p!ane.
in a particular incarnation. We say that he has died. His body bcgins to
decomposc. According to the unchangeable laws of Nature, all the elements
of that body, including the vital force of the blood and even the energy of
nervous activity, are gradually being absorbed back into the same Nature
for use in other organic formations.
The man remains with his astrosome and spiritual monad. The lowest
plane on which he can now exist, is the astral one.
Now his name is-ELEM E N T A R . I have adapted this word to suit
English usage, taking it from the old Western occult tradition, as there is
nothing more appropriate. This elementar can still manifest itself in the
physical world, but under many conditions and restrictions. One of them
is the use of mediums, that is persons who are able to lend their lower
astral elements and higher physical matter to an elementar, who wants to
contact his former world. Fortunately, not all elementars are interested in
such relations, and, in any case, not all are able to get them. The most
important conditions which can facilitate a two-plane entity (elementar)
using a spiritualist's seance is the presence of a passive medium, the
powerful will of a magician, or a collective will of mcmbers of a special
circle, interested in mediumism and the apparitions of dead men. However,
all this is rather incidental, for the normal life of an elementar is passed in
the contemplation of astral clichks and intercourse with other astral beings.
They are his comrades in suffering because of the 'astral judgement', which
invariably occurs after death, and in preparation for the next incarnation.
Among the temporary contacts on the astral plane, there are also meetings with the artificially exteriorizcd astrosome of still living men.
It is possible for a living man to concentrate his activities in the astral
realm both intentionally and unintentionally. In such a state, his physical
functions must be reduced to the bare minimum. We can say that the astrosome not only forms the body in the womb of its future mother, not only
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Unconscious exteriorization sometimes happens to persons suddenly
affected by strong grief, fear, or who are merged in certain kinds of sleep,
like lethargy or catalepsy; but consciously, this peculiar state can be used
by magicians and witches, when they wish to manifest their activities from
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a distance. This may also be done for various purposes, such as: to see
an astral cliche of an earthly happening (in advance, of course); to catch
a valuable astro-idea; to solve a tangled question or probleni, and to
experience practically all that 1 am telling you now theoretically.
At such a time, the mental monad is not very much affected by the
astral exit of its counterpart. Its activity is rather divided into two parts.
Firstly, the mental body may accompany the astrosome in its wandering
in order to help and guard it, and on the other hand, it may remain to look
after the physical body, left alone in a state of deep catalepsy somewhere on
the earth. For you should know, that each conscious exteriorization of the
astrosome in man brings many quite real dangers for his physical vehicle.
Later we will speak more extensively about this matter; but for the present
I only wish to underline the fact, that these dangers are the reason why
no honest occultist will ever disclose the secrets of the process of exteriorization to anyone, unless he or she is sufficiently advanced and gives full
guarantees of decent and reasonable behaviour on the astral plane, so full of
temptations and strange, almost unbelievable conditions. The same
thing applies to books. Although, in this work I would have liked to tell
everything that is known at the present time about occultism and its
practices, I have had to wrap the actual instructions-which lead to real
experiments in other worlds-in such a way that the neophyte has to use his
intuition whcn seeing the symbols of astral tourbillons, exteriorization or
anything else. If you carefully follow and study the matters expounded
here, with energy and confidence, you might be able to lift the unavoidable
veil of secrecy which is drawn over dangerous teachings; but then you will
also be R I P E to receive them, and this will not burden my, or another
exponent's karma, even if later you may commit some blunders. This
M U S T be clearly understood and sound deductions made from this
realization.

(2) If things are opposite, that is, if the astrosome has been damaged when
it has been apart from the physlcal body - say, w ~ t ha maglc sword or any
other sharp object-and had bery little contact with it, then there is a
considerable danger for the body and its health A sickness may develop,
apparently without any good reason for it.
If the damage to the exteriorized astrosotne occurs on one of the ganglions,
not necessarily even the most important one, then after its relurn, the
physical body will have a iround in just the place where its astral double
has been injured. The louter the sub-plane of the astral on which we go when
exteriorized, the greater is the darnage and the subsequent danger.
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So the mental body (or, as it has also been called here, the mental monad)
looks after the security of its two lower bodies in cascs of exteriorization.
Now we will pass on to the actual role of the astrosome.
(1) The absence of the astrosome from the physical body, when the latter
has been wounded or otherwise damaged, is a good sign, for this means
that the astrosome itself has not been affected, and therefore it is easier for
it to repair and heal whatever is necessary. If you can exteriorize even
partially at the moment when your body receives an injury, you will be
healed much quicker and more surely than otherwise. In such a case the
tourbillons, and ganglions of your astral body will have been only slightly
affected, or even not at all, and then the astrosome works quickly and
effectively to repair the damage. Some fakirs make use of this method when
they allow their bodies to be cut or pierced. The returning astrosome heals
everything in a short time.
I remember an instance in my own life, when I made a spontaneous
exteriorization almost unconsciously, when my body was in great danger.
It fell from a considerable height, and rolled down a stony hill; but as
'1' was then momentarily 'apart', the injuries were only superficial.
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Other inhabitants of the astral plane are the elementals. Western occult
tradition does not consider them to be purely astral beings, for an elemental
can have its own mental monad, astrosolne and pllysical body, but
belonging to the more subtle sub-divisions, and therefore is normally
invisible to humans. These strange beings direct certain special involutionary activities, such as chemical and physical phenomena, as well as
physiological processes. Another rcason for their being invisible and
intangible, is that their bodies are of the same consistency as the subplane on which they live.
If their bodies are in a gaseous state, we call them sylphs; if liquid,
ondines; if solid, gnomes; and finally those who have still more subtle
bodies, close to what we call the 'world's ether', they will be known as
salamanders.
Some beings possess only mental monads and operate involutionary
processes on the astral plane. Tradition defines them as 'Spiritus Directores'
of the astral, or leaders of it; but other purely mental entities are also
occupied with the involutionary processes and are called Angels.
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THE sign of the Hebrew alphabet for the third Major Arcanum of the
Tarot is the letter 3 (Ghimel). The hieroglyph is a hand with the fist
folded so that it forms a narrow tunnc!, which can contain something.
From this idea of a narrow tunnel it is not a far step to the next one: that
of the matrix (womb), w11ii:h is the last link in the process of birth, or to the
actual idea of infant delivery.
Frorn this comes the titles of the Third Arcanum:
DlVINA NATURA, PARTUS, GENERATIS
The idea of creation is tightly connected with the element of love, or
generally, with the element of attraction. Universal gravitaticc, ordinary
love, clemency, unibersal love, all of these are only separate manifestations
of the same A T T R A C T I O N .
The goddess of lotre has been called V E N U S . This explains to us the
scientsc name of the arcanum, V E N U S U R A N I A , that is, Venus of
the astronomical universe.
Another scientific name is P H I S I S (Nature). The vulgar name is the
Etnnress.
The geonletrical symbol for this arcanum, suggesting the idea of the
ternary, will be an ascending (that is the apex pointing upwards) or
descending (that is the apex pointing downwards) triangle, depending upon
the nature of the ternary.
The picture on the card shows a woman, crowned with twelve stars,
symbolizing the twelve signs of the Zodiac. The principle of birth on the
physical plane is closely connected with different phases of solar energy,
received by the Earth. Thcsc phases are determined by tlleposition of the Sur~
in a particular sign of the Zodiac. That is why, in occultism, the Zodiac
itself is considered as a hint for the physicjl plane and its properties.

9

Venus

~ i v i n aNatura
Partus
Generat is

'A seated woman clothed with the sun, and the rnooli under her feet, and
on her head a crown of tw~clvcstars: and being with ch~ld,she cried
travailing in birth, and was in pain to be delivered.'
(The Apocalypse of St John)
The problem of birth reveals the meaning of the Third Arcanum and
the Sun shows us the centre of attraction (planetary love) of our solar
system. There is also the idea of the Sun being the centre of emanated
life, and of all creation.
In her left hand the woman holds a sccptrc with the sign of Vcnus
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( ). This means that she reigns for ever with her love oker all that has
been born, all that is, and all that will be born. The sign 9 itself is a
synthesis of two symbols:
belongs to the Sun (creative emanations)
and
being, as we will 5ee later, the world of elements, or the c o m p l e ~
of all the influences of the surroundings. Therefore love brings a victory
for creative emanations over all obstacles, arising from those surroundings.
In her right hand the wornan holds a shield bearing the device of an
eagle, to indicate the fact that thc idea of creation extends itself over the
highest regions. A square shaped cross hangs round the eagle's neck,
reminding us that the process of birth is a natural consequence of the union
between the active and passive principles.
The woman is seated on a cube-shaped stone, which in turn is poised
on a globe. Under her left foot is the moon, here symbolizing the matter of
the sub-lunar world, as the lowest realm of creation.
Sometimes we find on Tarot cards for the Third Arcanum, that the
woman has wings instead of the Sun clothing her. This is to remind us about
the ascension of Isis Terrestris (Earthly Tsis) to Isis Coelestis (Celestial
Isis).
This arcanum provides us with the conception that ' N O T H I N G I S
C R E A T E D , B U T E V E R Y T H I N G I S B O R N ' , that is there is
always 9 (Yod) which fecundates 7 (He) and therefore brings about the
birth of the third element 1 (Vau), of the Sixth Arcanum. So we have:
Father, Mother and Child. Active and passive being neutralized by the
androgynous.
Apart from this, the Third Arcanum proclaims the universal law of the
T E R N A R Y. I will now give a few examples of analyses of some typical
ternaries; firstly one of the descending triangle type.

+

a

ARCHETYPE-MAN-NATURE
This is: God in God, or God the Father; God manifesting Himself in
humanity, or God the Son; God manifesting Himself in Nature, God the
Holy Ghost.
According to this triple manner of manifestation of the Unique Divinity,
in whom the middle term neutralizes the two extremes, Man creates the
link between Nature and the Archetype. Therefore there are souls, seeking
God the Father by means of metaphysical paths, and souls seeking God
the Son in their hearts while uniting groups of men in the name of such a
search.
Finally, there are souls seeking God by contemplation of Nature and by
the alliance with her (Nature's) unchangeable laws: they are seekers after
God the Holy Ghost.
More particulars of this will be found in the Kabbalah.
Now we want to analyse the ternary of an ascending type of triangle, for
example, that of the Great Arcanum. The same ternary: Archetype-ManNature can be used for the next steps. Imagine thc Archetype as something
harmonious, androgynous, omniscient, eternally content, possessing ability
(powers) to manifest any activity and consequently of being in the position
to limit those activities.

In traditional Herrnetism there is an expression to the effect that:
'Thc Highest Principle being the beginning of everything, divides Itself
into A C T I V E and P/\ S S 1VE manifestations. thereby creating the
figure of an ascending triangle.'
Humanity is as a whole the cme organihm, whose cell\ are beings which,
on this earth, are called mcn. On other planets things may be quitc diffcrcnt,
although, for a clearly thinking mind this is a certainty. IVe are not the
unique, nor the most adbanced evolution in the ekrnal, limitless universe.
To think othcrwise shows the lack of the ability to reason and build
conceptions based on one's own independent judgement.
If we recognize the existence of such 'cells' in all their possible variety,
on all cosmic planets, suns, and so on, then n e can surely create a picture
of the L'ni~~crsal
Man, living the lifc of a collective entity and possessing
Will according to the great Law of Individualization.
Nature-ar a consequence of the grouping together of all the elements,
individualized or not by your imagination and contemnlation-is a result
of causality. Both poles, that is H U M A N I T Y and N A T U R E are
manifestations of the Archetype. According to the scheme of our triangle,
the first element (humanity) is an active one, the second (Nature) is passive.
We have to note that both of these terms 'active' and 'passive' are used
here in a relative but not any absolute meaning.
Now we will occupy ourselves with another verj irltere\ting ternary of
the same type as that of thc Grcat Arcanum. It is:
PAST-PRESENT-FUTL

RE.

The Present, at a given moment, determines the past and future. Without
indicating the P R E S E N T M O M E N T , we cannot separate and realize
the P A S T and the F U T U R E . The present emanates the past and the
future; in the past is shown its relatively pu".sive, deformed side (it is
impossible to change it) and in the futurc, its active side. Putting our two
ternaries beside one another, we may say that the Archetjpe, according to
the Law rules over the P R E S E N T , that to humnnity analogou~lybelongs
the F U T U R E , and that Nature has based its manifestations on the
P A S T . To proceed a step further; humanity rules over the ,future in
accordance with the Law of Human Freedom, with ths help of an instrument called ' H U M A N I T Y ' S W I L L ' . Nature holds the past in the form
of Destiny, an instrument of which is Fate (blind, pitiless, and therefore
warped and relatively passive).
The Archetype has the qualities of the Androgyne. This is reflected
according to the Law of All-Contentment and Higher Harmony on that
great Chandelier called Providence. Accordingly, Destiny (Providence) is
neutral, androgynous and plays the role of light, radiating on the field of
activity of both remaining elements.
I would like to underline, that in our language the term 'present'
has two meanings: onc, related to the reality of an object, and the other,
the placing of that object in a certain moment of time. Each application of
the birth or emanation of everything should be the P R E S E N T for the
birthgiving or source of emanation, in order to be real in the corresponding
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Providence
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(Neutral)

Fate

(Passive)

l l i l l of
Humanity
(I\ctlve)

Karma
(Passive)

Will
( 4c t i v e )

Fig. 6 Trianglcs of Fabre d'Olivet

plane of manifestation of life. Therefore the formula of suggestion (hypnosis) must be read as: 'You A R E doing this or that' and not 'you WILL do
it' or 'you H A V E D O N E it'. This should be carefully meditated upon, in
order to ensure good understanding.
Any unchangcablc metaphysical or scientific thesis is also formed in the
present. Impressions which you may describe as belonging to the past or
future will not be accepted by anyone as real. k t the best of times, they
may be considered only as vague terms for 'reflection' or 'hallucination',
and so on.
Coming back to our ternary, I would like to quote the saying of Fabre
d'Olivet that: 'the world's history shall be realized in the mystical triangle'
(see Fig. 6).
Providence illuminates the present with its Light.
(1) Humanity's Will tends to the creation of the future, but is restricted by
Fate, which controls this striving by means of thepast. If humanity's Will
is allied with the enlightening influence of Destiny, then it is stronger than
Fate. In such cases, the history of humanity has an evoluticnary character.
(2) If humanity closes its eyes to the influence of Destiny and tries to fight
Fate, then it is impossible to forecast the exact result: everything depends
upon the relation of the forces of humanity and its Fate.
(3) If humanity consciously~ghtsFate which has been reinforced by hints
from Providence, and then forgets to listen to the voice of Providence, the
Will of humanity will be defeated and no results will accrue from such a
hopeless struggle.
(4) If humanity joins its efSorrs with those of Fate, despite negative advice
from the side of Providence, then the results will be very strong and very
much felt. Then historical development removes the world from the
principles of Harmony, and errors have to be rectified by way of realization
of the ultimate aims of the universe. At such times the history of humanity
becomes involutionary instead of evolutionary.
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It is interesting now to look at the reflection of the mystical triangle of
Fabre d'Olivet (Fig. 6).
Providence has a representative in the individual human being. It is
called Conscience. It is absolutely neutral, and ncithcr attacks nor acts as a
brake, but only eniightens the path, showing how one has to neutralize, at
a particular moment, the important binary; Good cmd Evil.Man's will [nay
determine future happenings, but is limited in their choice by Karma. This
Karma is like a general record of all previous incarnations of a man's soul.
Thefirst time he may be born in good conditions for acquiring wisdom,
or as we may say, with a clean Karma; but be c0111111its s i x , and therefore
in the next incarnation he still has to purify his Karma, apart from the
primaly problem of learning the wisdom of life, which cannot be devoid
of struggles and sufferings. Of course, in the second birth, Karma puts him
in much less propitious conditions. The next incarnations proceed according to the law which burdens and corrects Karma, until it is completely clear.
A much burdened Karma, which cannot be repaired by one's conscious
eEorts, is partially repaid by the very e!ement of suffering in the particular
incarnation.
The sufferings with which Karma sometimes burdens a man can be so
strong that they partially redeern it, even despite his full lack of cooperation, and consciously evil intcntions.
The following combinations are possible in the mystical triangle:
(1) Man's will together with his conscience acting against Karma results
in the purzj?cation of Karma.

(2) Will together with Karma opposed to conscience (egoistic opportunism),
results in apparent success in life, but with a further burdening of Karma.
(3) A fight of Will against Karma, without the participation of conscience
gives results which cannot generally be forecast, as everything depends
upon the relation of the forces, Will and Karma.
(4) Will fighting against united Karma and Conscience results in an unsuccessful life and the burdening of Karma.
Ternaries like those analysed in this arcanum, that is which are qaite
open groupings of three degrees of one and the same manifestation, we will
call 'absolute ternarie.~' I will also try to liken them to other ternaries,
which may require a diffcrent point of view. Such ternaries will be termed
'analogous', being bound symbolically or conditionally with some absolute
ternarv.
Two examples of similar ternaries foilow: one from Nature. and anorhcr
from ritual symbolism. Look at the human organism and dlvide it into
three parts. These will be, head, thorax and abdomen. Analogously connect
the head with the mental plane, because the manifestation of mental work
in incarnate man is related to the functions of the brain.
The thorax should be connected with the idea of the astralplanr, because,
when working on the astral planc, physical cxcrcises of adepts, deal first
and foremost with breathing and its rhythm.
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concealed Greek alpha and rho = ar, the beginning of the word 'arch&'
which means commencement. Higher Element, Spirit. ' D O ' should be
read from right to left, which then gives us ' 0 D', or the occult term for
the positively polarized astral. This is none other than the AS T R O S O M E
in its male manifestations. 'SE L ' (Latin Sal) in French means salt. It is the
basis of the physical plane, or the plane itself.
Now, all the three prongs of Paracelsus' Trident dictate the following
sentence :
'The threefold active Man (mens-anirna-corpus) must balance the binaries
of obedience and resistance, of passivity and activity. He must oscillate
between both conditions. This ternary dejnes the sphere of the Man's
activities in all wor!ds.'

Fig. 7 Trldent of Paracelsus

The abdomen symbolizes the physical plane because the normal functions
of the intestines are connected with the process of renovation of the
body's cells.
So we have a n analogous ternary. Now read it in a slightly changed
outer form:
The activity of the head rules ovcr the distribution of the nervous energy;
the thorax over the restoring of the vital force in the blood, and the
abdomen over the tissues by the circulation of lymphatic fluids.
We can test to see if this somewhat artificial division is a practical one,
by seeking three sub-planes in the head. The eyes will represent mentality:
this is because you apprehend the activities of others by your sight. The
nose may act as astral representative of the head, because with its help it is
often possible to judge (superficially of course) about the state of the thorax
from a pathological point of view. The throat can be considered as the
representative of the physical plane, the messenger of the abdominal
region, about whose troubles we can often judge by the state of the tongue
or mouth.

Now we will analyse an example of an artificially symbolical ternary by
describing the famous 'Trident of Paracelsus' (Tridens Paracelsi) (see Fig.

7).
On the upper prong we see engraved 'OBITO' (obedience, listening,
attention, and so on). This inscription describes the passive realm of man's
activity on the physical plane, or more exactly, in all the three worlds in
the time of full incarnation in all of them.
The lower prong has ' I M M 0' (sometimes abbreviated to 'I M 0 ')
which suggests the idea of resistance, strength, vigour.
The middle prong has a more complicated formula 'A P D 0S E L ' ,
which should be unfolded as follows: AP-DO-SEL.
' A P ' is the

In the second ternary (the upper prong) the figure behind the word
'OBITO' is similar to the astrological sign For Cancer.
In the Zodiac, this sign represents the House of the Moon, which adds the
passive principle to the passive upper prong.
In the second (middle) prong, there is a serpent which has the astrological
sign of Jupiter for its head, and is a symbol for the astral tourbillon by
which the authority of Man (Sign of Jupiter) passes into the world's astral.
The sign on the third prong behind ' I M M O ' is a deformed symbol for
the Zodiacal sign of Leo, which serves as a house for the active Sun, and
directs its influence into the active, lower prong.
Therefore, the second ternarjl belongs to the realm of F O R M S , transmitting the influence of the Trident's handle to its prongs. On the handle
or hilt wc see the inscription P P P V L I D O X F A T O . In order to decipher
it tradition tells us, that the P P P must be inverted, so that the triple
lingam is revealed. It means fecundation on all three planes. The following
'V' is the Latin figure for 'S', which is equal to the pentagram, or symbol of
human will-power. 'LI' is the first syllable of ' L I B E R T A T E ' which
means 'through freedom', in this case: 'Pentagrammatica Libertate' or
'through freedom of the hurrzan will'. ' D O X ' is for ' D O X A ' (consciousness,
knowledge), that is, that which gives to us the element of conscience.
' F A T O ' means 'by the force of Fate, Destiny or Karma'.
The handle tells us of the R TGH T of Man to create on three planes, and
of the existence of the symbol, which stands at the top of the mystical
triangle of Fabre d'olivet.
This ternary is related to the realm of the mental and even metaphysical
character of our absolute rights on all three planes of existence. The whole
Trident symbolizes Man as a unit in two higher planes and as a differentiated being in the physical world.
Practically, in a male hand, the instrument serves as a perfect magic
sword, designed to dominate a n d i n the case of necessity-to dispel the
harmful concentrations of invisible forces. This happens during magic
operations, such as the evocations of spirits of the lower kind, briefly
as a defensive weapon. It is especially useful against all kinds of larvas,
created by enemies or even by a man himself, as has already been mentioned.
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A miniature of the Trident of Paracelsus is also used in Hermetism against
male impotency. It is a striking example of a system of three ternaries in the
Hermetic symbolical realm.

Soine au:!lorities on occultism ascribe Hatha Yoga to the Third Arcanu~n
because of its concrcte conccptions, so closc to tile physical world. As we
know, Hatha Yoga is purely physical, although modern Indian esponents
try to deny this fact. But it is hard to see something intellectual-not to
mention something spiritual-in the exercises and ideas of this kind of
Eastern occult path. Since the basis of Hatha Yoga is solely physical-as
it is directed to the domination of the body by means of bodily exercisesHermetists consider it merely as physical trainillg. They know a lot about
tha value of respiratory exercises for producing ccrtain psychical phenomena and, as we will see in the following lessons, extensive use is made of
these: not as a goal in itself, but as a means to assist in the achievement
of aims, which go far beyond the physical plane.
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As a continuation of the third Major Arcanum 1 will give examples of its
numerical analysis.
Equation No. 1: 3 =- 1 2
The action of the Yod (1) on the First Hk (2) results in a balanced
creation-Vau (3). Spirit penetrates matter, thereby evolving innumerable
living forms, which differ among themselves in relation to the amounts of
the positive and negative in thsm. Because everything in Manifestation-on
all its planes-is always the result of action reflected in the equations of
the arcana (beyond the first and second ones), there cannot be anything
which does not possess some degree of life, since the Yod must be represented-to a greater or lesser extent-in everything which I S . Of course,
for those who are unacquainted with Hermetism, it may be hard to
conceive, that all stones, plants and animals are only their younger
brethren; but great souls on Earth K N O W . Francis of Assisi, a Saint, and
Ramana Maharshi, a contemporary Sage and Spiritual Master, treated
anima!s just like humans. From their height they were able to do this and
it was only natural; but for those who know much less, this might appear
as extravagancy or even insanity. Evidently animals consider such elder
Sons of humanity as their unquestionable friends and masters, who are
able to understand them. We know of many yogis in Tndia and saints in
Europe who have had friendly relations with wild beasts, such as tigers
and bears, which recognized something in these men, which could not be
found in average people, whom the animals devoured.

+

+

I
Equation No. 2: 3 = 2
Matter (2) can produce a living form (3) only when the active and
immaterial principle is added to it.
2)
0
Equation No. 3: 3 - (1
N o manifestation can take place when Yod and HP are absent.
Equation No. 4: 3 - 1 = 2
Creation devoid of Yod's element would be only dcad, passive matter.
It does not exist.
Equation hio. 5: 3 - 2 - 1
If the screen (He) is dissolved, Manifestation returns to the primary
Yod.
Such are the axioms which belong to the Third (Vau) Arcanum of the
Tarot.
We will not consider an Hermetic equation of the type: 3 = 1
1 + 1,
because these are beyond our understanding. We know nothing of the
transcendental origin, qualities and combinations of Yod in its pure form,
that is, solely 1. Therefore the right side of the equation would be meaningless for us.

+

-

+
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If you want to have a magic sword like that given by Paracelsus, first
make a pattern (see Fig. 7) and then use it to cut out the required shape
from soft steel or even iron. When the blade of the trident is ready, on one
side exactly engrave all the symbslical signs as given in Fig. 7. Then
prepare a handle about two feet long, from ebonite, strong dry wood, or
plastic, preferably round or oval in cross-scction. ~ e m c m b c rthat the
handle should act as an insulator, as if against an electric current. Wood or
other material used tnust be strongly attached to the handle like part of the
blade, and painted with an insulating varnish, the best being one containing
tar. Good screws with nuts or bifurcated rivets wili make the most secure
join. When you are holding the trident, you should not touch any part of
the metal with your hand. The width of the sword-blade proper (that is
head of the trident) should be 6" to 8" from the tip of the left-hand tine to
that of the right, and about 12" from the tip of the middle prong to the end
of the metallic part of the handle.
A short ceremony of blessing and purification of thc sword (against
astral influences) is recommended. For that purpose you should find a
quiet room where nobody will disturb you, and about midnight one day
(here astrological influences can be omitted), prepare a snlall wooden
table by covering it with a new white linen tablecloth, and placing two
burning candles on it, with the sword between them. If you are a Christian
and believer, you may bring a few drops of holy wzter from the nearest
church with which to sprickle the sword. Then, with utmost concentration,
pronounce this short prayer three times: 'God Almighty, bless this sword
and thy servant (mention your name) so that both may serve Thee by
banishing evil and protecting good.' A little inccnse may be burned to
complete the brief ceremony.
Take the consecrated sword from the table, and with it make the sign
of the Cross over your hcad, bow, extinguish the candles and inccnse,
remove the rest of the paraphernalia, and place the sword in a suitable
flat box.
I t is not desirable to show or give thc sword to anyone except a true
friend, who is also an occultist of good standing.
Tine chasing and extermination of larvas and other undesirable astral
visitors is performed by piercing them with the magic sword as quickly as
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possible; but as you cannot see them, how can it be done'! However, you
know that these astral parasites attach theniselves to the human aura or
stay very close to it. This means that you niay seek for then1 about three
to five fcct from the body, no matter W H E T H E R 1T I S Y O U R S
O R A N O T H E R ' S . Before you begin the action, mentally pronounce
or whisper a short prayer, mantram or setram. Remember that you are
doing a good deed, justified by the circumstances. Then puncture the whole
of the aura's surroundings with sharp stabs, as if you would like to catch
some small birds on your trident. If the sharp point of the magic sword
contacts some larva or other astral creature in a sensitive and important
centre, it acts like a lightning-arrester, which discharges accumulated
electricity and so prekents a thunderbolt. The stabs should be sufficiently
numerous in order not to allow the larvas to escape, for they are sometimes
quite small when measured by our three dimensions (the astral has its own),
about the size of a human palm. But there are also large monstcrs, which
may need several stabs in order to be completely dissolved and destroyed.
Remember, that they C A N N O T see you exactly, so they can do little
to escape from your sword, but thcy may 'see' its points, which, in the astral,
are similar to radiant, luminous needle points.
They may feel the danger, as do experienced astrosomes, when, with
their dark aims they come into the proxin~ityof living human auras.
As many larvas are only a condensation of evil thoughts and feelings,
flowing through the infinite spaces of other worlds, they can even create
physical sicknesses, if they attach themselves to your astrosome for some
time, which, as wc know, has exact countcrparts in the physical body, in
the form of ganglions, and so on. If an important part of the astrosome
is damaged or weakened there will be corresponding damage or an ailment
for the physical body. Sometimes n~ysteriousdisorders are produced in
the body's cells, without any visible contagion by bacteria. The fact that
such cancers, which have enigmatic causes, are now becoming so rapidly
widespread, might have its origin in the excess of evil human feelings,
hatreds and othcr negativc forccs, put into play in thc aura of our planet.
These things may create innumerable larvas and other kinds of undesirable forces, which later bring disorder to the workof human cells, resulting
in malicious tumours and cancerous growths. In general, occultism ascribes
disease to an astral origin or affection of the astrosome, later inevitably
transferred to the physical body. Some even believe in the astral origin of
bacteria which cause sickness and death.

five physical senses. Therefore they can be classed under the name of
the scnse which is able to register these forms.
Each sense is sensitive to certain kinds of atomic movements (vibrations,
as some occultists like to call them). Hearing, seeing, touching, tasting and
smelling, all these belong respectively to the vibrations of: ether, light, air,
water and earth which are also movements of atoms.
So, ether is movement In all directions; light movement in straight lines;
air is whirling movement, that is vortexes, or tourbillons; water is balanced
movcment, while earth is arresting movement.
Apart from these things, cach of these elements possesses the qualities
of the other four as secondary characteristics. Ether, apart from sound,
also has colour, form, taste and smell. We can see all the other applications
of these laws for ourselves. Of course, only those who are able to separate
these properties, can perceive them in their experiments, and a high degree
of knowledge is necessary in order to verify these laws cxperirnentally.
Finally, each of these kinetic forms is also representedin human mentality.
Therefore, every thing can correspond to another under certain conditions.'
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We will now explain and analyse the laws according to which work
setrams, mantrams and theurgic means, such as special kinds of prayers,
used in their oral form, in occultism, conjurations and exorcisms. These
things are better covered by the Eastern Tradition than the Western, so I
will mention here the theories borrowed from the Sankhya philosophical
system:
'There is a universal substatace, which is unique and all existing objects
are only different forms of it. We perceive these forms only through our
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But here we are primarily interested in the energy which we call 'sound',
or the acousticJuid.
It possesses, apart from other qualities, those of mobility, fluidity and
softness. In the Sankhya system it is called Sneha.
Long before there were Western physicians, Hindu occultists knew that
sound emits calories, exciting movement by their impulses of power
called Pranamitva. Stringed instruments, rhythmical melodies, the noise of
thunder, all these things show us the existence of these different properties.
A sinister example can be found in the ancient Chinese art of torturing.
The greatest crime in the former Imperial China was of course, disobedience
to, or plotting against the Emperor or his family. A particularly horrible
death awaited anyone unlucky enough to be caught. He was stripped and
bound by wrists and ankles to a short pole erected under a large bell.
When the tongue of the bell moved it emitted a loud sound above the body
of the doomed man. This sound gradually destroyed the tissues in his body,
firstly attacking the nervous system, and slowly bringing unspeakable
suffering to the whole organism.
The executioners worked in relays, and after a certain number of hours
had passed, the contortion and wriggling of the condemned man's body
was relieved by death.
No physical contact other than sound was the killer.
As a resumC, that form of the universal substance called A K A S H A in
the Eastern Tradition, possesses a specific quality like sound, and generic
qualities like form, heat and movement.
Some classcs of sounds contain perfect forms, while others axe richer in
calories, and still others emit more movement. These classes of sounds can
be distinguished, produced, and their intensity augmented by different
psycho-physiological instructions.
Similarly, some fakirs have been able to raise themselves into the air
(compare the well-known 'levitations' of some Western saints) for some
C
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time, just by the use of a certain sound, while being under special nervous
tension. In other words, the fact, well known to occultists, of influencing
matter by nervous force is at work here.
Apart from the direct action of sound, all vocal means used in occultism
also have their I N N E R significance, their 'souls'. It is the concentrated
effort of will of an operator, who uses sounds as an outer expression of
his will. So we see, that harmonious combinations of the physical properties of sound and their inner meaning may be a powerful weapon in the
hands of a skilled occultist-magician, as well as those of a theurgist. But
we have to consider some subtle differences between setrams, mantrams
and prayers. Some of these three classes of instruments were originally
created in certain languages, and thus their cffectivencss has becn supported
by, and connected with definite groups of sounds arising from pronunciation or chanting. Such means lose the major part of their value if translated
into other tongues, thereby becoming deprived of their direct, active
properties, derived from sound vibrations, despite the fact, that the ideas
behind them still remain the same. To this category belong almost exclusively, secret and purely occult and magic formulas, unknown to the
public at large: the famous ' A U M ' (or 'Om') being an exception.
Certain Christian prayers and incantations, the Hindu Gayatri and
other well-known 'popular' mantrams, as well as the Vichara (SelfInquiry), have their power in their contents, rather than in particular
combinations of sounds. Therefore they are effective even when translated
and used in other languages by the faithful and devotees.
Finally, it may be added, that from all five kinds of vibrations to which
our senses respond, only three are in general use in Hermctism. I am giving
them in the order of their effectiveness and usefulness:
(1) S O U N D (mantrams, setrams, prayers, exorcisms)
(2) V I S U A L (pentacles, sacred letters, magic drawings, symbols)
(3) S M E L L (incense of all kinds, perfumes, smoke)
The student will surely realize, that all of these means are used foremostly for the support of his own will-power, and for the influencing of
astral beings, which are sensitive to the a s t d counterparts of these means
(1 to 3).
There is no need to explain furthcr, why in all religions and occult
operations, words, chanting and singing are so widely used. They are
expressions of and vehicles for the energy, emanated by the priests and
operators.
From ancient Egyptian history we know, that special kinds of sounds
were produced by Egyptian priests and magicians before their troops went
into battle. As a result the fighting spirit of the men was raised enormously,
and they then fought with such fury, that they defeated their foes.
In the not-so-distant past, when wars were won by man-to-man fighting
on the battlefields, and not by air bombardment or the annihilating fire of
artillery, whole regiments went storming ahead with their bands playing
loud bombastic marclles. The orchestra of the sinking Titanic played almost
to the last on the upper deck of the doomed ship, and helpcd to maintaln
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order and quieten those who were unable to find a place in the too few
life-boats, and who already looked into the eyes of death, reaching for them
from the icy waves of the Atlantic.
I have heard it said, that the insincere laughter of some people is able to
crack the glasses on a table.
In ancient Greek mythology we can find indications that the gods used
differcnt syllables to restrain the disobedient souls of dead men, thus
preventing them from entering forbidden areas. One was the mysterious
'Yao' or ' I E A O ' which was close to the unpronounceable ;T 1 3 (YodHC-Vau-HC).
The Bible tells us that the impregnable walls of Jericho were destroved
when the Jews circled them for some days, incessantly blowing on special
kinds of horns.
All of this shows us the formidable influence on the human psyche of the
vibrations which wc call 'sound'.
Another kind of magic use of the powers of sound is the well-known
method used by Australian aborigines, to 'sing to death' those among
them who have transgressed the tribal laws. It is said to be effective,
inevitably bringing about the death of the one so sentenced, in from a few
days to several weeks. Usually the cause, from the medical point of view,
cannot be discovered, but the dying person is perfectly conscious of his
approaching end, as there is no known cure against the 'singing to death'
as performed by the elders of the tribe. We know little about these strange
rites, but it is generally believed that they consist of the singing of special
songs by the tribal men as they sit in a circle around their magic drawings.
Only fully grown aboriginals 'initiated into manhood' can perform such
ominous activities which are strictly guarded from the knowledge of white
men. The only particulars which I have been able to get are, that these
'songs of death' are mostly high pitched and the name of the condemned
person is mentioned in them. Sometimes a bone is pointed towards him,
but his presence is not essential for the effcctiveness of the curse. Some
victims have tried to escape death by fleeing far from their tribal grounds,
even up to a thousand milcs away, but aithout any known success.
Modern science itself shows that some kinds of sounds-those of very
high frequency, inaudible to the normal human ear-have a definite,
destructive power for living tissues and even organisms, which may be
exposed for some time to the influence of such sounds.
This was discovered about 30 years ago, and research still continues.
TO date it has been found, that small animals like mice and frogs can be
killed by the high frequency waves generated by inaudible sounds. So the
principle has been discovered, and its application to the larger combinations of living cells, such as the human body, is only a question of further
research.
So we can see, that some old occult truths and traditions may gradually
be corroborated by official science, to the measure that it advances and
works on subtler manifestations of the physical forces. Herc wc have
mentioned only a few of the many examples, which can be discovered by
those interested in comparative studies of this kind.
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A R C A N U M I V (7 D A L E T H )

Arcanum IV
PETRA CUBICA
THE EMPEROR

Jupiter

Forma
Auctoritas
Adaptatio

The letter belonging to the Fourth Arcanum of the Tarot is 7 (Daleth),
the numerical value of which is 4. The hieroglyph is the B R E A S T , which
gives us the idea of feeding and of the accompanying authority. The result
of this act is the cause which enables the subject of that feeding to perform
ail his activities in the outer wc~rld.
The picture for this arcanum rcprescnts a man sitting on a cubic throne,
with a triple crown on his head, suggesting that his power extends to all
the three wo~ldsor planes. This is because, he who wants to be an authority
in a certain realm, must be acquainted with all three planes of that realm.
In his right hand the man holds a sceptre, ending with the sign of Venus
( 9 ) or Jupiter (a). The first conception tells us about the necessity of
creating inrliridualized beings and also of whole groups like our earthly
humanit].
The second symbol may indicate that the astrological sign of Jupiter
belongs to this arcanum. On good cards of the Tarot we may see that the
position of the hands and shoulders of the figure form an ascending triangle,
with its head as the apex.
The right leg is crossed over the left, so that a kind of square cross is
formed. The man's back leans against the cubic seat, on which we see an
eaglc, with the Cross of the Great Hicrophant (sce Fig. 8) hanging from its
neck.
Now we can pass on to an explanation of these symbols.
The cubic seat of polished stone tells us of the perfect form. Authority
always appears in an outer form which has been prepared in advance.
Each side of this cube is a square, so that this figure is one of the geometrical syl~~bols
of the Fourth Arcanum.
The eagle depicted on the seat shows the necessity for the high flight of
thoughts; he who wants to give a perfect form to things, must be an engineer,
a constructor and not only a tradesman, a carpenter. This idea is further
supported by the Cross of the Great Hierophant.
The perpendicular stem of the Cross means the channel through which
flows the current, pasaing through the three lower worlds, symbolized by
the horizontal arms of the Cross.
In order to make the form perfect, one should not only catch the idea,
but be able to realize it in its mental, astral and physical phases.
The cross formcd by the legs of the man is another geometrical symbol
of this arcanum. The arcanum is also called 'peira cubica' or cubic stone.
In vulgar language the name of the Fourth Arcanum is the E M P E R O R ,
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because of his crown and sceptre. In the Theosophical Ternary it will be:
F O R M A (Form)

on the plane of the Archetype

A U C T O R I T A S (Authority)

on the plane of Man

A D A P T A T I O (Adaptation)

on the plane of Nature

We are now close to the basic idea of the whole of Hermetic philosophy,
that is, the idea of the Quaternary (also called Tetragrammaton). From the
'Introduction' to this work we already know something about it, so now we
will examine it in more detail.
It is the general formula of each performed dynamic process in the
universe. In the language of the Gnostics we read:
The A C T I V E (male, expansive) principle 9 (Yod) fecundates (vivifies)
the PASSIVE (female, attractive) one-the 7 (He). From this union arises,
or rather is born, the third element 1 (Vau) which is androgynous, N E U T R A L , borrowing, and transmitting that which is borrowed, down to the
next cycle. When this pattern is fulfilled, the conception of the First
Family appears, as a finished cycle of manifestation.
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Oser

(To dare)
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Savoir

S e taire

(To know)
(To k e e p silent)
Fig. 10 Four Virtues of Hermetism
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Vouloir

(To will)

Then we use the fourth letter, the second, active (HC) as a recognition of
the perfected creation, the created family, and from this comes the symbolization of the essentially passive HC (something made, or arisen), which
immediately becomes acrive because it begins the new cycle, as Yod did in
the,first one.
This tetragram is known as the Third Great Name of Almighty God. To
this name the Kabbalah ascribes miraculous power, under the condition
that it will be rightly pronounced, which gives it the force of REALTZAT I O N . In my various occult studies of different origin, I have encountercd
the statement, that so far, no known human being has been able to find the
right pronunciation. It is said that the High Priest of the great temple of
Jerusalem used the Highest Name in certain exceptional cases, but very
seldom. To begin he said the first letter Yod, then the second, and so on,
until the cycle was completed. Then he tried to read the whole tremendous
Word front the beginning to the end. Despite the fact that nobody could
record its truc sound, some cightccnth-century authorities on the subjcct
give ' Y E H O V A H ' as an approximate spelling, while others strongly
oppose this, giving rather ' Y E V E ' or ' Y A V E ' . Personally, I have heard
still another version, as given in the Eastern Church-'Y A H V E ' .
Anyway, when pronouncing the Great Name, the High Priest expressed
thefiillpattern of the elemeiztary cycle at the beginning, next the androgyneiry
of hurnatzity, and finally, its unify and the Larv of that Unity.
In order that laymen cculd not hear the Holy Namc, the words of the
priest were drowned by loud sounds from drum-like instruments.
According to Fig. 11, the cycle 3 1 9 (Yod-HC-Vau-HC) gives the same
word in both directions of rotation of the quaternary's cross; but tradition
recognizes the reading of the Tetragrammaton I N R E V E R S E , that is
like 'Havayoth', as an expression of the realrn of anarchy, in other words,
the kingdom of Satan. For that purpose the Name is not read from the
vertical axis of Yod-Vau, but from the horizontal one.
in ceremonial magic any use of the Name in reverse is strongly forbidden,
as bringing disaster to the operator and his surroundings; but in their
repulsive rituals, so-called black magicians have been credited with that
perversion, in order to obtain favours from the Devil, who allegedly likes,

Fig. 11 The Circle of Ezeklel

above all else, to hear his own ominous name of Havayoth pronounced
by his servants. So runs the old tradition.
Now imagine that our First Family, the first cycle Yod-He-Vau-HC,
begins to act upon, or create another element in the outer surroundings or
the world. It simply means that one cycle, merely by the fact of its existence,
gives rise to conditions for the production of anothcr. It acts through its
last element, that is the .second HE, which becomes an active principle, likc
the Yod of the first cyclc. If we look on our cross of the quaternary, we will
see that the aforementioned process is just the turning of the quaternary
by 90 degrees in the so-called Hermetic circle.
The new cycle will again have its active and creative second HC which
in turn will seek another passive elemcnt Ht, and the whole process will be
repeated again and again.
Now, coming from the theoretical Tetragrammaton to the world in which
we have to spend our lives, I would like to underline the most important
fact for every student of the Tarot: he M U ST rcalize and understand the
Law of Four, if he wants to achieve some success in his striving, or evcn, to
form a firm and logical basis for his own inner philosophical conception,
which may illumine his life on this plane.
Every clearly thinking mind will appreciate the Great Law, if only he
has the opportunity to contact it. Moreover, there is no substitute for the
Tetragrammaton. No other theory is ablc to give you such a clear and
realistic conception. Of course, not every mind is able to cope with this great
idea, which comes to us from the distance of many thousands of years, as a
testament of those who lived long before us, and have left us the most
precious thlng they possessed: their highest discovery of the basic truth of
C'
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(2) Genius (1, 9) fecundates (inspires) a scientist (2, ?), the latter accepts
the 'descendant' of genius and thereby provides the possibility to create
an androgynous real element (3. 1) which, from one side, accepts food
from the scientist, but otherwise acts alone in the outer world and summarizes the activity of the whole cycle (4, 7 )the very name of which will
be: yassil~eintelligerlce (7)if it is 7 ,or active ir1telligenr.e (3) if it i \ 9 of the
next cycle and can fecundate its environment, wh~chis able to accept the
new cultural impulse (3).
(3) Morning (1, 9) prepares and plans its daily business (2, 3 ) ;the results
of the work show themselves in the evening (3, l), which by the mysterious
passage of night, serves as a starting point Tor plans and activities for the
next day (4, 7 ) .

(4) Spring sowing (1, 1) is transformed by summer conditions (2, n),gives
fruit in autumn (3, l), and by using collected reserves during the winter
period, regulates its activities and passes on to the next spring (4, 7 ) .

Fig. 12 The Circle of Pythagoras

manifrstation. But, for those who know more, and for those who really
want to know more, I say: If you are able to rule and to exclude all the
functions of your lower principles-that is, your mind-brain and astral
consciousness-then go beyond all manifestation and its laws. It is possible,
for many have performed it, and so returned to the Inconceivable, Unknown F A T H E R , the Absolute, Alpha and Omega, Bcginning and End,
without qualities, timeless; beyond all good and evil, above all relativity.
To T H A T , about W H I C H Buddha and Sankaracharya dreamed, in
W H I C H all saints hoped to find their final rest, and which was realized
bcforc our cycs, and for us, by the last Great Kishi of India-the Maharshi
Ramana.
LESSON 1 0

In the previous lesson we saw that, in this manifested universe, the cycles
of the quaternary may well stretch into infinity. Perhaps this is so, but our
next problem is to go through some concrete examples of the functioning
of the Law (Tetragrammaton).
(1) The first element is 9 (Yod), father; the second 7 (first He), mother;
the third 1 (Vau), child, while the fourth ;? (HC the second) is the influence
of the whole family on another, which will bc thc fifth element; this influence generates common interests in both families (sixth element). United
by these common interests a gro~ipof families (seventh element) acts upon
another group of families, (eighth clcmcnt), thcrcby creating solidarity
between both groups, and so on. This is the general pattern for the creation
of nations and states.

Each cycle of Initiation is divided into three phases according to the
quaternary of the Hermetic Initiatory Circle.
In three symbolical degrees of the ethical, orthodox Masonry of Asli~noll
and Fludd the Yod element is represented as the degree of the novice. In
this degree a mason makes his utmost efforts in order to reach selfknowledge, the knowledge of darkness and ethical indolence of the
layman. He inccssantly tries for self-education and improvement. Such an
active degree necessarily needs a lot of hard work. The very ritual of initiation for the novice has plenty of hints about errors, faults and sad, hard
experiences.
As element 7 (first Hd) in this initiation thcre appears thc degrec of Companion (Fellow), representing the realm of experience which becomes
possible for the mason, who successfully passes through the first degree.
A Companion is introduced into the society of those who have already
passed through their initial difficulties, and he can then enjoy their brotherhood and kindness.
The ritual then syniboli7es the pleasures of knowledge in general, and in
particular, the bliss of fricndship, mutual assistance and the tuition of
experienced masters.
As element 1 (Vau) there appears the master's degree, a man who already
knows the character of life (activity) in the masonic society and who now
has to become acquainted with the idea of death.
A Master-Lodge is a synthetic representative of the whole masonic
family (second He), if we consider it from the point of view of its formation,
o r as a new Yod, if we evaluate its influence on the society.
LESSON

11

In returning to the enumeration of the elements of the dynamic cycle I
have to mention that it is possible to consider ninefold cycles instead of just
threefold ones, as we did previously. The place of the elements in such a
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cycle will be defined by the full ninefold calculation. For example, the
58th element in a row will be the fourth in its ninefold cycle; similarly, the
78th element will be sixth in its ninefold cycle, which means the 1 (Vau) of
the second family in the same cycle.
We may remember that these results can be obtained much faster by
use of the well-known arithmetic method of adding the numbers of the
elements :
5+8-13;1+3=4
7
8 = 15; 1 + 5 = 6,and s o o n .

practically, if the student will only give some time to this matter in his meditations.
Coming to the horizontalpart of the cross, we will also divide it into two
parts, referring both to the realm of the passive influxes in man. The right
side, that is the 3 (second HC) which can be transformed into the active
'I (Yod) has priority over the left one, and will be considered as a receiver
of G O O D influences.
Similarly, the left side signifies E V I L influences. The Initiate must in
every moment clearly distinguish between both sides and always try to
remain in the C E N T R E , knowing it to be the N E U T R A L point.
Now, the explanation of the cross can be given in such a way: Man, who
has reached the wisdom of the arcanum of authority (that is the Fourth
of the Tarot), should not only understand how to discriminate between
good and evil in his own deeds, but also to realize how to use good and evil
influences alike. Anger and gratitude, for example, should be used equally
as factors of activity, while pleasure and disappointment should be used
as means of appeasement.
The myslical authority of Man is based on the fact, that he should stand
in the centre of the Hermetic Cross, then being present in all its elements,
and so become the master of them, as is the case with the central point
which belongs to all of the cross.
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Such calculations are called the extraction of the theosophical root froin
figures, and we will use them widely in our future lessons.
It may be added, that if we make a theosophical addition for any chosen
number, the results will be as follows:
(1) If, in using the threefold method, the number was equal to zero (or 3),
its theosophical sum, according to the same method, will also be equal to
zero. This means that the ternary always remains a ternary.
(2) If the number was equal to 1, according to the triple system, then its
theosophical sum will also be equal to 1. Unitary remains unitary.

(3) If the number was equal to 2 according to the same threefold method,
its theosophical sum will also be equal to 3 (or zero). This means that, after
synthesis, a binaryidoes not remain as such, but is neutralized into a ternary.
These theorems are easy to check, but we will limit ourselves to only
three examples :
(a) 1 + 2

+ 3 +4 + 5 +6 =

=

21 = 3 (threefold method)

So, the 6 was a ternary, the 16 a monad, and 20 a binary.
Realizing that the quaternary is a general pattern for all elementary
dynamic processes, we may pass on to the explanation of the cross, which
is an example of man's active and passive manifestations on the astral plane.
The vertical arm of the cross, connecting letter 9 (Yod) with 1 (Vau) is
divided into two parts by the central point. The upper part is, of course,
more active (9 is more active than 1), and we will consider it as a realm of
positive human acts, or sphere of G 0 0 D . The lower part will represent
negative activities, or the realm of E V I L .
An Initiate must, in every moment of his life discriminate well between
both realms, and always to hold himself in the middle, in the neutral point
of the centre of the cross. This is most important and a mystical application
of Hermetic truths for everyone.
It is knowledge of good and evil in deeds.
Amazingly enough, this graphical conception is not too hard to realize
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We will continue with the analysis of the quaternary. The element 9
(Yod) is connected with what tradition calls A I R ; the first ;? (HC) with
E A R T H ; 1 (Vau) with W A T E R , and the second 3 with F I R E . The
Ancients called these four terms the Elements of the Quaternary. WC will
see their explanation on different planes.
On the metaphysical plane, A I R means T I M E ; W A T E R means
S P A C E ; E A R T H , I N E R T I A of matter, and F I R E , the K I N E T I C
state of matter.
On the astral plane, A I R tells us about the necessity for every Initiate
to dare; E A R T H reminds us about the art of silence; W A T E R the
necessity of knowledge, and F I R E gives hints on the ability to desire,
to try.
Fig. 10 shows the whole scheme to us graphically as it is accepted by
modern Hermctists. The vertical arms of the crosses mean the desire for
activity, while the horizontal ones, the passive receiving of influences. In
other words:
W H 0 D A R E S thereby suppresses feelings of danger in himself
(represented by the black arm) and stimulates activity (white vertical arm
of the cross).
W H O K N O W S is satisfied with his wisdom and does not learn more
(two black arms).
W H O I S S I L E N T is not active, and does not reveal his activities,
but accepts everything that comes his way (vertical black and white
horizontal arms).
W H O W A N T S is both active and passive at once. One should know
what he desires (both arms white).
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On the physical plane we explain the four elements as four different
states of matter:
EARTH = THE SOLID STATE
WATER = T H E F L U I D STATE
AIR
= THE GASEOUS STATE
FIRE
= T H E RADIANT STATE
Now the old formula of the occult classics will be clear to us: Man has a
body composed of aN the four elements; he is a synthetic being; he knows
the four arms of the Cross.
Elementals will obey the authority of a W E L L - B A L A N C E D M A N
(that is a sage). They know neither good nor evil, for they are not standing
in the centre of the Cross, but only on its arms. Sylphs arc in the air, ondines
in water, gnomes in the earth, and salamanders in fire (or rather in the
radiant state of matter).
Their bodies are composed of the elements in which they live. They melt
into these, and that is why we cannot see them with our physical eyes, or
hear them with our ears, unless they manifest themselves in a mediumistic
way. Then we can understand and communicate with them, by means of our
usual physical sense organs. These elementals direct the physical and
chemical processes in matter; so practically we A R E in steady contact
with them, usually without being aware of the fact.
In alchemy, according to the quaternary 3 1 3 7 (Yod-HC-Vau-HC),
the term A I R corresponds to the Universal Solvent A Z O T H , with its
sign of a triple caduceus surmounted by an eagle's wings.
The term for W A T E R corresponds to that of M E R C U R Y , which can
be obtaincd from liquid mercury. Its sign is g. In Hermetism, Azoth
is often called the 'Mercury of Sages or Philosophers', but, of course, we
should bear in mind that this 'Mercury' cannot be obtained from the metal
known as mercury.
To the E A R T H corresponds S A L T . The sign being 8. While the term
F I R E corresponds t o S U L P H U R , with the sign 9.
In general Hermetism, that is in the astral analogy of alchemy on the
physical plane, steadiness in realization is attributed to Salt; to Sulphur
belongs the depth of prayer, or any other form of concentration; to Air
(Azoth) corresponds subtlety of feelings and understanding of surrounding
conditions, and to Mercury belongs the devclopment of full conscious~~ess
on the astral plane.
Astral Hermetism and physical alchemy are the componentsof theproblem,
known as the Great Operation, which is symbolized by the Nineteenth Major
Arcanum of the Tarot. 'This problem can be explained as the process of
transmutation (change) of a dense state of matter into that of a finer one,
without any alteration in its basic properties on the plane to which it
actually belongs. So in alchemy, the Great Operation occupies itself with the
transmutation of common metals into precious ones, such as scraps of
lead being changed into gold. As can be seen, the original state of the
substance was not changed into a different one. It remained a metal, as it
was before the operation. Only some of its qualities were changed.
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In astral Hermetism details differ, but the principle remains the same.
Here the problem is: how to change an immoral man of low standing, into
a being which, without losing its gcncral qualitics a as man. \till bccome an
evolutionary one, conscious of his dignity and the purpose of his incarnation.
Of course, every transmutation is bitsed on the principle of the realiration
of unitary theories in our surroundings, which are the object of the action.
If scraps of lead can be changed into gold, it may happen only because all
physical elements are actually variations of the same unique and indikisible
matter of the ~hvsicalworld.
If we can transmute a stupid man into a wise one, it will happen only
because the basic constitution of both is identical; but the disposition of
the components in the astral world underwent innumernhle change\ i n the
course of many incarnations. Hermctism says that in thc pcrfcct man, all
things are in order, which in an imperfect person are still in a state of
confusion.
There still renlains the question of dividing the horizon's directions
according to the Law 3 1 7 3. The East belongs to Yod; the South to
second He; West to Vau and North to first HC. This pattern is based on the
movement of the Sun, which is called 'reve~sed'.
Thc Holy Animals of the Bible, according to tradition, can bc assigncd
with the Eagle to the East and to Air; the Bull to the North and to the
Earth; Man to the West and to Water, and the Lion to the South and to
Fire. By this means we will obtain a mirror-like reflection of the scheme
given In Chapters 1 and X of the Book of the Prophet Ezekiel.
This so-called quaterrzary of Ezekiel is kery important because it finds
its application in the operatiorls of evocations (right hand movement in the
circle) and in conjurations (thc rcvcrse n~ovcn~ent).
A second example given by the Apostle St John in the IVth Chapter of
the Book of Revelations, shows us another reflection, which differs from
the previous one by the shifting of two elements. In it the Bull and Earth
belong to the West, and Man to \Vater and the North. This second scheme
allows us to establish some separate mysterious attributes such as: humiddry and warm-cold. In this way air is considered as humid and warm, water
as humid and cold, carth as cold and dry, and fire as hot and dry. All tl-iese
conceptions are used in alchemy and astrology (see Figs. 1 1 and 12).

.-

The Fourth Major Arcarlurn teaches zls about the unique, self-conscious
Force, existing in Man and in Nature, which is able to realize itse!f'outrcardly,
that is to take a F O R M .
Now we come to the exposition of the Greur Art.ut1utr7 rf ~Lfugic.The
classical definition of a M A G I C O P E R A T I O K . according to Prof.
G. 0. M. is:
' A decision o f the Ifurrlan Will (single or collectivv) e.uerc,i.ted in order t o
solve a problem. the carrying out of' which depends upon the activities of
individualized beings, operating on two or three planes.'
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For clarity, I would like to exclude from this definition such normal,
everyday pursuits as reading, studying, professional occupations, scientific
research, trade, and so on, which are based on a definite pattern, and accessible to anyone who learns them from the official sources of human
knowledge, which are open to all through the medium of educational
manuals and standard techniques.

T H E METAPHYSICAL AXIOM, ASTRAL TOURRlLLON
A N D PHYSICAL M E T H O D IS CALLED ' T H E G R E A T
ARCANUM'.
Of course, we should not confil\e it w ~ t hthe arcana of the Tarot. The
Great Arcanum, as a final mystery of the maxlrnunl of human power is
never cornn2unrcated to his pupils by the Master. I'here are some reasons
for this which we can understand and express in words.

EXAMPLES O F M A G I C OPERATION:
(1) Self-persuasion on a definite theme, or by the magician influencing
himself while living on three planes (action on his solar plexus, and so on).
(2) Suggestion directed to another man (again on three planes).
(3) The acceleration or delaying of some processes in the elements (also
influencing three planes), such as dealing with elementals.
(4) Evocation of an elementar, living on two planes, but which can manifest
itself, according to the magician's will, on the third or physical plane, by
mediumistic means.
(5) The search for and the finding of an astral cliche' (two planes); or exteriorization of the magician himself, that is influencing elenientars by the power
of our own individuality (two planes).
If a magic operation is performed on two planes (Egregors, elementars,
larvas, and so on) then even by the equality of powers on the astral from
the side of the magician and hls subjects, it will be successful only because
of his superiority when acting on three planes. It is very important to note
this as it will explain many kinds of magic operations, which otherwise are
hard to understand.
In such a case it is accepted, that the person acting uses as his starting
point of realization, just the third, that is, the physical plane. It can be the
body of the operator himself, or outer objects.
From the definition of magic operation we can see that there are three
active elements in its components:
1. M E N T A L , that is the idca of the operation and the necessary effort
of will.
2. A S T R A L , that is the form of the operation.
3. P H Y S I C A L , or starting point, such as: realized symbols, physical
development of the operator and persons assisting him all of whom are
living on three planes, and so on.
In the previous lectures we analysed the unitary theories. Now I have to
stress the fact, that we must also consider the mental, astral and physical
elements of all magic operations as personal manifestations of the S O L E
M E N T A L 0 R I G I N (or beginning), that is the unique metaphysical
axiom of the unique astral formation (or of the universal astral tourbillon),
and of the unique physical method of choosing the starting point. Here the
mental start must generate the astral form, and the latter, in turn, must
define the very physical process, by the inevitable way of its condensation.
I N MAGIC, T H I S UNITARY CONNECTION BETWEEN

(1) If the pupil has not discovered and mastered the Great Arcanum for
himself, it means that he is not yet sufficiently developed on some of the
planes, and therefore there is no guarantee that showing him the relevant
techniques and theories will not be dangerous for the initiate and his
surroundings.
(2) The very character of the Great Arcanum is based on the element of a
subjectice zmderstandir~gand realizatior~.This is clear, if we are able to
realizc that oui spiritual inonads have different roles as cells of the C O L L E C T I V E , C O S M I C M A N . They are just like different colours and
tones. Moreover, our nsrrosorl~rsdirer and are wbject to different planetary
influences. Also, our physical bodies vary greatly betwccn themsclvcs.
Therefore, any initiation into the Great Arcanum by way of outer explanations and commentaries will never free a man from the hard and long
labour of assimilation of tlie giken pattern, and of its application according
to his abilities and conditions of existence on all the three planes.
I hope that my efforts here to convey the cause of the deep mystery
connected with tlie Great Arcanurtl have becri well enough explained. What
I now havc to say about it, is only a logical dcvclopment of the definttion
of the Arcanum.
The Great Arcanum, as with every other magic operation, mu\t i t d f
possess a rnerrral colnlterpart. This nieans that the operator should be fully
able to realize the general outltne of the operation. In other words, th~ngs
must be quite clear to him in case any apparition-no matter which kind
of entity-might come into contact with liirn. He must K N O W its origin,
or, as Kabbalists say, to understand thc marriage of every 9 (Yod) and
(He) in the mental plane. The key to this understanding gives us the
Great Law of the Ternary.
This law may be represented by the graphic scheme of thc Great Arcanuni
giving the construction as shown in Figs. 13, 14 and 15.
The mental part of the Arcanum, or marriage of 3 and 3 (Yod and HC),
which are W I L L and C O N S C I O U S N E S S , will give birth to its
astral part, and this is the mystery of'thz basic tourbillon or the 1 (Vau) of
this marriage. According to all authoritative, classical tradition, I am
cotnpelled to express such things in symbols, for there is no other way out
of this problem. Whoever is able to sec through it. is by that fact ripe
enough for the great task. Otherwise, the safety-valve of the aspirant's
insufficient development must perform its work by veiling the technical
knowledge which is extrcmcly dangerous for unripe people when conveyed
to them prematurely. Competent students-already
acquainted with
occultism to a certain degree-will surely see for themselves, that in this
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book there are things which cannot be found in other manuals; but the limit
cannot be transcended.
Further, in the analysis of the Second Arcanum. we already mentioned
that the astral vortex (tourbillon) is dual-polarized. Apart from that, it
also defines the passage from the mental to the physical and the reverse.
In it lies the universal mystery of evolution and involution, which are such
burning questions for so many thinking and seeking human beings.
Graphically, the picture takes the form in Fig. 14 (two interpenetrating
triangles); its number will be T W 0 (2), as in the metaphysical counterpart
it was T H R E E (3) (Fig. 13 (triangle) ).
When condensing themselves, astral vortexes of the general type, lead us
into the realm of the elements, that is into the physical world, mystically
connected with the realization of the Fourth Arcanum.
The method for the realization of authority over the elemeilts will be the
second 7 (HC) in thc dynamic proccss of thc Great Magic Arcanum. In
the physical world it will manifest itself as the knave, representing the
activity of the family 1 7 3 (Yod-HC-Vau). The corresponding Figure
is No. 15 (a square in a circle). Here we see power over the elements (a
cross inside a circle with the mystery of its turning in the Hermetic Circle),
and the result of the application of that power, represented in one of the
three dimensions of the C U B E which is sylnbolized by the square. Its
number will be F 0 U R (4).
The general picture of the Great Arcanum will then be. as we have already
said, the conception of the three Figs. 13, 14 and 15.
Its upper part (Fig. 13) is the Ternary of the Great Metaphysical Arcanum ;
the middle part (Fig. 14) is the Binary of the astral Rota (tourblllon), and
the lower part (Fig. 15) is the Quaternary of the elementary Rota, or the
mystery of its realization, the secret of the STA R T l N G P O I N T .
(a) Discovery of the U P P E R P A R T depends upon the filllness of
incarnation in Man's spiritual monad, which K N O W S from the beginning
of the manifestation of the secret of the mystical marriage of 9 (Yod)
with 7 (He) = ;T 7 .

(b) To possess the M I D D L E P A R T Man must create in himself the
astral androgyne 1 (Vau).
(c) For operation of the L O W E R (physical) P A R T , apart from the
realization of (b), or authority over the astral 1 (Vau), Mall must know
which instrument is the starting point of the operation, and W H I C H 1S
THE TRANSITION FROM THE INSTRUMENT TO THE
T O U R B I L L O N ITSELF.
To perform this, purc logic may bc of some use to us. Mentally annihilate
the present universe as it exists for you, but retain in your mind the
attributes of the Whole. In any new conception of the macrocosm and
microcosm app!y the Great Arcanum's scheme, and you will see that its
instrunlent did not change at all.
Now, 'diminish' the universe and continue the process until only the
operator himself remains in it. He is also a microcosm, so apply the Great
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Arcanum to him. But, now the sole remaining instrument will be only the
operator's own body.
This knowledge is not sufficient. It is only a lower floor of the whole
construction. We may use as a symbol and means of explanation, the old
story of King Oedipus. He met the Sphinx, who posed him the riddle of
the realizer of the Tarot's Fourth Arcanum, who in the morning goes on four
legs, at midday on two, and in the evening on three. What is the Sphinx?
Only a synthesis of the four Holy Animals. It has the head of a man, the
claws of a lion, the wings of an eagle and the waist and tail of a bull.
These animals, by their qualities, tcll us about entrance into the astral plane
via the elements, which they represent. Here we may recall our earlier
discussion about these F O U R creatures.
The Sphinx is also the A S T R A L . It guards the Pyramid, at the base of
which is the square of the elements; its sides being identical with the mental
evolutionary triangles, meeting together at the apex to show the Unitary
Law. Otherwise, the mental plane guards the astral.
What did Oedipus reply? His answer to the Sphinx was: 'Thy enigma
is Man, in childhood crawling on all fours, in maturity on two legs, and
in old age on three, using a walking-stick for support.'
But he discovered and solved only the physical part of the Arcanum,
which is what the rest of mankind is doing. By thls he possessed power
over the Sphinx's body, and as the victor destroyed it. What happened
later ?
The astral binary revealed to him, that he had not yet realized that part
of the Arcanum. The negatively polarized part of the astral tourbillon led
him to the terrible murder of his own father and to incest (by marrying his
own mother). These disasters could not be avoided by knowledge of only
the physical plane.
Then suffering entered his own astral, and he received the final peace
only through the mental part of the Arcanum, the Mystery of the Universal
Love, in the form of the sacrifice of his daughter Antigone.
Your attention is drawn to the fact that the astral initiation came to
Oedipus at maturity, but the mental one was achieved only in his old age.

given here, as it has been a part of the G r e ~ Arcanum
t
since time immemorial. These words should be developed into: T A R O , R O T A ,
T O R A , O T A R , A R O T and in some rnagic operations, which have a
peculiar form of the passage from the physical basc of operation to the
astral vortex (tourbillon), they are inscribed into the five ends of the pentagram, facing the eyes of the magician.
(3) 011the mental plane we read I N R I as:
IESUS NAZARENUS REX I U D E O R U M
(the Latin inscription on Christ's cross)
On the astral plane it will be:
IGNE NATURA RENOVATUR INTEGRA
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It is accepted ihat the first letters or the whole of the following group of
words can be placed in the picture of the Great Arcanum:
(1) A L P H A - O M E G A , A L E P H - T H A N , A - Z
AZOTH
(2) T A R O or R O T A
(3) I N R I
(1) The first group of letters is composed of the initials of the three alphabets: Greek (Alpha), Hebrew (Aleph) and Latin (A), which differ little in
their writing, and of the three final letters (Creek Omega, Hebrew Than
and Latin Z). This symbolizes the Cosmic Synthesis and is the sign for the
schools of alchemy.
(2) The second group of words used to be a symbol for the Eastern Initiation
and Tradition, although one can hardly see a reason for it; but it must be

This means: all Nature is regenerated by fire. Of course, fire here has an
esoteric meaning, as was explained at the beginning of this arcanum. The
true Rosicrucians-who, about 200 years ago, ceased to exist as an active
and initiatory organization-had I N R I as their motto (shibboleth).

The three formulas just given are used to represent the scheme of the
Great Arcanum in which we alrcady saw ;T 1 3 9 (which serves as the
Kabballstic key to the Arcanum), and they show the unique aim, unique
aspiration, unique desire, and unique reah~ation sought equally by
Kabba1ist.s (7 1 f l ?), Alchemists ( A Z O T H ) , the Egyptian Tradition (contained in the T A R O T ) , and finally, by the teachings of Christian Illuminism and Esoterism-INRI. All these ways lead to the Great Arcanum.
But what of the Eastern Tradition, based on ancient Indian Initiatory
occult philosophy? Has it no part in the perennial search by Man for his
eternal H O M E , that forgotten and lost spiritual fatherland to which leads
the Great Arcanum of the Hermetic Tradition? Of course it H A S ! For
those who are acquainted with the depths of Advaita-Vedanta there cannot
be any doubt about it. For those who have no connection with this peak
of the ancient Aryan Vedantic Initiation I would like to say, that the great
idea of Vedanta, the realizatior~of Man's true being or ultimate S E L F , is
just the Grcat Arcanum. to which the exposition of the Fourth Trump of
the Tarot was partially dedicated. There is a considerable difference between
the two methods, which by no means makes them any the less valuable.
(1) The thing is, that each human race, as has already been said, possesses
its own form of symbolism and teachings. The West created the complicated-although very successful and practical-Hermetic philosophy, which
you are now studying in this book as the Tarot. In it you find a lot of
symbols, signs, secret formulas, and the still more mysterious depths of the
ways leading to the conquest of the three worlds (I hope that by now the
reader has already arrived at this conception for himself, when thinking
about the aims of Hermetism).
(2) It is different in Vedanta. Its peaks are for those who have already been
initiated into the mysteries (and knowledge of them) of the two higher
planes of existence-the astral and mental ones. Advaita seems to leave the
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lower, preparatory degree to yogas and other methods, which are often
of a purely religious character.
Therefore the true Masters of the Hindu Tradition do not use the means
given in (I). The simplicity of their teachings can be conipared only to the
ultimate simplicity of the U N I Q U E and R E A L T H I N G , the sole
aim of the Great Arcanum. You may call I T as you wish: God, Cosmic
Mind, Spirit, Pleroma, Supreme Self, it will always bc thc same, simply
because there is not and cannot be anything else. This statement is based
on a higher power than mind (Intuition), and therefore it cannot be
realized by those, who have not yet touched the higher consciousness of
the plane of I N T U I T 1 0 N , or Spirit-Atman-Self.
But the ultimate aim of both Traditions is the same, and never was or will
be different. Some men must pass through one or another form of initiation,
for each man reflects differently, according to the Tarot as well as Vedanta,
the same U N I Q U E L I G H T O F T H E C O N S C I O U S N E S S O F
T H E W H O L E , O F T H E A R C H E T Y P E , O F G O D , O F PARABRAHM.
The last initiating Master of Vedanta (the Great Rishi, in Hindu terminology) was Sri Ramana Maharshi of Tiruvannamalai (South India), who
died in 1950, leaving to posterity, his modern exposition of the old Truth,
already known throughout the wholc world. The writer had the privilege
to sit at the feet of this last Messenger of Truth.
Jt now remains for us to perform the numerical part of the initiation
as given in the Fourth Arcanum of thc Tarot.

+

Equation No. 6: 4 - 3
1
A new cycle of creation or manifestation (4) appears when a new
impulse (1) is added to the already existing F I R S T F A M I L Y (3).

+

Equation No. 7: 4 = 1 3
When a new and active impulse ( I ) associates itself with the chosen
accomplished F O R M (3), the result will be a new phase of creation.
As you may see, there is n o ersential difference between the ideas which
come from the reversed equation. Therefore I will not give any further
explanations of both. The student should investigate the other forms for
himself.

+

2
Equation No. 8: 4 - 2
Second (active) HC (4) is balanced in itself as two elements, one active
and the other passive, to create the perfect equality of plus and minus, thus
allowing things to remain as they are. It is the stable form of creation,
thought, forms and worlds. Matter and energy are manifested equally in
the solar systcm and in the whole universe, blending into one another, and
creating the seeming differences between them, but, for the initiate, always
remaining the same U N I T Y . When to an apparently constant system in
the Great Space, there is added some new and active impulse (Yod), stars

and planets may collide and the destruction may then bc obscrved in the
infinities of the universe; but of course. only for a tlrne.
When sorne of our hotly cell5 escape the ccntrnl control normally euerciscd 111 a ccrtarll hay by thc astrosome, thls may create a serious danger
for the nhole of the body in the form of malrgnant gro~iths,and so on.
As the numbers of the Arcana grow, the number of the possible equations
will also increase. We will give here only the most essential oncs, leaving the
student to perform the necessary training himself, by analysing the further
develo[~rnentand possibililies connected with the numerical evaluation of
the Major Arcana. It will supply him with thc ncccssary mental exercise
and thereby, development, which is a c o ~ ~ d i t i ofor
r ~ the successful study of
this book.
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MAGISTER ARCANORUM
THE GREAT HIEROPIiANT

Aries

Magnetismus Universalis
Quintessentia
Religio
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THEscientific name of the Fifth Arcanum of the Tarot is '~UagisrerArcanorum' (Teacher of the Arcana); also, the Great Hieraphant, and the vulgar
name is-the Pope.
The Hebrew letter is 7 (He), the numerical value 5, and the hieroglyph
is Breathing (the symbol of life).
The picture for the Fifth Arcanum is a seated man, in the robes of a
high priest. His head is crowned wlth the two horns of Isis, with a full
moon between them. This binary of horns is dominated by the Cross of
the Great Hierophant, on the end of the sceptre which he holds i11 his left
hand, so that the Cross is much higher than his head. The right hand is
stretched above the heads of two figures kneeling before him. This is the
sign of blessing, sometimes considered a mute one and then it is a symbol of
the initiatory Silence. Sometimes the Hierophant expresses the blessing
in words. In any case, this gesture is a sign expressing W I L L . One of the
two kneeling figures is white and the other black.
Like the wolnan of the Second Arcanum, he sits between two columns
(Jakin and Bohaz). Here, as in the othcr arcanum, there is the binary of
the colunzns, neutralized, in this case, by the man's figure. He is seated, a
hint o n passivity (the absorption of the wisdom of the binary); hut he is
still a M A N , that is he is at thc samc time basically an A C T I V E symbol
(putting knowledge into practice in life).
This element of the enlightened will-power, of the active authority will
be the basic idea of this Fifth Arcanum, representing the most mysterious
sign-the human P E N T A G R A M (big. 16).
The ternary of the Great Hierophant's Cross dominating the binary
of horns gives us an important hint, so full of meaning: H E R E T H E
P E N T A G R A M I S U P R I G H T , that is W I T H T H R E E P O I N T S
U P P E R M O S T . You already know about the significance of its position.
All these conditions as expressed in symbols on the card of the Fifth
Arcanum remind us about I N I T I A T I O N . Indeed, who would be the
giver of initiation, if not our symbolical Great Hierophant?
The two kneeling figures tell us that the PENTAGRAM-here the
M A S T E R O F MAGIC-is triumphant, together with all the powers of
Light, even over the forces of Darkness, compelling them to serve his
G O O D aims. He wisely uses their temporary ignorance and the weakness
arising from it. An intelligent use of even the actual weak~iesseswill allow
them to reach the necessary karmic redemption, or liberation much
earlier.
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Returning to the symbolism of thc Fifth Arcanum, I will say that
'breathing' in this material, dense life, means the presence of the vital
processes in organisms. From this is derived another title for this arcanumT H E L I F E . According to astrology, the corresponding symbol will be
the Zodiacal sign of the Ram. When the Sun is in the sign of the Ram, then
we know that it is the F I R S T month of spring. And spring is Yod's
element in the yearly Solar Cycle, it is that which prepares life, as the
F I R S T breath of that L I F E .
Those readers who are more acquainted with Hermetism may now pose
me one or two reasonable questions:
(1) In the formula of the Dynamic processes or 3 1 7 9 (Yod-He-Vau-HC)
the 3 (HC) signifies the fernale principle. So what is there in common
between the female origin and-Life?
(2) Why is the Second Arcanuin 2 (Beth) considered to be a female
principle, and why is it conncctcd with thc Fifth Arcanum? What is the
difference in colouring of both arcana?
The first question will be answered by a short venture into the realm of
Christian Theosophy, the earlier centuries (fourteenth and fifteenth) as well
as the more recent ones (sixteenth, se~enteenthand eighteenth centuries).
If, for every dynamic cycle 3 1 3 9 (Yod-HC-Vau-HC) a continuation for
it can bc found, coming from its S E C O N D Ht, which becomes the Yod
of the next cycle, then the picture may well be reversed and the Yod of our
primary cycle can therefore be imagined as the S E C O N D He of some
former cycle. Any search for the elements of that earlier cycle will be an
AS C E N D 1N G process in the chain of causality and must lead us to the
cognition of a Yod belonging to the preceding, older order of things. And
then the same question might well arise again and again. The F I R S T cycle
in the chain of causality, or othcrwisc, the First Family of the quaternary
type (the student already knows this expression) cannot consider itself as
absolutely independent, that is not having any prior elements in the former
dynamic processes. This is because T H E B E G I N N I N G O F A L L
B E G I N N I N G S C A N N O T H A V E Y O D A S A N A M E because
the latter is always an activeprinciple, vitalized by the desire of the necessity
of fecundation; B U T T H E A B S O L U T E B E G I N N I N G as we said
before, M U S T P O S S E S S T H E A T T R I B U T E O F A L L - C O N T E N T M E N T A N D S E L F - S U F F I C I E N C Y . This absolutely
primary Principle must be androgynous, neutral, enclosing in I T all the
elements of the dynamic processes to which I T may give birth.
In order to be clear and to symbolize this B E G I N N I N G we will
place a P O I N T over the 3 (Yod) of the F I R S T quaternary of the transcendental realm. This point will remind us about:
T H E GREAT, T H E INACCESSIBLE, T H E INFINITELY
HOMOGENEOUS, THE PERFECTLY ENLIGHTENED,
THE RADIANT BEGINNING, AINSOPH, PARANIRVANA,
T H E A B S O L U T E and finally, T H E U N I V E R S A L S E L F O R
ATMAN.
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This inaccessible Beginning, which C A N N O T bc an object of any
mental speculation or investigation, M A N I F E S T E D Himself as the
male element Yod, the fecundating principle, expansive, radiant, to which
we can give the symbol-UNTVERSAL L O V E .
This Universal Love had limited the Passivity, the Attraction, the
Female origin of shadowy character, the so-called 'Restrictio', and fructified it. From the marriage of these principles, the Highest Yod and the
Highest HC, is born the element Vau of the First Family. Its name isL O G O S . The first emanations of this element will become the S E C O N D
He of the First Family and will lead us into the transcendental world
Olarn ha Aziluth of the S E C 0 N D Family. So why did the Life appear as
the female element? Thc famous Tritemius (1462-1560) explained his
Rosicrucian theories in this way, that the Yod of the First Family was
called Super-Essential Fire, HC LY~per-Essmfial
Air, and the Logos SuperEssential Light. So we see that Air and Breath are identical with the female
element. The terminology of the first and true Rosicrucians regarded the
Holy Trinity similarly, and Fire was the first person, Air the third, and
Light the second one. The Kabbalistic transcendental world of the F I R S T
quaternary was also called: S P I R I T U S M U N D I (Spirit of the World).
In the second question, the Beth Arcanum (Absolute Being, beyond the
limits of individuality) points to the female principle, as something existing
and corresponding to the male principle. Something which should be
learned (Gnosis or knowledge), necessary for the development of the whole
of the Major Arcana.
I n the Fifth Arcanum HC is the form which acceptcd the 'Bcth' Arcanum
(human soul). Beth represents the realm of the female principle, and He
fills this realm with existence in form.
We know that the higher the numbers of the arcana, the more concrete
becomes their meaning. Bcth has thc throat as its hieroglyph, and He
is just the breath which comes from that throat.
Now we may pass to the numerical analysis of this arcanum.
4
Equation No. 9: 5 = I
1
Equation No. 10: 5 = 4
These give us the titles of the essence of this arcanum in all three regions
of the Theosophical Ternary. So, for the Archetype, 1 means the Divine
Essence, and 4 the basic necessity of a form. The radiant element of the
Divine Essence shows us the choice of the posilive pole for the valuation
of mental activities. Forms not spoilcd by thcir irregular reflection and
refraction become synonymous with Good, and when the forms are
corrupted, only with Evil.
So we have a new title: Magnetisinus Universalis, or Scientia Boni et
Mali.
In the human world, 1 can be interpreted as Vir (Man), the active and
fecundating principle (Cosmic Consciousness); and 4 as clemcnts from
which the human body is constructed, also as Auctoritas, the secret of ethical rule in the centre of the Cmss (quaternary). In both cases, the fifth
element is mysteriously added to the four primary principles existing in the

+
+
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outer world, directing their transformation and giving the possibility for
realization of the Great Action.
In alchemical terms this principle will be called Q U I N T E S S E N T I A ,
and this is the second title of this arcanum.
Realization of Matter must be fourfold, therefore, we have four elements
here. On the plane of Nature we will find the title of the Fifth Arcanum
providing we are able to see through the outer manifestations of the four
elements which belong to the Fourth Arcanum, the element of N AT U R A
N A T U R A N S of the First Arcanum added to the Fourth. Whoever by
deep concentration and meditation supported by right activity in the outer
world, will see this unity beyond the limits of the outer four, will attain the
natural Religion: his reward for contemplation and inner merging.
That is why the title of the Fifth Arcanum in the kingdom of Nature isR E L I G I O . If in dividing 5 into I and 4 we will accept 4 as the world of
elements, and 1 as the higher Conscious Beginning, then the sum of
1
4 will symbolize Man, as master of the elements, and ruler of the
impulses of his elementary nature. By placing 4 first, and 1 second, we obtain the reverse result, that is the formula of an impulsive man, whose
manifestations depend upon the outer influences on his physical nature.
We may see now how enlightening and exact the practical applications of
knowledge of the Tarot can be, and how interesting, from the point of view
of practical philosophy, are the operations with the numerical values of
the arcana.

+

We will now pass on to another way of analysing the Fifth Arcanum.
Equation No. 11: 5 = 3
2
This means that the Fifth Arcanum is composed of thc highest and
middle principles of the Great Arcanum of Magic, that is, of the metaphysical ternary (3) and astral binary (2). From this point of view, our
arcanum symbolizes the manifestation of some entities on two higher
planes, beyond the physical, and here the metaphysical realization dominates the astral mechanism.
Here I would like to make some comments for the earnest student, who
really wants to obtain profit from his study of the Tarot. The arithmological
analysis of the arcana is of overwhelming importance for that purpose.
Therefore, you should follow my statements with full understanding,
solving thc equations as given with your own mind and not only blindly
and automatically accepting all that you see on these pages. The operations
which we are now performing, are not to be found elsewhere, and they were
especially constructed for the practical use of the Tarot.
According to the equation, the following types of beings are able to
operate on two planes :
(1) A white magician, while working on the astral plane, even if he still
uses the physical world as a base.
(2) An elementar of the positive type, which means that, in the period

Fig. 16 Upright Pentagram (Symbol of White Magic)

+

Fig. 17 Inverted Pentagram (Symbol of Black Magic)
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between incarnations, his spirit and soul have been welded into a harmonious unity, and th2.t he strives to contemplate the clichCs around him
in an evolutionary and reasonable way.
(3) Egregors of the same evolutionary types, that is positive (good) ones.
(4) Spiritus Directores (spirit guides) being a kind of high police of the
astral plane. We already know from former chapters, that they are twoplane beings, who never descend into the physical worlds.
The reversed form of the last equation gives us:

+

Equation No. 12: 5 = 2
3
This symbolizes the obscuring of the absolute essence of the triple law
by means of mirage-like, deceptive astral clichts. This happens because of
the prescnce and activity of involutionary (that is. tending to a deeper
merging into matter) tourbillons (vortexes), and to them correspond the
dark beings, like:
( 1 ) Black magicians occupied with work on the astral plane.
(2) Those who seek after deceptive clichCs of the negalive types of elements.
In particular, elementars who, in thcir period between incarnations are
looking for a means to obtain a new physical body, not in order to better
their karma, but for the pleasures of the life in flesh and blood, lost after
their last physical death.
(3) Egregors of the negative or involutionary type.
(4) Larvas and similar astral scum, which fill the lower sub-planes.
The equations: No. 11: 5 = 3 f 2 and No. 12: 5 = 2 -+ 3 correspond
to geometrical symbols of enormous theoretical and symbolical importance.
These are P E N T A G R A M S , in both their upright and inverted positions
(see Figs. 16 and 17).
The straight pentagram, that is, having T H R E E points uppermost,
belongs to the equation 5 -- 3
2, as given above and in traditional
Hermetism it is accepted to fit a human figure into it, whose head and
limbs are located in its five corners, while into the inverted pentagram is
fitted the head of a goat, with its horns, ears and beard in the corners. Here
the goat symbolizes the Devil, the Father of Lies, a personification of
cliehts spoiled and perverted to the point of non-recognition. While the
upright pentagram is the sign for white magic, the inverted and therefore
debased symbol belongs tcl black or evil magic (founded on egoism).

+

But what conditions are necessary for the man, who wishes to be a
representative of the positive pentagram, and to belong to thc category of
evolutionary beings, no matter whether still incarnate on this earth, or
after death a two-plane elementar?
(a) This is the F I R S T question, the answer to which Hermetic philosophy
shows us in one way. It is that of Initiation. What is Initiation in the
broadest and most general sense? Only the expansion of man's consciousness, of his knowledge of the basic truths ruling over his life, of knowledge

Fig. 18 Inverted Pciitagra~nin Motion
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about his own being, its possibilities, its destiny and the means for the
realization of that destiny.
From this point of view we will begin our subsequent considerations, for
there are also D I F F E R E N T points of view about man, his constitution
and final aim; but they d o not belong to the present work.
(b) Tile S E C O N D question asks: How to create the positive pentagram
from available materials?
The solution of thefirst problem explains the description of the tcsts and
experiences of those who are seeking Initiation (in the foregoing sense).
The answer to the second involves the methods of the general plan of
astral and physical training, necessary for a magician. This term 'magician'
is being used here because, according to Hermetic Tradition, the fully
evolved pcntagram means just the man who has attained power over the
elements and astral currents, that i s he is endowed with super-physical
abilities, which make hill1 a magician.
Initiation can bc considered as having two sides: one for black, and the
other for white magic. White Initiation creates in a Inan, a striving after good
as his only aim, with coniplete disregard for his own comfort or discomfort. The black has as its object a man, who likes evil for the sake of evil
itself, even to his own detriment, in the name of the sole principle of evil,
lies and darkness.
The first degree of experience is similar for both white and black kinds
of Initiation. Its aim is to test the equation in the candidate: 1 4 means
the ability of fearlessness before unexpected or dangerous things and
events coming from the four elements. This means not to be cowardly in
the physical realm, nor to lose one's head under any conditions. Here will
be used traditional tests:
By jive (I), through which the disciple must pass without fear of being
burned.
By water (2), swinlnii~igthrough rough sea or rivers.
By air (3), when the disciple must ascend to heights and look clown from
them with nothing but a few square feet to support him. Mountains,
precipices or ships' masts are sometimes used for this purpose.
By earth (4), when a man enters narrow subterranean passages without
knowing what awaits him at their cnd, or descends into unknown caves,
and so on.
Apart from these traditional tests, I also find another hind very useful,
which are aimed at the suppression of the so-called 'mysticalfear', such as
night visits to lonely cemetries, 'haunted'houses, and so on. This is because
I have seen cases where a man has passed relatively easily through the four
elementary tests, but still rctained a fear of 'sprrits', dead bodies and their
final restlng-places. Especially so as sometimes around fresh graves, the
etheric double of the corpse may be visiblc on \?.arm nights, even to
physical eyes. From my own experience I have seen this phantom, devoid
of all consciousness and otherwise utterly harmless for incarnate men,
cause a nervous breakdown in more than one candidate. An initiate

'
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cannot possess such a weakness. Otherwise he should be eliminated while
there is still time. Of course, the foregoing means only 'physical fear'.
The second degree of tests is similar in both types of Initiation. It is the
A S T R A L experience for fear, lust and conscience.
(1) The candidate is faced with a monstrous astral cliche, aggressive and
repulsive in its ugliness beyond all imagination. Some special rnethods are
used in order to facilitate the contact of the pupil with the testingground in the astral world.
(2) After this comes the test for lust and passion. The candidate must be
able to suppress sexual desire in himself, even under the most favourable
conditions, when nothing stands in the way of the fulfilment of his desire.
Here may be distinguished T W O separate phases of the test. The jrst
for the ability to resist the approaching sexual pleasure. The second not to
profit from the victory achieved by a man's own efforts over the negative
attitude of the other sex, or her initial refusal to yield to his passion.
(3) The third test, for conscience, shows the ability on the part of the
aspirant to fulfil any confidential order; to observe some law or instruction;
to maintain silence about a secret; the non-betrayal of someone's personal
intention; all this under conditions of full security and lack of any punishment in the event of failure, as well as in the presence of a great temptation.
If, in both schools of magic, that 'is white and black, these tests are outwardly similar, their inner character is very different.
A white magician has no need to fear any terrible cliches, just because
he has to pass through their world towards the Principles of Light. The
same applies to a black magician, but simply because he must be friendly
with those dark and voluptuous manifestations.
A white magician must attain stamina in his wisdom in order to be certain of the impossibility of failure, while a black one must simply realize,
that the ability of self-restricticn in certain moments gives him a vital
superiority over those who cannot restrain themselves.
The white must conscientiously fulfil his duties and accept obligations
so as to achieve self-perfection and steadiness in the doing of good.
The black must simply understand that by persisting in a plan and not
yielding to any circumstances he may be able to inflict more evil, ideologically as well as practically, than if he would act only occasionally and
under favourable conditions. Black magicians still have to pass through
some tests and take oaths for their faithfulness to Evil, which should not be
described here.
LESSON
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We will now consider the artificial pentagram, or the Great Sign of the
Microcosm (the world in miniature). The pentagram is one of the magic
symbols, as mentioned earlier.
In order to give you some idea of how symbols react on the astral
beings, 1 would like to remind you, that our emotional, subjective world
D
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may often be changed under the influence of forms, connected in one way
or another with some definite emotional principles. A voice, picture, or
object related to, for example, a manifestation of fear, often automatically
produces that fear. The fearsome face and voicc of an uttcrly unarmed and
harmless being can frightcn its enemy, who has previously seen and heard
similar things in another being, which then successfully repulsed his attack.
The emotional world belongs completely to the astral realm, and that is
why symbols, used for a long time by the magic schools or by the representatives of certain Egregors, are so important in the astral world.
Whoever knows of the power of the Cross in relation to Christians on
this earth will not be astonished whcn he hcars that this sign has a most
powerful influence on elementals. For them the Cross is also connected
with different emotional images. It reminds them about the fact of the
synthetic construction of Man, his outer activity and that he is the king of
the four elements. By this Man can dominate the elementals.
Just as on Earth, different ideas gradually lose their meaning, and others,
take their place according to the development of human culture and civilization, so it is with the astral.
The world of symbols on the astral plane also underlies uninterrupted
evolution. It would be too nalve to believe, that all the synlbols of the
ancient Egyptians have retained thcir former magical powers, and that
N O W they are able to produce the same magic results. It is not because
they have become too old or too much used, but without many additions
and changes you are not able to get the same results as was formerly
obtained from them thousands of years ago.
An example will explain best: the famous phalanx of King Philip of
Macedonia would not frighten a contemporary battalion, yet it certainly
would dispel a band of hooligans on the street, armed only with knives
and black jacks. The student will do well if he tries to understand the
analogy of this example.
Among the symbols we have to distinguish sin~pleones, which our
Tradition does not brcak down into parts. They are: the point, the symbol
of unity; the circle symbolizing the jinite, the union; and the iriangle,
being a symbol for the ternary, and so on. But a collection (union) of somc
simple symbols is called a complex one. A syllable will be a simple symbol
for a sound, while several syllables expressed together in turn will be a
complex symbol.
If a complicated graphic symbol is a synthesis of some simple ones, its
components-providing
they give us a harmonious picture of united
emotional images, connected by means of analogy with a synthetic metaphysical formula-it will be called a 'pentacle.'
In the symbolism ofsounds, the symbol which corresponds to a pentacle
will be a sequence of syllables, forming a word or even a whole sentence.
An example of a pentacle is the pentagram. In thc mcntal plane it corresponds to the idea of FREE W I L L .
In the physical world a representative of this W I L L is the human body
as formed by the astrosome: here the astrosomc represents the pentagram,
and its spirit manifests the Will.
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We have already had an example of three pentacles united to form the
picture of the Great Arcanum (Lesson 12). The image of the Holy Name
(Yod-He-Vau-1%) should be considered as a pentacle of the picture of the
dynamic cycIe's process. In the realm of sound, simple and complicated
synthetic formulas are divided into two basic classes:
( 1 ) M A N T R A M S and (2) S E T R A M S .

Formulas using M A N T R A M S are destined for action on the astrosomes of beings other than the operator, even if such beings could belong
to the operator as components of his eoilective '1'. Therefore, every formula
prepared by us for action on another man, elementar, elemental, and so on
will be of the mantram class. For example, a formula used for the action
of a man's own liver, in order to regulate its function, will be a mantram.
As opposed to a mantram, a S E T R A M serves to fortify the astrosome
of the operator himself, so as to control and to regulate the functions of
the whole system of centres and ganglions of that astrosome, which system
may play a role in the process of conducting the manifestation of a man's
will from the mental plane into the physical world. These setrams offer the
operator the self-assurance necessary for the performance of every magic
operation.
In the matter of further deliberations on the pentagram, we will leave the
question regarding the kind of materials from which pentagrams should
bc made until the Scventh Arcanum. Here we will isolate the P E N T A G R A M from all other pentacles, for it is the most important of all occult
means for man's use: if employed wisely and supported by a strong will.
We must put our attention on the fact, that astral entities (that is those
living on only T W 0 planes) possess only astral organs as a. means of cognition of astrosomes, with whom they want to or are compelled to communicate.
In order to enter into contact and to become aware of the physical body
of a man, the astral being can do so only temporarily, by means of borrowing and assimilation of certain fluids or vital force and subtle principles
from persons called 'mediums'. Some organic substances also serve for
this purpose when separated from living bodies, such as the juices of
plants, saliva, blood, sperm, milk, perspiration, and so on. In some special
cases this borrowing of the necessary materials for the astral beings can
be effected by use of evaporating watcr, and smoke from burning substances
like dried herbs, tar, and so on.
I have been able to test this latter form of assistance for helping the astral
entities to manifcst themsclves in a visible and tangible way, by performing
the ritualistic operations of Ceremonial Magic. I think they are best
because of a lack of harm inflicted on other living beings, and the ease
with which unwanted astral visitors can be removed if they manifest by
such a method. The use of blood and other gross matter is provocation for
the astral intruders to remain in contact with the physical world longer
than required, as well as to disobey the orders of the operator.
When an astral entity borrows subtle matter from the body of a medium,
it is able to create for itself (for a certain length of time) corresponding
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physical organs, and then it can see, hear, feel, and so on, just as we do.
When these mediumistic accessories are lacking, an astral being cannot
see a physical table, for example, but only the astrosome of the table, that
is the idea used by its maker, and cannot hear spoken words, but only the
formal essence of the components of each sentence. How then does it act?
(1) The astral entity can cognize and appreciate the amount of energy
spent in giving the table a definite form, or for the pronouncing of a
sentence.
(2) It clearly perceives all the transformation of the energy which acts
in both of these processes, as well as the sequence and exact pattern of the
transformation.
Such are the principles of astral 'seeing', which could be better defined
as astral imbibition. Now, imagine an astral being looking at an incarnate
man by means of only its astral sight. It will perceive a definite kind of
energy-impression. Magic tradition tells us, that, in this case, the picture
which the astral being sees will be very closely connected with the process
of astral imbibition of the energetic manifestation of a pentagram, when
made from seven metals, and also that this will be very little different from
the impression made on the same astral being by a pentagram made from
pure gold.
Some occult authors believe that it is useful to manifest the pentagram
with the help of an electrophore, in the form of what we call electric
illumination. From this point of view we see, that the pentagram not only
serves to create the idea of the manifestation of F R E E W I L L , but gives
to the astral bcings the illusion of the presence of a L I V I N G M A N .
That is why in this course, we consider ourselves entitled to call 'pentagrams', all beings which are related to the formulas:
(a) 5 = 3

+2

and

(b) 5

=2

+ 3.

You should already know the difference between these two signs.
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(c) If a strong magician-possessing a physical body (that is, is incarnate)is far enough away from a planet, and knows enough about its weak points,
it is possible for him to dominate the spirit of that planet for some time.
On this are based all the Ceremonial Magic operations which use appropriate times and formulas for binding the spirit of a planet, which is
proportionally weakened by its distance from its own physical body.
(d) Would you dare to try to subdue the spirit of the Earth in an operation
performed on the surface of the Earth? But at the same time you may
successfully dominate and command the spirits of, say, Saturn or Jupiter,
in a n operation performed on the Earrh.

I
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(e) A magician is much stronger in his ceremonial rituals when his astrosome has his physical body as a base, than when he is exteriorized in the
astral plane, with only a weak liaison with his body.
(f) Of two magicians, equally strong in their astral development, the victor
will be the one whose nervous system is the stronger.

i
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(g) Even if these two factors are equal, the superiority will be on the side of
the possessor of the better physical organs, and so on.
The aforesaid allows us to realize, why magicians place so great a meaning on the pentagram and we should not be astonished why this pentacle
is so often used in masonic and magic lodges. For examples, the ' F I E R Y
S T A R ' appearing in the old masonic rituals of the Companion's degree
is a pentagram with the letter 'G' in it. For the Master that letter means
G O D ; for the middle degree-GNOSI S, and for the higher, so-called
Hermetic degrees it is-GEN E R A T 1 0 (originating from Latin).
In explaining the pentagram in masonic symbolism we encounter it on
seals of different degrees. Then we should be careful and not scared by its
sometimes reversed position (that is 2
3 formula) for this does not
necessarily signify any black magic, but has a metaphysical meaning with
a sequence in time. Example: First you will get binaries (26, then you will
think and learn until the binaries become neutral~zedInto ternaries (3).
In the solution of the equation 5 = 1
4 there are different methods.
Four is not always material, nor one spiritually-astral factors. In the great
concentrated astral cliche ;? 1 pt ;T 9 (Yod-HC-Shin-Vau-He) Yehoshoua,
the letters ;? 1;? 9 symbolize God's Will with the Word (Logos) as the organ
of that Will. The symbol jD (Shin) = 300 = Twenty-first Arcanum, and
means the mechanism of involution, materialization, or the incarnation
of that Logos (Word). In such a case our pentagram takes the form shown
in Fig. No. 17.
In Fig. 16 its upper point is the material tool, which thc Will operates
on the physical plane. This cliche is the most powerful of the pentagrams
on the astral plane. On the mental plane it corresponds to the dogmas of
Incarnation and Redemption in the ancient Rosicrucian Schools of the
sixteenth-eighteenth centuries.
If the symbol ;T 7 ;T 7 can be explained as God's Will, and the will of a
separate human personality as its weak reflection, then thc symbol

+

I

+

Now it is time to speak about astral fighting between two pentagrams
(incarnate men), or the struggle of a man with a n elementar or Egregor.
The general rule is, that when two beings are fighting in the astral, the most
important factor will naturally be the astral powers (activity and ability
for passive imbibition).
(a) When the astral forces are equal, the superiority will rest with the one
who possesses better support on the physical plane, in other words, who
simply has a more robust body.
(b) If a magician is struggling with an elementar and his astral force is
equal to that of his enemy, he will undoubtedly win, simply because of the
fact that he possesses a physical body. If in that moment the magician is
killed on the physical plane, the result of the fight with the elementar will
be hard to forecast, because then their forces will be absolutely equal.
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3 1 g! 3 9 (Yod-HC-Shin-Vau-Hk) will be reduced to the ordinary human
pentagram.
So, the Fifth Arcanum o f the Tarot teaches us about thepotentialpower or
ability which exists in every one of us, and which crsates our individual
force, our active life.
How is it possible to create in us this human pentagram, this astral
power? Of course, by means of a n irresistibly strong system of astral,
mental and physical exercises. But here there may be a great difficulty. If
you want to create that pentagram in yourself, you must thiilk not only
about the necessity of producing some new manifestations, but also to
fight the opposite, the obstacles, which come from your siill insufficient
development, mainly in the astral realm.
By this means, the problem of the creation of pentagrammatic individuality is divided into two parts:
(1) Creation in us of a man of conscious will.
(2) A right transformation of the impulsive man in us. This means one who
acts instinctively and impulsively in all realms, responding to definite
impressions by means of standardized reflexes; one who cries from pain,
flies before danger, hits back when struck; smiles when flattered, and so on.
This impulsive man must be educated so that he can be a useful tool for
the superior, conscious man, the true individuality. This means that some
reflexes and habits must be suppressed, and others stimulated. So this part
of the present lesson will be dedicated to just the creation of a man of
conscious, enlightened W I L L .
If into the upright pentagram we insert a human figure, then to its upper
point will correspond the centres, analogously related to the realm of
seeing and thinking. This is also the seat of meditation, practised by a
conscious man of good will.
Meditation is composed of several activities.
(1) Filtrution of emotional impre.ssions through the organs connected with
them.
(2) Fixation of ideas (the memorizing of them).
(3) The ability to create ideas.

Fig. 19 TETRAGRAM (Square)

Accordingly then, the following methods for making meditation easier
can be recommended and expounded:
(a) To avoid all instinctive, automatic answers on all questions put to us
which are dictated only by memory, without any participation of the meditating elements.
(b) To avoid any disputes or quarrels, leading only to the building of form
(dialectic) but not of ideas. The majority of disputes have the conception
of some terminology as a starting point; in this case the whole dispute is
based on misunderstanding. Or, there is the basic difference of the dogmas
of contemplation and then the dispute is aimless, purposeless.
(c) TOtrain ourselves in cognition (perception) of the invisible in the visible.
For example, so as to reccgnize the astrosome-soul and spirit in the physical
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shell of an individual man, it is not sufficient to contemplate only the contours of the human body; but it is necessary to penetrate into the corresponding astral parts of the form, into the dynamic manifestations of the
astrosome (aura) and even into the properties of the mental monad.
(d) To search everywhere for natural A N A L O G I E S , just as we did in the
Third Arcanum in relation to the human body, and to comment on those
analogies in the broadest sense.
(e) Not to despise any chance to learn of the harmony and fineness in forms;
to visit museums, to listen to good music, and in general not to avoid the
world of art. This is the gcncral advice as regards meditation.

(3) For very impulsive people, it is advisable to concentrate on any object
of minor importance, and try to dominate all involuntary contractions of
the muscles, such as N O T turning your head in the presence of a noise, and
so on. This second type of exercise has a general and preparatory character.
(4) The third and very important type of concentration exercise is that of
mental travelling. Recall all the details of a past journey, or invent one
partially or in full, it does not matter which, But in both cases all details of
movements and impressions must be completely thought out, so that one is
utterly separated from actual conditions around you. Set an alarm-clock
and finish the exercise in 20 or 30 minutes.
(5) Another kind of exercise consists in the concentration of thoughts on
the details of construction of some selected real object, which is within your
reach. The formal pattern of its creation and origin as well as the idea of
its purpose should now be considered for about 30 minutes.
( 6 ) Imagine an object which, at the time, is beyond reach of your sight and
then compare the details of the imaginary thing with the real one. The
session should last for about 30 minutes.
(7) If the previous exercises have been well performed, try to create in your
imagination the gcncral outline of a non-existent object which you have
not even seen mentally. From this general idea pass to a detailed one,
testing the exactness of your creation by reversing the process and going
from the detailed to the general idea. The time takcn should be about 40
minutes.
(8) Next, try to exercise your mind by passing quickly from active concentration on one object to a similar concentration on another. Your power
to do it at will shows that you have a considerable ability of concentration.
The more unfavourable are the outer conditions during this exercise, the
more valuable will be its successful performance.

But now we will turn to something more specific, such as the very mechanism of meditation, which implies the knowledge and practice of concentration. Concentration is an art and a science in itsclf, so that in this course
on thc Tarot we cannot make a full exposition of this otherwise very
fascinating subject. It can only be indicated here as in a special work by
the writer (Cnncen(ratiorz published by G. Allen & Unwin of London, as
well as in other European countries and languages), the subject has been
treated in full.
Imagine that we have deliberately linlited the field of meditation to a
few chosen objects. This will be termed 'concentration' on these objects.
The following are examples :
(1) A man writing an article can concentrate his thoughts on three aspects
(a) the idea beh~nd~ t (b)
, its construction, and (c) its outer form or beauty
of style. While working he may definitely resohe not to admit any other
thoughts. not to hear any outer sounds, not to care about the state of his
body and its comfort, or about time.
(2) To concentrate your thoughts o n two objects, a person and the picture
or idea, which that person wants to transmit to you; all else should be
removcd from the field of your consciousness.
(3) To concentrate your thoughts on only one object, such as the question
of the age of some person known to you.
(4) To try to concentrate your thoughts on the idea of the absence of a
given object, this will be so-called passive concentration, as opposed to the
other three examples, in which we spoke about active concentration.
Methods of Training in Aclive and Passive Concentration
(1) Think about some organ or part of your body, concentrating on the
question of its harmonious structure. This will not only be a good exercise
in concentration, but can also appear as an effective means for the removal
of any ailment, disharmony or weakening of its functions.
(2) Try to introduce into your concentration a desire for or imagination
about the malfunction (disharmony) of that organ. The result will be opposite to that of (1). Here belongs the phenomena and the creation of the socalled stigmata, signs on the bodies of persons who concentrate on the
idea of wounding some part of their body, like the mystics in their ecstasies.
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The next type of concentration which is P A S S I V E is often considered
to be much more difficult than the active kind. Very favourable conditions
can be created at the beginning of these exercises. The most notable being:
darkness and the removal of everything which could interrupt our attention; a lying position, a weakening of breathing, and the closing of ears and
eyes. First you should concentrate on a very symmetrical form, like a
circle or disc of a certain size, at rest or revolving against an unending
background. The colours of the disc and background have been given by
traditional authors as immaterial, but my personal opinion is that only
white (for the circle or disc) and black (for the background) should be used,
in order to simplify and thus facilitate concentration. Also, in the beginning,
a change of colours may bring you some trouble from the side of the mind,
which is then only too glad to verbalize about them. This is extremely
undesirable.
If this exercise can be performed for some five or ten minutes, try the
next by removing the disc and using a point instead. Then remove even the
background, which will lead to a total elimination of all outer impressions.
This is your aim.
D*
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Thcse exercises can be changed in detail ad lihitlmz.
In the state of passive concentration, some outer ingredients may insert
some imaginary forms, such as geometrical figures, and illusory sounds.
flavours, odours. and so on into the vacuum of your consciousness. All of
these will probably be the result of action by a foreign ~vill.Do not forget,
that we are living in multi-dimensional worlds, each of ~vhichhas its own
inhabitants. They may perceive your efforts, as well as the state of passivity
of your mind which usually emits incessant vibrations. This is an opportunity for them to interfere by inserting their own thoughts, or similar
vibration\ of the subtle matter in which they live. You can certainly guess
about which population of the astral and mental worlds I am speaking
now (see Lessons 14 and 15).
Active and passive concentration are the alphabet of meditation for
occultists; but you should know, that meditation is not an cxcrcisc in itself.
Rather it is the higher use of our consciousness, which is permitted by the
ability of concentration (see Concentration, Chapters XXI and XXII).

of active concentration, or on the actual borderline of transition from the
active to the passive, when, for example, you want to remember a perfume
related to a certain name, or the taste of some food, or the impression on
the surface of a tissue, and all thesc things belong to the physical plane.

Anothcr use of that ability is practised in the seeking of information
from the higher planes. This means the posing of different questions through
active concentration, and the receiving of answers to them by means of the
passive statc of mind, deliberately crcated for the purpose. This needs, as
for everything in occultism, some practical experience and time.
LESSON
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At this point three different kinds of questions may arise:
(1) A problcm so arranged, that the answer will cover only the mental
realm. For example, we can know which chain of logical ideas will lead to
the solution of philosophical, mathematical and like questions. In other
words, we may lack a few componcnts in our logical conclusions bccause
of a failure of memory or uncertainty in the method of application. In this
case, active concentration must give us a clear grasp of the components of
the logical sequence which we already possess, plus a strong desire to obtain
the remainder by way of meditation.
Then passive concentration comes as a form of rest after the active;
but after this tlre 'remainder' of the lnissiilg links come to fill the gaps, by
means of the hard to cxplain 'intellectual clairvoyance' or vision. 1 strongly
recornmend the student to try to understand well this method of using
active and passive concentration by turn, so that he may follow the next
questions without any difficulty.
(2) On the question of astral character, I would like to say, that at the
moment of our passive concentration, we may get the answer in the foran
of gcomctrical or cvcn musical symbols, usually as some lines on a dark
background or as sounds.
(3) As regards physical churucter, the answer ti] this comes under the
heading of the illusion of sensations produced by things like feelings, odours
and flavours. In this case the answer often comes during the very process
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Among special applications of this last method we may consider the
so-called 'psychometry', as used in the waking state (psychon~etrycan also
be based on mediumism and somnambulism).
Contemporary occult science calls this sort of exercise the manifestation
of the sixth, or odic, astral sense, ~ h i c in
h our previous lessons was defined
as astral imbibition or imagination. This is because all Hermetic authorities
recommend, that all persons practising psychometry, limit themselves to
the bare minimum of susceptibility of their five physical senses.
Some authors are of the opinion, that the true kcy to psychometry is
really just the ability for passive concentration. From personal experience
I am inclined to divide the responsibility for success equally between both
types of concentration: if the active phase has not been well prepared,
then some unwanted rubbish can slip through into the passive phase which
has not been sufficiently safeguarded by careful active preparation.
Anyway, the whole process is as follows:
Before the session the psychometrist must concentrate actively on a
strong desire to put his astrosome into contact with the row of objects
placed before him. Here I would again like to warn students: all the psychic
and magic activities as expounded in this work are, according to ~ e r m e t i c
Tradition N O T accessible to any one who merely condesceilds to read
this book. It is N E C E S S A R Y to have the A B I L I T I E S which have been
discussed in this exposition of the Major Arcana, and for that reason I am
giving a lot of instructions on how to develop these abilities in general.
It is by possessing them that you will be ready to experience what you are
reading here theoretically.
Of course, the best guarantee for complete success would be full preparation, and this can be found in a special study of the book Concentration.
It has been impossible in a work of this nature-dedicated to so wide a
subject as a presentation of the whole of the Western Tradition of occultism
-to give C O M P L E T E and D E T A l L E D instruction on concentration,
which needs a separate book in itself as has just been mentioned.
The 'desire' of a psychometrist to enter into contact with the astrosomes
of certain objects, is by no means a fleeting one. It is a well-directed and
skilled effort of will-power, which, for a while, enables him to exclude
every other thought from his consciousness, so as to O B T A I N T H E
DESIRED RESULT.
Now, our psychometrist has to use the articles he wants to 'psychometrize' or, in other words, to extract from them for his own purposes
information about places, conditions, people, and so on with which the
objects have been in contact. The techniques are as follows:
He takes the objects one after anolher and presses them against his
forehead (action of the odic centres in the brain), heart, or solar plexus.
The choice depends upon where he is M O S T sensitive, and his kind of
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temperament. Only practical experience can teach him about it, but it is
not such hard work by comparison with concentration itself.
At the moment when the articles are close to the chosen point of his
body, he quickly enters into the state of P A S S I V E concentration,
during which he can obtain the desircd impressions in different ways,
which can be optical (coloured or not), sometimes acoustical and on some
occasions feelings, like impressions relating to the history of the formation
of the object, its future fate, and stories about the persons who have been
astrally or magnetically assoc~atedwith it.
About 25 years ago in Paris, I attended many seances arranged for the
famous psychometrist-Stefan Ossowiecki. His ability was outstanding.
He could invariably 'read' and 'sce' persons merely by contact with their
belongings which had been given to him for experimental purposes. He
would say where such and such a person W A S at that moment, and whether
dead or alive or what he was doing, and so on.
He read letters without opening them, simply by putting them against
his forehead for a short time. He could also see the human aura, and from
it, was able to forecast a sudden and approaching death for a particular
person, which hc always avoided doing by all means. Incidentally, he could
not foresee his own death.
If a psychometrist is given an envelope, he may be able to see the factory
at which it was made; the contents of the enclosed letter; the figure and
character of the person who wrote it; some of the important moments in his
or her life; the office in which the letter was stamped, and so on.
If the object presented to him is an ancient coin, the field of activity for
a n able psychometrist is very wide, and he may see interesting historical
cliches, while an old shell or piece of ore may yield geological ones.
The time for passive concentration on one object should not be longer
than five minutes; but, if the article begins to give further interesting
cliches, the seance may be prolonged to 20 or 30 minutes, because of their
scientific importance. Here I must mention, that sometimes the historical
clichCs may appear in reversed chronological order, which must be taken
into account by the operator. To a certain extent he must also be acquainted
with the general theme of the expected clichCs. In other words, it should
be possible for the historical ones, for example, to be interpreted by a
hstorian, who may be able to correct any errors in time, which arise from
the reversed visions.
Apart from the basic preparation (concentration exercises) for a person
not endowed with psychometric abilities from birth, a general outline may
be given as follows:
Take seven plain envelopes containing letters from persons known to the
operator, and try to find, which came from which person. Take four bags
with different minerals and try to find out which mineral is in which bag.
Another type of interesting experience, possible only for a very sensitive
and highly trained psychometrist, is the diagnosis of a sickness of a
patient's internal organs. Usually, one of the patient's little fingers is
placed in the psychometrist's ear and this is sufficient to allow him to
describe the state of the organs exactly.

The so-called visions of the auras of human beings and objects-that is
the astral emanations-also belong to the results of both kinds of concentration-active and passive when used in these proceedings.
Colours and coloured forms are seen, and if the operator knows their
meaning, he may be able to reveal plenty of important facts. Some people
can see the aura even without closing their eyes; in this case the ability
may be associated with an extraordinary development of the subtle
physical sight. But usually, auras are seen with the eyes closed, and therefore, by means of the 'sixth' sense as Hermetists like to express it.
LESSON
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However, from the purely occult point of view, the most important
application of concentration in the foregoing examples would be conscious
prayer. In the process of prayer, concentration may be extended to objects
on different sub-planes, according to the operator's development and
contents of his or her prayer.
Next comes passive concentration, creating a degree of inner satisfaction
for the praying person, and then higher currents and influences, become
accessible to him.
It is now necessary to explain the processes of suggestion, or the creation
of the power of ideas and the power of thoughts. Auto-suggestion, according to some German schools at the beginning of the twentieth century and
also some personal researches, will be touched on again in the analysis of
the Tenth Arcanum, when you will know much more from study of this
course. The elementary practices are as follows :
For a fairly advanced occultist I recommend the basic asanas as given in
my Concentration. Otherwise, a different starting point can be used. There
are moments when we are in bed, and while still thinking, we gradually lose
contact with our surroundings, our outer form and its condition. This
greatly facilitates the beginning of our efforts.
Auto-suggestion will be planned on the pattern of the ternary: that is
the Spirit (I)-astral (2)-physical (3) plane.
Take for example, a desire to suggest self-assurance and non-distraction
for use in an examination due to take place the ncxt day. The arising of this
idea in itself creates the spirit of auto-suggestion ( 1 ) .
Now astrally clothe this mental principle (2). Create the sentence: 'I am
diligent, unconstrained, able to consider with ease the questions to be put
to me, and will answer without any resistance or inner unrest.' Think it
over, and with closed eyes repeat it twice in a whisper, then again halfaloud four more times. By this operation exactly and vividly imagine a
geometrical picture (or clichk) of the auto-suggestion, such as: yourself
with an unconstrained attitude facing the examiners, along with details
of the classroom, fellow students and teachers.
Apart from this imaginary scene, you should also live the whole emotional, that is the astral image of your desired state. Tune yourself to it
joyfully, to create in you a feeling of certainty. So now you have all the
elements of the astral counterpart of the whole performance, even to the
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addition of a physical one in the form of sound waves created by your
whispering. This vocal process should be repeated twice, but this time
aloud, while opening the eyes and making gcsturcs, which for you are an
expression of certainty and lack of fear. And so the cycle of auto-suggestion
will be completed.
Your attention should bc kcpt on two points:

The simplest forin of the astral influence exercised by the 'central stare'
is the fixing of the sight on the place between the eyebrows, just over the
base of the nose of the subject of our experiment. This fixation must be
connected with several inner activities on the part of the experimenter.
Firstly, in conncction with the stare, there should be concentrated desire
or will-effort in a definite form, that is what you wish the person concerned
to do.
Secondly, all movements mcntally suggcstcd by you must be clearly
visualized in your mind at the time.
Thirdly, emotions and thoughts suggested must also be added to the
inner side of the operation. Whoever wants to be successful should not
verbalize emotions and thoughts, but rather transmit them by ideas.
Whoever has some practical knowledge about the art of concentration will
understand what 1 mean.
If the person who is thc subject of your experiment has not concentrated
his attention on something and therefore is not mentally active himself, he
will fulGl your command when transmitted by the proceis just described.
Apart from the 'central starc or gaze' a fixation of thc sight on the back
of the skull, or between the shoulder-blades can be used as well, provided
these places are not covered by any insulating materials, such as silk, wool
or fur.
The best distance between the operator and his subject-if the latter is
not too sensitive-is considered to be up to 30 or 40 yards for the 'central
gaze', while up to 4 to 5 yards is suitable for the back of the skull and
shoulder-bladcs.
Apart from the ability to use the 'central look', we should also be able to
gaze into the eyes of another person, if we have the need to resist any
attempt from the side of another pentagram (man), who is trying to use h i s
powers (also central look) on us.
In a fight between two pentagrams both operating with means that will
bring victory, the deciding factors for that victory, according to their
order of importance, will be (a) the mystical powers in man, (b) astral
authority; (c) nervous force; (d) vital force of the blood; (e) functional
and organic health of the body. The superiority of these things brings about
the subduing of the less strong and experienced pentagram.
If we do not wish to resist, but rather to accept the suggestions of someone operating on ust we should lower our eyes (the eyelids may be halfclosed), and concentrate passively. The central look is most effective
when used on a sleeping or hypnotized person.
The technique of the central gaze primarily requires a correct and
enduring fixing of the optical axes of our eyes on one point, without any
blinking, tears, inflammation of the eyelids, nervousness, and so on. The
following methods may be recommended to remedy weakness of the
eyelids, or the inner tissues of the visual organs: (1) eye-baths (use tepid
or cold water and add a little salt or boracic acid if so desired); (2) eyeshowers; (3) washing with certain herbal infusions, one of the best being
wcak wormwood tea, to which can be added a feu drops of fresh honey.
People who find it difficult to gaze for three to five minutes at one point

(1) All sentences, mental pictures, and so on M I J S T R E F E R T O T H E
P R E S E N T , N O T to the F U T U R E (scc Third Arcanum).

(2) Self-suggestion needs less faith on the part of the operator for the
success of the whole action; but when you try to suggest something to
another person, the cardinal condition for a successful outcome is just the
lack of any doubt.
In this recommended process of auto-suggcstion one can have almost
N O F A 1 T H in the method, and still achieve quite satisfactory results.
This can be explained by the fact, that our U'l 1,12 i\ better suited for the
domination of our own astral, than that of another.
This kind of auto-suggestion is very good for the purpose of destroying
bad habits; removal of the symptoms of an ailnient; strengthening of the
whole organism (a very important use), and iniprovenient of the memory,
and so on.
The creation of idea-forces may be done in the following way:
You Ere considering the creation of an astral entity, uliich may influence
you or another person in a definite dircction. As an cxamplc: 'I want my
friend N N to be less nervous.' This idea, even though not expressed in
words, will be the 'spirit' of the new being. In order to create its astral
counterpart, you should contract all your muscles in a strong effort without
moving your position and while remaining standing in the one place.
Then concentrate on the thought of sending all your muscular energy to the
newly-forii~edentity, at the same time slowly and gradually lessening the
tension of your body, till full relaxation is regaincd. The grcatcr part of thc
energy, which is not used for the mechanical side of your muscular effort,
will be at the disposal of your will, which means the formation of the new
entity's astrosomc. If you wish, you may hclp it evcn in the creation of the
subtle physical veil by placing nearby, a glass of slowly evaporating milk,
honey, or fresh blood. The vital power of these fluids and substances will
play the rolc of a mediumistic principle.
These operations are purely magical ones. and thc studcnt should be
careful not to use any of them for any evil or egoistic purposes. There are
no exemptions from the results of the urongf~tluae of magic power" The
karmic punishment is tcrriblc. Crcation of temporary dcvils, as we call
larvas, is one of the heaviest crimes in the occult world. The reaction
inevitably falls on the originator himself.
We will now cons~derthe upper point of thc pcntagram with its cncrgetic
(fluidic, odic and magnetic) emanations, connected with the use of the stare
or 'central gaze'.
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without blinking, should strengthen their eyes by exercises. Take a little
black disc about the size of sixpence, and fix it at eye-lcvel to a white wall
some 3 to 4 yards away from you. Sit quietly and at first look at it for 30
seconds, gradually increasing the time according to your growing strength,
the maximum bcing fivc minutes. There is no need to do more. When this
is acheved, look at the disc every day from a different angle. Later, walk
through the room with your eyes always fixed on the disc. Learn to
transfer your sight quickly from one point to another. Finally, use the
'central look' on yourself. by means of a mirror, gazing at the base of your
nose. The length of time to be taken for the exercise depends entirely
upon you.
There is one morc important dctail so often forgotten in occult manuals :
when k i n g someone with the central look, you should, at the same tlme,
not losesight of hisface, that is W I T H O U T M O V I N G T H E F I X E D
A X E S O F Y O U R E Y E S . It is quite possible, for the normal human
eye also possesses apart from direct vision-the so-called 'side vision',
which extends for more than one foot on each side.
The fixing of your sight on only a small point between the eyebrows
without being conscious of the whole face will not bring results, or only
very poor ones.
Suitable concentration. without fear, unrest or doubt, must accompany
every usc of the central gaze. This is essential, for wcll devcloped ability can
produce results beyond all anticipation.
We will now pass on to M A G N E T I S M O F T H E H A N D S .
The right hand of a man in the state of normal polarization of magnetism
emits a P 0 S I T 1 V E magnetic force, that is the energy which can at a very
short distance, turn a compass needle from its north-south direction.
Therefore, if we consider the northern magnetism as positlke, then we are
entitled to state that the rlght hand of a male is P O S I T I V E , and his left
N E G A T I V E . Things are just the opposite with women.
In some occult organizations before World War I and also after it,
kinds of magnetometers were used, in order to measure the personal
magnetism of people who wished to use their powers for healing and
other similar purposes. These pieces of apparatus were able to show cases
(rare) where certain men and women possessed the reversed polarization
of their magnetism. The magnetism of the left foot is identical with that of
the right hand, while the right foot has the same as the left hand.
Polarization can be changed teniporarily or permanently. There are
men with female polarization, and women with male. The spiritual state,
physical feelings, and even a conscious effort of the will may change the
magnetism in our bodies.
A weak pentagram is more suceptible to magnctization when it is performed by stroking or touching with hands, just like a weak magnet which
gains in power i n the presence of a strclng one.
All that we are spcaklng of here about occult (magic) activities is valid
only when the operator is sufficiently trained. No reasonable person would
expect any athletic performance from a physical weakling, no matter if
theoretically, he knows everything about, say, the art of boxing. He will

be knocked out in the ring in the first few moments by a much less intelligent, but trained boxer, and will make no showing at all. This is the basic
occult law.
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Returning to the efforts of the conscious man who strives to make a more
perfect pentagram of himself, I would like to mention that, apart from
meditation, which is like spiritual food for such a man, there is still an addition to that food. which is a stronr stimulant.
For primitive men, physical love widens the narrow egoistic circle of
their lives into that of the family-egoism. Families living closely together
may form another, still wider sort of egoism, that of a clan or tribe. The
next step will be so-called patriotism, or egoism on a national scale. Mental
afinity and similarity of attitude also bring men together into suitable
organizations, like artistic or metaphysical interests which make men
create different societies, circles and schools.
So the highest U N I VE R S A L L O V E directed to every living thing,
to everything which manifests itself in the Archetype, humanity and
Nature, is a potent stimulant for possession of a purposeful, evolutionary
and well-concentrated M E D I T A T I O N , being the foremost instrument
of our Hermetic Realization of the White Race on this Earth.

-
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The F ~ f t hArcanum teaches us a lot about the constitution of man. The
incarnate human can be considered-temporarily and from a practical
point of view-as being composed of three elements.
(1) A conscious man possessing will-power, able to meditate, and having
the ability to perform what we call 'creative activities'.
(2) A man of impulses, functioning by reflexes, and automatically reacting
to most outer impressions, according to some simple pattern.
(3) A physical machine, his body, which is at the disposal of his two
superior elements.
The problem of knowledge about that machine belongs rather to anatomy, physiology and their related subjects. For the purpose of the present
study I will mention only briefly about the analogous ternary, H E A D ,
T H O R A X , and A B D O M E N , and also about the fact, that the quality
and quantity of nervous energy in man (that is nervous fluids) depends
entirely upon the quality and quantity of his blood, which are the factors
and, at the same timc, the direct results of the vital juices, created by the
processes of digestion.
What are the relationships between the impulsive man and the conscious
one'? The first, from the very nature of things, is a passive man. He reacts
to all outer impressions in accordance with definite and unchangeable
laws. According to the basic arcana he is a triple entity. In him dwells an
emotional man, living by instinct and having certain needs. Then there is
also the waking man, who possesses passions, and lives by vaguely expressed
cravings and lusts, which should not be confused with a man's conscious
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desires. And finally, there is an intellectual man, living under the direction
of his mind, which manifests as an ability of automatic calculation.
The purpose of the C O N S C I O U S man is to limit and to extinguish
the rcflexcs of the impulsive man, and oftcn to turn them in the opposite
direction.
The under-developed, impulsive man will tear away his hand with great
speed from a hot object, while a conscious man can dominate such an
impulse and even play the role of Mutius Scaevola.
The better developed, impulsive man may answer flattery with a smile, but
the conscious one will suppress that smile and even turn it into a grimace,
because he is able to see through such things.
An intellectually impulsive man is an apostle of routine, an enemy of
new hypotheses, and a patron of pupils who automatically use the old
standardized methods and formulas evcn to the point of applying them to
quite different and unsuitable problems and things.
All these three phases of the impulsive man can easily produce in him
deviations and offences in some realms, unless the conscious man opposes
them. The lowest phase may create material transgressions, a typical
example of which is drunkenness. The middle phase represents another kind
of offence, such as immorality; it is that astral immorality which multiplies
itself by way of imagination in the form of sensual manifestations. In the
third phase, the intellectually impulsive man generates offences based on
automatic activities, like gambling, and so on.
A number of controversial questions should now be solved, in order
to avoid them in the course of study of later arcana.

Fig. 20 Upright Pentagram in Motion

(A) Is it possible for a conscious man to lose temporarily or permanently
control over his body? Yes, in some cases:
(I) When the conscious counterpart is absent, but the impulsive one
present, as in dream or lcthargy.
(2) When certain nerve cells belonging to the organs of sensation and the
motivation centres are damaged or diseased; when some nerve breaks
down; when circulation of the nervous fluids is disrupted, or, as doctors
say, there are functional disorders of the nervous system as a whole.
All thcse obstacles may, in some instances, make it impossible for the
conscious man to control his impulsive brother. This means that then common sense cannot dominate instincts, and harmony cannot rule over the
animistic realm.
(B) What deformation can appear in the sphere of human imagination?
In order to answer the question properly, we should first realize that
forms, born from the processes of imagination also depend-apart from
the qualities of the related astrosome upon two basic influences:
(1) Activity of the sense organs.
(2) The regulating logic of our mental principle.
If our spirit ceases to act properly in the creation of forms, then our
imagination becomes only a phantasy. If our nerves, as intermediaries
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between the impressions received by our senses and consciousness, act
wrongly (pathologically), or even create images without any outer
justification, then we have what are called 'lzulucination.c'.

According to its symptoms, mental sickness can often be compared to a
continuous state of drunkenness, in its second phase as previously described.
Impulses of a special character prevail in each insane person. They are
related to the activity of certain nerve centres. Of course, such conditions
can arise because of organic or functional disorders of the nervous system;
but it is also possible tcl stimulate certain centres to the detriment of others
from the point of view of astral factors. It is the astrosome, which created
the body and which directs its manifestations. The spirit (mental) of man
manifests itself only through that astrosome. Now, imagine that a foreign
astral entity joins your astrosome and begins to rule the body together with
its proper owner. We will then get abnormal manifestations in both the
astral and physical activities of the man, often resulting in the impossibility
of any mental functions, because the original astrosome has been paralysed
by the intrudcr.
A strong larva belonging to the man himself, or coming from the outer
world, can also join the man's astrosome. This will be an example of
permanent incarnation for a larva, which usually means the appearance
of a special type of offence peculiar to that larva which masters the insane
person concerned.
Larvas, as all inferior astral entities, try to obtain life in matter much
denser than their own, that is in the physical world. They have no moral
qualities so they show no concern about the immense harm they bring to
the hapless man they obsess. Such a little devil will first try to develop in
man the ability of practising that offence or abnormality in full. When
the body is exhausted, the larva usually tries to destroy it, in order to free
itself for further incarnations. I am taking the liberty of quoting a dreadful
case which I witnessed myself, about 1926.
At that time I had an acquaintance, a young man of 24, of good family,
who had just finished matriculation. He was working as a clerk with a view
to getting steady employment in the Government service.
Sometime in April a friend rang to inform me that K. (as I will call the
unfortunate youth) had become insane. He was absenting himself from
his office duties, wandering by rail without tickets throughout the whole
district and indeccntly attacking women, and therefore was wanted by the
police. It was hard to believe that this handsome, athletic and usually very
quiet boy was able to commit such senseless deeds. Next morning I saw a
column about him in the newspapers. The police were searching intensively
for him, after he had overpowered and beaten two constables who had tried
to arrest him because of an assault in a train. I went to visit the landlord,
where K. lodged as his parents were living in another town, some hundred
miles away.
The landlord told me, that he was much affected by the disaster which
had befallen K. whom he liked and considered t o be his best lodger. 'I will
tell you confidentially' said the old man, 'that K. has suffered from violent
self-abuse (masturbation) for some months past.' He had even sought
medical advice, and that was how the landlord knew about the matter.
They had told the young man, that if he did not stop the offence he would
finish in a mental home. This was the last blow for the poor fellow. He
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(C) How does the use of alcohol influence a nian in different stages of
drunkenness? We can dist~nguishthree phases of a man's conditions resulting from the consumption of alcohol.
(1) When a man takes a certain quantity of alcohol it bccomes absorbed
into his blood-stream and augments :he dynamic character of his blood.
At such a moment, ganglions, which are reserve stores for nervous
force, begin to release this force in very generous amounts. Then one
gets the opportunity to intensify one's mental activities and physical
efficiency. It is interesting to note, that Papus himself recommended
public speakers to take a small glass of pure brandy before tedious
lccturing. Wc may of coursc, agrcc or disagrcc with this rccommcndation
of the famous occultist.
(2) Then coilles the second phase, when more alcohol enters the organism. The physical machine uses more nervous energy than man's mental
and spiritual counterparts, and now the impulses cannot be balanced
or properly controlled by the consciousness. They assume a disorderly
charactcr, from which comes aggressiveness, indecent gcstures and
words, and so on.
(3) The third or final phase occurs when the stores of nervous force are
empty. Now it is the astrosome which must replace them. It must then
care for the organism, while giving nothing of its astral energy to the
nlan'; consciousness. This means the deep sleep of a dead-drunk man.

(D) What is hypnosis? In the hypnotic process the hypnotist strongly
irritates the patient's nervous centres, which direct his sense organs. By this
fact he separates the impulsive counterpart of man from h s conscious
principle. In its place he puts his own will, to rule over the manifestations
of the impulsive man instead of the man himself. That is the theoretical
truth.
Here I am considering only the method for obtaining full hypnosis
without any magnetic action, only by way of attracting and holding the
sight of thc patient by mcans of shining objccts or whirling mirrors (the
usual Western method), or through sounds, such as the monotonous
repetition of the same sound or sounds, like the beating of gongs and
incantations (Eastern methods used by fakirs when producing their
hypnotic tricks).
Sometimes fear is also used by certain unscrupulous hypnotists.
(E) How are we to understand insanity?
This is a very interesting subject. We have to distinguish between two
kinds of mcntal unbalancc. Only the first is known to official medical
science.
(1) Insanity derived from physical sources.
(2) Insanity arising from the astral.
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evidently lost all hope. He knew of the danger that lay in his bad habit, but
lacked the will-power to end it.
Friends tried to encourage him to marry as soon as possible to enable
K. to be cured in a natural way. He already had a fiancC, a very nice and
devotcd girl, who worked in the same office as himself, but he bcgan to
leave her and she did not see him for weeks on end.
At that time I was at the beginning of my Hermetic studies, and had gone
far cnough to know about larvas and obsessions, which are often the causes
of men's ruin. Indeed, this is the case with self-abuse, which is very dangerous for physically strong people, as they offer much more scope for the
malicious beings from the astral plane. Theoretically I even knew about
the use of magic swords against obsessing beings, but 1 had not had any
practical experience. That evening I sat alone in my flat with my books,
separated from my neighhours by thick walls. About 1 1 p.m. my door-bell
rang. That is K.! I suddcnly thought. Hc may be dangerous! I was not
physically afraid of him when he was normal, for I felt myself stronger, but
now he was insane, and that makes a man many times more dangerous
and violent. I put my Browning in my pocket and opened the door. It was
hard to recognize the formerly so elegant and handsome youth. K.
was shabbily dressed, one of his shoes was missing, his hair was uncombed
and he was unshaven, with mad eyes and movements like those of a
wild cat.
I silently showed him the way to my lounge-room. He smiled in an
idiotic way and asked if I was not afraid of him. 1 decided lo play the dangerous game to thc end. 'No, my friend, you know that I am much stronger
than you. Remember our classic fight a year ago? After all, you are my
friend and never did anything wroI15 in my eyes. Rather I would like to
help you in whatever way I can.'
This worked. K.'s face lost some of its expression of a baited beast. He
sat on the divan and asked for a cigarette. I felt he was hungry and so went
and made him sonle tea and sandwiches. After the meal he became still
more lucid. Hc openly confessed his trouble to me. The description of the
sensual and indecent visions which excited him to commit his offences
were terrible. I realized his position. No persuasion would give any help.
The thing had gonc too far, and no usual means could destroy the grip of
the repulsive obsession. He might be arrested at any moment, and he told
me, that he would not surrender alive to the police. 'You are studying magic
things, perhaps you have something in your arsenal to help me' he said.
1 had some literature about the fighting of larvas, but in order to practise
it I needed to study the instructions for some time, and that was what I
told him, asking him to visit me the next evening. 'Well, I will come if I
am still alive' he said to me sadly. Then the moments of lucidity once
more gave way to insanity. His eyes became wild and he looked around
him with a lascivious smile. 'Don't you see them? Look how nice they are,
these naked girls round us! Don't you also want . . . ?' 1 cannot quote his
next words because of their horrible depravity. 'I do not see anything' 1
said harshly to K. 'You are mad today, comc tomorrow and we will try
to do something for you.' 'Yes, 1 will come, but if you cannot help. . . .'

And a notc of threat and hatred sounded in his voice. I was really happy
when the door was locked after hc left.
I never saw him alive again, for next morning the papers carried the sad
story of K.'s end. Shortly after midnight he appeared at a railway station,
was recognized by thc police and fatally shot when he attacked them,
while resisting arrest.
I saw his body lying in the city morgue, with a large wound above the
left collar-bone. The strangely shrunken face wore something of a sad smile,
as his half-open mouth showed his teeth covercd with blood from the internal haenlorrhage after the piercing of the aorta by the pitiless bullet.
The larva had performed its fearful task so as to free itself from the body
which it had despoiled and brought to such infamy.
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The body of an insane person can also be occupied by a n elementar of
an inferior, idiotic typc. which fights the man's proper astrosome, inducing
by turns periods of madness and lucidity.
But when are these things possible? Firstly, when a man is passive enough
and not sufficiently occupied with his body to defend it against the astral
intruders. Larvas can easily enter the body of a slecping man, as well as
that of someone, who has been disappointed by life and who no longer sees
any purposc in it. Men who practise some vice can also be victims of larvas
which represent just the same vice. Thcn the astral monster comes as if
invited.
Another elementar can easily enter and occupy the body of a man, who
has exteriorized himsclf, consciously or unconsciously. Therein lies the
danger of such occult practices, and that is why no honest occultist will
betray the astral techniques, necessary for such exteriorization, until his
pupil is fully qualified to engage in it.
We do unconsciously exteriorize much more often than most people
suppose. Fear, great bitterness, a position that lacks any good and foreseeable solution, briefly everything which compels us to hate the physical
life intensely; all these make exteriorization casier. A sudden joy can bring
similar results. In such a moment the soul is so filled with gratitude for the
astral beatitude it experiences at the moment, that it unconsciously strives
for the astral plane and can easily exteriorize itself.
Sometimes the astrosome which has been expelled by an intruder can
return and remove the unwanted tenant. Then we have temporary insanity.
But sornetimcs the astrosome cannot return, and then a foreign entity
operates in the body resulting in constant insanity, or in the bcst possible
case, an unfavourable change of personality, usually ending in a fairly quick
destruction of the physical body.
If both of the astrosomes remain in thc one body, and fight each other,
there will be periodical insanity.
As we can see, Hermetic occult philosophy offers some logical solutions
(for those who have studied it) for cases which usually remain permanent
enigmas for official science; but a day will come, when that which today
is still considered as unreal and superstitious will be recognized, with the
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help of our more wise and advanced brethren of the far-off future. At present
we have to be satisfied if we come to know some deeper things before others
do. Rut to know more also means to bear more responsibility. T l ~ is
s the
cardinal rule in all occult initiatory schools. Wc cannot be truly initiated,
until we are able to recognize and to bear the burdens of knowledge.

decomposition and the returning of the dead body to Nature. How unfavourable it would be for your body, if in its stomach, involutionary work
is being done on the substances in it by a foreign phantom, which belongs
to the dead animal. I think I have expressed my thoughts clearly enough
for the reader to draw I s own conclusions for himself.
In order to avoid the incarnation in us of bad astral fluids, tradition
recommends that, before eating meat, we should mentally pronounce some
setrams, in order to fortify our will in self-defence, and some mantrams for
expelling the bad astral from the food.
Hermetists say, that the question of the sentimental character of vegetarianism does not exist at all, becausc vampirism exists in every manifestation of life and is the basic rule for the creation of living forms. It can be
found not only in the eating of vegetarian food but also in the breathing
processes.
Some believe that they can reach higher states of spirituality by way of
asceticism (extreme abstinence) in everything, because the Great Teachers
of humanity were ascetics. But because a highly advanced being, dedicated
exclusively to spiritual work, takes, say, only a handful of rice for food, it
does not necessarily follow that ordinary men can do the same: not until
they too are capable of the same inner effort as the Spiritual Teachers, and
able to meditatc like them.
An anchorite, merged in contemplation, can do without any food containing, for example, phosphorus; but a professor or preacher, who
speaks publicly and reads and writes a great deal, cannot do likewise, for
his food must contain something to replace the phosphorus lost by his mental work.
Finally, we may hint at the fact, that for an instinctive man there are
also needed certain stimulating substances. Food by itself may be good for
those who do not need any quick periodical release of nervous energy, but
for those who have need of this, it may sometimes be necessary to use some
stimulants, to makc the blood dynamic and help to borrow more energy
from the nervous centres.
Without personally recommending any of the following substances, I
will mention them according to tradition.
Physical stimulants are: coffee, tea, alcohol, hashish, opium and morphine. Coffee and tea are a typical binary. Coffee corresponds to the
negative pole, it stimulates sensitivity. How does it work? Firstly, coffee
makes digestion easier, taking and using fluids for that process. Two or
three hours later it again makes a loan for the sphere of intellectual
susceptibility easier. The reaction to the coffee sets in about five hours
after using it, and results in a diminishing of that susceptibility.
Tea, as the positive pole of the binary, makes digestion more difficult,
and for the duration of the delay in that function, it assists in realization
in the intellectual realm to the extent of the nervous energy not used for
digestion. The reaction after drinking tea is a prolonged removal of
intellectual fluids in order to repair the delay in digestion. Sleeplessness after
using strong tea is not a reaction, but a phase of its activity: one wants to
think, but not to sleep. Reaction comes later.
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There are many ways known in occultism which facilitate the transformationof an impulsive typeof maninto ahigherone,thatis t h e C O N S C I O U S
type, and therefore offer more possibilities for spiritual advancement;
but for that we must first know the characteristics of a man's impulsive
life. There are three main lines.
(A) For the instinctively impulsive man most attention should be placed
on his food. We have to know the role of wilful abstention from food. In
many cases a temporary abstaining is useful, because it allows the intestines
to take rest, therefore it gives the higher organs more econonlical usc of
the nervous fluids, allowing for more spiritual activity. It is well known,
that lack of food (or fasting) tunes a man's consciousness to the spiritual
world; but too long a fast is of course, harmful for thc physical body.
The best times for the taking of food must be left to everyone's own
particular conditions. Anyway, in the West as well as in the East there are
times for mcals which are a matter of long established custom, and occultism, at least the practical kind, such as Hermetism. generally does not interfere with them.
However, we may say more about the various kinds of food which are
suitable for different climates and people. Here 1 am treating thc subject
in the traditionally accepted Hermetic form. quite apart from my personal
opinion, which may differ from that of tradition. 1 believe that vegetarian
diet can also be suitable for temperate climates, although Wcstern occultism
declares, that a full vegetarian diet should only be used in tropical countries.
Under cooler conditions, strictly vegetarian food is taken by magicians
when prcparing thcmsclvcs for magic opcrations, which require them to
have special peace in their animistic centres, without reducing the activity
of the instinctive centres. It is well known that vegetarian food fosters
instinctive moods, while meat creates animistic passions. In tropical
countries the by-products of a meat diet are well substituted by the richness
of the astral solar emanations.
So we can say, that normal vegetarian food can be taken for up to forty
days, while a strictly vegetarian diet, consisting only of fruit and vegctables
cooked in water, without salt, should not last for more than seven days.
The foregoing refers principally to magicians.
If we are compelled to use meat as a food, we cannot dispense with due
caution when eating it. Meat often contains bad astral, that is it is often
magnetically bound with thc phantom (lower part of the astrosome) of the
animal, frightened, angry or full of hate during the processes of hunting
and killing. We should not forget that a phantom direct< the processes of
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This binary can be well neutralized by alcohol, with its short but strong
action in the stimulation of susceptibility as well as of activity. It can be
taken when one needs to have speed of understanding and skill in replies;
but it cannot be taken rcpcatcdly.
Opium and morphine dull the susceptibility to action of the nervous
centres which distribute the fluids, and in that way they create the illusion
of non-tiredness; but food does the samc. Less cxpcrimental data is
available about the action of hashsh, which is supposed to act by lessening
the ties between the physical and astral, often giving an illusion of exteriorization, whereas opium and n~orphinereally assist it.
The animistic counterpart in man has an analogy in the breathing process.
Therefore the stimulants used will be perfumes.
Breathing exercises as used by occultists have three aims:

is used), while the phase of retaining the breath corresponds to the ability
to assimilate the elements imbibed during the inhale. The phase of exhaling
the breath is the ability to dispose of and use collected energy and faculties.
The interval between is the ability for passive concentration, and for magic
practices this should never be too long.

(a) The regular process of changing the blood, which thereby renovates
its vital force. Otherwise, regulation of the amount of oxygen in the blood.
(b) Regulation of the rhythm of breathing by human will-power, which
leads to authority over the heart's pulsation.
(c) The prevention of too large losses of carbonic acid.
(a) Is produced by a smoothly flowing inhalation; (c) by the partial
retention of the breath and also partially by slow exhalation, and (b) by
the direction of all phases of the breathing process.
Now I will give some examples of the first stage of breathing exercises,
as used in Western occult schools. Sonietin~esthese differ from the Eastern
schools.
The stomach must not be filled with food: at least two hours should
elapse after a meal. The position is almost horizontal, head and shoulders
a little higher than the rest of the body, lcgs and arms outstretched with the
arms lying along the sides. All muscles must be relaxed. There should be
pure air in the room and a temperature of about 65 degrees. All restless
thoughts must be removed from the consciousness. You should have full
faith in the success of your exercises, as weli as a certainty that no one will
disturb you at that time. It would be dangerous (there is a special occult
law which tells us about this) both for the person interrupting as well as
for the one doing thc cxcrcises.
(i) Close your mouth and slowly inhale air through your nostrils until the
chest is full. Any painful feeling will indicate that too much air has been
absorbed. T H I S I S T H E P H A S E O F T H E I N H A L E .
Then hold the air and slowly exhale it through the nostrils. With empty
lungs make a short pause between the end of the exhale and the beginning
of the new inhale. This is necessary for domination of your breathing
processes.
(ii) It is advisable (from my own personal point of view it is indispensable)
that all three phases are of an equal length of time. If you sacrifice more
time and effort to achieve this aim you will be richly rewarded in your
future practices. The phase of inhaling symbolizes the ability to exploit the
surrounding sphere (in Hermetic language the expression 'to vampirize'
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(iii) Thercforc the inhale is used for mcditation about active concentration
in order to assinzilate certain powers and abilities; the interval for the
personal and actual assimilation of these powers and abilities; the exhale
for the idea of their reasonable use, and the pause for passive concentration
without any thoughts.
The length of the phases theoretically depcnds upon the properties of the
astrosome of the person doing the exercises, but we are able to recommend
some approximate timing for an average man.
In the beginning, take about 10 seconds for each phase, plus about 4
seconds for the pause. Some try to extend the pause to the length of the
three phases. But, this may be dangerous because in that passive time the
beginner is exposed to certain outer influences, which usually are not friendly
(see Lessons 18 and 19). After some months of exercising, extend the times
to 25 seconds for the active phases and about 5 for the pause. The exercise
has to be performed two to three times daily, for 5 minutes to start with,
and up to-25 minutes later.
This is the W E S T E R N method, and many consider it to be dangerous,
because it is not connected with active evolutionary meditation, and which
might allegedly lead to the imbibing of negative (evil) influences frsm the
astral surroundings. There are elementals and larvas, which can strengthen
evil tendencies in-men, which are based on egoistic conceptions.
However, we must be aware that all occult training (except that given
under thc personal and direct supervision of a true Master) contains some
dangerous moments, and the calculated risk must be taken by those who
really try to achieve some worthwhile results.
The E A S T E R N method is considered to be much less dangerous, and
in its Hermetic version the exercises are as follows:
The air must first be inhaled through the L E F T nostril, while the right
one is closed by pressing the thumb against it.During the period whcn the
breath is held, both nostrils should be closed, preferably with both thumbs.
Then exhale through the R I G H T nostril, while the left remains closed.
After the usual pause, again inhale through the left nostril, hold the air
with both closed, and cxhalc through the right, and so on.
This method is a very good one, and personally, for beginners I even
prefer it to the classical Western method, given previously. But, when the
student becomes morc traincd and experienced, he may return to the 'Nestern practices, as they are more effective in the case of attempted exteriorization or other occult phenomena. They produce a certain degree of
insensibility in the body, when uscd for a long timc; further more, the
astrosome may begin to separate and the consciousness leave the physical
shell. Of course, such experiillents should not be performed before the
student gains complete mastery of the theory of exteriorization, and
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knows everything prescribed in the matter. We will return to this again in
one of the more advanced lessons.
The next step will be the massaging of the solar plexus. It means pressure
being exerted on the diaphragm from both sides in turn and likewise from
above and below. It is a serious exercise, and if performed without personal
instruction frorn a teacher it must be done with extreme caution. It is so
easy to causc harm, that every reasonable occultist will heed my warnings
and make full use of them.
The solar plexus exercises should be performed only when you are
perfcctly healthy, in a good mood (if not change to a better one even before
you attempt to begin) and have no worries on your mind. Of course, those
who have studied concentration (and by that fact, reached some fair
degree of domination of their mind) will be in a position to exercise at will,
because they are able to remove all clouds from their consciousness.
The body must be placed in a recumbent position as was recommended
at the beginning of this lesson. Now inhale through B O T H nostrils, until
the lungs are quitc full. I recommend the counting of one, two, three, four
up to eight in the breathing exercises. Then without exhaling and without
allowing the amount of air in the lungs to be diminished in any way,
T R A N S F E R it from the chest into the lower part of the thorax. Then
the abdomen becomes distended and the ribs are lowered. You will instantly
feel that your diaphragm moved downwards. All this should be performed
by the effort of your chest muscles (for details see Concentration).
Next, again working only with those muscles, withdraw air from the
region of the abdomen and in so doing raise the ribs and the whole thorax.
Then a short pause (count to three if you wish) and again transfer air
into thc lower part of the thorax, so that the diaphragm again goes downwards. Repeat this five or six times for a start, then stop on the phase
when your upper chest is full and slowly release the air through both
nostrils.
Our dally regimen should consist of five of these cycles. Only one type
of exercise should be performed daily until some special conditions and aims
call for more of them. This exercise cannot be performed until the techniques of the various breathing exercises have been mastered and can be
practised daily.
In the beginning, the number of cycles may be limited to two or three,
and evcn a pausc made between them. Remember, do not hurry or force
yourself, especially if you feel tired or not too well. Otherwise, serious
harm might be done not only to your physical body, but also lo some of
your astral functions, which can be cxtremely dangcrous and almost
impossible to cure, unless a well-advanced occultist is available and willing
to help such an unwise beginner.
If some hours after the solar plexus massage, pains or uneasiness in the
stomach are felt, immediate consultation should be made with an experienced person, who knows the matter thoroughly, and until then, all
the breathing exercises must definitely be stopped.

influx of blood to the solar plexus, revitalizing it and strengthening the
surrounding muscles. All these things are indispensable, practical steps for
some lower astral attainments, about which we will read more later.
If respiratory exercises play the role of food for an impulsive and animistic man, then perfumes will assume an incentive role for him. I will
limit myself only to the basic perfumes as used in magic. There are three
types which form a ternary.
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Now, what benefits do these exercises give us? They produce a stronger
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Incense which is the positive pole of the ternary, inducing mystical moods
and readiness to pray. It also purifies the physical and astral atmospheres,
providing a suitable incense is burnt, like the good varieties used in
churches (the more expensive being preferred), or the excellent Indian sticks,
the best qualities of which are also more expensive.
(2) Musk, the middle element of this ternary, affects the animistic realm of
love and sentiment in a man.
(3) Tobacco smoke is the negative pole of the ternary. For those who do
not smoke and therefore have no habitual resistance to the poisonous
elements in tobacco, its smoke provokes some brief excitement and later
produces an instinctive reaction in the form of sleepiness.
If one cannot defy the habit of smoking, occult knowledge gives some
hints, which permit the harm to be diminished. Papus, who was also a
doctor in a famous Paris hospital, recommended that: people working in
the intellectual sphere should use light types of tobacco in the form of
cigarettes; to those of a more sensual (animistic) nature+igars, and those
who labour-a pipe.

(B) Now we come to a description and analysis of a type of man other than
the animistic and impulsive-the intellectual one.
In the superphysical realm, his food will assist him in the following ways:
(1) To live in surroundings that are non-exciting and that will not suppress
any normal ethical judgements; to avoid the society of evil men, and to
avoid asymmetric forms and inharmonious colours: rather to try to be
surrounded by artistic things.
(2) To learn and to exercise (even automatically) self-possession in moments
of danger or unrest.
(3) Not to support in ourselves, by our impulsive reactions, those allergies
and antipathies which are innate in us in the realms of feelings, tastes and
smells. For example, if the smell of garlic is repulsive to you, then satisfy
yourself-at least, if you cannot yet suppress the allergy altogether-with
only astral aversion, such as knitting the brows, but do not allow yourself
to recoil painfully at the sight of garlic, or at the mere sound of its name.
An incentive for the intellectual type of man will be suitably chosen
music.
Here we can give an example of an analogous ternary which can influence
its surroundings. During a route march or even in battle (I am speaking
here of the pre-atomic age), a brave tune may strongly influence soldiers
by its impulsively mental action. For a n animistic type of man, the most
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suitable music would be waltzes or even light operas, while for a purely
mental man, in the majority of cases, the most pleasant will be chamber
music.
Although the theory of Hermetism is essential for its study, 1 believe
that the exposition of most of the occult matter, which has an affinity with
the arcana, and known to this generation of men, should be planned in
accordance with the scheme of the Tarot. From this comes the system of
lessons as used in this work. lt has shown itself to be the i110st reliable and
effective, not merely for a short-lived intellectual pleasure (which is almost
uselessj. but for assimilation of the traditional truth of the philosophical
system of Hermetism, which has nothing to equal it from the point of view
of adaptability, dcpth and profit which it gives to every carnest student.

(C) But at t h ~ point
s
do not let us be mistaken, for, whcn expressing supcrlaiives about the Tarot, I am speaking on philosophical (that is mental)
grounds, and not of the purely SPTRTTUAI, renlm Spirituality, when
R E A L I Z E D, is far beyond the reach of any ordinary mental or intellectual
matters.
But the number of human beings, in this our own epoch, who might be
able to raise their consciousness to the Himalayan heights of the S P I R I T U A L L I F E - C O N S C I O U S N E S S IS ~nfinites~mal,
and noth~ngcall
change the fact. Therefore, it is justifiable to give to the vast majority, for
their present degree of evolution, something suitable and useful and at the
samc timc accessible and easily digcstcd, cvcn if it is not the ultimatc
Spiritual Doctrine. Surely, you would not expect a seven-year-old boy to
know about things belonging to mature and highly educated people. So
far as one still lives in relativity (the time-space-material body), relative
things are the most understandable; but let these relathe things be as good
and useful as possible, and correspond foremostly to man's iatellectual and
ethical problems.
It is in order to contribute something to that end that this book has been
written, having taken many years of work for its completion.
A striking modcrn cxamplc of a gcnuine magician can be seen in the
mysterious personality of Dr Czeslaw Czynski, a Polish-born occultist and
hypnotist, who died in Warsaw about 1933. The descendant of a noble
family, Czynski possessed amazing hypnotic abilities, which he developed
still further by his occult studies. However, he used his powers for very
egoistic aims, so that his contemporaries called him a 'black magician'.
Here I will give only some of the most striking facts of his life and
activities.
Long before the First World War. Czynskj lived in Germany, teaching
and practising Chironiancy and hypnotism. From this period we have his
well-compiled booklet about palmistry, publishcd by a Gcrman barber,
presumably an acquaintance of Czynski's, who otherwise, had no interest
in it.
In the meantime, Czynski used his powers to lure into marriage, a German
Princess, w h o was a close relative of Kaiser William 11. The aim was
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obviously the money of the not-so-young, aristocratic woman, who was
charmed by the impressive personality of the handsome, young magcian.
But the Imperial House of Hohenzollern could not countenance such a
disgraceful state of affairs, and so Czynski was charged with treachery,
illegal use of hypnotic powers and deception. This resulted in a fcw years
spent in Moabit prison in Berlin, connected with permanent banishment
fro111 Germany and annulment of the marriage.
I h e magician thcn went to St Pctersburg (the thcn Russian capital)
and became active in Russian occult circles, mostly in an aristocratic and
wealthy environment. During this period of his life there came the most
amazing tcst of Czynski's abilities. A Polish engineer by name of Gilewicz
conceived the idea of getting rich quickly. He insured his life in the name of
his wife for :00,000 roubles, then worth about £10,000 sterling, a fortune
in itself. Some months later a mutilated and scalped male corpse, together
with Gilewicz's passport and other belongings, was found in a second-class
Warsaw hotelroom. The face was so badly damaged that it was unrecognizable, even by the murdered man's relatives. The first verdict was that it
was the engincer Gilewicz whose clothcs and other belongings were readily
identified by his widow.
The insurance company was ready to pay the huge sum to her, when a
family from the country claimed that their son, a young student of Warsaw
University, had been missing since Gilewicz's death. The police allowed the
mother to see the mutilated body in the morgue, and the unhappy woman
immediately recognized her son by a deformed toe. Now the whole
position became clear, and a hunt began for Gilewicz throughout the whole
of Russian territory, but without any results. The murderer had had plenty
of time i n which to disappear.
The case came to the knowledge of the Tsar himself, who summoned the
Imperial Chief of Police and told him to find the criminal, otherwise he
would be removed in disgrace from his position.
The Chief of Police was desperate, until some friends advised him to
seek the help of Dr Czynslu, who was famous in occult circles for his
travels in his exteriorized astrosome and the phenomena connected with it.
The somewhat reluctant magician was finally tempted by the Police
Chief's oEer of 500 roubles. He took some objects be!onging to Gilewicz,
left the Chief and his assistants in his lounge, and retired alone into the
adjoining bedroom, asking not to be disturbed for some fifteen minutes.
At the end of this time he appeared again looking very pale and exhausted. He told the policemen the name of a well-known Parisian hotel,
stating that Gilewicz was hiding there under a false name and wearing a
beard (he was usually clean-shaven). Immediately a telegram was sent to
the French Police, giving the particulars mentioned by Czynski. E~erything
was exactly as described and the murderer was arrested in Paris that same
evening; but, ncvertheless, he cheated the noose. While being led downstairs by the French SuretC men, he asked permission to be allowed to go to
the lavatory. Suddenly the policemen waiting by the door heard a heavy
thud as of a falling body. Gilewicz lay dead on the floor with contorted
face, and there was a strong smell of bitter almonds (cyanide) in the room.
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His false beard had come away from his chin. The concierge said, that some
hours before the police came, a tall, handsome gentleman with unusually
piercing eyes appeared before him as if from the air. In a foreign accent he
asked the ollicial about a man with a large black beard. giving an exact
description of the disguised Gilewicz. When the concierge gave him the
name of the guest, the gentleman disappeared as quickly as he had come,
but no one saw him pass through the exit door on to the boulevard. The
description fitted Czynski exactly.
So Czynski got his 500 roubles from thc Russian Police and his fame
grew even more.
The last 'performance' of the magician, known to me, was less ethical.
The groundifloor lcvcl of his house was occupied by a dressmaker with a
large establishment. This lady, who was well known in Warsaw, was
Czynski's tenant of long standing. After World War I, homes in the big
cities became scarce, and large sums for key-money were collected by owners
from new tenants. Czynski then got the idea of getting rid of the dressmaker
and obtaining a high price for her large flat.
Of courue, the woman refused to move, pointing out that she was
paying the rent regularly according to the law, and thereforc could not be
deprived of accommodation in Czynski's house.
But the hypnotist was implacable: 'You will move in three days, dear
lady, and with much more trouble than if you agree peacefully with my
request.' He was right.
For every night the poor woman saw the angry figure of Czynski, coming
to her bed surrounded by a strange and fearsome light, and ordering her
to quit immediately, otherwise, threatening her with all kinds of disasters
including death.
After the first midnight 'visit' by Czynski, she asked her husband and
son to keep watch in her bcdroom, and not to sleep until dawn. All was
useless, because the men felt an irresistible tiredness and fell asleep just
before the time of the apparition, thereby being of no help. The Police
officially refused to accept any con~plaintagainst Czynski, as the law does
not recognize apparitions.
However, a police official went privately to Czynski and tried to dissuade
him from persecuting the hapless lady; but the magician took a formal, icy
attitude, asking whether there was anything in the pcnal code, which
spoke about female hysteria, and so on. The official had to leave without
any result from his mission. The dressmaker left the house.
A couple of years before Czynski's dcath, I tried to visit him so as to
chat about some practical use of the Hermetic teachings. But the only way
to see him was by acquiring a ticket to have one's fortune told by him, as
he took up this profession in the last years of his life. He did not accept
visitors under any other conditions.
Having no choice, I arranged such a session and called on him in the
company of one of my friends. We were both members of an active occult
lodge. We had to buy the blue triangular tickets some weeks in advance,
stating exactly the day and hour of the visit.
Czynski receivcd us with a cold and stiff attitude. I saw an old, but quite
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virile man, with a very expressive and rather handsome face, long white
hair and moustache, and without any trace of baldness. The features and
strong chin spoke of uill-power and self-possession beyond anything 1
had seen previoudy in other occultists. He flatly refused to speak about
anything exccpt our palms. Our assertions that we had nothing to do with
any official organizations and only wanted to ask him to explain to us some
complicated questions, which we then could not solve by our own efforts,
were of no use. Incidentally, what we wanted to know concerned the
technique of the conscious and full exteriorization of the astrosome. But,
the eyes of Czynski, piercing and full of a weird light, looked at us ~ l t h o u t
any emotion or sympathy. It seemed as if they were saying to us: 'Let me
do what you paid for, and leave me alone!'
The atmosphere created was so unpleasant that we preferred to leave
without availing ourselves of the opportunity of hearing anything about
the future, written on our palms, from that strange man.
The only other things we could see in the largc room, half-darkened
by the deep red lamp-shade covering the light on the large table, were some
strange looking, heavy chests of old dark wood, cokered with oriental
carving, standing along the walls.
Until he 'retired' into the fortune-telling profession, Czynski led a group
of pupils, to whom he apparently taught occult tricks and secrets, for quite
good money. After his death some of them were accused of 'satanism' and
the illegal use of hypnosis; but, as far as 1 know, no conviction was ever
pronounced in a court.

CHAPTER VI
A R C A N U M V1 (1 V A U )
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THESixth Major Arcanum of the Tarot has the letter 1 (Vau) as its corresponding character in the Kabbalah, while its hieroglyph is an eye and an
ear, being the most important organs which allow us to come into contact
with the outer world.
In the centre of the card of the Sixth Arcanum there is a young man
who is being tempted from both sides. On the right, a modestly clad
young woman looks at him, showing him the R I G H T way at the crossing, on which the Man stands. This symbolizes the evolutionary triangle.
It is the V I R T U E in him. As the Man standing in the centre is young,
this gives us a hint on the necessity of making fateful decisions while
there is still time to put them into practice. I would especially like to underline this.
The card is designed as in a mirror: the right way is that which is on the
right sidt: of the crossing. The way of vice, or the negative, and involutionary
triangle is here represented by another young, but beautifully clad woman,
who tries to pull the Man to the left, the wrong path. But the genius, hovering in the sky over the three figures, directs a punitive arrow into the evil,
tempting woman of the 'left' path. An analysis of the S T A U R O S , which
belongs indirectly to this symbolical picture, will be given later when 1 am
discussing its other properties.
The scientific name of the Sixth Arcanum is 'BTFURCATIO', or
crossing of the paths, bricfly, the idea of choice, of decision. The vulgar
name is 'the Enamoured One'.
As we already know, the hieroglyph of an 'eye and an ear' represents the
organs of human contact with the surrounding world of the senses. But
what is the result of this? Only, that to all outer objects and impressions
there is corresponding subjective imagination, in other words, T H A T
W H l C H I S I N S I D E I S A B L E TO FEEL W H A T IS O U T S I D E .
This statement is of great importance to us. It explains the idea of the
M A C R O C O S M ( A L L the outer worlds and conditions) and the
M I C R O C O S M (or M A N ) being an infinitesimal reflection of the
W H O L E . Analogy and reflection are the principles on which is built the
pentacle of this arcanurn, the great Hexngrnrn or Solomon's Star. or Seal
of Solomon, the personal side of thc Great Pentacle of Solomon, Sign of
the Macrocosm, and so on. This pentacle is a combination of two triangles
(see Fig. 21), one of which is the reflection of the other. En the centre of
the hexagram we see a stauros (or lingam as it is called by the Hindus)
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symbolizing the process of fecundation: the vertical arm is active and male,
the hori~ontalone is passive and female. The same idea suggests to us that
the ascending triangle is P R I M A R Y and the descending S E C O N D A R Y
This pentacle contains within it almost the whole of the contents of the
Sixth Arcanum. We will now have some suitable explanations:

Fig. 21 The Hexagram (Solomon's Star)

(1) The ascending triangle can rightly be called the triangle of J E S U S ,
for it symbolizes the evolutionary process of our Redemption. The descending triangle can be considered as the triangle of Mary, of the element
participating in the involutionary process of Incarnation. The stauros
indicates that Redemption is the A I M , and Tncarnation only a means.
(2) Considering our pentacle as a symbol of the Macrocosm, that is as the
general scheme or development of phenomena in Nature, we may call the
ascending triangle that of F I R E , the sign of evolutionary, purifying and
regenerating processes. The descending triangle will be that of W A T E R ,
which means the involutionary processes, condensing themselves and
therefore being deformed. The Stauros teaches us, that the life of the
dense, perverted and complicated is only a reflection of the life radiant,
subtle and simple.
MATTER OWES ITS L I F E T O T H E SPIRIT, BUT T H E R E
CANNOT BE T H E REVERSE OF THIS.
(3) We may draw the ascending triangle so that it will contain the figure of
a Radiant Old Man and into the descending triangle put the shadowy
form of another human figure, no longer white-bearded and radiant, but
black-bearded and massive. Then we will have the famous Hermetic symbol
of the two cosmic Androgynes: the M A C R O P R O Z O P O S and the
M I C R O P R O Z O P 0 S , white and black-bearded Gods. The literal
translation of both these Greek names meaning: Macroprozopos-having a
long face, and Microprozopos-having a short face. The Stauros shows
us, that the Black-bearded God is fecundated by the White-bearded one,
by an act of Grace.
Theoretically we explain the presence of both Androgynes in the general
elementary picture of the Dynamic Process as follows: consider the
ascending scheme of that process. Every Yod in it was the Second HC
of the preceding tetragrammatonic cycle. We will try to reach the F l R S T
YOD.
The Yod itself cannot be the primary C A U S E of the dynamic cycles,
that is the Highest Link (beyond which there cannot be anything) because
that Highest must be able of itself to generate the lower links, and this
means the attribute of the A N D R O G Y N E T T Y . We will symbolize this
androgynous element by the P O I N T over the Yod. Then the Great Tetragrammatonic Cycle will take the form: 1 ;19, where the point corresponds to the Highest Androgyne or Macroprozopos, emanating from
himself the Father-Yod and the Mother-Hk destined for him, whose
marriage brings into being the Vau, the Microprozopos.
The latter then finds a certain Second HP as a spouse for himself, and in
this pair is then manifested the activity of the F I R S T F A M I L Y .
The great way to the hfacroprozopos is through ecstasy. Here I would like
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to mention a similar Eastern conception. It is the mysterious Samadhi, the
eternal aim of Eastern Yogis and Saints, which is one of the most scientific
and most described paths to the Whole. In our own time a great Indian
Rishi-Sri Ramana Maharshi-proclaimed this way for all those who are
attracted to it. He gave it in the modern, simple and absolute form of the
D I R E C T P A T H , or the V I C H A R A - P A T H . The final ecstasy of this
way is the attainment of thc Ultimate-Parabrahm,
Nirvana, and in
Hermetism, the Great A N D R O G Y N E , the unknown 'point over the
Yod'. The path of the Great Rishi differs from all others by its uncompromising Ultimate Ail11 which is the final realization of one's own being.
This is exactly the merging into the Hermetic Macroprozopos (see my
Mystic Trilogy: In Days of Great Peace, Concentration and Samadhithe Sup~rcon.sciousne.ssof the Futuri., in which the Eastern Direct Path has
been thoroughly explained).
The Microprotopos can be found by everyone who really tries in his own
heart. This is the ordinary, but sincere and inspired religious way. BhaktiYoga corresponds to it in Eastern occultism. It is much easier than the
Direct Path, but also much longer. Although the modest and sincere
devotee does not count the number of his incarnations; he simply
B E L I E V E S and L O V E S .
Astrologically, the Sixth Arcanum belongs to the Bull, simply because
the Bull comes after the Ram in the signs of the Zodiac.
Now we come to the titles of the arcanum in the realm of the Theosophical
Ternary.
(I) On the plane of the Archetype's manifestations we understand the Seal
of Soloruon to be a hint on the Great Law of Analogy (Methodus Analogiae).
(11). On the plane of o ~ r rhuman activity this sign symbolizes that which
we call the 'freedom of human will' (Pentagrammatica Libertas).
(111). On Nature's plane me will join the analogy to the surroundings in
which it manifcsts itself. Thcsc surroundings have a double mcaning: they
may bind andjoin, but also divide andseparate. Therefore the third title will
be 'Environment' (Medium).
It is necessary to analyse these three titles separately.
The F I R S T (Methodus Analogiae) develops from the
Eqltation No. 13. 6

=

3

+3

O N E A C C O M P L I S H M E N T ( T h i r d Arcanum)is followed by another
A N A L O G O U S A C C O M P L I S H M E N T (again '3'), and these are the
contents of the Sixth Arcanum. We can also express this arcanum very
exactly by the words of the Mystery of I-Iermes (Verba secretorum Hermetis) forming the first part of the Emerald Tablets-the Hermetic Code of
the ancient Egyptians. I am giving the full Latin text with itb translation,
because of the overwhelming importance of this initiatory formula, already
used in Lesson 4.

'VERUM SINE M E N D 4 C I 0 , C E R T U M ET VERISSIMUM:
Q U O D E S T I N F E R I U S EST' S I C U T Q U O D E S T S U P E R I U S ,
E T Q U O D E S T S U P E R l U S EST S J C U T Q U O D E S T I N FERIUS, A D PERPETRANDA MIRACULA RE1 UNIUS'.
'True and not false (that is, absolutely true in the mental plane) exact
(that is, rightly transmitted forms without distortion of the astral clichCs)
and utterly true (that is, so convincing that it can be verified and tested on
the physical plane, by means of the sensory organs: method of St Thomas):
what is below is analogous to what is above, and what is above is analogous
to what is helow, for the fulfilment of the miracle of the Unique Whole.'
This last sentence can also be translated as : ' . . . in order to make possible
penetration by the Unique Wholeness (of things).'
This text hardly needs any further explanation. Its beginning is the
pronouncement of the Law of the three planes and its end is the classical
formula for the Law of Analogy, so rich in consequences for an occultist.
For example, basing our judgement on the organization of the human
body, we may be able to get an idea of the organization of the Solar
System, in accordance with the Theosophical Ternary which presents the
ternary of the human torso, as explained in the previous lessons.
'Pentagrammatica Libertas' corresponds to:

+
+

Equation No. 14: 6 = 4
2 and
Equation No. 15: 6 = 2
4
We read them as: the Sixth Arcanurn appearing as the result of the
addition of the Second Arcanum (Cnosis, or knowledge of the ways given
for free choice) and the Fourth Arcanum (authority which shows us the right
of free choice).
And thus we see the full picture of the problems of good and evil; subtle
and gross; true and falsc; temporary and eternal; active and passive. All
these happen so often in human lives. There is free choice, for both triangles
are equal, but the Stauros (lingam) reminds us, that the initiative for the
choice of the evolutionary triangle gives us the impulse for Higher Activity,
fecundating our imagination. The card for the arcanum givcs a very clear
and exact idea of the foregoing.
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But where will we find the necessary instruction for the true choice between
the two triangles? Tradition tells us that it comes from the S P I R I T U A L
H A R M O N Y in us. This always shows us the rlght way. Inner disorder
will lead us to wrong decisions and choices.
Analysing the term 'Spiritual Harmony' we will see that it lies in the
parallel and regular development of the activity and susceptibility in us.
A man who is able to perceive and accept some good clichCs from any
realm, but does not possess any adequate (commensurable with his
susceptibility) powers of realization, will be unhappy and inharmonious in
the realm concerned. In reverse, if you possess some powers in a realm not
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well knowil to you, and in which you have no true orientation, then no
harmony can be created in such a case.
In occult language I would like to add another definition of the Hermetic
conception of harmony:
It is the neutralization of the binaries 'Adam-Eve', 'Activity-susceptibility' inside of the astral man himself. It can be done by the convenient
agreement of the two extreme terms of the given binaries.
In the matter of the question of our 'free will' and especially of the
amount of it which is at our disposal on different planes of existence, the
truth seems to lie 'in the middle'. It is gradually made clear to an initiate,
that 'there is no smoke without fire'. While there are strong followers of
the deterministic schools of thought (that is, those who do not believe in
any freedom of human will), there are also fanatical devotees of the theory
of free will. The differences seem to arise because of a basic error lying at
the beginning of the dispute between the two opposite directions of
philosophical outlook. From our point of view, each of these schools has
some right in it and also some wrong. There is no man who is without
karma (Great Teachers of humanity excepted), and therefore who has not
had any compulsions and limitations in his life. No reasonable man would
deny this. It follows then, that some things must appear to the karmaburdened person as easy to get, while others are extremely hard. In some
cases he has free will at his disposal and is A B L E T O E X E R C I S E I T
(which is a most decisive factor), but in others he sees a different picture:
his aims seem to be unattainable.
Of course, our will has both: freedom and limitations circumscribed by
our karma. The Laws of Nature, for example, are the karma of the universe: we cannot break them. But to choose between evolutionary and
involutionary triangles, as we have in this Sixth Arcanum, is quite possible
for everyone who is ripe enough to understand thcm.
The next title of this arcanum is 'Medium' or 'Surroundings'.
Equation No. 16: 6 = 5
1 and
Equation No. 17: 6 = 1
5
The $first equation states: Life (5)
Will (I) give conditions allowing
us an adequate choicc in that life. It is the Macroprozopos actingin Nature.
The second equation states : Will (1) + Life (5)
Will of the One which
is sufficient for the creation of life in all its phases and manifestations. It is
the pattern for the Emanations of the Macroprozopos which generate
Nature.
The general picture of Nature's processes may be best taken from the
continuation of the 'Emerald Tablets': ' E T S I C U T O M N E S
RES F U E R U N T AB UNO M E D l T A T I O N E U N l U S , S I C
O M N E S R E S N A T A E F U E R U N T A B H A C U N A RE,
A D A P T A T I O N E . ' The literal translation is:
'Similarly, as all things arise from the unique Beginning, and by means
of that One, so all things born arise from the same One, through the processes of adaptation.'
A free translation may be more explanatory:

'Similarly as all principles are emanated from the one Principle of the
same nature, so everything born has cmcrged from the elements of the
unique environment through coagulation and dissolution.'
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Hcre is given the principle (law) of emanation and the ruling over of
forms with the help of two processes, inscribed on the arms of Henri
Kunrath's ( 1 602 A.D.) Androgyne. It is one of the ten pentacles left to us by
that eminent Hermetist (see Lessons of Fifteenth Arcanum). This pentacle
symbolizes the astral environment and its means as well as the realms in
which these means are used.
On the raised hand of the Androgyne (see the card for the Fifteenth Arcanum) wc scc-SO L V E (dilute, rarefy). On the other-CO A G U L A
(condense). This is what the ancient and mediaeval occult wisdom has left
to us, showing the means for domination of environment.
How are we to understand this enigma? By trying to find the idea behind
it: it is A C T l O N D I R E C T E D A C C O R D I N G T O C O N D I TIONS, S U R R O U N D I N G S A N D FORCES P U T I N T O
PLAY BY T H E P R O C E S S O F D I L U T I N G O R C O N D E N S I N G
MATTER WHICH IS A T O U R DISPOSAL A N D SUITABLE
F O R O U R A1 M S . To one who is keenly interested in the practical
solution of this immense problem, which touches A L L T H E M A N I F E S T A T I O N S O F L I F E on this earthly plane as well as on all the
others, I cannot explain further, apart from the hint, that 'we should know
when to dilzrte and when to condense'. Under this comes everything: your
thoughts, feelings, actions, and the Jinal destiny of the R E A L YOU.
To finalize our study of Solomon's Seal, I will mention, that the usual
colours for this pentacle are: gold (fire) for the A S C E N D I N G triangle;
silver (water) for the D E S C E N D I N G one; gold (activity) for the
vertical arm of the Stauros, and silver (passivity) for the horizontal arm.
Tn the more recent occult pentacles we may encounter different colours, as
will be explained in subsequent lessons. The background of the hexagram
is blue.
The Sixth Arcanum contains the idea of adaptation in it. This empowers
me to explain the Hermetic origin of H O M O E O P A T H Y .
Every medicine can result in three kinds of reaction: mechanical,
chemical or dynamic. As a rough example of the mechanical reaction we
may mention the use of liquid mercury against paralysis of the intestines;
the taking of 'ferrum oxidatum' (used in old time medicine) in order to
stimulate the peristaltic movements of the bowels; the use of laxatives like
castor oil, and so on.
The chemical reactions are used in most of the allopathic drugs. They
are prescribed for disinfection, the restoration of some weakened bodily
chemical reactions, and so on. Latest discoveries in pharmaceutical
knowledge, of course, offer us innumerable medicines which are much
more complicated than the previously mentioned inoculations and serums;
but the idea remains the same.
TO the dynamic reactions belong the so-called homoeopathic medicines.
E*
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Many of them are also used in allopathy, like aconitum, strychnine,
arsenic and belladonna.
The very character of the dynamic reactions of medicines has been
explained-in a teiled for111 for laymen, but clearly for initiates-by the
famous Paracelsus (Philippus Theophrastus Bombastus von Hohenheim
Paracelsus dictus, 1491- 1541) in his main work The Occult Philosophy.
His findings sometimes have an a priori quality and are based on the
corresponding planetary and Zodiacal principles.
Later, Dr Hahnemann (a German scientist), called the 'Father of
Homoeopathy' was occupied with the theories of Paracelsus 'a posteriori'.
His findings and theories have been expounded in his major works:
Organon, Fragnzenta de Viribus (1805) and Reine Arzneimittellehre (1811).
Homeopathic cure is based on three principles :

the same science given to a man) acts differently in different quantities and
different states of mind.
I would like to quote a well-known French saying: 'Peu de science
Ploigne de Dieu; beacoup de science v ramene'. ('A little knowledge diverts
us from God; but great knowledge leads us to Him'.)
The law of small doses reminds us about the principle of 'jnding the
right starting point' in every magic operation.
'Inally, Dr Hahnemann recommends that all medicines be used in such a
way as to cover most of the important symptoms of diseases.
Modern Homoeopathy, like Allopathy has advanced considerably since
the days of its founder. True homoeopathic practitioners now almost
invariably hold M D degrees, and use advanced methods of diagnosis,
which are often astonishing in their accuracy. One of them has fairly
recently been developed in Germany. It is based on reflections in the irises
of a patient, which indicate exactly the seat and nature of the trouble.
Complicated optical instruments are used for the purpose, and I have
personal knowledge of facts relating to the system.
In my country (I am now living in Australia), there is a prominent
homoeopathic centre in Melbourne, under the leadership of Mr J. M. (M.D.).
I have witnessed infallible diagnoses even when the patients deliberately
refrained from stating the nature of their complaints, leaving it to the doctor
himself to find the trouble, which he did exactly after a brief examination
according to the previously mentioned method of reflections. A correct
diagnosis is always of foremost importance. Homoeopathy does not claim
that it can invariably cure all diseases in all patients, and Allopathy does
the same. But, in any case, it often does cure successfully although acting
differently to Allopathy. It acts on the astrosome and its ganglions which
correspond to the physical organs, rather than directly on the body. It is
an old truth in occultism, that every organic trouble begins in the astrosome,
and even then it may arise from the mental body. Therefore, the idea of
acting directly on the source of disease seems to be neither wrong nor
illogical.

(1) Every sickness or suffering manifests itself for us S U B J E C T I V E L Y
as a synthesis of its symptoms.
(2) A medicine which provokes certain pathological results in a healthy
organism can, under different conditions, assist in the removal of the
same ~ ~ m p t o m s i n a s i corganism
k
(SIMILIA S l M l L l B U S C U R A N T U R , the maxim of Dr Hahnemann).
(3) Doscs which remove the symptoms in a sick body are much smaller
than those which produce adverse symptoms in a healthy body (law of
small doses).
The foremost weapon used by many allopathic authorities against
homoeopathic methods for 'removing the symptoms of sickness' was always
that Hahnemann tried to remove just the symptoms and not the sickness.
But this seems to be only a dialectic form of attack.
Deeply thinking occultists, and especially those who have followed
these lessons, which give a manifold picture of this physical plane and its
illusory manifestatio~ls,will not need any more extensive explanations
from the side of the writer. Speaking openly, I do not want to defend
Homoeopathy or condcmn Allopathy, or vice versa, not being myself a
medical specialist; but one thing seems to be clear: a sick person wants
health. His ailment manifests itself unly by its symptoms. Without the latter
even allopaths cannot make any diagnosis. Now, if the former symptoms
of the disease disappear, say, under Homoeopathic treatment (which facts
allopaths do not deny), where then I S T H E D I S E A S E I T S E L F ? Is
it not cured?
The cardinal homoeopathic rule is, as we already know: 'SI M I L I A
SIMILTBUS C U R A N T U R ' . This says quite clearly to us, that the
principle of the dynamic reaction of medicine on the organism lies in the
establishing of a contact between the astral of that medicine and the
astrosome of the patient.
The fact should not worry us, that in some cases, the same action (in
this one, the drug) will, under some conditions, bring definite and positive
results, but under others will bring the opposite, or something different.
Remember. that even in the mental plane a quite identical 'food' (that is,
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A R C A N U M V I I (7 Z A I N )
Arcanum VII

OURRICULUM HERMETIS
THE CONQUEROR
BEFOREwe pass on to an analysis of the Seventh Arcanum, we have to
understand the scheme of the first six arcana, which gives us the basis for
the seventh, as the final link in the F I R S T S E P T E N A R Y of the Tarot
(see Fig. 22).
Most of the authors ivho have expounded the Tarot have used a similar
construction. Husband (1) fecundates the wifc (2) resulting in the birth of
the child (3) which, being fed and nursed physically and astrally (4) attains
suflicient authority (4) to manifest itself on the astral plane (5) in the
name of thc whole family; but there meets with the dilenima of good and
evil (6), chooses the G O O D and gains the victory (7). For the Seventh
Arcanum means just that V I C T O R Y .
We see that its sign is the letter 7 (Zain), the numerical value of which is
also 7. The corresponding astrological sign is 'Gemini' or the 'Twins'. The
hieroglyph is an arrow in direct flight, and means that once released, the
arrow, by its regular movement, scores a direct hit on the target.
The name of the arcanum is 'Curriculum Hermctis' (Chariot of Hermes)
and the vulgar name is simply 'the Chariot'.
The card for the Seventh Arcanum is rich in symbolism. At the top we
see a blue canopy, strewn with golden pentagrams. This indicates the higher
sub-planes of the astral world and their dwellers. These pentagrams surpass
the man by their powers, but also assist him, by giving their protection.
The canopy is supported by four columns, that is Hermetic virtues
already known to us as the fourfold maxim:

Gemini

'TO D A R E , T O B E S I L E N T , T O K N O W and T O T R Y . '

Spiritus Dominat Formam
Victoria
Jus Proprietatis

Between these columns the Victor-Magician pcrforms his activity as he
stands beneath the canopy, wearing a golden crown adorned with three
pentagrams, which symbolize his unenforced, free and conscious penetration into the three planes of the world. He is clad in the armour of Knowledge and Victory, which protects him from the many elements, so dangerous
and deadly for a layman.
On the right shoulder of the Conqueror (as in a mirror) we see a white
crescent moon. This means his ability to create realization of a subtle,
evolutionary character, the 'Solve' of the Androgyne. But, above the left
shoulder of the Conqueror there is a dark crescent moon telling us of his
ability to condense subtle forms and also to realize things in the lower
sub-planes : 'Coagula's' law.
The armour of the victorious magician bears the signs with which he can
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protect himself in case of attack: these are three right angles (90 degrees).
They are: correctness of his logic; the arranging of his thoughts in a right
form; and keenness and infallibility in physical realization.
In his right hand he holds a sceptre, ending with a sphere on which
rests a square which is also a base for a regular triangle. The symbolism:
Spirit dominates form, for which the globe (physical plane) is a background.
In his left hand there is the sword of victory which means his weapon on
the physical plane, or convincing speech on the higher sub-planes of
transition.
The Conqueror stands in a chariot of cubic form (his realization) (See
the Fourth Arcanum). This form was created by the dynamic cycle 3 1 fi 9
(Yod-HC-Vau-HC) symbolized on the front of the chariot as Egyptian
ornamentation, that is a sphere (Yod), with two serpent-like offshoots
(two HC's), supported by outstretched wings (Vau). A little below this a
lingam emerges, reminding us of another rendering of the Great Name:
Y O D H E V A or Y O D H A V A , male and female principles. Two
sphinxes pull the Conqueror's chariot. They are symbols of the binary
of the astral forces, the middle part of the Great Arcanum. The left sphinx
is black, the right one-white. They look at one another, but they pull in
opposite directions (the two poles of the unique, universal, astral vortex or
tourbillon).
The sphinxes are running over the surface of a great globe: this means
the quaternary of the elementary Rota of the Great Arcanum.
Nail-heads holding the rims together, are visible on the wheels of the
chariot. But the wheels are vortex-like creatures which serve for transmission of the astral tourbillons: the nail-heads are their eyes. That is to say,
that the cells of these creatures have their own individuality and contemplation. As said the Prophet Ezekiel:

'And the wheels had height, posture and a terrible appearance: the whole
body full of eyes around these four.'
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Fig. 22 to 228 SEPTENARIES OF THE TAROT

The picture for this Seventh Arcanum is a very synthetic one; but so is
the idea behind it, which ends the first great Septenary of the Tarot.
For the pentacle of this arcanum, early occultists used a septenary in the
form given in Fig. 24, that is a seven-pointed star. Contemporary Hermetists often use another form for the same pentacle, as given in Fig. 25.
Neither pentacle has the power of realization, and serve only as symbols.
Both may be reversed, and then they will signify the idea of black magic,
which corresponds to the equation 7 = 4 + 3: that is 'an entangled, confused and complicated system of manifestation of forms will cause destruction of the ternary of spiritual impulses and will obscure the realization of
the construction of the universe for men.'
Analysis of the most important septenaries begins with the Great
Septenary of the Secondary Causalities. In the Third Arcanum we learned
to know a number of ternaries of the ascending type of triangle, which is
easy to recapitulate by the general presentation of the Ternary of the
Primary Causalities.
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Fig. 24
The Septenary

Fig.25
The Pentacle of the
VIIth Arcanum
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If we begin to study-from the pure!y scientific point of view-the manifestagions of the Primary Cause, which belong to the world of principles,
emanated by them. then fic will certainly find T H R E E Primary Causalities
(Tres Causae Primae): the A'e~rtralelenzent, the element o f Being (-), and
the element oj' bVisiZom (-). Accordingly, an imaginary conception of the
World of En'nlnrlat~oi~
in its highest plane will be transformed into the idea
of manifestation, which immed~atelysplits into two polarized ideas. These
are: (a) he iuho cognizes, and (b) l ~ eM ~ can
O be known. The third idea (-)
will of course limit the realm of manifestation of the second idea and its
derivat~vcs.
If we want to create symbolical imagination of that sphere in Space,
then the idea of manifestation will be joined to that of the symbol of ourselves plus the unikcrsal Space, filled with billions of billions of solar
systems. Thls can be symbolically unfolded into our thirst for knowledge,
(+)in the realm of astronomy and into the objects of that realm (-).
Three Primary Causes of the basic manifestation in the animistic subplane gives us a few reflections, which the ancient schools tried to reduce
to the septenary system of Secondary Causes (Septem Causae Secundae).
These Causalities can well be connected with that which the ancients
called thc 'seven planets of our solar system'. As the basis of that symbolism
we find the observations of many centuries (perhaps rather, thousands of
years) which define the connection between the angular elements of the
planets in the sky and the preponderance of sorne influences of the animistic
character of the earthly life. Now we have to explain what we understand
by terms like: planet and planetary influence.
Astronomy and astrophysics occupy themselves-apart from other
researches-with scvcn coagulates to which we will give the names corresponding to the bodies of: Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Sun, Venus, Mercury and
the Moon. Many other branches of science occupy themselves extensively
with an eight object-the body of the Earth. That is not our aim in this work.
Along with the image of each of these coagulates, (that is the bodies of
the planets), we will still connect two pairs of concepts, one of which
belongs to the astral plane, and another to the inental plane. Therefore, on
s
in the physical world, we will seek after its
the Earth, apart from ~ t body
Genius and Astrosome in the astral plane, and its Spirit and Angel in the
mental one.
(1) According to our Hermetic tradition, the S P I R I T of the Earth is the
synthesis of the spiritual stimulus of humanity in relation to its planet.
At the present time, the Spirit of the Earth is the synthetic idea of our
civilizing strivings, in an effort to reform our relations with the planet.
This means the idea of their llappy improvement.

(2) Thc A N G E L of the Earth is the ideological part of the resistance
which earthly karma shows against human strivings (see (1)). The Spirit
of the Earth is evolutionary, but the Angel is involutionary. When the great
tragedy of the binary of the Earth; SPIRIT-ANGEL will be solved
by the neutralization of that binary, by agreement between its elements,
then the problem of the Earth's evolution will be solved in principle.
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(3) The G E N I U S of the Earth is the synthesis of all the forms, in which the
Spirit realizes its evolutionary ideas. These are the forms, as well as the
formal methods which humanity realizes as a system for the shaping of the
Earth for humanity's own aims.
(4) The A S T R O S O M E of the Earth is that synthetic astral tourbillon,
which on the astral plane opposes the Genius of the planet and fights
against him, trying to obstruct the aims of the Angel.
The neutralization of the binary G E N I US-A S T R O S 0 M E of the
Earth gives the formal solution to the problem called the evolution of the
Earth. But, rather as a matter of theory it does not quite give the final
solution of the problem; for it must be related to the neutralization of
another mysterious binary: B O D Y O F E A R T H L Y H U M A N I T Y BODY O F T H E EARTH.
If, in principle, neutralization of the highest binary may be termed the
Kingdom of God on Earth, then the second binary is neutralized as the
Kingdom of God in forms, and the third, the Kingdom in Nature-matter.
On each of the seven planets, there is a similar scheme. Each planet has
a spirit, an angel, a genius and an astrosorne and its own kind of inhabitants (instead of human beings as on our Earth), no matter whether
of the animal, vegetable or mineral kingdoms, in accordance with the
particular planet's own evolution.
The Hermetic conception of different kinds of humanity being present
on all the planets is much broader than that of official science, especially
as it was at the beginning of this century. It avers that immaterial, immortal
and illimitable C O N S C I O U S N E S S cannot be limited in the choice and
creation of the forms in which it may be expressed. We are living, for
example, under a very limited and poor range of temperature, about 100
degrees centigrade, or much less, if we ignore the artificial arrangements
which we make to smooth over these limitations. I am speaking of clothes,
heating appliances, and so on. The temperature of our body cannot vary
more t h a n j v e degrees centigrade, or we die. But, on other celestial bodies,
there are colossal temperatures which do not occur on our Earth, and still
matter exists, although in other combinations and conditions. So why
cannot some kinds of consciousness (souls as we like to say) choose
conditions most suited t o them? Why should their astrosornes not build
bodies, which can resist temperatures of say 100,000 degrees and capable
of swimming in the fiery atmospheres of stars as we do in our own rivers
and seas ?
Hermetic science is far from being attached to anthropomorphism. It is
our unconscious geocentric point of view, which does not allow us to take
a much more progressive and broader outlook on life in this immense,
infinite universe.
Tradition says, that planetary life (on other celestial bodies)+ven if
understandable to a few very advanced adepts of occultism--cannot be
explained in our earthly language. We can realize only those elements of
planetary life which are reflected in some definite forms in the realm of
earthly existence. Astrology, the Kabbalah, and Magic speak clearly only
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about the influences of the Spirit, Genius, and so on, of another planet, but
not ahout its true being and nature. We can judge the character of our
acquaintances only according to how they appear to us in relation to
ourselves. We may know very little about their domestic lives.
We will place these incomplete characteristics into a n analogous position
as regards the Seco~ldaryCauses, giving them planetary namcs. Do not
forget, that important mytl~ologicalEgregors having the names of the
ancient gods of Greece and the Roman Empire, were in close astral relations with the planetary entities, in the form in which they manifestcd
themselves in different epochs. And this supported and fortified the gods.
But, the planetary entities changed their outlook according to the progress
of their evolution, while the gods were more bound to their primary forms,
so that the ties loosened with each passing ccntury.
Because of his desire to restore the ancient gods to their original greatness, a great initiate-occultist and ascetic, a Roman Emperor whom Christians called Julian Apostata, performed a unique evocation of thc mythological Egregors of the then recent past (one or two centuries earlier).
And what did he see? A sad procession of sick, emaciated and powerless
gods! The magician evidently could not suffer such a bitter disappointment
ovcr his most cherished ideals. He tricd still once again to reverse the wheel
of history. His idea was to try and subdue the whole of the then known
world, which in the majority was still pagan, so that he would have better
conditions in which to fight the young but powcrful Egrcgor of Christianity
and so revive the ancient cults.
He followed the path of Alexander the Great, to the East. Deep inside
Persia he defeated its king, but triumphant in victory he launched a fiery
pursuit of the fleeing encmy hordes, accompanied by only a handful of
bodyguards, whose horses alone could keep up with the terrific speed of
the young Emperor's steed. He had discarded his battle-helmet, and usual
against
heavy armour, being convinced that his Egregor would protect h ~ m
any physlcal disaster; but some Persians who were despairingly fleeing from
his sword turned and showered his small group with arrows and stone
missiles.
A slightly ironical smile appeared on the llps of the mortally wounded
Julian, when his generals told him of the victory and annihilation of the
enemy's army. And when he pronounced his famous 'Thou hast conquered, Christ of Galilca!' ('Vincist~,Chrlste Galileo!'), he proved h~mself
great enough to recognize his own personal defeat, which was much more
important to him. The artificial eflhrt to revi\e the dying Egregors could
not have been successful and so it is even in our own time.
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After this short digression we can pass on to an enumeration of planetary
influences and their reflections.
Imagine seven Secondary Causalities, reflected in the triangle of the
Primary Causalities, in the form of three columns, as in Fig. 26. The
planets in thc right column are recognized as 'good'; those of the left as
'evil'; of the Sun we say that it is 'synrlzetic'; of Mercury that he 'adapts'
himself, while the Moon is 'passive'.
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The Sun in relation to the Moon will be a male element, fecundating it
through the intermediary of Mercury. We also term Mars, Apollo (Sun),
Saturn and Jupiter as male planets; but according to purely mythological
conceptions, Venus and the Moon are female. Mercury may be spoken of
as androgynous, which agrees with its role of mediator in fecundation.
These seven Secondary Causalities are shown with their most important
analogics in thc tablc in Fig. 27 and the necessary commentary follows in the
next lesson.

(2) Column of Planetary Angels: only the most widely used names are given
in this table. Some differences in spelling, which perhaps you may note,
are due to different positions of the Angels in the symbolism of the
Hebrew, Chaldean and Syrian languages, plus some neologisms introduced
by the Gnostic School. In this table under the term 'Angel' I understand a
joint influence (mental) of both Angel and Spirit, in that part, which can
still be felt in the manifestations of earthly life.
In order to clarify this table, I have to show thc characters of the planets
as they influence human life on all three planes.
Here I would like to add a very important statement: planetary influences
are not something unavoidable like fate. There is an axiom in Astrology:
'ASTRA I N C L I N A N T S E D N O N NECESSI'I'ANT', which is
well known to all astrologers, but unfortunately, almost always practically
forgotten. This means that planetary forces call only influence us by making
some things more possible for us, so that our activities probably function
according to astrological predictions. This is valid for all men of lower,
instinctive and in~pulsivenatures. They do not possess much will-power
of their own, independent of their moods and attitudes, and make little
use of what they do have. Such men will surely feel the influence of the
periods when one or another planet exerts a stronger one. And they will
act accordingly. At the time of Mars, they will be more pugnacious or
unbalanced, and therefore more violence can be expected during these
periods, while at the time of the influence of Venus, love affairs mill probably flourish, and so on. Things are simple!
But, for those who direct, or at least try to direct their lives in another,
more reasonable pattern, and in whom will-power is far more developed,
as well as kllowledge of emotional techniques, astrology has much less to
offer, except, that at some time they will experience such and such temptations and inclinations, to do things in one way and not another. However,
in the case of the inlpulsive type of man, the result cannot be predicted.
Thercfore, for a strong man, astrology is of much less kalue than for
weaklings. Great Masters and advanced occultists do not conccrn themselves
with astrology at all. So you may do similarly, if you are one of the aforementioned types.
Saturn: in the mental plane hc represents the idea of the invariability of logical laws; in the astral he oppresses us with reminders
about the hardness of karmic laws; on the physical plane he dictates
material experiences, melancholy moods, anxiety and often extreme
parsimony.
21 Jupiter: mentulIy he teaches us about the necessity of using
systematic actions and thinking under all conditions; in the astral he
creates and sustains authority; on the physical he sows justice. and respects
and supports administrative talents and abilities.
8 friars: in the mental plane he reminds us about the possibility of
acceleration and strengthening of processes; in the astral he suggests virility
and rigidity, which on the physical plane may support all violent, angry
and uncontrolled actions.
@ Sun: in the mental gives all kinds of active influxes, which in the
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Commentary on the Table in Fig. 27
( I ) Column o f Planetary Signs: the planetary signs are represented in their
primary forms (symbols), but firstly there is:
+ The sign of the elements and their influence. Remember the four
animals of the Rota?
The sign for Saturrz is a combination of the Moon and the cross.
The character of Saturn's influence is such, that surroundings make a
strongcr impression on him than intuitional currents in consciousness.
a The reverse of this applies to Jupiter and the accepted form of the
symbol is also reversed.
Mars, apart from the sign of the Sun, also has an arrow, which
shows us a particular way in which to receive vital fluids, while under his
influence. The arrow points to the fiery signs of the Zodiac which fortify
the influx of the fluids. Everything received from Mars comes in a strong
and uncxpccted form.
a The sign of the Sun, symbol for all emanations of vital energy,
and the revitalizing fluids.
Q The sign of Venus indicates that in hcr sphere of influence the
amount of vital force is more important than the surroundings or conditions.
The synthetic sign of Mercury may be analysed as: w sign
of the Moon-susceptibility;
@ on the second plane-influx
of vital
fluids; + occupying the third position in the symbol signifies surroundings and their influence. Practically, an example can be given to make the
theory more apparent: in the question of education, firstly there is the
ability of the pupil, secondly the quality of the school (calibre of the
teachers), and thirdly, the surroundings of the pupil, such as his schoolmates, and so on.
The sign of the Moon is the symbol for capacity, susceptibility,
intuition, and ability to reflect the fluids received.
For the sake of interest I would like to add, that somc astrologers give
the sign of the Earth as &, explained as the overwhelming importance in
earthly life of conditions beyond the astral principle in man. Together with
G.O.M. and others, I will abstain from any comment connected with this
matter.
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astral suggest a taste for forms. as well as desire to partake with others of
the fruits of our activities in that realm; on the physical plane the Sun
creates a taste for art, generosity and distaste for vulgar things.
Venus: is the representative of urziveusalattractiorz in all its forms;
in the astral this means everything which we call 'love'; in the physical
world, she signifies the material side of attraction, which needs no further
explanation.
Mercury: in the nzental realm he teaches us to adapt ourselves to
ideas; in the astral he suggests vivid desires, and the ability to change them,
while on the physical he is the father of all business and speculation, as well
as of versatility in us.
g The Moo~z: as Mother of the world. is susceptible to rnental
influxea; illtuitional i n the a.sirul realrn, and in the phy.sic.ul one, the manifestation of such things in the form of moodincss. inclination to certain
kinds of clairvoyance, and submission to suggestions and fatalism, or faith
in destiny.

( 6 ) Planetary Metals: These are mentioned only for use in some ceremonial
operations, as well as for making planetary talismans and pentacles. The
difference between talismans and pentacles is subtle, for both can be worn
on one's body. A talisman is made for the purpose of condensing energy
already existing in the individual. Because of this, it would be nonsensical
for a person almost devoid of Jupiter's influence to wear that planet's
talisman.
In contrast t o talismans, pentacles, as a result of their preparation and
consecration, are magnetized with the fluids of deiinite planets, and thereby
can artificially create a tie with the egregoric clemcnts of those planets.
The person previously mentioned, might wear a pentacle consecrated to
Jupiter, just because he feels the need to have the influence of that planet,
with whlch he does not possess any natural liaison.
Now it is time to tell you about the method of creating a pentagram,
used in magic operations. The general character of the pentagram relates
to its synthetic properties. Therefore on the physical plane it should be
made of an alloy containing the seven planetary metals. On the astral plane,
the ceremony of its consecration must put us into contact with all seven
planetary influences. The pentagram is consecrated by six minor and one
major magic ceremonies. The great ceremony must be performed under the
influence of the planet which dominates the astral of the future bearer of
the pentagram. The remaining six minor operations belong to the six other
planets.
The synthesis of the pentagram's elements suggest to us not only the
thought about the necessity for summarizing the planetary influences; but
also our recognition of the polarity of human nature and contemplation,
which are ncutralizcd in the person of a true occultist-magician.
A slight reminder for the student: he must always clearly grasp the terms
used in every sentence of this course, otherwise, for him, it becomes merely
a confused exposition of an unknown subject.
So, when speaking here of the 'polarity' of a human being, we mean that
there are two opposite poles in consciousness, and consequently in all our
bodies. We are able to do both good and evil; we are apt to seek after the
noisy life of great cities with their empty entertainments and sins; but we are
also able to remain in the peace of inner silence, independent of all our
surroundings.
In us, and nowhere else but in us, there is potentially a saint and a devillike black occultist; in us are the sublime intelligence and practical, unselfish
idealism of Thomas a Kempis and Albert Schweitzer, but we also produce
reckless egotism and contempt for man's legitimate rights, and the cruelty
of the Stalins and the Hitlers.
Advanced occultists and spiritual masters know this fact very well, and
from it comes their equality towards all men, the thing which an average
man cannot and should not attempt to try before he is ripe. Simply because
an indiscriminate, even though well-intended action, brings only harm and
often catastrophe. 1 cannot but quote here a well-known tale about the
hermit and his bear. A saintly man who lived in a desert, domesticated a
large bear, which served the old m a n by bringing him wild honey and

( 3 ) The Colurnrt of Single Figures: is given in order to complete the table.
In some of the later occult schools, the characters and numbers in it serve
to conceal the meaning of the column of planetary influences. For my own
part I have not changed the traditional forin as 1do not ascribe much value
to this attitudc. Actually, the figure '3' is somewhat similar to the sign for
Saturn and that of a serpent, which is dedicated to that planet; '4' is very
close to the symbol for Jupiter; '5' may look like a very badly drawn sign
for Mars, and '6' may remind us of the vortexes, tourbillons and vibrations of all kinds with which the Sun blesses us so generously. To Venus are
dedicated all regular shaped figures, for who is more worthy of such a
tribute to outer things of harmony and beauty? The figure '8' might
suggest thc caduceus of Mercury, and '9' that of two unequally drawn
crescents of the Moon.

,

(4)The Colours o f the Planets: these have not only a conditional meaning in
rituals for planetary ceremonial magic; but may still serve for the distinguishing of manifestations, connected with one or another planet.
Speaking in terms of the auras, that is the subtle emanations of partially
materialized planetary entities, we find that these contain the shades of
the planetary colours, which thereby underline the background of these
visions.
( 5 ) The Column of Aromas: this gives the prescriptions used for related
planetary magic operations. Incense is synthetic to such a degree, that it
can easily substitute'cvcry othcr kind of aroma, but it should be noted,
that when using incense, the moods of the operator become more mystical.
That is why incense does not figure in any planetary operations of black
magic.
When aromas have to be used in magic operations, the substances are
burned directly or allowed to smoulder on hot charcoal. Aromas of vegetable origin can be used as extracts made with alcohol, or dried parts of
plants. This second variation is much more desirable and effective.

-
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frightening away annoying flies, which tried to settle on the hermit's bald
head. One day, noticing an especially cheeky fly, which was unafraid of
the branch which the hermit had given to his bear to wave over him, the
animal decided to destroy the small offender. The bear took a heavy stone,
watched carefully until the fly came to rest on the hermit's pate, and then
hit it hard, thereby destroying the insect and at the same time the brains
of his master.
The variations on this old tale, although in different and not such drastic
outer forms, are committed too often by human beings to be ignored.

As an indispensable final element of the consecration of your pentagram, comes a traditional whispering of the synthetic Great Word A Z O T H
(see the lessons of the Fourth Arcanum).
If it is difficult to make the pentagram of an alloy of the seven metals,
it is sufficient to be satisfied with an alloy of the two most precious ones,
that is gold and silver, or even of gold alone. Occultists often draw the
pentagram on virgin parchment, and use it in lieu of a metallic one.
Personally I consider a pentagram to be superior when it is made precisely
from an alloy of gold and silver.
If intended to be worn, it can be made about onc inch or less in width;
but for magic operations, especially in an attempt at astral exteriorization, a
much larger one is needed, about 8 or 10 inches across, and this can be
drawn as already mentioned.
(7) The Column of Stones: the ones mentioned were used for manufacture
of Gnostic talismans, the vulgar name of which was ' A B R A X A S ' . The
following characters were cut on these talismans: for
(Saturn), a
limping old man or a snake rolling round the sun-stone; for 2 (Jupiter),
an eagle with a pentagram held in its claws or in its beak; for 6 (Mars),
a dragon biting the handle of a sword; for 0 (Sun), a snake with a lion's
head; for 9 (Venus), a triple Hermetic caduceus (sign of A Z O T H ) ,
or a kinocephalus (man with the head of a dog), and for ( (the Moon),
a globe with two crescent moons cutting into its surface.
(8) The Column of Christian Sacraments: shows their correspondence to
the planets, which is rccognized by the majority of representatives of the
Christian Episcopal Egregor. These form a simple sequel to the development of the esoteric elements belonging to the Christian Tradition and
Teachings used by those Fathers of the Church, who knew about the
Initiatory Teachings.
(a) Extreme Unction in which a blessing is transmitted to cleanse the
astrosome of sinful clichCs, which, in some way, missed receiving help
from the Sacrament of Penance. This Unction is dedicated to Saturn,
because it belongs to elements, which unfortunately infiltrated into the
karma of a Christian.
(b) The Eucharist is the Sacrament which, when used for the first time,
announced the power of the baptized one in the realm of evolutionary
Christian activity. Used subsequently in o x life, it renews those same
powers. Therefore, it is put under the sign of Jupiter.
(c) Penance which needs strong inner efl'ort in order to cleanse the astrosome of every impurity hidden in it. This often requires a fight against a
man's unwillingness to confess his faults, even when he knows perfectly
well, that no one apart from the impersonal priest will hear him. This
relates Penance to Mars.
(d) Orders which givc the ability and authority to spread the rays of
Christian light, are naturally put under the sign of the Sun.
(e) Matrimony being the sequel to mutual attraction, belongs to Venus.
(f) Confirmation which affirms the ability of man to speculate in the
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The knowledge of the polarity and the hidden possibilities in man must be
very clearly realized by every Hermetist, or aspirant for the same knowledge.
This is always depicted on pentagrams as follows:
(1) Drawing of the signs 9 (Yod) and 7 (Ht)-human androgync.
(2) The letters 'Alpha' and 'Omega'-knowledge of the Source of primeval
Man on the Earth, that is his origin and aim, towards which present humanity is striving, consciously or unconsciously, and which highest aim is
called in occultism, the R E I N T E G R A T I O N O F M A N : the most
sublime idea which we are able to know. This is the Kingdom of God of
which Christ spoke; this is the Nirvana of Lord Buddha; the Ain-Soph of
the Katbalists, and the Realization of the Supreme Self in us, as taught in
this our own epoch, by the Great Rishi Ramana Maharshi.
(3) Associated with these Greek letters are the Hebrew ones:
(Aleph)
and
(Than), which symbolize the Major Arcana of the Tarot, as the
framework or basis of our occult contemplation.
(4) The names of the Sephiroth (an explanation of which appears in the
next lessons), Chesed (grace, clemency) and Pechad (severity, justice), two
elements neutralized by Tiphereth (harmony and beauty) born from them
in the realm of the ethical evolution of humanity, should be written in
Hebrew.

n

The great ceremony for the consecration of apentagram has, of course, a
synthetic character, which is in relation to the four Hermetic elements
about which you already know a lot from this course, and in the centre
of the C R O S S which they form, the future magician will find his place.
The meaning of these words has also been mentioned in previous lessons.
The pentagram should be breathed over by the operator (a hint on the
Element of Air), sprinkled with consecrated water (Element of Water in
Alchemy), dried in the smoke of incense (Element of Fire) and, for some
time, be placed on soil (Element of Earth). Each of these manipulations is
performed five times in the sequence just given, while pronouncing the
holy letters: Yod (bowing to the East); Hk (bowing to the North); Vau (to
the West), and H t (bowing to the South). Finally, the letter Shin is pronounced while standing in the centre of the cross and looking straight
upwards at the sky.
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realm of Christian dogmas and ethics, or prepares us to follow Christian
ideals, belongs to Mercury.
(g) Baptism by the ritual itself is in connection with water, and so is
associated with the Moon's influence.
It may be useful to note, that on the ritual side of Baptism-especially
in the old Greek-Orthodox Church-it exact1y symboli~esthe first astral
exit of the neophyte-initiate, under the care of, or even in the company
of the Master and future companions. Through this first exteriorization,
the newly initiated aspirant merges into the realm of influence of the
Earth's astrosome, defeats the involutionary reactions of its dark
clichb, ascends into the pure astral and returns to his body, in order to
begin a new life as an initiate. The whirling current of the Earth's astrosome is here symbolized by the act of bathing in water, from which the
baptized one emerges as if regenerated.
As we see, in the light of occultis~n,the exoteric Sacraments regain their
esoteric meaning and contents.
(9) The Periods of Life: these are easy to divide among the planets if we
realize that in childhood there is the foremost need for the free influx of the
vital forces given by the Sun. The more developed susceptibility to outer
influences has its place in early youth and therefore belongs to the Moon.
Similarly, in youth are manifested the beginnings of attraction (Venus) and
violent reactions and deeds mars). Passing on to the more mature age,
there appears the ability of adaptation, which therefore refers to Mercury,
while full maturity does not feel any lack of methods or systems in the current of life (Jupiter), and old age possesses an inclination to form logical
laws and extreme cautiousness (Saturn).
(10) The Column (f/he Ohrerse [$the Talismans: the usual magic planetary
talismans must bcar the image of the Microcosm (pcntagram) and under it
the relevant attribute as indicated in this column.
(1 1) The Column of the Reverse of the Talisinans: these should have the sign
of the Macrocosm (Solomon's Star) and the appropriate attribute as
shown.
A disc of corresponding metal (as given in this table) must be used as
material for thc talisman (but not for a pentagram or pentacle). For
Mercury's talisman we should have, of course, an alloy of all the metals,
whose planetary influences are not opposite to those of the owner of the
talisman.
(12) The Column of the Days of the Week: the order of the planetary bodies
is accepted as follows:

The Sun has a Sunday dedicated to it; the Moon-Monday, MarsTuesday, Mercury-Wednesday, Jupiter-Thursday, Venus -Friday, and
Saturn-Saturday. This scheme can be adapted to fit the points of the
star-like septenary, which we use as a pentacle of the Septenary (see Fig.
-

24). For planetary magic ceremonies it is advised always to take days which
correspond to the particular planets.
The magic year begins at the moment of sunrise of the day of the spring
equinox, as given in the calendar.
We still have to speak about the so-called 'friendship' and 'animosity'
of the planets, and to indicatc the principles for the calculation of planetary
hours on different days of the week. Very valuable schemes for that purpose
are given in Papus' famous Trait6 Elkmenfaire de Science Occulte. In
astrology, under 'friendship' between the planets we recognize the increase
of good or the diminishing of evil influences of one planet on another. In
general courses on Magic under 'friendship' is understood the S U PPO R T
for, and under 'animosity' the W E A K E N I N G of the influence between
planets. We will speak again about these questions in the Seventeenth
Arcanum, but here we will give only a list of the relations between the
planets as accepted by contemporary occult schools.
(I) S A T U R N is friendly with Mars, but unfriendly towards all others.
Fatal accidents are encouraged by violence of desires and other manifestations of the human will, but are hampered because of the active
character of the rest of the S E C O N D A R Y C A U S A L I T I E S .
(11) J U P I T E R is friendly to all except Mars. This is really because a
methodical and favourable attitude cannot be useful for violent moods.
(111) M A R S is friendly only with Venus, and unfriendly to all others.
The attractive force of love often produces violence and suddenness in its
manifestations, but the logic of Saturn, the intelligent favour of Jupiter,
the generosity of the Sun, the adaptibility of Mercury and the tender
passiveness of the Moon repel everything that is sudden and violent.
(IV) The S U N is helped in the spreading of its beneJicient influence by the
favourable Jupiter, adaptable Mercury, and attractive Venus; but not by
the cold Saturn and violent Mars.
(V) V b N U S is favourable to thc wealth of vital flulds of the Sun, to the
cordial elations of Mars, to the compliance of Mercury, and to the susceptibility of the Moon ; but she cannot endure the cold logic of Saturn.
In the case of the experienced administrator Jupiter, we cannot say that he
either likes or recognizes Venus, but he would like to limit and to control
her activities, and therefore does not gain either her sympathy or her hate.
(VI) M E R C U R Y adapts himself to any Influences.
(VII) The M O O N accepts everything passively.
We are now passing on to the method for the calculation of planetary
hours, which are indispensable, since magic operations need not only
favourable days, but also suitable hours.
The magic day begins at the moment of the astronomical sunrise in a
given place on the Earth, and is divided into the magic day (from sunrise
to sunset) and magic night (from sunset to sunrise).
As we can see, the days and nights in different seasons and in different
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countries can vary greatly. Therefore, for every operation, calculations must
be made according to the instructions given. These are so simple, that no
example seems necessary.
The magic day is divided Into 12 equal parts, called the magic hours of
that day. The night is also divided into twelve equal hours.
On Sunday the first magic hour of the day is dedicated to the Sun. On
Monday to the Moon, on Tuesday to Mars, and so on, according to the table
in Flg. 27.
The other hours follow relatively in the order in whlch they appear as
given in the same Fig. 27. So, for example, on Sunday the second hour of
the day will belong to Venus, the third to Mercury, the fourth to the Moon,
fifth to Saturn, sixth to Jupitcr, seventh to Mars, eighth to the Sun, ninth
to Venus, tenth to Mercury. eleventh to the Moon and the twelfth to Saturn.
Accordingly, the first hour of the night belongs to Mercury, the eighth also
to him, the tenth to the Sun, the twelfth to Mercury, and on Monday the
first hour of the new day to the Moon, as has already been stated.
The possibility of such a division is assured by the fact, that on one hand,
24 divided by 7 give\ 3 as the remainder, and on the other hand, the days of
the week are dividcd between planets accord~ngto the intervals, passing
over two planets to the third.

Of course, the equations which I quote here are not all that are possible
with the numerical operations based on the Tarot's arcana. Only the most
important are given and the rest I am lcaving to the student, as his obligarory
andpracticalpart on this work, providing that he really wants to penetrate
into the magnificent temple of Hermetism, built by the great occultists of
the West. Only then will he appreciate their unique development and
deeds, bowing his head together with the writer in silence and veneration
before those masters of the past, in the joyous hope of perhaps encountering
one of them while still in this life, as others have done.
Anyway, other minor equations are officially less used by initiatory
schools, than those offered in this work.

A brief analysis of the titles of the Seventh Arcanum and its equations
will be useful for us in order to have a better understanding of the table
which we have been discussing. So in the realm of the Archetype's manifestations

+

4
Equation No. 18: 7 = 3
Tells us that domination of the S P I R I T ('Natura Divina'-Third
Arcanum) over F O R M (Fourth Arcanum) gives the axiom ' S P I R I T U S
DOMINAT FORMAM'.

-

Equation No. 19 : 7 4 4-3
Gives the reversed, illusory idea, worthy of black magic insanity, for it
tells us that 'forms rule over their contents (Spirit)'.
On he human plane we will consider

Equation iVo. 20: 7 = 1 - 6
This means that W ~ land
l Experience are both ways to give us Vzctory.
The corresponding title V I C T O R I A is clear; but a defeat in experience,
expressed by another equation (7 = 6
1) means catastrophe, a lost
incarnation.

+

On theplane o f Nature we will use an interesting equation of the pattern:

-

Equation No. 21: 7 - 5
2
The pentagramnlatic principles (5) (tradition, custom, religion) dominate
the Second Arcanum (Natura Naturata, objects realized by Nature), which
domination indicates the law of property, and creates another title for the
rich contents of this arcanum : 1U S P R O P R I E T A T I S .
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To conclude matters connected with the Seventh Major Arcanum, we
may ask ourselves whether all this astrology with its complications and
calculations, not to speak of the much more difficult matters connected
with magic, are indispensable to the average human life? The true answer
will be in the negative. We can live very well without them. But, as human
beings, we are also the C E L L S of the Great Universal Man, the Archetype, and no two cells are identical in him. Therefore, in occultism it is
accepted, that there are many ways in which the cells can be reintegrated,
that is consciously return into the O N E . Actually, nobody can say that
even now we are apart from this O N E N E S S . It is true that now we may
N O T BE C O N S C I O U S of it, and we have to regain this consciousness,
known in Hermetism as R E I N T E G R A T I O N . It may be possible that
one of these ways is astrology.

CHAPTER Vlll

ARCANUM V l I I

n
Arcanum V I I I
THEMIS
JUSTICE

Cancer

Libra t io

Lex
Karma

(n H E T H )

THEletter corresponding to the Eighth Arcanum of the Tarot is n (Heth)
and the number connected with it is 8. Astrologically, this arcanuin belongs
to the sign of Cancer.
Its hieroglyph is a F I E L D , meaning everything which needs work,
cultivation. It is just that passive rcalm on which should be turned thc
activity of the Conqueror of the Seventh Arcanum.
In the background of the picture there are two columns with a canopy
between them. In the foreground is a woman's figure (Themis) seated
between the columns. Her head is crowned and wears a golden band,
while another covers her eyes which prevents her from seeing anything
ahead.
On her breast a Solar Cross hangs from a chain. In her right hand we sec
a set of scales, and in the left a naked sword. The picture is made as in a
mirror.
She seems to sit on a cube-shaped stone which is hidden from sight of
the observer by the folds of her flowing garments.
We will begin to analyse the card with the statement, that the figure of
the seated woman gives us a definite idea of passivity, of something made
and accomplished,-and no longer acting.
We see three binaries in this card, all neutralized by third elements. The
Jirst binary consists of the two columns, r~eutralizedby Themis in the
'middle space'. The explanation here differs somewhat from previous ones :
'If you see Jakin (right column) with Themis in the middle, then on the other
side there must be Bohaz.'
If you see that there is a force on one side, and recognize the existence of
the astral vortex (tourbillon) to which the force seen also belongs, then you
should anticipate the existence of a second force, balancing the whole
construction, and directed to the opposite side.
We have the power of imagination in the present, and we can turn it
back to the past to read the related clichb. Then, of necessity we must
recognize the possibility of using the same power for the future, that is
to read cliches on the other side of the present, or-future. If we believe in
the existence of the H I G H E S T A N D R O G Y N O U S M A N I F E S T A T l O N of Divinity, and see in Its emanations the qualities of activity,
expansion, of that which K N O W S , then we may be convinced of the
existence of another emanation, passive, of attractive character, and
representing that, which can be K N 0W N .
If there is J U S T I C E (- minus) and possibility of spiritual harmony
F
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(neutral), then there must also be the third element-GRACE
or
C H A R I T Y (+ active).
If there is the idea of ascent (upwards movenient) and level ground, then
the idea of the existence of descent (downwards movement) is not to be
avoided.
These formulas lead us to the first title of the Eighth Arcanum in the
Archetype's plane-L I B R A T I 0 the idea of balance, the great metaphysical scales, one side of which is loaded with the positive pole of the
Great Arcanum, and the other with the negative pole, while the ir~dicaror
symbolizes the Androgynous apex of the Ascending Triangle. The second
title of this arcanum is LEX (Law).
The scales which Themis holds in her right hand form another binary
with a neutralizing element. We may refer it to the realm of Nature. If
someone were to move one of the scale-pans to one side, movement will
start in the other bccausc of the necessity of regaining balance. If we place
five pounds weight or1 the left side of the scales and do not have sufficient
time to remove it, five pounds must also be put on the other side in order
to maintain the balance.
If someone, because of acting in a way contrary to the Laws of Balance,
has spoiled his karma, that record of his personality in the chain of incarnations, he M U S T R E M O V E T H I S S T A I N at the time of a fresh
encounter with the 'page' he has spoiled. 1 think this simile is sufficiently
illuminating in order to realize the mechanism of karma, or the L A W O F
C A U S E A N D E F F E C T , which is of so much concern to every true
occultist.
So, on the physical plane, the T H I R D T I T L E of the Eighth Arcanum
will be just-KARMA. And the picture itself has the title: T H E M I S ,
or J U S T I C E .
In our arithmological analysis of the arcanum the first equation takes the
form of:
Equation No. 22: 8

=

1

+7

The First Arcanum is the mystery of the conscious manifestations of
applications of androgynous, balanced principles. The Seventh Arcanum
is that of victory. Therefore, 1
7 means none other than the use, or
application of that victory. And there is no doubt, that the first duty and
care of the victor lies in the introduction of order, lawful~lessand justice
in the conquered realm.
Justice is the spouse of the victor; the Eighth Arcanum is the wife of the
Seventh.
Where does the magician use the fruits of his mental victory? Naturally,
in the astral plane, by his astral operations. And it is just here that he must
now be aware of the Law of Balance (Libratio) and not forget about the
importance of contrary animistic moods.
For example, you decidcd to suggest some definite deed or actlon to a
person (the subject). Thereby the mental impulse is already there. But now
comes the difficulty, you yourself passionately want your suggestion to be
fulfilled. In other words, you are astrally interested in it. And this is a great

+
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obstacle for its realization. Brakes may then appear because of the creation
of this other component force of that pair, that is the essential tourbillon
which serves as the instrument of realization for your suggestion.
In order to avoid all of rliis, you shol-lld immediately build another component: C O U N T E R B A L A N C E Y O U R A S T R A L DESTRE
W I T H O N E O F N O N - D E S I R E W H I C H WILL BE OF E Q U A L
M A G N I T U D E (in other words, be ready to become uninterested in the
results or develop what Hindus call-'VAI RA G Y A'). Another explanation is, that we succeed best in action when wc accomplish it in the first
moment, without adding any of our own animistic and personal interests to
it.
This explains why prayer for others is much more effective than for
ourselves! That is why one who wants quickly and righteously to win or
conquer, must have charitable moods. This may look like a paradox for
the uninitiated, but it is a well-known truth for occultists. That is why a
strong person waits for a favourablc moment in which to fight, unlike the
weaker, who should think about this much more than his adversary.
When we speak here about justice, the question arises, ~~liether
and in
which way an occultist can allow himself to defeat or to overcome hls
neighbour. But the astral cliche will create itself through the Eighth
Arcanum and then one could be anxious only about the mental conception
of the transgression comnlitted by our neighbour. The mental judgement of
the whole thing will create the axis of the astral tourbillon, and the astral
will do the rest.
One may say that the Law of Karma is determined once and for all, and
the negative pole of Fabrc d'olivet's triangle emanates this law. Yes, and
therefore an enlightened occultist has the right to judge the acts of his
neighbours only in so far as he participates in the work of the Emanation
of the Primary Cause.
Briefly, only a true theurgist has the right to defeat another man.
Theurgy itself presupposes a very great clarity of contemplation and purity
of feelings, so that in accordance with the Law, we can very selclom defeat
someone clsc.
The magic punishments which Christian Illuminism allows its adepts
have a collective name-'Reprobatio'
which literally means a kind of
condemnation.
We know of three types (1) lack of' recognition (positive) of a man's
actions, (2) sorrow for his actions, (3) condenznation of them.
(1) An expression of lack of recognition may take the form: 'Although you
are my brother, I would not like to participate in the cliches of your deeds.
We are not united.'
In very extreme cases, Christ allowed His disciples to use this degree of
punishment only in its symbolic form: ' . . . S H A K E O F F T H E D U S T
F R O M Y O U R FEET.'

(2) In rare cases, Christ Himself used another degree, that of sorrow,
mourning or regret for the misdeeds of His neighbours: 'BETTER
THIS MAN WERE NOT BORN.'
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(3) The third and highest degree of punishment thunders with its violence
and pitiless consequences. We can see many examples of it in the acts of
M O S E S , who widely used theurgic means against his own rebellious
people. Recall the penalty of fiery death which he inflicted on those whoin his absence-began to adore the golden calf, as well as the means he
used in his fight against the Egyptian Pharoah.
Much closer to us in time is the classic example of a terrible and effective
condemnation, which, from among the flames round his stake, the Great
Master of the Knights Templar-Jacobus Burgundus Molay-pronounced
against Pope Clement V and the French King, Philip IV. He called them
before God's Judgement. The first 'not later than fifty days' and the second
'in a year's time'. It is well known that both men had condemned Molay
and many of his knights to torture and death, falsely accusing them of
black magic and other crimes, but actually, only on any pretext to enable
them to seize the great wealth of the Templars' Order. The curse was
fulfilled and both men died even sooner than the time set by Molay.
Now, on a Hermetic basis let us analyse the value of the so-called 'curse'.
If, say, a father curses his son, he has the support of only one arcanum,
the Fourth (that of authority), there being no other arcana for him to use.
But, the Law of Reprobation, as mentioned in the three previous examples,
refers to the Eighth Arcanum, and has to pass through the Sixth and
Seventh Arcana, thereby securing the Hermetic victory for the one who
pronounced such a condemnation. You will probably have to meditate
deeply in order to fathom the secret that lies hidden in lawful reprobation.
Another equation possible with the Eighth Arcanum is:
Equation No. 23: 8

=

7

+1

You may solve it for yourself in order to get training in Hermetic thinking. However, I will help you to a certain extent, by saying that it may be
finally 'the preponderance of the personal (that is, egoistic) victory over the
manifestation of balanced W I L L , which means a conscious and wilful
passivity on the part of the victor.'
Equation No. 24:

8

=

2

+6

Here 2 is Gnosis, and 6 the Luw of Reaction in the universe. The whole is
evidently the work of an enlightened operator in the realms of the static
and dynamic binaries. But how can the Law of Reaction (6) develop contemplation in the learned operator? Merely by suggesting t o him the
existence of the R E T U R N B L O W ! This is a thing which every occultist
must know and handle carefully. The following are examples of it:
Imagine someone operating magically, that is creating an astral vortex
of a definite type against another man. Here I should explain something
important. When I am discussing occult matters and practices here, I am
doing so impartially and purely as n lecturer who expounds the themes he
has t o bring before his audience without necessarily personally approving
of them. The reader should understand, that the writer of this book
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did not invent Hermetism and its practical applications-the arcana. He
only studied both, and is merely communicating the material to willing
students, who may evaluate and use it according to their own needs. This
book is not intended for beginners in occultisn~,for such people will not
understand very much of it. There are plenty of things W R I T T E N
B E T W E E N T H E L I N E S which the able student should discover for
himself, as they C A N N O T be openly told or written in a book.
Nevertheless, more than once throughout this work I have warned my
readers, that any misuse of the knowledge gained by occult studies is the
most severely punished of all karmic misdeeds for the unreasonable person
who dares to try to harm his neighbours.
But, on the other hand, ignorance is not good for it inevitably leads to
errors in life, that is to the burdening of karma. Hermetists try to know
G O O D in order to follow it, and to know E V I L in order to be able ro
avoid it ('Can the blind lead the blind? Do they not both fall into the
ditch ?').
Now we can r e t u ~ nto our magic operation. The operator creates the
current (vortex) in a perfectly finished form (in this matter a lack of exactness simply means a lack of effect) and directs it to his aim. In this way he
realizes his action, and creates it as a physical fact, the clichCs of which are
thereby joined to (or superimposed on, if you prefer it) the karma of the
operator in a positive or negative sense, depending, of course, upon the
character of the action.
But, it can also happen that the fact is not realized despite the existence
of the tourbillon. This can occur in three ways:
(1) When the person to whom the action is directed, takes protection against
the attack by surrounding himself with an armour of concentration. This
method is known as 'the active repelling of aggression'.
(2) When the victim of the attack, at the moment of active contact with the
tourbillon's energy, separates from its action by conscious and powerful
concentration on another object of realization, belonging to a cycle of
astral projects much more perfect, and powerfully planned than was the
scheme of the attacker. Example: when the one who is to be harmed, or
even killed, is occupied with the creation (or destruction) of some constructions in the astral, in comparison with which the person11 hatred of the
magician appears as something very small, even infinitesimal in all the
sub-planes of the astral.
(3) When, in the moment of contact with the attacking vortex (tourbillon)
the most active part of the pentagram of the man who is being attacked,
lives in sub-planes considerably higher than those of the most active
parts of the tourbillon. Example: someone may want to destroy a man, who
is living, as we may say, beyond the sphere of material interests, or may want
to harm the working relationships of a man who is merged exclusively in
scientific researches and is not interested in any form of an egotistic
career, or a larva of hatred (a very destructive thing, if it finds a suitable
and 'undefended' target) may be sent against a man who is accustomed to
pray for his enemies, and so on.
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In addition to the foregoing ways, the victim may quite effectively
surround himself at the crucial moment with an odic cloak, or armour and
remain in its security for a sufficient length of ttme (see the book-Concentration for methods of constructing and maintaining such armours).
In all these cases, the tourbillon will not touch the victim for whom it
was destined; but the very F A C T O F T H E E X I S T E N C E O F T H E
TOURBILLON B R O U G H T S O M E LOCAL BREAK I N T H E
BALANCE O F T H E S U R R O U N D I N G ASTRAL FORMS.
The astral environment must then attain a newly balanced state by the
creation of a cliche of that balance (nothing perishes in Nature). If the
action cannot hit the original target, it will act on some other entity, which
will be the one most tied to the astral tourbillon by its astrosome. And who
will that be? Of course, in the first place, the operator or sender himself,
and the energy he has created will react against himself. This is known as
the 'return blow'.
You might try to induce someone to love you, but if unsuccessful, your
tourbillon will rebound from the person at whom it is aimed, with the
result that you yourself will fall desperately and foolishly in love. You may
try to induce sickness, but without result (see our previous three points
about unsuccessful attacks), and so bccome sick yourself, and so on.
In order to avoid such return blows, representatives of black magic
always secure themselves in their magic operations, by directing the force
of a vortex against T W O persons, ensuring that it is much stronger
against the truk target than against the substitute. Example: a sickness is
directed against you, but in the case of failure, also to a dog, a horse, and
so on, or on another very passive human being from whom the magician
cannot expect his 'arrow' to rebound. If humanity could only know how
many diseases, accidents and other personal social troubles were and are
generated just by the evil emanations of human will-by those conscious
of the techniques (black magicians) and unconscious (ordinary, malicious,
egotistic and dishanest men)-then people would not be likely t o class all
, belonging to the realm of fantasy or superstition.
that I have just s a l ~as
But for occultists, these things are perlsaps more 'real' than anything else.

+

2
Equation No. 25: 8 = 6
It means the introduction of T W O ways into the processes of one's
power of cognitiorl (Sixth Arcanum). I n other words, this is the full feeling
of anxiety, that this knowlcdgc, if reccived, can be uscd cqually for
evolutionary (Good) purposes and for involutionary (Evil) ones.

+

Equation No. 26: 8
3
5
Here metaphysics, or the world of fulfilled (neutralized) ternaries (3)
enters into practical life through the sphere of astral impulses ( 5 ) and
dominates this realm. What does it mean to carry over metaphysics into
the physical life?
T O T R A N S F O R M R I P E I D E A S I N T O F O R M S , and accord-
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ingto the Law of Analogy T R A N S F E R T H E R I P E F O R M S I N T O
T H E P H Y S I C A L P L A N E (realization of ideas).
A man, who wants to be worthy o f the name 'ju5t one' (8) has no right,
after having built his general contcniplation, to avoid using it for the
construction of a harmonious philosophcal system. If he will abstain from
such an activity, lie will provoke what may be termed 'an unhealthy straining of ideas'. In simplc words, it would be shameful to create plans or
drafts of an immense, well-prepared science and its techniques, without
making any effort to realize them.
This equation may arouse strong indignation in the adepts of the so-called
'Platonic' love, who believe it is suitable to limit themselves to only astral
manifestations of the animistic (here meaning sensual) realm. But Hermetic
philosophy tells us, that such people must not forget, that they do not
possess the third (physical) body without reason, and therefore should not
try to escape from the results of being a three-plane entity. It is said, that
this physical plane gives the fulcrum for the astral process for the cleansing
of karma. If a man encounters T W O ways (as in the Sixth Arcanum), it
does N O T happen in order that he may stand before them indejnitely,
delaying their realization till future incarnations, but just in order to
choose consciously and definitely-the R l G H T P A T H . Kabbalistically, I
may say, that such peoplc, pronouncing Yod, and then Hi, are afraid to
add the necessary Vau, because they may fear the beauty of the Second He.
This is not a paradox!
People of this undecided type usually behave themselves uneasily and in
an ugly manner in all cases of political troubles. If we havc sympathy
towards something, we should manifest it in all three planes. If it so
happens that we hate something, we should do what has to be done, if it
cannot be avoided, on all thrcc planes. This is the technique of social life,
imperfect as it is in our own epoch. We should not play at being an ostrich
in the sand. Our society cannot and will not live like angels.
Another type of person likes to preserve their 'neutrality' on the physical
plane, while at the same time being convinced in both the astral and mental
realms. Christ described this sort of man as 'tepid' so as to distinguish him
from the 'hot' and 'cold' kinds. Hot ones can easily become cold and
vice versa; but in an always undccided, cowardly man there cannot be much
of good and very little that is useful.
This was well realized by the Freemasons during the last three centuries,
that is seventeenth, cighteenth and nineteenth. At the time of the initiation
into the 30th Scotch Degree, (highest of the Hermetic degrees), thc futurc
Chevalier Kadosh, when performing his oath, was submitted to a test: he
was supposed to kill (apparently, of course) a traitor to Masonry, in order
to show how he really hated all enemics of his organization. The candidate
did not know that he was striking the heart of a sheep with a clean shaven
side, and with all sincerity imagined that he was carrying out the sentence
given by the Areopag, and thereby punishing the brother who had betrayed
them.
Of course, according to immutable laws, even such a simulated murder
would leave its dark stain on the karma of the masonic Chain, thus dimming
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its Egregor. But Masons had to accept all this because it was considered as
most essential to discriminate between their 'tepid' and 'hot' candidates for
the higher degrees.

turn the R O T A and to pass from one cycle to another i n processes
connected with the arising of something ncw, something manifested in
another way and in a different epoch.
The second indicates tlie imporlance of tlie .Sncrijic.e it? the Rederliption
performed by Christ in the evolutionary turn of the R O T A .
Occultists in both the West and the East know well about this Law of
Sacrifice. When they are on this earth, most advanced beings, having a
mission, usually make a definite effort to lighten the karma oS men. And
of course, the most dazzling and perfect example is that of thc Christ.
The drama of this true Son of God is so well known that it needs no
explanation here. Actually, no other Spiritual Master of humanity produced such tremendous results and changed thc destiny of the human race
so much as He did.
But there is another example, much closer to our own day, which can be
seen by those who lzave the eyes to see. 1 am referring to the last Great
Indian RishiLSri Ratnana (1879-1950). This spiritual giant duly crowned
his lifetime of work by accepting a terrible form of the Cross in a sickness
which tortured him for more than a year. At the same time he did not want
any cure or medicines, which could at least lighten the incredible suffering
of his physical body. The reader can find a full account of this in another of
my books entitled-In Days of G r e a ~Peace (G. Allen 8: Unwin Ltd,
London).
Those of us who had the privilege to be with Sri Maharshi in the last
period of his life, have no doubt that the suffering of the Master took away
the burdens of karma from many of his contemporaries. On one occasion,
when answering a devotee who had begged the Master to give his sickness
to him, the Great Rishi gave a direct hint while explaining the origin of his
disease (which was an incurable sarcoma) : 'And who gave me this sickness ?'
he asked.
The idea of the Eighth Arcanu~nis-JUSTICE in all its applications
and forms. Properly speaking, what does it mean? The fact that every
action, every force used, every T 11O U G H T A N D FEEL I N G must be
B A L A N C E D in this manifested universe. 'l'he Law of Karma is of course,
the most popular and known form of that Law. Actions committed by
men must also be redeemed by them, or the just rewards received; but sometimes, when that karma becomes too heavy, the Great Beings come down
to us and take on their mighty shoulders, some of our sufferings which
are retribution for our 'sins'.
It is hard to explain, in our usual logic, how it is possible, that one
person commits a deed and another pays for it. Is it in accordance with the
idea of Justice? Our minds can hardly find any satisfactory answer to this
problem; but if we refer to the spiritual realm, to our 'Monad-AtmanSelf', then we may realize, that the baslc U N l ? Y 1N S P l R l T of all
beings allows for what we call-RED E M P 710N. All spiritual Masters
underline the Oncness of Being, in spite of the myriads of apparently
separate forms existing in the manifested universe. So, it 1s not impossible
that a centre of consciousness, that is a Master P R A C T I S I N G this
Oneness, can use the law by taking on his own mighty shoulders, the
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Equation No. 27:

8

=

5

+3

This is a reversed form of the preceding one. It teaches us about people
who tend to adapt their logical and metaphysical contemplation to their
purely animistic manifestations. Example: 'I like him' says such a man,
'therefore he should be considered as suitable for an important position,
for which I was seeking a candidate.' Look around and observe how many
people, in our own time, direct their activities in just such a way.

Ruation No. 28:

8=4

+4

This equation is perhaps the most typical of this Eighth Arcanum. Four
is opposed to four, that is a form against a form, authority against authority; one form of adaptation against another form of adaptation. What
may this mean? Firstly, you offended someone (a form), so you now
have to apologize to him (also a form). Secondly, you created a revolutionary government (authority), but it is opposed by a dictatorship (another
authority). Thirdly, you may prepare a stratagem or fraud in order to
avoid the lawful way, or you may try t o break the law; but the police
also prepare something suitable from their side so as to catch the guilty
ones. This is a general karmic form and relative human justice.
In magic the opposition of forms prevails; in politics the opposition
of authority; in the field of economics the opposition of adaptation, o r in
simple words, supply and demand.
With this we will end our arithrnological analysis of the Eighth Arcanum.
The remaining combinations I leave for your own solution. For every
student, this is one of the most brilliant and useful practical applications
of the mental part of the Tarot.

The Eighth Arcanum has two pentacles which are the most usec. The first
is called the 'Circle of Ezekiel'. It is presented in Fig. 11 according to the
interpretation of the Rosicrucian Schools. The Cross inside the inner circle
gives us the picture of the Quaternary, that is one of the dynamic cycles.
We see the letters of the Great Tetragrammaton in it.
The next quaternary-IN RI-is an anagram of the three formulas:
(I) I G N E N A T U R A R E N O V A T U R I N T E G R A (The whole of
Nature is regenerated by fire).
(2)IESUS N A Z A R E N U S R E X I U D E O R U M (Jesus of Nazareth,
King of the Jews).

(3) I N N O B I S R E G N A T I E S U S (In us reigns Jesus).
We already know the first formula. I t explains the role of F I R E as a
purifying and regenerating element. It shows the means which allow us to
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karmas of many of those who still have not realized the Unity. 1 am sure
that there are still many more deciding factors in such activity of the Great
Ones, but these factors are beyond our understanding and therefore it is
useless to delve into them.
The third formula, the motto of the first Rosicrucians, can be literally
translated as: 'In us reigns Jesus.' In this sentence there is no intention of
separating initiates from laymen, but only to point out the necessity of
seeking Christ in one's own heart, and by that fact, to turn the quaternary
of the elements to the evolutionary direction.
The circle-like inscription R O T A shows the direction of the rotation of
the quaternary 3 1 7 9 (Yod-HC-Vau-He) from the 'R' to the 'O', so that
the Yod can pass into the Second HC, in other words, into the direction of
the search after Causality.
According to Ezekiel, the colour of the circle is 'similar to that of topaz'.
The circle of Pythagoras (Fig. 12) differs from the above-mentioned
pattern.
(1) The places of the 7 7

7 9 (Yod-HC-Vau-HC) and I N R I are occupied by

pentagrams.

(2) The direction of rotation is not given.
(3) There are additional signs inside the circle, which symbolize seven
secondary causes (planets) and the process of fecundation of the passive
principle by the active one.

The position of the signs 'E' and 'W' are equal to the lingam. The linear
cross in the centre of the circle symbolizes the physical plane, appearing like
a small island among the froth of the astral tide (the inner circle), which
in turn is represented in its comparative smallness by being contrasted
against the illimitable ocean of the mental plane, in the form of the outer
circle.
The real explanation of the pentacle would be connected with a deep
study of astronomy, where the outer circle would represent the Alcaic,
starry world; the inner circle, the solar system, and the central cross, the
elementary life of our poor planet.
The pentacle of realization has the following form: Its background is
black (lower astral); the outer square is silvery (a ready, passive frame in
which may be realized anything we wish). The internal square is golden
(active efforts fulfilling the realization). The letters of the eight-timesrepeated Great Name should be fiery in colour (Igne Natura Renovatur
Integra).
This pentacle serves for concentration on the realization of projects
of great importance leading to the solution of the most serious problems,
to associations, or even to abstract forms.
An analysis of the eight-times-repeated Tetragrammaton will be given
in the chapter on the Tenth Arcanum.

CHAPTER IX

A R C A N U M 1X ( D T E T H )

Arcanum IX
LUX OCCULTA
THE HERMIT
LESSON

Leo

THEsign of the Ninth Arcanum is the letter D (Teth), the numerical value is
9 and the corresponding zodiacal sign is the Lion.
As the hieroglyph, we have a roof or its framework, symbolizing protection, defence and insulation from harmful influcnccs.
The card of the Ninth Arcanum depicts an old man walking, and holding
in his right hand (not as seen in a mirror) a lamp containing three lights
inside it. The lamp is partially hidden under his wide hooded cloak, which
covers him with its triple folds.
The lamp clearly shows us the enlightenment in all the three worlds (its
three wicks). In his left hand the Hermit holds a long walking stick, which
supports his steps. Three knots are visible on the stick.
The long cloak symbolizes separation and insulation in three planes,
while the stick gives support to its triple character (the knots).
The age of thc ~ e r m i t g i v e the
s hint, that onc can usc all the thrcc plancs
consciously-only during the late period of life, and under the condition
of karmic prosperity in the physical world. His movements suggest to us
that any stagnation in development is inlpossible for the one, who possesses
all the paraphernalia already mentioned in the description of this card.
The scientific name for the arcanum is ' L U X O C C U L T A ' (Occult
Light), while the vulgar one is 'The Hermit'.
As usual, we will now seck for thc thrcc titles of the arcanum by means of
arithmological analysis.
(1) Equation No. 29: 9 = 1
8
It is the search of a balance, acting and individualiled person (1) in
righteous surroundings. Ifthese are in the realm of the Archetype, thcn Man,
seeking protection in it, will find the idea and images of Genius-Protectors,
helping him to find a true M A N in himself, in other words, his Overself,
or Atmall as our Eastern brothers would say. From this comes the first title
of the Ninth Arcanum-P R O T E C T O KES, in English--Protectors.
(2) If the search is performed in the realm of humanity, we may speak about
self-definition, in the astral, self-knowledge. and the introduction of spiritual
harmony into what is called the personality of a single man. We call a
process like this S E L F - I N I T I A T I O N , or the finding of the Master in
ourselves. Therefore, the second title will be INITIATIO-Initiation.
(3) If we merge into the realm of Nature, everything will be reduced to the
ability of coping with the individualized god of the materialists, called
accident or chance. It is hard to live under his protection, if we do not know

+
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the means of the theory of probability very well, which, in different phases
of life, dictates various degrees of circumspection to us. So the third and
last title will be PRUDENTIA-carefulness.

of the astrally impulsive man again, as these have already becn explained
in former chapters, and there is little to add.
We may now prefer to occupy ourselves with the intellectrmlly impulsive
man, with his superstitions, prejudices and variability.
What is superstition? Only the impulsively acknowledged complexity
of old forms, which once were binding for so many, but now, because of
the evolution of the new individual, have become just so much sluggish
ballast, restraining and delaying manifcstations of independent thinking.
From this we can see, that the fatherland of superstition is always the
astral. But, according to the realm in which such clichCs occur, they are
divided into mystical, astral and physical superstitions.
If a man is living in conditions which openly destroy reasonable rules of,
say, hygiene, but still holds to such conditions, then he is superstitious in
the physical world. The same can be said about the man, who, while being
sufficiently developed and able by means of meditation to pray outside a
temple built of bricks, laments the fact that the lack of such a church in his
vicinity interferes with his theurgic activities.
As an example of astral superstition we may citc thc casc of a magician,
who reaches thc state of power, whereby his ideas get astrosomes of themselves, but is still convinced, that without pronouncing certain formulas or
fulfilling a certain ritual, he cannot operate at all.
Another example, a rather ridiculous one, is when a man considers
Monday, or the number thirteen as unlucky for him, without having had
any real experience of these things in his life.
There are plenty of examples of mystical superstitions. We may see
pcople who are strongly convinced that there is not, and cannot be any
salvation apart from the dogmas of a certain faith. At the same time, we
may see other people who are indifferent to the variances in creeds, providing they can recognizc one dogmatic element which is very dear to them.
such as Redemption by Incarnation.
We may also meet men, who impose a condition on religion, similar to
the 'recognition of the possibility of humanity's Reintegration only by way
of evolution'.
Of course, a man of the third category (mystical superstition) would
consider a man of the second one (astral superstition) to be superstitious
by comparison with himself, and a man of the second category would
regard a man from the first in like manner, and so on.
From the foregoing we can see that it is impossible to consider any
particular clichCs as absolutc superstition. In order to define superstition
one must have exact knowledge of another man's mentality, and his astral
and physical states.
Lack of understanding in this matter has often brought attacks on
Initiatory Centres because they allegedly have different dogmas, ethical
codes, and real duties for Initiates of different degrees.

We will proceed with our analysis.
Equation No. 30: 9 = 8
1
Justice (8) ruling in the surroundings may choke and tempt a passive,
although sane personality (1). This is the formula for men of talent, sucked
dry by the environment of their epoch, so that they cannot play their true
role in the process of human evolution.

+

+

Equation No. 31: 9 = 2
7
This means the Teaching of the Victor. Of whom ? Of the one who passed
through the metaphysical study of the first seven arcana (the first scptenary
of the Tarot). What is that knowledge? It has two sides: a passive, susceptible, female one called D I V I N A T I O , or abi!ity to SEE in the Archetype,
Man and Nature. The ecstasy of a prophet, suddenly enlightened by Grace,
giving the inspiration to create a religious cult and its ethics, will be a
good example of divination on the Archetype's level.
Divination in relation to Man will lead us into the realm of suscentibilitv
to astral manifestations of our neighbour, the seeing of the human aura,
quick judgements about the character, development and moral degree of
evolution of our fellow men and of their odic emanations, and so on ; but
it may also lead us to those systems which have well-known titles such as,
chiromancy, phrenology, physiognomy, and so on, about which more will
be told in the Seventeenth Arcanum. Divination in Nature takes the form of
astrology and geoniancy with their sub-divisions of cartomancy, hydromancy, pyromancy and other fortune-telling by means of the clcments
(four).
But, in this equation the knowledge of the Victor also has an active,
male side, the ability to rule the astral, which means the ability of directing
and using one's own energy in the form of magnetism, telepathy and even
exteriorization of the astrosome, as well as the art of communication with
different entities.
This is the realm of the Conqueror, which attracts many people by the
depth and broadness of its applications, although sometimes dangerous and
even fatal for the man himself.
If the Victor willingly agrees to refrain from his activities and susceptibilities because of his concern about his own victorious personality (7),
putting it before all scientific interests, the corresponding equation will take
the form:
Equation No. 32: 9 = 7
2
Equation No. 33: 9 = 3
6
Metaphysics (3) stands before the choice of the two paths (6); it defines
the choice; but what-apart
from metaphysical contemplation-could
influence the choice? Of course, it would be the impulses of a man. I will
not mention the instincts of the physically impulsive man, and the passions

+
+
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Some deliberations about the following meditative theme may be
useful. If we obtain power over men who are equal t o us from the point
of view of mental, astral and physical developrncnt, this can occur almost
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exclusively because of the presence in them of superstition, prejudice and
instability.
Prejudice in the realm of citizenship, and the outer forms of life plays a
role similar to that of superstttion in the sphere of dogmatic contemplation.
Equation No. 34:

9

=

6

+3

This reversed equation tclls us that the choice of the path (6) decides
about the future metaphysical side of a man. This formula evokes the
picture of actions of human beings, who choose a certain defined way, a
certain circle of activity, and are now seeking metapllysical support for
their deeds, self-respect and inner certainty.
Equation No. 35: 9

=

4

+5

This is passing from the world of elements (4) to the astral world (5).
It may be said, that in the programme of initiation, the whole sum of facts,
brought to us from the physical world must be included in it. A magician
may bc proud of his astral learning. but hc acts reasonably not only dn the
astral plane, but equally well on the physical, cognition of which he owes
to his knowledge of physics, chemistry, anatomy, physiology, and so on.
This should bc firmly established in our minds if we want to realize fully
how we should act in this world.
It would be ridiculous for an occultist to try to arrange purely physical
things by astral or even mental means. You cannot pay for the services of a
taxi-driver with the pentacle of Solomon!
If an operation can be delayed until there is better weather, a good
magician will not mind doing this, also he will not operate when physically,
or otherwise ill; he will always apply the rulcs of physical hygiene, cleanliness, washing, the eating of fresh products, and removal of all adulterated
food or drinks from his diet. He knows that fatigue caused by overworking
is just as dangcrous as laziness. He will carefully select his living place if he
feels that he is sensitive to climatic conditions. Finally, he will always and
everywhere, while acting on the physical plane, use the law of probability,
which is synonymous to precaution.
Equalion No. 36: 9 = 5

+4

This is a formula which is reasonably adapted to suit particular and
exceptional phenomena and operations. Its components ( 5 4) tcll us that:
THE WILL OF THE INIDIVIDUAL ( 5 ) STANDS AGAINST
T H E E L E M E N T S (4).
Therc are cases of separated realizations which play the role of nails or
screws in the whole mechanism of the work. It is important that we drive
home these nails at the most suitable moment, independent of the physical
difficulties which may sometimes occur, for then we use the active M A R S
of our astral counterpart, no matter if the reaching of our aim costs us
much vital energy or material means.
In the Ninth Arcanum we should give the central place to our analytical
equations of a triple form, which are no less important here than our usual
two-element formulas.

+

\

,
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3 $- 3 + 3
Equation No. 37: 9
If our double analysis gave us knowledge of initiation and hints about
the means of reaching it, so the lriplr one will unveil for us the hierarchic
degrees of that initiation itself.
In the initiatory system we will now distinguish between three cycles,
dividing each of them into three degrees.
(1) Let us conditionally call the lower cycle the PI-IYSICAL one, because
its character indicates that the candidate for initiation appears for the
Initiatory Ceremony in his physical body, and the very ceremony is performed in the normal three-dimensional space, with the initiating inaster
also in his physical incarnation.
At this point I would like t o explain the terms used in connection with
initiation, that is candidates, masters, and so on. What are we to understand under thcsc terms? Whcre can one sec these ccrcmonies performed,
or participate in them?
Things are not so simple. The term 'initiation' itself has a double meaning. In Western occultism, including the Tarot, under initiation is usually
meant the communication of knowledge by one who knows more to one
who knows less, that is the Master initiates the disciple. Such a kind of
initiation may take place with a certain ceremony, other persons may be
prcscnt, some ritual may be performed, oaths taken and accepted, and so
on. Degrees may also be conferred on those who successfully passed through
some examinations and tests.
In many countries, probably also in your own, there are some organizations of occult character, which are not openly known, but which may
develop certain activity, according to their classification.
But initiation may also be reached in another way. It is-'Self-initiation',
to which, in true occult circles, much more importance is attached than to
any ceremonial activities. This idea is often encountered in the East,
especially among the great Eastern Saints or Sages, who unanimously
state, that the true 'Guru' (initiating Mastcr) is actually inside man, that
is, it is his own true Self or Spirit ('Is it not written in your law: I said you
are gods?' Christ said).
Thesc matters have bccn given in detail in my previous books (see the
'Mystic Trilogy' consisting of three books: In Days of Great Peace,
Concentration and Samahdi-the Superconscio~rsnessof the Future.
The initiations which are treated of in the Tarot belong mostly to the
first mentioned group, that is they are in time and space and connected
with certain outer forms.
But to return to our previous theme:
(i) In the phjlsical Initiation we have three elements:
(a) Mental or dogmatic part taken from somc writtcn sourccs or given
orally as initiatory formulas.
(b) Astral, a fluidic, magnetic influence exerted on the candidate by the
initiating person, to which action some symbolism is often added.
(c) Physical, a combination of certain actions in the physical world, as
its ceremonial part.
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(ii) The seconddegree places before the pupil knowledge of the astral plane,
and allows him to form a right judgement about that plane without
abandoning the physical body. To this belongs psychurgy and Ceremonial
Magic, which teach man to act in the astral plane.
(iii) The third degree (mental) introduces the candidate for Initiation to a
higher degree, into the realm of Universal Love by way of Ethical Hermetism.
All of these three degrees can be reached without the participation of the
incarnate initiator. Therefore it seems to be enough to have a certain
spiritual and ethical development (which usually depends upon the number
of former incarnations of the person concerned) and to add some astral
protection theoretically known long ago. It is not necessary to underline
the need for an inflexible and steady desire to be initiated.
From the aforesaid we can see, that under these conditions there is no
need for the presence of any man apart from the candidate himself; but
in the higher degrees it may be different. Anyway, the element of the astral
and fluidic action of the initiating person upon the candidate means the
process of the will of the Master, influencing the astral body of the one to be
initiated, arousing changes in it which will be useful for self-initiation.
These changes will also help in acquiring some degree of intuition and
activity of the important binary, neutralized by the spiritual harmotzy.
It is hard to speak at this point about the ceremonies and symbolical
rituals accompanying the ceremony of initiation, as they vary in every
school in the inner currents flowing through them, in the different sorts of
tradition, the nature of the school and even the personal characteristics of
the initiating Masters.

amount of literature throughout the world. Before his departure he told
us that he would not go away from us. He al\o stated that: 'All Masters
are one' thereby emphasizing the fact of the O N E T R U E I N I T I A TION.
In any case, apart from these great Masters I have just mentioned, there
arc others who perform their duties of assisting those who are ripe for
discipleship, being personifications of the W O K L D ' S A S T R A L M A N .
as Hermetism tells us.
There is no reason to speak about the rituals of Initiation on this level,
for it would be useless for a lay reader, and unnecessary for an ifiitiate.
From my point of view it is always the forenzost duty of a writer to give his
readers and students something which they can u\e for their profil, and
not only for thc shccr satisfaction of curiosity, later leading to an abandonment of the whole subject.
As we may see, the astral exteriorization in occultism is a very important
matter; but things are otherwise on the purely spiritual paths, where methods and standards are of quite a different shape. These two things should
never be confused.
So, in the old true Rosicrucianism. so-called 'test exteriorizations' were
practised in the company of more advanced members, those, as they said,
'MJIZOhad already passed through the gates B E F O R E the neophj~te'.This
was partially symholi/ed in the initiation into the 18th Scotch Degree,
and ideologically lndicatcd in Christian Baptism. Thisfrrst exteriorization
must take place between the thlrd (highest) degree of the physical cycle of
Initiation, and thefirst nstral (lower) degree of the following higher cycle.
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(2) The Initiation of the second cycle may be called an astral one, for the
essential thing in it is the necessity for the initiated person to learn to use the
exteriorization of the astrosome, and i n this way to enter into contact with
the Teacher or Teachers.
The initiatory Master with whom the neophyte now enters into close
relations, can also be a man who exteriori~eshimself into the higher worlds,
or a two-plane human being, that is an elementar of a sublime type, who
was a great Initiate when still on the Earth.
These relationships now being beyond the three dimensions of space do
not require any physical contact between the Master and disciple. This is
very well known to all true occultists. The Master, when departing from
the physical plane, does not leave his pupils as orphans, just as the Master
of Masters (Christ) clearly told His disciples before fulfilling His Sacrifice
and Redemption.
LESSON

30

To those who are interested in the Great Beings-so far advanced in
evolution that sometimes they seem to be only a myth-I can recommend
the study of the life and teachings of the contemporary Master-the
Great Indian Rishi Ramana, about whom there is already quite a sizeable
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(3) The next higher cycle is the mentalone. For an initiate it may very simply
be explained as: M A N ' S A C C E S S T O T H A T C U R R E N T O F
I D E A S W H I C H IS R E L A T E D T O T H E T Y P E O F M O N A D
T O WHICH H E BELONGS.
There is now no personality of the initiatory Master, who performs the
act of Initiation itself. Here, in this sublime degree of evolution, T H E
W O R L D ' S M A N , T H E ARCHETYPEsimplyacccptsintohis'body'
the cell, which has rightly belonged to him since the beginning of time, the
cell, which has purified itself from the dishonourable downfall and has
returned to its place with the wixdot~l,acquired in its eons of wandering.
This is the teaching of Hermetic philosophy. as a basis for the initiation of
the White Race on this earth. Others have different conceptions, which do
not belong to the main theme of this book. I would only like to repeat the
words of the great Teachcr: ' I N M Y F A T H E R ' S H O U S E T H E R E
ARE MANY MANSIONS.'
Of course, in the case of mental Initirlrion there is no question about the
ritual and contents or the performance of it. Thc very prescnce of this lliglz
Initiation is due to the process of the Archetype's emanations, leading to the
existence of the Collective 1Jniversnl 1bfan in his primary purity. It is
accepted, that for this typc of Initiation, man comes already exteriorized
in his mental body, that is in that subtle, ethereal cloud of the spiritual
monad (Atman) which is always present, but which was less manifested in
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the involutionary and early evolutionary eons of existence of Man. Anyway,
it is hard to deliberate about things which are actually on quite a different
level of consciousness, and beyond speech and thought.
As the process of the Rosicrucian 'astral baptism' was inserted between
the junior degree of the astral cycle of initiation, so the phase of the socalled Rosicrucian Reintegration was placed between thc senior degree of
the astral cycle and the junior one of the mental initiation.
The Reintegrated Brothers of the Rosa-Crux were called elementars,
who perhaps still retained their middle astral sheath (cloud), but who could
separate from it, just as incarnate men can exteriorize themselves in their
astral bodies.
The Reintegrated One puts his middle astral body to sleep, that is he
wilfully declines all energetic manifestations, and limits his activity merely
to the mental ones, which were appropriate to the cell of Adam prior to
its descent into matter. Such action is analogous to astral exteriorization,
in which we refrain from all sensual impressions in order to throw off the
slavery of time and three-dimensional space.
Nevertheless, it is possible to use exteriorization for operations on the
physical plane by means of mediumship, that is the borrowing of the
necessary elements from other organisms, and even from astral (lower)
forms. This process, in Hermetism, is termed 'vampirization' of surroundings and living bodies. Of course, we should not associate it with those
tales about 'vampires' or 'Draculas', although they are not so entirely
groundless.
The gross superstitions of some savage races, with their repulsive use of
dead (sometimes even still living) bodies for their weird rituals, dictated by
witch doctors, are also not entirely taken from the otherwise limited minds
of primitive people. There is some grim truth-a relative one, of coursebehind these 'superstitions'. When, in the Thirteenth Arcanum, we will
analyse death and its complicated processes connected with the corpse,
astral counterparts, and so on, we may see something which at present
escapes our attention.

VIII, IX, XV). Now we are calling it by the Sanskrit term-Samadhi, as it
is comfortable to be able to enclose such a large conception in one short
word. This Samadhi may endure not only for a few moments, but for hours
and more. And still it is not the highest, because it is connected with
catalepsy of the body, with which Hermetists also agree. Beyond it lies the
supreme and possible state of human consciousness, called the 'perennial
formless Samadhi', where there is no rigidity or impediment of the physical
body, and everything is as normal as if the man were not engaged in the
highest flight to the Source of all life and consciousness.
And this is just the quality which only a Mastcr can posscss, a Mastcr,
who has a definite n~issionnot only for his own Egregor or 'Chain', but for
all humanity. They art: rare, it is true, and usually come at intervals of more
than a thousand ycars; but the rcsults of their coming are epoch-wide, for
then humanity's life is directed into new channels.
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One who is Reintegrated can use his mental exteriorization in order to
create some evolutionary forms outside of his normal activities in the middle
astral. For example, to finish the initiation of an astral 'Chain', different
from his own egregoric environment.
NOWcomes the question: is it possible for an incarnate man to be initiated in the mental plane? Here lies a considerable difference between the
Western and Eastern traditions. In Hermetism it is recognized, that only
the highest adepts can enjoy the infinite bliss of mental exteriorization, and,
what is most questionable, that this 'ecstasy' can last only for a few
moments.
Whoever can perform it is a Teacher, who all initiated occultists recognize as a Master, a Messenger from the highest plane. They are right up
to a point, but Truth itself is much broader and wider.
The superphysical and super-astral ecstasy is well known by the true
Indian yogis and great Christian Saints (see Concentration Chapters
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On the next point of the highest Initiation the West and East are in
accord. Both Traditions say, that the perfect Master, taking his ultimate
Initiation, does this H I M S E L F , and everything forthcomes of itself.
There is no longer an initiated pentagram, as the personality and individuality disappeared long ago, before the man became ripe for the final step. Here
there is no longer any trace of desire or striving after something: the drop
falls into the Ocean, and cannot be found again separated from the
Whole.
In the astralinitiation the pentagram can and does require that initiation.
Here the will of the Initiatory Principle must yield to that of the initiated
one.
It is different in the physical initiation. In this the teacher's work is made
more arduous, because of dificulties connected with true cognition of the
pupil's nature. The meeting with the disciple takes place gradually, and not
at his first request. It is important that the initiative for initiation comes
from the Teacher. The agreement or otherwise from the side of the disciple
is a good controlling test for the Teacher.
When the candidate commits serious errors and risks doing harm to
others if given superior powers by initiation, the Teacher might suggest
refusal (on the part of the pupil) to accept initiation, and by so doing spares
the disciple many dangers, and a stain on the karma of the Teacher. Of
course, all of this does not apply to the higher initiations.
Now, a few more words about the physical cycle of initiation. In the
astral initiation things are different because of the presence in it of an
idea of Reintegration. However, it is not too hard to imagine, that there
may be some periods of time-sometitnes even whole epochs-when,
because of the unpopularity of occult knowledge, or because of the activity
of anti-initiating currents (materialistic and agnostic epochs), the four
Hermetic virtues (symbolized in previous lessons as the 'four holy animals')
may not be sufficient for reaching even the junior astral degrees.
Some would say: 'Little trouble, the epoch will pass and the initiates will
appear again.' True but the rejection of occultism for the length of the
whole epoch, connected with the forgetting of the symbols and primary
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methods of occult education, will strongly hamper the work of new initiates,
as well as their influence on an utterly agnostic soclety.
But, when the Great Tradition's Chain does not break. and still exists
even though only in the physical realm, then we always have a group of the
'Guardians o f the Tradition', so-called 'archivists' or faithful chroniclers
of the history of esoterism. And these people are very important, in spite of
the fact that usually they are not any active or highly-initiated occultists;
but by their toil the Tradition exists and can always be revived when some
able and devoted souls again come to this Earth.
In the second half of the eighteenth century a new current arose called
Martinism after its founder-Martines de Pasqualis; but this name was
later more glorified because of the work of Louis Claude de St Martin, a
disciple of de Pasqualis.
The original school of Pasqualis was a strong magic Chain of modernized
Rosicrucianism (see Elcventh Arcanum), but St Martin did an unusual thing:
he tried to found a kind of 'free initiation', allowing for the transmission
of the three elements (mental, astral and physical) of the physical cycle
without the intermediary of the existing lodges, brotherhoods and other
kinds of masonic units.
In the Initiation of St Martin, there was only one degree: S:. 1:.
(Superieur Inconnu, Unknown Superior) given to enlightened people of
the intellectual type. Claude de St Martin divided humanity into four
types.
(1) L'Hornrne du Torrent: Man of the Torrent. Men without will-power and
of little individuality, who follow the way of life in a given epoch without
bothering about anything except their elementary needs.
(2) L'Homrne de Dgsir: Man of Desire. These are consciously and ardently
seeking perfection and absolute Truth on the way of contemplation, entering their own hearts and learning the sources of the Tradition.
(3) Le Nouvel Hornrne: the New Man. Men who have reached a certain
degree of astral development and who, in their judgements about neighbours and themselves, do not commit those errors which the Men of Desire
are capable of making.
(4) L'Homrne Esprit: Man-Spirit. This last category, according to St
Martin's theory concerns men who are utterly separated from all interests
and troubles, as well as attachments of the physical plane. By this fact
they are free from the slavery of the animistic nature, and on the other hand,
from imperfect knowledge about their high origin in the sphere of Emanated Life.
It is easy to see, that, according to our Hermetic terminology, the
'Man of Desire' belongs to the initiate of the lower degree in the physical
cycle (1).
The 'New Man' acquainted with the astral, belongs to the second degree
of the same cycle (2).
The 'Man-Spirit' corresponds to the third degree because he has passed
through the elementary Hermetic training (3).
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Another triple analysis of the Ninth Arcanum takes the form:
N7c read it as Initiation (9) lcads to the Great Ai-curlurn (its mental part
astral 2
elementary 4). But what is still more interesting for the
is 3
analytic mind of an occultist is the fact that a certain transformation of
this equation will bring us to thc general picture for the method of se5finitiation.

+

+

Written thus the figure 2 gives the idea of polarity connected with that of
attraction, magnetism. Therefore, the advice that comes F I R S T is magnetize your worldly surroundings by your strong desire and ardent prayer.
Briefly. by adopting the attitude of a true Man of Dcsirc. you will attract
to yourself individualized elements of those surroundings which will
help you in your first initiation.
Those who are greater than you will become your protectors, while
those of lesser value will be a field of activitv for vour assimilation.
The jgurr 3 symbolizes the balanced ternary, androgynous in its components, but capable of manifesting itsclf in the active redlni as well as in
the passive. It will show you the necessity of concentratton (condensation)
of all that you learned and assimilated. This is the work which regulates
the growth and cutting off of potential activities and the passivity of your
individuality, or rather, its astrosome, in order to reach a state of full
harmony.
Figure 4 is the symbol for the elementary R O T A , the sign o f adaptation
on the physical plane. It is the outcome of the fruitful activity of an adept,
who has been able to evolve enough by deep introspection and training of
his own personality. It is similar to the 'travel for the widening of the
Light' in the master's ritual in Masonry, which likens the master to the
rising Sun, its culmination and the following of its path belou the horizon,
so as to begin a new cycle of movement the next day, a new four phase
daily R O T A .
This '4' is a hint on the phase of development of emanation until the
degree of Teacher is reached.
We will not continue with the arithmological analysis of this arcanurn,
leaving further combinations to thc student, which will not bc too hard to
solve if he has followed those given in this lesson.

The rich symbolism of the Ninth Arcanum's card cotnpels us to return to it
again.
The L A M P of the Hermit is called the L I G H T O F H E R M E S
T R I S M E G I S T U S , for Hermes is the personification of the magnificent
system of metaphysical wisdom, astral abilities and knowledge of the
physical plane which once flourished in the ancient Egyptian Temples of
Initiation.
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The necessity of that L A M P for an initiate tells us:

(I) Do not despise the knowledge of the physical plane.

(2) Learn dillgently about the astral plane.
(3) Raise the consciousness thus gained into the snowy mounts of the
transcendental and transcendent mind. Learn abstruse thinking and the
stopping of all thinking at will. This is the target and the peak.
You are a three-plane being, so learn in all threeplanes! That is what the
three lights of the Hermetic Lamp reveal to us.
The C O A T which insulates the Hermit from the troubles of the outer
world is called the cloak of Apollonius of Tyana, the famous Master of
the Alcxandrian School. It is the symbol of Self-Knowledge of the Monad
(Supreme Self, Spirit, Atman); self-assertion in the astral and solitude in
the illusory, physical world.
To know orirselves in the mental plane means to cognize clearly our role
as cells of the mind of the Collective, Universal Man, with all the multicolours of that role.
The astral selJlassertion-a typical way of development of Apollonius
of Tyana-is an intense diving into the properties of our own astrosome;
its severe analysis; the classification of its means and powers, of the sense
of orientation of its magnetic centres, and finally, its synthesis, but in a new
and perfected form.
Biographers of this great occult master refer too superficially about his
alleged contemplations of his navel, and the wrapping of his body in a
coat of wool (insulation). This famous magician, who performed 'miracles'
in some degree similar t o those ascribed to Christ, was a unique figure in
his own time. Our contemporary Hermetic masters always bow their heads
before his authority.
The solitude is worthy of our special attention. It is not any physical
seclusion or cumbersome behaviour. To rest in inner solitude means to
possess the ability to work and meditate, independently of the presence of
the energetic influences of othcr human pentagrams. One can be alonein the true sense of the word-in the most troublesome of crowds. The
contemporary Great Spiritual M u t e r and unequalled authority since
Sankaracharya-Ramana Maharshi, points out, that 'it makes no difference
to a man who possesses the power of solitude, whether he is in a noisy
London flat, or in the quiet of an Indian Ashram'.
Hermetic Tradition recommends that beginners-who are making a
serious attempt at the way t o Reintegration-make use of thc Hermit's
way of life. This evidently has both its good and bad sides.
The good ones are: that in the mental plane, prayer may become easier,
while in the astral one gets an opportunity to clcansc it by means of a long
silence (oce of the conditions of the old Pythagorean School). On the
physical plane it shortens the loss of time, unavoidable in 'normal' life
under worldly conditions. So much Tradition tells us.
The evil aspects of a lonely anchorite's life are considered to be: on the
mental plane, difficulty of gaining quick information about the progress of
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others in the metaphysical realm. In the astral, a certain lack of support
from workers of the evolutionary type similar to oneself. This increases
the dangers-in our moments of passivity-of falling under the spell of the
so-called astral world, which brings bad clichks to us.
On the physical plane, the results of these evil influences may often be
materialbed in the form of sexual transgressions, inflicted on a lonely but
not too experienced hermit. We call thcsc phcnomena incubi and succubi
(the student will do well to read the famous book Thais by Anatole France).
Incubi and succubi were often the cause of the break-downs. with all
their tragic consequences, of many otherwise, very sincere and ablc hermits
and occultists.
The thing being, that elementars, and also exteriorized witch-doctors or
black magicians, are able, after obtaining a mediumistic loan from the
anchorite himself or the organic world surrounding him, to materialize
themsleves in a sufficiently condensed form to induce the hermit to enter
into sexual relations with the astral being, disguised as a female (if the
hermit is a male) and then known as a 'succubus', or as a male, in the case
of a nun, then appearing as an 'incubus'. The illusions may be so perfect,
and the ruses used by the dark entities so crafty, that the tempted ones are
often deceived and fall victims of them.
Incubi and succubi, of course, bring great harm, and especially in the
following ways:
(1) By the physical weakening of their victim. We know about some authentic descriptions of unspeakable debaucheries performed by these demons
with loncly men and women, hardly compared with normal sexuality.

(2) The victimizcd onc, if unable to resist, loses faith in him or herself and
begins to consider that he or she is a hopeless sinner, which is understandable after we read the second sentence of ( I ) above.

(3) They incite men and women to create larvas by their own will, which
cause trouble even in the abscncc of a rcal attack by incubi or succubi.
There are efforts to neutralize the binary: anchorite's life-worldly life,
by retaining the best from both sides and removing the evil. A fairly good
solution can be found in the common life of a monastery or convent. These
institutions vary much, depending upon their particular constitution and
of the rules which dominate their lives, and also they differ in different
epochs.
The W A L K I N G S T I C K of the old man is a symbol of his carefulness
and needs n o further explanation.
To finish with the Ninth Arcanum, it may be useful to summarize briefly
the preparatory programmes for initiation and efforts on the part of the
aspirant as prescribed by Hermetic Tradition, for the task of self-initiation.
Nine cycles can be mentioned. and the student should realize that these
are worked in parallel rather than in sequence.
(1) To remove every form of physical cowardice from yourself.
(2) To remove all kinds of indecision.
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(3) To remove all retrospective regrets and lamentation5 about deeds and
events, which cannot be altcrcd any more.
(4) TO fight, as far as it is possible, against supcrstition.
(5) To fight, as far as it is possible, against prejudice.
(6) To fight, as far as it is possible, against conditions.
Primar
Evolut i d r i a n g l e

(7) To achieve full pl~ysicalorder in yourself, and to support your health
for as long as it is possible. Nothing should be neglected.
(8) To reach an equally good astral order in yourself. This means striving
for the already mentioned spiritual harmony, and outwardly an exact
classification and knowledge of astral beings and their manifestations.
(9) To organize mental order in yourself as well, which means, clarity and
absolutism of metaphysical contemplation and full consciousness of your
emanative originfrorn the Archetype. I would like to call the attention of the
student especially to deep meditation on this theme.
The pentacle of the Ninth Arcanum can be realized according to the
equation : 9 = 3 t 6. Then we can bring it to the imagination of the upper
part of that which we call the 'Great Arcanum'. Another interesting form
of the pentacle will be as giwn in Fig. 28.
This configuration gives us nine points, of ~ h i c hthe first three points
form the evolutionary triangle. The two reflections of these points represent
the involutionary types (lower Yix points). This is nothing less than the idea
of thc lower plancs originating from the uppcr one.

Fig. 28 Evolutionary Triangles

In Eastern philosophy the Ninth Arcanum corresponds to Jnana Yoga,
or the Yoga of Wisdom. It is one of the less abused and misintcrprcted of
the Indian secret paths, and at the same time, the less dangerous. Whoever
of my readers wishes to know more about yogas from a dependable and
authoritative source, will do best to turn his attention to the writings of
Ramacharaka (the serics of books on yogas). There he will find a comprehensive and reliable expounding not devoid of spiritual flights, but minus
all cumbersome theories and unreayonable expositions.
Eastern rules which are obligatory for all followcrs of Yoga are somewhat more developed in their details. In general, Hindu sacred books
recommend two definite preparatory paths, which must be observed by
every aspirant, as otherwise the practical exercises may bccome dangcrous
for the disciple as well as for his environment. Therefore I feel myself
obliged to give the student an opportunity to look at these two systems,
created by our Eastern brethren in the for111 of separate series.
FIRST SERIES
(1) A H I M S A : which is the non-causing of any pain to any living being,
either by thought, word or deed.
(2) SATYA : always to speak the truth, by intcllcct, word or gesture.
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(3) A S T E Y A : indifference or lack of desire to possess anything, by
intellect, thought, word or deed.
(4) B R A H M A C H A R Y A : chastity of body, words and thoughts.
(5) D A Y A : the practising of goodness towards all creatures, even
towards demons.

(6) A R D J A V A : the inner equality of mind and feelings when performing all ordered activities, and abstention from all forbidden actions.

(7) K S H A M A : a virtue which permits the supporting of all pleasant
and unpleasant things with patience.
(8) D H R I T I : the preservation of a firm resolution, in disaster equally as
well as in happiness.

(9) M I T H A A R A : right feeding, the acceptance of meals only to one
quarter of the stomach's capacity.
(10) S A N C H A : purification of the body through religious rituals and
purification of the heart through discrimination between the
absolute and relative.
SECOND SERIES
(a) T A P A S : moderate physical penance.
(b) S A N T O S H A : being satisfied with everything and to have recognition to God for everything.
(c) A S T I K E Y A : adaptation of the Vedantic Doctrine to things that are
due and those that are not due.
(d) D H A N A : charity given to worthy persons.
(e) I S H W A R A - P U J A : cult of the Lord according to ritual.

(f) S I D D H A N A N T A - S R A V A N A : knowledge of religious philosophy.
(g) K R I T I : shame for the errors committed in religious or worldly
affairs.
(h) M A T H I : always following the prescriptions of the sacred books

with faith and love.
(i) J A P A : repetition of daily prayers or sacred syllables.
Cj) V R A T A : abstention from all deeds prohibited by religious rules.
In the highest schools of Yoga it is recognized, that only by the fulfilment of these two series of preparations can the pupil approach the
realization of the yogic paths. It is the doctrine of the ancient Indian Rishis,
which nowadays is almost forgotten and seldom followed. The greatest
harm arose when Indian occult philosophy began to spread in the West,
and was often misinterpreted by unqualified writers, who did not place
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any attention on the necessary preparation, as given in these two classical
series of rules.
As a result, innumerable readers began to consider themselves as
aspirants of Yoga, although they had none of the essential knowledge of
the subject, or the necessary qualities of mind and heart, which could
safeguard them from the dangers of that occult path.
If we look around, we only have to recognize the sad fact, that with the
enormous spread of yogic books there goes an enormous increase in the
numbers of people, who are convinced that they are rightful successors
of the yogic traditions, despite the fact, that they are still actually the
same weaklings as their neighbours, who are unacquainted with any initiatory theories.
Finally, if you attentively study the lives and tradition of the Christian
Saints, as well as the theological books on the two great churches (Catholic
and Orthodox), you will make the discovery, that their prescriptions and
rules are essentially the same as the two yogic series just given, merely
expressed in somewhat different words.
So, the figure of the Ninth Arcanum is a universal one for the East and
West alike.
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THE Hcbrew letter corresponding to the Tenth Arcanun~is (Yod), its
numerical value being 10. Astrologically it belongs to the sign of the Virgin.
The hieroglyph is a man's forelinger. This finger is the means for an imperative movement. If wc identify the Inan as a microcosm (according to
our Hermetic Tradition), or as a closed system, then the imperative gesture
of the forefinger will be seen as an outward manifestation of that system.
The whole of the Tenth hrcanum has this meaning, stressing the active
power of Man-microcosm.
The picture for this arcanum is called 'the Sphinx', or R O T A F O R T U N A E (the Wheel of Fortune). In its upper part we see a Sphinx arnred
with a sword, atoning on an immovable platform. Under thc platform of
the Sphinx is a wheel, the visible spokes of which are formed by two perpendicular lines and two others, one of them ending in a double caduceus.
On the hub of the great whecl thcrc is the Hexagram of Solomon (his seal).
On the wheel itself there are two inscriptions, the Great Tetragram (YodHC-Vau-He) and R O T A , so that one word is interwoven with the other;
both should be read from right to left. In the course of its rotation the wheel
draws up to the Sphinx on the right side, the figure of Cynocephal-Mermanubis with a triple caduceus in his right hand, while from the left side
the same wheel casts down the body of the crocodile Typhone, with its
human head and a trident in its left paw.
In the upper left corner of the picture we see an angel holding an open
book, on the right side and opposite to him, there is an eagle also with a
book in its claws. There are two winged animals beneath the whccl, each
having books similar to the other symbols just mentioned.
What does this whole configuration give to u s ? Undoubtedly it is a
closed and finished system, which has been subjected to the inner processes.
Its crown is the invariable method of the Sphinx T O D A R E , T O K E E P
S I L E N T , T O K N O W , T O W I L L , all of which lead to the perfecting
of the astrosome. The \I-hole mill (the wheel) dominated by the platform
of this method, pulls some up (as Hermanubis), but a t the same time it
precipitates the fall of others (Typhone). Striving upwards, the elements
from under the sign of A Z O T H , that great solvent, still retain the dog's
heads on thcir shoulders, symbol of their former, much more imperfect
state, the traces of former impulsiveness, darkness and evil instincts.
Those who have fallen from above, are armed with the fatal system which
proclaims the non-neutralizeti binaries, and still retain some traces of their
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former greatness in the unexpected for111of the human head on a crocodile's
body, the last virtues still remaining despite thcir fall.
This is the complicated picture of the Tenth Arcanum.
The Mill of Transformations, enlightened by something Higher, something implacable which pulls and kneads us, in a painful process, in order
'to prepare a better dough for the future bread'.
In the picture we see only the astral sphere, but our imagination should
also add the mental and physical ones. The latter is clearly symbolized by
the angel with the book (mental), eagle (astral) and the physical binary of
two animals below the wheel, which still have wings, to show that they too
may be able to fly higher than their present position at the foot of the
whole construction of the arcanum.
The student must realize here, that aN the writer can do with the aid of
human language, is to give ideas in the form of symbois. Their cryptic
language should be read and understood by you personally, according to
the old and ever true occult rule : Truth must be L I V E D , and not looked
upon as something apart from us, for we will N E V E R approach it if we
have such a wrong attitude. So it is with the Tarot. Some will find in it an
inexhaustible source of inspiration and knowledge, while others, whose
minds are still unripe for abstrusely imaginative and creative thinking, may
only shrug their shoulders in a sign of disapproval. Hermetism is not for
everyone, as is the case with every philosophical system. Everything depends
upon the particular region of the mental realm in which you are living in
this incarnation.

MATTER. Now meditate about this mysterious 'axle' of the 'visible
and sensible' world, and merge into the illimitable P E A C E O F R E A L I Z ATION.
The third title of the arcanum will be ' F O R T U NA' (Fortune).
In other courses of occultism we may also meet with other titles, such
as 'Regnum Dei' (Kingdom of God) and 'Ordo' (Order). These give us the
same ideas, considered from slightly differently coloured mental attitudes,
but less defined. The conception of the Kingdom of God in any realm of
manifestation means the acceptance of the existence of harmony and good
functioning in time and space.
So, the Kingdom of God for any of the innumerable planets will be the
epoch when they flourish supremely in the foregoing sense. I leave it to the
student to guess the answer to the question: how will things be with our
own little speck in the universe-the Earth?
For an individual, the Kingdom of God will be his period of deepest
inner harmony and cohesion of his impressions and manifestations. Of
course, we should mention that the period of the Kingdom of God for the
whole organism does not always coincide with that of its separate organs.
For example, the moment of the coming of that Kingdom for, say, Mars,
may be different from that of the other parts of the solar system.
F A I T H I N T H E K I N G D O M O F G O D MAY BE CONS I D E R E D AS T H E REFLECTION O F T H E L A W (TESTAMENT) I N T H E M I R R O R O F HOPE.
Latin ' O R D O ' means 'order'; but in the realm of occultism, the
Kabbalah is the highest synthesis of all orders in all astral manifestations,
accessible to our conceptions. So our own title of the Tenth Arcanum does
not differ essentially from the other variations of occult tradition.
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Coming back to the arcanum we can say, that with the idea of the
Archetype and his higher influxes is also connected the idea of the Law.
So the first title of the Tenth Arcanurn is 'Testament'. In it are flowing all
mental principles and currents. In the midst of our own humanity, in the
realm of its manifestations, we have the Wheel of the Tarot, leading to
what our race calls the 'Kabbalah': that which is the criterion and tool for
the analysis of astral forms. D o not connect the word 'Kabbalah' with the
Jews as a nation. Under present conditions it would be utterly wrong.
The Kabbalah belongs to everyone who is able to learn and use it, no
matter to which 'nation' he actually belongs. The symbolic alphabet
(Hebrew) was chosen only because of its qualities so superbly adaptable to
the ancient Egyptian occult wisdom. When I had to study that language
in order to be in a position to go deeper into the Kabbalah, my teacher-a
last-year university student in Hebrew-remarked, when by chance he saw
my use of his language, that he knew little about such an interpretation
of the letters and their related numbers.
The sccond title (astral) of the Tenth Arcanum will therefore be 'the
Kabbalah' (Latin : Quabbalah).
On the plane of Nature we have to do with the pitiless Wheel of Fortune,
otherwise called 'the World's Mill'. This wheel grinds everything, assimilates everything, and prepares everything. It raises one thing, and lowers
another, as a true R O T A , leaving nothing immovable, except its A X L E
which bears thc name of: the Possibility of the existence of illusion, which is
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We now have to pass to arithmological analysis of the arcanum.
Equation No. 40:

10 - 1

+9

The O N E does not manifest itself in one, but in nine clichCs, reflections
or refractions, having a cohesive character. In other words, we cognize the
objects with the intermediary of their nine attributes.
Equation No. 41:

10 = 9

+1

These nine attributes are realized in one synthetic tenth manifestation,
playing the role of a seed or grain of a real object.
Both theses so obtained, can be expressed by the following formula:
T H E ESSENCE (OR BEING) O F T H E OBJECT IS H I D D E N
B E H I N D T H E VEIL O F I T S A T T R I B U T E S , A N D T H E S E
ATTRIBUTES D O NOT E M E R G E F R O M THEMSELVES,
BUT FROM THE CONCRETE THING.
Now we will develop these theses into a pattern, transmitted to us by
the Occult Tradition of the White Race.
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S Y S T E M O F S E P H I R O T H (Fig. 29)
According to the triple L A W , the Essence of an object manifests itself
primarily as the Ternary of the Great Arcanum's type.
In occult philosophy, and especially in that of Hermetism, the foremost
thing is to be able to find the true essence or core of B E I N G in everything
with which we come into contact. Of course, it needs immense effort and
toil, but it is just what was done and what is being done by the leading
occultists of all eras. Does it pay them? If my personal opinion-as that
of a man who in this eooch has been connected with manv forms of the
'hidden wisdom' as occultism is sometimes called-has any meaning for my
readers, then it will be an absolute and unconditional Y E S !
The first manifestation (in everything) will have, just like the object
itself, a neutral, androgynous character. The second will be active, the
third passive, according to the formula: ;-I 9 (Yod-HC) now well known to
US.

This high Ternary will be T W I C E reflected as ternaries of the pattern of
the descending triangle. The whole system of these reflections manifests
itself as a concrete one, which we will call 'the tenfold manifestation' of the
essence of a thing (see Fig. 29). It possesses, of course, the attribute of
androgyneity on the ground of its synthetic origin.
These ten numbered manifestations are called the S E P H I R O T H
(which is the plural form of S E P H I R A ) of things. This word can be
translated from the Hebrew as 'numerical, radiant or visible'. In this way
the resu!ts are, that every thing or object (no matter what kind it may be)
allows us to summarize the ten manifestations, or that every thing radiates
ten aspects of itself, just like a lantern with a light in its centre, which has
ten glass panels each o f a different colour. if you accept this simile about the
Sephiroih, you may not have any difficulties later, when we will make
an analysis of a more complicated kind.
The ten Sephiroth create a family. In it the Kabbalah discriminates
between:
(I) The Upper Androgyne (1) or Macroprozopos.
(11) Father (2).
(111) Mother (3).
(IV) Their Child represented by the cohesion of the six Sephiroth (4).
( 5 ) , (6), (7), (8), (9) Possess androgyneity and are called Microprozopos.
The sixth Sephira is the centre of functional activity of the Microprozopos
and the ninth Sephira is the organ of his activity.

(V) The spouse or bride of the Microprozopos, that is the tenth Sephira.

n
Fig. 29 The Srphiroth

The Jewish Kabbalists penetrated only to the F I R S T F A M I L Y of
the Sephirothic system of the universe, considering it as the manifestation
of an Inaccessible Essence, called by them A I N - S 0 P H (literally-inaccessible). They did not allow for any analysis of Ain-Soph.
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Rosicrucians mentioned not only the first Sephiroth of the universe, but
also members of the Family, located, by them, between Ain-Soph and the
Sephiroth. They recognized, that the Inaccessible, Znjinitely Homogenous,
Infinitely Harmonious, All-Contented B E G I N N I N G manifests itself
actively, or we may say, wants to reveal Itself through a certain Y O D ,
that is that which we call Transcendental Love. This will be the F A T H E R
of the F I R S T F A M I L Y .
This Father by his tendency which has the character of radiation, will
determine the existence of a certain Passivity, which opposes his activity.
This passive element will become the First He of the F I R S T F A M I L Y ,
that which we call T R A N S C E N D E N T A L L I F E .
This element, contrasting to the radiant Y O D , must have something
like a shadowy character. It is something darkened, ready to receive in
itself the radiant influx of the Inaccessible. From this comes its Latin
name-RES T R I C T I 0 a shadowy limitation in the orb of Infinite Light.
So the T R A N S C E N D E N T A L L O V E (the First Father) fecundates
the T R A N S C E N D E N T A L L I F E (the First Mother). These mystical
Persons give birth to the LOGOS-the
TRANSCENDENTAL
WORD, the Great Architect of the universe.
The Logos emanates the Second HC of the F I R S T F A M I L Y , manifesting itself by the ten Sephiroth, through the first of them, or Macroprozopos of the universe, called the C R O W N - S E P H I R A or Kether.
Later come the remaining nine Sephiroth of the S E C O N D F A M I L Y in
the pattern of the so-called F O U R W O R L D S . As we may see, the
world of emanations-OLAM
H A A Z I L U T H includes in itself the
Androgynous Crown (Macroprozopos) manifesting itself, as suited to a
balanced mentality, from one side, by the cohesion of T H A T which can
cognize (Sephira of Wisdom-Chocmah), and on the other side-THAT
which can be the object of cognition (Sephira of the Mind-Binah) which
actually limits the first.
In the W O R L D O F C R E A T I O N - O L A M H A B R I A H we meet
the active Sephira of Grace or Charity (Chesed) appearing as a reflection
of the desire for knowledge, that is of expansion of the second Sephira
(Chocmah) and with the passive Sephira of Severity (Pechad or Geburah),
limiting Charity because of the necessity of objects of the realm of cognition (because of limitations of the Mind).
These Sephiroth are neutralized by the splendour of the radiant Sephira
T I P H ERETH-the World's Harmony, the World's Beauty. And what
in ethics can be more radiant than a full balance of Charity by Severity, of
the Good by Equal Rights? Does not the excess of charity burn us like
fire, compelling us to pray about justice? Does not the excess of severity
deprive an erring member of the Family of Souls of all hope of salvation?
Charity balanced by Severity solves every ethical problem.
In the W O R L D O F FORMS-OLAM H A J E Z I R A H , we see the
victory of the good over evil, of Light over darkness, of active over passive.
It is the active seventh Sephira N E T Z A H , in which abides the Initiate,
faultlessly choosing the direct way in the Sixth Arcanum.
But, active desire in choice of direct paths does not exclude the necessity
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for quiet movement on the way chosen, without any feverish passion for
some new choice. One has to obtain some peace after victory, to await the
crops of the sown Good.
Therefore that strong Sephira Netzah must be limited by the passive one,
that of H O D (Glory or Peace).
This mysterious Sephira (Hod) seems to give us a paradoxical idea: lack
of movement, but presence of life. To walk means to meet new by-paths,
and to live means to move, at least in the limits of our conception on the
material plane; but the Sephira H O D poses us with the problem of
L I F E W I T H O U T M O V E M E N T . Thisis a great mystery, but also the
greatest Truth, perhaps close to the A B S O L U T E T R U T H . Those who
have reached Samadhi know about it, from their own experience: for, it is
just the mystery of the highest E C S T A S Y , of the immovable B E I N G ,
without attributes, needs, desires or dreams (see the Chapter 'On the Ocean'
in the book In Days of Great Peace).
Victory and Glory are neutralized by the androgynous, realized Form,
the Creation of every concrete thing (Fundamentum omnium rerum).
Actually, if a Form has to exist, it must be made; then the Victory must
indicate the choice of the way, in order to hold it (Peace, Glory). I n this last
sentence, the italics mcan Sephiroth.
This is the process of the birth of the ninth Sephira Y E S O D , projecting
itself into the world of 'reality' (OLA M H A A Z I A H ) by the Sephira of
the Kingdom ( M A L K U T H ) , that is the germ of the material world in
which we live.
Figure No. 30 shows the full scheme of the S E C O N D M Y S T I C A L
F A M I L Y . This whole scheme is full of symmetry. Three systems of
projection of Sephiroth are shown in the columns. In the middle or neutral
column, the Breath of the Logos, the Great Crown is projected from the
Name of the Archetype through the principle of Beauty. Beauty reflects
itself in Form, and Form in Matter (Physical).
In the right, male column, Wisdom teaches Charity and prepares the
Victory. In the left, female column, Intelligence teaches Justice and gives
Peace.
Every Sephira of the Second Family in itselfcan be considered as a closed
system, therefore possessing its own Sephirothic manifestations. These
manifestations are analysed again according to the Sephirothic pattern,
and so on. Therefore we can say, that this scheme will serve us further as a
standard pattern of analysis of the elements, which may enter into this
course of esoterism.
But, there is a condition: the student must, here and now, become
acquainted with the Sephiroth, as expounded in this lesson. He must
memorize them firn~ly,their meanings and places in the scheme, and so on.
Only then may he be able to listen successfully to present lessons and follow
them intelligently. This may take him some time, but there is no choice.
Anyway, without knowing the English alphabet you cannot read anything
in that language.
Now I am passing on to the Channels of the Sephirothic System, that is
T H E W A Y S by which it is possible to pass from one Sephira to another.
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There are 22 Channels according to the 22 letters of the Hebrew alphabet.
And there are T W O schemes for these mays as given in Figs. Nus. 31 and32.
These channels show us the so-called D 1A B A T I C processes, which
mean the operations of the complicated passage from one Sephira to
another, with the intermediary of some other Sephiroth. Diabatic processes
may be both ascending and descending. I will give examples of both of
them. The matter is so interesting for a serious and able mind, that later,
the student of himself will probably seek all possible ways t o that passage,
and ncw and fruitful meditations will be born in his mind thus educated
by the Tarot's operations.

E X A lZ1PL E Z (see Fig. 31: the Normal Diabatic Process, or Process of
the Birth of the Universe.
The idea of Knowledge (Crown-Kether) splits itself into the Sephiroth:
(1) desire of cognition (Wisdom-Chocmah) and (2) Sephira of the objects
of that cognition, which are closed and limited for the further building up
of the universe (Intelligence-Mind of things, that is Binah). The way of
the passage was Channels (1) and (4).
Returning through Channel (4) to thc Sephira of Wisdom (Chocmah),
and also passing along Channel (6), we reflect it in the form of Charity
(Chesed) and are immediately compelled to balance it with the Sephira of
Justice (Pcchad), for which Channel (9) servcs.
Then we can give birth to (Channel 12) the Harmony and Beauty
(Tiphereth) of the manifestations in forms. Taste of the absolute Beauty
easily leads us (14) t o Victory through the well-planned choice of forms;
then comes the desire (17) to taste the Glory (Hod) as the fruit of that Victory, which simply means to take a rest, and stop at some definite Forms
(Yesod), which will possibly be provided for us by Channel (20).
Now it remains only for an involutionary process to create the Forms,
as concrete things, going down through Channel (22) Malkuth.

nl3~lu

X Malkuth

(WorldJ

Fig. 31 The Sephiroth and Their Diabatic Processes, SCHEME "A"

EXAMPLE I Z : a Normal Ascending Diabatic Process.
Having learned of concrete matters (Kingdom-Malkuth) man comes to
abide in the Sephira of Forms (Yesod), that is he does not need any
manipulations with concrete things, replacing them with a combination of
forms in his imagination. So he passes along Channel (22); but his forms
need life, need to be manifested in some separate world. So he will enlighten
them with the light of Glory (Hod), passing to the eight Sephira through
Channel (20).
Illumination of these Forms brings the possibility to establish polarities,
Good and Evil, Light and Dark, Fine and Gross, and so on, preparing the
Victory of the seventh Sephira (Netzah) through the passage of Channel
(17).
Victory in the process of establishing polarities, together with right
evaluation of their mutual relations leads through Channel (14) to desire
the creation of Harmony (Tiphereth) in these polarities, which means, of
course, the neutralization of all thc binaries.
An exact knowledge of the binaries will push us through Channel (12)
'G
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to the Sephira of Justice (Pechad). Now, the respect for the positive poles
of the recently acquired Victo$ will induce us to balance Justice (Pechad)
by Charity (Chesed).
But, we have to consider B O T H elements at the same time. This
compels us to return to Channel (9) and to Justice, to realize it as a severe
law of judgement, and to pause, thinking over the question, that the
possibility of a perfect construction of the universe contains in it the full
number of things that are in that universe. This means that we are going
to the Sephira of Intelligence (Binah) through Channel (8).
The question of the objects for cognition, will bring us to deliberation
about the identity, or non-identity of the S U B J E C T I V E A N D O B J E C T I V E W O R L D S . In other words, it will mysteriously lead us through
Channel (4) to the Sephira of the K N O W E R (Chocmah). From here it is
easy to enter into Channel (1) through the creation of the idea of the
process of cognition in general, which appears as the Crown (Kether) of
our mental powers.
Anything higher can only be attempts to receive the E T E R N A L
L I G H T of the First Family's influxes.
E X A M P L E 111: Entering through the Central Channels.
From the concrete form (Malkuth) a scientist goes through Channel
(22) to Forms in general (Yesod), full realization of which can give him an
understanding of Beauty (Tiphereth), even apart from the element of
inspiration. This hard, but possible way is represented by Channel (1 S), the
path of astral power.
Further, comes ascension to the Absolute World of Ideas (Kether)
through Channel (3,
passing through the astral world, which allows him
to catch principles, because of his frequent intercourse with the laws along
this way.
These few examples should be sufficient in order to teach the student
how to analyse other passages through the channels of the sephiroth.
It is hard to imagine something better and more developing for our mental powers than this practice and its meditations. It has always been the
forenlost work of Hermetists and Kabbalists since the earliest days of the
foundation of Western Occult Schools.
LESSON
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We now pass to the unfolding of the closed systems into their Sephirothic
attributes. We will consider four basic examples.
I . Example from the Realm of Theurgy
A theurgic operation consists of what we describe as a sufficiently serious,
well-planned and concise attempt to influence the mental currents of the
universe in its parts, which we call the Archetype. The aim is fuljilrnent or
acceleration of certain astral formations, or physical realizations. Speaking
in simple language, we can say that the spirit of the theurgist enters into
intercourse with the Archetype so as to obtain some astral or material
results with his assistance.
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The most elementary and widely used type of theurgic operation is
P R A Y E R , when duly understood and performed.
Prayers are more or less complicated depending upon the contemplation
of the praying person, and also the object of the prayer.
If the prayer has no definite targetfor realization, but is performed only
to obtain a link with the Archetype, to bring higher influxes into all phases
of life, then it will appear as a direct reflection of the praying person's
contemplation. One can call it a theurgic photograph o t the operating
Microcosm. From this fact we may accept, that the prayer of an occultist,
acquainted with Hermetism and the Kabbalah, will be a kind of closed
system, unfolded according to the Sephiroth of the universe.
We will now analyse the Lord's Prayer (Fig. 33).
First 1 will give the text of it in its classical form, that is in Latin, because
of the necessity of giving absolutely exact terminology.
PATER NOSTER Q U I ES I N COELIS
This is an invocation. It is directed to the O N E , Who is beyond and above
aN the Sephiroth of the Second Family, or simply, to the P E R S O N S O F
T H E F I R S T F A M I L Y . The term itself ' I N C O E L I S ' (in Heaven)
means that H E is above the so-called Horizon Aeternitatis (Horizon of
Eternity).
At the same time we can see that in this sublime I N V O C A T I O N ,
there has been retained the basic thesis of theurgy, which states that
'every prayer is directed lo Ain-Soph, and not to any Sephiroth'. In fact
prayer ascends through the world's Sephiroth. Sometimes it can be fortified
by an appeal to the Assistant Powers, but this only means a blending of
our small rivulet of prayer with the majestic, immense river of theurgic
operations performed by the Blessed O N E . In any case, the water of such
a rivulct always streams to the Infinite Ocean of the Absolute-AINSOPH.
The ultimate meditations of our Eastern brethren directed to the
Supreme Atman-Self,
Nirvana or Parabrahm are identical with our
present example, when understood from the point of view of the great
Western Tradition of Hermes Trismegistus.
S A N C T I F I C E T U R N O M E N T U U M . . . (first r e q u e s t )
This means : 'Thy Crown (Kether) be sanctijied, that is, the Great Arcanum
of Thy Emanation and Manifestation on the metaphysical plane.' In other
words, 'be sanctified' means do not let thc F O R M O F T H E E V O L U T I O N A R Y T R I A N G L E be lost from view of the seeker-mystics.

w a r n T i b i s u n t Regnum, e t P o t e s t a s , e t G l o r i a
p e r Eonas - AMEN
(Malkuth)
Fig. 33 The Lord's Pravcr

A D V E N I A T R E G N U M T U U M (second request)
It signifiesthe coming of the kingdom of Harmony of Forms (Tiphereth)
in the soul of the praying person, and in the astrosome of the whole of the
outer universe surrounding him.
F I A T V O L U N T A S T U A S I C U T I N C O E L O . . . (third request)
Meaning: 'I bow before the Great Sign 3 1 3 9 (Yod-He-Vau-He) of
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the metaphysical world, wishing to take part in it with my own mentality.'
Sephira B I N A H encloses in it the Mind of every Thing subjected to the
Great Law of the Tetragrammaton.

. . . ET

I N T E R R A . (fourth request)
It means : and by the astral application of unchangeable laws and manifestations of the Sephira of Justice (Pechad).
P A N E M N O S T R U M Q U O T I D I A N U M D A NOBIS H O D I E .
(fifth request)
Here 'bread' means the possibility of the formal cognition of life
(and we are told-daily bread). Today's means for the time from the
choice of ways (according to the Sixth Arcanum) to the next similar decision. The request evidently belongs to life in the Sephira of Glory or Peace
(Hod), and to the possibility of taking rest after victory over temptations.
E T D I M I T T E NOBIS D E B I T A N O S T R A . . . (sixth request)
Apply to our personalities the Principle of Thy Expansive Wisdom
(Chocmah). . . .

. . .S I C U T E T NOS D I M I T T I M U S DEBITORIBUS NOSTRIS
(seventh request)
. . . which in our astrosomes will be reflected as the Law of Charity for
our neighbour (Chesed;.

.

ET N E N O S I N D U C A S I N T E N T A T I O N E M . . (eighth
request)
Liberate us from the unsuccessful tests arising from the too frequent use
of the Sixth Arcanum, so dangerous for the results of the incarnation of
the tempted one (Netzah)

0

0

0

\

\

\

\/

And even liberate us from any frequent meetings with negative cliches,
which could attract us to the ways of evil and transgression in the applications of the Sixth Arcanum (Sephira of Forms and Clichts-Yesod).
These nine requests actually end the Lord's Prayer as given in the
Gospels; but the Churches later added a conclusion in the following form :
Q U O N I A M T I B I S U N T R E G N U M E T P O T E N T I A ET
AMEN.
GLORIA P E R EONAS.
We encounter the term 'Eonas' (in English--eons) in the Gnostic
Teachings. There it means the separate cycles of the basic D Y N A M I C
C Y C L E 7 1 7 9 (Yod-H6Vau-HC) which gives us the scheme of everything that has been, and will come into existence. The Gnostic eons are
and -, which
finished individualized systems, polarized in pairs of
multiply themselves according to the Laws: 7 7 3 (Yod-He-Vau) or rather
- 3' - 3 (Yod-Ht -Yod-Hk).
The whole of all the eons taken in this sense is equal to the number of
all planes of the manifested universe.
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. . . S E D L I B E R A NOS A M A L O (ninth request)
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Malkuth
per Eonas
Fig. 33A Conclusion of the Lord's Prayer
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Novi we may be able to Interpret the end of the Lord's Prayer as follows:
'Because Thou art fke prinzary Source of ~rlanifestation~
of the Great Arcanum
in all Cycles of the three planes o f t h c universe.' In the pattern of the Great
Arcanum of Magic as accepted by us. the term 'Kingdom' (Regnum) will
refer to the Elementary R O T A (4), the term 'Power' (Potentia) to the
astral R O T A (2), and the term Glory (Gloria) to the Metaphysical Triangle
13).
. .
Therefore a Kabbalist would read the end of the Lord's Prayer as:
QUONIAM TIBI SUNT MALKUTH, ET TIPHERETH, ET
KETHER, PER EONAS. AMEN.
In practice another version of its reading is also accepted. In it 'Kingdom'
is interprctcd as Ilfalkutlt, Power as Gebzirah (Pechad) and Glory as Chesed.
These three Sephiroth give us a pattern of the general type of a descending triangle. If we turn our attention to the presence of the term T I B I
(to T H E E ) , which is above all the Sephiroth, then it, together with
Sephiroths Geburah and Chesed, will build a new triangle of the ascending
type (see Fig. 33A).
These four terms can be put into the angles of the square cross (again
see Fig. 33A) one point of which ( T I B I ) is projected on to the face of the
praying person, the secondpoint (Malkuth) on to his solar plexus, the third
(Geburah) on to his left shoulder (as in a mirror), and the fourth on to the
right shoulder. This gives us a hint on thc sign of the Cross which may be
performed when concluding the Lord's Prayer. For the word ' A M E N ' ,
tradition recommends the placing together of the palms as a symbol of
conccntration in worship.
I have given you a classic example of a theurgic operation, which ranks
far above all magic ones. Some students might object, saying that 'this is
nothing more than a prayer'. Yes! But if you can practise such a prayer
properly (which happens to only a few highly advanced occultists and
saints) you are in the position to produce results, which may be close to
what we call 'miracles'.
And there is another thing which you should knoh: there are many
more magicians than true theurgists, but before them every magician bows
his head in adoration and humility. This is the final truth.

where the individuals, to whom suggestion may be applied, play the role
of the Mind or Binah.
These two Sephiroth will be the mental part of the arising evolutionary
entity.
In the astral the contents of the suggestion will determine the character
of the emotion which should be transferred to the object. It is the Sephira
Chesed. What may anger one person, will only puzzle another, and will
merge yet a thira into blissful contemplation. Realize the meaning of this
formula, essential for cvery magic operation, and determine your own
place in its three variations, as given here. Without this no one can act.
Now, the subjective component of the emotional current together with
the laws according to which this component may work, will be the Geburah
of the system.
Both of the Sephiroth, Chesed and Geburah, must, of course, be harmoniously neutralized by their own Tiphereth, that is through the general
picture of the suggested emotion, which should refer, in the imagination
of the operator, to the P R E S E N T , but never to the F U T U R E ! This is
another secret of magic. What is the reason for it?
In truth, you can really A C T only in T H I S P R E S E N T M O M E N T
and never in the past or the future. Speaking in occult terms, I will say, that
the magician is a being of the P R E S E N T , for only in the present can he
develop his force and skill. It is hard to add anything more, intuition must
tell you the rest.
The formal part of the astral suggestion will include Netzah, as the sum
of all the obstacles in the nature of the subject and his surroundings,
against which one has to fight while operating.
The Sephira Hod will be the sum of the amount of Victory, which we
received in the preceding Sephira (Netzah). In other words, that which we
believe to be satisfactory for us as the result of suggestion. If we suggest to
the subject the ability of moving his leg, which has been paralysed, then we
have to imagine exactly which degree of flexibility and freedom of movement may satisfy us, or at which result we will stop our session for the day.
This is the Sephira Yesod.
And this mental work must also be performed in the P R E S E N T ,
not in thc F U T U R E . Now wc will seek for the concrete Malkuth in this
operation. It will be composed of the elements of your voice, gestures and
even your movements which are added to the picture. The material, that is
the synthesis of these manifestations accessible to the senses is the tenth and
concluding Sephira of the operation, or Malkuth.
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11. Example from the Realm r?f Magic (Astral Plane)
We have already had the opportunity of speaking about auto-suggestion in
the Fifth Arcanum, using the so-called 'new German' method. Now we
will unfold the gcncral pattern of suggestion according to the Sephirothic
system, now well known to us, no matter whether the operation is directed
to the astrobonie of the operator himself or those of other individuals.
Thc role of the F I R S T F A M I L Y in relation to thc future system of
the Sephiroth of suggestion will be played by the Pentagrammatic Free
Will of the operator. The Kether will be the idea of suggesrion containing
within it instruction to the object of suggestion (that is the manifestation
which we want to produce). This instruction is the Chocmah of the system,

111. Example of an Operation having the Character o f R~alization
(The lower astral plane touches the physical and is tied to it in many of its
manifestations.)
Imagine an incarnate pentagram operating through its magnetic (odic)
centres of radiation and imbibitions. These centres are tightly bound up
with the functions of the human physical body.
The middle part of your face, just over the base of the nose, is your
magnetic Kerher. With it is closely connected a physical point for the
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process of meditation. From the passivc point of view, this is the place for
the reception of another's central look.
Whcn you operate actively with your central look, then the fixed axis of
your Clzocn~ah(right eye) and your Binah (left eye) are working, united by
the action of the meditating Kether. Give your h l l attention to this in order
to understand well what has just been said.
With one's central gaze one can attack only the Cllocmah of the enemy,
to paralgse the activity of his Kcthcr, or only of his Binah to paralyse his
susceptibility.
Finally, you can defend yourself against the central look by gazing
into the eyes of the enemy, hitting his Binah with your Chocmah, yielding
your Rinah to his Chocmah and so leaving the result of the fight to the sum
of the powers of both Kethers, operating with their polarized organs.
If we desire to accept someone's suggestion in the realm of these three
higher magnetic centres, we should lower both eyes and so leave our Kether
under the central look of the operator.
By the so-called male polarization of fluids, as has been stated in earlier
lessons, the Sephira Chesed will represent the magnetism of the right hand;
the Sephira Gehuruh, the magnetism of the left hand, while the Sehira
Tiphereth urill bc the magnetic store for the solrr plexus, which we can use
freely, borrowing from it positive or ncgativc fluids. The Sephira Netzah
belongs to the operation of shortening the radiations of your right foot,
thereby conscrving its negative magnetism. The Sephira Hod does the
same for the left foot.
The Sephira Yesod directs the store of the odic energy belonging to the
scxual organs. The Sephira MaNcth is related to the realm of magnetic
susceptibility of the back of the neck and shoulders, against which, as you
know from preceding lessons, the central look of an operator can be
directed, as well as the odic manipulations of the centres in his hands.
The navel is not a ccntre of active magnetism, but it is considered as
being the counterpart of the middle part of Channel (15) connecting Yesod
with Tiphereth. It also vampirizes exceptionally positive and negative
emanations from outside. This is used in magnetic therapy, connecting
one of the poles of emanations from thc healer-operator to the navel of
the patient, and another of the opposite magnetism, to another Sephirothic
centrc of the patient. The position of that second centre depends upon the
nature of the symptoms, which are to be removed. The choice must be
made according to Kabbalistic calculations.
All these deliberations may habe some meaning for a student, but will
convey little to a mere rcader, because the matter must be understood
practically, before an appreciation of the exposition can be grasped. One
must know what the Sephiroth are (this knowledge comes only after long
meditation about them, along the lines given in this work), and also about
the magnetic centres, which can be practically discovered only by exercises.

IV. Example of the Getzerul Use of the Sepl~irothicSystem
The Sephirothic system can be applied to every realm in our field of
cognition; but this realm must present a completed unit, and not something
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unfinished, undecided, or unknown. How can u e evaluate a motor, when
we have only some parts of it, and not the whole machine? So it is with
the Sephiroth.
I will give, as a practical example, something which is known to every
thinking man, not necessarily an occultist. It is-VIRTUE. See now,
how the eminent Hermetist Henri Kunrath operates with it through the
Sephirothic analysis.
As the Kether of Virtue's manifestations we will consider the ALLW I S D O M . In this conception Kether has a synthetic character, which
agrees with its definition.
The positive pole of Kether will be G O O D N E S S , corresponding to
Chocmah in our figures of the Sephirothic system.
It is limited by the element of C A R E F U L N E S S , which is Binah. In
the next world (Olam ha Briah) Goodness will be reflected as an element of
Charity (Chesed), and Carefulness as an element of Courage. The binary of
these elements is neutralized by Suffering, in this case, it will be Tiphereth.
So we have finished with Olam ha Briah. Nobody will be astonished that
Goodness was reflected as Charity. This All-Wisdom manifested itself as
the positive pole of Goodness, and the negativeness of Carefulness is easy
to explain. Because Goodness can be thought of as an idea of separation
of another man from the danger of downfall, Circumspection can be
considered as an idea of a similar separation of ourselves.
If Circumspection has the All-Wisdom as its source, then its idea of selfseparation from evil, can finally be presented as courage in self-defence.
The constitution of Suffering is therelore clear.
In the next world-Olam ha Jezirah thc Sephira Hod will be a reflection
of Courage in the sub-planes of the astral, where there are forms, and the
name of that reflection is-Hzrmilify.
For the Sephira Netzah the reflection will be Justice, in the sense of giving
to everyone what is due to him.
The neutralizing element of Yesod will be presented as Moderation, a
logical child of Justice and Humility.
The coneretc Malkuth of this pattern according to Kunrath is the
Fear of God.

There still remains some interesting arithmological analyses of the Tenth
Arcanum.

+-

8
Equation No. 42: 10 = 2
Our Gnosis (2), as our teaching of the Absolute, must have an influence
on the righteousness (8) of our Kabbalah. We will see it when we will
consider the general construction of the Tarot.

+

2
Equation No. 43: 10 = 8
Right conditions (8) are important for an exposition of Wisdom (2) and
can even influence it.
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Equation No. 44: 10 = 3
7
It is the motto of occult schools, which principally try to develop mental
intuition (3) in order to obtain the faculty of automatic orientation in the
realm of Secondary Causes (7).
Equation No. 45: 10 = 7 + 3
It is the motto of the schools of magic recommending first the knowledge
of the Secondary Causes (7) as the starting point for thc transition to the
Primary ones (3).
Equation No. 46: 10 = 4 f 6
An explanation of the thesis: the four middle Sephiroth (4) should be
placed before the six polarized Sephiroth (6). Actually, for a brief definition
of the world's birth it may be sufficient to mention the four ~iliddlcSephir0th: Kether, Tiphereth, Yesod and Malkuth.
Equation No. 47: 10 = 6 + 4
In the Kabbalah Solomon's Hexagram (6) stands higher than the Elementary R O T A (4). In other words, the esscncc of things lies not in the realization of symbols, but in their astral interdependence. No matter, for example,
that I may have 22 cards of the Tarot, while you have 22 letters of the
Hebrew alphabet, and soincone else 22 natural hieroglyphs. But it does
matter that in all these three cases the signs and symbols are valued and used
according to one identical principle.

+

Equation No. 48: 10 = 5
5
This means five against five. There must be some mutual relation between
two sides of the same thing. The ten Sephiroth of the First Family are
grouped, as we know, into five mystical Persons, that is Macroprozopos,
Father, Mother, Microprozopos and his Spouse who reflect their influences,
or if you prefer it, possess their representatives in all the finished systems
of the universe, as well as in every cell of materialistic humanity, which at
the present time is fallen and far from its original purity.
When we try to analyse, with the help of the Kabbalah, the story of that
downfall, we will see that now we are invariably running after the 'point
of support in matter', while we ourselves are the entangled and confused
illusion of that matter. It was different before the downfall: then we were
seeking the Radiant Heights, not the valleys. Therefore you can now realize
why in the traditional Kabbalistic scheme of the process of reflection of
the Higher Mystical Persons in separate individual men, things appear in a
reversed hierarchic order.
The M I C R O P R O Z O P O S in man's constitution is reflected as element
Nephesh (see the table of Fig. 34), which is the frontier realm between the
nervous system (physical plane) and the lower astral sub-planes.
The F A T H E R is reflected as element Ruah, that is the soul in its proper
meaning, the complex of passions, desires and ability to give birth to forms
and t o accept and classify them.
The M O T H E R is reflected as element Neshamah, which in colloquial
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General Terms
Related to the
Elements

The Nature of its
Properties as
Manifested in the
World

Its Functions in the
Realm of Science

N EPHLSH

Passive in relation to
the outer world

Facts and their recording

RUAH

Androgynous in rela- Laws and their formtion to the outer ulation
world

Personality

Active in relation to
the outer world

Man (human being)

constitution

Androgynous:
it
binds Nesharnah to

Higher influxes (Intuition of Being)

Emanation of Divine
Principles

Union with the Absolute Being

Identity with
Archetype

Name
of
Element

NESHAMAH
CHAYAH

Principles and their

Species

Yechidah

Y ECHIDAH

Passive in rclation to
the Archetype

the

-~-

Fig. 34 TABLE O F E L E M E N T S I N M A N

language we call: mind, intellectuality, idealistic humanitarianism, and so
on.
The M A C R O P R O Z O P O S is reflected as the element Chayah, that
part of man which can induce him to seek after spiritual bliss.
The S P O U S E reflects herself as element Yechidah, that in man which
links him with God.
In this list of elements Tradition does not include man's purely material
components, such as his physical body, vital force of the blood, and so on.
Only thc nervous fluids are included. And this element which we call
Nephesh, or animal soul, is placed the lowest amongst the other components. The Kabbalah has the idea, that man, although fallen, i s still
more strongly tied to Heaven (element Yechidah) than to Earth (element
Nephesh).
Nephesh is passive in relation to the outer world in the sense, that like
an automatic meter, it transmits similar impressions of the manifestations
of the soul.
Ruah appreciates facts according to the personal psychological qualities
of the recipient. Personality also equally influences the formulation of the
laws deduccd from these facts. The laws are transformed into principal
judgements, now belonging to the human ilieshamah, which uniformly
operates general logic, until it reaches that which we call the 'transcendental
realm'; but in that transcendental sphere is felt the high influence of the
Spirit-Chayah, which can lead a man to the realization of the element
Yechidah in himself.
In the units of the same species similarity exists between the elements of
Nephesh. When we speak about similar personalities, this means that the
elements of Ruah are similar.
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Logical argument is possible only because of the existence of the allhuman Neshamnh. The mutual understanding and brotherly solidarity
of the Saints works through the element of Chayah. And, finally, the
supremc attainment of man, called in this Hermetic course, Reintegration
(in the East Realization of the Sel:) is the awakened divine Yechidah.
These relationships should be firmly established in the mind of the
student, for from now on they will be used without any further comment.
Neshamah (in its literal meaning as above) plus Chayah and Yechidah,
in the Kabbalah, are often termed Neshamnh, but, of course, in a wider
sense, and then this term will correspond to our mentality plus the spiritual
element in man.
Similarly, Ruah will then be the astrosome, and Nephesh the phantom.
This will be necessary for the study of the Thirteenth Arcanum.
Having finished with the arithmological analysis of the Tenth Arcanum,
we will return to the deeper symbolism of its card.
The central place is occupied by the heel. This wheel is a synthesis of
several idcas. the simplest of which, for a layman, would be imagination of
a Universal ll,fil/ which, in the physical world, grinds Iiving elements in
order to create others.
It levels everything, raising one country at the expense of another,
according to the laws of success and failure, severely, pitilessly, painfully
and in an illusory way as the whole plane on which it acts.
A true Hermetist looks on all this with an ironic smile, knowing the
unreality of the picture, which passes before his eyes. But, on thc fateful
wheel of the Tenth Arcanum is also hidden the astral R O T A , whose
revolutions are accessible only to the observation of a man, who has
deepened his mctaphysical contemplation and ethical Hermetism. In its
revolutions, this R O T A draws up an enormous complexity of passages,
transformations, new creations and deep and subtle manifestations as
taught to us by the Sacred Kabbalah.
It has already been mentioned, that the tools of the Kabbalah, were
handed over to the coming generations through the intermediary of
laymen (see the 'Introduction') as well as of the Initiates, in the form of
thc 'Tarot of the Bohemians' (the Gypsy's Tarot), which is composed of
78 cards.
We have been principally studying the Major Arcana with their 22
symbolical cards; but now it is time to say something about the Minor
Arcana, with their 56 figures.
They represent the general development of the formula ?
; 1 ,? 3 (YodHi-Vau-HC) in the world of humanity as yet not fallen, for which the
Great Deed (Realization) was a natural thing, well fulfilled in all its phases.
The Major Arcana are a complexity of images belonging to the already
fallen Man, which allow him, by the sweat of his brow to investigate the
Great Law of the Tetragrammaton, to purify his contemplation, to separate
the wheat from the chaff, and, for the price of erring and its resulting falls,
to arrive ac relative truths and on that thorny way, to raise himself slowly
to the heights of the Absolute, between the Scylla of human hardness and
Charybdis of human disappointments. So you may see, that actually the

title 'Minor' is related to the 56 cards only becausc of a misunderstanding,
which slippcd into the Tradition and remains there to this day.
The Minor Arcana are metaphysically purer than the Major ones.
Their exactly separated, constructively clear pictures arc definite, like
formulas of an able mathematician. Their transformations have exact
functional dependence on each other.
In the Major Arcana many things are indefinite, they give birth to one
another according to vague laws. They are similar to a keyboard, which
can be tuned in both tierce and quint alike, and also in an octave. Nevertheless, remember that the tuner himself works with our imperfect organs
of hearing, as a basis for his work.
Briefly, the Minor Arcana are exact developments of the cliches 71 7 9
(Yod-He-Vau-He), but the Major ones, which are rather entangled,
gravitate to the world of illusions, and incomplete realizations.
The great question now arises: why then in the study of the Tarot is most
attention given to these imperfect Major Trumps, and not to the perfect
scheme of the Minor 56? It is easily answered: because we belong to the
still imperfect, downfallen form of evolution called 'humanity'. And only
similar symbols, means and systems of philosophy will be acceptable to
our dimmed organs of cognition. It is a hard truth, but still, the real
truth. Support for this statement-taken directly from the Tradition of
Hermetism-may be found in our own hearts, proviJing they are sincere
and unprejudiced. But how many such hearts are on our planet at the
present time? They belong to the mcn we call 'saints' or 'occult masters'.
Are they in the majority among us?
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THEpack of 56 cards of the Minor Arcana is divided into F O U R suits,
with 14 cards in each of them.
C L U B S rcpresent 9 (Yod), they are also called W A N D S .
H E A R T S (or C U P S ) are the First 7 (HC).
S P A D E S (or S W O R D S ) are 1 (Vau).
D I A M O N D S (or P E N T A C L E S ) are the Second ;7 (He).
Firstly, we will relate them to the influence of the Persons of the F I R S T
TRANSCENDENTAL FAMILY.
Therefore, Wands symbolize the influence of the Higher Yod, or Transcendental Love. It is reflected in all the Sephiroth of the S E C O N D
F A M I L Y . Wands also remind us about, that which must be related to the
activity of that Yod, that is the active downuard (or fecundating) Love. It
plays the role of the First Parent in all the activities of every individualized
system. This is theBrst stimulus for souls in everything.
Cups as a reflection of the First I16 in Transcendental Life are the
impulse of the Higher Love from below to above, the Supreme Attraction.
Theirs is the second place in the pack.
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S~vordsare the reflection of the influence of the Logos again bringing an
aspect of Love, but of androgynous Love, generating life according to its
own pattern. The 1(Vau) appears as the Architect of thc universe because
it was born from a P O I N T placed above the Y 0 D by the process of
polarization. Vau is a product of the active and passive love; Vau loved
the Highest so strongly, that it decided, like the Point over the first Yod, to
love actively, but downwards. For us, Swords are a symbol of the transmission of Life to the Mother, performed by the Logos through similarity
of the Father's love.
Pentacles are the influence of the Second He on the soul. The Second HC
of the First Fanzilj~manifests itself by the emanation of the ten Sephiroth
of the Secoi~dFamily. Emanation was the first step of Realbation. Therefore, Realization is a broad analogy of the Primary Emanation.
The T R A N S C E N D E N T A L manifested itself as the T R A N S C E N D E N T . It acted as Forms, which condensed themseltes into the
world of matter.
In each suit we first see four figures symbolizing the acting persons who
direct the idca of that suit. Apart from this, every suit has ten cards with
numbers (from the ace to ten) corresponding to the Sephiroth of the suit.
Each suit has its own personal Yod-the King; First He-the Queen;
Vau-thc Knight, and Second HC--the Knave which serves as an element
of transition for its suit. In present-day playing cards, the Knight has been
removed, so that only three figures remain.
Each of these four figures is authorized to operate in the realm of the ten
Sephiroth of that suit. Therefore there are 40 phases (4x 10) for the
Sephiroth. So the general number for the whole pack will be 160, if we will
limit it to only the reflections of the First Family, in the realm of Chocmah.
Together with thc remaining Sephiroth there will be 1,600 phases.
In this course we will be satisfied with an explanation of the significance
of the 16 figures and the Sephirothic titles in all four suits.

(3) The Knight of Cups, who functions as an intercessor whose duty is to
attract some outer elements for the performance of activities. He operates
with the assistance of:
(4) The Knave of Cups, the Servant of Attraction.
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Analysis o f the 16 Figure Cards
W A h DS

(1) The King of Watzds receives the title 'Father' in the hierarchic meaning,
because of his starting point in the application of authority.
(2) The Queen of Wands is simply the wife of the Father, necessary for the
birth of the third figure.
(3) The Knight of Wands is the Doer, acting in the transmission of the
authority, operating through:
(4) The Knave of Wands, that is the Servant of Authority.
CUPS

(2) The Queen of Cups is the most important card in her suit, because
here she plays the role of the independent Attraction.
( I ) The Ki~zgof Cups is only the husband of the Queen, necessary Sor the
birth of:
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SWORDS

(3) The Knight of Swords, the Acting Element for the Transmission of Life,
is the most important card in his suit.
(1) The King of Swords is the Father of the Transmission of Life.
(2) The Queen of Swords is the Mother for the Transmission of Life,
necessary for the birth of the Knight, operating through:
(4) The Knave of Swords, who is the Servant of the Transmission of Life.
PENTACLES

(4) The Knave of Pentacles, or the Servant of Children, is predominant
in his suit: for realization is appreciated according to its results.
(1) The King of Pentacles is the Father-Realizer and:
(2) The Queen of Pentacles is the Mother of Children, who gave birth to:
(3) The Knight of Pentacles, who is the Doer, unifying individualities,
which enter into complicated organisms. He cedes his place to the Knave,
who is the executor of the main, heavy work.

Analysis of the Numerical Car&
WANDS

(1) Ace: Kether of Wands, the metaphysical synthesis of the Active Love
directed downwards, can be well interpreted as the Wheel of the Tarot. If
there would be no First Stimulus for that Active Love, no universe would
come into existence, there would be no Tarot, or better, the potential
Wheel of the Arcana could exist, but it would not revolve and there would
be nobody to accept it.
(2) Two: the Chocmah of Wands is Wisdom of the First Stimulus, and its
Expansion, because it appears in the Sephira of human souls. Eliphas U v i
said, that it is the Assistance of the Saviour. Of course, he spoke about the
Great Cliche
3 1w ;l*
(Y od-HB-Shin-Vau-Hk).
(3) Three: Binah of Wands is the Intelligence of the First Stimulus, which
limits its Wisdom, that is the contents of everything we expect from the
ClichB of the Saviour (Yod-HC-Shin-Vau-Hk), that is the hope of Reintegration.
(4) Four: Chesed of Wands, Charity of the First Stimulus is the reflection
of the influence 71 ;T 9 on the plane of human ethics, astral Egregors
and Chains. In other words, the same 'clich6 Yod-HC-Shin-Vau-HC is the
centre of the Egregors, as Father of the Churches.
(5) Five: is the Pechad of Wands, the Justice of the First Stimulus, limiting
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its Charity. For example, it is the cause of the ethical character which
acts in churches, supporting the life of their Egregors.
(6) Six: Tiphcreth of Wands, is the Harmony and Beauty of the First
Stimulus, the child born of the presence of the Church and its ethical
influence. It is also the support, consolation and comfort, which the
Egregor gives to its adepts. Only remember the examples of the Christian
martyrs, who fearlessly went to terrible deaths. They converted the pagans
just through the element Tiphereth of the Egregor, that is their harmony of
action and beauty of self-sacrifice. The Egregor of some great idea usually
attracts layn~enthrough its Tiphcrcth, rather than through its Kcther.
(7) Seven: Netzah of Wands is the Victory of the First Stimulus, that is
the victory of the Hierarchic Law, the constitution of hierarchies everywhere, and in everything. This is the only measure of greatness.
(8) Eight: Hod of Wands is the Peace and Glory of the First Stirnulus.
Something ir, which we can stop and take some rest after establishment of
the Hierarchy. This Peace should be identified with the acceptance of the
exis!ence of the Upper Point of Fabre d'Olivet's Triangle, of that which we
call Providence in the universe. Its representative in thc separate cells of
this universe, that is human beings, is the element of Conscience. Because
Hierarchy is in everything, one should listen to the voice of one's Conscience. It cannot be disregarded.
(9) Nine: Yesod of Wands, is the Form of the First Stimulus, the result of
the addition of Hierarchy to Peace, given by Conscience. It is the orientation received from Conscience, from that Light which descends through
the chain of beings, derived from the Primary Cause.
(10) Ten: Malkuth of Wands is the reality of the First Stimulus, the
incarnation of the elements enclosed in the first nine Sephiroth: that which
allows us to follow the ascending way, leading to the idea of the First
Stimulus.
CUPS

(1) Ace: Kether of Cups is the metaphysical synthesis of that, which in the
Sephira Chocmah of the Second Family brings the Transcendental Life,
which is a manifestation of Vitality, of that which attracts to itself the
First Stimulus and which is adapted for its reception.
(2) Two: Chocmah of Cups, is Wisdom of the Attractive Love, desire to
possess the life of the ~ i ~ hInflux.
e r In other words, to secure the possession
of life.
(3) Three: Binah of Cups is limitation of the striving of 'Two'. It is the Grace
of God, manifested in its beneficent elements.
(4) Four: Chesed of Cups is the reflection of the desire to secure Eternal
Life and efforts to do good, bringing the so-called 'salvation'.
(5) Five: Pechad of Cups limits the previous strivings, placing first the duty
of unceasi~lglydoi~sggood, of continuous actions without diluting them with
contrary deeds.

ARCANUM X

(6) Six: Tiphereth of Cups is suffering in altruistic activities and manifestations, appearing as the result of the addition of both the previous
Sephiroth.
(7) Seven: Netzah of Cups is Victory of the subtle over the dense. In
altruism it is idealized Love.
(8) Eight: Hod of Cups is the continuation of the plan of that ideal Love.
(9) Nine: Yesod of Cups is a ready form, moulded for Attractive Love.
(10) Ten: Malkuth of Cups is the concrete, realized synthesis of all the
previous Sephiroth.
SWORDS

(1) Ace: Kether of Swords is the starting point of the process of the
Transmission of Life.
(2) Two: Chocmah of Swords is determination for the Transmission of
Life.
(3) Three: Binah of Swords is the definition of the finished system ('a mill')
into which Life is transmitted.
(4) Four: Chesed of Swords is equality of the manifestations of the Transmission of Life and reflectio~lsof definitions in their aims.
(5) Five: Pechad of Swords is planned results of the Transmission of Life;
reflection of the definition of a closed system.
(6) Six: Tiphereth of Swords is the Beauty of the transmitted Life.
(7) Seven: Netzah of Swords is Victory of the transmitting impulse over the
influences of surroundings, in which Life has been established.
(8) Eight: Hod of Swords is adaptation of Victory's results to the general
character of the environment.
(9) Nine: Yesod of Swords is the Forms of aevelopment of the transmitted
Life.
(10) Ten: Malkuth of Swords is the final incarnation of the transmitted Life.
PENTACLES

(1) Ace: Kether of Pentacles is the starting point of Realization (understood
in the matcrial sense) of Primary Matter in the realm of alchemy, and of
the Primary Astrosome in the realm of Ethical Hermetism.
(2) Two: Chocmah of Pentacles is the polarization of Matter in akhemy;
the Great Binary of Fatalism (Fate) and Will in Hermetism.
(3) Three: Binah of Pentacles is the principle of neutralizatioll of the poles
in alchemy; the Triangle of Fabre d'Olivet in Hermetism.
(4) Four: Chesed of Pcntacles is condensation according to the Dynamic
Law (Tetragram) in alchemy; the Hermetic Quaternary symbolized by the
Cross in Ethical Hermetism.
(5) Five: Pechad of Pentacles is domination of the Energetic Beginning
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(Quintessence) over the four elements of alchemy. The birth of the
P E N T A G R A M in Hermetism.
(6) Six: Tiphereth of Pentacles establishes two currents in alchemyevolutionary and involutionary. It is the problem of two paths in Hermetism.
(7) Seven: Netzah of Pentacles, in alchemy, is the penetration of the subtle
into the dense, the Victory of Three over Four (of Spirit over Form) in
Hermetism.
(8) Eight: Hod of Pentacles establishes the periods of formation in alchemy (the phases of transmutation of the 'Philosophers' Stone'), Conditional Law and Natural Karma in Ethical Hermetism.
(9) Nine: Yesod of Pentacles gives a general picture of the Evolution of
Matter in alchemy, which reveals the process of sublimation. It also gives
the general picture of Initiation, manifesting itself through the transmission of the Influx (by Initiation from Master to disciple).
(10) Ten: Malkuth of Pentacles is the transmutation of Matter, as a reality
in alchemy (the process of application of the R E D POWDER in the
transmutation by melting). It is the return of the Initiate into the world in
order to promote the transmutation of Society's morale in the realm of
Ethical Hermetism.
The suit of Pentacles in the Tarot is very close to the titles of the first
T E N Major Arcana, which are already known to you. This happens
siniply because the Pentacles, the reflection of the Knave of the First
Family,are like an organ for the translation of the Major Arcana into the
language of the Minor ones.
The Pentacles of the Minor Arcana give us the pattern or realization of
the universe of humanity as yet not fallen; but the first ten Major Arcana
correspond to the realization of the same truths by the already fallen
humanity. Prof. G. 0.M. wittily expressed this idea when he said: 'If we
wash the first ten Major Arcana and scratch away the shells from them,
we will see just the numerical or Minor Arcana in their suit of Pentacles.'

This lesson will of necessity be dedicated to a brief exposition of the most
important principles of the Kabbalah. Hard as it may be for those who are
not acquainted with the Hebrew alphabet and its symbolism, the student
must acquire some elementary knowledge of it, otherwise the whole
construction of the great initiatory Tarot will remain as dimmed, if not
impossible of understznding for him.
In the Kabbalah, the 22 letters of the initiatory alphabet now called
Hebrew, are divided into three essential groups.
The F I R S T group consists of the Mother letters: Pf K (Aleph-MemShin). These symbolize the basic terms of the metaphysical scale of the
Ternary. K corresponds to the neutral term (N),
to the negative (-)
and to the positive (+) pole.
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The twelve signs of the Zodiac on the plane of Nature symbolize the full
extent of the phases of sacrifice, performed in our solar system by the
Sun, which gives our Earth its astral fluids (the vital energy, without which
Earth would be only a dead globe).
The number twelve corresponding to the Zodiac and to the Twelfth
Arcanum, with its letter Lamed, syn~bolizes,in Ethical Hermetism, the
sacrifice of Man to Man, to Nature or to God. This full sacrifice can be
offered only by an incarnate Pentagram, as you will certainly realize.
On the plane of the Archetype, the Twelfth Arcanum is that of the
Messenger, the Messiah, which again means an incarnation, again the physical plane. 1 am mentioning all this in ordcr to transmit the central idea of
the physical plane, as T H A T O F S A C R I F I C E .
For an Initiate there is no doubt or dificulty in realizing this conception:
he knows that existence in dense matter-from the point of view of that
which is really Man, Monad, Spirit, Self-is incarnation in suffering, limitation and temporary darkening of the vision of Truth-Reality.
1 am now giving a scheme of the Tarot's construction, which may be
useful to students in their further study.

It can be said, that they are organs of creat~on(or blrth) of the Minor
by the Major. Remember, tli'it In the Minor Arcana the suit of Pentacles
in reverse, can be said to be organj or crentloll of the M'IJOIArcana by
the Minor.
According to the 'Construction' of the Major Arcdna, the phases of
development of the incarnate Pentagram (Man), are as follows:
Man in the period (phase) of se(fif-knotcYecigee(1) creates Science (2). takes
it as spouse, and with her help he becomes the realizer (performer) (3) and
thereby acquires Authority (Power) (4).
Cretrtion of this Authority (4) leads to the creation of the human Pentagram ( 3 , but immediately aftcr that he must come to the Cross-roads (6).
He chooses the right way and becomes the Victor (7). This is the climax
of the cycle (Yncl) for the ideological upbringing of personality.
The Victor (7) begins the cycle of self-cducation in the world of Forms
through the establishment of Justice (8) in surroundings where he may
a certain
continue his work. This Justice guarantees for those s~~rroundings
ethical level, from which a man will rebound in order to pcrform the
next jump into the higher realm of formal ethics. His striving after perfection is crowned by the reaching of Initiation (9). After that, comes the
merging into the closed system of fat-111s (10). This system may appear as
the outer world, to which the Initiate returns at times in order to influence
and to help his neighbours, that is his fellow-men. But this system may also
be the Kabbalah, into which the Initiate dips so as to improve the clichCs
surrounding him.
His activity in that closed system (10) leads the Initiate to the creation of
the Chain of Power (1 1). Then appears the necessity of Sacrifice (12) inside
(for the benefit of the Chain) and outside (for the good of humanity).
Fulfilment of that pattern leads to the change of plane (13).
Together with upbringing in the worlds of forms goes contact with the
elements of the three-plane life.
Each death (13) is also a birth into the new life, connected with the full
understanding of the reversibility of some energetic manifestations (14).
If your change of plane was only an exteriorization, then you will bring
the clichCs of the processes of revcrsibility with you from the astral plane.
Anyway, these phases of your evolution, as described in this part of the
Lesson, will give you the power of ruling over the astral tourbillons (15),
or analogously to the force of the power of logic (15), and finally, the art
of using the manifestation of Fate (15). So, our Fifteenth Arcanunl reveals
to us the following idea: it leads to the application of the next, the Sixteenth
Arcaiium, which means:
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This table presents the system of the Major Arcana as a particular
exposition of the L A W :Yod-He-Vau-He. The system of the Minor Arcana
is of course, an exact application of the great L A W , but the Major ones
are rather similar to a key-board, on which one who knows may play the
great melody of life.
The exact instrument was made for humanity as yet not fallen. Another
has been approximately tuned for the needs of the fallen beings, who now
have to ascend-by a strenuous and painful way-back to the heights
already almost forgotten during innumerable incarnations.
The first three columns of the 'Construction of the Tarot' find their
explanation in Lesson 23 of the Seventh Arcanum and Figs. Nos. 22,22A,
22B and 23B.
The fourth column, that of the Second HC (N) rcpresents, with its androgynous arcana (19, 20, 21(0) and 22), the system of transition from the
Major Arcana to the Minor ones.

(1) Logical exclusion of the thesis (mental plane).
(2) Astral compulsion (astral plane)
(3) Phybical hampering through skllfi~luse of fdt'il~srn (phys~calplane).

The Sixteenth Arcanum ends the cycle of the Second IIC of the 'Construction'. From t h ~ sSixteenth Arcanuni begins a new cycle of active
applications of different force\ (16); but the arcanum needs a spoufe,
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which will be found in a Divinatory Pritlciple (17), which may help it t o
orientate its activity better, an understanding of the conditior~sof his own
work opens a man's eyes to the fact, that although others can act for him.
they can also act against him. Then lie will realire that enemies exist on all
planes (18). This knowlcdge of the presence of inimical elements everywhere will oppress him, and compel him to seek an exit leading into the
Light, which may solve his troublesome position. This will be presented
by the far off vision of the Great Hermetic Problem (19).
This is the end cf the Vau cycle. The remaining four arcana give the
plan for the solving of that Problem. One, who passes through these
arcana, is already on the way to Reintegration.
Therefore, the cycle of the Second He begins with the problem of the
practical use of Hermetism (19); solving it, man will face the possibility,
and sometimes, the necessity of resurrection, of a new life, directed by other,
higher Laws (20).
This, in turn, will lead him to penetration of the mystery of the arcanum
Shin (21 or 0) of that truly reali~ablearcanum in the most exact meaning of
the word. In order to realize the subtilization of things, one must know how
they were created, and consequently, how to create them. Reaching this, a
man performs the Great Action (22) and is then ripe to pass on to the suit
of Pentacles in the Minor Arcana.
LESSON
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The Addition and Unfoldirzg of the Arcana
The metaphysical intervals between the arcana a1.e far from being equal.
Whoever has studied their open and mystical meanings, helped by intuition, knows about this : and I cannot conceal this fact. The scale between
them shows different distances logically, philosophically and ideologically.
But, for the purpose of an interesting traditional process called the 'addition
of the arcana' we have to forget about all this and accept their sequence as
being exact as that of their numbers when taken in turn.
The axiom is, that an arcanum proceeds from the previous one, that is the
second from the first. the third from the second. and so on. On this basis.
we can find the gradation for each arcanum in a cyclc other than its own.
This is called the 'addition of the arcana'.
To add one arcanum to another means to pasa. in rotation, to one whose
numberwill be the sum of the first tno. For example, the sum of the Seccnth
and blghteenth Arcana will be the Seventh or S~xteenthArcanum, because:
7
18 = 25
7 -= 16. In this case, another method for the 'addition of
the arcana' was also used, that is, calculatioll accord~ngto the rule of 9,
9 = 16.
by which we subtract nlne from the number, so that: 25
In order to present this method of operating Fig 35 IS given Only 18
arcana are taken for the full cycle, because the last four are considered as a
transition, a supplement, necessary for passlng to the Minor Arcana. So,
the Nineteenth 4rcanum will be used as a development of the F I R S T or
T E N T H (19 = 10 - 1). The Twentieth Arcanu~nas a development of the
S E C O N D (20 = 2); the Twenty-first as a development of the T H I R D

+

-
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3), and the Twenty-second as a development of the F O U R T H
(22 = 4).
The student will do well if he passes through the whole of Fig. 35 as
indicated in the previous paragraph.
We will add Arcanum V to X taking the titles on the human plane. The
ready formed Pentagram (5) will serve as our starting point. Now we are
moving from it on ten intervals (lo), that is we need theTenth Arcanum not
for Aleph, but for HC. The title of the Tenth Arcanum was the 'Kabbalah'.
The solution? Of course, it is none other than: ' T H E P E N T A G R A M
A P P L I E S T H E K A B B A L A H . ' And the result? The addition gives
us number 15, arcanum Samech, Nahash, or the complexity of our
passions, which creates a kabbalistically planned astral vortex. In other
words, human will coupled with knowledge of astral conditions gives
that result.
A learned Kabbalist would say, that 15 can be obtained simply through
the addition of the Arcana V and X which means: starting directly from
the Kabbalah (10) one may seek its pentagrammatic manifestation (5);
but the laws of the Kabbalah seen as an entity, endowed with conscious
will (9,will then man~festthemselves as all-powerful in the astral Serpent
Nahash, or the same umber (15).
Try to add the Seventh Arcanum to the Thirtecnth, that is seek the
arcanum of Victory connected with the arcanum of Death. Of course, we
then obtain the arcanum of Resurrection (20). The same can be found by
calculating the sum of 7 - 13, that is being interested in thc question,
when the Victory must unavoidably lead to the element of death or change
of plane. It results, in the case, when Victory is invariably joined to the
change of status, in Resurrection, or Renaissance.
Now add Arcanum XI to that of XIX, that is give power (1 1) to the seeker
of the highcr Light (19). 1he result is 30 - 3. The Third Arcanum is that of
the executive. I am leaving its interpretation to the intuition of the student.

Examples
(1) We are seeking the Seventh Sephira of the Second Arcanum 2 x 7 = 14.
We were seeking Victory (Seventh Sephira) of the subtle over the dense, in
the realm of Knowledge (Gnosis) of the Second Arcanum. The result was
the arccnum of'the reversibility of processes (14), which is the arcanum of
the inner harmony of the astrosome. This is clear. But you may say, that
14 = 5 (because I
4 = 5). This is only natural, for the creation of the
Pentagram cannot be performed without that arcanum. I do not even
say, that here the Pentagram has T H R E E of its points uppermost.
(2) Now seek the Eighth Sephirn of the Fifreenth -4rcanum. 15 x 8 = 120= 3
(But 120 can also be considered as 12, for 12 $- 0 - 12). Therefore, from
one side we have the arcanum of Sacrifice (12), as well as the arcanum of
the Zodiac, which means the physical plane. Actually, the victorjl of the
animistic elements in the astral tourbillons (15) cannot go beyond the
astral work for Sacrifice: it 1s the peak of the subtle motives of the astral
work. From the other side, in the realm of application of such an activity,
it would be impossible to go lower thdn the physical plane (12). What does
the number 3 tell us? The rcalization of thc astral vortex is sccn in the
arcanum of the executive (3). This will be sufficient for the Eighth Sephira
of the Fifteenth Arcanum.
(3) We are seeking the Sephira Gcburah (Scvcrity) of thc divinatory clements in Nature that is, 17 x 5 = 85 = 13 4.
The pitiless justice of the divinatory methods lead us to the arcanum of
Death or Transformation of energy (13). This is unavoidable. But, we still
have 4. It is the Form, or four elements, like four states of matter, which
are also unavoidable in the manifestations of Nature.
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Multiplication of tile Arcana
Compare the rcw of the first ten arcana with the suit of the Pentacles in
the Minor Arcana. We then find the statement: similarly as the numerical
cards of the Pentacles are the Sephirothic manifestations of their Kether,
so the first ten Major Arcana can be considered as the Sephiroth of the
First Arcanum, taken as Kelher.
From this we see, that the Scphlroth of the Second Arcanum can be
obtained from it in sequence, passing through one interval according to the
numbers of our circle (Fig. 35).
We may accept, that the Sephiroth of the Second Arcanum, being more
complicated and entangled, will be found in the row of the same numbers,
through two intervals instead of one. Then, in this case, Kether will be 2,
while Chocmah appears as 4, Binah as 6. Gedulah as 8, and so on.
Acting similarly for the Third Arcantrm, leaping across three intervals, we
will see thkt the Sephiroth of the Third Arcanum will bc expressed, approximately, by the Third, Sixth, N~nth, Twelfth, Fifteenth, Eighteenth,
Twenty-first, Twenty-fourth, Twenty-seventh and Thirtieth Arcana.

+
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Thesc examples may be sufficient to show, that by multiplying the arcana
by the Sephiroth, the results d o not give the exact answer to the question,
but rather an artificial direction to the object, closely connected with the
answer, thereby making the finding of the solution casier.
A great Hermetist of the past, Raymond Lulli, recommended his
students, in his major work 'ARS M A G N A ' (Great Art), to deal with
themes little known to them, in order that they might be experimentally
convinced about the usefulness of operations with the Major Arcana and
the Sephiroth, when seeking argumentation in courts and disputes.
Complications in operations with the circle of the arcana (Fig. 35), and
the seeking of the sum according to the rule of '9' (see beginning of this
lesson), sometimes requires the reading of the titles of the arcana on planes
different to that shown i n the position of the initial arcanum. So, instead
of the plane of man, wc may take that of thc Archetype and vice versa.
All these operations, of course, are interesting only for those who like
the Kabbalistic side of the Tarot. But the Kubbala(l is a purt r?f Hermetic
philosophy, and it is my duty to include it although only as a brief study in
this work. I am conscious that it might not be too popular with the majority
of my readers and students, but they are free to pass over this part of the
present book, until deeper understanding of the magnificent structure of
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Hermetism will show them the way to the components of that ancient
knowledge, that is to the Kabbalah.
The whole theme of the T A R O T is so extensive and even vast, that only
a few occultists were (and are) abie to probe to the last depths of its secrets.
Many study only some special sections, like the astral plane, magic
operations, divinatory processes, the creation of new ideas, the catching
of valuable clichks in the astral light, the investigation of the conditions
before birth and after death, and so on.

The titles of this arcanum allow us to analyse the privileges which still
belong to fallen hurnaaity.
The mentalprisilege of Man is Tradition (Testamentum, in other words)
offered to him by the Archetype, together with the prorniw to ' A L W A Y S
A B I D E I N T H E V E R T I C A L P A R T O F T H E STALJROS'.
whose horizontal arm can be considered as the passive and warped state
of present humanity.
In the astral plane, Tradition means language, as a privilege on this
Earth which exclusively belongs to Man. In this sense of the word, language
is identical with the Kabbalah. We will develop this idea in order to make
it more palatable for the student.
Human language is not any haphazard collection of conditioned signs,
but was created according to definite laws? and each root of a particular
language has an analogous relationship to definite objects in the universe.
The union of all the roots will appear a s an analogy of full contemplation
of the spoken Laiv, and as an analogy of the laws which the Microcosm
will attach to the manifestations of the Macrocosm.
For the Microcosm, the elements of the universe are the Major Arcana.
The elements of the language (initiatory one) will be the letters of the
initiatory alphabet, which we accept in its so-called Hebrew transcription.
Somcone operating with the objects of the universe, compels those who
record his operations, to act similarly over the words and roots, as well as
over the signs of the alphabet.
From this cornes one of the definitions of the Kabbalah; in a passive
sense 'IT I S T H E M I R R O R which reflccts everything which takes
place in the universe'. This definition will say nothing to those who do not
have any contact with the Kabbalah, and I am fully conscious of this fact.
It could not be otherwise. Only a mathematician is able to appreciate a
Gauss or an Einstein.
Anyway, the second definition will be of foremost importance: the laws
of analogy are R E V E R S I B L E ! And on this is based the whole Kabbalah
and in general, occultism. The student will do well if he fully comprehends
this statement, before he draws any conclusions from the Kabbalistic
theories.
So, A L L I N F L U E N C E S . 4 N D T H E I R P R O C E S S E S A R E
R E C L P R O C A L . If the activity of the brain reflects itself on the peripheral
branches of the nervous system, so in reverse, the activity of these branches
influcnces thc central institution, here the brain. If a government influences
its nation or society, both of these also influence their government.
If a teacher exercises influence over his pupils, so the pupils also
react upon their teacher, compelling him to be ready to answer their
questions.
Coming to the Kabbalah, it means that if I will change the positions of
letters, roots and words, then this alteration will be reflected in a suitable
way in the sphere of world events. And this is the A C T 1 VE part of the
Traditional Kabbalah. Recognition of the existence of that part presupposes the vitality, or consciousness of the Kabbalistic manifestations, as
performed by one or another Microcosm.
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The Kabbalah
In the Kabbalah, Man is studied jointly with the Archetype and Nature.
Naturally, of special interest is the question about the traditional privileges
and rights of humanity, which occupies the place of the neutralizing
(middle) term in the Theosophical Ternary, as was seen in the previous
lessons.
Tradition tells us that before its downfall, humanity's foremost task was
the Great Action, then performed without effort. This conception of the
Kabbalah is not unique. We will find it in every ancient religion and
philosophy, albeit in different outer forms. In the Old Testament, in old
Roman traditions ('Metamorphoses' of Ovidius), in ancicnt Greek Mythology, in Druidic legends, in Hindu epics, and so on, everywhere the
attentive seeker will find the same idea. There was a time when humanity
was much happier (compare the 'Four Epochs of the World' by Ovidius),
wiser and closer to the Divinity.
Present-day official science would perhaps not agree with such conceptions, referring them to the realm of legends.
Geology shows us, that in some periods of our planct's life, there was no
Man, as we kcow him now, on its surface, and that conditions were quite
different from the point of view of flora and fauna, and so on. But, for the
whole of the Cosmos, what meaning have these few nlillions of revolutions
of our Earth round the centre of the Solar system, which we call 'years', in
comparison with the incalculable periods of time, connected with the
existence of the universe?
The conception of E T E R N I T Y means the union of the Past, Present
and Fzdrure. Clear realization of it is not accessible to the majority of
human minds, for they instinctively try to avoid things which cannot be
limited within the framework of their possibilities.
AS the purpose of this work is not to argue and convince, but only lo give
an exposition of the occult philosophy called Hermetism, I cannot take up
space here for matters not essential from the point of view of the subject.
Hermetism is only one of the branches of the initiatory Wisdom, perhaps
the most fascinating and vast; but this does not mean that all occultists
must follow it. 'In m y Father's house there are many mansions' said a great
Master at the beginning of our epoch.
After this necessary digression, we will return to our Kabbalah, which
belongs to the Tenth Arcanurn of the Tarot.
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Therefore, the central idea of the Kabbalah which accepts the unconditionality and vitality of the cosmic processes, recognizes that all of
them must have theii reflection in (or are bound up with) the true Kabbalah, as in a magic mirror. The attentive rcader will then say, that in
that rule may be the root of all which we call 'magic', and he will not be
far off the truth. But not all minds are able to agree with this axiom.
so we will proceed with a further exposition for those, who can agree
with us.
If someone has received a fictitious title, which does not give him any
realizable or real power, or if, when playing cards, one covers a king with
an ace, how can such happenings be reflected in the Kabbalah?
The activepart of the Kabbalah is: 'if we operate kabbalistically with the
symbols and formulas in full consciousness of their meanings, then such an
operation M U S T be reflected-in a certain measure-on the development
of the real happenings, on the changes of the astral cliches, and even on the
mental currents.' T H E S E A R E T H E B A S E S O F T H E W I D E
APPLICATION OF T H E KABBALAH I N M A G I C A N D
T H E U R G Y . Every occultist knows about this.
There is an old saying: 'the letter can kill, but the letter can also be
killed.' 'The letter can kill' means that there is the possibility of O P E R A T I N G K A B B A L L S T I C A L L Y ; 'the letter can bc killed' would mean
that the Kabbalistic operation performed by another man, can be destroyed
or rendered harmless, by the direct use of ideas or physical things, while
ignoring the formal side. It has been said: '[DO N O T F O R G E T ]
T H A T T H E S O N O F M A N I S L O R D A L S O O F T H E SABBATH.'

itself in two different spheies, we will see that the whole possible number of
the roots is 462 4- 22 -- 484. These 484 combinations should kabbalistically
correspond to the approximate and tangled understanding of the universe
(Macrocosm) as held by fallen humanity. By conibiiiing them into complicated words, me are only operating with ready-made roots. The same
applies
when we link up words to form sentences.
..
In his inner world, the i~ldividualman, gencrally, does not usc the whole
system of 484 roots, and therefore their recorded number is always less.
Each summing up of the arcana can be interpreted in different realms c ~ the
f
Theosophical Ternary. Therefore, the understanding of thc old texts in their
literal meaning and translation, using the modern signification of the
Hebrew words-leads to great misunderstandings.
Here are a few examples in order to better explain the statements just
made :

Now we will occupy ourselves with the construction of the initiatory language, a deformed and spoiled reflection of which is what today is known as
Hebrew, but which should be more p~operlycalled the Aramaic language,
in which Christ also snoke.
Generally spcaking, the roots of that language have two consonants
each, or, in our terminology, are composed of two arcana. The vowels
which define the pronunciation of the words, have changed and sometimes
differ in the speech of natives of the different provinces. A root composed
of three letters means a fusion of two double-letters, where the second letter
of the first root and the first letter of the second are identical. The endings
o r sufkes are mostly characterized by consonants, that is again by the
Major Arcana.
As we know, there are 22 Major Arcana. Therefore, the number of
all the paired combinations made from the Major Arcana will be:
22
- - 21 - 231. Taking into consideration the possibility of the shifting
2
of the arcana in calculations, we will get the maximum number of 462 roots
with different letters. By adding to them the Z2 roots themselves, which
can be created by twice repeating the same arcanum, putting it opposite to
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(1) The combination 3 Ef (ab) i n our system of arcana is read as: 'a limited,
balanced, three-plane entity (H)dcsircs to manifest itself through polarization (splitting in two) (a). Explaining the meaning of this forniula we
may easily form the two following methods of understanding:
(a) A being limited to three planes manifests itself by giving birth to
another similar bting.
(b) A human being givcs birth to another human, which means, that
from its own mature state (perfect in the period destined for procreation) it gives rise to something separate from itself. I n this last
interpretation of the word 1K (ab) the meaning will bc 'father'.

(2) The analysis of the word I j Ef (am or amae) gives us several interpretations.
(a) Thc three-plane world (K)manifests itself through the arcanum of
Death (Ij), and the regeneration connected with it.
(b) In a balanced environment (K) there dekelops something, which in
the end dies to that environment (Ij), but regenerates itself for another
condition of life.
(c) A human being, a woman bears a child, which at the end dies to its
embryonic life, but is born to live in the physical atmosphere.
The translation of the word ,+3Ef (am) is of course, 'mother'.
(3) The word: s y (aatz or eta) gives us the explanatio~i:the binding (Y)
of organic functions leads to a much more static and dangerous form of life
(x), that is, the vegetable life.
Actually, plants and trees cannot of themselves liiove when once they
emerge from the seed stage. Therefore, they are bound to one place for their
lifetime, not having the possibility or opportunity of avoiding danger or
attack from any movement. The word aatz means 'tree'.
(4) The word 3 3 (gan) means: birth 0 ) plus the reversibility of processes
Q), or temperance, measurement. Further meanings are a geometrical solid,
an enclosure, and in the Bible-a 'garden'.
H*
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(5) The word 7 (rom) has the following explanations:
(a) Regeneration (7) through death (a), and resurrection in other
conditions through individual death.
(b) Selection of parts from the homogenous surroundings through the
assimilation of their inner elements.
(c) Creation of nutritious surroundings through the assimilation of
material absorbed from outside. The Biblical meaning is: blood.

You should think deeply about these two paragraphs before you pass on to
further matters.

55

(6) The word
(lel or lil) is explained by:
(a) Sacrifice opposed by sacrifice, or sacrifice confronted with an equal
sacrifice.
9 5,
(b) Expansion confronted with another expansion. Tn the word
that is with1 (Yod) placed between two Lameds ( 5 9
that Yod appears
in the closed system, which altogether create the idea of night, and so, the
enclosed space is surrounded on every side by the sacrifice of light (which
means darkening with blinds). This gives realization to the conception
of unbroken shadow, or night.
(7) The word 0 7 (reth) gives us: regeneration (resh) 7 directed by the
limiting element (teth) a. Explanations :
(a) A new flow, directed by a restricting force.
(b) The flow of water in a pipe.
The final meaning of the word will be 'channel', 'pipe', 'alley' (in which
latter, walking is limited by the form of the alley).
I am limiting further explanations about the Kabbalistic operations of
words and letters, because they can be found in any of the existing manuals
of the Kabbalah, from which I can recommend La Cabhule by Papus, still
available in France. There are also some works in English which can be
consulted by the eager adherent of the Kabbalah.
But what purpose do all these Kabbalistic methods and operations serve?
Are they only for the exercising of the individual brain? Of course N O T :
common sense must also serve the aims of the mind. Therefore, the
Kabbalah has a double meaning for us.
(1) It A L L O W S U S - U S I N G T H E W R I T T E N S O U R C E S O F
T H E HIEROGLYPHIC INITIATORY LANGUAGE-TO
DISCOVER N O T ONLY WHAT T H E AUTHORS O F T H E
OCCULT KABBALISTIC BOOKS P U T I N T O T H E M , BUT
ALSO E V E R Y T H I N G W H I C H C A N BE D E D U C E D F R O M
T H E M BY W A Y O F M E N T A L S P E C U L A T I O N , O R A S
H E R M E T I S T S L I K E T O S A Y , VIA T H E M E R C U R I A L ELEMENTS O F O U R HUMAN INDIVIDUALITIES.
(2) It allows us to create, by the force of our ingenuity, new pentacles of
words, expressing the formal side of our impulses of will. The process of
reading these words will supply us with mantrams, and, what is most
important, the highly e&ctive mantrams, which are understandable for us
to the last degree, because they are then created by ourselves, or, at least,
borrowed from the Egregoric Chains with whom we are in relationship.

5),
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So the Kabbalah will serve us for learning about the initiatory T R A D I T l O N (which has also been used as the basis for this work) and of the
theogonic, cosmogonic and androgynous systems revealed by this Tradition,
plus the practical, realizable means provided in them for the use of their
adepts.
And further still, the Kabbalah is one of the best known instruments of
cognition in the realm of relations between the Microcosm and the
Macrocosm. The very word Kabbalah (7
3
gematrically gives:
100 2 + 30 + 5 - 137 = 11 = 2, that is, it interprets itself by the arcana
of 'Force (11) and Knowledge (2), which summarizes the aforesaid.
Etymologically, we translate the word Kabbalah as T R A D I T I O N .
For its use, the K A B B A L I S T I C C O D E O F T H E W E S T E R N
S C H O O L possesses the following memorials of undoubtedly Kabbalistic
content :
(1) The Book of Sepher Yetziruh ascribed to Abraham and containing in it,
the full code of Kabbalistic metaphysics in its static form (the mutual
relations of the T H R E E P R I M A R Y C A U S A L I T I E S , S E V E N
S E C O N D A R Y C A U S A L I T I E S and T H E Z O D I A C A L W O R L D
O F C O N C R E T E T H I N G S , welded together by our Hermetic Unitarian contemplation).
(2) The Book of Genesis (Sepher Bereshith), and the whole remnants of
the Five Books of Moses, which contain the full exposition of the basic
theogony, androgyny and cosmogony, plus part of the history of the
Tradition belonging to the White Race.
(3) The rest of the books of the Old Testament, in which, apart from the
purely exoteric texts, we also encounter purely Kabbalistic chapters, such
as the 1st and Xth in the Book of the Prophet Ezekiel and some parts of
the Book of the Prophet Daniel.
(4) The book Zohar (Sepher ha Zohar) which is an ample collection of
commentaries by different authors almost always nameless. Zohar has
commentaries about the Bible and Sepher Yezirah and an almost full code
of the Kabbalistic metaphysics in their dynamic part. There arenumerous
additions of some Kabbalistic nlethods used for the dcciphering of the
Sacred Texts; separate treatises of the so-called pneumaticoccultism (knowledge about souls and methods of influencing astrosomes, conditions of
the changes of plane (deaths); theurgical operations, and so on).
Zohar was first published in Mantua (1559). There have been many
disputes about the period of its origin, but they do not belong to this
present work.
(5) Books of the famous Talmud, not all of which contain Kabbalistic
matters. However, their construction, that is pattern of arranging material,
and methods of their synthesis are undoubtedly of Kabbalistic character,
so I am mentioning them in this brief review of these memorials.
(6) The so-called C L A V I C U L A E S 0 L O M O N I S (Keys of Solomon),

+
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which have come down to us in their Latin translation made by Rabbi
Abognazar. This is a collection of talismans, pentacles, exorcisms and
prayers, having wide application in Ceremonial Magic and in Kabbalistic
Astrology. The text of the Testament of King Solomon for his Son Roboam
serves as an introduction to them. This book is an inexhaustible collection
of Kabbalistic prescriptions.
(7) The whole of the N E W T E S T A M E N T , especially the books by the
Apostle St John, is filled with texts, partially or wholly admitting of
Kabbalistic interpretation. In the Revclation (the Apocalypse) we simply
find descriptions of the separate arcana of the Tarot.
The Gospel of St John has 21 chapters, corresponding to the Major
Arcana, from K (Aleph) to tff (Shin) inclusive. This Kabbalistic code was
taught by many Mediaeval classical authors and scientists of the Kabbalah
belonging to different schools and nationalities. They have left us an enormous amount of material for meditation in the realm of the Mercury of
esoterism which is called Kabbalistic speculation.

Life (3). Number 10 of the Sephira shows the finished and active independence of that cycle of transmutations. Again, the Name gave the Law
of the Process, and the Sephira, provided it with details of its surroundings.
As you may see, refined mental processes are necessary to follow the
unfolding of the ideas and operations of the Kabbalah. The student must
seek and find them for himself, if this is his linc of cvolution.

The Sephiroth and the Holy Names
This brief exposition about the Kabbalah would be incomplete without
some explanation about the ten Holy Names of God. These Names, as well
as the Sephiroth belonging to them serve as excellent material for the basic
exercises in notarikon and gematria.
For a start we will have a general analysis of the F I R S T three Names
and their Sephiroth.
(1) The Name a 9 7 K is unfolded by notarikon into two marriages, N with
;.T and 3 with 3. It means: as a three-plane, balanced individuality can
fecundate its passive elements, so a closed system, considered as active,
should fecundate its corresponding passive ones. Because the numerical
value of that Name is 8, we have to add, that it is the World's Law.
The name of the Sephira 7 n 3 (Kether) can be unfolded into the arcanum of Force (21 Caph), the arcanum of the Great Action (n Than) and
the arcanum of Regeneration (7 Resh). The numerical value of the
Sephira Kether is 21 = 3, and gites us a hint on the metaphysical sphere
(3) and the mystery of thc transition to the lower planes (21). As we may
see, the analysis of this Sephira gave us a picture of the surroundings in
which the Law of the development of the process, represented by the Holy
Name corresponding to that Sephira, finds its application.
(2) The Name ;T 9 is simply a formula of the Gnostic encounter of two
polarities in the same scale. Its number is 15 = 6, showing the role of the
astral tourbillon (vortex) in this combination (15) and warns about the
dangers of the Sixth arcanum (an encounter may be evolutionary or involutionary).
The name of the Sephira 3 n 3 n (Chocmah) can be unfolded into the
integrity of the surroundings (n) which is then transformed into Force
(3).This, after the change of planc (n)will create the elcments of the new

(3) The Name 7 1 ;-I 9 is the formula of the normal Family, a usual dynamic
cycle, as we already know. Its number 8 will again undcrlinc the integrity
and unchangeability of the cycle.
Sephira 7 3 9 2 (Binah) tells us about the Knowledge (a) leading to
the closed and finished system (9) in which Life (7)is possible in the casc
of the reversibility of the process 0). Such an environment corresponds
well to the manifestation of the Dynamic Law. Number 13 reminds us
about the necessity of adaptation in the realm of the Elements (4) in order
to justify and to apply the cycle ;? 1 7 9.
These three examples will enable you to continue the analysis for the
seven remaining Sephiroth. I cannot but strongly underline the usefulness
of such an exercise when performed independently by the student himself,
as it will open his mind to many things which cannot be clearly explained
in this course, because of the precautions, enclosed in the traditional
expositions of this kind. No serious author writing about such matters
would give to readers (and therefore to potential occultists) A L L information, leading to realization of the Hermetic forces on the lower plane, for
then he would be responsible for all the transgressions made by wrongminded students, who may use their knowledge for involutionary, and
not for evolutionary aims (that is, for evil instead of good).
Otherwise, ifpersons find the keys to realization for themselves, they and
they alone are responsible for their actions.
Apart from the ten Holy Sephirothic Names, and the Hebrew term
'Ain-Soph' (5 1 0 - j 9 H) (the Unattainable, the Supreme, standing above
all the Sephiroth), I would like to r;commend, that the following tcrms be
(ab = Father) and K 2
thoroughly 'kabbalized' from all sides: 2
(Agla), which find wide use in Ceremonial Magic and Theurgy. The bases
for Agla are: three-plane balancing, based on the metaphysical understanding of Existence (N Aleph). The fulfilment of the Universal Love ( j Ghimel)
uniting everything which was ever divided. The ineffable expansion of
Lamed). The whole again leads to the Beginning
readiness for sacrifice
(N).
That is why in occultism, A G L A is translated as 'United in Three',
and why this word is credited as having the power of R E A L I Z A T I O N
even in the mouth of a layman. It is used under exceptional conditions
in magic operations, when the operator is confronted with forces he is
unable to control in any other way. So far, I have observed that it is put into
practice in very serious operatio& of Ceremonial Magic, such as in cases
of exceptionally strong obsession, where nothing else worked, and the
dangerous manifestations had to be stopped at any price.
Experienced occultists will understand what I mean.
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Now you may be ready to realize the aims of the connection of the
T E N N A M E S in Theurgy and magic. They are formulas of the separate
cycles of the Great Diabatic Process in the Life of the universe. T H E I R
FULLNESS ENVELOPES EVERYTHING T H A T HAS BEEN
P E R F O R M E D A N D E V E R Y T H I N G W H I C H W I L L BE
P E R F O R M E D . It is, so to speak, the full reflection of the subjective
understanding by the Collective Man (Universal Being) of the Mystery
belonging to the construction of the world, manifested in the signs of his
initiatory language.
With every theurgic ceremony and with many magic ones is connected
the ritualistic pronunciation of part of the Holy Names, or of all of them.
This depends upon the kind of Sephiroth taking part in the process of
R I S I N G prayers, or conjurations. Therefore, the exact knowledge of the
Names and Sephiroth is indispensable even for the beginner aspirant in
Hermetism and magic. This defines for him, the ability of performing
Kabbalistic activities in any part of the Diabatic process and G I V E S
H I M T H E ABILITY T O F O R T I F Y HIS WILL-POWER
WlTH FORMULAS CONTACTING H I M WlTH THE 1MMORTAL EGREGOR O F THE GREAT CHAIN FORMED
BY T H E G U A R D S A N D M A S T E R S O F T H E W H I T E R A C E ' S
KABBALAH.

C H A P T E R XI

A R C A N U M XI (3 C A P H )

3
Arcanum XI
LEO DOMITATUS
STRENGTH
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T ~ ~ c aofr dthe Eleventh Arcanum presents a woman, closing the muzzle of a
furlous lion without any effort and with full self-confidence. The whole of
her figure conveys the impression of irresistible power.
Over her head we see a sign like that of an '8' lying on its side, which here
symbolizes the astral light. The hieroglyph of the Eleventh Arcanum is a hand
firmly squeezing something in it. This is a clear indication of the idea of
FORCE, which in the realm of the Theosophical Ternary gives us the
titles: VIS D I V l N A (Mental plane), VIS H U M A N A (Astral) and
V I S N A T U R A L I S (Physical). The name of the arcanum is 'Leo
Domitatus' (the 'Conquered Lion'). The vulgar name is 'Force'.
The sign is the letter 3 (Caph), whose numerical value is 20 - 2, giving
the idea of duality in the use of force. Astrologically, Mars is the corresponding planet.
The meaning of the card is easy to understand. It enumerates the
necessary conditions for the arising and application of evolutionary
forces; kno~~ledge
of the Astral (sign over the woman's head); purity of
intentions (virginity being the symbol for it), and faith in onesev (her
unconstrained attitude).
Arithmological analysis of the arcanum will give us certain indications
about the construction and application of the Forces.

d'
Mare

+
+

Vis Vivina
V i s Humana
V i s Naturalis

Equation No. 49: 11 = 1
10 or
Equation No. 50: 11 - 10
1
In thefirst case, it is the Monad (1) which rules the closed system (10).
We will translate it as: O N E W I L L M U S T D I R E C T T H E C H A I N
0 F BEINGS. It is the formula for the construction of Collectivities ruled
by the Hierarchies.
The second case tells us: that the chain so formed expressed as the
number ten (10) must manifest itself externally as a Unit (1). The power
of the Collectivity should be based on the unity of the strivings of all its
members and on all planes.
Equation No. 51: 11 = 2 4-9 or
Equation No. 52: 11 = 9
2
T h e j r s t one says: that the unsolved binaries (2) and lack of initiation by
the other men in the world urge the Initiates (9) to do their work, compelling them to use Force (1 1).
The second shows that Initiates (9) possess strength because, for their

+
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aims, they can use the lack of initiation of other men, as well as the latter's
defective knowledge of non-neutralized binaries (2).
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(I) Sephira Kether in which abides the Macroprozopos of the Family.

- +

(2) Sephira Chocmalz in which must abide the Father of the Family, and
in which-in its primary state-is placed the Unitarian Organism of the
Androgynous Whole of human souls, called A D A M P R O T O P L A S T .

+
+

(3) Sephira Binah which is the natural place for the abiding of the Mother
of the Family, the primary place of the Angels as a separate Kingdom.
The souls were destined to solve the evolutionary problem of the
Triangle of Fire. Their role was to subtilize everything, to lead everything
upwards, to direct without interruption the Ascending Current of the Great
Closed System of the World's ten Sephiroth.
The activity of the Angels, which limits the realm of the activity of souls,
is connected with the involutionary problem of the Triangle of Water.
Angels materialize the subtle, condense it, form the coagulates or entities
and, in general, direct and rule the Descending Current of the whole
system of the Second Family.

Equation No. 53: 11 3
8 or
1
l
-=
8
3
Equation No. 54:
In thefirst Force is hidden in action and creation (3) directed by Justice
(or infallible laws) (8).
In the second Force (1 1) is hidden in the principle of securing lamful
activity (8) in creation (3).

+

Equation No. 55: 11 = 4
7 or
Equation No. 56: 1 1 = 7 4
In thefirst, our dependence on the Elements (4) induces the Secondary
Causalities in Man (7) to work and so makes him strong (1 1).
In the second, the Secondary Causalities (7) rule the Elements (4) and
their lies their Force (1 1).
The last equation teaches us, that it is necessary to include in the magic
Chain, apart from the Pentagram, elementals (4) which are useful for
realizations, because of their knowledge of the mechanism of involution.
But, of course, these elementals must be obedient to the pentagrammatic
elements of the Chain, introducing their planetary means (7).

+
+

Equation No. 57: 1 1 = 5
6 or
5
Equation No. 58: 1 1 = 6
The first is a normal formula for activity in Ceremonial Magic: 'The
Microcosm (5) operates (or influences) the Macrocosm (6).'
The second is a formula for divination in the Astral, that is a purely
passive operation ; 'the Macrocosm (6) gives instructions to the Microcosm
(5) which contcmplates it.'
In both equations, there is hidden some part of the mystery of Power
(Force or the Eleventh Arcanum).
Now we come to the problem regarding some examples in the history of
the transmission of the higher Force and its realization on our planet by the
creation of magic Chains, directed by certain Egregors. The most usual and
typical are the surroundings or Collectivities which follow one or another
form of religion. It will first be necessary to explain briefly the basic views
ofthe Initiates on thequestion ofthe D O W N F A L L a n d R E I N T E G R A T I O N of Man.
We should now recall the constitution of the First Family, standing as the
Transcendental Group, above all the Sephiroth of metaphysical, ethical
and concrete contents.
The members of that F A M I L Y are: Transcendental Love, Transcendental Life (Logos or Adam Kadmon), and the Knave of the Logos,
emanating the Kether (Crown) of the S E C O N D F A M I L Y , as you already know from the lessons about the numerical cards of the Tarot, or
the Minor Arcana.
The second Family created by the Knave (or rather, to which the Knave
gave birth) is in the form of the following mystical Persons:

(4) Six Sephiroth, Chesed, Geburah, Tiphereth, Netzah, Hod, Yesod in
their union serve as the place for the abode of the Microprozopos of the
Family. He is androgynous. The centre of his organism is Tiphereth. His
organs of influence on the Spouse are in the Sephira Yesod. The right side
of the Microprozopos has two positively polarized organs : Charity (Chesed)
and Victory (Netzah). They are formed in the Microprozopos by his soul
in ordcr to serve them for evolutionary aims. The left side of the Microprozopos contains the negatively polarized organs of Justice (or Severity),
Geburah, and Peace (Hod) born through the influence of Angels. They
serve for involutionary purposes.
So we see, that from the Father, the Microprozopos inherited his evolutionary abilities, limited by the involutionary qualities of the Mother.
The Personality of the Microprozopos manifests itself in the central
Sephira Tiphereth: his activity is directed downwards into the Sephira
Yesod.
Now the meaning of the Microprozopos is clear: the sphere of his activity
is the whole realm of cognition. It is neutralized by Harmony and must be
considered as androgynous. It is very complicated in its structure, and therein lies the danger of possible trouble in its functions. Purely active individuality or purely passive surroundings never require as much protection
and good nourishment as androgynous beings. Something similar can be
found in all the mechanisms of double action: they work perfectly, providing all the rules for their management are observed. But the smallest
infringement of these rules inevitably brings essential changes in their
function and work, destroying the harmony of their constitution.
( 5 ) Sephira Malkuth is the home of the Spouse of the Microprozopos, and
as the realm of application of elementary realizations is closely dependent
upon the executive of the Microprozopos.
And now comes the R E A L M O F T H E D O W N F A L L . The sphere
D A A T H (Cognition) of the Sephiroth belonging to the Microprozopos, so
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far transmitted, acts as an androgynous element, the picture of the activity
of the Logos (together with his Knave).
The same happened to the perfect androgyne of the Point over the
F I R S T Y O D . The difference in manifestations of these three androgynous Units is that the P O I N T does not rcceive its influx from anybody,
but itself transmits the Transcendental Influx downwards. The Logos, fed
by that Transcendental Influence, transmits it to the Microprozopos'
Sephiroth. They receive it as enveloped in a light form of 'fog' or 'smoke',
and send the condensed cloud into the world where the 'formae seminlaes'
were created.
SO at the end we see that: T H E P O I N T over the Yod is S E L F D E P E N D E N T ; T H E L O G O S I S F R E E (the first three Sephiroth
are the reflection of the Logos); but D A A T H is only H A R M O N I O U S
and M A L K U T H only C O N C R E T E .
Further, Hermetic Tradition says, that at some moment the Sephiroth
of D A A T H began to strive after independence. Therefore, they were
attracted by F R E E D O M , without which there cannot be any personal
life; but the striving after such a freedom was at the same time the refusal
to accept food from the Upper Influx. This refusal became an accomplished
fact, and then happened what is called 'The D 0W N F A L L O F T H E
S I X S E P H I R O T H ' which led these Sephiroth to the Kabbalistic Death.
Then, as they no longer received food from the Higher Currents, the cloud
formed by these Six Sephiroth became what we now call 'the lower astral'.
The Sephirothic:organism underwent the process of crumbling, of division,
and its polarities began to manifest in the form of non-neutralized binaries
(you already know from former lessons about the destructiveness of unsolved binaries).
The Sephira Tiphereth ceased to manifest its Light. Differentiation of
the cells of D A A T H reached extreme limits and their name became truly
'legion'.
This was the downfall of the Angels, which unveiled to the universe the
mystery of Death.
The essence of the Sephira Malkuth, as the Spouse of the essence of
Daath, also took a form suitable for the downfall, renlaining as a realm of
operation performed by the fallen legion of Daath, which means only the
sphere of the most concrete manifestation of the unsolved binaries.
Symbolically, you may say, that, in Malkuth, at this period, there grew the
Tree of Cognition of Good and Evil.
The Microprozopos' Sephiroth fell because of their contents, but the
P R I N C I P L E S which directed the creation of the Sephiroth remained
intact, just as the code of the Law remains existent in principle, even if it
is violated by all citizens.
Souls and Angels then received the task of filling the emptiness through
the process of manifestation in F O R M S , aiming at the salvation of Malkuth. Similarly, through the intermediary of Malkuth it was also possible
to save its Spouse-the fallen Daath.
But, the latter did not want to lose the conquered Freedom through the
resuscitation of the Tree of Life, which is the AstralLight of T I P H E R ETH .

So Daath tempted the passive Sephira of Souls 7 1 3 (HCva) by the prospective learning of the binaries of the Sephira Malkuth, presenting these
binaries (the most condensed elements of the universe), as useful points or
fulcrums for the application of P E R S O N A L power. HCva caught that
idea, that is she ate the ji-uit from the Tree of Cognition of Good and Evil.
On becoming acquainted with the system of binaries, H6va introduced it
into the activity of the Souls, which have the name of
7 K (Adam). It
seems that the wife presented the husband with the same fruit.
The active part of the Souls firstly attached the theory of the binary to
the essence of the Sephira Chocmah itself. This means, that Adam and
Htva recognized themselves as the poles of the non-neutralized binary,
that is from the pairs they created the contrasts. From this comes the sense
of shame and further condensation of the forms, known as the 'desire to be
clothed'.
But the principle of the binary conceptions went further and deeper, and
the whole Adam-Protoplast split himself into cells, covered with bodies,
o r veils, the more gross, the more the process of differentiation went ahead.
The subtlety of the essence of the Sephira Chocmah and the power of the
authority of Souls as the Second Sephira caused the Soul-cells to appear
clothed not in the lower astral as elements of the legion of Daath, but just
in that which we call physical matter. These cells then became involved in
time and space. This was and is their slavery. They were torn out from the
Higher Current, to become slaves of Time and Space.
In the Sephirothic picture of the World's construction there appear
changes; these take the form of differentiation and discord.
What have the higher Sephiroth to do now, whose harmony became
distorted by the downfall of the Souls?
The mass of Angels extcnd their influence on all the sub-planes of the
astral, because of the birth of entities known as Spiritus Directores. This
mass, further occupied with its involutionary task, penetrates into Malkuth,
where the elementals will be born, which possess material bodies s e r ~ i n g
as a physical basis for the universe.
Tradition says simply, that Angels materialized the Malkuth ('Kingdom')
in order that no astral devils could enjoy it.
The Essence of Kether, called 'the Soul of the Messiah', bcing androgynous, spreads itself into the sphere of the Microprozopos creating h ~ s
Sephiroth in order to fecundate Malkuth later with a Redeeming Iricarnation. Therefore, thc influence of the Incarnate Messiah must stimulate and
encourage the Souls awakened from their sleep in matter, and call them to
evolutio~aryactivities, with the help of all their three-plane instruments,
which will givc them magic superiority over the fallen Daath. For then the
latter can manifest itself in the physical world only by means of mediumistic
loans and other unnatural and harmful ways.
The Souls, striving for Reintegration in the Sephira Chocmah, gradually
subtilize their 'clouds', purifying the Sephira Malkuth in which the fallen
Daath works; they fc3llow after the Spouse, realizing the ideal of the socalled 'Restitutio', that is full restoration of the P R I M A R Y S T A T E
of the Sephirothic System belonging to the S E C O N D F A M I L Y .
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Now comes our turn to occupy ourselves with the D O W N F A L L of
H U M ANTTY. This did not happen all at once. The veils (the gross state
of matter) of fallen humanity grew gradually, bringing about a forgetting
of the former perfection and also a progressive adaptation to the new and
deplorable state. Of course, we should accept, that in different separate
personalities, that is in different cells of Adam-Protoplast, this adaptation
goes forward at different speeds.
For us here, in this practical course, it is M O R E I M P O R T A N T
T O KiGOW W H A T C A N BE F O R G O T T E N A N D W H A T
S H O U L D N O T BE F O R G O T T E N . For the sake of clarity of
exposition I will divide the question into two parts:
LESSON

A. By imagining in our minds the whole of the fallen cells of the World's
Man (Adam-Protoplast), let us transfer ourselves into that period, when the
influence of 'Ye Yod of the First Family was visibly lost, but all other lower
reflections of a transcendental character were still preserved. In that epoch,
remembrance about the Past, or religion, would be limited to the cult of
abstruse devotion to the First He, of the First Family. Practically, this
meant the recognition of the Great Principle of the UniqueL?fe.This religion
was of course, much higher than the theory of the 'fight for survival' so
often a basis for some practical philosophies of our own day. Nevertheless,
that religion of the Unique Life had a shadowy character when compared
with the religion of Transcendental Love which enlightened the Protoplast
before his downfall.
In this course 1cannot sacrifice room for theoretical deliberations about
the problematic continent, on which lived the comparatively happy followers of the Religion of Life, nor about chronological guesses concerning that
far off epoch. All this has long since been non-existent for us.
But it seems to be necessary to present briefly the System of Commandments, which was accepted as an ethical code by those early followers.
They honoured Life in all its manifestations. They rccognized it in mineral,
in plant, and in the smallest representatives of the animal kingdom, identifying it with the potent Current of Life, flowing in themselves. They loved
Life and respected it, and because they had not yet lost their clear understanding of Life's evolutionary formula (Souls are of the origin of Chocmah), they considered as good, everything which was in accordance with
that formula, and as evil, everything which tried to deform it.
Hermetic Tradition has transmitted to us the practical Commandments
which form that sacred formula:
(1) Metaphysically profess the One Unique Life.
(2) Do not metaphysically divide that Life, that is do not be entangled in
the slavery of the multiple conceptions born in the mind.
(3) D o not astrally divide that Life, that is d o not apply the mystery of the
Dynamic Cycle {Tetragram) to deviation from the normal Hierarchy.
(4) Do not obscure that Life by destroying, on the physical plane, remembrance about the Emanative Origin of every form of Life.
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(5) Honour those who granted Life to you (even physical parents, provided
they d o not deviate from the evolutionary formula).
(6) Transmit Life wisely and co~lsciously.
(7) Do not attempt to rob anything of Life on the physical plane.
(8) Do not desire any property whch belongs to others 011 the physical
plane.
(9) and (10) Do not attempt to possess anything bound up with the life of
your neighbour on the astral plane, neither PASS1 V E L Y (9) through lies,
nor A C T I V E L Y (10) through jealousy.

B. In the S E C O N D period of fallen humanity's existence religion took
another form. Although humanity had already lost the clear understanding
of the Tranrrendenfal Lfe, it had not yet abandoned the idea of the Logos,
the Great Archctypc of the universe. In this degree there i s no longer any
intuition about the unity of Llfe, but the understanding exists of the O N E
SOURCE OF IDEALS.
All has been born from the L 0 G 0 S , so no one dares to be an enemy of
another. In the moment of a difficult decision, disappointment, or uncertainty, the followers of the religion of the Logos beg Him to help, to
grant, as alms, an ideal which can sabe them.
C. The next degree of the downfall will eradicate in human hearts the
picture of the Logos, but will still retain the symbol of the Second UP
of the First Family. which means only the Ideals, and nothing more.
There is nobody to ask Him about the ideals; but having thetn ready-made
someone can still try to get salvation.
This religion of the Second HP will pass unnoticed from the Transcendental into the Transcendent. The higher possibilities once shown by
Intuition, will now gradually be fossilized into ready-made casts of a
metaphysical transcendent thesis. Belief in the Second He of the First
Family easily slips down to the level of the religion of the Macroprozopos
(Second Family), actually to the Point over its Yod.

D. 7n7hat comes next? The Transcendent religion of the Father of the
Second Family is suml~lari7ed in the remembrance about the Sephira
Chocmah, about the abidance in that Sephira of all human Souls as cells
of the unique Protoplast. In it we still find a clear understanding of the
brotherhood of Man with the involutionary entities (Angels). That is
because, on this degree, Kether is already forgotten. Later conles forgetfulness about the fact, that Chocmah and Binah are two manifestations
of Kether, having to realire the circular cycle of Life by means of the
friendly and brotherly co-operation of the Second Family.
E. And even if the understanding of the Brotherhood disappears'? Then
things become bad. Sometimes wild egotism begins to rule, leading to
anarchy and even to the reign of the dark forces.
It can reach to a fight against the Formula of Dynamic Evolutionary
processes and even to the exchange of human individuality for the legion
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of passions, identical with the legion of 'devils' dwelling in the lower
astral (remember the story of Dr Faust).

(3) To establish the authority of Teachers. as an analogy of the rcmembrance about the Second He of the F~rst Family, which mysteriously
transmits the Higher Influx in the form of Emanation.
(4) To dissuade men from their proud stri\/ingto rebuild the world for their
own comfort, and instead, to underline the necessity of something just the
opposite: of the Hermetic rebullding of one's own personality, so as to
create, albeit, a dim and faded picture of the androgynously harmonious
Logos.
(5) To purify the morale of men, in the name of the First H i of the FI R S T
F A M I L Y , which means to compel them to understand the practice of
the Commandments of the Unique L f e .
(6) To concern themselves with the full Reintegration of humanity, purified
by the True Religion, in order to let it know the reflection of the Influx of
the First Yod, to subtilize its astral and mental, to realize the Sephiroth
of the Spouse and the Microprozopos, and to come, u!timately, to the
Unity of the Adum-Protol~las/i n the Sephira Chocmah.
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'Humanity as a whole, and as separate races and nations, has l~ved,lives,
and will live through the afore-mentioned phases (A to E) and the corresponding religions and their substitutes, even the regretfully described last
degree of decomposition of individualities into almost valueless personalities.' (The words of Prof. G.O.M., 1912).
Here I would like to permit myself a small digression. The basic initiatory
material for these lessons dates to the last years before World War I. I
intentionally did not add to them, some modern researches made since
that time. Why? Just in order to show, how higher occultism is able to
F O R E S E E , exactly and unmistakably. the future possible stages of
human destiny. 1 am writing this work in 1958, that is after many historical,
sociological and political changes have taken place in the life of humanity.
I will not enumerate them, as everyone knows them too well. I would
only like to ask my readers-for their own sakes-into which degree of the
downfall, as described in Sections A to E, they would place the present
epoch ?
The solution to the great problem of Reintegration was most clear and
feasible in the epoch, when the wise Primary Religion of the Unique
Life was not yet lost or perverted. But no matter how strong were the
temptations resulting from the abandonment, by the major part of humanity, of that Primary Religion, we may note that almost immediately after
such a deplorable fact, there came the reaction, an effort to mend the
erroneous ways through Revelation. The rcprescntativcs of the fightcrs for
the return to the initial wisdom, to the ancient clichis of contemplation,
were with good reason called ' I N I T I A T E S ' , while those who had
forgotten the cult of the O N E L I F E , were termed ignorant or laymen. The
first were also not absolutely perfect beings, because they too were fallen
cells of the Protoplast. But, at least they did not lose their original ties with
the High, the Holy, and preserved the reflection of the L I G H T . Their
attempts directed to the conversion of humanity to the right ways were
vested in different forms, more or less complicated, according to the degree
of the downfall of their human environment, and to the conditions of life
in which lived the affected nations and races.
Hermetic Tradition used to call such attempts 'Imposed Religion'. Great
Teachers, creating such religions, often had to deal with surroundings, the
major part of which had already forgotten even imagination about human
brotherhood (remembrance about the Sephira Chocmah).
Because of this, the Teachers had to act as follows:
(1) To remind men about the brotherhood of Souls.

(2) To resuscitate the idea of the double, involutionary, and evolutionary
Current, like the Great Ladder of Jacob, on which, from the left descend
the Angels (Binah) and from the right ascend the Souls (Chocmah), while
at the top the Radiant Macroprozopos (Sephira Kether) sits on his throne.
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To reach these aims, Initiates realized the Arcanum of Force, uniting
themselves into C H A I N S , directed by the Egregoric Principles. The
mental cores of these Egregors actually were always, and still are the
principles of the Unique Primary Religion, realized as a whole or separate
groups. The astral part of the Egregor is born as the wholeness of forms,
in which are vested the above-mentioned mental principles. The material
(physical) counterpart of the cult is created as the physical body of the
same Egregor. Its constitution depends upon its astrosome and the
surroundings, into which the religion is projected; hut the Egregor can
generate different cults in different couutrics. Adaptation is ncccssary
everywhere.
From all this it is easy to understand, that the bestowing, or men imposition of a religion can be compared to the formation of a collective tourbillon. The vital activity of such a tourbillon 11.1 ~ t dynamic
s
part must be
symbolized by the sequence of the cycles 7 1 ;? 9 (Yod-H6-Vau-He).
In these cycles, the most important one for us is the first, beginning with
the P O I N T O V E R T H E i (Yod). We should not forget, that religion
incarnates itself in order to create its adepts. Therefore, apart from the
Dynamic Cycle (Tetragrammaton) in it, there must still be visible 'some
kind of a battering-ram', which may in onc way or anothcr. facilitate the
penetration of the religion into the physical plane, which means the
attraction of new adepts and the retention of those already existing. It is
symbolizcd by (Shin). This Shin is like a decoy for those who arc ready
to fuse themselves with the Egregor, but who have not yet done so.
From this we see, that ultimately, the first cycle of any religious current
represents the formula ;? 7 ;? 7 (Yod-Ht-Shin-Vau-Ilk) and is a materialization (full or partial) of the Unique True Teaching directed to spiritualization (also full or partial) of certain environments.
The proper meaning of the tcrms belonging to the Primary Religious
Current will give the following list, which you may call a 'plan of relrgion':
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(I) ' T H E P O l N T O V E R T H E YOL), or reason for the creation of
the Egregor. It must be unselfish invariably and fully in the broadest
meaning of that word.

Lion (fiery knights of Kadosh); Man (logical deliberations, sensitiveness,
circumspection), and BUN (which means zealous workers).
(2) Secon(lar~.ciisci~les,these should be altogether representatites of the
acthe elenlent (Yod), and extreme love of metaphysics, sometinles even
to the point of being paradoxical.
The pnssive elenlenrs (First He) possess intuition, as well as susceptibility
to hysteria in the extreme.
The andropynous elenzents (Vau) have skilful ability for the transmission
of teachings and their adaptation, often with a tendency towards imposition
when applying personal methods.
The realizable elements (Second H@)have discipline and sacrifice in the
practice of the ethical rules of the doctrine.
In the matter of believers, the opportunity to form a true judgement
about their abilities and psyche should be giben. This will ensure the selection of eminent persons. who would be ready to become disciples and to
serve the Egregor actively. It is even dangerous to fail to raise the status
of the able elements to the level of Initiation, if they are working debotedly
and wlth a conscious dlsplay of energy. Just as it would be dangerous for
a body artificially to tie off the blood-stream to its most important organs,
which would then suffer starvation and so decay.
To finish this Icsson, I will add somcthing about the enemies of ncw
religions, and the methods of combating them.
Any exkting, or newly formed religion, or spiritual current can be undeimined on a11 of the three planes.
(1) On the mental plane the religion can be harmed and even destroyed by
the mixing of reasoning and argumentation into its theology. This is
involution in the idealistic realrn of religion.
(2) On the astral plane, religion can be harmed by the introduction of
aesthetic principles into its formal ritual. A search after the 'beauty of
symbols' destroys their purity. This is involution into the forms of ritual
order.
(3) On the phj1sical plane, religion is undermined by the addition of emotional principles irito its code and commandments. Look into history and
see, how short-livcd were cults, which were spoiled by emotional manifestations in religious celebrations.

(2) 9 (Yod), the M E T A P H Y S I C A L E S S E N C E O F T H E U N I T A R I A N P H I L O S O P H Y , taken as a whole or in part.

(3)

3 (First HC), preparation of those surroundings.

m

(4) (Shin), a reserve (or store) of factual knowledge or attractice astral
cliches, assuring the acquisition of proselytes and guarding against heresies
and secessions.
(5) 1 (Vau), a good body of disciples grouped around the Master
(4) ;1(Second HC), a sound society of the followers. More will be said about
the astral birth of an Egregor in the Fifteenth Arcanum, while the conditions
of life and death of Egregors has already been discussed in former lessons.
I would only like to add, that into the Egregor-apart from the pentagrammatical beings of evolutionary type (living men and elementars)-the
energy of the elementals, Spirituum Directorun~(leading spirits) and even
Angels should also be attracted. This is because the Egregor brings the teachings firstly through the involulionary way (current), and only later realizes
the evolution of its adepts and followers. In colloquial languagc it can be
said, that the magic Chain is composed of both living and dead men, as
well as of elementals of different types.
There is no necessity to speak much about what thc person of thc Tcachcr
should be like, for history gives us enough exanlples in this matter. Moses,
Christ, Buddha are too well known to every occultist. You may find more
about the Teacher of the present epoch-the Great Rishi Ramana, also
called the Maharshi, in another of my books which is dedicated to him and
entitled In Days of Great Peace, so there is no purpose to repeat what has
already been extensively explained before.
The preparation of the 'scrccn' (the cnvironmcnt) usually finds its solution in the ethical (and sometimes also in the material) difficulties of a
race or nation, which lead to the realization of the necessity to improve the
shape of its life. Nations have some periods in their history, when their
own conservatism or ignorance became intolerable. Then is just the appropriate time for religious regeneration and then the Teacher will be met
with joy and love.
The attractive element of Shin often means the fulfilling of prophecies
or miracles, performed by the Master himself or by his disciples. Sornetimes this is substituted by happily chosen forms which, under certain
conditions, exactiy reflect the Unitarian Philosophy, extending themselves
into the very essence of it. This may happen in a very cultured society, and
then the Egregor has its life assured for a long time.
Disciples can be divided into two categories:
(1) The main disciples, or apostles of a doctrine, should be representatives
of all the four Hermetic types; that of the Eagle (courageous thinkers);
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Now we come to an explanation of some important Teachings, in their
chronological order as given to humanity. My aim will be foremostly the
aetiological point of view, as it has more relation with this arcanuni than a
purely historical account.
Krishna (c. 3 150 B.c.)
Analysing the Egregor of Krishna's religion, according to the accepted
Hermetic pattern in Lesson 44, we find that:
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(1) 9 (Yod) is the metaphysical unfoldment of the Unit into the Ternary,
and construction of the descending triangle, analogically to the ascending
one of the same Ternary, similar to Solomon's Star.
(2) 8 (First HB) is a people tired by the highly emotional and sinister cult
of the goddess Kali, and striving for the regeneration of morals; a people
praying to ideals.
(3) tD (Shin) giving assurance of permanency of the acquired human degree
(non-return to animal reincarnations) and also the great solace which, until
not so long ago, was so dear to all Hindus : 'Matter is an illusion; suffering
and disasters on the physical plane are also illusory and temporary; pleasures
are still less real like a mirage. Seek reality in the astral and mental planes.'
(4) 7 (Vau): the whole cult leads to the adoration of Krishna, to the perpetuation of his memory, and to most devoted gratitude to him.
(5) 7 (Second HB) is the policy of centralization, a strong hierarchy and
system of castes.
Here the strong element is Shin, and partially the Second Hk. The First
Hk is a weak point because, when people separated themselves from the
hopeless cult of Kali, their gratitude to Krishna became less intensive. The
Second HP also showed some weak points, for the caste segregation was
followed by misuses, which tired the nation, and finally led to reaction in
the form of the newly-born Buddhism.

masses, who are devoid of self-rule. Their fondness for work is now the
basis of the material power of the new Egregor.
As you can see, Hermetic philosophy is able to analyse everything in
the clear, cold light of reality, no matter what kind of problem we would
like to consider in that light.
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Pho-Hi (China, 1950 B.c.)
(1) Its 1 (Yod) is similar to that of Krishna, but with Chinese names for the
triangle's points.
(2) 3 (First H t ) stands for the Chinese people, accustomed to suffering and
misery, and surrendering themselves with full humility to destiny, but fond
of work.
(3) @ (Shin) is the majesty of the mystery, surrounding the past and the
present of the Masters of that School, their ways of life and the cult itself.
(4) 1 (Vau) is the cult of ancestors and of the past, strongly underlined by
the axiom: 'Grandfather was more initiated than Father; Father more than
son. The earlier age was wiser than the one justpassed, and the latter was wiser
than the present epoch.'
(5) 3 (Second HC) is the hierarchy constructed like a pyramid. It was a
complicated system of wise men and initiatory degrees, representatives of
which could always and everywhere take advantage of their prerogatives.
The positive element of the Egregor was Vau. Danger lay in both H t s
because of their mutual interdependence. Of course, most of these statements now belong to history rather than to the actual present of theTwentieth
Century. The elements of Shin and Second HP first underwent strong attack
in 1911 (the Chinese revolution against the Emperor's rule). Later, together
with Vau they were almost utterly destroyed (at least officially) by the
newly-born Egregor of materialism in the form of Communism. The
element of the First HP being deeper rooted, still exists, especially in the
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Herrnes Trismegistzds (Egypt)
The name means: thrice great Hcrmes on all three planes of existence
(mental, astral and physical).
Under this name lies hidden the magnificent, three-plane, synthetic
metaphysical system created by the Egyptiari adepts in the Initiatory
Temples of Memphis and Thebes.
It will be only natural, for this Egregor to be more extensively analysed
in this course, because our Tarot is indebted in its entirety to the Hermetic
system, for both its existence and tradition.
The other mystical names of Hermes are: Thoth and Henoch. We will
mainly use the first, classical title.
(1) Thc Hermetic system is the 3 ( Y o d ) of the religion, whose Egregor was
able to extend its influence and powcr on the physical plane for about thirty
uninterrupted centuries.

(2) 7 (First HC) which the Egregor had to fecundate, that is the nation in
which he had to manifest himself, was composed of cowardly slaves, who
inhabited the Nile Valley. Their chief duty was care of the crops, upon
which depended the whole life of the nation. Such a constitution of bclievcrs
compelled the priests to support the authority of religion by showing their
powers of realization, called 'miracles' by laymen.
This was also considered as evidence of their alliance with the gods, but
for the Inore enlightened section of ancient Egyptian society, which believed
in finer mental conccptions, it was only evidence of deep knowledge, on the
part of the priestly class, of Nature's laws and the ability to apply the111
intelligently.
In both cases, obedience to the priests was necessary and belief in the
Egregor (presented. of course, as a deity by the religious canons) was well
grounded. We have to remember, that at that time the only scientists, able
to regulate the economy of the country, were all priests. Science was made
a servant of religion. Engineers and tradesmen, were only executors of the
plans made in the temples.
The 'miracles' of the priests, according to our tradition which is a continuation of the ancient Hcrmctic wisdom, when adapted to the modern
forms of twentieth century mentality, can be divided into two categories:
(a) The showing of things, based on a certain knowledge of physics,
chemistry, personal and ceremonial magic, and psychurgy.
(b) The manipulation of atmospheric eiectricity, from simple exhibition
of some isolated effects, to the direction of that force over quite a conslderable area and distance.
Although we: have 110 proofs, that in purely scientific knowledge of static
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electricity the Egyptians were much more advanced in relation to our contemporary specialists, operating with their complicated machines (electrophores, and so on), we do know that the high Initiates of the land of the
Pharoahs were fairly well ahead of us in the personal use of static electricity.
Here I mean the ability to create phenomena based on electricity, by the
use of psychical powers, human will, or prana (11ital energy). Remnants of
the last-ruentioned means still exist in sorne Eastern countries, such as
among the dying class of fakirs, and so on.
By this knowledge, Initiates could actively interfere with meteorological
phenomena, creating rain and thunderstorms when needed, thereby
affecting the quantity of vital Nile water, which simply controlled the crops.
What could be more impressive for a nation of agriculturalists?
In our own day we are already hearing abeut artificially produced rain,
made by the application of certain chemicals from aeroplanes, and so on;
but this is done by means of very complicated machinery, including aircraft, which certainly were not at the disposal of the ancient scientists.

(3) So the strong element

Shin was included in just these 'miracles'.

(4) 1 (Vau) of the Egregoric pattern, that is the cult proper was gradually
changing itself in some periods and countries. But generally speaking, it
always consisted of showing to laymen some fragments of Teachings,
while carefully concealing their Wholeness. Not only laymen were limited
in knowledge of this or another myth, as even Initiates of different degrees
received exactly measured portions of the Doctrine and were strongly
bound to the sub-planes in their interpretations of them.
Nowadays we would call such an organization a theocratic and absolute
system of rule. But it worked for thousands of years.
In the far distant pre-history epoch of Egyptian lifc, the formula of the
One God was more clearly expressed than in the following periods. It was a
unitarian cult of the god 'Ptah' and the rnemory of the King Menes
(probably mythical). Later hewas transformcd into O S I R I S - H A M M O N .
In that peiiod the initiatory centre was in ,Vlemphis. But, officially we
know very little about those times.
The foundation of the Mysteries of Isis (2703 B.c.) connected with the
transfer of the religious centre to 7hebes, appears more typical and picturesque to us.
Isis appears instead of Osiris; the fernale pole instead of the mule, or
more exactly, instead of the Great Androgyne (Ptah). This fact shows us
the fear of the priests before the invasion of neighbouring cults, and in
particular, that of the grossly sensual one of Ashloreth. So the cult or Isis,
exoterically similar to other female cults, had to preserve the nation from
the unwanted spreading of foreign practices of the same character.
On the other hand, the mythological. part of the cult of Isis, keenly and
carefully symbolized the Ternary of Unitarianism in the form of the descending triangle.
The evil genius Typhon (otherwise also called S E T ) kills Osiris, cuts his
body into twelve parts and throws them into the four corners of the world.
This symbolizes the birth of the Duodenary from the Quaternary: the Sun,
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because of our sins. afid our merging into matter, can no longer accept us
into his bosom in a fatherly fashion. It can only pour its vital fluids on us
from far off through the twelve signs of the Zodiac.
The faithful Isis tries her best to collect together her husband's remains
so as to restore their unity; but she can succeed only in the creation of the
astral clichi of that unity, which means: a plan of the possible Reintegration with the Swz's Centre. To realize this plan was not her lot, but that of
her sonpHorus, who, of course, is the 1 (Vau) of the marriage of Isis nnd
Osiris.
The old order of things cannot be restored in its f~lllness.It is necessary
for its idea to bccomc incarnate in the form of a new life, and reshaped in
an evolutionary sense.
So H O R U S , wiping away his mother's tears, tells her: ' F A T H E R
OSIRIS IS T H E S U N O F T H E D E A D , I A M RUT T H E NEW
RISING SUN O F LIVlNG BEINGS.'
The Hermetic explanation of this is: The High Influx ( O S I R I S )
reaching the P E R F E C T P R O T O P L A S T without any obstacles, was
transformed in the moment of thc lattcr's downfall-into the illusory, evil
interests of the M A T E R I A L P L A N E (12). Then Intuition ( I S I S )
incites us to collect together the thrown and dispersed, and thereby lost
pieces of OSI R I S . We havc to seek them fro111all the four sides, the four
Hermetic Virtues (to dare, be silent, know and will); but we will collect
them only u.r~rally.Tn order to intrcduce real evolution on this Earth, we
will have to incarnate the collected remains into H 0 R U S (of the Xfasonic
Chain), who will actually lead humanity along the way of R E I N T E G R A TION.
I S I S was not expounded in such a clear form as y o u have here; no,
before her was a veil, irnpenetrablc for laymen. concealing hcr evolutionary
meaning from evil people. Isis-Aloon at first glance appeared as an ordinary
mother, a grossly materialistic sub-lunar deity. Only those who had passed
through many occult cxperienccs could cnjoy the benefactory influences
of the Mysteries of Isis.

(5) 7 (Second HC) of the Hermetic Egregor means the policy of religion,
which in this case was the creation of a strong theocratic government.
Subsequently, this led the priests to the exploitation of the people for the
benefit of a small circle of Initiates. The discipline for guaranteeing the
permanency of such an authority was so categorical and pitiless in its rules.
that even in the depths of Egyptian temples there arose mutinies not only
of neophytes, but also of the initiates of the nziddle degrees.
The most stubborn natures became martyrs of their own unbending
liberalism. The more elastically-minded ones acccptcd thc rules and became
meek in the face of the superior power. Later, in their old age, wearing
the highest degrees of initiation, they supported the theocratic r ~ ~ with
le
their full conviction, aad they damned its foes.
The strong elements of the Egregor of Hermes-Thoth were those of 9
(Yod) and 1 (Vau). The powerful synthesis of Unitarianism, and the dignity
of the higher initiatory degrees, astonished and attracted by their harmony
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(5) The 7 (Second HC) was a liberal, but rather masonie policy of ethical
regeneration of the crowd, because of the magnificent initiative and example
of the more initiated leaders.

and mystery. The cautious concealing of certain mysteries of the teachings
from the younger candidates removed the danger of misuse of the knowledge and the powers of realization. The weak sides of the Egyptian Theocracy were :
(a) A certain duality in the ruling of the temples: the chief priest was an
administrative rlrler, while the great Hierophant possessed the A4~~.slic.a/
Powers. By skilful baiancing, thzse two poles ensured stabilitjr; but if onc
of the poles began to overwhelm the other, the whole machine ceased to
work properly, resulting in much friction and useless loss of energy.
(b) The lack of the eienletlt of self-sacrifice among members of the initiatory
brotherhood, coupled with a tendency to exploit the laymen, the craw!ing
after the powers of realization. and the promising of earthly boonb.
These negative sides, plus the changed composition of the Second Hk
(which awoke in the nation some desires higher than the mere securing of
physical food), led the Egregor to its death.
But, we should be just towards the great Egyptian Initiatory School. It
stubbornly supported the Egregor, and Egyptian theocracy was artificially
able to hold its existence in the face of the most unfavourable conditions.
And finally, when dying, it took the trouble to save its element 1 (Vau).
For Egypt transmitted to posterity, that which we call the Tarot, or Book
of Henoch, or Book of Thoth.
Therefore, let uu be grateful to the great Egregor of the far off land of
the pyramids and the Sphinx.
LESSON

46

Zoroaster (Iran, 2450 B.c.)

(1) Zoroaster's 9 (Yod) was the cognition of' the Solar Systen1's astral in
its active manifestations.
(2) The 7 (First HC) were men, favourably placed by the nature and
climatic conditions of their land, but tortured by their passions, and
therefore deeply unhappy. There was much of egotism and what may be
termed 'spiritlessness'.

rn

(3) (Shin), the lure of the passive side of the Solar astral, the divinatory
element penetrating everything, and apparently making it easier to walk
through the maze of earthly troubles while giving inspiration in the choice
of ways.

(4) 1 (Vau), the cult of Mithra, with its central part the C O M M A N D M E N T S O F A L T R U I S M , visiblc even in traditional relations between
the Master and disciple who passes through the initiations of the Great
Mysteries. The teacher-magicians (as they were called in this cult) gave
the neophyte bread and told him to: 'Take it, break it, eat yourselfand feed
the hungry.' The candidate was then given a chalice of wine and the
Master said: 'Drink yourself and help to quench the thirst of those who are
thirsty!'
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The strong side of the Egregor was its First H$ and Shin. The weak, the
insufficient enlightcnment of the middle term (Mithra) of the Great Ternary
of Light: O R M U Z D - M I T H R A - A R I M A N . From this came the
binary current in religion. Only the priests possessed the Ternary of the
School, while simple people were bewitched by the antagonism of the
poles: that of G O O D (Ormuzd) and E V I L (Ariman). Later this allowed
some unscrupulous priests to terrorize the nation in the name of the
'dark pole' and to permit themselves abuses, which finally undermined the
life of the Egregor on the physical plane.
I

Orpheus ( 1 580 B.c.)
(1) The principal basis of the revelation of Orpheus the Thraeian, was the
news of the birth of Dionysus-god of the Unique Life, by Zeus the
androgynous Father. This was the 9 (Yod) of the Egregor. The development of this thesis led to the conception:
A R T I S C R E A T E D B Y L O V E (Father) and I N T E L L I G E N C E
(Mother).
That is why the term Yod of the Orphic religion can be used for the
'ideal life in the realm of Tiphereth' aimed at the acceptance of that beauty.
This striving must be considered as passive.
(2) The ;? (First HC) was the environment of people who loved their bodies.
Therefore they transmitted to that body the forms known in the astral
(from the passive side). Beauty was the result.
(3) The element (Shin) was recognition of all that is strongly aesthetical
in the visible world.
(4) The cult of 7 (Vau) expressed itself in feasts and holidays of a religious
character, full of joy and aesthetical things.
(5) The 7 (Second Hi), that is the well-planned religious policy was lacking.
The garden perished simply because someone had forgotten to fence it!
The cult became materialistic, so that sensuality became mixed with the
aesthetic side. Symbolism degenerated into androlatry. The mental core
of the Egregor showed itself to be inaccessible to the later followers and
adepts.
LESSON

47

Moses (c. 1560 B.c.)
His proper name was Hosarsiph and he was born to the sister of the
Pharoah Rameses 11. The initiatory title 'Moses' means: 'taken from the
water', symbolically equal to 'receiving astral baptism'.
Edueatcd in the Egyptian Royal Court, Moses evidently had every
opportunity to be initiated into the Mysteries of Isis; but a fateful and
tragic event-the killing of a man in a state of extreme anger-put Moses
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into a very awkward position. For an Initiate, the blood of the victim meant
a spot on his astrosome, which could not be easily eradicated. Only severe
repentance accompanied by an ascetic lire for long years could perhaps
regenerate the fallen man. IIe did not uish to acccpt suicide, which-as
was believed at that t i m e could repay his karmic debt. So he chose exile in
the desert of Sinai, where there still remained one last centre of initiation
of the Black Race.
The chief priest of the temple of Ammon-Ra, the cruel Jethar, was
famous for his recklessness in the tests which he imposed on those who
wanted to receive initiation under his rules. It was well known in Egypt
that so far no onc had been able to stand up to the tesls and so receivc
initiation from Jethar. And those who failed invariably died.
So, the intention of Moses, to go to the desert temple of Ammon-Ra
was considered as another form of honourable suicidc.
But Moses had luck: a prophecy given in a dream strengthened his
decision to take the lesser evil.
So Hosarsiph went and was accepted by Jethar. The young daughter of
the fearsome ruler of the temple, the virgin Sephora, liked the iron-willed
youth and decided to choose him as her husband. Therefore she helped
him at the very moment of a most dangerous experience, the choice between
two identical cups of wine, one of which was poisoned. Hiding herself
behind a curtain, she was able to show him which cup held the pure wine.
Thus saved, Moses, in due time, passed through all the tests and occult
experiences of the Black Race, rcaching high initiation. He married
Sephora and became the collaborator of her father. When he legally
returned to Egypt, he felt himself to possess enough knowledge, selfconfidence, as well as astral and nlystical power, in order to fulfil the mission, ycars ago revealed to him in a dream. This was not to give a rcligion
to a nation, but rather, to create a nation for a new religion. At that time
the Jews living in Egypt were only a nomadic tribe, loosely bound together,
without any defincd rcligion or creed; but in them, Moses saw strong,
healthy, audacious material for his great task.
About 1560 B.C. he set to work all his theurgic and magical powers, so as
to influence the Pharoah from onc side, while on the other to unite the
Jews through their confidence in himself. And he succeeded. The Egregor
of Moses had the following pattern:

the part which was revealed by Moses, was absolutely true and exact.
All this refers purely to the metaphysical side of Egyptian Hermetism. The
magic realizations, mysteries and secrets quite naturally had to be concealed
by the wide use of symbolism, and were even partially covered by silence.
of Tradition in possibly an
The main aim of Moses was the transnzissio?~
unadulterated form.
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(1) The . Point over the Yod being the idea of the transmission, in their
metaphysical part, of both traditions-the Egyptian and that of the Black
Race.

(2) '1 (Yod), the true Unitarian Religion, courageously revealed in the full
patterns of the metaphysical teaching of Hermes Trismegistus. This means,
that Moses through his initiatory books and his oral commentaries
revealed to the pricsts and Levites the full possibility of broad lnitiation
in that realm.
This not being enough, he was not afraid to preach monotheism even to
laymen; everything that he said to his people was true and inspired from
above. The very dogma of the leaching was not given to everyone, but

(3) The
(First HC) of the Egregor, that is the soil into which the new
religion had to be sown appcared as a people with a typical inclination
towards materialistic mentality; to the exploitation of their neighbours
both near and far; with a certain degree of cowardness as a natural result
of materialism, and extreme changeability of moods depending upon
happy or unhappy events on the physical plane.
The task of the Great Initiate Moses was almost superhuman; but the
proud son of the Pharaohs performed his lifelong aim to perfection.

(4) The elcmcnt It, (Shin) appeared as a free use of the all-powerful realizable effects of theurgic and magic origin, which were the basis of Moses'
glory and fame. Because of the necessity of these demonstrations, many
elements and elementars of all sub-planes entered the Chain. These components sometimes strongly affected the leadership of the Chain, making it
very difficult. But they were also helpful, guaranteeing on one side, fear
and respect of the Egregor's power, and on the other, gratitude and delight
arising from the Egregor's visible help.
Not only the Teacher himself possessed the powers and technique of
ruling over the elements and astral dwellers, but also his closest assistants
were initiated into these secrets.
We know little of the amount of electrical knowledge possessed by Moses
and his disciples, apart from the terrible examples of its practical use
(described in the Bible as the burning alivc of thousands of rebels, and so
on), but Hermetic Tradition mentions about electric cables in a concealed
form. In my youth I read an article by a once well-known scientist and occultist, Dr Stadelmann entitled Die Electrotechnik in der Bibel (The
Electrotechniques in the Bible) who supported the view that Moses actually
knew not only elementary static electricity, but also much more advanced
forms of it.
(5) The element 1 (Vau) was of course the cult of the O N E G O D . This
was because of the necessity to create the moral bases for the principle of
the Unique Lye. We can see it best in the Ten Commandments.
Because of the typical characteristics of the Hebrew people, it was
necessary to introduce more elements of the Sephira Geburah into the
moral code, besides those of Love and Charity (Chesed). For such a
nation as that whch Moses created from the Jews, it was too early for
the practising of Universal Lake, the magnificence of Charity and of
forgivcness.
It was more important to build the F R A M E W O R K limiting, for the
sake of the common good, the freedom of manifestation of the pentagrammatic liberty for particular individuals, or groups. As we know, the
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limiting activity belongs to the row of the 'left' Sephiroth. And in them
flowed foremostly the lives of the adepts of Moses' teachings.
(6) The 7 (Second HC) of the Egregor was the policy of separation of the
Jewish Race from all others, in order to secure the bearing and transmitting
of Tradition. This policy of exclusiveness had to be carried out by some
Jewish leaders even in spite of its contrariness to the nation's interests.
Moses, that great Initiate of Egypt, was concerned mith the preservation of
that Tradition, but not of the nation.
It seems to be convenient at this stage, to say a few words about the
Five Books of Moses, and their role as the basis of his teachings. There is
no purpose to expound here all the phases of his teaching through the last
few thousand years (it is almost 3,500 years old). For those who are anxious
to know more about the matter, the hint is given to seek in the First Part
of the Rosicrucian Initiation. So I am now passing directly to the First
Century before Christ.
At that time, the books of Moses and nearly the whole of the Old Testament were not accessible to understanding even by the Levites, because of
the loss of the elements of oral initiation. In that epoch the understanding
of the Biblical texts was the object of a bitter fight between two Jewish
sects. The literal interpretation of the holy texts was supported by the
majority of Jews, with the sect of the Sadducees as their spearhead. The
opposite pole was represented by another sect, that of the Pharisees, which
supported an exclusively allegorical understanding of the Testament,
and in that conception almost reaching a personal fantasy on the part of
the interpreters.
These two contrary currents were harrnoniously neutralized by the
existence of the Essenian sect, which recognized the literal meaning of the
Bible only as a veil, concealing from the sight of laymen, the true esoteric
meaning of the texts, which were only open to persons initiated into the
Tarot's arcana, that is into thc same initiatory languagc which Moses had
transferred from the Egyptian sanctuaries to the Initiatory School created
by himself. The allegorical interpretation of the Essenes was recognized as
a natural passage from the literal to the initiatory, hieroglyphic meaning.
You can see, that the Essenes, by neutralizing a certain Binary, came
closer to the true Initiation. I might even say, that according to the opinion
of some very eminent Hermetists, whose works have served as a skeleton
for this book, that the Essenes were true Initiates, in the full meaning of that
word, not only feeling the true sense of the Bible, but also possessing its
knowledge in the Tarot's symbolism.
Therefore, when Demetrius Plzalereus, acting on the order of King
Ptolemy I, had to translate the Bible into Greek, he turned just to the
Essenes, as recognized authorities on the Scriptures.
The latter, without betraying the initiatory mysteries of the Bible performed quite an adequate and literal translation.
When the Christian Apostles began their preaching, they found the
three above-mentioned currents in action, and were compelled to take them
into consideration.
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Buddhism (Gautama Buddha-Siddartha, 700 B.c..)
(1) The element (Yod), in classical Buddhism, appears as the essence of
the mechanism of the Ascerrding Triangle, running through the whole chain
of all the incarnations of a human individuality. Its motto is: ' M A K E
REASONABLE USE O F Y O U R INCARNATIONS, F O R
THEY ARE GIVEN TO YOU FOR YOUR PERFECTIONING, A N D NOT FOR NOTHING.'

(2) 3 (First HC) appeared primarily as the environment of the Hindu race,
tired and tortured by the oppression of caste privileges, which had become
a source of abuses and misdeeds.
(3) The powerful solacing element 0 (Shin) in Buddhism was the thesis of
the illusory character of all matter: 'Is it hard for you to live on this material
plane? Then know, that matter is a mirage-like illusion; that it is easy to
save yourself from bitterness and disasters. You should not only cease to
appreciate matter, but to become indifferent to the sufferings of the
physical plane, liberating yourself gradually, but irresistibly: by the
POWER O F MEDITATION.
Arrange similarly with the astral plane: liberate yourself from the astral
personality, as you did from the physical shell. Then, enter into the universal
mental current, which finally will bring you into Nirvana. This is the true
problem of your incarnations.'
(4) The corresponding cult of 1 (Vau) manifested itself in gratitude (also
expressed in the ritual, invented after Buddha's death) to the Teacher, as
for a Saviour, and the broadest practising of brotherhood, as a natural
result of the desire to be liberated from egotism.

(5) The 7 (Second HC) of the Egregor is, of course, the policy of universal
brotherhood, excluding every possibility of wars on religious grounds.
This is a very positive side of the Buddhist Egregor, which makes it so
different from many religious creations in Asia, which preach of the socalled 'holy wars'. Someone can reply, that a certain branch of Buddhism,
that is the so-called Lamaism, accepts the propaganda of religious selfdefence, which contradicts the true Buddhist Teachings and ideas. But,
Lamaism is a perverted sect of Buddhism, and does not come under the
above-mentioned Egregoric patterns.
The purcst Buddhism still remains in some southern Asiatic countries
like Ceylon and Burma, but there is evidence of a weakening of the
Egregoric influence, because of the political currents, so feverishly flowing
through the newly-created independent nations, who apparently have ever
less time for spiritual things, being absorbed in materialistic troubles and
economic difficulties.
Knights Templar (1 1 18-1 3 12 A.D.)
(1) The Point over the 3 (Yod) in the Templar's Egregor, was the ideal of
the perfect world state, balanced on all planes, everywhere estabhshing
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the penetration of gross matter by the subtle principles. The higher influx
in such a state should enlergc from the sphere of Mystical Authority,
vivifying thc Astral Power and enlightening and directing the Pow-ers of
Realization, thereby creating bliss, happiness, and an opportunity for evolutionary work, with salvation extending to all classes of human society,
independent of the nationality of individuals, but with consideration for
thc laws of every country and its needs.
Everything was included in this theoretically magnificent conception;
the dreams of destruction of all the abuses and dishonesty which, at that
time, were created by the papal authority; the straightening of morals
among the higher and lower classes; the increasing of trade and commerce
in the whole world ; renloval of loss of encrgy resulting from fights between
nations, castes or separate individuals, which were all considered to arise
from ignorance and mutual lack of understanding among the fighters.
Briefly, these were dreams about the Kingdom of God on Earth. Dreams of
the consciotis mind-brains of souls hardened in knighthood, hoping to
find good points of support in their healthy bodies and in wealth realized
by honest work.
(2) The element 9 (Yod) of their teachings was the Code of Hermes Trismegistus, dissolved in the healthy source of the Gnostic Philosophy.
(3) The 2 (First HC) of the Knights Templar was the environnient of the
Crusaders. In the beginning of the Crusades, the Gnostic Current, strongly
influencing the Eastern Schools in Arabia and Palcstine, swaIlowed part of
the Knights and helped in the creation of one of the most powerful
provided the new
Egregors, that of the Knights Templar. The Cr~~saders
Egregor with their most able, pure and strong elements, which at that time,
were also more spiritual in their views.
(4) The element (Shin) of the new current was the beauty, the striving
to Power and authority of the future adepts o n all planes, with the tempting
prospect of using that power for the realization of their ideals, dear to every
individual member of that Egrcgoric Chain.
(5) The elemcnt 7 (Vau) of the Knights Templar was that which today we
call the 'Cult of Baphomet'. This word needs a clear explanation, because
of its steady misunderstanding and misuse. Read kabbalistically, from right
to left, using the mcthod of notarikon (see the Tenth Arcanum), the sentence
reads: T E M P L I O M N I U M H O M I N U M P A C I S A B B A S (the
high priest of the ternple of peace for all mcn).
Under this term the Knights Templar understood the Universal Instrument of their strivings. This instrument appeared to them as the astral
vortexes (tourbillons) generated by the will-impulses of their Egregoric
Chain. That is why the symbolical statue of Baphomet, representillg the
pentaclc of the astral 'serpent' Nahash (actually, the astral tourbillon),
played so important a role in their secret cercmonies. More will be said
about this in the corresponding parts of the Fifteenth Arcanum.
(6) The 3 (Second He) of the Knights Templar's Egregor was the theocratic
policy based on hierarchic laws and principles of centralization.

The Commanderies were grouped into Priorates, then these into the
Great Priorates, while groups of Great Priorates were united in the socalled 'Languages' (nations speaking the same language). Over all these
Languages stood the Grand L%faster,
who. in his pentagrammatic authority
and actions, was obedient only to one general mottc of the Knights Templar: C H A R I T Y A N D W I S D O M .
These were the general lines along which the Order was created in about
1118 A.D.

Its destruction by the Papal Bull in 1312 is known to you from previous
lessons, as well as thc tragic end, at the stake, of the last Grand Master of
the Knights Templar-Jacobus Molay and his closest collaborators.
History tells us, that the powerful elements of Yod and First Hk of the
Templar's Egregor, together with its attractive Shin led the Order to flourish
magnificently on all planes. When its enemies wished to destroy it, they were
frightened by its magic power (strong Egregoric Chain) and were jealous
of its riches on the material plane (large territories). So they cleverly chose
the wcapon of gossip and black invcctive and attacked the Vau of the
Egregor. They charged the Knights with indulging in orgies, black magic,
and indecency and immorality in ceremonies held before Baphomet.
Finally, with the help of this net of lies they reached their aims on the
physical plane.
But where did the remaining Knights disappear t o ? Certainly not all
were slaughtered. In answeririg such a question I have to remember, that
at the same time when the Knights Templar arose in France, there were two
other currents growing in strength in Europe. One of them was Hermetic
and strove for reali~ationof the Grrat Arlion; the other was called a
'gothic building' or Freemasonry, occupied with thc cult of work for and
preservation of traditional synibolism in architecture. These two currents,
coming together, naturally gave birth to societies composed of both
elements, which worked on both the mental and physical planes alike.
The connecting link was, of course, the astral plane or the ~vorldof'traditionaI
initiatory synzbols vitalized by the work of the Hermetists and clad in the
physical form of stone-niasc>ns.
It was just these Frccmasons who were officially recognized by Rome in
1277, who decided to recognize the refugee Knights as brothers after the
rout of the Knights Templar Order. The latter thereupon saw themselves
in a new shell, that of the 'Accepted Masons'.
So, now you know about the Knights, the physical body of the Egregor.
But what happened to the astrosome of the Chain, to its powerful Egregor?
A learned occultist would sinlply say: 'Just the same as would happen to
your astrosome or mine, after we have discarded our physical bodies (in
other words, have died).' Here we will develop such a brief answer for the
sake of students and readers.
The property of powerful Egregors allows thcm self-purification and
self-perfectioning in the astral plane, when their physical counterparts
have ceased to exist, that is, when they have no point of support in the
visible world.
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Prof. G. 0 . Mebes, a recognized authority on Hermetic occultism says
that: 'The shells of these Egregors, covered with the errors comnlitted by their
adepts on the pl~ysicalplane,are gradually dissolved in that period ofpurification, thus allowing more light to emerge from the lumi~zouscore of the
Egrgor.'
But this possibility of self-regeneration belongs only to those Egrcgors
which possess a very definite 'Point over the Yod' as well as a clearly drawn
finished system, again provided with the powerful Yod.
The Egregor of the Knights Templar purified itself on the astral plane in
about 70 to 80 years, and then gave birth to the Brotherhood, which we
may conditionally call 'Rosicrucianism of the Primary Type'.
I would like to underline here as strongly as possible, that this product
of regeneration had and has nothing in common with any organization,
which later assumed (even in our own day), for their own, not always clear
aims, the ancient name of the 'Rosicrucians'.
We may not even be bound to believe in the existence of another brotherhood, allegedly founded by Christian Rosenkreutz (1378- 1484) and composed of a very small number of mystics who were virgin men.
All I want to state here is that, on the astrulplane there u'ere very distinctly
created the forms of these ideals and the way leading to perfection, about
which the exccllent ' F A M A F R A T E R N I T A T I S R O S A E
C R U C I S ' speaks.
These ideals are registered in the form of a code, but tradition affirms
that this happened much later than the awakening of the Egregor.
Now, in which form, according to the aforementioned work, as well as
to the ' C O N F E S S 1 0 F I D E I R
C' should the Egregor of the
original Rosicrucians be presented?
It is evident, that this powerful Egregor attracted to itself, three large
currents which flowed into the ocean of Truth: Gnosticism, the Kabbalah
and Hermetic Alchemy.

+

+
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(1) The 'Point' of the Knights Templar's Egregor appeared here as an
ideal of theurgic action, belonging to the Kingdom of Elijah the Artist,
together with an ineffable faith in the coming of that Kingdom in the
future. But what does it mean, Elijah the Artist? What is the role of
Elijah in the realm of Art? The secret sources about the constitution of the
original Rosicrucian Egregor tell us, that according to the Bible, Elijah
and Enoch are symbols of the elements d i c h were 'taken alive to Heaven'.
But in metaphysical cmpiricisrn only the Absolute Truth flows in a
N A T U R A L bed. The Minor Arcana of the Book of Erioch enter into
just such a natural current, as we can see from the lessons about them in the
Tenth Arcanum.
Therefore, Elijah is like a more concrete. gross reflection of Enoch.
Elijah is clcser to us and more understandable than Enoch. Just as the
Major Arcana are more understandable for fallen humanity than are
the Minor ones, which treat of perfect, ideal conceptions, which arc
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beyond our materialistic and not conlpletely developed, non-integrated
minds. Bitter as it is, this fact cannot be changed in any short pcriod of
time.
But which way will show this Elijah to us, leading us to the Minor
Arcana, to the Rosicrucian Rcintcgration? Perhaps along the paths of
those blessed, simple hearts, not learned but powerful and full of the faith
'which can move mountains'? Believers in Christ, only because they
know about Him from Scriptures?
No! Our Egregor did not occupy itself with these fortunate, but very
seldom encountered category of men. 'They that are well have no need of
a physician, but they that are sick.'
The newly born Rosicrucian Egregor wantcd to give salvation to those
who had already tasted the Knowledge and could not renounce the boons
which it brings. The Rosicrucian Elijah leads his adepts to the Minor
Arcana by way of artificial, scarching analysis of the Major ones. He turns
them round, makes new combinations and therefore deserves the name of
Artist.
(2) The powerful 9 (Yod) by which he fecundates his adepts was reflected
Cross. No matter in which frame
as an immortal symbol of the Rose
you may put it, or which variations you would insert into its basic melody,
I T W A S , I S and W I L L B E the same in its central point.
The C R O S S , a symbol of the path of self-denial, that is illimitable
altruism, and infinite humility before the Law, of the ZIighest, is the first pole
of the Binary. The Kose of Hermes, the attractively perfumed symbol of
Wisdom, proud of its three-plane perfection, enwraps that Cross. Whoever
recognizes the C R O S S may bear I T ; but he will never have the power to
tear the R O S E away from It. May its thorns prick thc savants, never will
they cease to be delighted by its perfume. Here the R O S E represents the
other pole of the Binary.
The problem of Rosicrucianism is the neutralization of that Binary.
The true adept of the Kose f Cross must neutralize, with his own person,
Self-Sacrifice and Knowledge. He must add them to himself, force them
to serve the unique I D E A L ? and to assimilate them as the third symbol,
placed in this pentaclc at the foot of the Rose -t Cross.
A Pelican sits there with wings wide spread, feedilig her young with her
own flesh and blood in an ecstasy of parental S E L F - S A C R I F I C E . But
these chicks are of different colours.
In the primary pentacle there are T H R E E of them; in the last one seven.
They symbolize the three Primary Causalities and the seven Secondary
ones. In the latter case, planetary colours are usually added. The motherbird's elation is balanced by the Knou~ledgeof' Colours. The mother knows
that she has to treat her chicks differently because she has tasted Wisdom
and is able to adapt herself to it. This is the meditation of a true Rosicrucian
his '1 (Yod).

+

(3) The 3 (First He) of this kind of Rosicrucianism was the society (the
environment) of the few chosen individuals who were able to join, within
themselves, mysticisnl with subtle intellectual strivings.
I*
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(4) The element P (Shin) of the original Rosicrucianism should be considered as a certain kind of self-deification coming naturally from the habit of
seeing oncsclf as a 'chosen container'. The number of Adepts of Wisdom
and candidates for them was so limited, that the element of Shin took its
pecu!iar form of itwlf. A \ a support, were the hard conditions of life,
dictated by the moralc of Rosicrucianism.
(5) In place of the element 7 (Vau) we find rnerlitafion about the symbols,
and forcrnost among them, the great pentacle of R O S E
C R O S S , plus
somc mystical ccren~oniesperformed during the periodical meetlngs of the
Rosicrucians.
(6) The ;? (Second EIC) of the School appcarcd as the policy of sccrccy about
the personalities of the Kosicruciaiis, wishing to anonymously realize
everything that their consciences considered as helping the evolution of
humanity, in both ethical and intellectual reabns. On this Second HC we
may still scc the veil of the Knights Templar, which did not have enough
time to be dissolved In the pure astral.
The evident hatred directed against the Catholic Church went into the
formal creation of Protcstant elcmcnts (in ' F A M A F R A T E R N I T A T I S '
snd ' C O N F E S S I O ' the Pope is compared to the Antichrist and only
two sacraments are recognized, and so on). Speaking in occult language,
we may, with reason, say that thcsc sharp edges directed against Rome
must be recognized as the reflection of the astral vengeance against Pope
Clement the Vtli.

the clemcnt
(Shin) of the Secondary Rosicrucianism as I have not been
able to get the necessary permission for this from the hlitialor~l Circle
which is the guardian of the Rosicrucian Testament since the Order ceascd
to exist on the physical plane more than 150 years ago.
In general the element 1 (Vau) was represented in the formal ritual of
Initiation of members of the Chain into the Rosicrucian degrees. Thcre
were also ritual meetings of the Central Councils of Adepts, connected
with a definite branch of thc Egregor. Special methods of astral exercises
and transformations of personality were widely used, together with mcditations mostly borrowed from the Eastern Schools. That which you will find
in the Thirteenth Arcanum (descriptions of death's processes, its phases, and
so on) has mostly been taken from the material left or willcd to us by the
eminent Adepts, who were in spiritual contact with the Rosicrucian Egregor
on the astral and mental planes.
The ,
l(Second HC) was the policy used by the Rosicrucians in order to
influence society. Firstly it was purely ethical but later, strongly realizable.
Branches and sub-branches of Rosicrucians in the seventeenth and beginning
of the eighteenth centuries had different political and religious reforms.
But the former Knights Templar's Egregor-still conscious of the tragic
clichC of the downfall of Jacobus Molay and his Chain on the physical
plane-was very cautious. Especially when the Rosicrucians were prepared
to undcrtake an important stcp. The Egregor advised them of the most sure
and secure ways of influencing human society, and as a result, came the
foundation of the Masonic Order.
The subtle astral of Rosicrucianism, while useful for Teachers, was not
very suitable for the solution of practical problems, and was not suficicntly
tactful in the realm of handling material things, which contacted the small
but burning questions of everyday life.
So was created thc physical shdl, thc soul of which had to be Rosicrucianism, but this shell must be hardened and experienced in worldly
things, having no fear of hard work. This shell is Masonry, the orthodox
Freemasonry of the Scotch Ritual, with the ethical and Hermetic interpretation of the Traditional Symbolism. This organization had to preserve
the symbols and to sustain respect for these symbols in its surroundings,
and among the lay public.
It can be suggested, that the purity of masonic morals has as its source,
just the Initiatory teachings, which have their origin in former Rosicrucianism.
Since thcn, Masons have had to realize in practice the Rosicrucian
mottoes and problems, which act as a shield for them before the dangers
of the outer world.
The founders of Masonry, among whom Elias Ashmole (1617-1692)
undoubtedly holds the most important position, quickly extended their
organization. From the beginning in 1646 to 1717, Masonry developed a
fully organized system of Scotch Chapters. Masonry became a necessity
for Rosicrucian Illuminism, and even its own policy (Second H@)gained
the name of 'Masonic', which is retained t o this day.
The effects of the realization of masonic mottoes and aims were often
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The original Rosicrucians could not have had many adepts among them.
Perhaps this was because too many diffcrcnt characters and types could
not find a place in an organization strictly attached to a definite ideal. But
in the sixteenth century, the Primary Rosicruciar~ism gave birth to the
Sec.onrIut-+v Order.
If thc first form can be considered as Rosicrucianism for only a few
chosen people, then the second was intended F O R A L L C 0 N S C I 0 U S
M E N of good will.
If the jirst almost tyrannically imposed a definite form of path for selfperfectioning on its adepts, then the second showed exceptional tolerance
and lack of despotism in all the realms accessible to the human heart and
mind.
The Point over the 7 (Yod) remained as before. But a visible change
appeared in the 7 (First He). The environment which was fecundated by
the Rosicrucian ideas in the sixteenth, seventeenth and partially in the
eighteenth centuries were mostly aggregates of Encyclopaedists in the
broadest and best meaning of the word. This necessitated manysidedness in
intellectnal sirivings, ability for scientific speculation, broadness of viewpoint, and faithful surrender to the idea of Good. Many dceply mystical
natures, determined pantheists, and men of eminent practical abilities joined
the movement. But the rnilitant elements were conlposed only of n ~ e nsuperior
to thc avcragc from the point of view of intelligence, education, force of
will, and a crq,stallized understanding of humanity's evolutionary paths.
Unfortunately, it is impossible for me to give here information about
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called 'masonic coups de canon' (gun-shots). The religious reforms of
Martin Luther and John Calvin are considered as such and also the
political reform of liberation of thc North American States from British
rule (Lafayette and his Mason officers).
But every coin has its other side. So long as Masonry was really obedient
to the Rosicrucian organization, so long as it recog~lizedthe principle of
the ' T R A N S M I S S I O N O F H I E R A R C H Y ' , everything wcnt well
and the Masons fulfilled their mission; but when some separate branches
of Masonry (unfortunately, often strong ones) began to yield t o the
principles of clcctions, with detriment to thc traditional hierarchic rule,
then the formerly E V O L U T I O N A R Y masonic realizations began to
change their character to R E V O L U T I O N A R Y . The turning point was
the masonic revolution of Lacorne and his followers (1773), which separated
from the orthodox masonic organization which we know as the 'Grand
Orient de France'.
There is no room here for any history of Masonry, and in these lessons
I want to explain only the life, work and death of Egregors, by giving
examples, which are always more illuminating than mere statements.
Some currents of Christian Illt~minismwere alive until World War I,
and I will give another series of examples about them.

In some West European countries we can still encounter some Martinist
initiates. But only if we ourselves are also members of that mysterious
Order. For otherwise, we cannot see their signs of recognition, nor
understand the words they speak in order to find brother initiates. As
before World War 11, most of the members were of French origin,
the formulas of recognition were also given and received in the French
language.
The construction of the Martinist Egregor is accepted as follows:

Martinism

About 1760 the well-known Martines de Pasqualis founded a brotherhood
of 'Selected Itzitiated Servants' with a nine-degree hierarchy. The three
higher degrees wcre Rosicrucian. Thc school of Martines is a magictheurgic one, with a preponderance of magic methods.
After his death, the beloved disciples of Martines introduced some
changes into the work of his Chain. Willermooz brought rather a niasonic
colouring, while the famous writer Claude de St Martin remodelled the
School in a mystic-theurgic way, believing that (contrary to Willermooz)
'Free Initiation' is better than organization in masonic lodges. His influence
won and gave birth to the current called 'Martinism'. Thc Egrcgor of the
original Martinism was strongly incarnate in many European states,
especially in Russia at the beginning of the nineteenth century.
In about 1930 I encountcred thc wandering masters who possessed
some higher degrees of modern Martinism. They had the same methods
as a hundred years ago, to select among able and idealistic intellectuals in
different countries, men who could realize the aims and methods of Martinism. Initiations were purely individual, and no outer obligations were
placed upon the new initiates.
Of course, I cannot say anything more about the contents of these
simple but impressive ceremonies, which lasted several hours. But I am entitled to remarl:, that, actually, the information given and some of the
axioms of a philosophical and mystical character could assist the neophyte
to S H A P E H I S I N N E R I D E A L I S T I C S T R I V I N G S B E T T E R ,
than he would be able to do when left alone.

(1) The Point over the
in the ethical sphere.

9
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(Yod) being the alliance of a man with himself

(2) 9 (Yod) which is the spiritual philosophy of the works of Saint Martin,
whioh underwent some variations in his lifetime.
(3) ;1(First HC) being the surroundings of very pure and unselfish men,
mystically minded in most cases, and inclined towards any philanthropic
activity.
(4) The element ttf (Shin) which was probably absent because of the
character of the First HC. Pure idealists do not need any baits.
(5) The element 1 (Vau) was limited to a very simple ritual prayer in the
ceremony of initiation, which also was simplicity itself. But for Masons who
came from the ranks of the Martinists, ritual had more importance and
sometimes was even rich in formality.
However, everything in Martinism was based on meditation, on the
creation of the 'Man of Desire' (Homme de DCsir) and not on any magic
environment, as was the case in 'Willerrnoozisrn7.

(6) The ;1 (Second HL) of the old Martinism was represented by the
philanthropic actions of its members; anonymous assistance for the poor
and the oppressed; lack of a tendency to forcible 'conversion', and allowing
everyone to follow his or her own path. The sublime humility of the
Martinists was very impressive for the society which was able to see it.
Martinist Initiation in the time of the First Empire (in France) up to the
Eighties of the nineteenth century flowed as a fairlythin brooklet, but counted
among its members such brilliant personages as Chaptal, Delaage and
Constant ('Eliphas LCvi')
The present state of this very pure and most idealistic spiritual organization, as was and is Martinism, is little known. True Martinists do not advertise their activities and always prefer to remain in secrecy. I have every
reason to believe that this Egregor is still alive, and acting in a particular
way in different countries. The fact, that some eminent idealists and occultists of pure heart were found and subsequently initiated into Martinism
speak for themselves.
But all of this is veiled in deep mystery, as one of the few obligations of
an accepted Martinist is a solemn oath-'NEVER
T O BETRAY
THE N A M E O F T H E M A S T E R W H O P E R F O R M E D T H E
INITIATION'.
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Stanislas de Guaita
This famous occultist wanted to rcgcncrate thc esoteric current whlch
began to vanish after the death of Eliphas LCVI.The new creation had to
be called: 'the Kabbalistic Order of Rose
Cross'.
Its pattern was :

Roman Catholic Church, only led to a rift within the Order itself (the
secession of Peladan).
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(1) The Point over the 9 (Yod) being an alliance of official science with the
whole of esoteric knowledge, accessible at the time, so that fruitful cooperation would be possible.

(2) 9 (Yod): a synthesis of all Traditions which are accessible to our investigation using modern, experimental methods, which make many ways
of analysis much easier.
(3) The 7 (First Hi) in the de Guaita School again appeared as a circle of
Encyclopaedists, but unfortunately, hopeless ones. For in this epoch able
men rise high and quickly in their speciality, but have no time to develop
along more versatile and universal lines. On the other hand, some people,
disappointed in their chosen speciality, try to turn to something similar to
the true Encyclopaedists. Usually they are only superficially successful,
appearing to be multi-sided intellectuals, similar to the former Rosicruclans. Anyway, this point appeared as a weak one in de Cuaita's construction. Nevertheless, we should not blame this eminent occultist, who
doubtless had the best of intentions. But he could use only the material at
his disposal, and this was his tragedy.
(4) The element Q (Shin) of the new Egregor was inviting and attractive
for men from the First HP (3) giving them the idea to become equal with the
recognifed luminaries of science. only by virtue of their Rosicrucian
privileges. But academic circlcs which gained access to the new order
founded by de Guaita were not too happy at such an artificial equality.
Troubles were to be foreseen ahead.

(5) The element 1 (Vau) appeared as a broadly planned publishing of works
of classical occultism with comments and translations of the same.
Because many occult treatises had become bibliographical rarities
inaccessible to the wider public, this publishing brought to light many
good and useful books, so that Parisian Rosicrucians of the end of the
nineteenth century deserve deep gratitude from those of us who
admire the great monuments to the Western Occult Tradition. This
point ( 5 ) was perhaps the strongest in the whole Egregor of the Kabbal
istic Order of the Rose + Cross, created by dc Guaita and his closcst
collaborators.
(6) The 7 (Second HC) was another weak element, resulting in an opportunist policy on the side of members against the academic world, which is
always jealous of its privileges and aloofness.
Some Rosicrucians were seeking recognition from official science, which
of course did not raise their dignity.
Efforts and experiments on the part of a scctior, of the School to soften
some Rosicrucian theses in order to avoid too strong a clash with the
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Briefly, while de Guaita was still alive, the whole thing seemed to be
doomcd. The next desperate approach to Masonry again brought about the
warping of the School's aims, which rcsultcd in its decadence.
Prof G. 0. M. in his Occult Comnzentaries dated about 1912, stated
that the Kabbalistic Order of Rosicrucianism was then in a vanishing
state. Personally, I havc no further knowledge in the matter, especially after
World War 11.
Energetic Stanislas de Guaita tried to form another organization and
realized the resurrection of the once powerful current of Martinism. You
already know about its original form as created by Louis Claude de Saint
Martin.
The Neo-Martinism of de Guaita is not identical with that of the original
pattern. From it he borrowed the ritual side of initiation into S :. I :. and
rebuilt his symbolism by developing that ritual. The rather abstruse ideas
of the crcation of the 'Man of Desire' (see fornler lessons) were not too
pleasing for de Guaita's dynamic nature. He disliked the idca of voluntarily
holding someone in the cycle of magnetized surrozindings, as had happened
in Saint Martin's organization. De Guaita was longing for recili-,nfions.
In his books we oftcn see that he mocks somcwhat at such limitation of the
human will, no matter for which elated purpose it had to be done.
Finally, this 'quasi-regenerated' Egregor of Saint Martin was made up
according to a pattern, which could provide new adepts for the Order of
the Rose
Cross through the selection of the most able SS :. I1 :. (Supcrior Inconnus in French). Because of similar aims of the Kabbalistic Order
of the Rose Cross IT W A S N E C E S S A R Y to introduce more elements
of tolerance into the realm of dogmas.

+

+

(1) The Point over the 9 (Yod) in this new pattern remained as before, the
motto of the ethical alliance of man with himself. You can translate it in
simpler words as-'inner harmony'.

(2) The choice of the element 9 (Yod) was left to the free will of every member
of this Nco-Martinist current. Nevertheless, the works of Louis Claude de
Saint Martin naturally remained as formal guides for all members.
(3) The element 7 (First HC), because of the freedom given to everyone in
his choice of Yod, was represented in different circles by larger or smaller
lodges, if we prefer this term. To them came people tired by their long
religious search; those disappointed in academic knowledge; those desiring
something similar to Masonry, but, as they hoped, in a nobler form;
ordinary, curious people of all calibres, and thosc who were unacceptable
to other occult organizations. Finally, there were the really honest men and
women (the Order also accepted women) who were striving after mystical
powers, lovers of talks on occult themes in full salons, and hystcricallyminded ladies, who are always keen for membership of societies, where there
is a taste of mystery.
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Others were strongly convinced, that even a not too well balanced circle
of neophytes and disciples is still better than a complete lack of any Egregorir
assistance.
This last reason I would likc to rccommcnd to cvcry occultist (beginners
included) for careful and sincere deliberation.
Because the Rosicrucian Order as regenerated by Stanislas de Guaita,
placed as a condition of acceptance into its Chain, the obligatory passing
by candidates of three degrees of Neo-Martinism, so there were always a
few men, able to be teachers in the environment of Martinist 'Hommes de
Desir'. They could duly direct the transformation of individualities, developing in them new occult abilities. This was the causc of the vitality of the
Order, which after the death of de Guaita grew further, and before World
War I had quite a considerable number of members. At that time, Dr
Gerard Lncausse, able propagator of occultism through the press, stood
at the top of the Neo-Martinist Order (writing under his pen-name of
'Papus').
Shortly before World War 11, I lost my personal contact with this
organization and therefore cannot say much about its most recent fate.
One thing is certain, the years after 1939 were, for many occult lodges, a
period of recession and weakening of activity and influence, but as yet this
period does not belong to history. Therefore I will refrain from taking any
position in the matter.
(Shin) of the Neo-Martinist Order appeared, there
(4) As the element
were many different attractions, because of d~fferencesin tendencies and
degrees of ethical development of its members. One was attracted by the
ritual, another by the solidarity between the links of the Chain (that is
friendliness amongst membcrs), anothcr by thc possibility of esoteric
development. and yet another by the purity of the inheritance of authority
in the Egregor created by Martines de Pasqualis, and so on.
( 5 ) The element 1 (Vau), apart from uniting all Martinists in mystical
ceremonies, represented the obIigarory meditations on themes provided
by the superiors of the Order and assisted through lectures on the initiatory
mattcr, given by the teachers in the various Lodges.
(6) The ;T (Second H6) waq a rather passive policy of waiting for advanced
phases of ethical perfectioning of human society, and of influencing the
same by examples of good living. Of course, I cannot state that no Martinist
lodge attaches some active philanthropy to this policy. There have been
many cases where this activity has manifested itself in the outer world. But
always. these are individual actions, which cannot be included among the
Egregoric principles.
The power and vitality of a religious Egregor can be measured by the
saints who appear under that Egregor's influence.
A few great religions, founded thousands of years ago. still produce the
highly-evolved men, whom we call saints. Others are like dry river-beds,
no longer contcining water.
With these few examples of the Egregoric manifestations we will conclude
this part of the Eleventh Arcanum. I think the attentive reader has been able

to see for himself how the ideas incorporated in Hermetism manifest
themselves in the so-called 'real' life of humanity. An occultist is one who
K N O W S things and principles unknown to the majority of men. The
realm of his knowledge extends mainly to B A S I C matters, to C A U S E S
and not oilly to their results. Therefore, a keen application of an occult
law would be much more important for an Initiate than all the past history
of a nation or tribe. There is no greater R E A L I S T than a true occultist,
for he knows what is essential and hhat is not.
Perhaps someone will ask me, why I have not analysed here, such a
powerful Egregor as Christianity, or rather, its most developed religions.
There is more than one cause for this, and not all reasons can be spoken
about publicly. Hence they must be covered by silence. However, I can
mention here, that the Christian Egregor is a living and A C T I N G power.
It does not belong wholly to the past, for it concerns the lives of a great
percentage of present-day humanity. As humanity is only a collection of
individuals, each of which has his own 'separate' (at lcast so he believes)
life, I leave the judgement to everyone, on their own responsibility.
To more mystically-minded students, I will only quote once more an
esoteric interpretation of I N R I , given in previous lessons. It is: I N
N O B I S R E G N A T I E S U S (In us reigns Jesus). Now, not before, not
after! If it exists in us, this state cannot be analysed by the mind. I f not,
then we are not entitled to make even an attempt to limit what cannot be
limited.
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As an enumeration of contemnorarv occult currents. I would still like
to give the names of some secret organizations which the student might encounter at some time.
From Masonic Rituals may be mentioned :
The Orthodox Scotch Ritual (33 degrees)
The Ritual of illemphis (97 degrees)
The Ritual of Misraim (96 degrees)
The French Ritual (7 degrees)
The Order of' German Illuminates (Philanthropy and National policy),
which is closely affiliated with the masonic pattern. The Asian Rosicrucians
(an extensive knowledge of esoterism and courageous international
policy).
The English 'Rosa
Crux Esoterica' (esoteric teachings and quite solidly
conducted Rosicrucian ritual).
Finally, there exist many other circles and organizations, some of
which are too unimportant to be mentioned, while others do not allow
themselves to be mentioned in print, preferring to remain under a veil of
complete mystery. In their communiquCs, such brotherhoods use only
some initials and never divulge the names of their leaders.
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The most important factor of force for an occultist and an average man
alike is their W I L L - P O W E R . If it is advisable for the latter to develop
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it, then it is a condition of success for the former (among the exercises connected with the experience of extcriorization, there are some which also
imply the development of will-power). Here I want to include in a suitable
form, means which have been tested and are otherwise well known to
religious and occult ascetics, and which can be followed without any
change in the outer life of the student.
W I L L - P O W E R is like an electric battery. If adequately charged and
not cxhausted, it retains its usefulness; but if too often used for non-essential purposes, the battery will give little service in a moment of need.
The generator of will-power in us is just the amount of inner impulses
and desires, which we consciously conquer and refuse to satisfy in order to
charge our will-power's battery. You should know, that if you obey the
slightest emotions or thoughts arising in your consciousness, your will
shall always be close to zero.
But every dontinateddesire, unexpressed thought, unpronounced word, or
unperformed deed, if they are a rcsult of your definite W I L L and D E C I S I O N , are the C U R R E N T S which charge your battery. Examples will
be more illuminating. Suppose that you have a desire to tell your acquaintance something, which in itself has no great meaning, or importance,
and you have that desire simply because you want to speak, having nothing
better to do. Suppress this desire nndremain silent. You want to buy a newspaper, in order to read about some sensational, but illsignificant happening,
which 1s announced in it. Refuse to obey this desire.
In both cases you may observe some greater self-assertion in you, something like a certain inner fullness, or feeling of strength, probably in the
head (in the beginning).
Going further, sacrifice some dish, which you especially like, or a visit
to the theatre; take longer to walk to your home despite your subconscious
desire to bc thcrc as soon as possible. All these rnovenzents in your consciousness will considerably,fortifi your will-polrler. But do not attempt (especially
in the beginning) to interfere in the way just shown with your vital functions
or activities!
DO N O T H I N G S E N S E L E S S O R U N R E A S O N A B L E ! For
occultism does not tolerate either unwise actions or unwise men. If your
duties or other circunlstances cornpel you to speak or act in a certain way,
you should not cancel thcse activities, which belong to your karmic conditions. K N O W , that in your everyday life you will find innumerable
opportunities to develop your will-power in the way just indicated, and if
you will makc use of cvcn 10 per cent. of all these opportunities, which
appear in your normal life, you will soon become a belng, endowed with
a will-power far superior to that of your environment.
The more you follow this simple advice, the better you will feel the
increase of your realizable will-power, giving you much greater satisfaction
and happiness, than you have ever experienced before. Then you will
probably try to perform some more exercises. in order to grow steadily in
power and inner peace, which invariably is connected with any inner
strength.
What have I to tcll you in such a case? For great results greater efforts

are necessary, which means greater inner efTorts and 'sacrifice', selfrestraint, or renunciations, which will charge your inner 'battery'. I will
limit myself to giving only a few hints, as the earnest and ardent student
can complete the list for himself. Take the examples of eminent occulrists,
saints and yogis: all of them did and do try C E R T A I N asceticism, that is
limitation of their desires and needs to the possible minimum. So there
lies the S E C R E T O F I N N E R S T R E N G T H ! Every time renounce
something 'dear' to you, and so collect the power. Gradual and reasonable
action is what is foremostly needed. Do not, for example, fast yourself half
to death! This would be stupid! Your unnecessary indulgences, when cut
off will provide you with a never-ending amount of the ' C U R R E N T ' .
This will-power is useful not only in occult study, but also in one's everyday life. Properly used, it brings happiness.
And this Power is the very idea of the Eleventh Arcanum.
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Arcanum XI1
SACRIFICIUM
THE S A C R I F I C E

-

sl
Libra

Messia
C a r it as
Zodiacus
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THEsign of the Twelfth Arcanurn is the Hebrew letter (Lamed) and its
numerical value is 30. The corresponding astrological sign is that of
balance (weight) in the Zodiac. The hieroglyph is an A R M performing a
broad movement, which involves all of its joints. It is the powerful action
of a man who, of his own accord has acquired certain rights and now
wants to use them. It is like a new M (Aleph), not only balanced in all
three planes, but also wise through the experience of life. Another aspect
of the hieroglyph is an open hand.
There is also the idea of sacrifice: for the outstretched hand suggests
an act of giving, even at the price of one's own detriment. It is something
like the surrendering of one's own vital force.
So far Tradition teaches us. We will now pass on to the card of the
Twelfth Arcanum. We see a man hanged by his left foot. His right leg is bent
at the knee behind the left one, so that the picture suggests the figure of a
cross. The man's arms are folded behind his back, so that the lower part
of the figure is like a descending triangle.
The construction on which the man hangs is composed of two beams.
In my card I have used them in the form of the letter 'T', but there are also
variations of this picture, on which the figure hangs down between two
vertical poles.
In any case, there must be twelve short branches or knots, six to each
side of the pole. These, of course, symbolize the twelve signs of the Zodiac,
the material world. The man is depicted as crucified on thc symbol of matter.
Who is the hanged Man? What did he do? His feet are uppermost and
his head is directed earthwards. This means, that his best elements serve
the Earth, his attention is paid to the Earth. At the top there is only the
fulcrum.
He is the messenger, from above to below, of the higher M E N T A L
to the L O W E R physical plane. He bears in himself the end of the process
connected with the involutionary triangle, as he sends a higher principle
into Matter for the regeneration and subtilizing of that same matter. But
his involutionary triangle is crowned with the cross of the Hermetic
virtues, which showcd him thc way to that evolution, to that S A C R I F I C E .
The number of twelve knots, being the symbol of thefinite, again suggests
the idea of thefinite character of the involutionary process: this means that
the Absolute, Unmanifested, is beyond forms and manifcstations.
To conclude, we may say, that in the Twelfth Arcanum everything
breathes the idea of service: the High to the Low.
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There is still one more symbol: the head of the Man is surrounded by a
bright halo. We will see the reason for this in the further analysis.

Equation No. 60: 12 = 11
I
Eleven before one. Eleven has embraced the One, assimilated it, and here
lies the mystery of the number 12, clear to an occultist who meditates
keenly about it.
But the O N E has also given birth to E L E V E N . The result being that
O N E has sacrificed itself for the Chain (11). If this Chain is the creation
of the Testament, then the appearance of the Messiah has the definite
character of the sacrifice of the Archetype, realized for the salvation
(regeneration in other words) of humanity. If it was the Man who actively
manifested charity towards his neighbour, then in this we may see the Law
of deliberate sacrifice of the doer's own interest for the benefit of others.
If the Sun bestows its life-gving emanations on us, we should realize
in this the element of sacrifice on the side of the Sun for the good of the
Earth and its dwellers.
From the first lessons, we know that occultism, and Hermetism in
particular, considers all things as L I V I N G T H I N G S , and N O T H l N G
A S D E A D . I am only repeating what has already been said when I state
now that: T H E U N I T Y O F L I F E I S T H E B A S I C T R U T H O F
E V E R Y E X 1 S T E N C E . Without realizing this, one cannot even
approach the mysteries, enclosed in the Tarot's system of Hermetism.
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This analysis will be performed on our usual, traditional basis, which is
the arithrnological unfolding of the arcanum's components.

Equation No. 59: 12 = 1 $ 11
He who commands the XIIth Arcanum places his balanced essential
being (1) before the arcanum of the Chain (I I). In other words, it is the
H E A D of a School, plus that School itself. The three-plane Aleph honoured the world by the process of giving birth to the Egregoric Chain. He
descended from the higher sub-planes and did not scorn the realization,
incarnating himself in both meanings of that word: direct and symbolical.
Of course, this three-plane Aleph belongs to the sphere of the Theosophical Ternary. Accordingly, there may be three different cases.
(1) If it was the A R C H E T Y P E incarnate, then the first title of the
arcanum would be the Messiah.
(2) If our Aleph is not so high and represents a man of balanced individuality who possesses inner harmony and voluntarily brings into his astrosome
the desire to help his neighbours, the action would be termed Charity
(Caritas) on the plane of matter. Just the love of one's fellow-creatures, as
is taught and understood in Christianity. It is also an incarnation of a harmonious man, merged in serious problems, and voluntarily accepting the
duty of occupying himself, for the sake of otilers, with things which he
would normally never consider, being devoid of all interest for him.
(3) Now we have to seek for a suitable corresponding example in the plane
of Nature, and it is not so far away. Take the old myth, which comes from
the most ancient epoch of the human race: the feeding of all the planets
through their central radiant Sun. The visible movement of that C E N T R E
suggests to us the idea of the Zodiac, divided into twelve signs, mhich you
already know.
Therefore the third and last title of the Twelfth Arcanum is ' Z O D I A C U S ' . For us, living in this modern age of discoveries and progress in the
physical and astronomical sciences, the 'old myth' is fully supported by
modern knowledge. There is no room here to quote the proofs extensively,
so I will mention only a few of the most illuminating examples.
Everything which lives, and everything which we need for our own lives
have their origin in the Sun's activity and energy. Without the Sun there
could be no flora or fauna on the Earth. Our coal, oil, atmospheric conditions, the circulation of water. warmth necessary for organic life (including
our own), all and much more come from the Sun. How long could we
cxist on our Earth, if for one day thc Sun ceased to send us its enormous
quantities of life-giving energy?
The idea of the mysterious emanations of the Sun, and their transformation into plants and animals are suEcient justification for the third
title of the arcanum-the Zodiac.

+
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Further analysis brings us to the following formulas:

Equation No. 61: 12 = 2 -/ 10
The efforts of knowledge (2) dominate the World's Mill (10). Where is
the sacrifice here? It is the plan of action by those few courageous individuals who, in one or more incarnations, have consciously sacrificed their
joys of life, delights of thc physical plane, and sometin~eseven a part of
their mystical strivings, for work in laboratories and scientific premises,
for the dry researches of the imperfect, illusory worldly science. They
know that in the last act of their incarnations they will appear like Faust
in Goethe's famous poem. Neverthelcss, they consciously go towards all
the ordeals, in order to bring to the evolving society of their brethren, some
useful discoveries, no matter how imperfect these must appear to their
own inner sight.
They believe that the binaries of earthly impressions and experienecs,
wisely directed by the firm hand of a man of knowledge, may even partially
conquer the involutionary sphere of our planet's astral. Therefore, all
their lives consist of sacrifice like: 2 + 10.

+

Equation No. 62: 12 = 10 2
Here others may differ in their conceptions of actions. They may say:
our plan of a sacrifice is better. Science is an enemy of society; the World's
Mill is a better friend. Consider as a true science (2) only one, whose conclusions are in accordance with the process of the Sphinx's Wheel. Let
that Wheel teach us; d o not let our insignificant planetary cells (human
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beings) fight thc powerful astral current of the wholc earthly organism.
Let them surrender to its feverish manifestations during the time of its
inner changes; let them take rest in the moments of static self-contentment. Down with civilization and its delusion enforced by the pentagrammatic tactics of humanity towards natural needs. To live according to
Nature is the only key to salvation. Sacrifice your dear traditions of
generations, which try to prolong the fight for culture, for half-victories
over the slavery of the elements. Sacrifice the conclusions, and you will
become rulers of Lamed's open hand. Not that you will lift it, but you will
be raised together with it!
You see, Tradition gives us both forms of interpretation of the Tarot's
mysteries. It is up to you which you will accept.

+

9
Equation No. 63: 12 = 3
Develop yourself metaphysically (3) and let this progress be the degree
of your ability to use the lamp of Hermes Trismegistus (9), the coat of
Apollonius of Tyana, and the sceptre of human cautiousness.
Let metaphysics signify Initiation, and realization of that Initiation in
practical life. Do not be afraid to recast or transform your former initiatory
systems. Sacrifice thc old, dcar mcthods, if you arc suddenly able to see
PC (Aleph-Mem-Shin) in a new light, born from your
your triangle
perfected absolute logic.

-

+

9
3
Equation No. 64: 12
Is it not better to hold firmly to thc tradition of thc transmisison within
the Chain, and quietly to apply the injunctions of the wise past, waiting
for new phases of our progressive metaphysical development, based on the
creative number ' T H R E E ' ?
The ancient system of initiatory centres was perhaps sometimes a little
clumsy, but it was certain. Let the same School (9) lead the generations to
creative activities (3), growing with the flow of the necessary period of
time.

+

8
Equation No. 65: 12 = 4
Authority should be secured. Let it give us the laws (8). The great idea of
hierarchy (4) may be sacrificed for Justice of manifestations.

+

4
Equation No. 66: 12 = 8
Here is another conception. Let Justice (Law) (8) rule everything, if that
Law is derived from the natural conditions of life in the given epoch. Let
the beneficial authority of Law be supreme over established individual
authorities.
7
Equation No. 67: 12 = 5
This is the quintessential (5) transformation of individual means, as a
result of that activity, that is the victory of the subtle ovcr the dense (7).
The great task called the formation of the pentagrammatic will may sonetimes require even the sacrifice of the great Law, claiming the necessity of
the triumph of T H R E E over F O U R .

+
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5
Equation No. 68: 12 = 7
No! It may be the opposite. Let the starting point of the pentagram's
formation in man, be the motto of creation in man of the knowledge of
forms ruled by the Spirit. Let the individuality of such a creation be sacrificed for the sake of the Sephira Netzah.

+-

Equation No. 69: 12 = 6
6
Here we have a concentrated summary of the polemics seen in the
preceding unfoldings of the Twelfth Arcanum.
Stanislas de Guaita very talentedly described the negative sides of certain
quarrels in Chapter V of his famous book: La Clef de la Magie Noire
( A Key of Black Magic). 6 against G is the fight in the realm of the understanding of the same arcanum through two separate individuals. The fight
of two consciences not enlightened by the rays of the Unitarian Philosophy,
and therefore not fully incarnate in their masters. The fight of two minds,
filled with different relative 'truths'. The struggle of two intelligences,
operating in different spheres of life. The fight of two intuitions, differently
breaking up the same clichCs.
Here we have rich material for deliberation and meditation. It is pretty
tangled, and it is not at all easy to find an explanation of the sacrifices,
which you can and should offer. But every occultist must seek them intently
if he wants to make real and not imaginary progress, which he can take with
him on the other side of the grave.
In Hermetic Tradition, related to the Twelfth Arcanum there are given
other types of unfolding, that is multilateral ones such as 12 = 4 4 4;
12 - 3 4 5, or 12 - 2 3 7, and so on. Even the type: 12 = 2
2
2
2
2 1 2 is used.
It would take us too long if, in this book, we try to give all the possible
combinations. The student who attentively followed the basic ones, as given
in these lessons, will also be in a position to deal with all the others, d he
may need to find some solution to his problems in this way.
I would again like to underline, that the task of operating the arcana,
developing them into their components and intcrprcting them correctly
is by no means an easy mental exercise. I shall probably be closer to the
truth, if I simply say: the task needs great effort, if the results are to be as
hoped for. Anyway, 1110st eminent Hermetists and occultists have worked
assiduously ~ ~ these
t h operations, and to them have ascrlbed much
enlightenment and the solution of many difficult problems, which otherwise
could not be resolved at all. Such results do not come easily nor to every
one.

+ +
+
+

+ +

+ +
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There is another very important kind of meditation about the symbol
of the Twelfth Arcanum, the sign of the Duodenary. Here 1 will give its most
useful form used by advanced occultists. It is the M Y S T I C A L C R O S S
so famous among Hermetists (see Fig. 36).
In the Western Tradition (here I mean the remnants of the occult
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Fig. 36 The Mystic Cross
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organizations mentioned in the lessons of Chapter XI, as well as some
secret circles of special study, which never act in public, and select their
members only after very intensive tests and experiences), meditations on the
theme of the Mystical Cross. as one of the most powerful of pentacles, are
an obligatory part of the work for all self-initiating incarnate pentagrams.
The T E A C H E R draws this Cross on the forehead of a disciple when the
initiate goes to work independently in the world, and also as a sign of his
blessing for the pupil, on the latter's twelve thorny steps of earthly incarnations. It is taught in some secret Western Initiatory Centres, that usually
the accepted disciple still needs twelve more incarnations after his Initiation
by the Master, in order to attain L I B E R A T I O N or M A S T E R S H I P
for himself. Sometimes, when he so prefers it, the Master makes the sign
of this Cross with his hands raised above the head of the kneeling neophyte. To those who have read another of my books, In Days of Great
Peace, I would like to add, that in it, 1 mentioned the use of this kind of
blessing by a saintly Bishop for a young man, some forty years ago.
Neither that man nor another witness who was present, could then realize
why this apparently simple ceremony took longer time than seemed
necessary, and why the left hand of the Bishop performed some strange
movements under the broad Sign of the Cross, madc by his right hand.
Now he knows.
The twelve convexities (three on each end of the Cross) syrnboli7e these
stages. Now look attentively at Fig. 36. The vertical part of the Cross has,
in its upper extremity, the active 9 (Yod), while in the lower, the less active
1 (Vau). Both are androgynous, possessing elements of activity as their
innate property.
The ends of the horizontal arm are marked by the passive signs of 7
(He); but the right end is more active than the left, because it is the Second
He, which is transformed into the Yod of the next cycle. Therefore, it bears
in itself the seed of the future activity, when the First ZIP, as mother, can
give birth only to the androgynous child-Vau.
This Mystical Cross is a purely Kabbalistic pentacle. It gives priority
to the upper and right ends over the lower and left. To the vertical over
the horizontal. It establishes the superiority of the active principle over the
passive; of the subtle over the gross; all this happens, of course, through
the use of the elements of ;T 1 7 7 (Yod-Hi-Vau-Hi, the Tetragrammaton).
But this was only the astral plane. We still have to analyse the twelve
convexities, transferring us into the realm of the Duodenary of the physical
plane. That is why in the centre of the Cross there is the sign of ftf (Shin).
Now you will understand the enigma of that pentacle. It is now transformed into the R E D E E M E D C L I C H E , 7 1 ftf 3 9 (Yod-HC-ShinVau-HC), into the picture of Hermetic mastership over the world (7 1 ;7 9)
aiming at realization (ftf), which means the U N A V O T D A B L E L A W
O F S A C R I F I C E . No mattcr what thc calibre is of that sacrifice: that
of the Messiah (as in the Scriptures), or human charity, or finally, of the
Sun for its planetary system.
The Twelfth Arcanum of the Tarot is the most beautiful and spiritual of
all. I would even say, the only P U R E L Y S P I R I T U A L O N E . It is
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because the highest spiritual law is just that of S A C R I F I C E . There is
nothing beyond it. True mystics know about this. For them the last
chapters of St John's Gospel are an open book. They can experience the
incomparable and inexpressible bliss when they understand, with all their
being, the beauty and power of the Sacrifice performed by the S O N
O F M A N twenty centuries ago. Those who have experienced it are not
afraid of anything that can happen to them in this world or another.
For the idea of sacrifice is a highly contagious one, although only more
elevated souls are able to merge in it. All the disciples of Christ, except
St John followed in His steps, leading to martyrdom. Moreover, they
followed the Master's way with joy, according to His words: 'You will
drink of My chalice and be baptized with My baptism.' Legion is the name
of those who have been baptized by that severe, but most effective baptism
of blood, as the Church tells us.
An occultist speaking to occultists would not try to conceal that hard,
but most beautiful (at lcast for ripe souls) ultimate T R U T H O F S A C R I F I C E . The more you are advanced, the harder will be the Cross which
you have to take on your shoulders, deliberately, and with that spiritual
J O Y , which dwarfs the most intensive suffering. It was probably so with
the disciples of the Master Jesus. Some of us had the opportunity to see
another Cross, taken by another Master, just a few years ago. I am speaking
of the Great Indian Rishi Ramana. His sacrifice for us took the form of
an excruciatingly painful sarcoma, which slowly killcd his physical body for
more than one year. Although the Rishi bore his cross without the slightest
complaint or fear, some devotees were so moved by his example, that they
wanted to take part in their Master's sacrifice, forgetting all fear and
physical cowardice in the face of suffering, which is so common amongst
contemporary average people.
I cannot speak here of the degree to which their prayers were fulfilled;
it is purely the personal business of those affected.
The power of S A C R I F I C E is supreme. It is among those men, who
sacrificed the M O S T for their minor brethren. that ari5e the real rulers
and transformers of our planetary livcs. The greater the sacrifice, the
greater is the authority and influence of the being. who has mastered the
real form of spiritual realization and illumination. There was a M A N , who
wanted only good and only light. And IIe was subjected to every form of
human suffering.
His closest friends and disciples left Him alone in His most difficult and
tragic hours, when He was anticipating His torture and death. One of them
even betrayed Him into thc hands of His reckless cxccutioners.
He told us: '1 am the good shepherd. The good shepherd giveth his life
for his sheep. But the hireling, and he that is not the shepherd, whose own
the sheep arc not seeth the wolf coming, and lcaveth thc sheep, and flieth,
and the wolf catcheth, and scattereth the sheep.'
He was cruelly humiliated and ridiculed, beyond any measure. He was
accused and condemned for crimes Hc never committed. Finally, when His
last hour came, it was among miserable thieves, in agony on a devilish
device, which was then the most shameful and conteinptible form of capital
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punishment, inflicted only on the worst and most incorrigible of criminals.
He accepted all in the spirit of sacr~ficewhich lived in Him. And the
result? This M A N now rules over the most essential elements of life on this
planet, the same which so cruelly repudiated Him almost two thousand
years ago.
Sacrifice is the most guarded mystery of every living heart, no matter in
which form or part of the universe. It was the doctrine of the true original,
but fcw Rosicrucians whose very names are hardly known even to the most
keen occult investigators and seekers. They preferred to remain unknown.
It was stated in that doctrine that : only a few chosen ones have been and
are able to accept the supreme spiritual L A W of absolute sacrifice. Nevertheless, in every epoch there have been those luminous souls.
Sometimes a man, listening to the words which come from the realm of
the A C T I V E S P I R I T , as is the case with thej~lfilrnentof sacrifice, feels
his heart caught in an inner movement, as if in an earthquake. From that
moment onwards he is lost to the relative and temporal, but gains the
eternal and absolute.
Through the supreme initiation of the L A W O F S A C R I F I C E all
Wisdom is also attained. Who has sacrificed everything knows everything
without effort and roil. Who has sacrificed everything has conquered
L I F E , unlimited in time and space because he has sacrified all that is
relative, over which rules thc phantom of death.
' H e has trodden on Death by Death' as is said in the Gospels. Now you
may understand the mystery of these great words. The Mystical Cross of
the Twelfth Arcanum solves all the questions of life, if you take this Cross
on your shoulders as the Master taught us to do.
This symbol of sacrifice has a unique power of realization when applied
with faith and a pure heart. You may get proof of this in your everyday
life. When you think deeply about the sublimeness of sacrifice, that is, when
you meditate about it in your heart's sanctuary, the world and men around
you become changed and then you are able to S E E this fact, not only
imagine it.
The reality of these words is supreme. A question might arise for an
attentive student: 'Then is meditation about S A C R I F I C E the most
fruitful and effective for us?'
It I S so, if you actually realize, feel, and understand all that has been
quoted here from the inner teachings of the Knights Templar and their
later successors-the first reintegrated Rosicrucians of the end of the
fourteenth century.
Instead of (Shin) it is possible to put (Aleph) in the middle of the
Mystical Cross of the Twelfth Arcanum. Then the meaning of that pentacle
becomes different. It would be transformed into the synthetic picture of the
three planes of the universe. It can be said even further: into the picture of
full understanding of these three planes. Do not let us listen to such a
sentence without deeper deliberation about its meaning. Have we, normally
speaking, any understanding of say even T W O planes (perhaps only
physical and astral)? Does not our life usually pass only in the visible and
tangible, lowest realm of physical matter? But there is so much for cognition
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apart from that unique low level, in which average human consciousnesses
spend their incarnations.
The full U N D E R S T A N D I N G as mentioned above, is related to the
eternal laws of Hermes Trismegistus, no matter which name or form they
might take in our own time.
So, in the middle we hake 8 (Aleph), the balanced mental monad. On
the arms of the Cross (see Fig. 36) fie have the great Law of the Tetragrammaton of astral creations (> 1 7 -). Further, in the protruding of the
twelve convexities we see the reflection of the twelve signs of the Zodiac,
that is a materialized, condensed manifestation of the same astral, as the
physical plane. The last analysis of the Cross gives us the sum of the
Kabbalistic elements of the Tetrade plus the sign of Aleph, that is:
10 5
6
5 + 1 = 27 = 9. In other bords, we obtain the arcanum
of Initiation (9).
Meditdtions about every Kabbalistic interpretation of the Mystical
Cross of the Twelfth Arcanum always lead us to useful and fruitful ideas on
all correspond~ngsub-planes. Try it and see for yourself. It may be repeated
again, that true understanding of this most mystical and spiritual arcanum
of the whole constructio~lof the Tarot requirec a firm inner realization of:

+ + +

(1) The necessity ofsacrifice on the physical plane. Another conception is
that :
(2) By progressive diving into the realm of continuous creation we must
come to a final wall beyond which no materialistic illusion is possible any
more. This means, that there is a limit to materialistic condensation. If we
reach it, then we have to rebound from that last 'wall', so as to begin
passing the sub-planes in the reversed direction.
He who will attentively read the Gospels of Christ will be able to assimilate the .firs2 point of view. The second one has been well elaborated by
Buddhists.
In one way or another, we see that the complex called by us the 'human
personality' appears in the Twelfth Arcanum only as a te~nporaryguest. And
a guest should behave himself well. He should not criticize the reception or
the environment in which he finds himself; but remember that he also has
his own home which he has to look after. He must know, that every unworthy deed outsidc his own home will be painfully reflected within it.
In other words-which will help you to understand these similies-in our
perishable physical shell we are clothed as in evening-dress; like jugglers
we play with the gifts we get from our Malkuth, with these comp!exes of
physical and physiological laws. But, if nre are sufficiently evolved we will
not lose sight of the blessed hour of our return to our own true home, the
hour of our 'death', a picturesque symbolism of which we find in the
Master's initiation in the Masonic Tradition.
About that great hour of the personality's entrance into its rights of the
purely astral life, about the te~nporarystages between incarnations and
about the closing period of that incarnation, we will learn from the next the
Thirteenth Arcanum.
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THEletter of the Thirteenth Arcanum is n (Mcm) and its numerical value is
40. This arcanum does not possess any corresponding astrological sign. The
hieroglyph is a W O M A N , an intermediary in the process of the transformation of life. This is because it is just the woman who realizes for her
child the transfer from the embryonic existence to life in the earthly
atmosphere. A woman suggests the idea of birth and death, because she is
the medium, conditioning the birth (1) and subsequently the delzlh (2) of
every incarnate bcing.
Both of these conceptions (1 and 2) when related to the Archetype give
the arcanum itsfirst tit!e: I M M O R T A L I T A S and P E R M A N E N T I A
in E S S E N T I A (Immortality and permanency in the Essence).
The second title, on the plane of M A N , is quite logically: M 0 R S et
R E I N C A R N A T I O (Death and Reincarnation).
The third, in Nature, eternally regenerating itself and producing energy
in manifold variations, will be: T R A N S M U T A T 1 0 V I R I U M
(Transmutation of Forces), as rightly used by the famous Helmholtz.
The card of the Thirteenth Arcanum shows us a traditional skeleton with
a scythe. The meaning and significance of Death. being the transformer of
the U N I Q U E L I F E , refers to its multitude of forms.
The symbolical skeleton cuts off crowned and uncrowned heads alike,
but immediately after these strokes, new hands and feet sprout from the
soil like plants.
Death only apparently extinguishes something in the given plane, but
actually Death transforms the values of that plane. It cannot be compared
with the process of burning, say, banknotes without issuing new ones.
Therefore, it can be rather compared to the process of recasting some coins
to make others.
The scientific name of the Thirteenth Arcanum is ' M O R S ' (Death) and
the vulgar one 'the Scythe'. In relation to thc Archctypc the arcanum gives
us the image of the eternal P R E S E N T T I M E ,because the Archetype never
dies. This was explained in the triangles of Fabre d'olivet. Here the idea
is a very dynamic one, as is the whole of the Thirteenth Arcanum: because all
its attributes are always present: birtlz or creation, decline and transfornzation, death and regeneration, a new life in new forms. You may add, that
there are 'Days and Nights of Brahma' as well as Pralaya.
I would answer, that the cyclic rhythm of life does not contradict these
Eastern conceptions, which in another form is accepted by the High
Herrnctic Initiatory Tradition. A large tree oncc existed as a tiny seed, as
K
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seen by the consciousness of Man, who has been able to rise beyond the
artificial conception of time.
And contradictions do not belong t o the nolure cfihings, but only to the
shallowncss of the mind, which perccives them from its limitcd point of
view.
Meditation on the Thirteenth Arcanum is a means to make us grow above
and beyond that shallowness.
Now I would like to extend my friendly advice to all who will study (and
not merely read) this great arcanum of the Tarot. I T S I M P O R T A N C E
C A N N O T BE O V E R - E S T I M A T E D . Everyone of you will have to
face the mysteries connected with the knowledge of this arcanurn, and
likewise everyone must experience the transformation of his own forms.
What reasonable man would like to go deep into an unknown jungle, or
travel through unknown territory without even a primitive map and compass? Certainly, if he cannot get these necessary things he may delay or
even cancel the journey.
And what about the U N A V O I D A B L E J O U R N E Y O F D E A T H ?
Are you really prepared? Do you realize that K N O W L E D G E of death
and its states is just as necessary and useful as the ability to read maps and
use a compass? And that no misty theories, ideas or beliefs can replace
acquaintance with the real processes connecied with that of death and the
ensuing states of ~onsciousncssand conditions? True occultists know
about the terrible tragedies which happen 'on the other side' (that is after
physical death) to those who depart from here without adequate knowledge
or without any real protection from the side of a potent Egregor, to say
nothing of assistance from a Perfect Being, a spiritual Master.
The fear of death is not so unreasonable as it seems to many shallow
thinkers. Everything has its causes, and this applies to the shunning and
fear of leaving this world, so dceply rooted in the present human race.
Exceptions, of course, do not contradict this statement, but rather support
it. There must be something which remains deep in the subconsciousness
(or an aspect of consciousness beyond our everyday control) and which
transmits the remnants of memories about a man's previous experiences
of death. From the traditional Hermetic knowledge about death we may
see that there is some reason in the ordinary rrran's attitude towards,
what for him is a compulsory cha~lgeof planc (death).
Look attentively at two particulars on thecard of the Thirteenth Arcanum.
Death is presented as an acting skeleton. But what actually is that skeleton
from the symbolical point of view? Just what we consider as the most
dense and least changeable part of our physical body. That, on which
grow the remaining elements of the body.
The principle of death is closely connected with the beginning of the socalled 'permanent creation', and is bound by the chain of causality. We
must die just because once we wanted to exist (as separate beings, of
course), and this creates a truth of an almost mathematical character.
This truth, logical and unchangeable, is under the care of Saturn, as are all
implacable results of a chosen precursor. That is why there is a skeleton
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with a scythe on the talismans of Saturn; that is why in our everyday life
we oftcn use a skull and two crossed bones as the symbol for the motto
'hfcmento mori' (remember about death. We are reminded in a ridiculous
way about the necessity for the decomposition of our bodies by just tlzut,
whjch has not yet had tirne to be utter,v ddcomposed in other bodies, but which
is also certainly condemned to decay and fade away with time.
The completed card for death would be transformed into the picture of
a new life, but the inconiplete one, underlines that event which we call
death. The crossed bones, this dimmed quaternary, is the last call of the
creative gnomes directed to the subtle salamanders; the last threat of
hampering the astrosome by the physical bcdy because of the compulsory
activity of NEPI-IESH, the phantorn, whose purpose is the destruction
of that body. Lt seems, as Tradition says, that the bone shouts to the
personality-ego: 'You had a fulcrum on the Earth, in the form of your
body, and therefore you were able to act magical!^. So now, as a retaliation,
be bound with that fulcrum-body until you give back to Nature all the
elements which you borrowed from it! You will have no fully free astral
life. There will remain for you, just that little earthly anxiety, in the forill of
your physical remnants, not yet dissolvcd in the ocean of matter. You will
not be able to pass immediately from the three-plane life to the two-plane
one: for you must experience the transitional stage, calling it-DE ATH ! '
That is what we see on the oillinous card of the Thirteenth Arcanum, and
some deep thotight about it would not be without benefit for the student of
Hermetism, who desires to introduce more awareness into not only his
present temporary life, but also into the next stage of-death.
Now we may better see why humans so shun the thought of death.
Perhaps they remember S 0 M E T H I N G which makes them anxious
before a repetition of the same troubles.
All this rerers only to aver-age, unawakened people, who are in no way
connected with supcr-physical knowledge and interests. But they are in an
overwhelming majority on this planet and in this epoch of Kali-Yuga.
For more advanced species of H 0 M 0 S A P 1E N S things are different,
and Hermetism knows a lot about this. We arc told, that the whole of the
trouble lies in our attacliment to earthly things, over which death reigns
supreme. The transferring of our consciousness and strivings beyond
material worlds cuts the strings with which births and dcaths bind us so
painfully.
I do not need to give many examples of this. You may find them in the
lives of saints, advanced yogis, and occultists of spiritual pattern. All of
tllern tried to make themselves as indcpcndent as they could of the physical
bonds. You may find more examples about this in my former books,
(In Days of Great Peace, Concentration and Occ7rltisnl arid Spiritual
Paths).
The supremevictory over death (dissolution of the Thirteenth Arcanum of
the Tarot, as learned Hermetists would say) comes together with the
spiritualization of man, that is, with his ceasing to run after the material
manifestations of life and with his efforts to reach the absolute existence
independent of any form. Such existence is the upposit.: pole of the
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separate personal existence. Death has no power over the non-separated,
eternally free consciousness. as the Scriptures so beautifully express it:
'0Death, where is thy sting?' For a man, who is able to stop all his outer
manifestations, such as thinking, feeling and interest in transient things,
there is no death or birth any more.
Thc Jivanmuktas of Hindus, thc Liberated Ones of Buddhism. the
Perfect Saints of Christianity, are those who have raised themselves beyond
the realm of all the arcana. R E I N T E G R A T I N G themselves with the
Primordial, unfallen Adam Kadmon-Protoplast.
In the following lessons 1 will explain more phenomena arising from the
spiritual development of man, and his relation to the phenomenon of death
and the ensuing states, but now we have to return to the further analysis
of dcath's clichC, as given by the Hermetic Tradition.
Remember what we were told about the role of the ~ h a n t o mof the dead
human being, and pass to a simple description of death's process, as it is
conceived in one's former life. This means, of course. that I will try to speak
in human language about things and events which do not belong any more
to human life proper.
So, the body of a man became unable to fulfil its functions of life on the
physical plane. This could happen as a result of different causes, such as:
(1) Man's pentagrammatic will (suicide).
(2) The will of another pentagram (death as a result of murder).

(3) Mixed causes, such as Nature's laws; conflict with the will-impulses
of othcr men; man's own passions and other misbehaviour bringing about
the exhausting of the vital force.
(4) Finally, death from old age, a slow or rapid extinguishing of life's
flame in the body.

In all cases the astrosome tries to fight the dangerous factors, as his
purpose is to retain the physical body for as long as possible. He sticks to
it to the last in order to repair the leaks through which the prana (vital
force) is escaping. This has its expression in a more or less painful agony,
preceding death. Finally, the astrosome is compelled to leave and to
begin a new, two-plane life also called the pause between two incarnations.
The passing away is now briefly dcscribcd, but there are several phases
of it. The theoretical and practical meaning of A L L these phases for an
inifinte, who desires to prepare himself and to help others to pass through
these stages, are beyond the purpose of this work, so much so, that
knowledge of most of these cannot be given to everyone in any book. The
knowledge belongs to a special kind of transcendental magic, taught only
in higher initiatory circles, under the seal of cornplete silence.
Anyway, this sort of knowledge is unnecessary for the average man, for
there are assured-in the form of many Churches' practices-simple means,
w-hich greatly help the dying and the dead in their early astral experiences,
in which lie the foremost difficulties and sufferings. I will speak about these
in the next paragraphs. Now three questions have to be answered :
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(1) Which methods do we have in order to know the process of death?

(2) What is the general character of an intelligent preparation for the pacsing to the other plane?
(3) What is the general system of assistance for a dying person, realized as
recommended by the initiatory Teachings?
In answer lo the F I R S T question we cun suy that: we have the observations and experiences of sensitive persons, or thosc artificia!ly induced to
astral sensitivity (clairvoyance by suggestion or auto-suggestion) and can
so investigate through the so-called S I X T H S E N S E , the 'card o f death'
(or arcanum of death).
To the SECOND question: we have, for every true occultist, the most
illuminating Law of Analogy, which allows us to learn of the transition
from the embryonic :ire of the ji~rtusto that in the earthly atmosphere,
which is more material and accessiblc to the physical senses. Consequently,
we have to seek and find the analogy of that process in the process of death.
It is essential not only to investigate the picture of death, hut also to
K N O W on what to concentrate the attention, W H A T T O F O R G E T
and what to separate one from another. Such instructions are given
excIusively by oral teaching.
To the T H I R D question: we have the Kabbalistic methods of learning
the matter a priori with thc help of the initiatory alphabet. These methods
will lead to a number of subsequent questions, and so to a division of the
phases belonging to the separate case under investigation. Naturally, to
read the exposition of methods is only one small, first step into the realm of
practical experience. Nevertheless, it has to be done in order that the next
ones can follow.
To this classical and traditional Hermetic teaching I would like to add
the idea of the Eastern methods related to Yoga. Our Eastern brethren try
to develop individually the abilities of supersensory perception, and so
to see the whole thing personally. The results of their investigations are
usually in accordance with Western Tradition, only they may be expressed
in different terminology. They do not like to speak much about the conditions after death, apart from what has already been said in their Holy
Scriptures. The contemporary Spiritual Master, Sri Ramana Maharshi,
refused even to speak about these things. He simply said, that A L L
Q U E S T I O N S WILL BE A N S W E R E D W H E N A MAN RAISES
H I S CONSCIOUSNESS BEYOND T H E LOWER LEVELS I N
W H I C H IT R E M A I N S F O R AVERAGE PEOPLE I N T H I S
E P O C H . He meant the Realization of the true Selfor Atman, which in
other words was defined as the 'Kingdom of God', the spiritual life beyond
all veils of matter.
The way of Hermetism is different in its methods, as we can see from the
previous lessons.
When, a quarter of a century ago, the matters of which you are now
reading in this book were expounded as lectures, some people expressed
their doubts about the processes which man undergoes after his physical
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death. Some simply said, that they did not believe in anything after death.
The answer from the lecturer was, that the facts cannot be affected by
anyone believing or disbelieving them. 'You cannot justify your wrongdoing by ignorance of the penal code. So you cannot cscapc anything
after death by declaring yourself to be an agnostic when still physically
alive.' I have mentioned this so as to underline the importance of preparation for the future events, as a logical necessity for every clearly thinking
individual.
Of course, there are many kinds of this preparation. Ali religions give
them to their faithful. A scientific, experimental Hermetic way is only one
of the many paths, discovered by sceking hunidnity. It has its attraction
for many strong minds and inzflexible wills, which want to know first rather
than just to believe. They are perfectly justified in doing so.

Persons investigating the process of death by means of their ability to
use the 'sixth sense' (clairvoyance controllable by two other means of
cognition as mentioned in Lesson 55) tell us, that the process, speaking
exactly and from the occult point of view, B E G I N S J U S T A T T H E
M O M E N T AT W H I C H D O C T O R S S A Y T H E P A T I E N T
DIED. The stopping of the heart's functions and thc initial cooling of
the body are connected with the F I R S T P H A S E of the final exteriorization of the astrosorne in man. Firstly is visible the separation of the astral
from the legs. Then comes the exit of elements which once directed the
functions of the torso. After that, the astral counterpart of the head begins
to separate from the brain.
This is the usual picture as seen outwardly. But what happens to the man
himself, to his consciousness in this early phase of death? Almost all
occultists (Western and Eastern alike) agree, that in this period (in an
average man) unconsciousness envelopes him, like a complete veil of
blankness, thus hiding from him many unpleasant apparition? which
otherwise could torture him even in those first hours spent in the ncw surroundings and conditions. This beneficial event is ascribed to highly
evolved astral beings, who assist departing humans.
I have an idea, that in the case of the two extremes, that of a very good
man (that is, a saint) and a very evil one, the initial unconsciousness does
not appear: the first (the saint) is spiritually aware even before his death,
and the loss of the body cannot dim anything for him. The other unfortunate one, in his desperate fight to retain the corpse as his vehicle, may not
get any benefit from the assistance of good spirits, because of his refusal
to yield to their efforts.
When separation of the astrosome is a d ~ a n c e dto the point where the
whole is apart from the corpfe, and only a thread remains, issuing from the
'hole of Brahma' at the back of the skull, the astral 'placenta' (envelope of
the newly-born child on the physical plane) leaves the body, together with
the astral 'umbilical cord'. I n this case the analogy with physical birth is
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quite striking. For an adult man this process of the 'astral birth' takes on
the average about 48 hours. For children up to 7 years of age this takes
only a few hours. But during that time, as well as in the following 7 to 40
days, the dying one must learn a lot, become acquainted with many things,
and live through numcrous phases of the conditions of the dawn of his new
existence.
These conditions vary with every individual, so that it is impossible,
without departing from truth, to give more exact explanations than will
be found below. As were our lives, so will be our deaths: similar in one
degree and different in another. Life and death are interdependent. This is
the truth which every advanced occultist knows, and which is useful to
assimilate, as an azceptablc theory for every layman who is anxious about
his supreme good, that is his E X I S T E N C E in all the conditions hc may
encounter in his wandering along the thorny path as a separate being. He
chose this path himself, so only by his own effort can he return to the
P A R A D 1 S E of the W HO LE. I hope the meaning of all this is clear to
the reader.
Anyway. from the beginning, the dying one, in the period immediately
following thc physical agony (there will be other ones later), has to live
through the difficulties of the actual separation of his astral; these difficulties (you can also call them sufferings) are dependent upon his abilitywhen still incarnate-to separate, by means of meditation, his individuality
from the perishable shell, which now lies immovable and lifeless. Here lies
the cause why all occult teachings include M E D I T A T I O N as a condition for any progress for their followers. For this reason and for those who
would be really interested and ablc to study deeper, I can recommend a
book giving all the technicalities which may be of inestimable usefulness
in the matter of developing true meditation. I am speaking about Concerltrntion (published in London by G. Allen & Unwin Ltd, in New York
by Harper Bros, and in West Germany by the 'Lebensweiser Verlag' in
Budingen).
The sufferings of the dying one in that first phase of separation from
his physical shell usually havc the character of a painful PARTING
from all that he considered to be his most essential reality of being. At this
time are also destroyed all his complicated illzrsions so dear to him during
his lifetime. Think deeper about this so as to realize its meaning: your
home, surroundings, loved ones, possessions, attachments, desires, plans,
and so on, all become non-existent and cannot be reached any more in
any way. Only a din1 but painful memory remains.
All this refers only to the average man, who during his lifetime did not
prepare himself for the transition of death. There are no difficulties at all
for real saints or spiritually advanced people, as well as learned occultists
of thc RT G H T (or ~ , h i t e )Path, who practically anticipated their conditions after being disincarnated.
Now, when a man has been acquainted, at least to a certain degree, with
the destr~~ction
of all his earthly illusions, and apparently agreed inwardly
with the compulsory necessity of travelling into a world of new and entirely
diflerent impressions and conditions, he begins to feel new d~flculties.He
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must now stand face to face with the astral world of the elementals. For the
longer he lives in the astral, the more he is able 'to see' in it.
This means that his personality must now take account of (become
conscious of) the cliche, related to the separation of the functions belonging
to his astrosorneproyer, from the functions of his phantom (element N E P H E S H ) , whose purpose is to destroy his former physical body and to give
back to Nature all the clcments whlch a man has 'vampirized' from the
surrounding world from his embryonic life to the grave. This separation
of the element R U A H (axtrosome) from N E P H E S H is the foremost
problem of the physically dead person. The normal way for both elements
is: Nephesh should occupy itself with the decomposition of the body,
while Ruah analyses the forms in which were enclosed his impressions
from the for~nerincarnation as well as his voluntary actions during that
period. What docs it mean in simple language? Just that a man must
render account to himself of all that he performed and learned in his last
incarnation. In some religions it is emphatically called 'Individual Judgement'. to distinguish it from the 'Last Judgcmcnt'.
NOLV
you can see what is the true meanlng of those 'hells and paradises'
spoken of in some religions. The idea is a true one, for a man then sees in a
true light, wilat he did with his incarnation. If he used it well, then he feels
satisfaction and bliss. If he frustrated it, then he feels suffering or grief,
painful regrets, and has a foretaste of the new and hard life. He does not
know that his conditions are only temporary, and his 'hell' (if he belonged
to less advanced and therefore rather evil human beings) is actually only a
sort of 'purgatory'.
Our Hermetic Tradition does not recognize any 'eternal hell', even for
those who performed the apparent maximum of evil in their innumerable
incarnations. For thcy 'will pay to the uttermost farthing' their karmic
debts, as said the Great Teacher of humanity. But repayment in itself
includes the idea and certainty of a debt-free state once they are paid in
full, by suffering and experiencc.
When this analysis, compulsorily performed by the disincarnate Ruah, is
finished (this may take-in our earthly time-from a few minutes, for
saints, to hundreds of years for 'sinners'), then the man's consciousness
-now more balanced and peaceful, after having passed through that
astral 'purgatory'-must
merge into contemplation of the planetary currents. These can repair his mistakes of the past and give him more opportunity to progress in the future incarnation, bringing him, in the proper
time, that wh~chis the aim of his descent into matter-TH E W I S D O M .
We may see, that the problems of Nephesh (the phantom) and Ruah
present a kind of Binary, which must now be neutralized in the realm of the
two-plane life, by means of proper meditation.
Tradition teaches us, that, unfortunately at the beginning, in the majority
of cases, this meditation is i~ilmenselyobstructed by the very astral environment. Imagine that our elementar has already fought his way through
the layer of the ghastly, repulsive eiementals, reminding him of the construction of his former physical body, even, as sometimes happens,
showing him the actual loathsome state of his decomposing corpse. In

other words, that he has already defined his phantom and from that ghost,
has separated his problem proper as an individual.
But then the elementar enters the sphere of the elementals belonging to
the lower organisms (animals, plants. minerals) which then begin to
surround his clichk now dealing with the problem of perfecting the physical
organs for his future incarnations.
These things are very vital for these lower elementals which are in a
hurry to incarnate again. These little astral creatures and plants join thcmselves into C H A I N S , in order to satisfy their problems in an Egregoric
way. So the human elementar M U S T become acquainted with how to pass
quickly through these realms, which can tcach him only some methods on
how to make his senses and their organs in his future physical life more
perfect.
So the clemcntar is now enriched with some knowledge about his new
organs of cognition in the third plane (physical) and the fight for existcnce
that awaits him. But this is not so important, the most essential thing is
the elementar's Hermetic perfectioning, which alone can exercise a definite
influence on his incarnations. Finally, Ruah feels itsclf separatcd from the
old Nephesh, and is able to criticize itself. A temptation of the dark part of
the universe is awaiting it, for now it has to face the involutionary current
of the Earth's astral. Unhappy Ruah, having just consciously said 'Forgive
me!' to its former pentagrammatic fulcrum now seems to find that the Earth
is trying to invultuate it. This is because that astral current possesses the
body of the planet as its point of support.
Some would say, that Ruah can be pentagrammatically stronger than the
planet, and then its point of support would not frighten Ruah. It may be so
truly, but only if the pentagram belongs to the Master, that is a fully
developed human being. But if, in due time, the man did not purify his
desires and attachments, and if his astral power is equal to that of the
planet, then the latter will take a severe revenge on him, because of his
participation in the activities of incarnate humanity on its surface. For you
should know, that in Hermetic Tradition it is acccpted that the being called
Earth is not necessarily friendly to the tiny specks which inhabit its surface,
and try to change it accorcting to their own (that is, humanity's) aims and
purposes.
So, the Earth may say to Ruah: 'You fought against me as a member of
the great Chain of earthly humans who apparently chose pure aims and
mottoes; but personally, you have not always been faithful to those aims.
Sometimes you wanted evil things, and followed egoistic purposes. Now,
when you are living on only two planes, my influence will attract you into
the dark current of evil passions, according to the law of attraction between
parallel currcnts. Thereforc you will possibly establish yourself in them.
Dense and dark cliches will compel you to forget your desire to separate
Nephesh from Ruah, and you will create another phantom, still worse
than was thc old one. You will not reach the High School by conternplating
cliches in the middle astral, in which exist opportunities for ascending to the
1 7 9 (Yod-Hi-Shin-Vau-Ht) and thereby saving the next incarnation.
I hope that my school of cgotism will tempt you, for I will teach you to taste
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the dark current of new combinations, which will bring you many egoistic
delights. T will make peace with you, and instead of, for some time, going
with face turned upwards, you will consciously fall down below.
So remain with me, d o not pierce my current with your strivings and do
not try to go into a far off region, where all planetary influences are completed.'
Woe to him who was not able to defeat the Great Serpent of the Planet,
and to reach the Brass Serpent of the Redeemed Clicht! For he will reincarnate earlier, it is true, but for what purpose? He will become a slave of
incarnations as so often happens.
But if you have been able to defeat the involutionary current, then you
still have to sharpen your abilities of contemplation in the astral plane, in
order to become a worthy student of that World's University, in which one
receives plans for one's future redcmptory deeds and pure intentions in
the spirit of Absolute Truth.
So it happens to the dying and the dead. The question then arises: are
all these particulars received exclusively through the use of the sixth sense
(clairvoyance) by some persons who are able to use this sense? Of course,
this method would be quite insufficient to give all information and theses
about death, its phases and further fate of an elementar. Great assistance
comes from a strong Kabbalah, which allows, through skilful application
of its methods, penetration into the so-called mysteries of the life on the
other side of the grave. For those who might be interested, I will only
mention that intelligent and scientific kabbalization of the book of Sepher
Jezirah and direct study of the vast commentaries on the book of Zohar
give much explanation about death. Now, what actually do I mean by
kabbalization of certain mystical books? J U S T T H E D I S C O V E R Y
O F T H E I R H I D D E N C O N T E N T S . The authors knew a great deal
and they wanted to transmit their wisdom to those, who might be able to
appreciate and duly use the knowledge, deciphered from their treatises,
Prophets and other advanced people put their revelations into kabbalistic
form, and I believe, with very good reason. The naked truth when given to
ignorant laymen, would make them mentally 'dizzy' and produce a lot of
unwanted results, not to speak of the profanation of the initiatory books.
No good would come from such an unwise revelation. ' . . . Neither cast ye
your pearls before swine, lest perhaps they trample on them under their
feet, and turning upon you, they tear you.' These words are the best
explanation of the necessity to put mystical truths into some kind of a hard
shell so that only the strong and wise can break through and so reach the
kernel.
If he really wants to, every serious student is perfectly entitled to find for
himself what I have just said; but he will have to sacrifice time and eKort,
in order to obtain the desired results, and so become an expert himself.
However, if someone dares to criticize or deny the things which he himself
could never know, even approximately because of his own inccnzpetenc~,
then such a n attitude would be despised by every reasonable and honest
man.
There was a time, when I had to learn Hebrew so as to be in a position

to perform such studies as these, and I have never regretted the time and
toil put into that endeavour. For one cannot properly understand even the
visual meaning of the Tarot's cards, if he is not acquaintcd-at least to a
certain degree-with the mysticism of the 22 letters of the alphabet, which
we now call Hebrew.
But to return to our questions, the third practical means of studying the
arcanum of Death is a personal exteriorization of one's astrosome. This
exit in one's astral body must be made into the ' M I D D L E A S T R A L ' ,
that is into the sphere where there are more subtle currents and no obstacles
from the side of the lower astral creatures, to impcde the investigations.
Such an endeavour in the middle astral dzffers from the process of dying
only in a few small particulars.
Of course, only fairly advanced adepts of Hermetism are in a position
to check and actively control all the three bases, which have been mentioned here: as being the foundation of the Hermetic knowledge about
death and the subsequent states of man.
But the usefulness of this exposition is not limitcd to the compulsory
personal experiencing of everything that has been said here. No, a certain
amount of theoretical knowledge-especially if in us we find an inner
conviction of its truthfulness-can be very helpful indeed on the other side
of this physical life. There is a conclusive analogy: a traveller who has
obtained maps and information about the character of the country he
intends visiting will be in a much better position than one, who is compelled to make the same journey, but without any previous instruction.
LESSON
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From the aforesaid there logically arise the questions:
(a) Technically, what should an average man do in order to avoid as many
sufferings and mistakes as possible after his physical death?
(b) How can others help the dying and recently dead persons?
(c) What are the preparations for an adept of esoterism?
The best preparation for death is a W E L L - S P E N T L I F E . Good
gencratcs good, evil, evil. If you create good in your short period of a
physical incarnation, then this good will go with you to the 'other side', and
you will be spared many of the unpleasant and terrifying experiences and
visions of evil clcmcntals and other inimical bcings of the astral world. But
there are also some direct technical means, which help those who are about
to leave this world.
As I have already mentioned in another of my writings (Occultism and
Spiritual Paths), the last thought which appears in the mind of a dying
person is of overwhelming importance. If it is only a collection of confused
and weak thoughts, they will be of little use. Unfortunately, this happens
to the majority of pcople. They pass into the new and unknown life in a
state of inner confusion and fear; but if a single thought dominates the mind,
then it can act as a powerful magnet, attracting the man in a certain direction according to the qualities of that last thought.
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Therefore, one should prepare such a last thought for oneself in advance,
which will carry one through the whirlwinds and by-paths of the initial
astral life.
What should such a thought be? Anything of an inspiring or sublime
nature. which a man is able to create in his mind. But there are 'ready
made' themes, which will serve best. It all depends upon the particular
character of the person concerned. A religious ~villperhaps take the name
of his spiritual ideal, like Christ, Buddha, a Saint, and so on, while a
philosophically minded person may choose a wise sentence, a verse from his
beloved spiritual or intellectual Master, or a maxim, and so on.
The lot will be best of those who were attached to a real Master, who
loved him, revered, admired, and placed their whole hope in him. Such a
Master, called on by his devotee in the last momcnt, will come to the dying
one, and such a spiritual visit will have incalculable boons for the man.
The Master will lead his devotee through all the treacherous regions in the
astral world, shielding him from all attacks and malicious appearances,
which provide so much suffering for not-so-saintly people after their
deaths.
In our occult experiences many such cases are known, and there is no
doubt of their authenticity.
On the other hand, for those who feel no special devotion, but who have
reached a considerable degree of mind control in their earthly life, the
Western Initiatory Tradition (Hermetism) recommends as the L A S T
T H 0 U G H T , the intense M U T E meditation (or contemplation, if you
prefer) of-I AM. Under the term ' M U T E ' is understood the very idea,
the core of the mental conception ' I A M ' , already being beyond these
words in the consciousness of the occultist.
By adequate training and preparation in this kind of contemplation a
favourable clichk will be created in the adept, which will take over the work
of the mental and subconscious parts of ' I A M ' , beyond the sphere of
the adept's mind, and will carry it securely through the usual period of
unconsciousness which follows directly after the cessation of the blood's
circulation in the vessels of the dead person, after his heart has ceased to
supply fresh blood to the brain.
But, in this case, the man will be almost immediately 'resurrected' into
the glorified, eternal 'I A M ' , into his new life, as a T W O - P L A N E
E V O L U T I O N A R Y ELEMENTAR.Thissublimemethodofdiscarding the physical body is also well known to the top representatives of the
Hindu Advaita. When dying, the last Great Rishi of India (Sri Ramana
Maharshi) was so absorbed into the illimitable S E L F , which is the same
eternal 'I A M ' , that he repeatedly affirmcd, in a form understandable to
those around him, the absence of death for him: ' I am not going away, I
will remain here!' To those who knew his teachings, it was clear that the
Master spoke about the F I N A L A B S O R P T I O N O F T H E M A N
I N T 0 T H E S E L F , which he also always identified with the ' I A M ' .
At death, such a man, who, while still alive in his body was steadily
absorbed into the S E L F (Atman, Archctypc), goes into the state of existence so well known to him. But even for men less advanced than the

Master, he passing away under the right Jag of the Self is an inestimable
advantage, as every true occultist will readily realize and accept.
For reference to the methods of inner development see my other books:
In Days of Great Peace, Concentration and Occultism and Spiritiral Paths.
From the other side, a religious act performed by a pious minister by
the death-bed of a man also gives great relief to the departing human
being. Especially Christian rites for the dying, which are based on deep
knowledge and experience, being given to us by the saints of the early days
after Christ, who were inspired by the potent influence of this Great Teacher
of humanity. To those seriously interested in such an important question,
as their departure-which is unavoidable--1 recommend the reading of
the corresponding breviaries for priests of the Catholic and Orthodox
Churches containing the rituals and special prayers t o prepare the dying
person for his hard task after he Icaves. Thcrc is ncithcr room nor purpose
to Quote them here.
It is extremely important that the man departs with as much inner peace
as possible. Therefore he should forgive all his imaginary and real enemies,
and ask forgiveness (even mentally, if there is no other opportunity than
that) from all whom he may have offended or harmed during his life.
Apart from that, he must firmly reali~e,that for him, the material world is
now becoming non-existent, likc a drcam which has passed away, and
therefore is not worthy any more attachment. No thought about material
business should dare to enter his consciousness, for such exercise an
extremely morbid influence, and unnecessarily burden the departing man.
That is why most religions, based on author~tyof a genuine Spiritual
Master, always consider a sudden, unexpected death as a disaster for a
human being. This is because there is then no time to make any preparation
for departure, and no opportunity to reconcilc man's moral and physical
debts before entering the new life.
Christian tradition teaches that death without any repentance or recelving of the last sacraments is an unholy one, and it is a most ominous sign for
the future.
From the foregoing explanations we can see that on this point-that is
the necessity for reasonable preparation for death-the occult and religious
traditions are in full agreement. Of coursc, methods and particulars of
that preparation may be, and often are, apparently different, but the aim
is always the same (see the foregoing paragraphs).
The S E C 0 N D question, how can we help the djjing and dead?:
Occultism offers many magic practices which dlrectly influence the
astrosomes of the dying and the recently dead. I do not consider them very
suitable for publication, because we have some u hich are much better and
less dangerous (in the case of an inexperienced operator). By this 1 wish to
say, that therrrgic operations are the only recommendable ones, as they are
much more useful and effective.
I t is recommended to play some soft music rcpcatedly in the room where
:he body is lying. Especially, those melodies or songs which the dead person
liked best. It has a very positive and soothing influence on him. Occultists
usually leave instructions of this nature to their relations or other survivors.
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Nowadays, it is easy to fulfil such a request because of the availability of
recorded music. You know that sound is a ~ o w e r f u stimulant
l
even in its
reflection on the astral plane, so, the meaning of this passage should be
clear to you, as a harmonizing agent for the astrosome of a newly departed
brother.
The main weapon of theurgy is P R A Y E R . Not a blind and egoistic
prayer, but an enlightened and elated effort of human consciousness,
directed to a man's neighbour, and not for himself, and therefore extremely
effective. Every occultist knows, that we pray our best when we pray for
others. I will give some formulas, used in certain initiatory centres of Europe,
together with some short rituals, which may be performed if there are
appropriate conditions for them: otherwise, all that you will read now may
be performed in the assisting person's mind, without pronunciation, if this
is not suitable.
But if circumstances permit, proceed as follows:

(1) Burn some good incense in the room where there is the dying or already
dead person. Bow to the four sides of the world. Then with utter concentration orally or mentally pronounce three times, 'Lifted be my prayer
before Thee, 0 Lord, like this incense rising to the sky'. This will purify
your mind. Do not forget to wear clean, fresh clothes and you should not
have any money or pieces of metal in your pockets or on you.
(2) Now comes the actual action for the dying. Say this prayer seven times:
'And may it be forgiven to him (or her, give the name) all transgressions,
sins and misdeeds, committed in word, thought or deed; with knowledge
or without; of free will or under compulsion.' Tradition recommends that
you bow to the east each time.
(3) The next prayer is: 'And may it be given to him to find that supreme
rest in the Lord's blessed abode, where there are no maladies, no grief, no
suffering or complaints; but only infinite life.' This is also said seven times.
(4) Then comes the final absolution : 'Grant him Eternal Peace 0 Lord, and
may Thy perpetual Light enlighten him forever.' Also said seven times.
If properly performed, this short theurgic act will be of great benefit to
the dead person. Pure and strong currents are created by it, and the
elementar feels them like a soothing and reassuring factor, which is something which he so badly needs.

The third, and last point is: how should an adept of esoterism prepare
himseyfor death? Because there are different requirements for an advanced
person to those for laymen, as has already been mentioned in the two
foregoing answers.
F I R S T L Y , he must never forget that death w~illcome. This memory is a
part of his conscious life. He must always remember that this physical life is
very short and impermanent, just as a Masonic master, in the midst of his
initiation ceremony is reminded about the necessity of dying. If we will
consider the whole of our incarnation as a sort of preparation for death,
then the latter will be something with which we will become acquainted
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and not scared of. Thc student should here clcarly realize, that on thispoint,
my advice (according to Hermetic Tradition, which follows a strict pattern
when speaking about occult practices) is directed to O C C U L T I S T S ,
and that nobody will give such advice to all and sundry. For that would only
mislead people who are not prepared In order to understand esoteric
doctrines, and they will think that occultism simply means just A L A C K
0 F E V E R Y J O Y I N LT F E something like a morbid and pessimistic,
passive attitude, when the truth is just the 0 P P 0 S I T E. With this warning,
we mav, ~ r o c e e dfurther.
So an adept has to practise-by means of special meditations-the
separation of his individuality (or astrosome) from its temporary material
sheaths. He must realize that the life of the human '1' is only clad in the
physical plane's 'garments', but in reality it originates on and belongs to
the astral plane. Thiu is the alphabet of the preparation for an occultist, as
was mentioned before. Undcr the term 'man's consciousness' I d o not mean
a theoretical acceptance of the possibility of living on the astral plane, nor
any logical conviction of independence of 'I' from the physical body. It
would be insufficient, and give no realization.
But the conscious element (not always present in all men!) is something
much more real. It is the A B I L I T Y T O F E E L the separateness of the
selfhood (entity) from the body; the realization that 'I' can very strongly
manifcst itself and perform self-analysis even in a very weak or sick body;
that physical weakness can even be helpful in the development of that
consc.iousnrss. no matter that it actually binds man in the realm of physical
realization. but not in the realm of sclf-asscrtion and ethical ~ n d c r s t a n d i n ~ ;
that the fatherland of the 'I' (Self) is close to the planetary currents, but not
to the physical conditions in which the body is created; that for our 'I'
(some say 'soul') abidance in the body is rather a discomfort, for its
organs are distasteful to a man, because they so imperfectly reflect
the forms of the astrosome more permanent and uninterrupted in their
creation.
The adept must gradually learn to prefer subtle things to gross ones; for
example, the fluld state of matter more than the solid, gaseous more than
the fluid, and radiant more than the gaseous.
One must feel, that geometric form is more alive and more co-related to
our '1' than the physical body. This is one of the secrets of the ability to
separate the astrosome from the physical shell, and without the development of that 'feeling' no deliberate exteriorizatiorl I S possible.
By acquiring the habit of mcditation in these directions, and supporting
it through the steady studying of the classical books about the Kabbalah
and High Magic, as well as closely co-operating with people working along
the same lines, we can begin our systematic prcparation for the process of
exteriorization of our astrosome. In Hermetism the C O N S C I O U S
E X T E R I O R I Z A T I O N I N T O T H E A S T R A L is considered as the
first decidng step to Reintegration.
From the aforesaid as well as from the fol!owing lessons the student will
be able to realize, that this way is not identical with the spiritual paths of
attainment, which operate on quite different principles, although they have

.
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an important conln1011 point. It is the negation of the importance of the
body, and consequently, of the whole world of matter.
But the S P I R I T U A L C O N C E P T I O N rejects the astrosome as well
as the gross mcitrrial borly, because of its impermanence, in spite of its
comparatively much longer period of life than the latter. Hermetism knows
about this, but being thoroughly realistic and logical, it says. that in the
present epoch, purely spiritual conceptions are as good as inaccessible to
the great majority of human beings, and therefore, impracticable. 'Those
who are able to raisc thcmselvcs into thc rcalm where thc Spirit reigns
supreme, that is to reach R E I N T E G R A T I O N as taught by the original
Rosicrucians, do not need any more occult tricks or exercises.'
Here is the important point of the topmost teachings of Hermetism,
which is common to the highest conceptions of Eastern Revelations, like
pure Buddhism and Advaita-Vedanta. The same refers to the true Christian
idea, as given particularly in St John's Gospel and Revelation.
But Christ said: 'IN M Y F A T H E R ' S H O U S E T H E R E A R E
M A N Y M A N S I O N S . ' And it can be added that as many ways lead to
them.
Nevertheless, as exteriorization gives a man his first unshakable proofs
about his true nature, so different from the physical body, it is a step which
cannot be neglected.

(4) But what reasonable attitude towards the change of plane (the so-called
death) can he expected from, and be recommended for an intellectual, nonbeliever in particular religious creeds, who is unacquainted with any occult
tradition, and is not materialistically minded? To start with a wise saying
of the famous French scientist, philosopher and saintly man (whom
P. Stdir included among his 'Few Friends of God7)may be useful.
Pascal says, that there is infinity before a man's birth, then a short flash
of the physical, earthly life, and then death again opens the gate of Eternity.
So he considers a human being as belonging rather to Eternity and Infinity,
than to the limited short period of an incarnation. This idea is very COGforting for a progressive intellectualist, although it seems to be too abstract
for the practical Hermetic occult tradition. No matter, because anyway it
gives a broad outlook on death, and creates a good basis for meditation for
men of this category (4), who want to prepare themselves for death. So,
their true hope and life is in Eternity, far beyond any planetary life and its
attachments which, for common people, play just the major part in the
fears and sufferings connected with thc process of dcath. 1n such a meditationaman wil1considerdeathasaRETURN.notasaDEPARTURE.
therein finding new inspiration and solace.
The next step for meditation would be to establish the conception of
the F O R M L E S S life in us, at the same time also making us formless and
unattached to any sense objects. This has been shown in Part IT1 of my
Concentration.
Forgct the body, you are N O T it, and do not Ict its corpse affect you
any more, neither now, theoretically, nor later, practically when the hour
comes.
These two meditations. when duly mastered, will help to overcome the
imaginary 'horror' of the destruction of our sick physical body, gradually
(or suddenly) deformed by death and turning into a decomposing corpse.
In our Hermetic language, we would say, that such an attitude will bring
about the separation of our R U A H from that ominous shadow called
N E P H E S H , a separation so eagerly sought after by Kabbalists and other
white occultists. You know what I mean, as it has been explained previously
in this present course.
The A R C H E T Y P E (Ishvara and sometimes Atman in the Eastern
Tradition) is far and above all exoteric creeds. Therefore, theoretically,
the final R E T U R N (in Hermetic language-REINTEGRATION)
can also be performed by men of type (4) as indicated in this lesson,
although the occult tradition seems to consider such a path as exceptionally
rare. But, how many true JNANI-Yogis were and are known in India?
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'To resume about the preparation which may be made by an intelligent
human being for death, we can say:
(1) A religious will expect assistance from the benefactory powers which
act, according to his bclicfs, in the world bcyond our Earth (the astral plane
of Hermetists). And this assistance will be given to him, according to the
degree and sincerity of his faith. He may even see saints, angels, Christ,
Buddha, Shiva and other deities, coming to him to conlfort and protect
him. We know from previous lessons that the dying and the dead actually
need every assistance. There is nothing wrong in such an attitude, no matter
how relative and even unreal, that is imaginary it may appear in the eyes
of a learned occultist. But for a relative being, as are all average people, only
the relative has any appeal and 'reality' for him.
(2) The attitude of an evolutionary occultist has already been sufficiently
explained in these lessons of the Thirteenth Arcanum.
(3) For a true saint, a very advanced adept of Hermetism, or a yogi, all of
whom have transcended the relative in thcmselvcs, death has quite a
different meaning, corresponding to the F I R S T title of the Thirteenth
Arcanum. Now. f y o u are one of/he.re men, the writer has nothing to teach
you, for you K N O W , If you are N O T , thc attitude of thc abovc-mentioned highly evolved category of men would be of little meaning for you,
being simply incomprehensible to a lower degree of consciousness in Man.
So, in any case, it is useless to spcak about this group of men. Anyway,
the metaphysical parts of this arcanum tell about it symbolically.
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(5) The last category is that of the involutionary 'black' occultists, also
called 'brothers of the left path, or of the shadow', and their conscious or
unconscious followers, the materialists, the almost soulless believers
only in matter and the life in it. It is with a definite disgust that I have to
mention this kind of Creation's 'refuse'.
They think that they 'know' something more than average humanity,
but actually, their 'knowledge' has been anticipated in the Bible as 'stupidity
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in the eyes of God'. And their future? The fearsome, symbolical fiery
sword (St John's Kevclation) issuing from the mouth of the L A M B , who
ma) return to the Earth to judge it, is prepared for just such debased beings.

aims. Only now they are manifested in a rather dimmed way, as we know
that for ordinary people, the astral life is very much like a dream, lacking
many elements of earthly reality for them.
So, happiness and suffering, cheerfulness and hostility, and so on arc as
common after death as they were before on the Earth. Therefore for an
occultist, it is perfectly possible to foresee his future experiences after
separating from the physical body, if not in 100 pcr ccnt. of coursc, then at
least with great probability. Think for yourself: analyse your actual aims
and strivings now, your relations with your fellow men, your attachments
and dislikes, and you may know much of what is awaiting you after passing
through that 'temporary judgement', which in this chapter about the
Thirteenth Arcanum is described as the encountering with the astral serpent
Nahash and all the consequences deriving from it.
Such an analysis is not easy, for one must take into consideration
E V E R Y T H I N G , past and present alike, because we have to accept
responsibility for everything, for all good and evil forces and currents
which we have created. And human memory is often so defective from the
occult point of view! We often like to 'forget' many things, while unduly
emphasizing what we especially prefer. But, in the astral light there is
no loss of memory and everything is inscribed into the clichks of our lives.
We cannot escape this law.
All this refers to average, ordinary humans, that is those who are not
too bad, but by no means saints, and who have mixed both noble
and mean currents in their consciousness. But those who are more
advanced, to say nothing of the Reintegrated Ones, pass through different
experiences.
They do not contact any Dark Cone after death, nor are they affected
by Nahash and its temptations, being directed into the higher regions of
the astral world, similar to those of the Biblical paradise. Some of them,
accepting the supreme sacrifice, return to the Earth, there to help their
dclayed brethren, to teach them, and to redeem their heavy karmas.
Such are the Masters, who bring new light into thc darkncss of our KaliYuaa evoch.
Incidentally, from the foregoing we may see the nonsense of the claims
by some 'spiritualists', that they are able to con~municatewithmen, who died
hundreds of years ago. Such persons are beyond the reach of anyone on
the Earth.

Now wc can pass on to practical occult exercises, Icading to the cxtcriorization of the astrosome, performed deliberately and with full consciousness in the astral plane, as taught to us by Hermetism.
However, we should know that even the best of methods are meaningless
if there is no one to perform them. This simply means that neither successful
training for exteriorization of the astrosome, nor preparation for the final
abandonment of the physical body (at death) can take place if we do not
possess a ccrtain degree of thc ability to conccntrate, which corrcsponds to
the first three series of exercises as given in Concentration. This is the normal
way open to everyone.
Of course, we know about cases where exteriorizations were performed
by pcoplc who did not possess any considerable degree of concentration
or will-power. but these are exceptions, due to other factors, which cannot
easily be foreseen or explained, and which therefore are unpredictable.
But scientific occultism docs not occupy itself with thcm. If some Egrcgor
or other astral powers sometimes choose to help certain individuals, that
is their concern. Also, some advanced beings like Teachers, Saints or
eminent white occultists are able to help dying persons, who have strong
devotion to them even though they do not possess the qualities mentioned
above as conditions for easy change of planes (death).
There is a question which is dear to many students who want to know
what rcmains of thc formcr carthly relationships aftcr death, in othcr
words, have we any hope of encountering our 'loved ones' on the other side
of death ?
Tradition teaches, that if men who were related in some w-ays during their
earthly life die fairly close together in time, they have every opportunity
of meeting and continuing, to a certain degree, their former relations on
the astral plane, as elementars. Especially if they were strongly attracted
to one another by love; nevertheless, cvcn negative fcclings may produce
an encountering of elementars and therefore those who were filled with
hatred instead of love, also have a chance of meeting their adversaries, in
the life on the other side of the grave. Such meetings bring little of good for
either elementar, for hatred may easily bring them to very unpleasant and
harmful events, like 'fights', fear, jealousy, and so on.
The greater the difference in time between the deaths, the less likely is
thc chancc of thc clcmcntars meetlng.
The absolute limit is the second death of one of them. Then the new
arrlval w~llnot find any astrosome of the other becn~~se
the latter is already
beyond the reach of all pcrsonal attractions, bcing unconscious in the
lovcer sub-planes of the astral. In which the newcomer is abiding. We can
paint for ourselves a true picture of the character of the\e relation5hips
after physical death if we accept the traditlcnal occult tcaching, that man is
basically not changed by death, which thereby transforms him into an
elementar. His qualit~esrernaln, as well as his interests, attachments and
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The first steps to exteriorization are connected with physical training.
The main idea is: A L L E X E R C I S E S W H I C H R E S U L T I N T H C
SUBSIDING O F ANXIETY ABOUT THE NORMAL FUNCT I O N I N G O F SOME O R G A N O R O F A G R O U P O F ORG A N S , OR A B O U T T H E NORMAJ. E X C H A N G E O F ELEM E N T S O F T H E B O D Y W ~ T HO U T E R N A T U R E , G R E A T L Y
ASSIST T H E F U T U R E D I R E C T EXERCISES, A I M E D A T
T H E E X T E R I O R I Z A T I O N O F T H E A S T R O S O M E . This is an
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axiom. See for yourself: what holds you in slavery to your body. Only
your attachment to it, the fear of losing it, your desire 'to live in it' rather
than in another, more ethereal form, say, on the astral plane. This desire
for the material separate existence is the main obstacle for higher life. All
the religions (true ones, of course, that is those founded by true Initiates),
occult systems of philosophy, yogas, mystical revelations, briefly, everything which attempts to raise the present status of materialistic humanity
and extract it from the Kali-Yuga, speak about one and the same thing,
as expressed above in capital letters.
How can you perform exteriorization, if even in these comparatively
short lapses of time you are unable to cease to prefer the material bodily
existence above all else?
I hope these sentences will help you to realize the lines along which are
made the preparation for the first conscious travel into a higher world. So
we can proceed.
Among the exercises (physical ones) recommended as preparation are:

O F HIMSELF D U R I N G IT, WITHOUT M I X I N G ANY
E L E M E N T S 1N IT, W H l C H M A Y BE D I F F I C U L T T O SEpARATE F R O M T H E W O R L D O F PHYSICAL REALIZAT I O N S . This is the main idea and it alone can justify the whole endeavour.
1 am obliged to add here, that the spiritual state of human consciousness
-now called in Eastern style-Samadhi--gives
infinitely morc than the
transfer of the consciousness into the nextdoor world (the astral), for
Samadhi takes a man beyond the reach of material planes and their conditions. But, in spite of so many books (good and bad ones) written and
published during the last 50 years, about that mysterious and so coveted
Samadhi, the numbers of those chosen ones who really attained this lofty
state is infinitesimal. Nevertheless, if we attentively study the literature
concerned, we will see that for these spiritual flights the pre-conditions are
just the same as for exteriorization, at least, in the first stages of preparation.
That is why, before writing this book, I preceded it by two others, in which
1 spoke much about that immortal consciousness in man (Samadhi), and
about the cardinal means for reaching it.
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(1) Exercises for holding the breath (Hatha and Raja Yoga exercises).
(2) Deliberately changing the rate of the pulse of heart beats (this is closely
connected with (1)).

(3) Making some parts of the body insensible to outer influences by the
effort of your will (Prana exercises of Indian occultists).
(4) The ability to abstain from sleep, and the ability to sleep according to
one's own will.
(5) The ability only to hear without touching or seeing, the ability to receive
only visual impressions ignoring acoustic ones.
(6) To receive through the organs of sense only a definite series of impressions, for example: to hear the voice of only one man; to see objects
of a previously chosen colour or form, and so on.
Here, quoting these traditional principles, I would like to add, that all
these 'wonderful' abilities and exercises which are apparently too difficult
for many of us, have O N L Y O N E S O U R C E : the ability of C O N C E N T R A T I O N , which is parallel to W I L L - P O W E R in man. Without
it no one can perform an exteriorization into the astral which will be normal
and harmless for the physical body. I am not speaking hcre about artificial
exteriorizations by use of drugs or fumes which are not recommended by
classical occultism.
Exteriorizations, deliberate or spontaneous, can be realized only in the
lethargic or cataleptic state of the physical body. 1 hope that 1 do not need
to explain, that the ability to leave the body and to travel in the higher
vehicle-as is the case in astral exteriorization-is not any peak or aim in
itself for a serious and intelligent occultist. It is only a means to prove
something which otherwise cannot be proved.
Nevertheless, no deliberate or involuntary exteriorization is sufficient.
What is deciding and really helpful to a man is H I S A B I L I T Y T O
PERFORM T H E O P E R A T I O N . A N D TO BE CONSCIOUS

Coming back to the exercises leading to exteriorization, I am quoting
the traditional ones most widely experimented with, which are rccognized
as giving insight into the realm of death and its phases, thereby giving the
possibility of cognition of that realm as well as realization of the necessity
and normality of death.
These exercises can be grouped differently, and I would not like anyone to
follow their sequence, as given here, without some forethought. For different
individuals the sequences may be different. You may be compelled to
extend some of the exercises, and cut others to the minimum, in the event,
for example, that you have already successfully studied concentration, as
well as Hatha Yoga. Apart from that, we all have different physical bodies
and astrosomes, requiring various treatment.
There is one very important precondition for the exercises. It is a
' M U S T ' for everyone seriously engaged in the process of voluntary
exteriorization, and it is also a very welcome and useful practice for every
occultist and even layman, willing to live his life better and more reasonably.
It is, that a certain disengagement between the physical body and the
astrosome is requircd for the successful pcrformance of exteriorization
exercises. What does this mean? Only practical examples will serve best as
an explanation. When you are performing some strenuous task, you are
also usually putting into it a certain amount of nerve-force or effort. We
then say, that 'parts of your astrosome are participating in your physical
action'. This is undesirable from many points of view, and should gradually
be stopped. How can this be done? By the effort of a well-directed will,
assistedby trained (to a certain degree) imaginative power, which is, as you
know from previous lessons, a constructive power in the astral and mental
planes. Man has no means for exercising his influence on these planes,
other than by will and imagination. All other means, about which occult
manuals speak, are only supplementary, and points of support for the same
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two cardinal factors. They are N O T essential and can be omitted, so 1 will
not mention them here.
So, begin with the simplest things. For example, try to dig hard soil in
your garden. While performing the movements and feeling the strain on your
hands and body, imagine yourself as if looking from aside at your working
limbs and torso. In imagination stand behind, approximately one to thrcc
feet away, and S E E how your physical 'I' is toiling, watch it with an indulgent, even slightly I N D I F F E R E N T smile. Of course, the same feelings
must accompany this; but if you produce such a smile, thc feelings i f
mdulgence and indzflerence wlll come easlly. A short meditation may be used
as a mental support for this operation by thinking about the relative unimportance of that physical work, and that the performer is only your animal
counterpart, your fleshy case, which is your L O W E R and not higher part,
and so on. Gradually you will reach the secret of that 'smzle', which
ucfually creates the tzecessary astral currenls diverting the ustrosome from
participation irz tlze work, which can and should be done better without
that participation. But, in the beginning, do not attempt to perform that
exercise with any C O M P L I C A T E D work, or you may spoil the whole
endeavour. Only the simplest things for a start. Next, try to separate
yourself(of course, it will be your astrosome) when walking on a hill, or
running for a short distance. In both cases you will see that the work of
your physical rnachine goes better, your breath is not so la'ioured by the
effort, and your hcart (especially after running) works more quietly and
is not so overburdened as before.
I knew some runners, who had been instructed by an occultist friend,
about the techniques (as given here) of 'separation' in imagination from the
running body, and who achieved very good results in their training and
races alike. The: body worked longer with much less fatigue and strain, and
their nerves were less arected by coniparisorl with those who were 'not
separated' from their bodily mechanism. Naturally, no occult reasons were
given to them, and no 'astrosome' was mentioned.
An intelligent student will gradually extend the 'separation' to more
and more kinds of work, thereby prolonging his life and efficiency on the
physical plane, quite apart from the valuable occult ability, which he will
most appreciate when performing the exercises of exteriorization, and
finally, leaving his body according to the law of the Thirteenth Arcanum.
It is the pcculiar 'feeling' crcatcd when you do 'separate' from your
working body which counts. It cannot be explained more exactly, for there
are no words for it in humail language, which operates only for certain
categories of experiences and ideas. How can that which has not yet been
experienced by the creators of language be defined, like say, the activity
of smoking, or the feeling of thirst, fatigue, well-being, and so o n ?
1 have personal appreciation of the value of this exercise, otherwise I
would not recommend it to my readers.
I am no longer a young man, but when sometimes I need to walk very
quickly or perfornl a speedy movement, which can easily produce fatigue,
I always use that little (but extremely useful) occult trick, and can perform
twice as well and without involving the heart and nerves very much.
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To develop the abilities of:
(a) Tiring the physical organs without yielding to their reaction.
(b) Resisting one's physical desires and even natural need,
(c) Creating disappointment in physical delights-by onc's own effort of
will-just at the moment of experiencing those delights.
(d) Evoking of those delights without experiencing them through the
physical organs.
(e) Separating of attributes which belong to physical bodies, from their
astral counterparts. Example: look at a cube and be conscious only of its
geometrical form, ignoring all other impressions, such as colour, type of
material, and so on.
I hardly need to mention, that this Group of E-~ercisesstrives directly for
the creation of a C O N S C I O U S P E N T A G R A M in Man, that is to the
definite formation of thc quality which has to be created.

S E C O N D G R O U P OF EXERCISES

(a) Meditate on happenings which we supposc will take placc far away in
time and space.
(b) Meditate on the details of actions, about which we are able to form only
a general idea, created by the incomplete data given by one of our organs
of scnse. For example: From afar 1 see men chopping wood, and then
proceed to meditate about, what for me are, the invisible movements of
their hands and their axes, and so on.
(c) Meditate about imaginary things and cvcnts. The best will bc to cxcrcise
with imaginary journeys. They must be visualized with all particulars,
especially as regards our movements (including hands, legs, seeing of
objects, and so on).
(d) Meditate with some grief about the other, lost, but more free life, in
which we were not hampered by time or space.
These exercises are best performed in thc following manner: sitting by a
window, or better still, lying on grass on a warm, quiet summer c~ening,
looking attentively at the sky, and thinking about time and space, filling
ourselves with contempt for them, as well as for our own body, whose
comfortable position prevents it from yielding to impressions (from
outside), which coiild distract our meditation.
You see that exercises of the secondgroup are directed to the creation in
man, of contempt for the third (physical) plane. In the first two exercises
of this group we were concentrated on contempt for the habit (also method)
of experimentation with our organs of sense. In the third exercise we cry
to reject space, and in the fourth, we discard time itself.
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(a) Exercises in telepathy, that is transmission to a distant person of geometrical figures, emotional moods, even ideas. More will be heard of telepathy in the Fifteenth Arcanum. IIere we have to be satisfied to know that
telepathy is just an astral communion with another man, and therefore
scientifically speaking, it is a particular case of exteriorization of some
single astral ganglions.
(b) Monoideism, concentration on the desire to see in dream certain
definite forms. This method is simply a frequent remembering of a thing
in its selected form, in the time of our daily and evening meditations. We
then give priority to that thing or idea, placing it before all other themes
that interest us.
If, for example, by day, you tell yourself many times : 'I am concentrating
myself in order to see this thing in dream; to obtain an answer to a given
question; to realize the mechanism of a certain process; to exteriorize
myself in order to cnter into communication with some person or entity;
A N D I C O N S I D E R T H I S AS T H E MOST I M P O R T A N T
T H I N G U N T I L M Y D E S I R E I S F U L F I L L E D . ' This is the usual
and practical pattern.
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8 1 m ;T 9 (Yod-HC-Shin-Vau-He) which was all the time before my eyes
formed-according to the teachings received at that time-an introductory
principle for the new, astral surroundings. So far, in Hcrmctic circles, it is
considered to be one of the best.
(g) Attempts to use narcotic drugs in order to evoke half lethargic states
cannot be recommended, as they do not appear in the means indicated
by the Great Arcanum of Magic. Sulphuric ether in the form of an inhalation. or taken in water or spirits has been used by some occultists, as
it does not create a habit and leaves less after-effects; but like all drugs, it
cannot bring about the full and conscious exteriorization.
(h) Meditation about a picture or form, which once produced exteriorization
in a person. This is simply calculation on the force of habit to exteriorize in
some definite astral conditions. It does not give much chance in general.
(i) A repetition of exteriorization on the physical plane in conditions,
which once resulted in a spontaneous or even deliberate exterioriration,
which means a habit of the physlcal body to sct the astrosome free under
some circumstances. For example, if some day you were exteriorized in
your dreams after being very tired by a long walk, then again try to become
tired, this time as an excrcise and concentrate on the desire to perform the
astral exit before falling asleep.

(c) Auto-suggestion about the ability to exteriorize as performed in one of
the ways indicated in the chapter of this book dealing with the Fifth
Arcanurn.

(j) Asking another person to suggest hypnotically or magnetically to you
the ability to exteriori~e.

(d) An elementary theurgic operation, in the form of a simple, conscious
and ardent prayer to be granted the ability of exteriorization.

(k) Presence in the chain of persons who arranged a magic seance. This
method is suitable for mediumistic individuals, who have already experienced the influence of the chain on themselves in the form of exteriorization of their astrosomes.

(e) Asking assistance of a powerful Egregor.
(f) By an effort of will to create in our bodies a state of progressive catalepsy, starting from the legs. When we come to the heart, exteriorization
becomes possible, if it was seriously prepared by the meditation given
above. Many have tried and successfully performed the exteriorization by
auto-suggestion, which first exteriorizes the astral of feet, legs, and later of
the abdomen, until the solar plexus is reached, which results in the astral
exit.
Here I again wish to add some experienced practical hints. It is desirable,
before the beginning of the actual exercises, which may end in real exteriorization, to perform the breathing exercises, as given in Lesson 20, for a
long time. It is now well known, that prolonged breathing exercises may
produce partial or full stiffness or catalepsy of the body. And this is one
of the means for exteriorization. Massaging the solar plexus by means of
these exercises the final exteriorization may be obtained, as was the case
with me, when I was still interested in these things. Rhythmical breathing
brought results after being performed for an hour or more. Of course, the
concentrated imagination and effort to separate from the body, lying
immobilized in a horizontal position on a couch were also factors which
should not be forgotten. The meditation on the Pentagram of realization

These exercises and tests of the third group are dependent upon the results
of the exercises giben in the two former group&.I am not speaking here
about the traditional use of definite setrams or marztrams, because the use of
setrams corresponds to the points (d) or (h) and mantrams to those of (d)
or (e). By intelligently and persistently combining exercises like those given
in these three groups, one will finally come to deliberate exteriorization
at the moment chosen, or a spontaneous one, when he does not expect it. By
this process, if the person exteriorized acquires the ability of concentrated
and active observation of what happens to him, he will clearly feel the
following:
Firstly, knowledge that the process is being performed in which the
individuality is separated from the body.
Secondly, that man sees (or, at least, feels by his 'sixth sense') his body
(like a corpse) as something separate and not included in his '1'.
ThirrNy, the person exteriorized is able to be conscious of the astral
umbilical thread, that is something which binds the individuality, then
separated from its body, with the elemcnt still active in the vital functions
of that body. Then the second element is called the 'astral placenta'.
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When we return to the physical plane and the body, we begin to analyse,
in a visual form, the impressions received in the astral; therefore we can
confirm that we saw the urr~bilicalthread in the astral, connecting us with
the body in the vicinity of the solar plexus and not with the 'Hole of
Brahma' as in the case of physical death.
An attentive adept. perforrniilg extcriori~ation,first becomes aware of
the position of his physical body and the umbilical tic. Thcn hc perceives
the astrosomes of the objects surrounding his body. Later, he sees the realm
of elementals, which have been described as being pretty cumbersome and
even revolting creatures.
Ncxt comes the cognition of the animal elementars, working on the
perfectioning of their organs in their incarnations that are to follow. This
sphere is apparently n o t as repulsive, but it still has very little of aesthetic
appeal, because the improvement of organs docs not reflect any astral
harmony, but only the future forms in the physical world. Thus it cannot
interest and satisfy the individual who has tuned himself rather contemptuously towards the physical plane, as is the case with our adept.
Now comes the encounter with the powerful involutionary current of
the Earth's astrosome. Properly speaking, if the preparation for exteriorization was cor-rect and the experimenting persort \vise enough, the fight
with this current should not be too difficult. But, as so often happcns, the
disciple slights the details of egoistic strivings, even before he is able to
slight and despise the whole of their synthesis. How often the child o r the
planet realizes and understands its individuality, yet cannot apply the
means offered by the knowledge gained, in order to renounce the desire
to be occupied with the lower forms and currents of life of that individuality.
Thcrcfore it may be quite hard to dispose of all tcmptations, even when
theoretically knowing of what imperfect and illusory materials they are
made.
Nevertheless, if a man cannot withstand the fight with the involutionary
temptations and currents of the planet (in the physical world this is equal
to a lack of ability to withstand material temptations and passions), the
currents pull him into the Dark Cotze of rhe Eurth (physically corresponding to the Earth's shadow), where hc must now analysc and criticize his
own imperfections separately, one by one, because he sees his impotency
to conquer and reject their synthesis.
These impressions are extremely unpleasant and morbid, resulting as a
consequence-after
the exteriorization-in
a long period in which he
lacks faith in himself (a very negative thing for an occultist), misanthropy.
and n~eiancholymoods, often transformed into anger, akin to the most
unfortunate and unwise decision to turn his personality to the service of
I N V O L U T I O N A R Y aims.
Tn such a case, we can say, that the personality has made peace with the
Dark Cone, which actually is similar to a dunghill or dust-bin for the
planetary astral. Religion sometimes calls this temporary hell 'purgatory'.
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Actually, the idea of purgatory is, in the eyes of a learned occultist, much
more reasonable than the unreal conception of the 'eternal' hell, which
means notliing less than eternal torments, wh~chof course do not and cannot exist.
Here we may see, how the churches which hnve not completely lost the
very inzportarlt elenlent of l~ierarclzy a i d apostolic successiotz are much
closer to the truth, known to all Hermetic occult investigators. That is
why some parts of the Catholic or Orthodox Masses are included in the
theurgic operations of the highest degree, and recognized as very effective
kinds of prayers and invocations; but none of the rituals or worship derived
from the more 'man-made' and lay sectarian organizations are used.
However, let us abandon the unpleasant case oiji~llingilllo the Durk
Cone and supposc that wc were able to withstand thc tcmptations and lics
of the A S T R A L S E R P E N T (Nahash) and conquer it with our purified
and thereby irresistible will-power. Then we are allowed to enter into the
F R E E M I D D L E A S T R A L of our solar system. There we will see all
the planetary currents in their various combinations. Here one may realize
the principle of H A R M O N Y , for which our personality should strive.
Here it will see what ir lacking in it in order to realile that principle of
harmony in itsclf. It will see &,hatis still one-sided in us, and what is completely absent. It is the beginning of the planning for those future constructions (forms of incarnation) which will serve as the fulcrums for
improvement of our disharmonies, through the Hermetic Action. All that
has been said in this lesson about the consequences of the successful ability
to exteriorize into the astral plane should be thought over, cnderstood and
memorizeci, if the student is to derive some help from it, n o mattel- whether
in his voluntary exteriorization, or in the compulsory one. which we calldeath. 'l'here is a means to control the progress made by the newly-initiated
occultist. It is his dreams. If they become more reasonable, reflecting his
controlled activities of the waking state more perfectly, then we can say,
that his study has started to yield fruit. If we continue our studies in
'dreams', which are actually the astral life of a man living on the physical
plane, we will d o the same after our death, instead of colnmitting different
stupid (but unfortunately, so common) activities, like those of falling into
the Dark Cotze, and so on.
How far can one go in the astral plane, in order to satisfy one's curiosity
of after-death travels and happenings? I can only quote here, the saying of
some schools close to the true Rosicrucian Initiatiolz: 'The adept, fervently
and sincerely trying to know these mysteries, may be able-by way of his
astral initiation-to reach the T H R E S H O L D O F T H E S E C O N D
DEATH.'
What is that S E C O N D death? In order to give you a useful answer, I
would like to recommend you to a careful analysis of the ninefold construction of man. We are, as ilor~nalinen (1 am not referring here to the
Masters, Great Teachers and Messiahs), three-plane beings as you surely
know. Now, according to the Law of Refictions, each plane also has its
representatives on ail the other planes. Therefore, the human Self (or
consciousness) will take the following shape:
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(1) Mental in the Mental
(2) Astral in the Mental
(3) Reflection of the Physical in the Mental
(4) Mental in the Astral
(5) Astral in the Astral
(6) Reflection of the Physical in the Astral
(7) Reflection of the Mental in the Physical
(8) Reflection of the Astral in the Physical
(9) Physical in itself
This is what a priori, a logically constructed analysis of the question
gives us. But practically, we are not in a position to discriminate t h r o u g h
our 'sixth sense'-between all of the nine elements. For example, the reflection of the physical in the astral may be hard to differentiate from the
reflection of the astral in the physical. This is becausc of the imperfections
connected with that superphysical, but by no means highest sense.
Similarly, it is difficult to differentiate the reflection of the physical in
the mental, from that o r the mental in the physical. This happens, as
Tradition says, because of the unsatisfactory means of expression of our
normal functions of logic.
As a consequence, the trained adept-investigator will distinguish
practically only seven clements in man's constitution:
(1) Mental in the Mental
(2) Astral in the Mental
(3) Combination of the Physical with the Mental
(4) Mental in the Astral
(5) Astral in the Astral
(6) Combination of the Physical with the Astral
(7) Physical in itself
In the incarnate man, these seven elements should be understood as being
bound together between themselves. When the S E V E N T H element is
used and cannot any longer serve as a fulcrum for the six higher elements,
we call it the F I R S T D E A T H . It is the breaking of the chain at its sixth
element or link. The seventh element (that is the body) is transformed
into the corpse, and the sixth into its (the corpse's) phantom or 'double'.
The five higher elements learn many things in the astral (like those described
in former lessons). They work again, with the help of the funnelled vortexes (currents) belonging to the seeds of the sixth and seventh elements,
that is they are pulled in once more, to again die their F I R S T death, and
so on, until therr j f t h element hecomes so harmorliozts that they are no
longer subject to these unpleasant activities (return to the vortexes, and so
on). In these words have been expressed the secrets of the F I R S T death,
as they are for an average man.
Because the H A R M O N I Z E D Whole (the remnants of the five
elements) is able to rule over itself, as is every androgynous principle, this
Whole is in a position not to yield to the downward attraction.
Therefore, the life of the elementar is now reduced not only to the plan-
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ning of the future incarnation, but to the subtilizing of the fifth element
through the influencc of the fourth. But in creating the forms (fifth element),
making them every time more ideal (fourth element), we will reach the
state where the possibility of passing separately into the physical becomes
impossible. The third element cannot live in the society of the subtle
fourth and fifth any more. Thereforc, when the elementar has ceased to
prepare itself for the new physical life. the thlrd element begins to grow
vapid and to fade away. And this natural fading of the third element (which
is, of course, a 'combination of the physical with the mental') leads to the
SECOND D E A T H of the elementar. We can see the Law of Analogy
at work here as, in this new process, the corpse will be thefifth element
with the fourth as its phantom.
Those who want to clearly understand this strange process of the second
death, may use an example from the history of the arts, where in some cases
the role of the corpse is presented as being in quite a harmonious style, and
its phantom, the chief idea behind that style.
This new, almost one-plane entity composed of element 1 (Mental in the
Mental) plus element 2 (Astral in the Mental) will be a pole of the future
androgynous cell of the reintegrated Adam-Protoplast. 1 speak about the
'pole' of the cell and not the C E L L itself, for in order to create an androgynous cell, our entity must wait for the second death of its sister-soul, if the
union of both has not already occurred in the astral world, which is often
the fact. Indeed, some Hermetists do not accept any possibility of the
separate second death of a male or female soul.
So far, the imagination of the harmonious state of the fifth element can
hardly be considered as a mono-sexual one.
LESSON
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We should not believe, that the essence of self-preparation for death is
inseparable from the ability to use the mechanism of exteriorization. The
importance lies, not in the fact of perceiving everything through the 'sixth
sense', but in knowing (or believing) that beyond the grave we have to expect
certain stages of transition into the new life.
You must know, that an ardent F A I T H is easily transformed into
K N O W L E D G E . This is one of the most mystical axioms of Herinetism,
but it C A N be realized, provided enough effort is put into the search and
analysis.
For the knowledge of the sphere of astmsomes, which belong to elernentals leads to full recognition of our formcr slavery in the realm of the
four elements. Acquaintance with the sub-plane of the organic improvement of animal and plant elementars brings the clear awareness of the
future imprisonment of the same elements in the course of the next incarnation.
The F I G H T W I T H T H E A S T R A L S E R P E N T is none other than
development of knowledge, that one must sooner or later separate himself
from egotism, dictated to us by the conditions of life on the planets.
Contemplation of the clichks in the M I D D L E A S T R A L is actually
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recognition of the necessity of one's harmonious self-improvement.
W H O E V E R B E L I E V E S I N T H E ABOVE-NOT
MERELY
I N W O R D S , B U T I N T H E D E P T H S O F H I S HEART--W I L L A L W A Y S BE A B L E , D U R I N G H I S L I F E T I M E , T O
ESTABLISH A PERMANENT CONNECTION WITH O N E
O F T H E P O W E R F U L E V O L U T I O N A R Y E G R E G O R S , who
will direct him through all stages and changes, and will set him free from
the strangling rings of N A H A S H , the Astral Serpent.
So we may say: to B E L I E V E and to P R A Y . is a grcat help in selfpreparation for dying.
I have already spoken briefly in Lesson 57 about the help which can be
granted to a dying or dead person, and gave some theurgic means for that
purpose. Now come more extensive explanations and advice on how a
knowing and believing man can make the con~plicatedprocess of dying
easier for his neighbour. The assistance can be triple: we can T E A C H ,
E D U C A T E or S U P P O R T .
If you have to deal with a person who has full confidence in you, then
simply repeat to him or her, what has been told to you in the foregoing
lessons. It is quite possible that through the process of long meditations
about such matters the person will make the orientation in expericnccs at
the hour of death much easier for him or herself. The same applies to everyone who will sacrifice the time and effort as told above. Remen?ber, that
most sufferings ivhich come to human beings in their last hours, are due to
just ignorance and fear of what may happen and what actually does happen
with the change of planes, as we call the passing away from this Earth. So
why not help our fellow-men, if they ask for help? But if a person refuses
to listen to you, never try to enforce anything of that kind, as good results
come about only by the listening in confidence and with good will.
If there is still time for a systematic development of your neighbour's
intuition, his scnsitivcncss and ability of sclf-assertion, thcn you are in the
position to do much more for such a brother than in the first case. You
may then lead him to an acceptance and understanding of the clichCs,
which I revealed to your inner eyes in the Thirteenth Arcanum.
Take another case. Suppose that you gave good advice to someone in
another world, but at the time it was impossible to establish any closer
relations in order to better prepare the dying one for his journey. Two
things remain to you according to the law (and duty also) of brotherly
solidarity which unites all cells of Adam-Protoplast. To go to your brother's
aid with magic operations, which can support his astrosome, or through
theurgic operations (as given in Lesson 57), which are directed to thc
kindling of the Light of Truth before him, so as to enlighten his difficult
way. Details of the purely magic operations belong to special courses of
Ceremonial Magic which cannot bc openly given to thc public. But much
more effective and powerful theurgzc actz~lityis at the disposal of every
man of good will. These method\ do not need any 5pecial ceremony, as
the inner effort and love radiating from the operator do all that is necessary.
THERE IS NOTHING EVEN APPROXIMATELY S O EFF E C T l V E AS A P U R E P R A Y E R .
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Nevertheless, much general advice can be given apart from magic and
theurgy, which will be of great assistance to the dead and dying.
A cynic, ignorant of occult matters would perhaps laugh at many of the
statements about death and its conditions which have been made in this
chapter; but such an attitude cannot change the state of things, and the
ignorant will be sorry in their own hour of death, when left without help
because of their negative attitude towards experiences, which no human
being can possibly avoid, unless he is a saint or advanced occultist.
The fear of death as manifested in average human beings does so for
three reasons, although these d o not affect more adbanced people:
(1) Ignorance of that which actually awaits a man after death, which
creates feelings similar to those arising in us if we are compelled to perform
a desperate leap into darkness, where there may be a bottomless pit or
abyss. This is understandable in the case of an average man, but it does
not happen to advanced or reintegrated ones, for they know what to expect
after leaving the physical body, as is shown in the lessons of this Thirteenth Arcanum.
(2) The mute, subconscious remembrance about former deaths and the
rather morbid experiences connected with them, which has already been
extensively explained in this course. Nothing similar happens to the
superior type of men, whose post-mortem experiences are closer to bliss
rather than to suffering. Therefore, they have no fear whatsoever.
(3) The instinctive urge to cling to and preserve thc body, as the only well
known form of manifestation for inferior types of men, which is based on
the izatural lull: imbibed in every living being, from plant to man. This
permits the specimen that is stronger and better prepared to endure the
fight for life and to procreate the following gcncrations. In man there is a
peculiar manifestation of that law; it is an elenzentai existing on the
astralplane, but which is in touch with the physical one. It makes us identify
ourselves with the body.
It is none other than, the now well-known to us, Nephesh. Clearly, one
who has been subdued by that e!emental will have a strong fear and disgust
for shedding his body or to having it damaged, and especially to seeing it
mutilated, decayed or dying.
For the more evolved typa of man all this is unreal, without meaning,
for he knows that he I S N O T H I S B O D Y , andthathislifegoesfarbeyond
and above it. So then, even this last reason for fcar is destroycd by the inner
evolution and development of the consciousness and wisdom in us.
Again, do not forget that from the occdt point of view, death begins
just when medical science declares the man as dead. In order not to hold or
disturb the very process of the astral blrth, do not touch or move the body
f t r at least some six hours. During that time, d o not interfere with the
corpse, and what is espccially important, do not allow any persons to be
present whose fluids (prana) were unsympathetic for the dead one. This is
because the otherwise hard work of the astrosome might be hindered. Do
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not talk about any business of a material character, for your words may be
understood and received not only through the 'sixth sense' of the dead, but
even through the replicas of the physical organs, created at that time by
the phantom of the man. In this period-as well as in the next few daysprayers are extremely useful, cvcn if the dead person was an unbeliever.
For the next six hours (the longer the better) imagine yourself as if accompanying your brother, ivho is passing into the other plane firmly decided to
perform that journey, but who still needs a soft 'forgive me!' from the side
of those who still have the physical point of support on the Earth. Lct him,
who is now compelled to contemplate his own former slavery to the
elements, which was the source of his weakness, know and feel, that on the
same plane of clcmcnts now stands his brother, performing magic operations aimed at quicker liberation of the dying person from the elemental's
clichb.
For the next period, up to 40 days, the following may be advisable. To
pray for the dead, and to create in us moods full of solidarity for his
interests, but carefully avoid all cliches of despair and meditation about the
irreplaceable loss, and all feelings of sorrow in all its forms. It would be
almost criminal to allow in us, thoughts about the material losses brought
to us by the death of our feilow man. This is because, such vibrations
emanating from us, will seriously harm the dead in the period of hisfight
with the Astral Serpent.
In all prayers and magic operations (if you are acquainted with the latter)
carefully retain the tone of the Egregors of evolutionary type, with which
the dead person was in contact when alive.

At the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries,
when occultism was flourishing in France, certain persons belonging to
some esoteric circles, cldi~nedthat, by means of cl:iir\oynnce, their former
skeletons (cspccially well prcscrvcd skulls) were vislble to them among
millions of others, collected and deposited in the great Parisian catacombs.
Naturally, I am not taking any side in these statements. as they are beyond
any control.
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The destructive activities (in relation to the physical corpse of the dead)
of the phantom, separated from the proper astrosome for that sinister
purpose, do explain some 'after-death' phenomena, which otherwise would
remain incomprehensible.
(1) The bodies of somc grcat saints and yogis have remained untouched by
decay after death, because such men, were spiritualized to a degree of being
completely U N I N T E R E S T E D in their future incarnations, perhaps
even to the extent of having a negative attitude towards them.
Therefore they do not occupy their astrosomes with any destructive
activities against their former physical shell, already purified through a
saintly life. As a result, if no phantom is created, there may be a lack of
decay for a very long period.
(2) The desire to live on the Earth, so strong in the majority of people, has
as a result, the destructive work of the phantom, aiming at the decomposition of the corpse and the return of all its elements to Nature. This is
because of the law, according to which no reincarnation can take place
until aN the organic matter of the body has been completely dissolved. This
does not affect the skeleton which may be preserved for thousands of
years without affecting the destiny of its former owner. 7 heoretically, you
can some day find one of your former skulls and hold it in your hands, if
you are able to see the fact and to make such a find.
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(3) In the same law related to the connection between corpses and future
incarnations we may find explanation of the apparently strange desire of
the ancient Egyptians, to have their bodies preserved, to a certain extent,
by embalmment as mummies. Pharaohs and other important persons in
ancient Egypt insisted that their bodies be mummified so as to prevent
themselves being incarilated again on this Earth. By this they hoped to
remain indefinitely in the astral plane, becomc pcrfectly acquaintcd with it,
and assume some regal positions in it. Such was their faith.
The longer one remains i n the astral plane, the more power one can
collect in it, and so use this power in front of newcomers. Therefore, the
disturbing of the eternal peace of mummies was recognized as a heavy
offence. Most mummies and even the surrounding objects in the deathchamber were magnetized with a negative (and destructive) variety of Od,
which discharged on those who entered the tombs and touched the sarcophagi. There are well-known stories about disastrous happenings affecting some scientists and Egyptologists who entered the crypts first. There is
no need to quote them here.
(4) There is another question: what happens to the phantom and its astrosome when the body is not allowed to rot in the normal way in the earth,
but is immediately cremated after death; or if it was destroyed by the blast
of an explosion, or eaten by wild beasts, and so o n ?
Unfortunately, in some special circles of occult studies known to me, as
well as in thc availablc Hcrmctic literature it was impossiblc to find anything
exact worth mentioning in this matter; but from other sources, which have
little in common with occultism, it may be concluded, that a quick annihilation of the corpse, apart from the initial slzockfor the astrosorne, is generally
beneficial for the elementar, because it definitely breaks its ties with the
physical world and thereby prevents all abnormal experiences mentioned in
the following lines (see 5 and 6).
(5) After death, In some exceptional cases, the astrosome shows a strange
and strong desire to be connected in some way with the bod) in the grake.
If such a desire is even partially rulfilled (which is po\\ible zmtler certain
conditions), the clcmcntar may have somc insight into the phys~calworld,
the only one dear and understandable to him. If the elementar's last
thocgllt was directed to such a purpose, strange and ominous thingc may
happen.
Instead of using its energy for the decomposition of the corpse, the
phantom, under the clementar's compulsion, begins to make efforts to hold
the cells together, rather than break their ties. The body then begins to lead
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a kind of vegetable life, if we like so to term that morbid state. It does not
decompose, for all the cells are held intact by the energy of the phantom,
supported by the astrosome, and often, by some sinister forrns from the
astral plane; but it is not enough. Actually, so as to prckcnt every process
of decay among the cells, some amount of subtle energy from the physical
plane is necessary. And then begins the worst oKence. The phantom,
directed by the erring astrosome, tries to vampirize the vital fluids and
energy from living human beings or animals. If there is an abattoir in the
vicinity the vampire does not need to attack living beings, as he is able to
collect enough energy from the masses of still warm, fresh blood of
slaughtered animals. Then the phantom returns to the grave and charges
the body with his plunder, sufficient to stop decay for a few more days.
In other cases, the phantom may visit sleeping humans (mostly female)
and try to rob them of their vital energy by, what for laymen, is a mysterious
but repulsive process, about which we are not allowed to tell more.
Anyway, it is not true that such a vampire actually sucks the physical
blood of its victims, as old tales tell us in a pretty naive way. But in all
respects, such visits mean much danger for thc victims, whose karma allows
them to be subjected to such depravity.
Tradition tells us that the destruction of the physical body in the grave is
the best counter-measure against a vampire.

(6) The strange relations that exist between some corpses and their erring
phantoms provide many reports, and I will quote only one case, of which I
have personal knowledge. Early in the winter of 1932 I was in a large
cemetery, supervising, at the request of my relatives, the erection of a
monument on the tomb of my recently dead niece. I happened to see, a few
yards away, a group of workers opening another fresh grave. An expensively
dressed man and woman were at the grave-side, apparently in great grief.
I was told that they were the father and mother of a young man, whose body
was in the grave below. The lady told me, that every night in dreams, she
saw her dead son, in water-soaked clothes and with a sad face, complaining
that he was lying in cold water and suffering much because of the fact. At
her request, her husband obtained a permit to open the grave. The metal
coffin was raised while I was present, and deep in the grave I saw plenty
of yellow liquid, which filled the excavation because of faulty cementing of
the walls. The coffin was also full of dirty liquid.
The dead man was right in his communication to his mother. But, why
should the state of the body have affected the elementar? Probably because
the connection between the corpse and consciousness of the dead man was
still too close, and he imagined that the condition of his body had a direct
effect on him. This suggestion (or rather auto-suggestion) was as good as any
objective truth for a n ignorant person, as was this young man who, in his
short life had had no time to think deeply about the things connected with
death. The result of ignorance was grim enough, but this may happen to
many other people, even without our knowledge.
There is a very important truth covering both the physical and nonphysical forms of life, as they are for an average man. It is closely connected
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with the general unwillingness to die of less spiritually developed human
beings.
Their normal consciousness, self-assertion. feeling of life, all these are
most clear and 'real' for them, just when they can perceive the physical world
and bodies, in their waking state.
Thc astro-mental life for these people is something like an unreal dream,
more or less unpleasant. That is why the astrosome-after the death of its
physical body-seeks so intensely for the possibility of a new incarnation,
as soon as possible.
If this cannot be obtained at the time, because of different patterns of a
man's karma and the unripeness of the astrosome for the next incarnation,
attempts can be made from the side of the elementar to indulge in certain
illegal practices, in ordcr to cntcr, at any price, into the so much desired
contact with the physical world of matter.
Then we may have examples of vatnpirism, necromancy, poltergeists
and other kinds of unnatural manifestations, some of which have been
explained in this course.
Men of higher evolutionary advance~nentprefer just the opposite. The less
material and gross existence on the more subtle planes (like the astral and
mental ones) responds bcttcr to thc will's dircct efforts than the clumsy
(from their point of view) physical world of the senses. And they live much
longer in the astro-mental regions than they did previously on the Earth.
But, of course, in the case of ordinary men, things arc reversed. Their intcrvals between their incarnations are much shorter, for they have little to
do in any other world except the physical one. All occult schools teach this.
Spiritual tnen even deny and refuse the astro-mental life, preferring existence in thc eternal liglzt of pure, non-materialized conditions, which
Christ called 'His Father's ibfansions'. The Maharshi called it the 'Fourth
State', beyond all thoughts and feelings, the perennial spiritual ecstasy
(Sahaja Nirvikalpa Samadhi in Vedantic terminology).
The most unpleasant factor in death for a man is his struggle to prolong
the physical life. This is the result of the astrosome's fulfilling of its duty:
to occupy the body for as long as it is possible, as well as the dying person's
attachments to this material world.
The agony of the physical sufferings are already somewhat dimmed by
the gradual retiring of the higher principles of man, but the astro-mental
troubles are only just beginning.
This foremostly affects all 'unprepared' people, whose ignorance and
lack of interest in higher things once more brings them sufferings.
Those who appreciated the physical life just as should havc been done
have few troubles when dying. 1 am speaking here about difficulties of
astro-mental origin.
The complete detachment from the body, which can be realized at death,
is the most powcrful factor to reduce agony and its misery. So it is in our
:iower to get rid of those unnecessary and nonsensical troubles, created by
man's ignorance and unpreparedness. We should couragcously and
honestly face things as they are.
All great souls in human history have warned us about it. Christ told us
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bluntly: 'Be ready, for you know not neither the hour nor the day.' As
regards sufferings of a mental origin, the foremost is that of the desperate
hope and desire to escape death. I know about an actual experience of a
young man, who took part in the civil wars which raged in East Europc
after World War I.
He was cornered and was to have been shot by an improvised execution
squad in a cellar, from which there was no possible escape. Before him
stood a row of men with ready loaded rifles, only waiting for the order to
fire. The short but extremely painful agony of condemned youth was
perhaps the worst experience of his life, until approaching resignation
quickly cooled down the hellish fire in his brain. This resignation made
him almost indifferent when the commanding officer suddenly postponed
the execution. Having been with one foot already 'on the other side', he
passed through the most acute part of that experience, and therefore was
less sensitive to all subsequent happenings, not to be compared as before,
with the suffering like that of a cornered animal, awaiting the fatal volley
that would destroy his vital organs, killing the body, that is himself.
So it is usually, even on the death-bed, when people st111clutch at the last
strands, binding them to the dying form. Men add many unnecessary
sufferings to themselves, when actually death is much more merciful in
itself, than we may believe. If only we are reasonable and posscss the power
of decision to be such ones.

astral and physical bodies of the parents, a thing about which ordinary
parents know nothing. The fact that the suitable types of parents provide all
necessary material, is of great assistance to Nephesh in its work. The
embryonic period is the starting point for the final work of Nephesh in the
production of the body for its elementar.
The astrosome of the mother protects the astrosome of the child as it
becomes involved in matter just as her physical body guards the developing
embryo in her womb. The moment of birth, that is the time of the open
fight of the child with the so far unknown, new conditions in the physical
world is very important. Lack of cxpcricncc on the side of the baby
makes the planetary influences, at that moment, very ponderous ones.
Zodiacal currents determine the fate of the newly born man, according to
his karma. 4 n d that is why astrologers place so much importance on the
exact date and hour of birth.

Having talked about death as seen from different points of view, we may
now be entitled to hear something about the reverse transformation of
man. So far, we have had the change of the three planes for two, as is in
death, but finally the two-plane life in the astral comes to an end and the
human being has to incarnate again, changing the two-plane life for the
three-plane one. This is the incarnation of the clementar.
Suppose that the elernentar has fulfilled its period of being in the middle
astral of the solar system, or even in the 'Dark Cone' of the planet. Let us
suppose that the individualized Chains of two-plane entities, which we know
under the name of 'Spiritus Directores' (or astral leaders and policemen),
have decided about the next incarnation of our elementar. The vortex in
the astral (its lower sub-plane) created by the magic operation of the sexual
act of his future parents, pulls the elementar down. Then there will be
chosen, among thousands (or even millions) of prospective parents, who
are creating the tourbillons by their passion and lust, a pair which correspond best to the karmic qualities of the human being about to return to the
physical plane. This vortex must be of the same type as that of the elementar, and the zodiacal conditions of the bodies of the parents must also be
suitable for the future baby. Definite physical conditions which the parents
are able to offer it, are also taken into consideration by the newcon~er's
karma. Being sucked into the vortex, the elernentar again creates its
Nephesh, already designed for him in the astral light. The ease of the
formation of that Nephesh can be explained by the co-operation of the
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So far we have spoken about the influence of a three-plane human being
(that is still incarnate) on elcmcntars and dying pcrsons. Now let us
briefly examine the reverse of this, that is how those who have left their
physical bodies can influence us while we still wear our fleshly shells.
This can be regarded as occurring in three different ways, dependent
upon the kind of elementar which comes into play and his aims and means.
We will begin from below.
During the first period after he has been deprived of his body, an
elementar can still have certain contact with the earthly world through his
still vigorous phantom-Nephesh. Naturally, it is an 'illegal' way, for the
very destiny of an elementar is rather dematerialization and spiritualization, instead of unncccssary and harmful 'peeping' into thc physical world
(which actually is without any true meaning for the dead being), through
the key-hole of his phantom's limited possibilities.
Therefore, no fairly advanced soul would do it. But how big is the
percentage of these advanced humans in comparison with the mass of
spiritually-blind men and women, attached only to their temporary
material life? So it is with all average people. Therefore undue things may
happen more often than we suspect.
If an elementar pays too much attention to this Nephesh, the latter can
be considerably strengthened and its ghastly 'life' prolonged, for in such a
case thc ignorant one tries to use the phantom almost like a true vehicle of
consciousness, similar to his former physical body.
We should remember, that immediately after death, Nephesh creates (as
happens with the average man) some imperfect replicas of the former
physical organs of sense. So such an artificially strengthened phantom
under the influence of the elementar's astral consciousness can manifest
itself in a way perceptible to the genuine physical senses of living men.
Then we have all kinds of haunted places, poltergeists, and other
'inexplicable' phenomena. If there were no 'astral police' (Spiritus Directores of thc astral), about which you alrcady know from foregoing lessons,
there would be many, many more harmful apparitions to annoy earthly
people.
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These authorities prevent irresponsible interference from the side of silly
elementars and forbid them their worst exhibitions. There is no question
of any good coming through unnatural channels, by use of the temporary
and involutionary Nephesh as a vehicle of consciousness on the part of our
lower class brethren on the 'other side'.
Now, what can come from the trueastrnlplane (apart from the phantom)?
Experience and tradition show, that the foremost motives of astral intervention from the elementars' side have the same factors, which played the
overwhelming role in the earthly life. They are the feelings of love and
hatred.
There is no need to cxplain which of thcm will be positive (helpful) and
which negative (harmful) to us.
Love from the side of an elementar of an advanced type (like a white
occultist, or saint) is a boon, and brings blessings to the earthly life of the
object of such a love. One then feels inspiration; noble emotions and
thoughts come into one's consciousness, and man usually does not even
suspect where flows the soothi~igcurrent. Good emotions and thoughts
directed from a strong two-plane pentagram arc undoubtcdly a vcry lucky
event for us. Sotnetimes these 'good wishes' from the astral take a particular
form.
I know of an example, where a loving mother always wanted her only
child to become a writer, as were some of her ancestors; but karma allowed
this desire to be realized only in the second half of the man's life, long after
his mother had departed. But a strong and unselfish desire of the loving
elementar was nevertheless fulfilled to her satisfaction.
Love 'from the other side' can even prevent a disaster or an imminent,
dangerous accident for the incarnate object of love. Here is the origin of
the belief in 'guardian angels'.
Occultists know a lot about the so-called 'miraculous' escapes from death
or injuries in accidents, in war, and so on; but there is no purpose to speak
much about these personal things to 'unbelievers', whose only god is a dim
feeling of 'fate'. Very advanced elementars connected with powerful
Egregors (usually religious ones) sometimes leave certain centres on the
planet, through which the Egregoric forces may act. Such are the graves of
some saints, or genuine, advanced yogis, or other spots like Lourdcs, the
Holy Sepulchre, and some less known places, often accessible only to
initiates.
Love is the power beyond all limitations, and it exists on every plane of
the universe. Even such a giant of Light as is the Christ, had His beloved
disciple (in other words, the most advanced and initiated spiritually),
whom we know as St John. There is an old dogma from the early days of
Christianity, that its Egregor had its ineffable source of life just in Christ's
love for His faithful.
Lower and more egoistic forms of love from the astral plane, as that of a
husband, child, parent and so on, might also have its limited influence
in the general sense, as spoken of above.
On the next, that is the mental plane no such ordinary love has any
access. Practically, average people are unable to form in themselves or even
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perceive love on the non-personal, pure and rather abstract, universal basis.
So, this field of activity dirccted towards the Earth is almost closed to
ordinary types of men, and the influence from that sourcc is insignificant.
The Great Ones do the whole task.
The second factor coming from the astral plane is hatred and connected
with it, jealousy, greed, fear, suspicion, ill will and similar vices. The student
may realize even without consulting these pages, that in this case Nephesh
may play a very nasty role and thi\ is actually the case.
All primitive, evil witchcraft with its different 'zombies' and voodoos,
cannot dispense with the necessary partic~pation of the phantom. The
whole of necromancy is based on its use or of its organs connected with the
corpse. That is why the lowest sorts of black magic use the dead bodies of
men or animals to serve as temporary support for thc phantoms, and these
phantoms can be influenced and used for certain phenomena just because of
their magnetic links with those corpses or carcases.
We want to limit these revolting things to these few statements.
I11 wishes and suggestions from the side of an unfriendly elementar may
have just the opposite result to good ones, which come from love. Many
othcrwise inexplicable accidents may be referred to this kind of attack from
the invisible. A perfectly experienced driver, swimmer, or flyer can sometimes commit a deadly and quite unreasonable error, and from a few
survivors, some occult investigators (always remaining incognito as such)
have heard about a sudden, irresistible, nonsensical but overwhelming
suggestion, felt from an unknown source, which compels the person to
perform a fatal movement or to feel a momentary cripplingfear, resulting in
an accidcnt, inability to swim, and so on. A hostile elernentar can suggest
to those around us that they harbour unfriendly feelings towards us. Those
who are able to perform conscious exteriorization of their astrosomes,
know all this from their own experience, and do not need any explanation.
Some occult organizations study the rcalm of astral influences on living men
very extensikely, but this does not belong to the main line of this present
work, dedicated as it is to Hermetism and the Tarot.
The occult realm is so extensive that even dozens of books of this size
would not cope with all the particulars and varieties of expcriences, which
are possible in it.
But he who knows the Hermetic Tradition in its broad lines, as given
here, will also be able to solve all questions for himself, because his mental
abilities developed by the 'equations' will open all doors for him.
So we come to the last lesson related to the Thirteenth Arcanum, to the
analysis of its cquations.

The arithrnological analysis of the Thirteenth Arcanum is very significant.
From it we will see how the apparently 'dead' numbers can speak to the
t.ained Hermetist.
Equation No. 70: 13 = 1 12
A three-plane being (1) and the necessity of sacrifice on the physical plane

+
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(12) leads to death. This analysis suggests thc possibility of dcath dcliberately accepted as a form of sacrifice.

Equation No. 80: 13 = 6 + 7
The problem of good and evil (6) compellirig a v~ctory(7) of the subtle
over the gross has in it a seed of knowledge of the necessit) to probide
oneself wlth P E R M A N E N T goods for the future life (1 3).
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Equation ,Yo. 71: 13
12 + 1
Here a three-plane entity does not deliberately give up its life; on the
contrary, the Zodiacal life (12) gives birth to death (13), depriving the
entity of its third plane (I).
-

-

Equation No. 72: 13 2 + 11
The polarity of good and evil (2) using force (1 1) may produce death (1 3).
This is the formula of compulsory death.
Equation No. 73: 13 11 -1- 2
Force, fully realized (1 I), is compelled to choose one of the poles for its
application (2). It is the for~nulaof the Knight Kadosh: be hot or be cold
if you have power in you. But Kadosh knows, that the formula of his
existence is enclosed as the embryo of that existence, that is in the degree
of the Masonic Master, who has been told: 'Remember to die!'

+

Equatiorz No. 74: 13 = 3
10
Realization of the creative metaphysics of Hermes (3) plus knowledge
of the harmony in the functions of the World's Mill (10) agree well with the
idea of death (13). Therefore, 3
10 is the formula of natural death, of
the element generated by the normal evolutionary contemplation of the
world.

+

EquationNo. 75: 13 = 10 + 3
This is also a natural death, but taken from the opposite point of view, a
purely empirical one. The Wheel of the Splzinx (10) made a revolution, and
this gave birth (3) to something new.
Equation No. 76: 13 = 4 1- 9
Authority (4) of Tnitiation (9) is based on the discovery by that Initiation
of the mystery of dcath (13).

+

Equation No. 77: 13 = 9
4
Initiation (9) through its degrees overcomes every authority (4) of an
earthly character once we begin to realize the impermanency and mortality
of everything earthly (13).

-

+

Equation No. 78: 13
5 8
The Pentagram (5) dominating all temporary laws (8) and thereby
conquering a major space of activity for itself, is compelled to change its
plane (13). You may understand it as: Religion ( 5 ) placed before the laws
of society (8) makes us guess that there was a thought about death (13).

+

Equation No. 79: 13 = 8
5
Justice, understood in the broad sense of that word, oppresses the
Pentagram (5), depriving it of its fulcri~m(1 3) on the physical plane. This
can be dcath because of the court's scntence.
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Equation No. 81: 13 - - 7 + 6
A perfect Victor (7) always puts the question of good and evil (6) to
himself, in order to catch the analogy of the subtle with the A S T R A L
life, and of the gross with the physical. By doing this, does he not simply
remember about death?
Now we have performed thc analysis of the Thirteenth Arcanum in the
realm of its S E C O N D title, anditwould be extremely useful for you to make
a similar analysis with the two remaining titles of the arcanum, as shown on
its card. You will need to know some principles of physics and chemistry
for this exercisc when made in the sphere of the third (physical) title.
1feel obliged to mention, that many occultists consider the arithrnological
unfolding of the Thirteenth Arcanum simply as an enumeration of various
kinds of deaths, which can bc judgcd according to the Law of Karma. I
will now give the full set of equations related to that idea, with their fulcrum
in the S E C O N D component (the third or last figure). It is recommendcd
to go through all of them, seeking the way in which the solution has been
found, as was done with the series of unfoldings in the realm of the
S E C O N D title of the arcanum.
This book is not merely for reading. Its meaning can be unveiled only to
the co-operative student, who, together with the writer, works on its
problems.

+

12
Equation No. 82: 13 = 1
Deliberate sacrifice of life for an idea.
Equation No. 83: 13 = 2
A con~pulsorydeath.

+ 11
+

10
Equation No. 84: 13 = 3
' A natural death (according to karma).
Equation No. 85: 13 = 4 - 9
Death of an adept caused by the breaking of his astral ulnbilical thread by
exteriorization. Otherwise, astral disaster.
Equation No. 86: 13 -- 5 f 8
Death according to the requirements of law (for example, a death
sentence in court).

+

Equation hro. 87: 13 = G
7
Death in a fight, bringing victory for the idea.

+

Equation No. 58: 13 = 7
6
Death in an unequal fight.
L*
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Equatiorz No. 89: 13 - 8 t 5
Death as an expression of the pentagrammatic will of man (that is,
suicide).

+

Equation No. 90: 13 = 9
4
Premature death as a result of bad conditions in life.
Equation No. 91: 13 = 10
Death in childbirth.

+3
+

Equation No. 92: 13 = I1
2
Death because of conscious inner disharmony of the tragedy of earthly
existence.

+

Equation No. 93: 13 = 12
1
The passing of an adept to another plane, because of having finished his
task on Earth.
In other words, the Master goes to support his Egregor on the astral
plane. For such a case, there is a beautiful expression in French: I L SE
L A I S S E M O U R 1 R (he consents to die, or he allows himself to die).

This will conclude the Thirteenth Arcanum. If the Twelfth Arcanum is
the most spiritual of the whole Tarot, the Thirteenth is the most practical
and useful for everyone.
Each of us must die. In this we are all equal. But in the matter of the
nature of our tfeaths, there are infinite differences, just as there are in our
lives. Therefore, a reasonable pentagram will take every care about his
passing into another form of existence, which extends in time for much
more than even the longest physical life. The K N O W L E D G E given in
the Thirteenth Arcanum opens new vistas and conditions in the other plane.
As a last word for the 'sceptics' and 'cynics' I would like to say: if, to a
certain extent, it is still possible to cheat on the physical plane, then it
will be found that this far from laudable conduct is I M P O S S I B L E
A F T E R D E A T H , in which everything becomes open and visible, that is
man's feelings, thoughts and whole moral structure. That is why there are
so many beliefs, that after his death, an 'evil one lives among devils, and a
saint among angels'. For everyone enters the 'society' most suited to him,
and sees beings having the same appearance as himself.

C H A P T E R XIV

A R C A N U M X I V (3 N U N )
Arcanum XIV
INGENIUM SOLAHE
TEMPERANCE

n2r
Scor

Deduct io
Hnrmonia M i x t o r u ~ n
Reversibilitas

The sign of the Hebrew alphabet corrcsponding to the Fourtccnth Arcanum
is] (Nun); the numerical value is 50, while astrologically it belongs to the
Scorpion. The hieroglyph is a foetus (that is, that which is borne by the
hieroglyph of thc prcvious, Thirteenth Arcanum, which is a woman). As a
fruit of the work of imagination related to death and reincarnation, there
appears the realization of the necessity to harmonize hermetically one's
active and passive elements, which are filtered by the liu~nanpersonality.
From this comes the first litfeof the Fourteenth Arcanum (in the realm of the
Archetype)-DED U C T I 0. As a result of learning about the energetic
processes and transformations in both the Macroco.:m and Microcosm,
there comes the secoizd title (in thc world of Man)-HARMONIA
M I X T O R U M (harmony of mixed elements). On the plane of Nature, the
fhird title will be simply R E V E R S I B I L I T A S , or reversibility of processes.
The card of the Fourteeth Arcanum presents a Solar Genius, in the form
of an angel in a gleaming robe, crowned with a golden halo, and having a
golden belt with a white kerchief, or more symbolically exact (as on our
card), the pentacles of the Tarot, that is thc trianglc in a square with a point
in its centre. The angel pours a radiant liquid from a golden vessel into a
silver one, without the loss of a drop. Under the feet of the Genius we see a
stream of crystal clear water, and on the horizon, the rising disc of the
sun. The stream has its source in that horizon, just under the sun.
The scientific name of the arcanum is I N G E N I U M S 0 L A R E , and
the vulgar one-Temperance. What is the idea incorporated in this card?
It is the synthetically undcrstood influence of the Sun, personified as
the Solar Genius. The hieroglyph, a foetus must finally lead us to synthesis.
It is because deduction, which in the beginning, orten hiis an analytical
character when we try to learn something, has only one aim in the cnd, the
great synthesis. This is the pattern of all learning.
Pursuit of harmony of the astral constitution in individuality-which in
its separate stages between incarnations may be satisfied by the balance
of planetary influences will choose the Solar Synthesis of these influences
as the final aim. The science of energy, teaching us about the reversibility
of separate processes in the transformations of energy, at the end aims at a
synthetic examination of the development of definite systenls.
The golden halo and girdle of the figure presented in the Fourteenth Arcanum, togethcr with the gleaming gold (or white) robe, are unmistakable
attributes of the Solar Genius, they do not need any special explanation.
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The uninterrupted stream between the golden and silver vessels induces the
thought about the levelling of the liquid in both. The aitn of deduction is to
level, apriori, the basis of existence of all objects affected by our judgement,
and to establish a full system of association.
The aim of harmonizing the astrosome is to level all manifestations of
our ability to accept, and to create the impulses of our will, and by that, to
create the perfect inner world in the heart of the androgynous individuality.
The aim of the modern science of evolutionary development presents a
general plan for the balancing of the total sum of energy in the whole
complex of non-rebersible phases of action.
Resuming about the idea behind the Fcurteenth Arcanum, we see that it is :
the law of universal equilibrium; the balance of forces in the manifestation
of the universe; a similar balance in pentagrammatical beings (humans),
and, as a result of the realization of both, the idea of the final, perennial
P E A C E , being the substratum of all movements and changes. It seems
that many advanced sons of humanity had this peace as their most precious
possession.
Christ spoke about H I S P E A C E , which he gave to His disciples;
Buddha gave the unruffled peace of his Nirvana as the element Vf (Shin)
of his whole philosophy, and the conten~porarySpiritual Teacher-the
Great Rishi Ramana, was himself the personification of that P E A C E .
In Hermetism the Fourteenth Arcanum often assumes the meaning of
'moderation'.
This arcanum may give us rich material for arithmological analysis.

+

13
Equation No. 94: 14 = 1
Hermes Trismegistus (1) being the lord of immortality (13) givcs us the
image of powerful, all embracing deduction. (I am giving here the unfolding
of all three titles of the arcanum). A three-plane man (1) intelligently using
his incarnations (13) must finally come to the Hermetic equilibrium (14).
An analysis of all planes of Nature, taken as N A T U R A N A T U R A N S
(I), plus the synthesis of the physical knowledge about the transformation
of energy (13) creates the formula of the true teachings concerning evolution (14).
Equatiott No. 95: 14 = 13 k 1
This reversed order of the arcana if used in an analysis of the Fourteenth,
will not change the final synthesis, but will give only a variation of the story
of its origin. Therefore, our further unfolding will be limited to the direct
order of the components.
Equation No. 96: 14 = 2 + 12
The Divine Substance (2) with the conception of the Incarnate Word
(Logos) (12) gives the key of faith in 'a priori' judgements. If the S U B T L E
C A N I N C A R N A T E I N T O T H E D E N S E , then why not operate
mentally in order to anticipate and guess the physical facts?
Polarity in Man (2) and Laws of Charity towards our neighbour (12)
equally give the key of Hermetic Harmony (14). Do not forget that Sephira
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Tiphereth.
The image of N A T U R A N A T U R A T A (2) basically static, joined with
that of the dynamic Zodiac, will positively solve the question of evolution
(14).
Equation No. 97: 14 = 3
11
Natura Divina (3) plus Vis Divina (1 1) means the realm of deduction in
philosophical creativeness (14).
The possibility of fecundation (3) plus the power of the Egregoric Chains
(1 1) offers harmony to single organs of the Protoplast (14).
The great Gnostic Principle of creativeness (3) (in Nature) together with
the forces of Nature, as we call them (ll), again leads to the Egregoric
Chains and explains the general character of the extinguishing of energetic
transformations (14).

+

+

Equation No. 98: 14 = 4
10
The understanding of forms (4) and knowledge of ways in which the
Higher Influxes (10) come gives the key for deduction (14).
Intuition of authority (4) and Initiation into the Kabbalah (10) reveal
the path to Hermetic Harmony (14).
The adaptation of the conditions of the environment (4) and the Wheel
of Probability (10) fully explain the picture of the extinguishing of the energetic processes in Nature. Here we may remember Darwin's theory, not
forgetting that occultists do not recognize any unlimited life (14).

+

Equation No. 99: 14 = 5
9
The science of Good and Evil (5) plus High Protection (9) guarantee the
infallibility of deduction (14).
The creation of the Pentagram (5) and its traditional Initiation (9) leads
the individual to the Hermetic Harmony (14).
The great Natural Religion ( 5 ) realized in its contemplation, together with
ideal cautiousness, dictated by the full use of the theory of probability (9),
must in a mysterious way, lead us to the solution of the question about
its final Peace. Such a contemplation should be conceived of as an understanding of personal qualities, in which lies the seed of that future and
final Peace (14).

+

Equation No. 100: 14 = 6
8
The Law of Analogy (6) together with the great Law of Libration of the
World's Scale (8) gives birth to deduction (14). I have to apologize, by
giving the results of this analysis, to those official savants who do not
recognize the Law of Analogy as an instrument of deduction.
Personal freedom of will (6) combined with recognition of the Laws (8)
may result in Hermetic Harmorly (14).
The constitution of the environment (6) and its Karma (8) is the key to
physics (14).

+

Equation No. 101: 14 = 7
7
Deduction (14) may be presented as a fight between two ideas, having
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suitable forms and dominating these forms (7). In other ~kords,every solution made a priori, is also a choicc madc a priori.
Hermetic Harmony (14) is realized as opposition to the victory of
a c t i ~ ~ i t yto, the victory of intuition. If you try some new ventures, you
sin~ultaneouslyhave to broaden the circle of your strivings.
Keversibility (14) in physics can be considered as mutually appertaining
to two phases of different energetic manifestations (7).
A keen tliiriker will see in meditations on the Fourteenth Arcanum, similarity to the activity of thc Solar Genius. It is comparatively easy to acknowledge its necessity and fruitfulness. but it is extremely difficult to convey the
mechanics of it in detail. Only one who is like that Solar Genius may be
able to perform this hard action, and he must possess the full wisdom of
n~etaphysics,ethics and all related physical facts.
InEastern occultism, Kurrna Yogacorresponds to the Fourteenth Arcanum
of the Tarot. Properly speaking not cvcn thc vvl~oleof that Yoga, but only
its idea, which tells of the reversibility of actions and their results. N o d r o p
falls from those mysterio~tsgold and silver vessels, held in the hands of the
Logos (or Solar Genius). Accordingly, nothing in karma can be lost o r
forgotten: repayments o r rewards follow in due time and in due form.
Those who st~tdiedConcentration may object, that 'there is still the burning
of karma'. Yes! But is not that 'burning' a form of repaynlellt?

C H A P T E R XV

D

A R C A N U M X V (0 SAMECH)

Arcanum XV
TYPHON
THE DEVIL

Sagi t taris

Logica
Serpens Nahash

Fatum

The letter of the alphabet correspondingto the Fifteenth Arcanum is that
of 0 (Samech) and the numerical value is 60. The astrological sign is the
Archer (Sagittarius). The hieroglyph of the arcanum is an A R R O W , this
time flying round the circumference of a circle. It is not the target-hitting
arrow of the Seventh Arcanum, but is a weapon wliiclr you will inevitably
encounter when passing from thc points inside the circle to those on the
periphery.
And this encounter can be double-sided.
This arrow will paralyse when it strikes you, or it will compel you-as
your fate-to use the weapon against others. It is like a continuous tourbillon,
outside of which there is no life and no movement on any plane.
The Archetype speaks to us about this tourbillon, which being irnrnutable
L O G I C , rules over metaphysical judgements belonging to the transcendental sphere of the S E C 0 N D F A M I L Y. But the Transcendental
realm itself, does not underlie that vortex (tourbillon).
Therefore, t h e j r s t title of the arcanuni, in the realm of the Archetype is
just-LOGIC.
For humanity, this current appears as a powerful attraction, according
to the i~nmutablelaws which rule over our astral world. These laws suggest
different desires and passions to us. which belong to and come from our
collective N E P H E S H , which we have created in the process of our
downfall (Lessons 43 and 44). This current which pulls us so intensely
at the same time serves as an instrument for our influencing of others. It
makes us-without our knowledge-unsuspecting slaves of other pentagrams, which have been able to stay in the higher regions of that current
and therefore better able to see the realms of its activity. This current
operates in all humanities that exist in the whole universe. On each planet,
the Genius for each particular humanity takes his position in the higher
regions of that Universal Current so as to perform evolutiollary work for
that humanity; but in the lower parts of the current, the S E R P E N T of
planetary evolution acts, trying to pull as many souls as possible into the
' D A R K C O N E ' . For our Earth, this lower manifestation takes the form
of the clrcular vortex (whirlwind) about which I spoke in the lessons
belonging to the Thirteenth Arcanum.
The general title of this universal factor-NAHASH will serve as the
second title of the Fifteenth Arcanum. You may accept it as the biblical Serpent, which tempted Eke.
But even Nature itself is saturated mith thc currents %hich steadily rule
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over its manifestations, over every phenomenon of its life. In the realm of
Nature, the union of these currents', which do not differ from Nahash is
called ' F A T U M ' (Fate). This is the third ( i l k of the Fifteenth Arcanum.
As you may see, all manifestations of this arcanum are involutionary,
that is they are directed by the currents, descending from the higher to the
lower sub-planes. That is why the Fifteenth Arcanum was given negatively
polarized names : the scientific one being Typhon, and the vulgar-the Devil.
But now, it is time to look at the complicatcd and ominous (at first
glance) card of the arcanum.
The upper part of the picture is occupied by the traditional figure of
B A P H O M E T (from the Knights Templar tradition). He is seated on a
cube, which stands on the surface of a great globe. From the right side (as
in a mirror) we see a man, and on the left a woman. Both are naked, with
small horns on their heads. They are bound together by a heavy chain, one
end fastened around the neck of the man and the othcr around the waist
of the woman. The chain is bound to Baphomet's cube.
And so, the tragic Baphomet, through the C U B E of his realizations in
matter, divided the polarities of the human Androgyne. A simple, but from
the empirical point of view, appalling true picture of the downfall of Adam
and Eve.
The contemplation of the involutionary character (Eve) was the beginning of the downfall; striving for involutionary realization (Adam) accomplished it. Intuition and activity then appeared as finally divided in life
through the very fact of materialization of that life (the cube on the globe).
But, although divided, Adam and Eve are still bound together through the
common chain of Baphomet's slavery. This slavery weighs heavily on
Adam's active neck, binding his movements and impulses (by the elements
of T I M E and S P A C E ) . This chain also binds the organs of sensitiveness
in Eve, which allow her to fortify intuitional impressions and to create
magnificent images. Resuming, we may state that : I F A D A M I S L I M I TED A N D BOUND I N HIS FREEDOM O F MOVEMENT,
T H E N EVE IS H I N D E R E D I N F R E E D O M OF IMAGINATION.
An ominous reversed pentagram shines with a red light above the head
of the Astral God-Baphomet, just between his horns. You already know
the meaning of that symbol.
However, for us at this moment a problem comes foremost: how can
both of them set themselves free from their tragic slavery at the feet of
Baphomet ? How to re-join themselves into the primary, powerful A N D ROG Y N E ? To those who are acquainted with our Hermetic philosophy and
symbols, the card of the Fifteenth Arcanum itself gives the answer.
Firstly, the matter of the globe must be subtilized; then it will cease to
divide both parts of the Androgyne, now separated into M A N and
W O M A N . Together as a unit, Adam and Eve will dominate Baphomet,
pull him to them, courageously enter into his organic life, raise themselves
reaching his horns, dematerialize them and go above, burning their
separate personalities in the fire of rising Unitarianism, visible above the
head of the Astral God.
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That is the way of Reintegration for those who despise the heavy chains of
the lower part of the picture, and who arc not afraid to accept upon themselves, the cu~nbersomeimage of that winged, androgynous monster. This
was the path of the Knights Templar, storming Heaven in order to escape
the narrow abyss of the Earth. Jt is necessary to study diligently the constitution and structure of Baphomet himself.
We already know, that those desiring to dominate him must first subtilize
the matter of the globe, which interposes itself between man's acitvity and
his sensitiveness: in other words, they must become conscious of the illusory
character of the material world, and learn to despise the obstacles encountered on the path to perfection.
Let this globe be subtilized, let it become so transparent that your activity
can see intuition and vice versa. What then? Further, there is the Cube of
Adaptation, which is the ability to adapt oneself to the environment in
which one is operating. We should never forget, that the 'Cube of
Adaptation' is at the same time, the 'Cube of Authority' (see Fourth
Arcanum).
Now we can proceed. On the cube sits the Androgyne himself, the
re~resentativeof the signs of the F O U R E L E M E N T S , and subsequently
-.
- the ruler of the four Hermetic virtues, now well known to you. The globe
of the Earth is under the feet of the Androgyne; fish scales, symbolizing
water, cover his abdomen; wings representing air, are behind his shoulders,
and fire rises to Heaven from the fiery pentagram above his head. Above are
the four Hermetic virtues, while the sphere of F I R E belongs to the Great
Metaphysical Ternary.
So, in Baphomet we find a higher (3) and a lower (4) sphere of the
~ i-c- t u r eof the Great Arcanum. But special emphasis is placed on the
figure in the middle sphere (2) of that image.
The right arm and hand of the Androgyne are M A L E and bear the
inscription ' S O L V E ' (meaning to decide, cut off, dissolve). The hand
points to the bright crescent of the new moon on the right side of the
figure (not as in a mirror). The left arm and hand of Baphomet are F E M A L E , and on them we see ' C O A G U L A ' (to solidify, condense). They
point towards the dark crescent of the waning moon, on the left side of
the figure, or on the C U B E itself, as is shown on our card. The waning
moon is placed below and the female hand points downwards to it. The new
moon is above, and the male hand points upwards to it.
Baphomet has female breasts. On some cards there is a double caduceus
growing from the figure's groin, and its serpent-like heads reach to
Baphomet's solar plexus.
It is hard to find elsewhere more indications about the arcanum of the
double astral vortex (tourbillon) and its applications, than is on the card
of the Fifteenth Arcanum of the Tarot.
But 15 = 60 = 6. Therefore the Fifteenth Arcanum must be connected
with the understanding of the problem of good and evil, with the problem of
T W 0 ways. If the head of the caduceus opposite the solar plexus suggests
to us the thought about ascension of the Tree of Life (Sephira Tiphereth),
then in the whole figure there must be a hint on the fateful Tree of howledge
L
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qf Goodattd Evil. Look attentively on the Astral God. He has a goat's head,

whose horns, ears and beard fit perfectly into the reversed pentagram.
Therefore it is the A S P E C T O F E V I L , which might be connected with
the figure. But turn your attention to other particulars: the Ternary of the
torch dominates the binary of the horns. It is the normal evolutionary
pentagram which should appcar in the mind of a kccn occultist, initiated
into the Tarot's philosophy. But for those who are not, there is the reversed
fiery pentagram between the goat's horns.
Why does Baphomet have goat's legs? Because they stay on the cube,
placed on the globe. 'The creators of the Tarot wanted to remind us, that
the globe is necessary for us as a point of support, only because of our
(humanity's) downfall, as symbolized by the perverted (goat's) interpretation of the pentagram.
Why are the legs crossed, so that the righf hoofis on the left side of the
globe, and the left hoof on the right side? It is a simple hint on the mirrorlike transmission of the astral visions into the language of physical sight.
People not well-trained in the quick transmission of astral clichks, obtained
by them through the sixth sense, often describe their impressions as if seen
in a mirror. Clairvoyants and somnambulists in their visions of far off
things always speak about the objccts which are actually on the right, as
being placed on the left, and vice versa. Exteriorization of the Prophet
Ezekiel which gave him the clichC of one of the Hermetic Quaternaries,
made him interpret this pentacle as seen in the mirror-like reflection, and
not in the direct vision. The same can be said about the Quaternary of St
John the Apostle. Only those who give themselves long training in contemplation of the astral clichks get the habit of interpreting them in their
normal positions in relation to the physical world.
All of the aforesaid shows us that the figure of Baphomet in the Fifteenth
Arcanum is the picture of the full constitution of the A S T R A L T O U R B I L L O N , with explsnations of the upper metaphysical Ternary, as well
as of the character of the transmission of astral clichCs downwards (the
crossed goat's legs). The arcanum has the misty name of Typhon only
because in the normal Tarotic image of the threegreat septenaries, thearcana
are arranged in order of their dcnsity, that is the triangles of the Archetype,
Man and Nature.
As I have used (in accordance with the contemporary Tradition of Hermetism) the name of Baphomet, I should give more explanation about this
fact. The word B A P H O M E T read by the method of notarikon is:
T E M O H P A B , that is Templi Omnium Hominum Pacis Abbas which
means 'the Priest of the Ternple of Peace for all Men', if read as in Hebrew,
from right to left. The Knights Templar used this termfor theindividualized
astral tourbillon, which actually, if skilfully directed, could lead men to the
way of inner peace and self-perfectioning. We should not forget, that the
Knights Templar dreamed about the creation on Earth of a kingdom of
Peace and Union of all nations, and for that aim they directed all the
means and powerful currents of their Astral Chain (Egregor).
The description of Baphomet's figure has not been taken from the
Knights Templar's tradition, for agents of the Inquisition in the time of
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Pope Clement Vth destroyed every picture of it, so that nothing remained.
Instead, the basis for the Fifteenth card of the Tarot has been the Great
Androgyne from the picture by Kunrath, as its symbolism is almost
identical with Baphomet.
In order to reflect in your mcntal conception the image of the Astral God
as exactly as possible, I believe it is necessary to quote here more of the
text of the Emerald Tablets, following that used in the Sixth Arcanum.
PATER E l U S EST SOL, M A T E R EIUS L U N A ; PORTAVIT
ILLUD VENTUS I N VENTRE S U O ; U N T R I X EIUS T E R R A
EST.
PATER O M N l S TELESMI TOTIUS M U N D I EST HIC.
VIS E I U S I N T E G R A E S T , ST V E R S A F U E R I T I N
TERRAM.
SEPARABJS T E R R A M AB I G N E , SUBTILE A SPISSO,
SUAVITER, CUM MAGNO INGENIO.
ASCENDIT A TERRA I N COELUM, ITERUMQUE
DESCENDTT I N T E R R A M .
E T RECIPIT VIM S U P E R I O R U M E T I N F E R I O R U M .
The translation is :
His father is the Sun, his mother the Moon, the wind bore him in its
womb and the Earth was his nourishcr. In him is the source of every form
in the whole universe. His power is complete if it is turned to the Earth.
Thou wilt separate Earth from Fire, the subtle from the dense, quickly
and with great ability. He goes from Earth to Heaven and returns again to
the Earth, and receives force from higher and lower sources.
The traditional commentary ill be, according to Prof. G. 0. M.: 'He
(Baphomet) is born accordillg to the great Gnostic Law, from the union of
a certain active Yod and certain passive He, exactly corresponding to that
Yod. He vampirizes the world's enkironment and takes as his point of
support the most dense creatures.
'He forms a double current, the ascending part of which has its point of
support in the power of creation, and the descending one, in the point of
gravitation to the higher metaphysical principles.'
This may be considered as one of the matters for meditation belonging
to the Fifteenth Arcanum. From the first superficial look it does not seem to
bring any new elements into your former store of knowledge. But, think
deeper about it, about the combination of symbols of the great Androgyne
and you will find the solution to many enigmatic problems of the mystery
of realization. Tradition does not permit of more explanations in the
matter, as they have no value except for tlie one \?. ho has discovered them
personally by his own effort. Medicine will not work unless you swallow it
yourself, instead of listening to how another did it.
LESSON
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The time has now arrived for the beginning of the arithmological analysis
of this arcanum.
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+

Equation No. 102: 15 = 1
14
The Divine Essence (1) directs deduction (14); tlircc-plane Man (1) who
undertakes the problem of harmonizing his astrosotne (14).
Active Nature (1) leads its development (14) to the exact numerical
meaning.
All these three interpretations of Equation No. 102 give us an excellcnt
image for directing the arcanum Samech (XVth) from above, acting on the
most refined organs of its ganglionic system. To competent occultists this
picture has appeared so full and charming, through its universality, that
it has tempted different kinds of initiates in the past, and probably does the
same in our own epoch, in the most secret circles of initiatory societies.
(1) Some have found in it the perspective of bliss through the contemplation
of that image alone, and so have arisen the schools of the ' C O N T E M PLATIVE UNION WITH NATURE'.
(2) Others have liked the idea of self-perfectioning through penetration into
its currents as a P A S S I V E O R G A N O F I T , and this has aKected a
part of the Indian schools (I am leaving the student to find out, which of the
Hindu occult schools belong to this type of contemplation).
(3) Still others have discovered the perspective of improving the social and
political systems of nations through the creation of a new system of ruling
those nations, based on the same pattern (1 t 14). To them belonged the
synarchists of China (until 1912), of India and of Western Europe. I am making a distinction between these three representatives because of the
historical changes which occurred in the meantime. Thc Chinesc, as a
mass, after their revolution, abolition of Empire and establishment of a
republic, recently transformed into totalitarian rule, can hardly still be
considered as 'seekers' of better forms of self-rule. They think that they have
already found it.
On the other hand, India and the West were, and still are, in the camp of
'seekers', that is they are still evolving in the framework of their present
political organizations, that is states.
A brief evaluation of these three currents may be advisable. If a separate
human self will tune itself to passive contemplation of the powerful picture
of Baphomet's currents, then--without being noticed-because of its stay
ia the magnetic field of that current, it will be harmoniously magnetized,
concluding peace with itself, and realizing the domination of the subtle
over the gross. In other words, such a contemplative mood in an occultist
will initiate him into the Seventh Arcanum without those hard efforts, which
usually occur when the initiate seeks the victory of the T H R E E over the
F 0U R in himself.
But the Seventh Arcanum concludes only the Discipleship of the Masonic
education. It is evidently not suficient to tune properly just the separate
C E L L O F T H E G R E A T P R O T O P L A S T (as every human being is,
consciously or unconsciously). There must also be exact knowledge of the
problems of other cells, if one has to associate with them in a right and due
way. An attempt is made to solve this second important problem by those
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Initiatory Schools, which teach their adepts thus: 'Let your meditation, in
the realrn of metaphysics, your astral exercises, and your behaviour on the
physical plane, E V E R Y H O U R , E V E R Y M I N U T E and E V E R Y
S E C O N D , reflect the idea: I A M A T P E A C E W I T H E V E R Y O N E
A N D WITH EVERYTHING; I T R Y T O WANT ONLY T H A T
W H I C H I S W A N T E D BY T H E E V O L U T I O N A R Y - T U N E D
C U R R E N T O F H U M A N I T Y . I WISH TO CONVEY ONLY
THAT WHICH DICTATES THE METAPHYSICS O F THE
A S C E N D I N G T R I A N G L E . I WANT T O DO O N L Y T H A T
W H I C H COLLABORATES WITH T H E ACCELERATION
O F MANIFESTATIONS BELONGING TO THE KARMA O F
NATURE.
'Briefly, I know firmly, that my task is to be a cog-wheel which transmits
exactly and truly the movements of the world's mechanism, and which does
not create friction in that mechanism because of its own personal fantasies
and desires.'
Such are the Schools of E V O L U T I O N A R Y N A T U R A L I S M .
But, apart from that Masonic HC, representing the aims of that organization, there is still the M A S T E R ' S I N I T I A T I O N , striving for the
creation of V A U , born from the duly magnetized Father and fed by the
duly naturalized Mother. Realization of such a V A U in the realm of the
world's policy creates the ideas and dreams of the so-called synarchists.
They have the vision of thc 'united states' of all cultured nations, directed
inside by the three great institutions: Spiritlral, Juridical and Economic.
The Spiritual Department would, say, generate the logic of the collective
deduction of united conceptions in the religious, philosophical, scientific
and orthodox masonic realms.
The Juridical Department would rule over t h e N A H A S H of national
and personal strivings and desires, creating laws, whose aims would be the
harmonizing of those desires, so ensuring permanent peace on the planet
and the outstripping of all breaking of laws.
The Economic Department should rule over the possessions of scparate
persons and whole nations, in order to hold humanity's prosperity at the
best level, allowed by the Fatum (Fate) of the given epoch. This institution
would operate through the full understanding of the principle of the reversibility of values.
Some might object: in logic there is often the choice of the Jirst precursor. In the problem of adjustment of requests there is also the choice of
different legal principles. The application of the theory of probability to
the question of rotation of values allows us the choice between several
different combinations.
The synarchists would answer: Yes! Every organism necds its monad,
endowed with will-power, in order to make a decision in dubious cases.
For this, as the Head of the Spiritual Institution there should be a Patrix c h ; for the Juridical a Monarch, and for the Economic a lcading or
senior Economist.
I have spoken here about synarchy only to give you a general view of the
influence of the Contemplative Natural School on minds, occupied with
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politics. Those who are interested in thc role of occult conceptions in the
matter of politics are recommended to study the works of St Ives d'Alveydre,
still available from some Parisian bookshops.
Eqtration No. 103: 15 - 14
1
A ready deduction (14) of the teachings of the given epoch may strangle
the intuition of the Divine Essence (I) in Man.
It is thc formula of the sad atheism, which was active in the eighteenth
century, on the grcunds of pseudo-scientific research. There is no need
to speak much about this current of the past, although it still counts a
number of representatives in our own time. Fortunately, the majority of
leading thinkers havc ccased to support this negative current.
A ready-made, standardized, but false harmony of an undeveloped
society (14) may limit and suppress the reasonable, highly directed and
practical strivings of a separate self (1) which willingly agrees to the
slavery of the morale of that epoch. It is also a not too bright picture of
freshly appearing impulses in humanity, which give birth to chaotic currents
even in contemporary literature. Because of this we find the book markets
flooded by so many unacsthetical and openly pornograhpic creations, by
men who are even talented, but who have weak wiil-power.
The general impetus of the processes of transformation in Nature (14)
is the measure of its creative means (I). Te is the formula of dry determinism
in the realm of physical phenomena, which, with a little extension, might
lead men to pure fatalism. This may allow us to live another dozcn or so of
unncccssary years, on account of economized fluids, resulting in security
and lack of energetic manifestations of our will; but history clearly shows,
that such fatalism, deprived many nations of individual life, to say nothing
about the forlorn talents or separate selves.
Equatiotz No. 104: 15 =-- 2 + 13
To know the mysteries of the Divine Substance (2), to accept it as a basis
for mcditation, adding to it the mystery of Tmmortality (13) of metaphysical
principles, means to dominate fully the logic of the world OLAM H A
A Z T L U T H (15).
To know the mysteries of human sensitiveness (2) and the mystery of
the reincarnation of souls (13) means to dominate the powerful serpent
Nahash in its realm of activity against humans (15).
To rule over the synthesis of the arcana of already created Nature (2),
that is over all the phenomena present in the epoch and to add to this
knowledge the ability of possible transformations of energy (13) would
mean full acquaintance with the working mechanism of Fate in Nature (15).
Equation No. 10-7: 15 -- 13 4-2
To seek after the permanent metaphysical principle (13) and to come to
the ,feeling of the Substance (2) is proof of the possession of logic in the
S E C O N D F A M I L Y (15).
By way of incarnation (13) to come to the subtle feeling (2), which is the
characteristic of the astrosomc incarnate so many times, means to become
initiated into the mystery of N A HAS H (1 5 ) concerning its function in the
astral world.

+
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To seek the understanding of Nature through the way of transformation
of energy (13) and to be convinced, at the end, about the necessity for
concentration on previously realized creations (2) as points of support for
these transformations, again means the realization of Fate's action in Nature
(15).

+
+

12
Equation No. 106: 15 = 3
3
Equation No. 107: 15 = 12
The great words of the Emerald Tablets tell us, that Baphomet (15)
comes from the mctaphysically creativc Heaven (3) to the zodiacially
materialized Earth (12); from recognition of the Gnostic Law of Creation
(3) to understanding of the Principle of Sacrifice (12), and from Divine
Nature (3) to the mystery of the Logos's Incarnation (12). Realize these
words in one's heart, not forgetting that the same powerful ClJ R R E N T
also goes the reverse way, that is from Earth to Heaven, and you will
understand the true face of the Fifteenth Arcanum, one of the most controversial in thc whole pack of the Tarot. I believe that thc student, who, in
his Hermetic endeavour, has come to this arcanum, long ago realized that
the '~infolding' of the arcana in the arithmologicai way is a matter for
occultists who have attained considerable experience and degree of devclopment. To such our equations will bring valuable material for their own
meditations; but for those who are not yet sufficiently prepared, the
unfolding process will seem like cumbersome mental operations, often
without apparent sense. It cannot be helped. The most advanced equations
of Albert Einstein speak little to insufficiently gifted mathematicians.

In this lesson we have to continue the analysis of the Fifteenth Arcanum of
the Tarot. If we understand ~ t meaning,
s
then we may say that, for example,
the Old Testament was given to the Patriarch Abraham by God; but from
the other side, it was magnetically attractedby the conscious search of Abraham himself. God docs not speak to those who are not ready to listen to
Him. This is one of the axioms of Hermetism.
If the laws which govern the multiplying of human bodies on this Earth,
because of the necessity for many selvcs to bc incarnate, invokes our
charity, then, in reverse, practical charity will stimulate our ability to understand the brotherhood of all souls.
If the prolific emanations of Venus-Urania were coagulated on the
physical plane into the densely material phenomena of the Zodiacal Cycle,
then simple knowledge of the visible yearly movement of the Sun would
induce human nations to f o l l o ~the great principle of the Hierarchic Law
and for the unitarian formulation of all patterns belonging to the normal
creation.
Tquation No. 108: 15 = 4 1 11
Equation No. 109: 15 - 11 A 4
The form (4) and the invincible force (1 I) of the Metaphysical Triangle
create our logic (1 5).
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Authority (4) joining itself to the Chain ( I l ) , contains all the impulses
which we can produce in the realm of form (15) (in the astral plane).
Preparalion of the surroundings (4) according to the mysterious principles, which we call the 'Forces of Nature' (1 1) u n ~ e i to
l us the manifestations of Fate (15).

E X T E R I O R I Z A T I O N I N G E N E R A L ! This warning has a n uncompromising character, and you ought to understand why.
The factor ,rllicA carries your consciousness into the utterly new and
usually dangerous environment, as happens in exteriol-ization, must first
be well defined, M U S T R E A L L Y E X I S T . You cannot enter into a
new world without having formed a good vehicle for that purpose. Every
reasonable mind will agree with this.
D o not try to invultuate anybody, if you are still powerlcss in thc clear
imaginatioil and understanding of the influence of that operLtion, and if
your ability is limited only to the imagination of the theoretical possibility
of influencing magically. Otherwise the result will be deplorable for such
a n unripe magician.
D o not try t o build any tlzeurgic operation, if all you know and see, are
only the rcady-made patterns of the prayers of other rnen, and if you can
only repeat such prayers with your lips, without praying with your H E A R T
and without condensing its mysterious sounds. Briefly, d o not perform
such a n operation if you have never heard the roar of your own Hermetic
Lion. You have to realize, that the responsibility always rests with the
operator, who was warned about the dangers.
Do not draw foreign pentacles, if you do not feel that they are pictures
o n your 0 W N contemplation; if the Kabbalistic signs of these pentacles
d o not symbolize the organs of your own astral body to you clearly, and if
you d o not feel their limits, like fcnces, built from your own active fluids.
If you are a n occultist, then you will know what I mean. True, scientifically
performed magic operations need no less efforts and ability than is required
from a famous surgeon, when performing the most delicate and skilful of
operations o n a human body, to save, but not to destroy its life.
I repeat, your own weak Kabbalah is still better than the best possible
one which belongs to another person, and not yet cxpericnced, studied and
lived through.
Better a senseless sentence, considered by you, in ignorance as a mantram, than the most learned counting of Kabbalistic elements. which were
neither understood nor meditated upon by yourself.
This is the knowledge enclosed in the unfolding of the Fifteenth Arcanum
into 5 and 10.
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Equation No. 110: 15
5 - 10
Equation No. 111: 15 :- 10
5
Knowledge of Good and Evil (5) and an understanding of the Testament
(10) gives the full image of T.ogic (1 5).
Elaboration of the Pentagram (5) and the learning of the Kabbalah (10)
may be summed u p into the initiation of great Baphomet (15).
Religion ( 5 ) as a souvenir of Nature's past, and the ruthless World's
Mill (10) in the present time, will for111the proverbial F A T U M (Fate) in
the world of phenomena (1 5).
We will pay special attention to this equation, in its second (plane of
Man) and third (plane of Nature) applications.
Now you will sce the serics of instructions, which have a purely occult
character. They are valuable for those who well know psychology and its
Hermetic interpretation.
If you want to produce in some system the state of equilibrium, using
the inantram A K (Enlesh), then you must first live through your own
stage of metaphysical libration; then the stage of Hermetic balance, and
finally the stage of karmic reaction. If you experienced all this incompletely, o r only o n one side, then the effects of your operation will also be
incomplete and imperfect.
If you chose the Great Nome 1 2 3 (Yod-HC-Vau-Hi) as a dynamic
manifestation of your will, then the effect itself will show clearly, just how
much and how you really did consolidate and strengthen in your own life,
that great principle of the Gnostic Formula.
Suppose that in your lifetime you are a plagiarist, then your mantram
may not give the effect which you tried t o think through, but other effects
imposed by the pentagrammatic elements (that is other men) of the
environment in which you live.
Suppose that you carelessly accept and wrongly attend to o r nurse some
borrowed ideas, then the picture of manifestation will be incomplete o r
unfinished.
If, for example, your V A U is weak (that is the ability to realize in
practice what you accept in theory), then the current you try t o create will
be formed, but it will be po~c~erless.
If your S E C O N D HC is weak, then the operation performed can
apparently be a very showy one, but it cannot be a basis for any serious
realization. This will be only a 'stra,z~,fire'o r a flash of will-power, a fire
which is quickly extinguished and leaves no trace.
Do not try to exteriorize yourself'into the astral if as yet you have not
experienced any individual form of consciousness, I N D E P E N D E N T
O F I T S P H Y S I C A L S H E L L . F o r that process (described in former
lessons) must be Y O U R E X T E R I O R I Z A T I O N , but N O T A N

+

+
+
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Equation No. 112: 15 -. 6
9
Equation No. 113: 15 -- 9
6
The Law of Analogy (6) and Higher Protection (9) ensure pure and
efficient Logic (15) by the choice of starting points, when applying that law.
Freedom of Will (6) and traditional lnitiation (9) ensure domination over
one's own passions and the making use of similar passions in others (IS).
Knowledge of environment (6) and circumspection (9) ensure the right
choice of the moment, favourable from the point of view of Fate (15).
These are simple but deep truths which d o not need any special commentary.
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Equation No. 114: 15 = 7 + 8
Equation No. 115: 15 = 8
7
Victory (7) of ideas over form, and cognition of the Law of Libration (8)
related to the World's Scale, make the logical thinking of the adept (15)
secure.
Victory (7) over oneself and knowledge of relative laws (8) allow of the
exploitation of the passions of others (I 5).
Knowledge of the Law of Property (7) and the Law of Revenge (8) are
synonymous with an understanding of Fate's role in life (1 5).
These unfoldings end the theoretical analysis of the Fifteenth Arcanum.
We will now pass to the practical application of its principles, which is
divided into two parts-passive and active.

+

A. Passive States
Passive states realized because of an understanding of the Fifteenth Arcanurn mean :the adjustment and tuning-up of currents in our astrosome, which
direct the functions of its ganglionic system. In this tuning process, a
Hermetist tries to harmonize these currents with the vibrations of currents
from outside, which have a larger amplitude, that is are more energetic
and subtle.
Imagine the whole astral plane as a living being, and obscrve all transformations which take place in it, as manifestations of the O N E L A R G E
O N E - P L A N E O R G A N I S M . This is a practical instruction which
gives you the starting point.
Now, this living entity will be in our case, just Baphomet, as taken from
the Knights Templar's teachings. It is the astrosome of the M A C R O C O S M , with added astrosomes belonging to pentagrammatic beings of
evolutionary, involutionary and neutral types, which do not enter into
Malkuth (that is, are apart from the physical world at the time).
On the other hand, clearly imagine your own astrosorne, as an astral
M I C R O C O S M , ruled by your mental consciousness and operating the
arcanum of adaptation. Now it depends on you, to tune your astrosome on
a given amplitude of vibrations. The size of the human astral scale is
unlimited in the evolutionary direction; but of course, long exercising is
needed, in order to tune it to a very high tone. Such exercises may extend
over many incarnations.
On lower tones your instrument may be tuned more easily; but this
direction has its limits and cannot be continued to infinity, as the limits, in
this case, are tones which belong to the maximum possible condensation of
fluids.
Our dense state of physical matter is not the most dense, for there are
still further sub-planes of it, which cannot even affect our senses, because
of their extreme condensation. Through these grossly materialistic realms
evolutions are passing with which we will normaily never come into contact.
To those of my readers, who are especially interested in such things, I
can recommend the famous book by Paul SCdir, Initiations, in which is
given much amazing information about the non-human dwellers of the
universe.
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To enter into contact with some organ of Baphornet means to tune one's
astral resonator, or better, the whole system o i such resonators, to the
scale of that organ. This can be a veryjne one (as, for example, the Egregor
of the Reintegrated Brethren of the Rose
Cross in its subtle astral
constitution). It can also be of a middle type (for example, a synthetic cliche
of a definite current in the arts). The lower type may be conceived of as a
deceitful clichC of the Egregor belonging, say, to a Chain of Satanists.
I would like to mention here, that Hermetism agrees with the classical
biblical definition of 'Father of Lies' given to the personiJication of evil,
that is Satan or the Devil, for the ultimate evil is none other than the ultimate lie, negation, unreality.
Here a question usually arises: How can it be that something which is a
lie, negation, non-existence can influence even pentagrammatic beings so
strongly and deceive them, bringing to them, as a consequence, errings and
suffering ?
The true answer would be purely individual: ask yourself W H Y in this
life do you like (sometimes, at least) to pursue ainis which you know to be
only temporary, mirage-like things?
Hermetism, as well as thc peak of Eastern occult philosophy, Advaita
Vedanta with its contemporary exponent, the late Great Rishi Ramana
(1879- 1950), both agree that the very cause of all evil is the desire for a
S E P A R A T E E X I S T E N C E , or simply egotism. On this being removed,
a man bccomes a Reintegrated Orze (in the Western Hermetic Tradition), or
a Liberated One (Jivanmukta in Vedanta).
If we go still further we will see, that both branches of High Occult
Science recognize the cause of such a dowwfall of Man as being his I G N O R A N C E (Avidya in the Eastern Tradition). Christ said the same:
' . . . know the Truth, and the Truth shall make you free.'

+

Naturally, such a tuning of our astral resonators for a desired tone
usually appears as a result of long and tedious work, affecting all the
additional separate problems, which must bc solved in that Ray. The testaments of Saints, genuine systems of Eastern and Western Yogas, and other
initiatory sources give enough instructions in that matter. Meditation, and
purification of consciousness leading to its separation from the material
shells are the cardinal means. 1 gave a complete system of such exercises
and theoretical exposition in Concentration.
Anyway, if the problem has been solved in this or another way, then
our astrosome appears as an element, stimulating the vibrations of the
corresponding Egregor's organ, in this case, of Baphomet himself. In other
words, our astrosome has become joined to a certain Egregor. In reverse, it
can also be said that the Egregor is vampirizing our astrosome.
But, which means do we possess to perform the above-mentioned
operations with our astrosome, its tuning, attachment to an Egregor, and
so o n ? Speaking exactly, there is only one proven means, that is the socalled monoideism. What is i t ?
If a certain idea is considered by us to be much more important than
another, then the creation of F O R M S corresponding to the F I R S T idea
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is much easier than for forms belonging to the second less important one.
If a certain idea is put into F I R S T place in the realm of our mental
activity, then the creation of the realizable tourbillons, according to the
above-mentioned law, becomes very easy and effectwe. We can say further
that: those of you who are initiated, or will attain Initiation corresponding
in this our epoch to that of the Knights Templar, will recogni~eto what an
amazing degree we are (and may be) all mighty in giving birth to those
chosen F O R M S .
The famous Indian occultist and mystic Swami Vivekananda was right
when he stated: 'A strong thought created by someone meditating far off
in a cave in India. or in a quiet room in a Western city can have repercussions anywhere on the planet.' This statement is only natural if we know
and accept that no energy is ever lost in Nature.
The contemporary Spiritual Giant, Sri Ramana Maharshi, who spent all
of a long life as a centre of spiritual radiations, inciting human beings to
seek after their own inner, true Self (Atman), has been responsible for
many of the currents arising among sincere seekers, although they might
never even have heard of the Master's name.
Anticipating what properly belongs to the Twenty-first Arcanum, I would
like to mention, that everything referring to ideas andforms, as stated before,
is equally valid for the next grade, that is to F O R M S and P H Y S l C A L
R E A L I Z A T I O N S , but with certain limitations in power. A key to these
limitations may be found in the Initiatory Degrees of Orthodox Masonry.
Anyway, our theme docs not belong to physical things, but to the astral
forms which are not outside us, but just inside the astral counterpart of
our own Microcosm.
So the method of application of monoideism leads to the establishment
of a certain aim or aims, putting them in F I R S T place until the attainment
is achieved on this or another plane. This is the essence of M O N O D E I S M . About its substance we know only what has been said in the
First Arcanum, referring to the creation of collective units or beings.
It is hard to avoid the remark, that monoideism is a close relative (nay
a brother!) of concentration. of that all-~owerfulart in everv form of
occultism and even spiritual paths. By concentrating oursclvcs on anything,
we simply give absolute preference to some thought or feeling (even a
physical act) before any other. Concentration, being the R O O T , is
perhaps the most exigent in its applications, more scientific than any other
occult practice, as you may see for yourself from any reliable course on
concentration.
Hermetism anticipates in its adepts a certain degree of the ability to
concentrate, and this refers to all the arcana in this book. The student will
do well if he always remembers this when trying to decipher some not-soeasy part of the present exposition.
The next step of monoideism will be the preparation of the astral
monoform, belonging to the monoidea given. This means that this astroform must be built from the cells of our own astrosome with the addition
of those astral organisms from outside, which we were able to vampirize
(or to use, which is the same). As cells, we will understand here the astral

currents or tourbillons. Tn some cases this addition may not be necessary.
Again, about thc izatlire of ~noizoideisl?zin relation to the Tarotic philosophy, it may be said, that I - I IS S I M I L A R 1'0 T H E N A T U R E
O F B A P H O M E T (see the last quotation from the Emerald Tablets,
Lesson 65). Jt means, that the current (whirlwind) of the monoform descends from the monoidea to its phys~calpoint of support, and being reflected
from it, ascends to the idea again, thereby supporting and fortifying that
monoidea, and directing its vibrations.
Now we may be able to realize the deep and practical meaning of the
breathing exercises so closely connected with the mental and astral formulas
for the desire to acquire certain abilities and moods (see lessons of the
Fifth Arcanum). The same has been told there about the methods of creation
(or generation) of the 'idea-forces'.
One of the tests most common and easily performed, which would show
one's real occult (not spiritual) development, is one's ability of conscious
actions in the astrosome while the physical body is asleep. When your
meditations-as recommended in this course-are beginning to advance,
your dreams gradually start to take a different shape. Instead of misty
events, apparently devoid of all sense and causality, we begin 1 0 remember
our activities on the astral plane. Firstly, they will be connectcd with our
earthly life and environment. We may 'see' or 'visit' our acquaintances or
distant places, known or even unknown to us from our experiences in the
waking state. All of them progressively bccame more clear and concise. We
may even remember the smallest particulars, such as clothes of persons
'seen', the time on clocks, our own attitudes, and so on, also wordsspoken
and heard in the astral world.
But the moment of passing through the thrcshold betwccn the waking
and dream states will still be enveloped in the veil of the unconscious pause,
or lack of any awareness at the time.
However, if wc continue our exercises in concentration and meditation
we may find some day (better to say some night), that we were able to
recognize our status while travelling in the astral space. It is a magic formula
like: ' I am now in my astral vehicle independent of my body, ~1zic.hlies
sontewhere down there on the Earth.' For an avcrage, untrained man the
first dawn of such consciousness, in so far unusual conditions, will invariably
bring an awakening from sleep, and so a compulsory interruption to our
astral experience; but if we are sufficiently trained, especially in the
solution of and meditation about the 'equations' appended to every
arcanum, then things may be different. Then we shall be able to P R E V E N T
any compulsory awakening, as was before, and we may continue, with utmost clarity, to remain consciously in our astrosome and ~ t surroundings.
s
We then become a being endowed with a D O U B L E life: One by day,
A N O T H E R by night, both fully L I V E D , and based on the continuous
awareness-I A M ! The ancient Graeco-Roman initiates knew well about
tliis mystery, and expressed it symbolically in the two-faced enigmatic
figure of the god JANUS. In recent times some modern occult schools
taught, and still teach, the techniques of that kind of astral awakening,
while still alive in the physical body.
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We may see that it is something different to astral exteriorization, as
mentioned in the Thirteenth Arcanum; it is not complicated and seemingly
more accessible.
The German occultist and writer, Gustav Mcyrink, referred to such a
'second life' of man in his books (see: The Green Face, Golem and The White
Dominican).
Hermetic Tradition gives more attention to the problem of a C O N S C I O U S passing from the waking to the dream state, and vice versa.
The best means which can be recommended, is the E F F O R T O F
HOLDING
CONTINUOUSLY - BEFORE
FALLING
ASLEEP-TO T H E F O R M U L A 'I A M ' trying to retain it until we
are in the astral plane, which here in plain language means bodily sleep,
but with full consciousness.
This effort requires, as does all occult activity, a certain power of
concentration, roughly corresponding to the first three series of Part 111
of Concentration. It is a very favourable condition for an occultist, who
becomes acquainted to pass from one plane to another, always being
conscious of his eternal ' I A M '. There is nothing better and at the same time
more harmless, than that magic formula, when it is fully understood by the
adept. It will guard him from all dangers and unexpected conditions.
More effort is needed in order to R E T U R N consciously from the
dreaming state to one's physical body, than from the waking state to the
astral plane. But both phases are feasible for those who K N O W what
they want, and who have a sufficiently firm power of decision.
I do not need to repeat, that this operation with the formula of ABS O L U T E CONSCIOUSNESS-'I
A M ' is another form of monoideism.

The passive form of telepathy is limited to the reception of outer impressions, such as light (figures), sound (sentences), smell (aromas), taste, and
touch; briefly all that our five senses in one or another way bring to our
consciousness. Apart from this, there are still many other telepathic impressions, moods and imagination, grief, joy, sstonishment, fear, desire to
perform some movement, to make a certain decision, all due to the astral
contact with the operator, who is far away from the person experiencing
these things.
The most valuable form of telepathic message is the seeking for a visual
image when contacting the operator, as well as an attempt to be exempt from
moral or physical suffering through the opcrator's influence. Here come the
transmission of ideas, of psychical force, of nervous force, and so on.
In all this process of wireless telepathy the whole problem is to tune the
astrosome ofthe passive person to the right reception of vibrations from the
active apparatus, which in this case is the operator's astrosome. This
problem is usually solved through the monoideism of the astral intercourse
at the time previously arranged. Often the contact may be made easier
through the imaginative work of the passive person's mind, who tries to build
an imaginary channel between the two, or a wire, or vision of the operator
as if 'visiting', and so on. Concentration in the form of monoideas in order
to receive a telepathic clichC may often be substituted by the simple phase of
passive concentration, transmitting to the operator the inner tuning through
the astral channel. Of course, that reception becomes easier as more experiences occur between the two people. If the form of normal relations
between the experimenters was, for example, that of disciple and teacher,
then the passive part will be greatly stimulated by this, and the reception in
the telepathic way will be much better and easier.
Psychometric exercises, as known to occultists, use the contact of the
astrosome with certain objects, so as to catch from the aura of such objects,
some clichds of astral influences, connected with them. The results of the
psychometric experiences are dependent upon the presence in the astrosome of the operator of vibrations similar to these clichCs.
That is why psychometry comes easier to persons with widely dispersed
interests, than to those who are working with considerable concentration
over some definite matters. But among advanced occultists and yogis there
are those who, despite their extremely concentrated lives, possess the
ability of quite a deliberate and controlled passive receptivity, which they
use when they want to practise some kinds of telepathy.
The student will find more practical material about the methods for
such development in Concentration.

The Sephirothic development of the picture of auto-suggestion (as given in
the Fifth Arcanum) is only a more particular method for the transfer of
monoideas through their sub-planes of existence. The analogy of the
nature of the monoform with that of Baphomet shows their common,
natural desire to F I L L THE V A C U U M O F T H E M O N O F O R M .
This is the secret and possibility of the creation of auto-suggestion, even
though not very concisely formed. The seeking after success again requires
attention being subsequently paid many times over so as to support its
vitality. This usually happens when the operator is not very experienced
in magic activities, for a regularly created monoform lives and develops in
itself, independently. Example: you may not even firmly believe that the
operation of auto-suggestion will be successful, and still the thing will be
done, provided that you do not consciously create any counter forms.
Everything said here about the application of the passive phases connected with the Fifteenth Arcanum is very important for elementary exercises in the passive form of telepathy, as well as in psychometric activity,
and still more important, when we allow ourselves to be magnetized by an
operator for curative or other purposes.
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The most important factor in the astral sensitiveness of a given astrosome
for receiving impressions from outside, is knowledge of the laws governing
the submission of a human will to that of another and vice versa.
The French psychologist Dr Charcot completed a series of experiments,
very conscientiously, but too superficially. He recognized only three
phases as follows :
( 1 ) Lethargy, the outer signs of which are: elasticity of the patient's limbs;
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lack of control over them, and rhythmical deep breathing. Briefly, very
similar to deep sleep.
(2) Catalepsy with its outer signs of cxtrcmc strain on muscles; stiffness of
limbs, neck and torso. All parts of the body tend t o preserve positions
artificially imposed on them. The sight is directed to one point, which can
be imposed by the operator, and there is inability to hear even very loud
talking. T o sum up, a picture of complete separation of the patient from
the outer physical world.
( 3 ) Somnambulisnz with clairvoyance: thc outer signs arc: the patient
replies to questions, talks with himself, but cannot realize where he is.
Sometimes he feels himself t o be in quite a distant place, and sees what
happens there; often, according to the operator's will he transfers his
consciousness elsewhere. He submits himself to the will of the operator,
fulfilling his orders not only in the limits of his somnambulistic state, but
also afterwards, at a time as indicated by tlie magnetist. Tn such cases the
paticnt is not conscious of what he is doing, acting impulsively and losing
sensitiveness and any criterion about real impressions. Not only will he
perform everything ordered, but he will see non-existent things and hear
words never spoken. He may also consider himself to be another person,
and then will act according to the change of personality.
You should also know, that in a case where activities ordered by the
hypnotist are very nonsensical or of a criminal nature, we may then
observe a fight of the patient's pentagram with the controversial suggestion,
which may end in its non-performance. Actions performed under such
hypnotic suggestion may or may not be remembered according to the will
of the operator.

are two phases in this state. The first one is when the patient rcceives
impressions from sources different to that of the operator's person. He
describes these as being rather unpleasant. For example, when touching
another pcrson, the paticnt says that he or she is built differently from
himself and is therefore unpleasant to him.
In the second phase, the patient is simply unable to perceive anything
not connected with the will of the magnetist-operator. He does not hear a
piano on which a foreign person is playing; but if the opcrator presses his
hand to the ear of the magnetized person, the latter is inlnlediately able to
hear the music. Tn general in this state, tlie patient needs the help of the
opcrator in order cven to scc the objects in the room. Light irritation of
his skin, if inflicted by the operator is pleasant, but similar actions by
other persons cannot be felt or are disturbing. In both phases the patient
is quite happy in his new state and does not wish to abandon it. Under such
conditions patients are generally able to judge about the intensikeness of
the magnetist's fluids, their polarization, and the colours of the positive
and negative currents of these fluids.
(8) Letharxy, not very deep, pulse weakened, as well as muscular reactions.
(9) Stare of Syniyatky by contact in which as before, the patient feels himself
to be only in contact with the operator and persons touched by him. But,
if one of these persons fecls pain or wcakncss, the magnetized one immediately begins to feel the same, being unable to discover the cause of
these feelings, or their relationship to the physical organs.
(10) Lethargy, again not very profound.
( 1 1 ) The State o f Lucidity: apart from the abilities already described, the
patient, in this state, becomes clairvoyant, so that he can see the inner
conditions of persons who remain in contact with the operator. He may give
quite a right diagnosis of sickncss or faults In the intcrnal organs, using a
comparison with his own as a starting point. Moreover, in this state he
also has psychometric abilities, accurately describing who among the persons in contact with him, had touched a ccrtain object.
(12) Lethargy.
(13) The State o f Sytnpatliy at a rlistcnce: the same phenomena as in the
State of Lucidity, but without the necessity of the operator touching the
patient.
The ability to acccpt suggestion appears in phase No. 1. It increases,
reaching its peak in No. 3, then gradually declines and finally disappears
in phase No. 7. That is what clinical experience tells us about the tuning
of a patient's astrosomc to that of the opcrator.
One point needs to be stressed. The tunitzg of the patient's astrosome to
that of the operator is usually a result or his effort of will. On one hand this
weakens the astrosome's ties with its physical body, and on thc other
with his mental consciousness. The first result appears as a progressive loss
of memory about the patient's normal conditions of lire already in the
State of Sympathy by contact, progressing into the State of Harmony. The
point of support in this incarnation becomes as if lost, the patient even
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The experiments of De Rorhas were more exact, who, through his
clinical experiences, multiplied the number of passive phases to thirtccn.
I will give them briefly in this lesson as they may be of interest to the
student.
(1) A State of Confidence on the side of the patient towards the operator,
who may be able, by a simple talk, to convince the patient of things, of
which otherwise he would never be convinced of by another person.
Disciples of a good master-teacher are usually in this statc.
(2) Lethargy, same as described by Charcot.
(3) Catalepsy, about which information has already been given. De Rochas
especially points out the inclination of the patient to repeat automatically
the operator's movements.
(4) Lethargy, similar to (2) but less deep.
( 5 ) Sornnambulisnz, as given by Charcot with its charactcristic manifcstations.
(6) Lethargy. still weaker than in (4), extremely similar to normal slccp
(but produced accord~ngto the will of the operator).
(7) The so-called State of Harnzony (French: 'Etat de Rapport') is a case of
typical tuning of the patient's astrosome to that of the operator. There
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forgetting his name and profession. Further results manifest themselves
in a limitation of the activity of the spirit (monad) in the realm of contacts. The weakening of ties between the spirit and the astrosomc is not so
evident as between the astrosome and the physical body, because logic is
still active in the patient, when other means of empirical cognition and life
are disappearing. The patient can hardly add two and three together, but he
still intelligently compares his organs with those of people placed in
contact with him.

Moreover, he can, under certain conditions (the well developed ability of
concentration, being the first anci most deciding quality), through the
steadiness of his scale of vibrations, accordingly tune even other astrosomes, closely related to him in the matter of their nature and constitution.
He can also attract into his Chain (Egregoric), astrosomes from his
environment, which are similarly tuned, although on a less frequent amplitude of vibrations. The larger the scale of the operating astrosome, the
more numerous will be the organs of Baphomet which are influenced
and involved, that is vampirized.
On the other hand, the wider the amplitude of vibrations in the astrosome of the operator, the further the influence of his vibrations may be
transmitted. In both cases, the astrosome is in a position to augment his
store of energy and consequently his realizable means. Here the parable
about the 'talents'--given to us by Christ-again finds confirmation.
So, in the work we have termed passive, we were joining the Egregors,
while in the active work it is as if we are 'creating' those Egregors.
Now we will analyse the active part of the application of the Fifteenth
Arcanum in operations, about which we have already spoken of as being
passive.
In T E L E P A T H I C suggestion the active partner (we often call him the
'operator') intensifies his vibrations in the related sphere, clearly imagining
the desired mood, picture, thought, and so on. Apart from that, he catches
and selects from the astral plane some beings of types akin to himself,
remagneti~esthem harmoniously, and forms a Chain from them, directed
by his Egrcgoric monoform of instruction.
Then he uses his own and his Chain's energy, and accordingly tunes the
astrosome of the patient (or subject of suggestion) ready for service, in
order to play his own melody on it. Baphomet then goes from above to
below, and from below to above, as was explained in the Sephirothic patterns of the double diabatic process of suggestion.
Support for such an operation may come from images or geometrical
figures, contemplated by the operator; his gestures, corresponding to the
moods transmitted; intense gaaing at a photograph of the subject (patient),
and so on.
For psychometric experiences it is important to tune ourselves to a
possibly larger scale or amplitude of the resonance belonging to that of the
cliches, which are likely to be encountered in the aura of the object.
Because of the accidental character of these clichCs, the operator must
develop sensitiveness to any impressions in himself. Tn other words, one
should provide his telephone with a good microphone.
And this is the aim of the active concentration which precedes any
psychometric intercourse with the objects.
In operations of active magnetism (odic forces, odic radiations) the
problem is not limited to the general desire for the success of the operation,
biit a most perfect application of the descending and ascending astral
currents is also required. This means the using of Baphomet's nature for the
filling of the vacuum which might occur during the uninterrupted building
of tourbillons. The operator must also refrain from engaging in any over

From this brief description of the passive astral assimilation of the
Microcosm, directed to a particular organ of Baphomet, we will now pass
to the processes of active applications belonging to the mysteries of the
Fifteenth Arcanum.

B. Active States
Before I pass to the active ones of occult tuning, a few particulars relating
to both states might be of interest to students. The abilities of psychometry,
telepathy and the sending of mental images and astral moods, are hidden
in the recesses of every human being. In some, these abilities are already
manifest, in others they are very close to that point, but imperfect development of corresponding cells in their brains prevents the immediate manifestation. In such cases-and they are much more numerous than people
usually believe--certain intervention accelerating the adaptation of the
brain's cells to the new faculties should be theoretically possible.
And it is also possible practically. In one of the occult circles, with which
I co-operated for several years, some experiments were made in the direction of the quick adjustment of the physical body to astral influences.
Accidentally I observed, that by massaging certain parts of the skull with
an electric vibrator, telepathy and the sending of astral clichCs became
much easier and steadier.
Then I checked this discovery with several members, without telling them
the true aim of the new treatment. The results were rather astonishing, for
reports showed that many successful 'astral wireless experiments' were
performed by those treated with vibratory massaging of the skull. However,
we decided to retain the secret just among our members, as none of us
wished to take the responsibility for the unavoidable misuse and wrong
application of these abilities, if they were divulged to a wider public without
discrimination. And so to this day, all the essential information regarding
the place on the skull (which is small and must be located exactly), length
of treatment, and the particular movements of the vibrator as well as its
power, is and will be accessible only through oral initiation, to those who
give the full guarantee of its right use.
The active influencing of Baphomet's organs, as mentioned in Lesson 68,
is based on the production of vibrations in consciousness, reflected in the
astral of the Microcosm. This Microcosm has the possibility to augment
the amplitude of his own vibrations, making them, say, more durable.
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adventurous actions. The more powerful the operator's astrosome is, and
the more it is exercised, the less details he needs t o picture i n the manifestations of his suggestions. From all of the aforesaid it is clear, that it is
an advantage to Icarrz cxactfj about all the elcnlcnts conrlccted 11,ith the
Sephirotizic creation of the entity endolzed with the operator's MYN. And
apart fro111that, to learrz attentively the astraljunctions directed by his own
emanations, the mental consciousness of whom works according to the
laws of deductive logic.
The student has certainly reali7ed from this lesson, that its contents are
principally suited to expcrienccd, practical occultists, and so will also be
the case with the next lesson, which is dedicated to the Hermetic cognition
of the astrosome of the person, who is trying to perform an active operation
according to the patterns of Baphomet. Exact understanding of the Sepliiroth is essential.

It is a method, used in magic as selfdefence, in the event of a sudden attack
by a man, or wild beast, and when physical means would be inadequate or
untimely.
It is called the 'throwing of astral balls', resulting in the paralysing of
the enemy, the damaging of his health or simply preventing him from
acting. The classical Kabbalah tells us what to do :
(a) Spare as much as possible of the N E G A T I V E fluids in the astral of the
right foot.
(b) To them add those negative fluids which the androgynous solar plexus
and secondary ganglions of the left side of the body can supply.
(c) In that way try to concentrate as much as possible of the normally
polarized fluids in both hands.
(d) Add the store of the negative fluids belonging to thc left hand to that
already concentrated in (a) and (c).
(e) Then throw all of this against the enemy through the finger-tips and
palm of the left hand.
As you may see, the fluids will be of condensed typcs and their attack will
derange and hold the foe. The ancients used this method in order to stop
an attacking animal (like a bull or a lion) or a man who had raised his
hand against them. In modern magic the proceeding is usually further
fortified by the negative fluids of Binah. The left eye and left eyelid are
chosen as the point of launching. These 'modern' astral bullets are very
durable in action and may give the enemy a headache, temporary physical
collapse, or a nervous disorder.
Having spoken about the astral side of the operation, I will now explain
the physical conditions, which would ensure the operator a better and more
efficient basis for processes for the use of emanations, as given above.
So, for a magnetist, moderation in food and in the use of all exciting or
intoxicating matters is recommended, and in the measure of possibility, to
limit sexual life. Also to exercise, often and systematically in the od's
radiation, even on 'dead' objects, if there are no patients at the time.
The operator should get sufficient sleep and be in conditions which prevent
nervous excitement and feelings of dissatisfactioll or pessimism.

A pentagrammatic division of the fluids in man was given in the Fifth
Arcanum, and in the Tenth Arcanum it was developed into the decimal
Scphirothic System. Now the full picturc takcs the following form:Sephira Kcflzer corresponds to the part of the face over the base of the
nose. Its fluids are of the type 'N' (neutral).
Sephira Chocrnak corresponds to the right eye being subtle emanations
of a positive character (+).
Sephira Binah corresponds to the left eye being emanations of a negative
character (-).
Sephira Cl~esedor Gedulah corrcsponds to thc most condenscd fluids on
the male right hand (+).
Sephira Pechad or Geburah corresponds to similar fluids of the left hand

(-1.

Sephira Tipheretk corresponds to neutralized fluids of the solar plexus (N).
Sephira Netzalz corresponds to the store of negative fluids in the right
foot (-). I have used the word 'store' because we are seldom consciously able
to emanate from our feet, but in them we usually retain emanations for use
in other centres through the androgynous knots of the middle part of the
Sephirothic pattern.
Sephira Hod corrcsponds to the positive store in the left foot (in the
male astrosome (f)).
Sephira Yesorlcorresponds to emanations of the sexual organs, generally
speaking accepted as androgynous (N) in theory; but in practice they always
show a preponderance of plrls (+) o r minus (-1.
Sephira Malkutll being physical in its essence, represents the whole
separate world of dense matter; therefore it cannot bc stabilized or defined
as actually
or '-'. Sometimes it is positive (in certain rare periods of
life) but often it is negative, and even androgynous in the periods of transition between the epochs in cvolution.
Here is an example, which although brief, seems to be useful, but requires
study over each statement, if it is to be truly understood by the student.

'+'

The next kind of active influence by the environment is given to us by
Hermetic Tradition in the form of the vampirizing of that environment
through thc introduction of more numerous elements for the disposal of
the operator himself. Here the current is tuned by the operator, but is
formed according to the image of Baphomet. Otherwise, this current
would have no vitality, and would not penetrate into the whole astral
organism as one of its component organs. As we will see in the Seventeenth
Arcanum, each organ of a living unit is a certain reflection of the whole.
Without this thesis comparative anatomy would be impossible. Without it
there would be no analogy as exists between the Macrocosm and Microcosm. For here our foremost problem is: T O M A K E O U R C U R RENT IMlTATE THAT O F THE W H O L E O F BAPHOMET.
We cannot suspect the mental principles of egoistic motives, which by
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condensation on their peripheries, give birth to the world's astral tourbillon
-Baphomet. This means that the small tourbillon of your being must also
have possibly unselfish and idealistic motives. Some may say that this is
very difficult, because for every influence exercised by the separate individuality there is attached a certain amount of interest, as a result of the
will-current used for the creation of the tourbillon. This is so! Nevertheless,
if the condition of the unselfish Y 0 D, being the root of the operation, is
not fulfilled, your tourbillons will have only very short-lived vitality. On
the other hand, their lifetime will be prolonged to the measure that your
unselfishness grows. This is the L A W , and nothing can change it, whether
we like it or not.
Put the astral experiences on a purely mystical basis and their results will
be very durable ones; but take some scientific intentions as a basis, and then
the results will be less long-lived. If philanthropic altruism comes into
play, the tourbillons are again less vital. The astral egotism in relation to
one's family will be very short-lived and the tourbillon cannot always be
created. The personal materialistic egotism will definitely bring unsuccessful
results, and exceptions to this rules are extremely rare.
That is why persons, who try to apply their magic abilities in order to
gain material profit from them, not only get nothing, but compromise their
reputation as experienced occultists very heavily.
In Hermetic language I would like to stress, that the Olam ha Aziluth
was reflected as Olam ha Briah not because it was necessary for it, but only
in order to establish the diabatic process (see Lessons 33 to 36).
So you have to act and perform the operation without thinking about any
profit from it for you or your family, being directed solely by the idea of
the permissibility of that operation from the point of view of your C O N S C I E N C E . Consequently, it can confer innumerable benefits on you or
your relatives and friends, but that is another business which you dare not
A N T I C I P A T E when acting. It is important that the FT RST impulse
was a selfless one. In other words the Y OD must be pure. Naturally, the
more materialistic your operation, the less this warning will be valid, but
then the vitality of your activity will be progressively diminished.
Hence many are able to tell fortunes for moncy with fairly good results;
but magnetic cures need more selflessness, and the more serious the sickness, the more important it is for there to be a lack of any payment to
the magnetizer who tries to cure it. But to teach for money in the realm
of practical magic is a very problematic business.
With this we can conclude our mental construction of the C U R R E N T ,
called its 'Heaven' by Hermetists. It is time to pass on to the middle
branch. The operative methods used here are very difficult to express in
words; but mostly they nlust be dictated by the intuition of the operator.
His main instrument is imaginative power. The elasticity and concentration
of imagination gives him the same qualities in the forms created by the
effort of that imagination. Stability of thinking guaraiitees durability of
results. Imaginative power and the ability to use it arc, for a wcll-trained
occultist, the same as is the ability to form plastic matter (clay, wax, and
so on) into the products of a sculptor's genius. Realize, that astro-mental
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matter which is infinitely more plastic than all physical materials, responds
to the creative, imaginative effort of trained will-power just as clay responds
to the hands of a sculptor.
A ccrtain occult school, which has borrowed its ideas from the East, has
an axiom, that the 'creation of the universe is just an effort of imagination
of the Supreme Uniyue Being: its thought-form. And that the universe
exists only so long, as this effort lasts'. This is a relative truth, because: only
relative concepts can be expressed in the language of the mind.
For a Hermetist, apart from all the aforesaid, the rightly developed
power of creative imagination is also the formal recognition of his own
individuality, being the basis of the Unitarian philosophy, which comes to
us from thousands of years ago, through the Tarot's system of thinking
and initiation.
Briefly, the Unitarian conception is the condition of thc creating of the
U N I T A R I A N B A P H O M E T . Of course, there are a few secrets related
to the construction and use of the middle part of the astral currents in ourselves, as well as in Nature outside us. I have no right to speak about them
here, because they are a part of the second degree in the Knights Templar's
initiation. The same refers to the mystery of the physical elements, serving
as a starting point and support for these currents.
Surely every reasonable man will agree with such an attitude, for which
excuse would justify the placing of lethal weapons in the hands of irresponsible individuals or those of crowds? So long as the mass of humanity
in this prescnt epoch of its evolution continues to lead egoistic and selfish
lives, and even with its present limited means of doing evil, still does far
too much, so long would the revealing of methods by which vastly superior
forces can be subdued, be the most repulsive and harmful of crimes.
Some occult secrets are similar to weapons, which even an illiterate man
can wield. Examples are not difficult to find: give a New Guinea headhunter a good firearm, and he will immediately try to satisfy his thirst for
killing, as soon as he undcrstands the simple secret of loading, aiming and
pulling the trigger. He does not need any theoretical knowledge for that.
However, every true seeker, treading the path of traditional occultism,
supported by the authority of great Teachers of humanity, will devclop in
himself, through self-initiation, the so-called 'sixth sense'. This, together
with the power of human deductive logic, will lead him to the discovery of
those secrets, which properly speaking, are not 'secrets', but just THE
A R C A N A (see Lesson 1).
Now it is time for an explanation of those points of support on the
physical plane, which serve for astral operations and which are permitted
to be openly spoken of in print.
You already know about the thirteen consecutive phases of D E
R O C H A S ' S system, so we may now speak about their realization.
These thirteen phases are the results and the products of the transmission
of positivefluids from the operator to the patient (the subject of the operation). And what of the negativefluids, a curious student wili ask? He will
be reminded here to refer to Lesson 70 for the answer.
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In the clinical practice of de Rochas the consecutive phases from 1 to 13
were obtained by the placing of the operator's R l G H T hand on the
patient's face or top of his skull. In the reversed proceedings, that is
from phases 13 to 1, the same was done, but with the L E F T hand. This
was done with the co-operating people offering none or very little natural
resistance. With stubborn ones de Rochas acted firstly with his left hand,
so as to produce three negative phases:

(C)The sphere of circulation of the fluids belonging to a particular man (in
this case, the operator), as was shown above.
In all cases the passive person, or the patient as we have called him, has
a clear inclination to imbibe thepositice fluids, which give us a hint about the
astral instinct of self-preservation, which prevents Man from introducing
anarchy into his astrosome, by the acceptance of negative fluds.

(1) Excitability
(2) Faintness of limbs
(3) General paralysis.
The last phase impressed the operator so strongly, that he did not continue any further, and was satisfied with this conquest of the resistance.
It is important to observe the following: the placing of the right hand on
the patient's face is not the only means supplying him with positive fluids.
The same results will be produced:
(1) By putting the patient into a chain of men in contact with one another.

(2) By the patient's submission to the operator's circulating fluids. There are
many methods for this among which I will mention only: the operation with
the C E N T R A L L O O K ; a special attack on the Chocmah of the patient
(fixation of his right eyelid, especially the extreme end of the eyelashes a t
the far corner of the right eyelid); holding the patient's left hand in thc
operator's right, and his right in the operator's left; good results are obtained by the holding of the patient's right thumb in the operator's left hand
and vice versa; the usual passes (magnetic strokes) from the head to the
lower part of the abdomen; also standing behind him with crossed hands
which are moved from the top of the skull down the neck and lower still
to the waist; the holding of both of the patient's thumbs in one's left palm,
and simultaneously making quick passes from abovc to below (head to
abdomen), and finally a combination of all of the foregoing methods.
(3) A direct suggestion to the patient (in his presence or at a distance)
ordering him to accept the positive fluids.
(4) By putting the patient into more direct contact with the fluids of the
World's Baphomet through a partial weakening of the ties between his
(the patient's) mental element and the astral one, or of the astral with the
physical. The.first can be reached by ordering the patient to meditate intently
on mystical or very abstract philosophical themes; the secoizd through the
usual hypnotic practices.
Summarizing what has just been said, we come to the following conclusions, that one can be put into :
(A) The sphere of circulation of the world's general tourbillon.
(B) The sphere of circulation of the current generated by a particular
Chain, as happens at spiritualistic seances, where a sensitive medium
passes through the phases 1 to 6 inclusive, as given by de Rochas.
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I have mentioned above about the purely hypnotic methods of weakening
the tie between Man's astral and physical bodies. Now comes an enumeration of these methods.
(1) S H I N I N G P O I N T : for intensive fixation with his eyes, the patient
is given a shining jewel fixed to a black background, or a small mirror
placed opposite his face.
(2) W H I R L I N G M I R R O R (special ~nirrorsof Dr Luys were famous):
a round, well-polished mirror connected with revolving apparatus is placed
about two feet from the patient's face, while he sits in a comfortable chair
with his head supported.
(3) G O N G : after allowing the patient to sit quietly for some ten minutes
in a half-darkened room, a strong sound of a gong is suddenly produced,
which can easily put him into one of Charcot's phases.
These methods function on the grounds of an unusual irritation of one's
nervous system, which makes the work of the astrosome difficult in the
physical body, thereby reducing their natural relationship. Also, all gestures and looks serting as a basis for magnetic operations may be included
among the hypnotic methods providing they are used only mechanically
by the hypnotist, and without any special concentration, in order to fulfil
the outer part of a traditionally prescribed operation. In this case the
astrosome of the operator plays the role of a healthy organ of Nature,
allowing and making easier for the paiient to contact Nature in a particular
way. Then the eyes, hands and words of the hypnotist play the role of the
mirror or gong.
If the sudden sound of a gong can merge the patient into a hypnotic
phase immediately, the slow repetition of some sounds can also do the same
over a period of from 5 to 15 minutes. Recall the usual incantation practices
of Hindu fakirs, who want to produce mass-hypnosis and so perform one
of their 'miracles', which cannot be explained other than by such hypnosis.
They sing or whisper a monotonous melody, absorbing the attention of the
onlookers and so making them easily o2en to suggestion. Those who know
the art of resisting the hypnotic suggestion will see no 'miracle' and only the
fakir, sitting quietly in thc midst of the crowd, and watching the people
with extreme concentration.
However, Western occultists and Indian fakirs (I would not like to call
them 'yogis') know another means for subduing the resistance of individuals
to their hypnosis. They try to rob them temporarily of a certain amount of
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their positive astral fluids, replacing them by their own (the fakir's) negative
ones. Then, theoretically, the awareness of a man becomes dim, and he
may abandon his active concentration, which lie used against the hypnotist,
merging in a sort of half-conscious dream. This is all that the fakir wants.
If he succeeds, the resistance is broken, and you will then see the same
impossible things which the hypnotist suggests to you.
But the influcncing of one's vital fluids requires some special activities
from the side of the operator, and these are usually visible. He will look at
you intensely, or even make some movements in your direction with his
hands, often disguising the true character of such movements as in a polite
invitation to be seated or to come closer. I experienced t h ~ swhen in India,
in a suburb of Vellore, a town once famous for its fakirs and snakecharmers. A quite decent and tidy lookirlg fakir <bowing his wooden dolls
dancing on a triangular table in the middle of a circle formed by the
curious people around, only smiled when I told him, that I could not see
any doll dancing or his snake rising into the air, as others did. For this time
I used a setram, which absorbed me into active concentration and thereby
made me immune to the suggestion.
He bowed, looked into my eyes and invited me to come closer to his table.
I used a kind of 'odic arrnour' (see Concentra(ion, the chapters about selfdefence) against his gestures, not going closer than to within three to four
feet of him. He felt the resistance, and gave up his trick. 'Sahib knows
these things' he whispered to me with a smile when I gabe him a rupee,
although he could show me nothing.

Precaution compels me to say a few words about the effective methods
for A W A K E N I N G a patient from any one of the above-mentioned states.
(1) M E T H O D O F A W A K E N I N G O N O R D E R : a person in the
somnambulistic phase, can be awakened by the order to sleep for a certain
time, or after fulfilling some activities as prescribed by the hypnotist, such
as counting to a certain number, and so on. A recognition of the order
received and a promise of its fulfilment is required from the patient. Otherwise the result may be nil. This is also valid for the phase of the first
lethargy, but does not work very fast.
(2) A W A K E N T N G B Y B L O W I N G I N T O T H E E Y E S . This may
be used in all phases.
(3) A W A K E N I N G BY P A S S E S : used in cases of deep lethargy. This
is effected by stroking along the body of the patient, with only the right
hand. First over the torso, and later over the face. A slow, but very reliable
method. Both hands may also be used, but then the strokes should be performed from the middle of the torso or face towards the sides.
(4) A W A K E N I N G B Y L O O K : magnetically fix the Kether of the sleeping person with your central look, suggesting an immediate awakening to
him, but do not pronounce any word. It is used in cases of stubborn resistance to awakening.
(5) C O M B I N A T I O N O F T H E F O R E G O I N G M E T H O D S : used
in clinics. When a person is in a somnambulistic state, suggest awakening
by blowing into the eyes. Then, when needed to awake, perform the blowing
while making a few passes over the face with both hands from the centre
to the eyelashes. When the person is already awakening again blow strongly
into his face.
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From the optical means of hypnosis as used in the West the best results
are obtained with the shining point (3 to 10 minutes), while a whirling
mirror puts one to sleep in about half an hour. Magnetic methods connected
with the fluidic operations-called 'pranic' in the East-mentioned by me in
the description of de Rochas's experiments, are quicker than purely hypnotic ones. About 40 per cent of average men and 65 per ccnt of average
women are susceptible to traditional means of hypnosis, as described in
this lesson. D o not confuse them with the actions of a trained occultist
in the West or a lower kind of yogi in the East; for any resistance to these
men necessarily implies a special knowledge of defence and other things on
the part of the person concerned. As an illustration of this 1have just quoted
one of my own experiences in India.
There are also methods of education leading to special sensitiveness
to hypnosis and magnetism; but they are not the subject of this lesson.
Instead, it is desirable to know something more about the passage from
one phase to another in catalepsy and somnambulism. First remember the
13 phases of de Rochas.
The patient, being in lethargy No. 2 may be transferred into catalepsy
No. 3 simply by opcning his cyes with your fingers. The transfer from
catalepsy No. 3 to somnambulism No. 5 may be performed by a slight
rubbing of his face, or by blowing into his eyes. Tliese methods are less
sensitive than the using of passes along the patient's body or an imposition
of hands, and from there comes the leap over the phase of lethargy No. 4.

In practice difficulties may sometimes be encountered in awakening a
person who is in a deep phase of lethargy. These cases usually resist all
hypnosis. Then it is recommended first to transfer the patient from his
lethargy into a phase of catalepsy or somnambulism, and finally to act as
was advised in 1 to 5.
Thc particulars as given in this lesson are not aimed at making you into
a hypnotist. My advice is just the opposite. Those who undergo hypnosis
would do better if they directed their efforts to suggesting I M M U N I T Y
from hypnosis to themselves, thereby guaranteeing that nobody will
meddle in their lives.
In enumeration of the active applicatiolls of the Fifteenth Arcanum I
spoke about the influence of man on man, based on the dominance of
one's amplitude of vibrations over those of another. Tt still remains to say
something about the influence of a human being on Chains of men as well as
on Nature.
In both cases the encrgy manifested in the object of the operation might
be stronger
- than that in the operator. Even the amplitudes of these vibrations may be superior to those of the operator.
The Western Schools do not teach much about the influence of the
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individual on the environment. In the realm of psychology, just the least is
known about the psychology of the crowd, and we have only fragmentary
knowledge in that mattcr. Nevertheless, we know that even in an ordinary
spiritlialistic circle, the most active member can use the fluids of all members
present, and even use these against one of thern. A speaker, who addresses a
crowd and who creates a circle of listeners round him is quickly able to
form an atmosphere of confidence in himself in that crowd. But all these
things are rather fragmentary and not united into a well-built system.
On the other hand, the P S Y C H U R G Y of the crowd was well taught
by the Indian Initiatory Centres. There is no doubt that some Western
politicians have possessed a considerable ability to manage large crowds
and assemblies with their speeches and personalities; but from the Hermetic
point of view, thcy do not possess any real wisdom in that matter worthy
of mention. Rather they act subconsciously, F E E L I N G the results that
come from their activities, without possesssing any theoretical knowledge.
I would like to use the expression tradesmen not architects.
But the Great Teachers knew the secret of mass-psychology. Only recall
the fantastic powers of Moses over the rebellious Jews, when--coming
alone from Mount Sinai- he was able, by the power of his sole appearance
among the rioting crowds, to divide the guilty from the not-so-guilty and
to exercise a terrible punishment on the former.
The prophets also sometimes showed a large degree of knowledge of the
laws, ruling over collective psychology.
Napoleon I, in his best years, exercised enormous influence on his
soldiers, who became as if intoxicated by the presence of the 'Little Corporal' among them and cried for battle.

to talk about it, as of something far off, unreal, and still to come in the
immeasurably distant 'future'. Karma is still the supreme Lord and Ruler
of men.
(2) Another School, the second one, tries to attain the ability of catching
some particular organs of the Macrocosm, that is in such positions where
these are fulfilling some special activities, and are temporarily weakened
because of the particular dislocation of their ganglions, then being in uncomfortable positions where they can be compelled by us to perform our will
(Ceremonial Magic).
The analysis of this second School belongs to the Sixteenth Arcanum,
and it will be explained there.

The second problem that of the influence of Man on Nature has been
somewhat better handled in Western occultism. I will touch briefly on
some of its most important aspects, as presented by the Hermetic Tradition.
Theoretical knowledge of the matter is divided into two parts.
(I) The School of Art and its-'How can Man need as little as possible of
the illusory means supplied by the Macrocosm?' aims at making men
independent and even equal to that Macrocosm. The meaning is, that Man
should limit his dependence on outer conditions to the extreme, as these
only entangle his dense counterparts (bodies) and involvc them in suffering
as a result.
In previous lessons we said enough about the particulars of such contemplative clichks. TO resume, I will only mention the bare examples of
those, who actively make themselves independent and free. You may guess
rightly, that in the first place there should be placed the ascetics and contemplative philosophers of all time and nations. Saints and genuine yogis
always fought for man's independence from material conditions, they
wanted no possessions, teaching us, that Man is Spirit, and not the fragile
shell which appears for some few dozens of years on this planet.
Theoretically, the victory of such a kind of attitude and philosophy has
been achieved: all the leading rcligions of the Earth recognize this truth.
But, their formal followers do not L I V E this truth, being content merely

The exposition of the Fifteenth Arcanum can give you some realization of
the fact, that S O M E T I M E S W E A R E T U N I N G T H E O U T E R
W O R L D T O O U R S E L V E S (or, in accordance with our will): B U T
SOMETIMES THE OUTER CONDITIONS, O R THE SAME
W O R L D , T U N E US A C C O R D I N G T O T H E I R PATTERNS.
Now you can probably notice how artificial the division of the astral work
into two poles seems to be : I M M 0 (that is the creating of Y 0 D in us) and
O B I T 0 (that is the creating of the First He of our arcanum in us) (see
Lesson 8).
We have to realize that neither the K I N G nor even the Q U E E N are
visibly manifesting themselves for us; but just their androgynous Knight
through his Knave. The most interesting and real of the operations connected with the Fifteenth Arcanum is the manifestation of energyat a distance,
and it is born only through the full synthesis of both systems of manifestation, that is the A C T I V E and P A S S I V E ones. The last advice in this
matter is: I N O R D E R T O E X T E R I O R I Z E O U R A S T R O S O M E
WITH SOME ADVANTAGE F O R OURSELVES, WE
SHOULD SIMULTANEOUSLY BE I N A POSITION T O
ORIENTATE OURSELVES I N T H E ASTRAL PLANE, A N D
T O LET O U R I N F L U E N C E BE F E L T T H E R E .
To orientate oursclvcs in the astral is nothing less than knowledge of
what we are seeking in it; but in the world of forms and energetic manifestations, in the borld where the clichks are living beings, knowledge is invariably bound together with authority. In the astral plane there are no
dwellers who are perfectly acquainted with, say, the activities of some
ministry, and who at the same time are not endowed with authority in that
ministry. Such facts are only possible in the three-plane life, where the
lowest manifestation is dense matter. Only on the physical plane are such
anomalies possible, where wise and good men have no authority or
physical boons, while less valuable individuals ha\e power and wealth.
Do not forget, that the P H Y S I C A L plane is the realm of F A C T S ,
and the A S T R A L world is the realm of L A W S , while the M E N T A L
lane is the world of P R I N C I P L E S . Therefore, do not be puzzled to
find that formalism reigns supreme in the world of forms.
And every time that we have anything to do with the two-plane, astral
life, we are compelled to be lawyers and formalists.
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It is very simple to become interested or involved in some particular
clichk, but it is not easy to find that clichC in the astral, where all that is
in our three-dimensional world, and many, many other things are placed
in enormous space.
If we actually have to exteriorize, then it is best for us to choose for the
purpose, a definite sub-plane with which we can be more acquainted on
the ground of our earthly experiences.
Our monoideism must be trained to direct itself according to our actual
choice, no matter whether it is a lower or higher sub-plane; but at the same
time, the consciousness in other sub-planes of existence should not be lost.
For, if we lose the consciousness of our manifestations in lower sub-planes,
we will lose our points of support in them. With this will be connected loss
of our authority from the active point of view, while from the passive side
loss of memory about things seen.
To lose the higher sub-planes, means to lose the understanding of the
seen, and then neither our pentagrammatic authority nor our memory
will be of any help to us.
Now, what about the use of drugs, well known since time immemorial,
for obtaining some superphysical states of consciousness?
They are definitely harmful and useless in the true sense of these words.
They can neither perform nor help any real expansion of consciousness,
because they are only a combination of physical matter, which acts on
another kind of that matter-the brain.
Apart from the fact. that the Hermetic Doctrine, Christian Saints and
true representatives of Hindu Yoga definitely forbid the use of drugs, the
action of these chemicals is similar to that of someone who would like to
enforce the opening of the eyelids of puppies or kittens long before due
time. What can such an undeveloped eye see? Of course, only a distorted
image of the world, with harm to any true perception. That is why all those
descriptions of the state of consciousness and the visions obtained with
drugs are so nonsensical, illogical and vary so much among different
people.
For a keen investigator-psychologist all these visions can be found hidden
deep in the subject's mind, beneath his normal waking state, being rather
similar to dreams.
The true occult method is not any temporary and premature removal of
material veils, but the development of inner powers in Man, which by far
transcend the limitations imposed by the brain. This method is a fully
scientific one.
No saint, true yogi, or occultist ever try to get something which they do
not yet possess, by the use of drugs or anaesthetics.
This should be enough for us, if we are seeking after light and not for
doubtful pleasures and curiosities of unrealistic visions, excitement or
dreams, which at the end inevitably leave a man weakened and disappointed, especially in the moment of his physical death, when drugs are no
longer valid.
A conscious exteriorization as spoken about in this course, is probably
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the best practice for those Hermetists, who have an innate and unquenchable thirst to see things beyond and abo\e the three dimensions of the
physical world.
Our idea is to visit othcr worlds as masters and not as tiniid and ignorant
pentagrams at the mercy of almost every deception and every entity in the
astral plane.
Such illegal 'visitors', that is those who try to use artificial means
(drugs, anaesthetics and hypnosis) can see only what is 'shown' to them, and
entities which appear far from being angel-like, if the visitor himself is not a
sainlly person.
But such peoplc would ccrtainly not smokc opium, eat hashish or use
mescaline or other chemicals!
Common sense must be one of the main virtues of a student of Hermetism. We know well how deceptive and false are most of the clichCs of
the lower astral. It is only to these which an average man has access who
is not developed by any special occult training and spiritual practices, and
who does not possess any powers, which can be listed as theurgic, or at
least magic ones.
Incidentally, apart from our Hermetic teachings about the conditions
on the astral plane, some eminent Theosophists from the former generation
(A. Besant, G. Arundale, Col. Olcott) honestly warned thcir members,
trying to reach the astral plane about the difficulties which might be
encountered by them, especially in evaluation of 'kisions'and their meanings.
Time, space and all other perceptions are so different in the astral that
without previous training and study under a competent and practically
experienced teacher, much deception and evil will be brought back by the
unwary beginner.
Here are a few examples: mithour possessing some degree of the power of
concentration and the ability to direct one's thoughts and feelings, a man
would simply be deprived of freedom of movement in the astral, and
subdued by different astral currents, just like a weak swimmer in a choppy
sea. He would accept as real all thought-forms, phantoms of dead and
artificial elementals created by human and non-human dwellers of the
astral plane. Without developed will-power, one would be subjectcd to
incessant fears and puzzles. It is sufficient to read about the nai've visions
described by some premature adventurers in the astral, when they even speak
about seeing God, talking with Him, and in one case, even dancing because
of an excess of 'happiness'! There are plenty of books available, filled with
such 'visions', but we cannot advertise any of them here.
To conclude thc cxposition of the Fiftcenth Arcanum, and rcturn to the
symbolical language of the Tarot, we are entitled to ask: which Knave
belongs to your Knight (see L,esson 37)? He sl~ouldbe (and he IS) an
exact and systematic onc, in all the cndcakours which you may undertake.
This may be best appreciated in those moments of battle against outer
principles, which will be the subject of the next, the Sixteenth Arcanum.
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T H Ealphabetic sign corresponding t o the Sixteenth Arcanum is ( A Y I N )
and its numerical value is 70. As the hieroglyph there is a 'material tie'
o r bond, o r in other words 'a connection in a state of tension', similar t o a
stretched spring in mechanics, which will convey the idea better. The
purpose of the preceding arcanum was the generation of such bonds; but,
in its mcthods, logic excludcs this o r another postulate. This idea is expressed in theJirst title of the Sixteenth Arcanum (in the plane of the Archetype)-E L I M I N A T I O L O G I C A . So. mother deduction, recognizing
the necessity of logic, uses it for the building of theses. But confirmation of
one thesis can be (and is) the result of the logical exclusion of all others.
This exclusion creates metaphysical reactions in the basic laws of thinking,
which here play the role of the 'stressed bonds'.
The ncccssity of harmonious existence for a separate pentagram compcls
that pentagram to generate a n astral current of the Nahash type. This current uses astral reactions and ronfirms the life of one form, while it destroys
another. From this comcs the second title of the Sixteenth ArcanumC O N S T R I C T 1 0 A S T R A L I S (astral constraint). It is also the basic
principle of the whole of Ceremonial Magic.
The complicated way of bringing about transforn~ationsin the development of the universe sets in motion an instrument called Fatum (Fate)
which, with the help of the physical reactions belonging to the 'bonds in a
state of tension', preserves some forms, and a t the same time destroys
others. So we havc the third title of the a r c a n u m - D E S T R U C T 1 0
P H I ST C A (physical destruction).
The scientific name of the arcanum is T U R R I S D E S T R U C T A o r
T U R R I S F U L G U R A T A (destroyed o r fulminated tower), the vulgar
one is the 'House of God'. The corresponding sign is Capricorn.
The card of the Sixteenth Arcanum shows us a tower, shattered by a
thunderbolt from the dark night sky. Struck by the lightning, two men fall
from the top of the tower. One has a crown on his head, while the other
has only dishevelled hair. The limbs of one of them form a figure similar t o
the letter D (Ayin). Here is the justification for the third title of the arcanum, which leads, according to the Law of Analogy, t o two other titles.
The physical destruction is clearly visible, it is the shattered tower. But
$.herewere still the two men, who evidently wanted t o reniain on the top,
but because of energetic counteraction in the form of the electric discharge
(lightning) they were thrown down, despite the authority possessed by one
of them (symbolized by the crown). This is just the astral compulsion,
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which is the second title of the arcanum. The first one, logical exclusion,
is a consequence of the second, and does not need any more explanation.
The higher power does not recognize any rank and directs the principle of
compulsion.
Arithmological analysis will give us more exact and practical applications
of this arcanum.
Eqtc~tionNo. 116: 16 = 1
15
The individual (I) applies the Fifteenth Arcanuni (15) and as a result there
appears the logical exclusion of his action (16).
Equation No 117: 16 = 15
1
The arcanum acts upon the individual causing his elimination.
Equation No. 118: 16 = 2
14
The metaphysical substance (2) and presence of deduction (14) lead to
logical exclusion (16). Without the necessary material (2) nothing can be
built.
Equation No. 119: 16 = 14 1 2
The polar construction of human nature (2) and striving for its harmony
(14) leads to astral compzrlsion (16). Without ready material objects (Natura
Naturata) (2), and without the calculation of development (14) it is doubtful
whether someone would like to play with physical destruction (16).
Equation No. 120: 16 = 3
13
The powerful crcativeness (3) of the metaphysical world and the constant
presence (13) of the joint elements of that world justify the thesis of exclusion (1 6).
Equation No. 121: 16 = 13 3
The process of birth (3) and unavoidable death (13) incite us to use the
point of physical support (bodily life) in order to reali~eastral compulsions
(16). Creativeness of Nature (3) and the possibility of the transformation
of energy (13) joined together, lead to the necessity of destruction of the
temporary form (16).
Equation No. 122: 16 :
4
12
Equation No. 123: 16 -- 12 4
The unavoidable existence of the forms (4) of thinking and belief in the
possibility of the incarnation of Higher Principles (12) result in accuracy of
logical deduction (16) in the realm of philosophy.
Authority (4) together with Charity (12) will result in a change of astral
compulsion (16).
Preparation (4) in connection with different forms of the Zodiacal Life
(12) necessitate the destruction of realizations (16).
Equation No. 124: 16 = 5
11
5
Equation No. 125: 16 = 11
Universal Magnetism (5) plus the force of metaphysical principles (1 1)
will create the thesis by themselves (16).
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A pentagram (5) resting upon the Egregors of the Chains (11) may
create astral compulsion (16)
Religion (5) and recognition of Nature's forces ( 1 1) reconcile us to the
necessity of physical destruction (16).
Equation No. 126: 16 = 6 f 10
10 6
Equation No. 127: 16
The Law of Analogy (6) and the Divine Testament (10) are sufficient
explanation for a normal philosophical thesis (16).
Recognition of free will (6) and knowledge of the Kabbalah (10) provide
the force for astral compulsion (16).
The laws of life's surroundings (6) and of the World's Mill (10) may lead
to physical ruin (16).

-

+

+

9
Equation No. 128: 16 = 7
Equation No. 129: 16 = 9 7 7
If the spirit in you dominates the form (7) and you are not devoid of the
High Protection (9), then you may discover a complex of philosophical
theses (16).
If you went as a conqueror (7) from your experiences on the two paths
(and becaine initiated) (9), the power of astral compulsion (16) will be given
to you.
Recognition of the Law of Property (7) together with probability's
theory and calculations (9) may provide the explanation, why many physical
objects are often dcstroyed (16).
Equation No. 130: 16 = 8 -1- 8
The meanings are: (a) the libration of one thesis (8) fighting with the
libration of another (8); (b) the conditional domination of a certain conception (8) in the fight against another man's conceptions (8); (c) the karma
of one object (8) in comparison with the karma of another (8): all these
three must lead to the process of the application of the Sixteenth Arcanum
in the realm of the Theosophical Ternary.
From these unfoldments we can see the presence in the Sixteenth Arcanum
of fighting elements, and the fights are of a scientific character.
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Among the three titles of the Sixteenth Arcanum only the S E C O N D
(Constrictio Astralis) actually has a practical use for us within the frame~ o r of
k this course.
There was little said in the Fifteenth Arcanum about the fight against
Nature, and reference was made to the present arcanum.
1 he contents of the Sixteenth Arcanum may be best explained in connect'on with the means offered to us by Ceremonzal Magic.
In it the operator alone, or with the help of a Chain, chooses the favourable moment and conditions for his operation, and compels some organs
of Baphomet to produce certain manifestations.
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I would like to compare all the activities of a ceremonial magician
to that of applying a kind of Judo against an astral being, which otherwise
would probably defeat the operator and not yield to his will.
The constitution of every ceremonial magic operation has three factors:
the operator himself, the magic instruments (and books) and the Pentacle
of operation. Thc magician uses his store of mediumistic energy, and formulas of mantramic and setramic character as a help in invocations; he
must carefully choose, with full knowledge in the matter, the T I M E and
P L A C E for the operation. These main, and also many secondary means
are carefully included in what we have just called the 'Pentacle' of operation.
That is why 1 have to explain everything mentioned above, starting from an
analysis of the Pentacle's parts.
Generally speaking, the pentacles of astral operation have the form of a
circle. The area of these circles is traced with a magic sword (in this case
orie with an insulated hilt); also with consecrated charcoal o r chalk. A very
experienced operator can also d o it with only the astral hand, that is by his
imagination (remember the definitions of imagination given in the lessons
of the Fifteenth Arcanum, No. 67 and the following ones?). He must possess
a very technically plastic power of imagination, which will create all that
he needs in the astral plane. Connected with this he must K N O W about
the startingpoint for the effort of will which gives birth to the emanation of
fluids. All this is based on one and the s a m ~ i n n e power
r
in Man: its name
is C O N C E N T R A T L O N . 1 have spoken about this corner-stone of all
attainment, and particularly occult attainment, many times in my books
and lectures. And I again find it useful to remind the serious student about
this P O W E R O F C O N C E N T R A T I O N . It is the only universalpower,
which creates, destroys and perpetuates.
The emanation of fluids needs a good conductor, just as electricity does.
Therefore metals, charcoal or chalk are used in the tracing of the magic
circles. But what is the C I R C L E itself? It is that symbolic sphere in which
the operator feels himself to be completely authorized for his action, and
thereby jirlly protected. No foe can penetrate into that sphere which is
especially destined for the operator. Inside it there is only the influence
and dynamic radiation of the operator himself. Inside it there are also
entities which help him, for ever subdued by him, and finally, the influences
of the Chains and Protectors, who authorized him to perform the operation
through adequate initiation, blessings, teaclzbtgs and permission. The area
of the magic circle is like a fluidic fence, which separates the operator
from all outer accidents and attacks. A sensitive person can see the perfectly
formed circle in the shape of a F I E R Y F E N C E .
Now, in which spheres should the operator feel himself to be a R I J L E R ?
Firstly in the realm of his own metaphysical contemplation. His M O N A D
must clearly realize what is the S O U R C E of its existence ( ' A L P H A ' )
and about its A I M S ( ' O M E G A ' ) . This is none other than the firm
memory about the D O W N F A L L and R E I N T E G R A T I O N of
humanity. Those acquainted with the deepest teachings of Eastern occultism
will, of course, think about the A T M A N , or if they have been initiated
into Advaita-Vedanta (by the contemporary S P I R I T U A L T E A C H E R
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-Sri Ramana Maharshi, for example), they will know that it is equal to
the temporary merging into the F O U R T H S T A T E , which is the ultimate source of all power and wisdom. It does not matter in which way this
Central Meditating Point precedes further stcps of the operation.
The I N N E R circle of tllc rllagic Pentacle will be filled with the figure of
the rectangular Cross of the Hermetic Quaternary. The C E N T R A L point
of that Cross being made by the operator himself. At its eastern end is
placed the letter A L P H A, while at the western-0 M E G A . These must
be traced in original Greek.
Apart from the aforementioned inner contemplation, the operator must
concentrate on certain decisions and aims, which may create the mental
centre and starting point of the operation. A powerful and inflexible will,
fully conscious of its pentagranzmatic freedom, which directs the whole
endeavour, is the first faclor for success. I am spcaking of course, about a
genuine operation, as performed by a true occultist, and not any bungling
by a layman.
There will also be another circle, concentric with the first one, at a certain
distance (between 1 to 3 feet) which symbolically limits the mental plan of
the operation as conceived by the magician.
Now, how have we to characterize kabbalistically the mental plan of the
action? Clearly, by the Names of God, which are the Sephirothic manifestations of activity of thc Pentagram in the realm of the previously established
phases of the Diabatic Process.
Tradition gives us the choice of eleven Names: E H I E H , J A H , J A V E ,
EL, ELOHIM, ELOHA, SABBAOTH, SHADAI, ADONAI,
AB, A C L A , and the twelfth-ELHAI, if you dare use it.
From these, four Names are chosen and placed in the quadrants of the
magic circle, obtained from the cxtension of the arms of the Hermetic
Cross inside the first circle. Usually the Names are separated one from
another by small crosses placed between them.
The choice of Names, and especially the addition of the fourth Name to
the three already choscn, depends upon two laws used in Ceremonial Magic.
I will mention only the principles concerned as particulars belong to a
special knowledge of magic. If you arc really interested in this branch of
occultism, everything ncedcd for a magic operation can be found in the
books of Eliphas Levi and Papus.
So, the F I R S T law tells us, that the choice of Names used in the circle
depends upon the aims of the operation. In the books just mentioned you
can easily find an explanation of each Name, describing one of God's
virtues, as expressed by those Names. Then, carefully analysing the aim
of your operation, you will know ~ h i c hP R O T E C T I O N you will need,
that is which Name you have to use.
The S E C O N D law directs you in the choice of thcfourth Name which
you should add to the other thrcc, so that the circle will kabbalistically
itnd additionally formulate also the principle of the Pentagrammatic
Free,dom of the operator. See also Fig. 30A of this course.
Now comes the turn of the A S T R A L part of the operation. For this
the magician should know which of the iiiost important Egregors of the
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Macrocosm will be affected by his operation. For that purpose a third
(astral) circle should be traced round the second (mental) one.
It will play the role of defence against harmful astral influences. If in the
tracing of the first two circles we were directed by a mental definition of
ourselves and of the whole operation, so now we will have exactly to calculate the role of the Secondary Causaliries, both in ourselves and in the
operation. Kabbalistically, this may be pcrformed through the use of the
names belonging to the Angels of the planets connected with the operation.
In Lessons Nos. 23 and 24 and Figs. Nos. 26 and 27, tables of Secondary
Causalities were given. It only remains to add the names of the planetary
Angels which refer to them, in connection with the days of the week.
= SATURDAY
= Cassiel or Shebtaiel
SATURN
JUPITER
= THURSDAY
= SachielorZadkiel
MARS
TUESDAY
= Kamael
= SUNDAY
SUN
= Michael
VENUS
- FRIDAY
- Hanicl
M E R C U R Y = W E D N E S D A Y = Raphael
MOON
= MONDAY
= Gabriel

-

The remark about the Secondary Causalities suggests to us the idea
about the necessity for the right choice of the moment of operation, that is
in the right choice of the planetary day and hour. The student may have
observed, that all the names of the Angels have a similar ending-'EL'.
In old Hebrew, this word is close to the meaning of 'Lord', showing the
high authority of a being who possesses such a name.
1t is accepted that, apart from the names, the Latin words for time
' H O R A ' , ' D I E ' , and ' A N N O ' must also be put inside the circle. Many
also use the phases of the Moon.
Through the operations of Ceremonial Magic there is not only required
communication with the entities invoked through the 'sixth sense', but also
their physical manifestations, which are accessible to our five normal
senses. In other words, materialization is sought. And this depends upon the
complicated process of lower vampirizing as performed with the participation of elementals.
Under ordinary conditions evocations foremostly concern the sylphs, or
the chains of elementals co-related to that group.
That is why a F O U R T H circle is traced by the operator to counter
harmful influences of the half-materialized elements of the outer sphere.
In this last circle it is accepted to place the names of representatives of the
sylphs in the four corners of the horizon, the eldest of them being placed
between the south and the east. To each name is added the Latin ' R E X '
(king). All other inscriptions are in Hebrew. Knowing theoretically about
the outer side of the operation, we will still need particulars touching on the
preparation and activities of the operator. Tradition allows O N E ,
T H R E E or N I N E men inside the circle. In the two latter cases, the
speaker is the same person as the operator, but the remaining secondary
operators can also use the magic instruments.
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If the chief operator is a virgin or hermaphrodite, then there can be only
T W O persons instead of three in the circle. One or more persons can be
substituted by animals, bound inside the circle, or so trained that they will
not leave the circle under any circumstances. This is almost impossible to
achieve practically, so animals must be securely chained inside the inner
circle.
All this refers to the so-called 'Great Operation'. According to Tradition,
there is also a 'minor' operation, in which only the chief operator must
remain inside the circle all the time, but his assistant has the right to leave
and re-enter.
There is still the 'androgynous' operation, in which the magician can be a
hermaphorodite (only one), or a man and a woman, who before the
operation, spent a considerable time in mental, astral and physical relations,
that is a married couple.
Operators are considered to be initiates of the Hermetic Quaternary
(Cross of the Pentacle) and of the story of the Downfall and Reintegration
of Man (therefore A L P H A and 0 M E G A are used in the circle). All this
makes a mysticalprepuration (3 to 40 days, depending upon the seriousness
of the operation) compulsory for them. For animals, a mystical purification
ceremony is prescribed, with purifying prayers and sprinkling with consecrated water.
The FIRST circle of the Pentacle of operation reminds us about the
monoideic preparation for the operation, through long meditations and
consciousness of one's pentagrammatic freedom. Then comes the astral
circle, showing the necessity for astral preparation. This takes the form of
silence or half-silence for a period of time; efforts to eliminate all impurities
and unbalanced vibrations from feelings and thoughts, and the defeating
in us of evil or unsuitable planetary influences. In the astral circle we see the
extension of the four ends of the inner Cross which should remind us about
the four principal magic instruments of the magician:
The Sceptre for condensation of the dispersed fluids;
The Chalice serving as a fulcrum of imagination concerning the pure
images which we had elaborated before the operation;
The Sword for dispersing the improperly condensed elements;
The Pentagram to remind us about our freedom.
The sword is absolutely necessary and the Pentagram is very useful,
while the chalice and sceptre are not used so often.
The outer circle of elementals will remind the operator about the necessity
of planned self-preparation through some restrictive rules on the physical
plane, such as fasting, introductory baths, incensation of the body, looking
after good health on the day of the operation, and so on.
This is the general picture of preparation for the magician. Additionally,
as regards the outer form of the operation, he must be securcd against any
intervention from people or other beings who are inimical to him. There.ore, in the corners of the Pentacle, that is opposite the middles of the
quadrants of the outer circle, will be drawn four pentagrams (with three
points outwards, two inwards). This is for the repulsing of sudden attacks,
the pentagrams then being the advance guards outside his fortress.
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It is also important to know in advance, from which side the condensed,
materialized astral beings may appear, impressions of which might be
received by physical sight. So, in advance, the operator establishes a place
for the apparitions, tracing in the east outside the circle, a regular triangle
with its apex outermost and inscribing in it the Great Name ;? 1 7 9
(Yod-He-Vau-He) belonging to the senior sphere of the involutionary
Sephiroth which later condense themselves.
Up to now we have been occupied with the operators and their needs in
magic ceremonial operations. Now it is time ti see what are the interests
of the entities evoked by the activities of the magician.
We have stressed the choice of time and astrological conditions. and now
we should turn our attention to other corresponding factors of the Secondary Causalities. The colour of the clothes worn by the operator, the metals
and stones at his disposal, the setrams and niantrams used by him, the aromas of herbs and extracts which will be burnt or evaporated in the censer,
which is placed in a special, small pcntacle on the southern side of the circle,
just outside it, and finally, the colour of the ray which will be directed from
the magic lantern into the space over the triangle 2 1 9 (Yod-He-VauHt). This lantern should be placed outside the circle to the south-west.
All this has induced some adepts of occultism to create a number of
manuscripts and printed 'Grimoires', giving particulars of the ritual belonging to different operations. It would be advisable for a scrupulous 5tudent
of Ceremonial Magic to read and investlgatc these Grinzoires, in order to
realize the aims and construction of the operations. But these books
cannot be considered as law-like instructions, because there is no magic
operation which could be identically undcrstood even by two operators,
unless they prepared themselves together.
The operations of Ceremonial Magic do not extend only to two-plane
entities, but also to incarnate ones. It is possible, under favourable conditions of course, to evoke and to compel the astrosome of a living man or
Egregor of a Chain, having incarnate representatives, and so on to perform
anvthing.
There are also magic operations, which are not called 'ceremonial' ones,
but which contain in themselves the undeveloped principles of ceremonies
or their equivalents. Everywhere there is a point of support on the
physical plane, everywhere there are special formulas for influencing,
methods of supplying the mediumistic elements, concentration on mental
and astral details of the operation, and finally methods of defence, safeguarding the operator against accidents and returning blows.
Spiritualistic seances are irlvolutionary fornzs of Ceremonial Magic
operations. There is also a circle, traced through the circulation of fluids in
a chain of men whose hands are touching. The evident danger of bleaking
the circle at such a scance is sufficient explanation to show that the role of
the spiritualistic circle is that of a fence, defending the participants. The role
of the magic sceptre, which condenses the fluids is paralleled by the table
inside the circle. Experienced spiritualists often use the magic sword. A
censer is usually in readiness; musical instruments replace the invocations,
usually sung, which facilitate the formation of energy and its transfer.

Some conjurations are often used, and then the operator who speaks must
be alonc. Participants in a spiritualistic or mediumistic seance do not need
any specialpreparatio?z. This fact and the resulting lack of concentration of
will-power in the circle, generates a certain amount of chaos among the
phenomena at such proceedings.
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The beginning of Ccrernonial and other forms of magic belongs to the very
distant past. Perhaps, to the first conscious steps of young humanity,
many thousands of years ago. Anyway, we find this magic element in
every primitive tribe, when first discovered by white explorers. This does
not need any special proofs or discussion. In this course, we have been occupied with the magic matters of our own race, which at the present time
undoubtedly dominate? the planet and is the most advanced mentally,
culturally and economically. How are we to consider the old magic tradition of Hermetism (Tarot), we who are men of the atomic age, possessing
enormous powers of Nature at our service, we who are preparing ourselves
for interplanetary travel and exploration of the immense universe? Can
magic principles stand the stream of Man's expanding knowledge in the
realm of ruling over Nature's forces?
The answer will be double-edged. The fields of interests and striving differ
in diffcrent people. Some would 'deify' an atomic reactor, while others the
hidden powers undoubtedly standing behind all inventions and progress
(evolution) of Man. There is not one absolute standard for everyone. The
standard is within each man himsclf. The contemporary magician is as
much a scientist as is a nuclear physicist: you can see for yourself how
many things he has to know and to realize. Official science is helpless against
death, accidents, natural phenomena and many sicknesses. It cannot
actually forcsee happenings beyond a narrow physical limit. It knows
nothing about the past and the future cf the individual human life (before
and after incarnation). This science likes to operate more with results than
with causcs, which it is even able to deny. It casts doubt on everything which
cannot be tested every day by anyone who wants to do so.
A scientist considers him5elf as acting in the period between his birth and
death. Occultism says that this is a somewhat onc-sided attitude.
I think, that in this world there should be a place for everyone, no matter
how he styles his particular interests and beliefs. The creation appears to
be based on multifariousness, and not on uniformity, as manifoldness
undoubtedly rules over every manifestation.
Ceremonial Magic generally requires plenty of preparation, both in time
and calculations. In contemporary occult literature, this kind of magic,
which perhaps is the least dangerous, is expounded in full in a few books,
among which I would like to mention only the works of Papus, in which
m e can find everything nccessary for the performance of a ceremonial
operation with all its rituals. And there is reasonable certainty of success,
if all the prescriptions are duly obser~ed.Rut the operator must personally
preparc the magic book for his endeavour. In it must be written everything
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which he has to enact, or pronounce and how to conjure the incoming
invited 'visitors' from the other world.
I wrote such a book (based on the instructions of Eliphas LCvi and
Papus) before I started to operate. It must be written on parchment paper
in coloured inks (Indian or Chinese) in astrologically chosen hours of the
day and night, and bound in white sheep-skin. No one can see the book,
except those co-operating in the circle. Some formulas are considered as
N O T T R A N S L A T A B L E from the old Latin or French, so the operator
must study the material in these languages. The pentacles and writing cannot contain even the smallest error, otherwise the whole page h a s t o be
rewritten. The material must support the operator's memory when in the
circle, but at the same time, the sequence of formulas should be arranged
so that any layman, accidentally getting possession of the book could not
perform any evocation, for any evil proceeding from such bungling would
burden the karma of the not sufficiently careful magician.
New linen clothes are essential when operating, and no metals (except a
gold Pentagram, if the magician possesses one) dare be worn on-the
operator's body, or the bodies of his assistants.
All paraphernalia must be bought for the first price asked for by the
seller, as no bargaining is allowed. These things must pass through the ritual
of consecration and purification, exactly as prescribed in the abovementioned books on magic by Papus and Eliphas Lkvi.
No ailing person can perform any operation, until he is completely
cured. Some Grimoires prescribe different proceedings before the operation,
such as: a full confession before a priest, the partaking of the Holy Sacrament and special fasting.

CHAPTER XVII

A R C A N U M X V I I (3 P H E )

D
Arcnnum XVII
STELLA MAGOIiUhl
THE STAR

Spes
Intuitio
Divinatio Naturalis

T ~ ~ l e t tcorresponding
er
to the Seventeenth Arcanum is 5 (Phe). Its numerical value is 80 and the astrological sign is that of Mercury. As the hieroglyph
we have a T H R O A T with a T 0 N G U E, that is, it is a throat from which
comes speech.
We will analyse the three titles of the arcanum as usually in the planes
of the Archetype, Man and Nature.
What actually is the S P E E C H of the Archetype? It is the language of
eternal H O P E , understandable for those who listen to it. Even then, when
apparently everything around us is silent, and when everything forecasts
only peril for us, H O P E acts, and radiates its rays throughout the darkest
corners of our consciousness. So the Brst title is S P E S (Hope in Latin).
In our own world (that of Man) the reflection of the Archetype's language
appears as human I N T U I T I O N , which warns, protects and saves us.
Therefore, the second title is ' I N T U I T I O ' . Human intuition is a great
ability and advantage.
In the realm of N A T U R E the ancient nations lived in simplicity and
closeness to it. Therefore they were able to listen to and understand the
living language of Nature, which now is as good as dead for the present
generation of men.
So thc thirdtitleof thisarcanurn willbe D l V I N A T I O N A T U R A L I S
(Natural Divination). To it belong all the varieties of astrology, chirornancy,
physiognomy, phrenology and everything of that kind. Ancient people did
not need so many artificial branchcs of fortune-telling and divinatory arts
as we do at the present time.
The scientific name of the XVIIth Arcanum is S T E L L A M A G 0 R U M
while the vulgar one is satisfied with the simple 'STAR'.
This arcanum is like a natural, passive addition to the active Sixteenth. It
is not sufficient to be logically convinced U N D E R A L L C I R C U M S T A N C E S , often H O P E is necessary. It is not enough to enforce our
will astrally, we should also have tact and intuition. It is not cnough to
know that Fate ( F A T U M ) is pitiless on the physical plane, but it may
be useful to know how to foresee its forms by the use of divinatory
methods.
The card for this arcanum is rather simple in its meaning and design.
High in the sky there hangs a large eight-pointed star, surrounded by
seven similar, but smaller ones. Beneath them on the earth there is a naked
girl, watering the dry soil and the adjacent pond from two vessels, a gold
and a silver one. Behind hcr we see a coloured butterfly sitting on a rose.
N
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Her right foot is half submerged in the small pond. Perhaps its water is
being uscd for moistening the infertile, dry ground beside her.
Where there is no rain, a comforter will be found, eternally young,
eternally virgin, in order to pour on the thirsty Earth the fluid of both
Gnostic polarities. In a metaphysical drought of contemplation of men
growing indifferent, we may be regenerated through the ncw freshness of
expectancy of the High Influx (silver vessel, passive pole) and through
faith in ourselves (gold vessel, active pole). This is the deep symbolism of
the Scvcntccnth Arcanum's card.
H O P E belongs to the same S O U R C E as C O N S C I E N C E , but the
latter reveals itself even without outer protection.
If we want to develop our own I N T U I T I O N , that ability which
belonged to our distant forbears, then we will, like a butterfly easily distinguish a R O S E from weeds, and so come to rest on it.
If we will not close our eyes to the sight of Nature, but if we will gain an
insight into her, wc will see the L I G H T S in the sky, which astrologically
show us the Laws of Libration. These laws are dictated by Karma, and its
conditions. They are inscribed not only in the starry sky, but in any
organism which has even a very low amplitude of vibrations in its manifestation, and also in every cell.
The card of the Seventeenth Arcanum tells us, that H 0 P E , suspended from
the apex of Fahre d'0livel7sTriangle, will never leave us, and that we do not
need to take farewell of Intuition, which belongs to the right-hand point
of the same mystical triangle. And also, that Karma, being the left-hand
point reveals its mysteries and secrets to us every hour. every minute and
every second. For everyone of us thcsc mysteries are ~ r i t t e nin the starry
sky (astrology), on our skulls (phrenology'l, on our faces (physiognomy),
and on our hands (chiromancy). Karma unveils itself in every one of our
movements, in the smallest of realizations (graphology, cartomancy), in
crystal-gazing, and so on. Briefly, in everything on which wc are ablc to
concentrate and S E E .
For an occultist, these things are beyond any doubt. This does not
mean that hc would use all of thesc systcms or even a particular one for
divinatory purposes. Some will do so, but others will not. The Seventeenth
Arcanum offers its knowledge to everyone, but only willing persons will
use it.
The picture of the arcanum should be meditated upon according to the
lines given in its explanation. The mystical meaning of the Great Star
will be revealed to those who studied the Triangle of Fabre d'Olivet in the
first lessons of this course. Conceptions like H O P E , I N T U I T I O N ,
K A R M A are not dead things. They are living truths in the heart of an
enlightened occultist. Moreover, they are P R A C T I C A L T R U T H S ,
that is, such which can be applied in a n hour of need or trouble.
From my own personal study I can state, that Hope and Intuition are
very close neighbours. They usually manifest themselves together in the
consciousness of the student. Hope gives us the wings on which we can fly
through all worlds, and the motive power comes just from Intuition.
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In the East, occultists and Rishis use the powerful A U M . called the
'Grcat Bird of the Yogis'. It is supposed to 'take' the successful one on a
transcendental F L I G H T , that is to perform that which is the aim of the
Mystical Triangle.
Meditation on both sy~~lbols
is a powerful factor for our inner development. Do not miss using it, if your heart tells you to do so.
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The arithmological unfolding of the Seventeenth Arcanum is especiallyinteresting for those who like to see how apparently abstruse ideas are turned
into practical hints.

+

I

I
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Equation No. 131: 17 = 1
16
The Divine Esscncc (1) and logical exclusion of Evil (16) for the glory of
Good in the metaphysical realm, give birth to H O P E (17).
The three-plane Man (1) and his ability to exclude unnecessary astral
forms (16) creates Intuition (17).
Active Nature (I) and the destruction of forms (16) give us the path which
leads to the understanding (17) of the mystery of Fatalism.

+

Equation No. 132: 17 = 16
1
A prayer for Good, metaphysically excluding (16) Evil, puts us in closer
touch with the blessing of the Supreme Unique (I), and creates Hope (17).

+
+

Equation No. 133: 17 = 2
15
Equation No. 134: 17
15 2
The metaphysical Substance (2) and pure logic (15) consist in Hope (17)
for the glory of the Subtle, manifesting itself to us as the all-penetrating
Deduction.
The mystery of sexual relations (2) connected with the realization of the
Tourbillon (15) gives Higher Intuition (17) of the Universal Lo\e, to which
we have to come to through many steps. Onc of them is the feeling of unity
in marriage.
The ready-made world of material objects (2) and their Fate (15)
shows us the signs which we may read (17).
-

+
+

Equation No. 135: 17 = 3
14
Equnrion No. 136: 17 = 14
3
Realization of the Gnostic nature of the Archetype (3) and ability of
applying Deduction (14) establish in Man Hope (17) of favourable manifestations of the lower forms of the Archetype.
The principle of multiplication of human selves on the physical plane
(3) and the striving of reincarnating souls for their inner harmony (14)
cleate in those consciousnesses Intuition (17), which is equal to activity.
The principle of creativeness (3) and the character of the transformation
of development (14) are sufficient in order to read (17) the Karma of
Nature.
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Equation No. 137: 17 = 4
13
Equation No. 138: 17 = 13 4
The presence of forms (4) in the Archetype's manifestations and its
continuity (13) compel us to have Hope (17).
The striving for the acquisition of authority (4) and the knowledge of
Man's mortality (13) incite him to elaborate Intuition (17) in himself.
The Law of Creation and Preparation (4) plus the principle of the transformation of energy (13) give birth to the visible clichCs of Nature (17).
Equation No. 139: 17 = 5
12
Equation No. 140: 17 = 12 + 5
Knowledge of Good and Evil (5) connected with the expectance of the
Messiah (12) is synonyinous with the acquiring of Hope (17).
The Pentagram ( 5 ) fully realizing the duty of sacrifice (12) then possesses
Intuition (17).
Natural Religion (5) applied to the Zodiacal Cycle (12) reveals the mystery of astrology (17).
Equation No. 141: 17 6
11
Equation No. 142: 17 = 11 6
The Law of Analogy (6) together with recognition of the existence of the
High Power (11) give Hope (17).
Free will (6) and force of the Egregoric Chains (1 1) when united, lead to
Intuition (17).
The environment (6) and the Forces (I I) operating in it, paint the picture
of Nature's Karma (17).
Equation No. 143: 17 = 7
10
Equation No. 144: 17 = 10 7
The victory of Spirit over form (7) and recognition of the Testament
(10) give Hope (17).
Victory (7) in experiences on two paths and the understanding of the
Kabbalah (10) give evidence of full Intuition (17) in the adept.
The realization of the Law of Property (7) and the mysteries of the World's
Mill (10) give ability for the reading of Nature (17).
Equation No. 145: 17 = 8 1 9
Equation No. 146: 17 - 9
8
He who knows the Great Metaphysical Scale (8) can movc to the right
and the left, and who believes in the High Protectorate (9) will have hope
(17) that the movement will be to the R I G H T .
Whoever knows the conditioned law (8) and is initiated (9) into the
unconditioned law, possesses lntuition (1 7).
The cognition of Nature's Karma (8) and circumspection (9) in the choice
of facts are equal to the ability to read Nature (17).

+

-

+
+

+
+

+

We will now pass on to the actual contents of the Seventeenth Arcanum in
the matter of the scientific complex belonging to it. But first, a summarizing
of all that we have lcarncd about this arcanum :

ARCANUM XVII
(1) Our own conscience teaches us about H O P E .
(2) I N T U I T I O N can be developed by your own efforts (by way of subduing the mind through the study of concentration).
(3) Empiric facts and traditional knowledge of the Great Code of Initiatory
Revelation (through Initiatory Circles or organizations) teach us T O
LEARN ABOUT NATURE.
Therefore we will now study the divinatory science belonging to this
arcanum in the order as given in these Circles.
L E S S O N 78
Astrology
Astrology, as well as other divinatory methods, will be given here rather
from the philosophical, than the technical point of view. Simply because
there are plenty of quite satisfactory books from which anyone can learn
the techniques of horoscopes, calculation of houses, and so on; but only
through theory, explaining the origin of astrology and its methods, can we
gain a real knowledge and understanding of the subject.
All the activities and interests of the three-plane universe, taken as a
united organism, are the sum total or synthesis of the activities and
interests of all its organs. In the karma of Nature there are visible, schemes
of the manifestations of the Archetype, as well as traces of the application
of human will. And vice versa, in the destiny of the human consciousnessself, taken in the whole of its existence, or even only in the limits of the
one incarnation, there is participation of the Testament's and Archetype's
influence, plus the karmic phenomena of Nature.
1hat which has been said about Man, could also be said about the Chain
of an incarnate Egregor, and about the artificially created organisms (larbas,
artificial elementals and other entities) and even about the picture of the
way in which flow phenomena in a given epoch. Hermetic Tradition is
firm in the statement, that E V E R Y T H I N G I N T H E U N I V E R S E
IS M U T U A L L Y C O N N E C T E D A N D B O U N D T O G E T H E R
O R I N T E R W O V E N . This is important! If you realize this, many of
your troubles, fears and uncertainties will cease to exist. Let us try some
examples.
If everything belongs to the essential U N I T Y , a L I V I N G U N I T Y ,
where then is there a place for 'death1? You cannot cease to exist in one
form or another. If you are part of an immortal, infinite M A N I F E S T A T I O N , what matters it then, whether you are in three planes or only two,
or one? The destruction of your body (inevitable, anyway) cannot affect
you, for there will always be a 'place' for you in the infinite creationut~iverse.
Everything that happens to you, happens to and affects the W H O L E .
Who lives this truth, will not and cannot ever be lonely, even ~fhe is enclosed in the cabin of a space-ship, and already sees his end fast approaching. The infinities through which he is flying in his last minutes-far away
from his dear mother Earth, which he will never see again-do not oppress
him any more: for the vibration in his consciousness, much higher than fear
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or grief, then takes over his being. The blackness of outer space then
recedes before the inner sight of the departing Son of Man. His destiny
then extends into another direction, or in our Hermetic terminology, on
to anothcr plane of existence. Meditate about this scene, imagining yourself
in the position of that space-traveller, on his 'no-return' voyage. Live it!
And then you w~llfind what I am trying to convey with the inadequacy of
words. Then perhaps you will know, what occultists and spiritually-minded
people are seeking throughout their whole lives, often renouncing things,
which average people consider add a true savour to life.
Astrology is one of the human attempts to harmonize one's P R E S E N T
with one's I M M I N E N T F U T U R E . It is not a spiritual effort and
therefore cannot bring any spiritual achievement. But how many men are
able to strive for and live a spiritual life? The majority needs something
more tangible.
If we want to tell the fortune (or foresee events) of a certain group of
manifestations, we have to catch the foremost strings which bind these
manifestations in the colnplex of the analysed phenomena. The more
important the strings which are accessible to the operator, the more exact
and truthful will be the prediction. But this sort of search presupposes the
inquirer to have a synthetic mind, always ready to merge completely into
the essence of the problcrn given, and crcate particular methods for its
examination. In other words, to tune his mechanism of thinking according
to the character of that problem.
But, generally speaking our minds are lazy. They prefer what mathematicians call the 'analytical solution of the problem', that is to create once
and for all an alphabet, which will reflect their researches. Men would
rather agree to delete a considerable part of the question, if, for its solution,
this will help them to use methods which are well known and well arranged
in advance. They say: let the answer be incomplete, but in a language
well known to us: do not let us touch on A L L the most important strings,
if the remaining ones belong to an instrument with which we arc acquainted.
It is with these instruments that we will occupy ourselves in this lesson.
The great organs of the universe, often called 'the Chandeliers' affect a
lot of things in the world with their activities. Under these 'Chandeliers'
we understand here the complex of the S E C O N D A R Y C A U S A L I T I E S well known to you from previous lessons, which choose, as their
point of support, the bodies in the space round our Earth, with the grouping
of which our astronomy is occupied, while astrophysics concerns their
constitution. We try to reduce these Secondary Causalities, at least in the
sphere of their influence on earthly life, to the scale of the seven planetary
Egregors, and to the so-called 'immovable' stars, which give the tune to
the Zodiacal realm. The great Law of Analogy may justify such an attitude.
If the degree of illumination of a surrdce depends directly on the angular
co-ordinates of light in relation to the horizon, thcn why could we not
accept that purely astral influences, generally and to a certain extent, are
functions of these angular elements?
If the bodies of those things which we conditionally call the 'seven
planets' possess large diameters in comparison to the size of earthly
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observers, then why should we not admit the overhwelming activities of
the astral Egregors which have their points of support in those planets?
If the orbits of these celestial bodies are actually little different from the
ecliptic's surface, then why should we not direct our attention to the
influences, which the Egregorssupported by these bodies-must exercise
round themselves?
Every new element entering the astral sphere of influence should be taken
into account, especially if this concerns the changes in the already calculated influences.
So astrology is interested just in the celestial realm of the Zodiacal belt.
On which sphere docs astrology want to extend its investigations ? Certainly
not on the Archetype, about which any judgement, made on the ground of
illusory physical facts, is still harder to make than about a photograph
taken many times from the same film.
The general unitarian character of the Archetype's manifestations and
their harmoniousness is evidently reflected in every little plant; but Sephirothic particulars of the Archetype's mental emanative activity are too
general and abstruse to be measured with compasses on an imperfect
photograph. I hope the meaning of this will be clear to the reader.
Human W I L L often does not see its own F R E E D O M . Then it
becomes a slave of the Secondary Causalities, and then we can-to a certain
degree-guess about its tendencies. This means that the activities of Man
are often in accordance with astrological calculations, coupled with a slight
use of the theory of probability. Here lies the field of astrology and its
predictions.
We call F A T E 'blind' because its manifestations can be well calculated
in advance and apparently do not underlie any change in itself, that is
without participation of the two remaining points of the Triangle of
Fabre d'olivet. Astrology catches just the sphere of Destiny and then courageously starts to predict it. If these forecasts refer to the weather or to
manifcstations of voicanic forces, or othcr cosmic phenomena, then
astrology may puzzle us because of the truthfulness of its forecasts, and then
we might bend our heads before the 'omniscience' of the astrologer.
If these predictions belong to human actions, then in countries where
fatalism prevails, they will also be very exact, and people will say: 'Let
whatever is written in the stars happen!'
But if you enter into a circle of men occupied with the development of
will-power, all your praises of astrology will meet with a pretty cold
reception. They will immediately tell you that: A S T R A I N C L I N A N T ,
N O N N E C E S S I T A N T ! (the stars incline, but do not compel). This
is the central truth of astrology which exists for an average man, and its
predictions might be very exact, just because an average man has no
developed will-power consciou~lyleading him to a certain aim. In our
lessons of the First Arcanum we spoke more explic~tlyabout this. It is easy
f ~ an
r occultist to 'calculate' the a'verage undeveloped person; but if a
human being takes its fate into its own hands, then things become quite
different. Spiritually advanced people do not think about any divinatory
practices.
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If you meet an anchorite who is not seeking any dcvotecs or disciples, if
you are lucky enough to encounter a true yogi, no matter whether of Eastern or Western origin, or a saint, then their sermons will be different. If
you may see a sincere spiritual seeker, who is not going along the way of
Rosicrucianism or other occult initiatory organizations, and follows the
thorny, but sublime path of those ' P O O R I N S P I R I T ' , as a Great
Master said in his unsurpassed Sermon on the Mount, then you may hear
somcthing like this: 'What is your misty fatalism for me? What meaning
does your planetary colouring of your will's manifestations have for me?
I am continuously looking only on the A P E X O F T H E T R I A N G L E ,
for there radiates the E T E R N A L C H A N D E L I E R O F T H E
C O N S C I E N C E , giving enough Light to discriminate the R I G H T
Path from the L E F T one. My will incessantly leads me on the right
way: no matter how your planets are placed. I always know, that all the
S E V E N S E C O N D A R Y C A U S A L I T I E S bless me on my evolutionary Path.
'Your Saturn wili always give me the opportunity to surrender to the
blows of Destiny.
'Your Jupiter will always support my voice by the authority of Good and
Right.
'Your Mars will present me with virility and the power to bear suffering
and martyrdom patiently.
'Your Stin always gives me energy and light, and so I shall renounce
them for the benefit of my neighbour.
'Your Venus will always direct me into the place where there is need for
a man to receive help and solace which comes from communion with a
healing heart.
'Your Mercury will bestow on me the gifts of the Holy Spirit, allowing
me to speak in a language understandable for disciples.
'Your Moon will give me the power of non-resistance, which compels
the Highest Himself to stand by His devotee.
'My friend, leave all your predictions and guessing! How insignificant
they are in comparison with Truth, which reveals to me my H O P E and
your S T A R S ! And know that: W E A L L R E I N T E G R A T E ! '

It is interesting to note, that the fulcrum of our relation with the whole
outer world--in time and space-is subconsciously based on natural
astrology. Take our measurement of time: as the basic element we have
rightly taken the way and time of the Earth's passage round the Sun. This
is our year by which we determine everything in our lives. There is our first
year on this planet, and there is the last one, when we leave the Zodiacal
conditions on Earth.
But there are also purely occult reasons for giving importance to the
revolutions of our mother-planet. It passes through different clichCs in time
and space, and these are related to one another. In its passage through the
space around the Sun, the Earth each time encounters the same positions
as it did exactly one year ago. The cliches of happenings are closest to us on
their anniversaries. That is why we celebrate our birthdays, and other events
of our temporal life.
Religious rules oftcn recommend prayers and masses for the dead on
just the anniversaries of their passing away.
Occult Tradition teaches, that the elementars of the majority of men
are, for a long time after their disincarnation, 'magnetized' by the anniversaries of the important dates in their former material lives. Magicians,
who want to implore or evoke the elementar of a prominent man, usually
observe the anniversary of his birth, or (preferably) his death. Then the
contact is easier and the two-plane being (elementar) is more inclined to
communicate with the living on the Earth.
In the astral world, the subtle influences of the Planetary Spirits, as we
described them in previous Icssons, are much stronger and more clearly
felt than in the dense matter of the physical plane. We know that for the
not-so-developed human beings (dnd the majority are just this kind), the
conditions and influences can easily bc deciding factors in their behaviour
and other manifestations. Only exceptionally advanced men can be said
to be above and beyond the astro-physical surroundings.
We can test this on oursel~esvery easily: which do you like better, sunny
or cloudy days ? Spacious, airy rooms or dark basements'? Nice melodies s r
gloomy sounds? If so, then you must recognize that surroundings and
conditions play a great role in your life.

This was the language of Initiation into the Ultimate Truth. Not all are
able to understand it, and therefore astrology still has and will have many
adepts and enthusiasts. I could not hope to please them in this work by
exposing the techniques of astrology. Instead I have preferred to give you
some informative and philosophical lessons about this part of occultism,
so that you may the easier f&m your own opinion about it. Moreover,
there are numerous books about astrology, which explain the practice and
theory of horoscopes, planetary influences, planetary 'houie\', and so on,
alloping the student to experience and to test what is the most interesting
for him. I do not need to emphasize that all divinatory processes contain
some truth in them, but this truth is a R E L A T I V E one, and cannot lead
ustothefinalgoal,theABSOLUTE, U N C O N D I T l O N E D T R U T H LIGHT.

LESSON 7 9
Physiognomy
Physiognoniical study is occupied with definitions related to the outer
(physical) form of Man, allowing those acquainted with this branch of
occult knowledge, to build a reasonably exact picturc of a man's
characteristics, according to his type, race and visible qualities. The
influences of these three factors are very mixed, and we encounter practically no single type of average man who could represent a pure incarnation
o+' one of the seven planetary entities. Therefore, Tradition teaches us
about these planetary types separately, theoretically presenting them as
unmixed and independent. But students must always remember, that
practice is often very far from any idealistic imagination.
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So here, I am giving a traditional description of the planetary types, as
they are accepted in Hertnetism and the Tarot.

decisive fashion and tone as if giving orders. Their movements are quick,
steps full of dignity. They spend lavishly and have a cold attitude towards
any danger. They like red colours, shouting and noise, spend much time in
cafeterias, and prefer strong beverages and half-cooked beefsteaks. They
are easily offended and have a passion to occupy thcmsclvcs with surgery
or butchery.
We have a parody of pure Mars type in the traditional figure of the
'gendarme'.
Sicknesses affecting Mars people are: ailments of the neck, pneumonia,
and blood disorders.
Countries: Poland, Central Russia, Lombardy, Prussia.
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1. The Saturn Type. To this class of men bzlong slim persons, with dry and
earth-coloured complexions, whose skin wrinkles easily. When young, they
have strong hair, which thins gradually with age. They walk slowly with
bent knees and lowered eyes. Their heads are oblong, cheeks hollow, ears
long, nose thin atid sharp-ttppcd, and thc mouth large ~ i t thin
h lips, the
lower one being rather prominent. They have very white teeth wh~chdecay
easily anci white gums. Often they have small black side whiskers, broad,
heavy l o ~ cjaw
r and pronilnent Adam's apple. Men of this type have very
hairy chests, hlgh shoulders, slender, bony arms and distended tendons
on their legs. They tire quickly, and in old age are often debilitated by
breaking their legs. They do not belie~eanyone and are usually independent, but superstitious. They are good mathematicians and lawyers, but have
limited mental horizons. They like agriculture and mining. They love
black clothes, are parsimonious, prefer loneliness and often become a
prey to mclancholy. From this type of men are born revolutionaries and
mutineers.
Their sickr~essesare: nerves, piles, ailments of the limbs, weak teeth and
cars, suffer from rheumatism, damage to limbs, self-abuse and bleeding.
Countries where this type can often be found are: Bavaria, Saxonia,
North Russia, Siberia.

2. The Jupiter Type. To this type belong people of middlc height, with
pinkish-white skin and fresh faces. They have melodious voices, large,
slrliling eyes, brown hair, broadly arched eyebrows, medium-sired straight
noses, mouths which are slightly too large, with thick lips, the upper soinewhat covering the lower, and large teeth of which the two front ones are
the longest. They have rounded cheeks, long chin with a groove, ears
placed close to the head, handsome neck and well-developed nape. They
perspire easily and abundantly, especiaily on the forehead. Thcy bccome
bald early and in later years are usually sluggish. They have great faith in
themselves, enjoy feasts, amusements, ovations, eat well and drink much,
brief y, they like elegance and luxury.
Although proud, they are still willing to help their neighbours. They are
industrious, and strive after honours. They have expansive natures, are
generally impctuous, but arc good-heartcd. They are attached to their
families, are religious and being easy of access are always among friends.
Sicknesses: strokes, rush of blood to the head, and circulatory troubles.
Countries: Hungary, South Russia, Persia, Far East, Southern Francc
and partially in Italy.
3. The Mars Type. Such people are strongly built, tall of stature, small
but broad head, broad forehead, round cheeks, dark complexion, red,
stiff hair, large, sparkling eyes often bloodshot, brownish eyebrows, large
mouth with thin lips, hcavily built lower jaw, broad sharp tccth yellowish in
colour. and prominent chin with short, hard hairs on it. The nose is hookendccl, cars small and protruding, and chest broad. They always speak in a
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4. The Sun (Apollo) Type. People of this type distinguish themselves by their
beauty. They have medium stature, yellowish (or suntanned) colour of
skin, strong beard, thin, blonde hair, low, arched forehead, and beautiful,
large, 'smoky' eyes having a kind and strong expression. They have fleshy
cheeks, thin, straight nose, long eyebrofis which surround the eyes, medium
sized mouth and lips, and teeth whlch are not too whitc. The chin is round,
ears medium sized and protruding, neck long and muscular, shoulders
broad, limbs nicely shaped, and legs beailtifully slender. These people are
brilliant inventors, industrialists and art lovers. They enjoy respect from
their society, easily become excited, but are quickly qu~etened.They are
sympathetic and accessible, but they lack steady friends Their wives often
betray them and children and friends leave them. They can become affectionately occupied with the 'secret science' and make excellent occultists.
They are also persevering, attentively read many books, are religious and
moderate, but credulous, and are proud and self-confident They dress
themselves with much taste and originality and likc objccts of luxury and
jewels. Briefly, they always draw attention to themselves wherever they
appear.
Their foremost sicknesses are: heart troubles and those of the eyes and
throat.
Countries: Italy, Sicily, Czechoslovakia, and partially the Latin republics
of South America.
5. The Venus Type. People of this category have many features in common
with the Jupiter type, but differ in their good looks, especially the feminine
beauty. Their skin is a delicate white fading into pink. They are small of
height, and have a round face, small, fine, thick cheeks, sillall round
forehead, beautiful full eyebrows, long and luxuriant hair black or dark
brown, fine rounded nose with wide nostrils, and eyes large, dark and cheerful. They have florid faces with full lips, the upper seeniing to be slightly
swollen over the lower, and tccth whitc and regular with crimson gums.
The chin is round and fat and often grooved, the ears are small and fleshy
and the neck. strong and snow-white. Their shoulders are muscular and
sloping, the chest narrow and fleshy and thc women's breasts are especially
full. The feminine model is the ancient form of Venus. The feet are small
and fine as with good dancers.
These people like white, they practise sensible love-affairs which often
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look naive and their first thought is their best. They like feasts and receptions, and eat little but nutritious food. Life is of no value to them without
flowers and perfumes. In music they prefer melody bcfore harmony. They
are credulous and therefore easily cheated. They charm almost everyone
and avoid troubles and struggles. Men of the Venus type are rather
feminine. These people have much compassion for their neighbours.
Their ailments include venereal diseases.
Countries: Austria, Switzerland, Caucasus, Arabia, partially TndoChina.

6. The Mercury Type. These are well-built people of rather small physique.
They have a pleasant expression of the face, with sometimes an almost
childish look. The face is pale with a honey-like complexion and a tendency
to blush readily. The hair is luxuriant, blonde and curly, the skin soft,
forehead high and chin short with a few hairs, mostly black. They have
long, narrow eyebrows, a piercing look, a long, straight nose rounded
at the tip, thin lips the upper being more developed and protruding, small
teeth, well-developed chest and slender bones. They are excellent speakers,
professors, doctors, metaphysicians, magicians and astrologers. They are
charming because of their good character, able in business, but they are
jealous and greedy, so that they should not be given full freedom in arranging commercial affairs. They like to joke, are cheerful, attached to their families, and like to play with children.
Women of this type should rather be avoided as they develop early, are
deceptive and gain much experience.
Sicknesses: biliousness, liver complaints and nervous disorders.
Countries: England, France (Paris and environs), Greece, Egypt, Southern Spain.

7 . The Moon Type. Such people are tall of stature and the skull is round
with broad temples. They have a dull, pale complexion and seldom redden
in the face. The muscles are white and only slightly developed. Body hair
is sparse, while the hair of the head is thin and blonde. The teeth are
irregular and yellowish with whitish gums; the eyes, which are round,
slightly protuberant and moist are large and clear. The eyebrows are pale,
almost imperceptible, the chin fat and broad, and the ears are close to the
head. They have a long, slender neck and broad shoulders. The men have
muscular chests while the women have undeveloped breasts. The abdomen
is large and legs thin with swollen looking joints. People of this sort are
changeable, freakish, capricious, cold, lazy, melancholy and egoistic.
Family life has no attraction for them. They are very fond of sea-travel.
From their ranks come many mystics. They possess great magnetic power.
Among them we find dreamers, prophets, poets, and so on. They occupy
themselves with all kinds of arts, fantastic painting and romantic lectures.
They are very concerned about their health, like narcotics and always try
to be in exclusive society.
Sicknesses: weakening of the sight, even blindness; self-abuse, gout,
feminine complaints, kidney troubles, hydropsy.
Countries: Flanders, Transcaspian region, Africa.
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It would be interesting to find a man belonging exclusively to one of the
foregoing human types; but i t would be too hard a task. Life teaches us,
that we encounter only mixed ones, having a preponderencc of a definite
type. This must be carefully taken into consideration when we have to
form a judgement about a man, to decide which profession or speciality
would be most suitable for him, and so on. In such a case, a consulting occultist must know foremostly how to separate qualities, how to combine them,
and how to find the esoteric abilities and their practical application.
For the high degrees of an Adept, a synthetic type is required, who has
absorbed in himself all the seven influxes belonging to thc seven Secondary
Causalities, and fused them together in himself in full harmony. According
to our Hermetic Tradition, I may be able to quote some particulars about
this.
So, for the Teachers of Esoterism is indicated a blending of Saturn,
Mercury and Venus, while the presence of the Sun would be appreciated,
and sometimes Mars also would be good.
For the higher degrees of Freemusonry, Jupiter, Venus and Mars would
be required; for a magician: Saturn, Mercury and Mars; for a theurgist:
the Sun and Venus. A theoretical Kabbalisl would do well with Saturn
and Mercury, and this also refers to a theoretical astrologer.
Clairvoyants, psychometrists, fortune-tellers, and so on are always
obedient to the Moon.
For one who wishes to have experienccs with mediums, hysterical people,
sensitive persons, and so on, the most desirable type would be one having
a mixture of Venus with Moon, but when no such type is available, a Venus
type will do. This last one is very open to all kinds of suggestions.
In Initiatory Chains, among the representatives of the lower degrees of
initiations, young men of the Moon type can be found. At first they obey
the Masters (Esoteric Teachers), they even make good progress, but later,
almost inevitably, they separate themselves from the Initiatory Chains
because of their susceptibility to outer and not so pure influences, which is a
characteristic of people of the Moon type.
In reference to the pure or almost pure Solar tjye we may say, that for
him important sacerdotal activities are proper, even without any of the
complications of leadership as is the case with a Master. The pure Jupiter
type would be most successful in the task of a historian of esojerism.
Popular kinds of divination are connected with a d~rectcontacting of
the astro-mental clichCs, involving the use of crystal balls, shining surfaces,
ink or black coffee, and so on. Here the mental contact with the clichCs of
past, present and future events may be obtained through an artificial,
passive concentration. When our sight is fascinated and bound by gazing
into one of these devices, the mind is likely to follow our sight and so stop
its usual feverish vibrations (thinking), becoming immobilized and even
introverted.
This is just the condition which leads to the termporary and artificially
induced 'clairvoyance', allowing us to foresee and see through the shrouds
of time and space, which are normally veiled to us. This sort of occult
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practice is comparatively easy to perform, and a relatively large percentage
of people might be able to work with crystals, mirrors, and so on, in order
to get some divinatory results.
The main clificulty is not the obtaining of some visions, but in the
art of interpreting then1 into earthly language and conditions.
Often they are too symbolical and not coherent enough to our way of
mental conceiving. Again, it is not easy to discriminate between these
visions in time and space, as we know them, coming as they do from
worlds where the limitations imposed by our three-dimensions and subdivisions of time (past, present, future) are by.far transcended. Hence these
impressions have to be rightly classified, by the skilled work of our mindbrain, which at the same time, should nol be allowed lo engage in its normal
activities, that is to contact the usual currents of thoughts and feelings,
which is its normal occupation during the periods of our physical life on this
planet.
That is why there are so few good divinators and true clairvoyants. Also,
the main quality which permits us to become intelligent and reliable
interpreters of the astro-mental cliches as visualized through one of the aforementioned ways, is F U L L D O M I N A T I O N O F T H E M I N D , that is
possession of undisturbed passive and active powers of concentration. The
jirst type will open for us the usually invisible realm, the second will enable
us to control the flow of visions, to segregate thern wisely and to rightly interpret their relationship with the surrounding cvents of life, in which we may
be interested. In both cases training is essential. For one who is trained, the
best thing to d o would be to find the time and place where any disturbance
is unlikely; next, to place the physical fulcrum of concentration (crystal
ball, mirror, or liquid) on a table, some ten to fifteen inches from his eyes.
A subdued light should come from a lamp placed behind the operator. The
room itself should remain dark or very slightly lit. Good results are obtained
with coloured lights, such as violet or blue. When gazing into the centre of
our device on the table, we should first concentrate passively, that is expel
all thoughts from the mind and not allow any outer impressions to disturb
us.
In order to enter into contact with some definite type of cliches, all
passive concentration must be preceded by a short but intense flash of
imagination on the subject which now interests us. For example: a person
about whom we wish to know something; the place which we want to
investigate; the problem which we have to solve, and so on. Immediately
after this, we should concentrate while staring into our device.
When visions begin to appear, one usually loses one's normal awareness
of our actual, physical surroundings, as if forgetting all about them. But
the operator should remain calm, cool and master of his nerves. No
physical movement should bc allowed, The position of the body should
be rather relaxed and comfortable. A good alarm-clock with a soft sound
may be used in order to finish the session, which should not last longer than
thirty minutes in the beginning.
Little can be said about the actual art of true interpretation of the visions
obtained in this way. It is too individual and difficult to convey in words.
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But possession of a fair ability to concentrate will undoubtedly show the
right way to the experimenting divinator. Persons ~ i t hunbalanced
mentality or over-sensitive nerves should not attempt to gaze into crystals
or mirrors, because they might suffer severe shocks coming from the astral,
which is generally inirnical to any human efforts to penetrate into it.
Therefore full inner balance is an essential condition for any successful
divination through the physical fulcrums.
Actually, there is nothing to fear at all, for visions cannot make any direct
and real damage to our body or senses. It is our own responsibility not to
allow fear to harm us, for in it lies the only rcal danger. We know, that
emotions and inner mental shocks can well kill a physical man; but not
any 'blow' or 'sting' which comes from the astral.
The ability to obtain and interpret thc astro-mental visions through
crystals, and so on can be harmed or even lost in a large part, if repeatedly
used for purely egotistic aims, like money, or power over others. Usually,
such debased 'clairvoyants' d o not want to resign their former authority
and fame, and so they begin to fake the whole of their sessions by making
haphazard fantasies and guesses. Then we have a case of deception and
exploitation.
Unfortunately, the large majority of 'divinatory masters', who practise
for money, are just such doubtful individuals. However, some modest
persons, who possess a limited ability to read only certain kinds of clichts
are honest, even if they do take some reward for their services to those mho
ask for them.
An experienced occultist *ill immediately discover, with whom he has
to deal if he contacts such 'clairvoyants' and fortune-tcllers.

Chiromancy
The art of chiromancy was born in Ancient Egypt, and from there Moses
brought it, together with all the Hermetic teachings which he included in
his books, to the Bible. There is irrefutable proof that chiromancy was well
known to the Patriarchs, for in the Book of Job, XXXVII, 7 we read:
' D E U S I N MANU O M N I U M S I G N A P O S I J I T , IJT N O V E R I N T S I N G U L I O P E R A S U A ' ( G o d put signs onthc handsof ckeryone so that all people can know their things). This sentence would be better
understandable in a free translation. in which the words 'their things' are
substituted by the more reasonable: 'their fate'. Some Hermetists, and especially Prof. G. 0. M. give still another meaning to these words 'their own
abilities and qualities'. All these versions are synonymous.
Chiromancy possesses the same right of existence as all other n~cthodsof
divination. Its beginnings are of a purely astrological character, and from
there comes its terminology, the names of the lines on the human palm. 111
the mediaeval period, chiromancy passed into thc posscssion of crude
fortune-tellers, who were unacquainted with astrology. Many practical
observations were added to the traditional texts, and in the fifteenth,
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries Initiatory Centres recognized and
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purified chiromancy, removing the superstitious additions made by the
ignorant fortune-tellers.
Metaphysics of the eighteenth century did not think muchabout it, but the
nineteenth century brought a new, flourishing epoch to chiromancy. The
famous D E S B A R O L L E and P A P U S (of France) as well as Dr C Z E S LAW C Z Y N S K l (of Poland) put new llfe Into the art of read~ngthe
human hand. About 1860 another Frenchman, Capt. D'Arpentigny, added
a lot of valuable researches and conclusions, and in the beginning of the
twentieth century, Cheiro (Count Louis Hamon) published a few excellent
books, in which he tried to give to everyone, the possibility of reading his
own hand and those of other people.
Today true chiromancy is a legitimate child of Hermetism, being a
definite and scientifically working system. As wlth every type of knowledge,
so it is with chiromancy, it gives astonishing results when interpreted by
a master, and it might be very discouraging, when bungled by a layman.
Now, what may chiromancy mean for a man of the present atomic age?
In spite of the many centuries which have passed since the arts of divination
took their place in the Tarot's system, and since they were taught in subterranean crypts and temples, human life has remained essentially the same,
at least, in ~ t broad
s
outline. Happiness and misery, health and sickness,
love and hatred, wealth and poverty, power and weakness, all these
principles which operate in our livcs, have not changed during the course
of thousands of years. And it is with just these principles that chiromancy
deals. So we may rightly accept that it has not lost its meaning for those,
who like to look ahead in time, calculate their possibilities and so prepare
themselves for the events, u n ~ e d e dto them by the divinatory arts.
That is the reason why this lesson has been included in this exposition
of Hermetic philosophy. reflected in the Tarot.
From the historical point of view, we are compelled to distinguish
between some separate parts of chirornancy : Fir5tly, C H I R O S O P H Y ,
or the deductive part of chiromancy, which is connected with astrological
and Kabbalistic contemplation, also often called 'analytical chiromancy'.
Secondly, T R A D I T I O N A L P A R T I C U L A R S being a collection of
separate theses, from which Desbarolle's School tried to form a definite
C O D E , known as 'syntfzetic chiromancy'.
Thirdly, a collection of new empiric particulars and facts, received in a
clinical way, referring to the exact age of the subject, to which age different
events of his lifc should be connected.
Fourthly, the above-mentioned chiromancy of d'Arpentigny. In this
lesson dedicated to general knowledge about chiromancy and not to its
depths, which need volumcs for their exposition, I will explain the methods
according to which chiromancy works.
C H I R O S O P H Y teaches us that the horoscope of each person is
written and is being written on his or her hands, and that clichCs of the
present and the future should be read on both hands, while the past belongs
principally to the left hand. In order to make an analysis of one's character,
both palms must be studied.

Fig. 37 Schematic Plan of the Hand
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We will now chirosophically explain only the planetary influences,
leaving the Zodiacal ones alone. Thc influences of the planets, asgiven in the
previous 1~s.son ohout pllj~siognomy (No. 79) may be termed 'static' in
relation to chirosopliy. On the other hand, all the remaining planetary
influences on the fate of Man wc will call 'dyrrutnic'. The 'static' elements
in chirosophy are 'plunetary mountains' (sometimes also called 'hills'),
while the plarlrtury litles of our palms are just the 'dynamic' elements. I
believe this has bccn acceptcd in Tradition because generally the 'mounts'
on our palms do not change much in our lifetime, but the lines very often
do, and every altentive studeflt can observe this fact on his own hands.
l'he large flcshy protuberance situated below the two lower phalanges
of the thumb is the Mount of Venlrs. IJnder the forefinger we find the
Morrn~qf hrpifer; under the middle finger is a small hill called that of
Saturn; under the ring finger the Moltnt of Apollo; while a hill under the
little finger is the bfourzt of Mercury. Juct below Mercury there is a large
oblong protuberance called the *$fountof >'Marsand still further below, that
of the hfount o f f h e nifoon.
If a 'mount' is vcry pronounced, then the good influence of that planet
on the horoscope is assured and will bc free from unwanted additions.
If the sire of the mount is considerably smaller than normal, it is evident
that thc corresponding planetary influence is lacking. If the mount is
covered with small lines going in one direction, this signifies that there is a
tendency for the dispersal of the planetary force, and some authorities in
the matter consider this as an evil influence. If the mount is covered with
grid-like lines, then the planetary influence is hampered by a hostile
factor in the horoscope. One must then perform an effort in order to restore
the positive influence one needs.
If a mount seems to be inclined in the direction of a neighbouring finger,
it means that this mount is subordinate to the other, which is also 'coloured'
(influenced) by the particular position of the first mount.
Examplcs will explain best. Tf the Mount of Mercury leans towards
the Mount of Apollo, we would say that it means 'science in the service of
art', as well as 'art tinged by scientific methods'.
The melting together of mounts means the unification of the static
planetary influences. For example, the Mount of Jupiter joined together
with that of Saturn would tell us, that for the person concerned, the idea
of destiny is closely connected with his imagination of a favourable career
in his life.
To each planetary mount there runs a certain planetary line. The line of
Jupiter (also called the line of heart) usually begins under the Mount of
Mercury, runs horizontally across the palm and very often reaches the
Mount of Jupiter.
The line of Saturn (or Destiny) most often starts from the valley between
the Mounts of the Moon and Venus, ascending vertically to the Mount of
Saturn. The line of Apollo (or Sun), generally speaking, begins in the same
region as the line of Saturn (Destiny) and runs vertically to the Mount of
Apollo. Thc line of Mercury (or of intuition) goes to its mount parallel
to the line of the Sun (Apollo). The line of Venus (or of life) has its begin-
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ning a t the foot of Jupiter's mount, forming an arc round the Mount of
Venus. The line of Mars (or of the head) starts on that mount and cuts
across the palm to run to the beginning of the line of Venus. The line (or
rather lines) of the Moon appear as short dashes on the bloon's mount.
The line of Venus is also called the LINE. O F L I F E (Vitalis)
The line of Jupiter the L I N E O F H E A R T (Mentalis)
The line of Mars the L I N E O F T H E H E A D (Naturalis)
The line of Sun the L l N E O F A P O L L O (Solaris)
The line of Saturn the L I N E 0 F D E S T I N Y (Fatalis)
The line of Mercury the LT N E 0 F L I V E R (Hepatica)
It has already been said, that these lines define the role of the Secondary
Causalities in the whole horoscope. With the line of Venus is connected the
sphere of health and vital forces; with the line of Saturn things belonging
to the destiny of Man; with the line of Jupiter, the sphere of feelings,
emotions and attachments; with the line of Mars is connected the sphere
of thinking and the central nervous system. The line of Apollo refers to
material riches, prolific artistic abilities and high ideals. The line of Mercury
rules over Man's speculative abilities, and his organs of digestion. The
lines of the Moon tell of that which we call the 'Moon's influence', that is
mystical moods, and mediumistic and magnetic abilities.
There is no need to say much about the lack of one or more lines on the
hand, for the significance is all too plain; simply there is a lack of the influence of some corresponding planetary Causality. Details may be found in
the special manuals on chiromancy, such as those of Desbarolle, Papus or
Cheiro. Here I am giving general ideas on the different arts of divination,
so that the student can orientate himself when he obtains a suitable manual.
In the case of duplication of a line it is usually a sign of the permanency
of the influence connected with that line. Interruptiot~sto a linc mean a
violent change in the character of its influence or its conditions. Islands 011
a line mean bifurcation of the influences and events; such an island on the
line of heart tells of the divisiorl of attach~nentor love; on the !ine of Mars,
hysterical manifestations or physical paralysis; on the line of Venus, it
usually means headaches and neurosis, and sometimes anaemia, while an
island on Saturn's line means a false position, full of duplicity.
Spots on the lines forecast a sudden attack in the realm of the corresponding influence; for example, a spot on the line of heart signifies a sudden and
violent grief; on the line of Saturn, an event, a manifestation of the
development of Fate, crushing because of its unexpectedness.
As a further addition to the general picture of chirosophical knowledge
it can be said, that, apart from her mount, the static influence of Venus
also includes the 'ring of Venus', in the forin of a11 arc round the upper parts
of the Mounts of Saturn and Apollo. People possessing such a ring have the
ability of mental concentration in all realms which are the object of their
investigations, even if these are not their main occupatim~,but come into
existence only by accident, and so on. On the astral plane, these people
refer arec~ionatelyto every form seen or imagined, in which their ideas
manifest themselves. On the phqsical plane possessors of the ring of Vcnus
show considerable refinement in sensual passions and pleasures.
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To the static influence of Mars-apart from his mount, which by its
convexity suggests the idea of great patience and endurance in a man, the
so-called 'passive Mars'-we will add his plain. The degree of convexity
of the plain characterizes the 'active Mars', that is courage, vehemence
and passion. The 'Plain of Mars' is situated in the middle part of the palm,
on which also occur the middle sections of the lines of head, Apollo and
Saturn.
Other signs are also encountered on human palms and belong to the
general traditional knowledge of chiromancy. Of these we would like to
say, that a cross at the beginning of a line limits its manifestations; briefly,
a cross is an unfavourable sign on a G O O D line, and a good sign on a
B A D L Y F O R M E D line. A cross at the end of a line suggests an idea
of mystical influence; a cross in the middle of a line, a temporary obstacle;
a cross on a tnount signifies protection in the realm of the influence of that
mount. For example: found on the Mount of Jupiter, the cross forecasts a
happy marriage.
In general, a star has the same meaning as the cross, but in many cases
much more intensive and violent. So, a star on the Mount of Apollo means
that the man will suddenly become rich. A square is usually a sign of
protection, of support, or defence. Not necessarily in a positive meaning:
for, if it is close, say, to the line of Saturn on the Plain of Murs, this may well
mean being deprived of personal freedom.
The line of Mars, separated from the line of life and attached to it with
small crosses (like a net) means, according to our tradition, a sickness of
the eyes and extreme rashness in the actions of a man.
Our empiric facts, obtained in clinical practice, mainly refer to the
so-called age of the line. This means that on each line, dependent upon the
character and construction of the hand, which influence the mutual points
of intersection of these lines, we can note some positions, which correspond
to actual years in the life of the person in question.
This will permit us to connect in horoscopes and chiromantic forecasts,
the right interpretation of planetary influences according to certain years in
a man's life.
So we could say, that on the line of Saturn the twentieth year of life
corresponds to the point of intersection of that line with the line of Mars;
the fortieth year, to the point of intersection with the line of Jupiter. Again,
we may see a break in the line of Saturn, and a shifting to the left in the
direction of the Mount of Jupiter, of two-thirds of the part of that line
between the two above-mentioned points. Then we may be able to say
to the person: 'a favourable change in your career can be expected about
your thirty-fourth year.'
In the case of another person a spot is visible on the Mount of Jupiter,
while with others we may see a spot on the line of Jupiter, in that place
where it intersects the line of Apollo. Tnen it would be reasonable to forecast some love-troubles at the age of twenty-five.
F&. 37 representing the general plan of the human hand has been added
to this lesson.
The Parisian School of chiromancy (whose leader for many years was
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Papus) calculates the probable length of a human life by means of averaging
taken from the indications of T H R E E lines: Saturn, Jupiter and Mars,
taking from each of them the age, corresponding to its length. The ancient
Hermetists, as well as some contemporary chiromantists work differently.
They read the years O N L Y from the line of life (Venus) and ascribe the
deciding meaning to that line. The difficulty is that the line of Venus
differs irnniensely in different individuals, and any establishment of firm
points on it, is far from being easy.
Rut the most important thing is, that the old method is very incorrect in
practice, while the Parisian system gives over seventy per cent. of exact
forecasts.
D'Arpentigny in his chiromancy also refers to three basic types of fingertips which have much in common with the type of men, who possess these
fingers :

(1) Sharp-pointed fingers
(2) Square-pointed
(3) Spade-shaped
The joints of the fingers also possess similar meanings, that is the two
principal ones, being those of upper and lower.
All the particulars, as I have mentioned beforc, may be found in thc
special works treating of chirosophy. Apart from the knowledge of lines,
mounts and other signs of the palm, a good chirosophist will never overlook
knowledge about the general circumstances of his client, because the same
signs would have a different interpretation for different types of men. This is
very similar to the three titles belonging to each arcanum of the Tarot:
each one belongs to a different world, and therefore the same arcanurn has
its separate formula in every plane.
With this kind of divinatory art (that is chiromancy) we will almost end
our lessons about the Seventeenth Arcanum. I am omitting phrenology and
graphology, because these systems are too specialized and need long study
and similar exposition.
My aim has not been to teach you about all the different kinds of
divination, but just to give you a firm basic knowledge of the ideas and
methods, from which professional practitioners form thcir own systems
and ability to interpret the occult language, ~ h i c hspeaks from the
Seventeenth Arcanum.
As a historical curiosity I would like to mention a strange remark of
one of the foremost 'realists' of the nineteenth century-Napoleon I, who
once said:
'The human face may deceive, but the hand never.'
Personally I do not attach much importance to any divinatory art or
fortune-telling. The most truthful forecast or prophecy can remain useless.
In my twenties I visited a very famous Belgian chiromantist, a lady, who
foretold the tragic fate of the unlucky Czar Nicholas 11. She told me,
among other things, which have long since been fulfilled, that 1 'should be
careful with ocean travel'. When I asked her if this meant death at sea, the
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old lady avoided a direct answer, saying that I 'should not travel far on the
ocean'. But this did not prevent me from undertaking numerous and
very long voyages, as I never cancelled them because of the sinister augury.
And so I will do the same in the future when the need arises. Where is there
any usefulness in divination for a man, who does not wish to subdue his
will to any outer influences or forecasts?

Sometimes there have been cases whcre some sensitive person has bccn
able to see less personal cliches, related to definite happenings in the
political, social or national life of a country. Then we speak about 'prophetic dreams'. Only a well-trained occultist is able to extract the exact
meaning from such clichb, without mixing them with his own personal
views or convictions, and just giving a clear picture of things to come.
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Dreams
The question of dreams is connected with the divinatory processes described in the Seventeenth Arcanum. I shall limit myself to a rather brief
exposition of Tradition's teachings.
When dreaming, the consciousness of an average man is centred foremostly on the astral plane, while the body, having only a loose link with the
astrosome, remains at rest and regains the energy, spent during its waking
hours.
(1) The human astrosome may then enter into contact with the astral plane
and its inhabitants, where a man is attracted according to his own inner
attitude and interests, which prevail in the waking state. He may see and
talk to his friends, relatives or other people who left the physical plane
before him. Usually, no valuable information is brought back, especially
as the major part of such activities does not reach the brain's consciousness
after the man's awakening.
(2) However, we can encounter some valuable C L I C H E S connected with
the past, present or future. Sometimes the latter are able to be revealed
through the brain's consciousness and then we might get a 'prophetic
dream' forecasting the events to come. These are often veiled in some
symbolical outer form. This was well known to Egyptian Initiates and their
successors, the ancient Greeks and Romans. Attempts have often been
made to establish a definite symbolism for dreams, in order to enable men
to understand them, and so there have appeared the so-called 'dream books',
which try to comment on and explain the most conlmonly encountered
forms of dream experiences and visions.
Of course, most of these publications are valueless, being compiled
haphazardly by ignorant people, lacking any initiatory meaning and
calculated to serve only nalve and superstitious readers. We cannot delve
further into them.
But, as regards forecasting future events, some common dreams seem
to have a meaning which has been established by experience.
I know, for example, from my own experience and that of others, that to
ascend, in dream, to the top of a high tower or mountain and then look
down from it may often be connected with the death of someone close
to you. If it happens, that we see some person (especially in white clothes)
on those heights, it is almost certain he or she will soon pass away. T o see
or to swim in a very dirty and dark stream or lake, and so on, could well
mean a sickness for the dreamer himself.
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(3) A less interesting category of dreams would be a mental recapitulation
of the day's experiences, reflected in a man's consciouslless of the dream
state. Somc dreams can well be created when the body of the dreamer is
subjected to certain influences as was explained in Chapter XI11 of Concentration.
To such a category belong most of the dream-visions of men who have
only lower mental development.
(4) Rare kinds of astral cxpericnces, which have great importance and

meaning, are the so-called astral cliches, or communications received with
the utmost clarity and intensity, which compel us to accept them as unmistakable missions directed to us. This usually happens when some higher
Powers find it advisable to warn us or to give us an order to do, or not to
do certain definite things.
Those who have followed the mystical message know how true this can
be. Sometimes, in similar cases, lives have been saved, or a major disaster
avoided.
In Eastern occult schools attcmpts have been made to produce prophetic
messages artificially. Persons who had problems to solve were left to sleep
for a night in a temple or crypt. Then dreamy impressions were recorded
and served as a basis of the forecast for the solutio~lof the problem. Old
Egyptian temples and Greek crypts were famous for this.
Now, what attitude would be suitable for us, who are living in this
'enlightened' Twentieth Century? Discrimination is the quality most needed,
when we ask about the behaviour of a reasonable occultist towards his astral
experiences. This means that we have to be able to classify the points 1 to
4 clearly, and to draw the consequences from them when we are confronted
with our actual dreams. It requires a fair degree of initiation into the astral
life, and a considerable ability to be conscious while in our astrosomes.
Roughly speaking, at least the first thirteen arcana should be worked
through, and the first group of exerciscs leading to exteriorization must be
performed satisfactorily.
As in every occult tradition, the ability of concentrated thinking should
reach a reasonable degree, in this case, corresponding to the first three
series of Concentration. Then we may be pretty sure that we will not be
led astray by the passive experiences in our dreams.
But, frankly, a good Hermetist would not be very much occupicd with
any divinatory activities and the resulting impressions. Rather he will try
to do what the active arcanu advise. And this is none other than self:
perfectioning, which clears our way to the unique aim of Hermetism, which
was, is and will be-Reintegration.

CHAPTER XVIII

ARCANUM XVIll

(s T Z A D D I )

Arcanum XVIII
CREPOSCULUM

THE MOON

Hierarchia Occulta
H o s t e s Occulti
Pericula O c c u l t a

THEsign of the Hebrew alphabet corresponding to the Eighteenth Arcanum is
3 (Tzaddi) and its numerical value is 90. The astrological symbol belonging
to this arcanum is Aquarius.
As the hieroglyph there is a R O O F , not that protective construction
which shields us against the vagaries of the weather, but a R O O F which
stifles and oppresses, limiting our freedom and bringing disaster.
Of all the arcana, this Eighteenth is the most ominous and unfavourable.
It describes the most dangerous conditions in which Man can place himself
because of his own stupidity and lack of inner sight. So let us look at the
very mysterious card of this arcanum.
Its scientific name is C R E P U S C U L U M (twilight, dusk), and the vulgar
one is L U N A (the Moon).
At the top of the picture the Moon sheds its light quietly, hopelessly
say, mathematically exact in accordance with the laws of the physical world
(its Fate). The Moon directs its rays down to the Earth but this light is only
REFLECTED. It cannot warm us, it cannot even give us proper light.
Whcre then is the Primary Source of Light? you will ask in despair.
We want to receive the L I G H T directly from that Source!
And the ominous card answers: you are subdued by the Hierarchic
Law (Law of Gradation), because of your downfall. You have no right to
the True Primary Light, you have lost that right because of your merging
into treacherous Matter. The closest hierarchic authority gives you your
due portion of light. Be satisfied with it, you, who because of your downfall,
have deliberately merged yourselves in the illusory world of B I N A R I E S .
Such is the hard language of the Eighteenth Arcanum.
But look again, and in the background see just the B I N A R Y of two
T O W E R S (sometimes two pyramids in old Tarot cards). Between these
towers twists the serpent-like path of your existence, strewn with clean
sand, in order to show any visible traces of blood on it. And there is plenty
of blood in your past, present and perhaps future incarnations. You know
the meaning of blood in occultism. It is your vital force-energy, which
you dissipate because of your ignorance. Such is the sermon which comes
from between the two mysterious towers.
Now I would like to remind you to look attentively at Figs. NO. 1 and
Nos. 22 to 23B where you may see the whole scheme of the Tarot, conceived
in its triangles and septenaries.
In their progressive materialization, the arcana have reached the peak of
their density. Nobody can forbid us, even now, to listen to the voice of the
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Theosophical Ternary, so many times mentioned in these lessons; but with
the background of thc Eighteenth Arcanum even our eternal H O P E may
have some uncertainty in it. That is why it now forms the gradual, measured
hierarchically lirnited$rst tirle of the Eighteenth Arcanum (in the realm of
the Arch~typc)-H I E R A R C H I A OCCIJ1,TA (occult hierarchy).
Having just realized this first titlc, wc may think about thc strange
impression of blood on the path. Someone is losing his vital force, and this
oppresses us, because tt suggests a n idea of our weakness. Yes, in these final
arcana we are not so potcnt and pure as we were in the higher triangles
(Figs. Nos. 1 and 22 to 23B).
From occult laws we know, that we can easily be invultuated through
our blood. It is terrible. But who can invultuate us?
The answer is in the foreground of the card. 7here on the left sits a woif,
which has always been our enemy, openly and unmistakably. To the right
of the tragic path there is a dog, which not long ago was rubbing itself
against our feet calling itself our friend. So that is the picture: these are
our enemies and false friends, who will try to invultuate us.
Are they ahsolu~elyfree in their evil intentions? Not so! There is something which they do not like, they are sadly howling at the Moon: they are
embarrassed and bound bv the hierarchic authority closest to us, which
sends us some of its light.
If our encmies are not allowed to harm us without any limitations, why
then have we to be afraid of them? Only because we are often like that
symbolical lobster of the Eighteenth Arcanum's card, which is crawling in
the puddle that shines in the Moon's light. We can he invultuated because
we often retreat. So, in the plane of Man, the second title of the Eighteenth
Arcanum is H O S T E S 0 C C U L T I (hidden enemies). The third title in the
plane of N a t u r a i s P E R I C U L A O C C U L T A (hidden dangersin general).
Thc student who will conscientiously co-operate with the lecturerwriter by exactly following all the mental constructions and deductions
encountered in this work will gain the most benefit from a study of this
book Gn the Tarot. However, this is not enough, for the student must still
develop the skeleton-like theorems and analyses given here, and then he
wiil begin to tread the true path of self-initiation, which is the aim of
Hermetic studies. It is easy to see, that Hermetic philosophy and its application by Man is no finite quantity, but rathcr, something which is always
extending ahead and ever ahead, without a visible end. That is why so many
books have been written about the Tarot, and there is unlimited material
for writcrs to use. Each work, no matter how eminent the adept-writer,
will leave enough room for those who will come to perpetuate the magnificent task of human genius, which in spite of Man's downrall and consequently arduous labour of Reintegration, is able to create new points of
light beside the thorny path.

physical (also mental) plane, are sufficient to unveil to us the Hierarchic
Law (18).
The three-plane Man (I) posscssi~~g
Intuition (17) looks without fear o n
the picture of thc astral dangers (18) which hang oker him like clouds.
Active Nature ( i ) when its revelations are properly read (17) % i l l unveil
to us, rhe whole complex of dangers (18) which for ever remain hidden for
the layman.
Equation No. 149: 18 - 2 - 16
Equation No. 150: 18 = 16 $ 2
The Metaphysical Substance (2) and the method of logical exclusion
(16) determine the constitution of the Hierarchy (18) of the World of Idcas.
The principle of polarization (2) and the possibility of astral compulsion
(16) discover the mystery of invultuation (18). Note that this is possible
only because of the activity of the i~lvultuatingperson and the passivity of
the subject of the operation.
The possibility of destruction (16) of things created by Nature (2) is
just that which we call 'danger on the physical plane' (18).
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Now we comc to an analysis of this arcanum's numbers.
Equation No. 147: 18 - 1
17
Equation No. 148: 18 = 17 $ I
The Divine Essence (1) and Hope (17), which is formed in the meta-

+

41 1

Equation No. 1.51: 18 = 3
15
Equation No. 152: 18 - 15 3
The nature of the Unique Principle (3) and the logic of the metaphysical
constitution (15) of the Second Panzily exactly determine the Hierarchic
Law (18) for our world. This is because the formulas of that Law are closely
connected with the Mystery of the Trinity and its logical application.
The mystery of birth (3) and the means of the element Nahash (15)
constitute the process of invultuation (i8).
The creativeness of Nature (3) and the application of the Law of Fate
to its creatures (15) explaiil the esscncc of physical dangers (18).
4 $ 14
Equation No. 153: 18
EquationNo. 154: 18 = 14 - 4
The existence of forms (4) together with deduction (14) determine the
Hierarchy (18).
The principle of authority (4) and the ability to balance one's activity
and passivity (14) are the cause of hostility of one man against another
(18).
The principle of preparation (4) and of the change of development (14)
in a mysterious way result in the necessity of even physical danger (18).
13
Equation No. 155: 18 = 5
Equation No. 156: 18 :13
5
The knowledge of Good and Evil ( 5 ) together with the permanency of
the Higher
- Principles ( 1 3) are sufficientfor the foundation of the Hierarchy
(18).
The pentagrammatical nature of Man (5) and his submission to the laws
of death (13) remind us of the idca of the possibility of i~vultuation(1 8).
The great Natural Religion (5) and the principle of the transformation
of energy (13) justify physical danger (18).

+

-

+
+
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Eqtiation No. 157: 18 = 6 -t 12
EquationNo. 158: 18 = 12 6
Recognition of the Law of Analogy (6) and the awaiting of the Messiah
(12) compel even the most indifferent man to realize the Law of Hierarchy

conquers the first, and we call this 'danger' on the physical plane (18) for
the first '9'
This brief and schematic arithmological analysis of the Eighteenth Arcanurn cannot touch on the particulars of the P H Y S I C A L D A N G E R S ,
encountered on the path of human life, as their name is more than legion.
Actually, there is not even the need for that, because every student can
imagine for himself all the possibilities that interest him. But the theory
of the Hierarchic Law and of the process of irzvultuation will be spoken of
in the following lessons.

+

(18).
The domination of Freedom (6) over Charity (12) can induce us to preform invultuation (18). But the domination of Charity (12) over Freedom
of Will (6)in the form of prayers for our enemies may destroy all stratagems
(18).
The features of the environment (6) in the lower sub-planes of the Zodiacal Life (12) create physical dangers (18).
Equation No. 159: 18 = 7
11
Equation No. 160: 18 = 11
7
The essence of Hierarchy (1 8) is that the Subtle dominates the Gross (7)
and possesses the power (1 I ) to penetrate into it.
The essence of invultuation (18) and in general of enmity in the astral
realm (18), is based on the fact, that a man, who has learned to dominate
(7) himself, is able to use both forces: his own, and those of the Chain (1 1).
The essence of the dangers on the physical plane (18) is hidden in the
fact that we often claim the property (7) of the objects, which can be destroyed by the Forces of Nature (1 1).

+
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Equation No. 161: 18 = 8
10
Equation No. 162: 18 = 10 8
The libration of swinging of the World's Scale (8) joined with the Great
Testament (10) of the Kabbalah, give the key to the Law of Hierarchy (18).
The conditions of the ethical life of Man (8) and knowledge of the Kabbalah (10) give the key to invultuation (18).
Dangers on the physical plane (18) are determined by Karma (8) and
are set in motion by the World's Mill (10).
Equation No. 163: 18 = 9
9
Hierarchic conditions (18) have the character of opposition of the T W O
Protectorates (9). A junior executive makes reports being mindful of the
interests of a certain department, like a single organ of an organism. The
senior executive, responding to the report, gives orders concerning more
the organism as a whole, sometimes to the detriment of a particular part
of it. The Law of Hierarchy gives priority to the interests of the W H O L E
over the interests of private persons. This is the meaning of the triumph
of one '9' over another '9'.
One may be initiated (9) into the business of self-preservation, another
into the mystery of Baphomet; the C O M M U N I T Y conquers the
individual, the second '9' invultuates the first '9'.
A separate organism preserves its physical means when operating with
the theory of probability (9). The whole of Nature possessing the knowledge
of all elements directing its construction, also has another calculus, related
to the degree of possiblity of happenings. For Nature this becomes not a
theory of probability, but a 'theory of credibility '(9). Here the second '9'

+

+
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The Law of Hierarchy
The Unitary Contemplation of the Spiritual Schools of which the Hermetic
one is the foremost, possesses as its basic thesis the following axiom:
T H E PRINCIPLES CLOTHE THEMSELVES WITH THE
LAWS; T H E LAWS CLOTHE THEMSELVES WITH FACTS.
Cloth or clothes without one who uses them are incapable of life: they
can only serve as scarecrows for a time, until their nothingness is recognized. Our Western pattern of spiritual philosophy has allies in the best
Eastern Schools, such as esoteric Buddhism, Sufism and foremostly Advaita
Vedanta. It is difficult to find historical proofs that Western and Eastern
occultists had any contacts bewteen themselves about 2,000 or 3,000 years
before Christ. Nevertheless, the similarity of the Unitary Doctrine is astonishing, if we take the trouble to study it deeply enough. The Parabrahm,
Nirvana, Ain-Soph, Unknown Father (as Christ told us), all these conceptions have a synonymous meaning : they all speak about the 0 N E W I T H O U T A S E C O N D , Unmanifested, Absolute, Perfection without
qualities.
Hut materialistic schools tell us something different. Their credo is: the
complex of facts generates the law. In other words, they believe that the
Monad (Self) and the will of the Chain are illusion, created by the very
fact of their grouping into that Chain. For them the cell is more real than
the organ, and the organ more real than the whole O R G A N I S M !
The contemplation of the Unitary Spiritual Schools recognizes Life
O U T S I D E ITS MATERIAL REALIZATIONS A N D EVEN
AS I N D E P E N D E N T O F T H E M . Rut materialists try to deduce Life
from Death.
I AM T H E G O D OF ABRAHAM, ISAAC A N D JACOB;
NOT A G O D O F T H E D E A D BUT A G O D O F T H E LIVING.
This text is the basis of living Unitarianism. Followers of this conception
will naturally recognize the Hierarchy, starting from the apriori recognition
of its points of support.
THERE IS AN ARCHETYPE, THEREFORE MAN A N D
N A T U R E E X I S T . There is a ruler who chose his subordinates for himself. There is a leader who performs certain impulses of will, and around
him gather the people, ready to defend formally and really the fulfilment
of those impulses. Then the Teacher appears, then the School, and then thcre
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is the mental Monad, which forms zn astroso~nefor itself and the latter
which moulds its physical body for itself.
If we would like to imagine everything which exists F O R O N L Y A
S I N G L E M O M E N T , then we might perhaps recognize both (the materialistic and spiritual) systcms of thought as acceptable.
A materialist may say to you: 'Show me the man who is not a synthesis
of his cells.' You may reply, that the astrosome of a foetus, while still in
its mother's womb, vampirizes (or uses) the elements of the physical subplanes of its environment. Then you can recognize for yourselves, that without the existence of that appropriate environment, no incarnation can be
realized. So who can prevent me from believing, that in every crowd there
nzust necessarily appear a leader. as a function of the collective existence
of that crowd?
But this conception is too short-lived, if we consider not only a single
M O M E N T in time, but the whole C U R R E N T O F T H E F I N A L
E P O C H . Write down the history of a crowd and that of a hierarchic
society, and you will see, that the C R O W D inevitably goes to discord,
to decomposition, to death: that the collec.tive soc~ietystrives for common
life, for unitary aims, for a definitc targct. In the crowd thcrc are waves,
but in the community circulates Telesrna (that is the steady current). In a
parliament-members of which are elected by means of the general voting
system-the parties are visible from the very beginning of that institution.
No parliament in the world provides its President (or speaker in some
systems) with factual authority, but only expects him to be a guard for the
preservation of the accepted forms of government. Compare these almost
anarchical systems with the work of families and other communities, built
in a patriarchal way, that is according to Hierarchic Law.
This fast paragraph is actually a quotation from the words of Prof.
G. 0 . M.made in 1912. But have these words lostthcir actuality now, almost
fifty years later?In the time of that eminent thinker and occultist there were
far fewer democratic republics (in fact, monarchies were in the majority),
than can be seen today, when almost every half-wild and uncivilized tribe
-when given independence- tries to form something like a 'democratic
parliamentary system' among its primitive people, of course, unsuccessfully.
When looking back at historical records describing the not-so-far distant
past, you will undoubtedly see, that there were far less international and
social troubles than today, to say nothing of the S1.r.ord of Damocles so
pitilessly hanging over the neck of humanity, in the form of total nuclear
annihilation. In those days, a nation might suffer a revolt, a social disaster
or loss of that which we like to call 'independence', but humanity as a
W H O L E was never threatened with extinction. Then for example, France
might fight Germany (1870-71), or Japan, Russia (1904-S), and so on, but
the total ~vorld-widewars are rn? inilention of recent times.
An independent and unprejudiced mind will come to a right conclusion,
no matter if such might be 'unpopular' today.
Anyway, consider a fox which falls into a trap: it systematically bites
through its paw or tail, in as little as say fifteen minutes, all in order to be
freed from the limitation of its will's manifestations (which in Man we may
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term his pentagrammatic will); to save thc W H O L E of its being, and to
avoid unwanted experiencc on the physical plane, SO imminent in the event
of that fox's inactivity.
It can be said, that spiritual and materialistic philosophies may be presented in the form of an immense binary. Yes, there have been attempts to
neutralize this binary!
A spiritualist says: 'All comes from -4BOVE, from the Ascending
Triangle, which gave birth to everything. The Sun is the father of all.'
A matrrialist may reply: 'All comes from below, all was created by adaptation, you can see how the Descending Triangle gives birth to everything.
The Moon is the mother of all.'
Apantheist now comes forward to tell us: 'There is no substance in either
of your opinions. Look at the centralport of Solomon's Star. There is the
S T A U R O S , which symbolizes the Gnostic Law of fecundation: the
passive through the ai*/ive.1 found that both your triangles already existed,
and I am using them as rcady tools. The key to my conception lies just in
the Staztros, in the transformation of the Telesma's body, that is in the environment producing the complex of the positive A C T I V I T Y and the
negative P A S S I V I T Y . You may be right, that the father of my Bapllornet
is the S U N , that his mother is the M O O N . In this both of you (materialists and spiritualists) are right. But the wind bore Baphomet in its bosom,
this wind which I am breathing, because of which I am living together with
all that exists with me and ~ i t you.
h
I am not seeking the beginning of all
beginnings, and I do not want to turn any end into the bcginning. I have no
reproaches against the P A R E N T S of all that IS! I am living in the realm
of their androgynous C H I L L ) , the V AU of Hermetists.'
To which school have we to join ourselves? Have we to be spiritualists,
materialists or pantheists? Enlightened occultists would tell you: 'Go and
follow the example of the Egyptian Schools! Bow before Herme.\- Trismegistus, the personification of the magnificent synthesis of all the three
philosophical currents. Be a materialist when you yourself are rebounding
from the solidbottom called the physical plane; it is a sure basis for one who
is operating magically, when there is a need to compel facts to create facts.
Use pantheism when you want forms to create forms, when your individuality speaks in you a 5 the Pentagram, being conscious of itself, not
as a slave of Nature, but as a free god.
Then, as soon as you feel that personality and individuality are losing
their hold on you in the P R E S E N C E O F S O M E T H I N G M U C H
M O R E U N I V E R S A L which proclaims I T S E L F to be U N I T Y , as
soon as you notice in yourself a growing contenlp( ,for forms and love of
ideas, then openly and courageously recognize yourself as a S P I K I T U A LI S T : for then you :+re in the kingdom of the F A T H E R , of the Y O D .
But which of the three systems actually belong to Man, to his essence and
nature'! What actually creates Marl? Body, personality, or that lofty strivitig A B O V E , where the personality and individuality melt into something
U N I V E R S A L , where they dissolve aiive into the broad stream of the
I D E A , which carries us into I N F I N I T Y ?
Friends, to such questions there are no definite answers, which can be
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given by one man to another. We can only exchange words, but they cannot
substitute the individual Truth which must be born in each of us. Everyone
must seek it through the right meditation, that is, a deep merging in his
spirit. What is evident to me, is that the B O D Y seems to be less lasting
and strong than the individuality: that l N D I V I D U A L I T 1 E S draw
close together on the ground of their common interests, and often because
of these interests they agree to play the role of the tail or paw in my
recently quoted example of the fox.
Finally, I have to remind my readers to look again at the lessons of the
Eleventh Arcanum about the 'downfall of souls', which may give the right
hint to a deep-thinking student of Hermetism. Apart from Hermetism, an
inspiring answer may be received from the study of Eastern philosophy
in its form of Advaita Vedanta.
Apure spiritualist, of course, will be an absolutist in the realm of his views
on Hierarchy; a materialist is logically compelled to defend the collective
voting, as a privilege of the cells of the universe's organism, referring to all
phenomena appearing in time and space, while a pantheist will fight for the
kingdom of the Spiritual Monad, limited (I beg your pardon for this
expression) by the passive constitution of matter.
The principles relating to the realization of Spiritual Hierarchy in life
have already been given in the lessons of the Third Arcanum.

Imagine, on one hand, a man who dissipates his fortune, or a state senselessly colonizing all parts of the world, without having safeguarded its
colonies by necessary strategic preparations. On the other hand, consider
a man who keeps all his possessions under lock and key having duly registered, and then secured them by fences and watch dogs, or a state which has
good conncctions with all its colonies, and posscssis operational bases in
all parts of the world, and a ready navy on all seas to defend them. Then if
the second man or second state acts against the first, it is clear that success
will be assured and the aim reached, no matter if this will be against the
interests of the first type of man or state.
Further, if both of the men are similar to the unwise, jirst type, but
one of them, forgetting for a time, his passivity and foolishness, takes the
initiative in the planned attack, he will have somc advantage, even if both
forces are equal. Of course, the second can also awaken and try to repel the
aggression, but then he must be prepared for many losses in the meantime.
In these few similes we have the whole secret of invultuation. The magic
influences are always connected with some manifestations on the physical
or lower astral planes. The invultuation can have numerous aims : invultuation for love, sickness or death, material disaster, bankruptcy, the cutting
up or diminishing of some profitable activities, and so on. Just bccause the
results of invultuation belong to the lower sub-planes of the universe, the
very term is used in the sense of something evil, and not without good
reason. It is always a very gross operation, requiring a solid basis in matter.
This is achieved as follows: an involutionary entity is created according
to the Sephirothic plan. The world-Olam ha Azilurh of that created being
belongs entirely to the operator. This world of Aziluth should penetrate, by
its influence, the worlds-Olam ha Briah, Jezirah and Aziah of the subject
of the operation. But the Aziluth of the operator is alive because of its
influence in all the three worlds of the operator himself. This means that he
must bind together his own Briah, Jezirah and Aziah with the same elements
of the subject, acting, by the momentary lulling of the suspicions of his Olam
ha Aziluth. Then the three lower worlds of the subject will enter as temporary participants into the common organism of both men. The next
problem for the operator will be the realization of a particular suggestion,
like ethical sickness for that part of the artificial and newly constructed
Olam ha Briah, which corresponds to the former free Briah of the victim.
Hc will thcn suggest thc 'formal' sickness into that part of the common
Olam ha Jezirah, which corresponds to the former separate Jezirah of the
subject, and finally, a physical sickness related to the part of the common
Aziah. This is the gcneral pattern.
Some would say, that it is hard to possess completely all the three worlds
of the subject of the operation. But rhere is no need to rake the whole of them:
only a tiny part wid sufice.
This part is then contaminated with a sickness, which is left to spread to
as many of the victim's organs as possible, while carefully protecting the
operator's own organs, which entered the artificially fashioned common
organism, as previously stated. Nobody would contest, that ethical dissatisfaction, because of some accident may sometimes destroy the spiritual
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Znvultuation
If someone raises the question of the characteristic of initiation in the
three Masonic Symbolical Degrees, exclusively from the point of view of
teaching a man to influence others, the answer should be as follows:
(1) The Degree of Disciple teaches us to be strong in ourselves, and therefore, to combat our own weaknesses, annihilating them gradually. This
degree is dedicated to the elaboration of activity in the operator.
(2) The Degree of Companion reveals weaknesses of others to us and teaches
us to make use of those weaknesses at the time when we become freed from
our own faults. This is the school of the calculus of the stupidity and
passivity of others.
(3) The Degree of Master turns our attention to the art of planning operations in which our force of activity exactly corresponds to the passivity
and weakness of others. If we are intellectually strong and possess enough
knowledge, we can then lead fools where we want, because of the right use
of our means. But we will certainly abstain from competing with them, say,
in the field of boxing, or other physical fighting as in a circus, simply because
their muscles might be stronger than ours. If we are strong in some definite
techniques, we will naturally accept the fight just in that realm, leaving aside
all other kinds of competition.

In general, these theses are related to the details of the process of invultuation, which may be defined as a violent use of astral and physical
resources of one incarnate man by another, eqkally incarnate one.
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harmony of a weak man; that error~eotrslybrriltforms around him may undermine his own formal world. and that the coi~~qqio~rs
haciilr~sinoculated
into one cell of his physical body maycasilycontaniinatc hlsuhole organism.
From the aforesaid it follows, that elements deliberately infected should
belong as close as possible to thosii which rrprexerit the character, construction or physiological secretions of the organs, which arc t o be affccted.
For a n ethical invultuation of a n ambitious man it is important to
inoculate him with elements connected with his own selfishness. F o r a
'formal' man (one liking outer forfils such as the arts, and so on), who has
to be invultuated, it is essential to introduce the elctnent qf'disgrace and ugliness into his O h m ha Jezirah.
F o r invultuation for death, love, sickness or hatred, and s o on, it is essential to affect his Olaln ha Aziak by taking his blood-ccils, rather than say,
part of his epidermis.
It is important t o give t o the so obtained unessential parts of the Olatn
ha Aziah of the victim, some forms which suggest a kind of reality in the
visible world. If the operator can only get some h a m , he will make a wax
figure and fix the hairs t o its head. There was a lack of material in the world
Aziah, but it was replenished t l m ugh the world of Jezirah (by the making
of a form and the baptizing of it with the name of the subject of the
operation).
Someone wishes t o suggesr fear t o the subject, without kncwing exactly
what really scares the man, but knowing what puzzles him. That somcone
would then tune the whole artificial organism (as spoken of before) firstly
to puzzlement, a n d then add fear as only he can imagine it. When fear has
been inoculated, the operator tries t o subdue all feelings of fear in himself.
This will work, providing he himsclf is not too open to being puzzled.
Otherwise the operator himself will be affected by the fear. The so-called
well known 'returAing blow' o r repercussion in occultihm, is the result of
a n attempt t o infect another person with a sickness, to which the operator
is morc sensitive than the subject. Of course, in such a case everything
returns to himself. A cowardly man who cares for his well-bei~go n the
physical plane will get the returning blow if he tries t o in\ultuatc another
man, in ordcr t o prodxcc a distister for him in the physical world. ,411
amorous man invultuating another for love, will become stupidly and
desperately enamoured himself.
Self insurance in invultuation by the introduction of a T H 1R D subject
may be achieved by placing that subject in the background of the mental
part of the operation, and also through the skilful choice of its astral a n d
physical properties. According to this, the third element of the subject of
the operation (physical Aziah) must be more sensitive than the operator for
the acceptance of invultuation.
If one is invultuating for grief and the progressive development of that
feeling, it would be wise to substitute a dog against the returning blow,
which would eventually be tortured by the grief; but it would bc very
wrong t o try t o protect oneself by the transfer of the evil influence t o a crow
living in one's garden.
Now it may be clear to you, why invultuating magicians try t o get blood,
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teeth, finger-nails, sweat, sperm, and so on, and why they introduce these
elements into the physica! basis of the whole operation. often mixing secretions from the victim's body with thcir own. In some cascs they arc satisfied
with a doll, photograph o r other formal image, introducing into these
things actual parts of tht: subject's body, a n d also, why in some other
cases, operators prcfcr a living organism (such as a frog), which they make
similar t o the victim by giving t o it his o r her name (the so-called black
magic 'baptisn').
I n a purely energetic influence, like trying to make a man fall over on
the street, the magician follows behind his victim, trying t o imitate his steps,
and infecting him with the ideu of stumbliilg, but a t the last moment holding
himself back from a fall similar to that which has befallen his enemy.
All the wild rituals of witch-doctors, black magicians, quacks, and so
o n find their explanation in the foregoing. All of this is just as simple as it
appears to be mysterious, arid the key t o it lies in one's activity when
attacking another person's passivity. Of course, the element of 'know how'
is as important as will-power's tension in all magic acts.
The classical Hermetic Tradition recommends one universal defence
against invultuation: ' D O N O T S L E E P ' in the senie of not being passive
o r distracted. The reason for this is that n o astral arrow can stick to a n
active man (in all the three planes, of course), just as a n ordinary arrow
cannot pierce a rapidly rotating wheel. A man watching his garden o r field
will see every poacher o r thief because of his watchfulness.

(1) On the melztal plane 'do not sleep' nzeans: pray, especially for your
enemies. Who prays for his foes does not make an4 plans for vengeance.
Who does not create such plans, will not ascrlbe such plans to others, and
this lack of susp~cionmakes a man immune against any fear. Whoeker is
fearless, is hard t o invultuate for any danger.
(2) 0 1 2 the astral plane 'do not sleep' nzeans: he occupied with the defined
forms in your consciousness, chosen by and generated by yourself, In order
that sornetli~ngwill not be '~ttachedto you from outside. Know what you
want so that some chaotlc desires from your enemles wtll not be suggested
t o you. Love your chosen companion of 11fe so as not to be lnvolbed In
false loves and passions
Join a certain good Egregor, which corresponds to your contemplation,
so that you will not be entangled with the Cham of a forelgn, evil kgregor.
(3) On the physicalplane 'do not sleep' meails: exercise your body reasonably,
so that its vital force will respond quantitatively and qualitatively to your
occupations; so that your organs may perform their functions well, then
they will offer resistance to every attempt at invultuation. Remember that
people w11o are dissatislied wit1 Ire, and who throw away their lives o n
all the planes, arc susceptible t o that sort of evil influence. An idealistic,
serious and ardent worker in any branch of human activity is protected
fro111 all outer tel~iptationsand attacks by a strong hall. His
Azilutlz duly penetrates the other worlds. For the outer world such
always the active Y O D , and h e plays the role of the H L only when he is
willing t o accept a Higher Influx.
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Therefore do not be that crayfish, retreating to the puddle, d o not let
the wolf and the dog frighten you, and then drops of your blood will not
be strewn along the paths of service to each and everyone. You should be
satiated with the slavery sylnbolized by the on~inousbinary of the T W O
T O W E R S , and of the conscious surrender to the dark Hierarchy of the
cone of the Moon's rays.
You know their origin, and therefore in the reflected light you will learn
t o admire and to honour the T R U T H of thc light's P R I M O R D I A L
SOURCE.
This is what the Hermetic Tradition and occult experience tell us.

were very successful, apart from possibly an operation as a last resort,
which hc disliked because of its uncertainty. There were some hints that
the ailment had a definite occult character, because of the periodical and
measured attacks. Jt but remained to surrender the Gght, and so stop the
activities which he considered useful, or to fight. He chose the latter course.
From Lesson 8 you know about the excellent niagic sword of Paracelsus,
used for dispersing evil concentrations of astral matter (larvas) which are
one of the causes of physical suffering. So it will be small wonder to you
when 1 tell you that he decided to use this means. The dispersing of the harmful missiles took quite a while, as the foremost difficulty lay in finding the
T I M E , at which they were sent into the aura. Finally, two or three daily
operations (see Lesson 5) bcgan to show rcsults, until the whole affair was
eventually cleared up. He also used some medicinal palliatives for some time,
until finally he forgot the whole thing. At a special hospital, the doctors
recognized that the ailment no longer existed, despite the numcrous diagnoses which had been confirmed by tests and examinations made accordmg
to the latest methods. In order to solve a difficult position for themselves
(the sickness is considered as incurable until an operation has been made,
which is oftcn un~uccessfuland sometimcs leads to loss of sight), he was
told that 'probably the ailment had not existed at all'. That was sufficient
for him.
Next came an attack on thc solar plexus, a usual place for some Eastern
black magic practitioners. Depending upon the ability of the operator and
his powers, as well as the resistance of the victim, it can result in intestinal
disorders, ulcers, and also cancer.
As usual, no medicines or normal treatment were effective, although
once again no reasons for such an ailment were present. The victim was a
strict vegetarian, necer troubled by any abdominal complaints, and living
on a most reasonable dict.
Again, the same practice as for the eyes gave the best results. You know
how the Trident should be used (see Lesson 5), so there is no need to repeat
the details. Nevertheless, I would only like to mention, that the strokes of
the Trident had to be made very close to the affected region of the body
(solar plexus, abdomen and chest) and then they gave the best results,
which were felt in a few days. The special exorcisms, as given in Concentration were used in conjunction with the magic sword.

Before I speak about that which official science tells us of the elements of
the Eighteenth Arcanum, I would likc to cxplain something else, the last
poilit concerning invultuation and its results.
We already know how to prevent being invultuated. Very well, but what
if it has already happened, and you are suffering the results of the infamous
and treacherous attack. Is there a means of salvation?
A practical example will probably be most enlightening. Jn an overwhelming number of cases, the attack culminates on the physical plane, and
the black magician tries to harm his victim at just that point. How does the
evil power act, which destroys one's health and affects one's psychology?
If the poisoned arrow of invultuation has reached you, and you are
feeling its influence, it means that the evil-doing missile has lodged in your
aura, if we may use this modern expression.
Recently (I am writing this a t the beginning of 1959), a person known to
me was an object of attempted invultuation by some false 'masters' and
'yogis' in the East, becausc he had unveiled their true role in his journalistic
work and in some books. These people, who are living OKthe nafvety and
credulity of their deceived 'disciples' and devotees, call the~nselvesby many
'impressive' names, like 'perfcct masters', 'kings of yogis', 'leaders of
saints', and so on. For any experienced occultist, in fact for every intelligent
and reasonable man, who is even slightly acquainted with the ridiculous
character of such self-styling on the part of these occult rogucs, as hc
called them in his works, this is proof about the falsity of their pretences.
But nafve and mainly H Y S T E R I C A L people of both sexes cannot
penetrate into the dark minds of their deceivers, and having an inner need
for devotional surrender, are often caught and exploited by the unscrupulous rogues, who like an easy life and undeserved homage and devotion.
He was warned from a friendly and quite reliable source that an effort
would be made to eliminate his activities in the unveiling of the evil men,
thereby depriving them of their 'devotees'.
In his very active life he had no time to sacrifice to any occult activities
in order to prevent the attack, otherwise he was not afraid of it.
And then it happened. First, an incurable eye-ailment appeared without
any apparent reason, as he had always had vcry good eyesight and no
adverse hereditary influences were present. NO physical methods of cure
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Now the question may arise: how can we k n o w that we might be under
invultuation, or that someone is trying to harm us in that way? It is not
at all easy to answer. The majority of symptoms of inimical occult activity
against a man can also often be diagnosed as some common physical
sickness, or somcthing very close to that. Of course, onc of the means of
recognition will be the absolute indifference of the stricken body to all
normal medicines prescribed by a physician. Further, lack of reason for
the appearance of the sickness, as, for example. a teetotaller begi ning to
suffer the symptoms which usually only appear in habitual alcoho ILS,and
SO on.
But even in these cases one cannot have one-hundred per cent. certainty,
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because the hunian body is a very complicated, and not yet thoroughly
explored field. There are many ailments for which doctors can never give
any reasonable causes. Think just about some kinds of malignant turnours.
eye-diseases, dgestive disorders and other similar troubles. Some get them,
while others in much worse conditions of life do not get them.
Anyway, there must be a definite reason for any occult (black magic)
attack against us. lnvultuation is not an easily or safely performed operation, and it always involves some elenlent of uncertainty and danger for the
malicious operator, who is never in a position to forcscc W I T H F U L L
CONFTDENCE, E V E R Y T H I N G A F F E C T I N G HIS ACTIVIT I E S , like compiications, unexpectedly interfering with his operations and
therefore with himself.
Even if he tries toinvultuate an apparently utterly defenceless being, which
evidently cannot possibly act against the evil forces sent against it? there are
still Higher Powers on thc astral and mental planes, who can, according to
the karmic irlnocence of the attacked person, interfere with and destroy all
the machinery arranged by the sorcerer.
We know about such cases, just as well as the black magicians do. So,
there should be quite definite reasons if we are assaulted in this occult
way. 1 will give only one or two typical examples:

(1) If one is actively engaged in combating-the so numerous in our own
day-occult frauds and false 'masters', who rnight know some scraps of
practical means and starting polnts stolcn from certain sections of occult
wisdom. They usually like to be honoured as 'great prophets', spiritual
'masters', magicianr, and so on, duping and pitilessly exploiting their naive,
nnfortunate followers.
Such rogues always try 'to silence' you with all the mcans at their disposal
if your activities cross their dark paths. By obtaining objects connected
with yosr personal magnetism, such as parts of your body (hairs, nails,
blood), or clothes and other personal belongings and finally, your photographs or signature, they may be able to act against you. 7 he proceeding
has already been mentioned in this chapter.
(2) If you are standing in the way of an unscrupulous person, who knows
about invultuation as a means far damaging others, without entering into
conflict with the official penal code, then such a person can try to find a
black occultist, and hire his services to your detriment or doom.
Tnere are of course, many motives, but who would like to enumerate
all the viciousness of our fellow men'?
Nevertheless, you are studying this book, which is a proof that you are
interested, more or less, i n occult problems, which are the hidden side of
the visible manifestations of lifc.
And some day this can lead you from lay-studies to real and practical
work. Then, entering n particular p:ith or current, you will have more
chances to meet those who are working in just the opposite direction. In
occultism, unlike in politics, there is no compromise. You are the 'upper
hand' or you submerge. Therefore, be watchful i n such cases as was recommended in Lesson 84.
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Thcrc are some distinctivc symptorns of imminent invultuation, which can
be mentioned. If you are wearing some objects (jewellery, and so on), say,
of gold or silver on your body, the former can suddenly become dull and
dead looking (this also applies to pearis), while the latter can simply turn
black or green, and so on. This discoiouration may not be easy to remove.
Anyway, water and soap are usually inefiective. Then there may be a strong
suspicion that invultuation is being practised, although even such a strange
phenomenon may have a certain physical origin, such as changes in the
acidity. of your
perspiration
and skin. Only then, the stain is much more
easily removed.
If you suddenly become unusually and easily excited, nervous, malicious,
full of fear or contempt for your environment; if some physical suffering
not belonging to any known disease begins to affect you; if your acquainiances suddenly begin to shun you, without any apparent cause from your
side, and so on, then all these cases might well be suspect.
If you think that someone wishes to harm you in a hidden way, the best
means to get a right diagnosis would be, of course, to turn to an experienced white occultist, who is able to trace the evil to its source and so
discover the imminent danger, while exploring the methods and forces used
against you. Then he will probably be able to help by repulsing the dark
arrows directed against you.
If you cannot do this then operate with a magic sword (see Lesson 8)
which, if duly used with faith, will produce resuits which will puzzle you
by their cffcctivcness.
Theurgic means are also highly recommendable, that is: intensive praying
(several times daily) connected with someJusting (this is a special source
of inner force in us) and the refusal of all our beloved titbits, delicious
dishes, and so on. You will readily understand that all this fortifies your
will-power and facilitates concentration.
Which prayers should be used? Those of course, which are strongest,
and known to be of high origin. Tnis means, that the 'Lord's Prayer' (used
in F U L L ) or the 'Sermon on the Mount' would be supreme. Advanced
occultists are able to create powerful currents of prayer afid use them freely.
Another fact may be quoted as a final defence against invultuation. Some
Catholic and Orthodox priests and monks are initiated into the system of
exorcisms of their Churches, as well as the ritual against evil spirits, as they
call the dark forccs and their ominous practices. Perhaps, by asking advice
and help from a bishop, the victim might be directed to such a man, who
will then stand up for you with all the weapons at his disposal. Although r
know about these weapons. it is not my business to publish things, which
belong to certain powerful Egregors, entitled to dispense them, and which
usually do not like to be interfered with in any way.
When we are extremely thirsty we will accept a glass of water from
anyone, without asking his narne or other details. When our lives are in
danger, we will accept help from anyone, independent of his natknality,
outer looks, and so on.
If we are really curious, we can satisfy this feeling later, when need or
dangcr have been removed. It is a reasonable way. Hermetism is foremostly
-
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a practical philosophy, i l l which 'why' is less important than 'how'. Therefore, I cannot scc any rcason to delve any more into the theory of things.
which have been explained in the foregoing lines of this Lesson.

and unfriendly, and then grew weaker as they were deprived of the robbed
vital energy which they used to get before.

An often encountered, unconscious sort of black magic is vampirism,
usually unknown as such, which arises when old and decaying people mix
closely with younger, healthier ones. It may occur by day, or by night
when sleeping in adjoining rooms, or, still worse, in the same bedroom.
The older ones, through their astral bodies, which during sleep wander
apart from the physical shells; then absorb the vital energy of their victims,
unduly prolonging their own physical lives by such robbery.
From the point of view of the White Occult Tradition (Hermetism
included) such proceedings are improper and furbidden. Although, in
olden times, King David, who otherwise was considered to be a saintly and
inspired person, in his old age practised vampirism, by ordering many teenage boys and girls to be close in his presence. These youths were even
called 'rcjuvenators' of the old king.
From our point of view, it is inadvisable for younger people to sleep
closely near old and decaying folk, for they might lose their vital energy
(prana) for the sake of the unconscious vampires in their families. Similarly,
they should not allow their food to bc prcparcd by old or sick people, no
matter whether the sickness is absolutely not physically contagious, such
as rheumatism, heart disease, and so on. Where there is sickness, there is
astral disbalance, which trics to vampirize everything that comes within
its reach.
All this does not affect a trained and experienced occultist, who knows
about the 'odic armour' and other means of insulation (see Concenlration).
If complete separation of sleeping arrangcnicnts is impossible from somc
points of view, or because of adverse conditions, then simply the placing
of a large basin of fresh water beside the bed of the person defending him
or herself against thc vampirism (as just described), will, to a certain
extent, prevent the wandering old astrosome of robbing the sleeping younger
person. But in the morning, immediately after awakening, the basin must
be removed, the water emptied out, and the vessel washed so that nothing
from the now impure night-water remains in any contact with men.
Early in 1959, I noticed a striking example. Two very old people (a
married couple) had their bedroom beside that of a younger person, who
continually felt herself 'tircd' and not rcfrcshcd aftcr sleep, while the old
ones, despite their numerous physical ailments. still retained their vital
forces at an utterly incomprehensible level.
Noting all the well-known symptoms of unconscious vampirism in that
family, I advised the affected member to use the basin of water (as just
mentioned). The results were not too satisfactory and some radical
measures appearcd to mc to bc morc dcsirable, in the form of abandonment
of the bedroom, which was too close to the 'vampires'.
This worked immediately. At first, the old people became very impatient
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It may be weird for men of the atomic age and space travel to hear of
such things, and I thought more than once before I mentioned them here;
but I believe that one must be sufficiently strong and independent in order
to recognize facts, no matter how strange, they may appear to the majority
of men in our 'enlightened' twentieth century. In spite of everything, the
evil occult practices still exist, although their applications do not produce
even the smallest percentage of casualties equivalent to those caused by
one atomic or hydrogen bomb.
Fortunately, these practices seem to be on the decline, or simply arc not
reported any more, as people are thinking less and less about the possible
causes of their illnesses and troubles. May the reader not be misguided by
my report about the instances of occult attacks which had to be repelled.
I do not advise anyone to swing a magic sword when his eyesight begins to
weaken, or when his digestive system becomes defective. For medical
science does not lose any of its value just because a few ailments of nonphysical origin cannot be cured by it. Such cases are so rare and the conditions in which we may be endangered in that way are so unusual, that
there is little probability of us meeting them.
Occult attacks, especially in our own time, must have- from the point of
view of the aggressors-valid and urgent reasons, for the very task of
invultuation is by no means easy or free from danger.
In the two instances which I have described, the person attacked could
also use the tactics of the 'returning blow', thus repelling the harmful
energy sent against him and sending it back to the evil-doer. It would be
uncertain whether the latter could resist the impact of his own malice,
reversed against him.
However, such occult crimes are just those which are the 'dearest paid'
for by the karma of a fool, who uses superphysical powers for evil purposes. No othcr kind of offence brings such extended sufferings in all three
worlds, as black magic, especially so as even such a means as prayer, which
gives relief to so many erring souls (after their disincarnation) is denied t o
the black ones.
This is because they cannot raise their consciousness, so dimmed and full
of hatred, to the forgiveness and peaceful recognition of their errors, which
alone can alleviate the suffering elementar, surrounded by thc horrible
visions of hls victims, tormenting h m on the astral plane.
Official science has made some interesting findings about the occult
facts of invultuation, as has been proved by the extensive experiments of
de Rochas in the Parisian Hospital of Chariti..
Remember Lesson 69 with the list of different states which occur in the
various phases of hypnotism?
After 1891, dc Rochas was occupied with the experiments of the exteriorization of patients, merged in deep hypnotic sleep. You may turn ydur attention to the statement made by myself in explanation of the theory of
invultuation, that the first step in such methods is the establishment
0.
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between the operator and subject of something, very strongly reminiscent
of the 'etat de rapport' (state of relationship). This state also belongs to
dc Rochas' list. By acting magnetically on the ~ i s u a lrealm of the paticnt
in the form of short direct or circular passes of the hands on the skull or
around the eye5, he reached the following results:
The surfxc of thc skin bccame absolutely inscnsient to all irritation. Thc
sensibility was gradually transferred, according to the passes made by de
Rochas, to direrent surfaces awuy from tlie body o f the patient, distant by
two to six inches frorn the skin: but no sensibility \\as betrayed in the
space between the surfaces. The number of these sensitive (but foreign to
the body of the patient) surfaces became greater as the hypnotist worked
longer. Some of them were as far away as a couple of yards fro111the body.
A prick uith a needle made on one of these sensitive surfaces was painful
for the patient. A glass of water, placed between these surfaces produced
the so-called 'odic shadow', that is behind the glass a few of the surfaces
lost thcir scnsitivcncss. as if it had been absorbed by thc watcr in the glass.
However, by pricking the water it was possible to provoke a feeling of
pain in the patient, and by cooling it, to cause him to ahiver. The same
results were obtaincd when a wax figure was placed on thc sensitive surfaces. The pricking of the water was transferred to that part of the body
which was closest to the sensitive surface. Pricks on the upper part of the
wax doll were transferred to the upper part of the patient's body, and pricks
on the lower parts of the doll, to the corresponding lower parts of the person.
Apart from all this, some pictures were made. In the first case parts of the
skin of a non-hypnotized person were photographed, and in the second,
exteriorized parts of the body (surfaces) of the patient under hypnosis.
In the first case all attempts to invultuate were unsuccessful (because of the
active state of a non-hypnotized individual). In the second one, every touch
on the photograph was fclt by the patient. A slight scratching of the
photograph produced redness of the patient's skin in exactly corresponding
places (stigmata).
These were the findings of the experiments performed many times in the
presence of several doctors and one mathematician.
Since de Rochas' time, these experiments have been repeated in many
countries and on Inany different occasions. Every hypnotist desiring to
experience these strange things for himself is perfectly free to try them.
All this explains very clearly and beyond all doubt the methods which
rule over the processes of invultuation, and no further comments see111 to
be necessary.
So far, we cannot determine W H Y there exist such and such states of
relationship (etrrt de rc~pport),leading to the possibility of iavultuation,
but we know H O W these relationships can be estab!ished. Also, we know
that we cannot deny thispossibility, if we are to retain our position as logical
and scientifically thinking people.
There is no doubt, that in occult matters there has been (and still is)
plenty of bungling and fraud, but this has also applied to many other
branches of human knowledge, and nowhere is there any absolute dcfcnce
against humbugs and their masters.
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It can be said that the 'famous' mediaeval (and later) travels of witches
through the air, to the Bald i~ountuin,where the diabolic Sabbath was
supposed to have been celebrated, were none other than artificial exteriorizations of astrosomes, obtained by the use of some special combinations
of drugs, among which opium and perhaps hashish were the principle
ingredients. Exact quantitative and very complicated prescriptions for
means of producing cxteriorization have been given in the books by the
once famous occultist Stanislas de Guaita.
The unfortunates who obtained and were anxious to use these ungents
and rnixtures could necessarily exteriorize themselves only into the lowest
regions of the astral world. On these dark sub-planes they could find every
kind of astral refuse, among which were devil-like beings, and the mental
personijcation r,f darkness and evil itself, the so-called Monsieur Leonard
(or Mephistopheles), together with his goat's paraphernalia of hoofs and
horns, and so on.
Infinitely plastic by comparison with physical matter, the astral substanct:
can easily (of course, only for a limited time) be moulded into any desired
form, under the stress of a strong will and creative imagination, which are,
as we already know frorn former lessons, the motivc power in the astromental realms.
So every sort of devilish or angelic clichks can be created. Moreover,
according to Baphomet's cunstitution and laws, these creations can be
materialized by the use of special magic operations, and hence condensed
and made visible or even tangible for the physical eye and senses.
This thesis should help put the attentive student of Hermetism in a
position to explain to himself many related occult and magic phenomena
about which he may hear.
Asscmblies of large quantities of astro-mental images and vibrations
saturated with definite feelings and thoughts attract and revivc corresponding clichCs around them. Therefore, if a mass is said by a saintly minister of
religion it would attract P O S I T I V E (good) forces and clichCs, and therefore bring benefits from these angelic influences t o the faithful present.
A N E G A T I V E (evil) ceremony, often called the 'black mass' must
logically and practically augment and intensify bad vibrations (feelings and
thoughts) attracting corresponding evil clichks from the Dark Cone of the
planet, which are images of every kind of vice and crime.
When such a 'black priest' (who must traditionally be a renegade Catholic
clergyman), knows some elementary practical magic, he might be able
to materialize, for a very limited time, the terriblc image of Monsieur
Leonard, and to considerably increase the 'faith' of the assembled members
of his satanic cult.
In the books (En Route and La Bus), famous fifty years ago, by the former
satanist J. Huysmans (who subsequently repented and converted back
to Catholicism), there can be found almost exact descriptions of authentic
black masses, in which the author took part several times, according to
his own confession.
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This is no place to quote extensively details of that debased and neurotic
cult. Only on broad lines it may be said that:
'The 'black mass' is essentially a parody, caricature and blasphemy of
the authentic (principally Catholic) mass. Where thc Cross is venerated
in the latter, in the former it is the object of hideous offences. Some
black priests wore the picture of the Cross on the skin of their soles in order
always to trample on this sacred sign of Christ.
When in the true mass, God is glorified and worshipped, in the black
folly He is insulted to limits beyond quotation. The Holy Sacrament, instead of being adored, is blasphemously mixed with untold impurities and
cursed.
Instead of the consecrated altar as in Church, the naked abdomen of a
prostitute serves for this purpose in the black mass. Instead of prayers, the
most evil sermons are directcd against the 'enemies of the cult', and the
church, imploring the Great Goat (Leonard) to send on them, all disasters,
ailments and sudden death. A general sexual orgy usually concludes such
a meeting, connected with free use of stupefying and exciting drugs, apart
from alcohol.
It was mentioned that at some black masses, when there was an opportunity and the means, the 'ministering' black priest, at the culminating moment, used to perform defloration of a girl undcr age, who was often drugged.
These revolting ceremonies were performed in secluded places or on
properties, where the members were sure that nobody could see or hear
them, and that the police would not be on their trail. Most of our information about the black masses and co-related activities dates from the end of
the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries, and France was
the country most mentioned, especially the lonely castles whose owners
belonged to the devilish cult.
Now, from our cold and clear Hermetic point of view, all this filth and
debauchery are only one more manifestation of the low moral and spiritual
development in men. They are involutionary currents which create unhealthy
and perverted passions in the consciousness of that kind of people.
~ u t human
,
nature is so arranged, that until a certain degree of inner
progress is reached, men like to 'justify' their vices and passions. Satanism
and other bypaths are only one of the more striking examples.
Such men speak about the 'inverted god' (usually the Devil), whom they
allegedly serve. In reality, of course, they serve only their passions and
perversion. Their 'god' must be worshipped just the opposite to the real
Deity, hence evil, crime, debauchery and vices are the foremost pleasing
factors for such a 'god'. There are reasons to believe that the 'black cults'
among white men and in culturcd countries arc now almost extinct, but
there may be a lot of occult bungling and imitation (usually for material
purposes) of all that has been described about these cults. Apart from that,
in an age of fast means of communication, radio and radar, authorities are
in a much better position to discover and eliminate organizations, which
choose to ignore the accepted code of decency. I know that between 1930
and 1933 in some European countries, there were proceedings against
'satanists', for being grossly immoral and criminal.

Still another human perversion based on black magic is N E C R O M A N C Y and its variation of 'necrofilia'. The main proceeding in this
abhorrent depravity is that of sexual relations with corpses, usually freshly
buried and then exhumed by the necromancer.
Such offences, of course, are committed on female corpses, but profanation may also occur with dead male bodies, only then the airn is different.
It is the attracting of the phantom belonging to thc clcmcntar (necessarily
of a lowcr typc) and involving it in repulsive operations, which bring to
the necromancer, certain gains and power over those who are his enemies,
by adversely affecting their astrosomes and thereby bringing sickness or
even death to them. Tradition tells us, that necrofilia occurred mostly
among peoples of the Near and Middle Eastern countries.
This process, about which we cannot speak openly, is analogous to
physical infection. We know that sometimes a small wound or a cut finger
may result in deadly blood-poisoning. And so it may be with a wound
maliciously inflicted on the astrosome of the victim, by the black magician
who knows enough to be able to use the illysterious relationship between
human phantoms and the astrosomes of living men. These relations are
unnatural and against the Law of Life, and can be started only through
perverted occult operations.
The 'zombies' of Haiti and other countries, populated by negroes, or
people of mixed blood, should not be included here. The zombie-magician
operates not on corpses, but on the bodies of men whom he has partially
poisoned and put into a state of temporary catalepsy, thereby acquiring
unlimited power over their wills. The unlucky ones remain helpless slaves
of the zombie-magician, who then uses them for all kinds of work.
The bodies of the men who are stricken by the artificial catalepsy of a
zombie, are secretly exhumed by the magician, usually at night, but always
before the expiration of three days after 'death7, otherwise true death
invariably occurs.
Recent reports indicate that death-like catalepsy is usually brought
about by the administration of special poisons, probably unknown to
official science. We have good reasons to doubt hypnotic action by the
black magicians.
T o conclude, I will mention another kind of magic, which is often used
both consciously and subconsciously. It is cursing in which the blasphemous
use of God's name is included. It brings disastrous results, especially visible
when the transgressor is in his middle or old age, for then Karma acts
almost immediately, as there is no time for it to be distributed over the whole
life span.
A striking example of this was recently observed in Melbourne, where a
malicious old man cursed an occultist 'in the name of God' simply because
he hated him. The latter did not react at all, apart from mentioning about
the danger and foolishness of such cursing. The result came like lightning:
the man received a stroke and was completely paralysed, whi!e another
person, who passively associated herself with the misdeed, was punished
by an incurable and disabling sickness.
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CHAPTER XIX

ARCANUM XIX

(3 Q U O P H )

P
Arcanum X I X
LUX RESPLENDENS
THE SUN

Pisces

Veritas Fecunda
V i r t u s Hurnana
Aurum Philosophale

THEletter of the alphabet which corresponds to the Nineteenth Arcanum is
(Quoph) and its numerical meaning is 100. Astrologically the arcanurn
belongs to the sign of the Fishes (Pisces). Its hieroglyph is an Axe. It is the
A X E O F L I B E R A T I O N , which hews through the oppressing R O O F
of the former, Eighteenth Arcanum.
This Nineteenth Arcanum is the first of the transitional triangles of the
Tarot's system. The first eighteen are the trumps proper, belonging-as we
already know from previous lessons-to the world of fallen humanity. But
the Nineteenth, Twentieth, Twenty-first (0) and Twenty-second are the
steps to the Minor Arcana, which are the scheme of the P R I M O R D I A L
world, as unspoilt by the downfall. These last four mysteries of the Tarot
are less extensive in their meaning, but they arc also less nebulous, and more
exact, speaking about very definite periods in human evolution and its
conditions.
We will see this in the course of the following lessons.
The Nineteenth Arcanum, cutting through the ominous darkness of that
sun-hiding roof of the Eighteenth, allows us to see the Light, to get hope of
progress, of future perfection and Reintegration in the world of the Minor
Arcana. Tradition tells us that the Law of Hierarchy will lead us through
the 'roof of dialectic' to the contemplation of the fruitful and fertile Light
of the U L T I M A T E T R U T H O F B E I N G .
Therefore, the first title of the Nineteenth Arcanum (plane of the Archetype) will be V E R l T A S F E C U N D A (Fruitful Truth).
In the world of Man, the second title comes from the corresponding idea
of the arcanum : a desire not to have any foes, creating in us all aspects of
altruism, so esscntial in all steps of evolution, from the first crude altruism
of primitive man (towards his family) to the sublime sacrifice of a Messiah,
or a Spiritual Master of an epoch. Therefore Tradition gives the second
title as V I R T U S H U M A N A (human virtue).
Now, the danger of premature dissolution of matter, of the premature
destruction of the body, before the highest aim of an incarnation is reached,
compels us to think about the problem of the Philosophers' Stone (Petra
Philosophorum) and the Elixir of Life. So this is the third title of the Nineteenth Arcanurn-AURU M P H I L O S O P H A L E (gold of the philosophers).
The student will proceed wisely, when he will not take the symbolical
statements, like those just given, too literally. There is mystery in their true
understanding, as you will see from the present 'transitional' arcanum,
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that of tlie Nineteenlll. which \peaks principally about alchemy. The znziqve
rahre of thc Tarot for a thinking and progressive type of man is just its
wonderful adaptability to the most practical and concrete of problems, as
to the liigliest spiritual attempts. True, we will not find much about the
pure Himalayan heights of tlie ,4b~oluteirl this course; but it is because
the nriter was obliged to follow the general pattern of the IIermetic
Tradition, and not allo\v himself to change the age-old line of initiatory
thougl~t.Nevertheless, within its framework and in conforn~itywith it,
I have tried to give as much as possible of that, which goes beyond the
Secorid and '+st Families: reaching into the realm of thc A I N - S O P H .
In mediaeval times this has forbidden because at that period, masters of
Hermetism helieved that liumariity was still too unripe to transcend the
realm of thc Fanlilies; but since thcn we have becomk acquainted (about
seventy-five years ago) with the spiritual philosophies of the East? whose
mysteries were revealed to tlie Western world in our own epoch. So there is
not much reasori to try to conceal what already cannot be concealed, as it
has becn divulged from 'anotlier side'. Therefore our present Tarot is much
more 'modern' and also probably wider in its conceptions, than some
classical works of tlle pilxt, which have beer1 restricted by many limitations.
Proofs? Of course thcre arc! In ordcr not to quote too much. I would like
to turn your attention to the tragedy of the Knights 'l'emplar (described in
former lessons), whose best and most progressive (for their own period)
intentions were brutally deformed. maliciously warped and cruelly cundeinned.
And what of our own time? Has it not been the sublime idea of some
scientists to give to hurnanity an inexhaustible source of energy in the form
of the discovery of nuclcar cncrgy and its use, now turned to the devilish
atomic and hydrogen bombs, which threaten the very existence of the
human species 011this erring planet? Was it not the idea to transform the
deserts into newTkinds of Eden through the application of the all-powerful,
newly discovcred energy, instead of being debased into the horrible grimace
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki?
You are rlc~wstudying tlic Tarot, the system of exact and honest thinking.
Let it bc helpful to you in ordcr to understand the meaning of these
paragraphs.
Albert Einstein, in his saying that 'kno~1ledgeis a real power' was
not inventing anything new for a IIermetist. The old myth about destroyed Atlantis, because of the misuse of the secret laws of Nature
by the inhabitants of that great continent, may not be so far from the
real truth.
If this is not enough, then listcn to other words: 'Ncithcr cast ye your
pearls before swine, lest perhaps they traniple them under their feet, and
turning upon you, they tear you.'
And so thc veil of sccrccy is still ncccssary whcn speaking about things
which can be misused. Fortunately, human nature itself has given a good
safety valve in this matter: unripe people simply D O N O T S E E T H E
K N O W L E D G E H I D D E N behind the symbols, thinking it to be a
nebulous theory, which is for the best.

The scientific name of the Nineteenth Arcanum is L U X R E S P L E N D E N S (resplendent light) and the vulgar one-the S U N .
On its card we see two children, it may be two boys or a girl and a boy.
They are wilfully playing in a stone-walled enclosure, lit by the rays of
the Sun high above their heads, which is transformed into a kind o f golden
rain over them. The children have almost modern clothes: I did this deliberately, for this arcanum, perhaps more so than the others, belongs to
you, as it symbolizes your own enlightenment. And you belong ti this
twentieth century. We are all like those children, or we WILL be like
them.
The symbolism of this arcanum is simple. The light of the Higher
Influxes enlightens human beings who become sincere and good like
children who have lost the maliciousness of the 'average', that is spiritually
undeveloped men. Therefore we can see that this Light is conditioned, and
very reasonably conditioned: ' . . . Unless you be converted, and become as
little children, you shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven.' as was
truly said by a Great Teacher.
The stony fence surrounding the children of the Nineteenth Arcanum
symbolizes the complex of laws according to which the evolution of
human beings must go. This fence not only limits-to a certain degree-the
movements of the playing children; but also protects them from outer
dangers. It even determines the place over which the rays of the Sun are
shed, and the area in which these rays become the golden drops.
The picture of the Nineteenth Arcanum may have another, still deeper
meaning, if we remember a famous mystical saying of the well-known
modern Indian philosopher---Sri Aurobindo Ghose: 'What is God after
all? An eternal child, playing an eternal game in an eternal garden.'
All this is a very fruitful theme for meditation about the Nineteenth
Arcanum of the Tarot.
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The arithmological analysis of the arcanum is:
Equation No. 164: 19 = 1
18
Equation No. 165: 19
18
1
The Unitary Essence (1) and the mystery of, the Hierarchy (18) joined
together represent a ladder leading to the kingdom of fruitful Truth (19).
Three-plane Man (1) acquainted with the secrets of invultuation (18)
will be able to defend himself against his enemies, providing he creates real
Virtue (19) in himself.
Active Nature (1) producing dangers (18) through the objects created
by it will lead us to recognition of tlie necessity of tlie Great Action (19)
on the physical plane.
Equation No. 166: 19 = 2
17
Equation No. 167: 19 = 17 + 2
The Divine Substance (2) and Hope (17) lead to Truth (19).

-

+
+

+
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The mystery of the polarity (2) in hun~annature together with Intuition
(17) will create Virtue (19). For, if you will understand (which is = negative, passive) the Good and if you know that apart from impressions, there
is also an active manifestation (f = active, positive), then you will necessarily do only good.
Ready-made objects in Nature (2) and the understanding of the Secondary, Zodiacal Causalities (17) give the key of Alchemy (19). This is because
even nun-noble elements (such as ordinary metals) may serve as starting
points in alchemical actions, providing the operators can read the language
of Nature.
-

+
+

16
EquationNo. 168: 19 = 3
3
Equation No. 169: 19 = 16
The threefoldness of Metaphysical Nature (3) together with the methods
of logical exclusion (16) will produce fruitful Truth (19).
The realization of the mystery of birth (3) and of astral compulsion (16)
will lead to virtuousness (19).
The Gnostic realization of the Principle of Creativeness (3) and the
necessity of physical destruction (16) determine one of the basic phases of
the alchemical process (19), which is that of the 'crow's head'. First comes
decomposition, then regeneration.
Equation No. 170: 19 = 4 -t 15
Equation No. 171: 19 = 15 4
The Form (4) and Logic (15) will create the fruitful Truth (19).
Authority (4) and knowledge of Baphomet (15) will compulsorily produce Virtue (19), even if Clement V and Philip IV may have thought
differently.
The ready laws in Nature (4) and the destiny of Matter (15) justify the
Alchemical Action (19).

+

-

+

5
14
Equation hro. 172: 19
Equation No. 173: 19 = 14 5
The knowledge of Good and Evil (5) through deduction (14) will lead the
student to the fruitful Truth (19).
A Pentagram (5) establishing Harmony (14) in itself is virtuous (19).
One who has a sense of the Great Natural Religion (5) and who understands the reversibility of processes (14) will become an Alchemist (19).

+

+
+

Equation No. 174: 19 = 6
13
Equation No. 175: 19 = 13 6
The consciousness of the etcrnity of High Principles (13) through the
application of the Law of Analogy (6) leads to the Creative Truth (19).
When the virtue of a Mawnic master is established (19) he is told: 'You
are free (6), but remember about your death' (13).
Acquaintance with the environment (6) and its energetic transformations
(13) give a key to Alchemy (19).
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Equation No. 176: 19 = 7
12
Equation No. 177: 19 = 12 7
If you believe in the Messiah (12), and Spirit is more important to you
than form (7), you are lord of the Creative Truths (19).
If you conquered yourself (7) through severity and asceticism, but for
others you are full of Charity (12), you are full of Virtue (19).
If you know that all of the matter of the Zodiacal plane (12) is at your
disposal according to the Law of Possession (7), then in your soul you are
an Alchemist (19).

+
+

Equation No. 178: 19 = 8
11
Equation No. 179: 19 = 11 8
If you can see the Metaphysical Libration (8) of the Great Scale and
know the power (I 1) of the Higher Influxes, you are lord of the Creative
Truths (19).
If you direct the moral force (11) of humanity to the fulfilment of the
Laws (8), you are virtuous (19).
The Karma of Nature (8) and its forces (1 1) should be known to a real
Alchemist (19).

+
+

10
Equation No. 180: 19 = 9
Equation No. 181: 19 = 10 9
The Testament (10) and Protectors (9) will guard you against erring
and will lead you to Truth (19).
An Initiate (9) of the School of the Kabbalah (10) is doubtless a virtuous
man (19).
Cautiousness (9) in using the World's Mill (10) is a characteristic of an
Alchemist (1 9).
After this brief unfoldment of the Nineteenth Arcanum, we have to pass
on to the three mystical processes belonging to this arcanum. They are:
acquisition of Creative Truths (the Great Action in the realm of Ideas);
generation of Hermetic Virtue (the Great Action of Ethical Hermetism),
and the acquisition of the Plzilosophers' Stone (the Great Action in Alchemy).
LESSON

90

Hermetic Philosophy
We have already learned a lot from the Emerald Tablets. The following
verses, not yet quoted, belong to the Nineteenth Arcanum:
1. S I C H A B E B I S G L O R I A M T O T I U S M U N D I .
2. I D E O F U G I E T A T E O M N I A O B S C U R I T A S .
3. H I C E S T T O T I U S F O R T l T U D l N l S F O R T I T U D O F O R TIS.
4. Q U I A V I N C E T O M N E M R E M S U B T I L E M , O M N E M QUE SOLIDAM PENETRABIT.
5. S I C M U N D U S C R E A T U S E S T .
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6. H I N C E R U N T A D A P T A T I O N E S M I R A B I L E S , Q U A R U M MODUS EST HIC.
7. I T A Q U E V O C A T U S S U M H E R M E S T R I S M E G I S T U S ,
HABENS T R E S PARTES PHILOSOPHIAE TOTIUS
MUNDI.
8. C O M P L E T U M E S T Q U O D D I X I D E O P E R A T I O N E
SOLIS.
Translation :
1. In this way you shall possess the glory of the whole world.
2. And all darkness will fly from you.
3. In this lies the potent power of all strength.
4. It will conquer everything subtle, and it will penetrate everything dense.
5. So is the whole universe created.
6. From it come all miraculous adaptations, based on the same ground
(see 4).
7. That is why I am called Hermes, thrice Great (or: having triple greatness), because I have all three parts of the philosophy of the whole
universe.
8. What I told about the Sun's Action is realized.
Let us analyse these verses from the point of view of the first title of the
Nineteenth Arcanum, that is the seeking of the Creative Truths. Before the
actual text of the Emerald Tablets the characteristics of Baphomet were
given. In these characteristics we should seek the elements of the World's
glory as well as of all enlightenment. I n other words, the mystery of
Solomon's Star and the Gnostic contemplation are the keys to metaphysical
omniscience.
How are we to understand this? In the nineteenth chapter of his Transcendental Magic Eliphas Ltvi says wisely, that on the metaphysical plane
the Philosophers' Stone has the form of a cube. In this cube he analyses
three pairs of mutually opposed faces. On the first pair there is written:
;
I
(Shlomoh = Solomon) and 7 1 ,7 3 (God's Name Yod-HCVau-Ht5). On the second pair are the names: 7 N (Adam) and 2 1 7
(Eve). On the third pair are the names of: A Z O T H and I N R I . In this way
it may be said that the key to cognition of the Crealive Truths is given by
the three degrees of the Initiation of the Knights Templar. The F I R S T
degree, that of the Kabbalistic Cycle, unveils the mystery of relations
between the Archetype and initiated Man, in this case-Shlomoh. God's
Name is deliberately inserted, and the cause is known only to the initiates.
The S E C O N D degree, that of the Magic Cycle, unveils the mystery of the
influence of the Active on the Passive. The T H I R D degree, that of the
Hermetic Cycle, unveils the mystery of the Universal Solvent ( A Z O T H )
and Universal Reviver-I N R I.
This is what I am entitled to tell about this part of the arcanum. Without
breaking the obligatory duty not to divulge the principles of R E A L I Z A T I O N , I would like to mention, how approximately and analogously
(NOT E X A C T L Y ) , the principles work, acting from the subtle on the
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dense, and from the astral on the physical. The thing is simple from
the outer point of view. When a magi~etistor hypnotist makes his passes
over the body of a patient, he does not touch it at all. When he orders that
apparently insensient body to perform one thing or another, without the
participation o f the person's consciousness, it is analogous to the mystery
of the passing from one plane to another.
The order-an immaterial impulse-is transformed into the risible action
of the physical elements. Do not mix this with the conversation of people,
who are in their normal waking state of consciousness (Jagrat in yogic
initiation), for then quite different relations and forces are acting. Such a
person is trained all his or her life to hear words and to understand them in
a definite way, so there is no wonder in a normal human conversation.
Tourbillons (vortexes) bcing the corner-stones of all astral operations, are
created in just the same way as magnetic passes. Will is working through
the 'plastic' environment, that is, that which has the property of being
moulded under the impact of will-power, operating the pranic currents.
As everywhere, concentration is the secret and the motive-power. The
laws ruling electric phenomena are closely connected in their principles,
with the use of will-power: the invisible force of a current can move great
masses of matter, in the form of the armature, rotors and other parts of
electric machines.
In executions in the electric chair in the [J.S.A. it has been observed, that
some criminals are much more difficult to kill than others. Some try to
resist the passage of the deadly current through their vital organs (heart
and brain), by a sheer effort of will, as if making their bodies less conductive
and offering high electrical resistance. Of course, they cannot do it indefinitely, and finally they must give up their desperate fight; but the fact
of the possibility of such a fight, even for a short time, is significant.
As an old Sing Sing warder, who was present at more than 300 electrocutions, said: 'some prisoners forecast the rcsistancc, stating that a lot of
current would be needed to kill them'. And often this strange event was
fully proved.
The mystery of the mechanism, range and ficld of activity belonging to
that 'something' which we call 'human will-power' is still to be solved by
official science.

Ethical Hermetism
The purpose of Ethical Hermetism is already known to you from the
previous arcana. In every human being there is material, whose proper
grouping and consolidation allow a man to become virtuous. Individuality
progresses in that way. The Father of virtuousness will be the A C T I V 1T Y
of the individual (the Sun); his Mother, P A S S I V I T Y (the Moon), while
the born virtuou\ness will be the W I N D of the astral environment. He
will bc fed by mother E A R T H , because he can manifest himself only in
the world of Sacrifice, the Zodiacal one. But only Telesma itself can start
the process of bearing, of birth and adaptation, which here appears as the
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veil of the W I L L . The Pentagram itself creates its own virtuousness.
In the realm of Hermetic philosophy Man must first separate faith from
tcience (knowledge), in order to synthetize them later into a magnificent
W H O L E . So in Ethical Hermetism one cannot at first realize which
impulses belong to the Upper, and which to the Lower triangles. We should
advance to the point of ability to accept consciously the basic advice from
A B O V E ; also, we should be able to value thc gross facts from BE L O W .
We are told from A B O V E : ' L O V E T H Y N E I G H B O U R ' . But
how have we to love? In what way to love and what to do about it? 'AS
Y O U R S E L F ' is the answer. But to know love for oneself can only be
done in its full extent on the plane of involution, that is in the L O W E R
triangle. So we have to know separately the high ideals of Reintegration,
and in a parallel way to examine our own gross egotism, and then bind
both elements with the great Laws of Ethics. We must by turns raise
ourselves to the sky and again to return from the sky to Earth. We must
draw theses from H I G H and from B E L O W .
Then virtue will get the full systematic expression and in your heart
there will no longer remain any darkness.
Then virtue will appropriate everything subtle, and it will also penetrate
everything gross, in other words, it will create new Chains of Egregoric
character, conquering the gross egotism of the masses and inoculating them
(even apart from their will) with ethical principles.
In pure Hermetic philosophy the mind also wanders from Heaven
(principles) to Earth (facts), and again, from Earth to Heaven. It is occupied
with both: induction and deduction. In Ethical Hermetism the same process
is performed by the human heart. There the reward is full cognition of causes
through the mind, and here the reward brings perfect P E A C E in the heart,
and full harmony of the astrosome, which then manifests itself actively
through charity and justice, because then it S E E S the needs and desires of
everyone around it.
There the mind will solve every abstruse problem (the subtle will be
victorious) and it will also penetrate into an explanation of the world of
facts. And here the heart will form a brotherhood of virtuous ones and
therefore will influence the moral level of society. Here and there are the
miracles related to the cosmogonic things (so was the world created).
Here and there are three great principles : active S U L P H U R , striving to
reach A B O V E ; passive M E R C U R Y , knowledge of the valleys, and
balanced S A L T , harmonizing these two principles. In both of them there
are also F 0U R elements : in metaphysics, the desire to know the Truth and
to transmit it duly. Desire to accept and to put the material accepted into a
system. The first two are Yod and Vau; the second are both HC.
In Ethical Hermetism Y O D belongs to evolutionary deeds, and V A U
to involutionary. The right HC represents positive feelings, and the left
negative ones. There is still a F I F T H element prcscnt : the operator standing in the centre of the Quaternary.
In metaphysics there is the mind of fallen Adam, who cognized G O O D
and E V I L of the great Libration. In Ethical Hermetism there is the quintessence of the W I L L , operating the Hermetic Cross. Everywhere there is

the M O N A D , which can obtain the glory of the universe (sic habebis
gloriam totius mundi).
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A Icherrzy
The principal sentences of the Emerald Tablets quoted previously. state
that:

(1) The power of Hermes extends to all three planes.

(2) That solar action is performed, that is, that it has been realized not only
in the two higher, but also on the physical plane.
This means that the great Table of thc Egyptian Tradition recognizes
alchemy. Whoever would like to continue this study on historical grounds,
should read the fundamental work of Papus-The Philosophers' Stone (La
Pierre Pl~ilosophiale).
1 want to give you a brief schematic picture of alchemical action, analogous to those of the two higher planes, as we saw before. Here the Emerald
Tablets will be of great importance.
Verse No. 1 tells us about the Law of Analogy, and therefore it allows us
to pass from the Hcrmctism of the higher planes to physical alchemy.
Verse No. 2 announced the U N 1TY of the substance, and consequently
the unity of matter.
Verse No. 3 clearly indicatcs thc participation of gold (Sun) and of Silver
(Moon) in the process of the action. It underl~nesthe importance of
support-the Earth.
Verse No. 4 suggests the participation of the personal magnetism of the
operator in the process of the action.
Verse No. 5 gives a hint on the solid state of the Philosophers' Stone or
powder.
Verse No. 6 explains the peculiar view of alchemists on metals, according
to which the whole combination of matter in these metals can be unfr)lded
into two polar scales: one pole of perfection corrcsponds to silver (can
also be platinum), the second to gold. In these two metals, two principles
are perrectly bound together, those of mercury and sulphur.
In silver this combination is prescnt in order to manifest the mercurial
properties perfectly, and in gold the properties of sulphur. The remaining
metals are considered as combinations which have not attained the
perfection of silver (in a negative direction), or that of gold (in a positive
direction).
From this we can conclude, that Tradition recognires, that in every
mctal (or element) there is a combination of sulphur and mercury,
but only in silver and gold is this combination perfect. In order to
transform another metal into silver or gold, we must first destroy the
imperfect combination of its components, that is to separate the subtle
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(SULPHUR-FIRE)
from the gross ( M E R C U R Y - W A T E R )
in that metal, and then to establish a new, perfect combination, passive
or active according to the sort of precious metal we want to get.
The Emerald Tablets speak about this separation of the subtle from
the gross. The base sulphur and the base mercury are neutralized by the
base-salt, joining all together into the so-called A Z O T H of the Sages.
In practice we always have to deal with S A L T , as a basis for the manifestation of the elements, and with the A Z O T H of the Sages, as a basis
for the possible liberation of captured bases, which are bound by the
salt.
Verse No. 7 emphasizes the importance of action for matter, from the most
subtle element (fire) to the most gross (earth). This verse directs the
distillation of the alloys.
Verse No. 8 only encourages the alchemist to action.
The Emerald Tablets insist on the U N I T Y of material, created through
alchemical action. The same result of the operation possesses different
power in different stages of distillation. There are ways for obtaining the
powder, which will transform non-precious metals into precious, having
the proportions of 1 :lo, 1:loo, 1 :1,000 and 1 :10,000 in strength, that is,
for example, a certain distillation may give us a powder which will transform, say, lead into gold, using an ounce of that powdcr for a thousand
ounces of the metal to be transformed.
Now, when we already know, that in alchemical action there are also
three BASES (sulphur, mercury and salt), and also four states (radiant,
gaseous, liquid and solid), we can speak about the Dynamic Cycle of the
Great Operation, divided into four phases.
The first phase is preparation for the operation. This is preparation of
the Universal Solvent, or Mercury of the Sages (AZOTH), or in other
words, astral light in the form of doubly condensed and polarized currents.
To obtain this solvent a mineral called 'Magnesia of the Sages' is used.
The Azoth can be obtained from it through a mysterious operation involving the use of electricity or personal magnetism. From that comes the
terms such as 'Steel of the Philosophers' or 'Magnesia of the Philosophers'.
The secondphase consists of the actual operation. Normal metallic gold
or silver are subjected to the action of the Azoth of the Sages, in order to
free the living Sun (metal generating sulphur), and living Moon (metal
generating mercury) from them in maximum amounts. It uould also be
possible to operate with non-precious metals, but then the whole thing
would be much slower.
The two B A S E S in the form of two 'ferments' are then enclosed in a
glass tower, called the 'egg' and are submitted to slow heating by a n
oil-lamp, in the so-called A T A N O R . Time and heat determine a number
of chemical and physical processes in the 'egg'. In the first weeks of carbonization the material inside turns indefinite colours. This period is
called the 'epoch of mercury' or 'kingdom of mercury'. Later the mass
becomes greenish and then black. Firstly, blackness on the surface ('crow's
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head') is observed, and later the whole of it turns black. The kingdom of
Saturn is coming. The mass dies in order to be regenerated and the blackness changes into brown tones. The separation of vapours is visible, falling
like rain. This is the kingdom of Jupiter. ?'he kingdom of Diana appears
when the mass in the 'egg' turns to a dazzling white colour.
If the powder is to be used for the 'white' transmutation (into silver or
platinum), then the second phase of thc operation is finished; but if we
want the 'red' transmutation, the heating must be prolonged, without paying attention to the passing of the mass into the liquid and subsequently
the solid states.
At last the material becomes green, blue then dark red, all of which belong
to the kingdom of Venus. Later comes an orange colour, then all the colours
of the spectrum (kingdom of Mars). Reddish vapours now appear over the
mass. They become dense, thc mass dries out, glows red, and when the
'egg' is slowly cooled, small grains like poppy seeds remain. This is the
last stage called the kingdom of Apollo.
Some crystalline, light red, very heavy powder, with the smell of burned
sea-salt is recovered from the broken 'egg'. After two hours of boiling, this
powder possesses the power to transmute a ten times larger amount of
lead into pure gold.
The thirdplzase is the increasing of the quantity of the powder. It may
again be submitted to the action of the Azoth of the Sages, or, what is
simpler, the powder is again enclosed in an 'egg', with an amount of gold
a hundred times its own wcight. The 'egg' is put on the fire and then comes
the change of colours as before, but much faster. Further increasing gives
to the powder the proportion of 1 :100, and after more repetitions of the
process, 1 :10,000, which usually suficcs. Ten thousand ounces of melted
lead will be transformed into gold by O N E ounce of the so obtained
Philosophers' Stone.
The fourth phase is the actual use of the Stone. Melted lead, or liquid
mercury is placcd in a vessel, together with the pulverized Stone, mixed
with wax and made into small pills. Two and a half hours are required for
gold, but only a quarter of an hour for silver. The mass evolving in the
'egg' is called the 'rebis'. The immortal furnace or Atanor has three parts.
In the lower is an oil-lamp where a four thread wick is used at first, until
the 'crow's head' stage. Later, fourteen threads (Diana's kingdom), and
finally twenty-four threads arc used in the wick.
The middle part of the Atanor has some projections, on which to hold a
pan-like vessel filled with sand. The 'egg' is placed in this sand until onethird of it is covered. The 'rebis' fills only one-fourth of the height of the
'egg'. In thc upper part of the Atanor there is a glass dome, which reflects
heat into the vessel inside.
In the second phase of the transmutation there is no necessity to use
both gold and silvcr together. Many have worked only with gold and still
obtained an excellent rebis.
TO those who would like to read more about old alchemy, I would like
to add, that in our terminology sulphur appears as father, mercury as
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mother, and salt as their androgynous child. This will mean, that under
the term 'mercury' i \ understood not the b a x mercury. but the mercurysolve~lt(Azoth of the Sages), extracted from the Magnesia of the Sdges.
T h ~ sI S a ready-made substance, that is, sonlethlng in which bath bases
are equally balanced. Only salt can perform this. It means that in the Magnesia of the Sages there is a living salt, just as a child c o ~ n e sfrom a living
mother.
Alchemy, apart from the traditional particulars as given in this lesson,
has the deepest of' symbolical meanings, as does everything in thc great
philosophy of Hermes. Some authors knew about this. One of the most
concise conceptions is: that the average layman-who from the occult point
of view, is just that lead which has to be trznsformed into a precious metal
gold-needs spiritual, nzoral and physical 'alcheiny' urztil he i.r rcinfegrated.
The next, the Twentieth Arcanum of the Tarot, tells us about this.
Spiritual conversions, entering on the Path, following a true Spiritual
Master, inner reformation, all these belong to the Nineteenth Arcanurn,
that first step (as has already been mentioned) to the ideal world of the
pre-downfall symbols, which are the M I N O R A R C A N A .
-

C H A P T E R XX

A R C A N U M X X (7 R E S H )
-I

Arcanum XX
RESURRECT10 MORTUUM
THE JUDGEMENT

LESSON

THEletter of the Hebrew alphabet belonging to the Twentieth Arcanum is
(Resh) and its numerical value is 200. The corresponding astrological
symbol is S A T U R N . The hieroglyph of the arcanum is the human head,
that head which realizes the usefulness of the axe, given to it in the foregoing
Nineteenth Arcanum, that head, which looks through the 'window' cut
through the opprcssing 'roof' of darkncss by the axe, or letter '?:(Quoph).
The only power which pulls us ahead on the path of Evolution 1s the
A R C H E T Y P E , as you had the opportunity to learn in former lessons.
Practically, it is all that we can conceive about the living and acting Deity.
I am not speaking about the Unmanifested, Unattainable, Unconscious
(in our limited sense of the word), and devoid of all qualities-ABSOL U T E , which is the Beginning and the End, the Alpha and Omega,
Eternity beyond all time and space, for it seems useless to speak about
something, which is beyond all speech.
So, the A R C H E T Y P E is the A T M A N , S P I R l T and G O D for
Manifestation, in which we, human, beings, are playing our modest role
on this planet.
All the philosophy of the Tarot is under the spell of the Archetype. And
this is rightly so. The influence of the Archetype pushes us along the Path,
and attracts us to our S O U R C E , which is-H 1M S E L F. That is why the
@st title of the Twentieth Arcanum is given as A T T R A C T I O D I V I N A
(Divine Attraction).
The Y O D of Divine Love attracts Man, that HC, which nceds the
impulse to be showed the W A Y O F R E T U R N , T H E W A Y O F
REINTEGRATION.
However, for that sublime attainment an important factor is necessary,
it is our astral regeneration, allowing us to develop our powers and use
them according to intuitional knowledge, which is none other than the
V O I C E O F T H E A R C H E T Y P E . That is why the second title of the
Twentieth Arcanum i s - - - T R A N S F O R M A T I 0 A S T R A L I S (astral
transformation).
Living in Nature, we cannot avoid its collaboration, if the second title
of thc arcanum is to bc realized. Great Hermes tells us, that, provided our
efforts are rightly directed, Nature will invariably co-operate with us, and
in parallel with our steps ahead, it will help us by the creation of the
necessary C O N D I T I O N S in time and space. Therefore, the third title of
the Twentieth Arcanum is M U T A T I O N E S I N T E M P O R E (changes
in time), for we certainly need that T I M E in ordcr to pass along our Path.

7

3

S a t urnus

Attractio Divina
Transformatio Astralis
Mutationes in Tempore
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The scientific name of this arcanum is R E S U R R E C T 1 0 M O R T U U M (resurrection of the dead) and the vulgar one is-the Judgemenf.
On the card we see an angel in the sky, blowing a horn. The sound
symbolizes the 'Call of the Archetype' in us. In the foreground we see the
naked ('Naked must man stand before God') figures of a man, woman and
child, arising from graves. In the background, numerous other figures are
seen doing the same. The scene is as the Christian Scriptures conceivc the
Day of Judgement and general Resurrection. The idea comes of course,
from much earlier times than Christian tradition.
Both poles of humanity are rcprcsentcd (man and woman) and the
neutralizing element of Vau is present as the child with its parents. All return
t o L I F E from the realm of DEATH. A good theme for your meditation,
after having studied this lesson.
Astral self-perfectioning involves, as we know, activity as well as intuition.
The androgynous results of both are reflected in our environment. This
statement is interesting for those occupied with Karma and its work. That
is why all the three forms of human bcings, man, woman, and child are
represented on the card. All three arose from their graves, which indicates
a change of surroundings, which is only logical. Every effort to get free
from the ominous R O O F of 3 (Tzaddi) will lead, in the beginning, t o a
change of place, of environment, instead of immediate liberation. This is
obvious, not only from our Hermetic point of view, but also from that of
Eastern Wisdom, which in its sacred books speaks widely about the
'numbers of incarnations needed for attainment of thc statc of Jivarrn~ulit~'.
A caged bird, after throwing itself in all directions against the walls of
its cage, is finally convinced about the impossibility of any immediate
escape, and merely waits. And this is what we ourselves are doing. Firstly,
we try in every way to 'tune' our earthly 'ensemble' to our wishcs. Wc
wait in the astral (as two-plane elementars) for the renovation of the cells
of our bodies, only to get the conviction, that the new body is just the same
prison as was the former one. We try all kinds of invcntions and improvements on the physical plane, travel through many countries, and all
the time we still remain slaves of the Zodiacal plane. Think about this simile,
it is very close to the actual truth of you and mc.
Only after many experiences do we begin to think, that it is the B I R D
in the cage itself, which is in need of self-transfrjrmation; in order to have
a chance of liberation. Thcn we start to reform ourselves astrally, and at
the same time, try to subtilize Nature. We begin to hear better the sound
of the Archetype's horn, which at first is like a faint signal for us, perceptiblc only in moments of the full calm of our passions and the terrific
noise of the World's Mill (Wheel of Fortune, Tenth Arcanum). With a little
attention and effort each of us can test this statement personally.
And so to change, to transform oursclvcs, without end, but to change in
an evolutionary way is our aim and motto. Then the end will come if only
we can call the 'end' that Reintegration, wt~ichmeans nothing less than our
dissolution into the eternal Nirvana of the Unmanifested Perfection.
When we cannot see any direct ladder leading us above, we have to look
at the horizontal branches of the Tree of Life hoping that there, at their

tips, we will find what we seek. Sometimes we might even have to climb
the branches, which apparently strctch down, if we are firmly convinced
that this will eventually bring us to a powerful upward climb i n the future.
This is thc fute of all seekers. Know it and be at peace with yourself.
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Now it may be asked, what kind of elementary theurgic acts, that is,
prayers can be recommended to an evolutionary and enlightened Hermetist '? In order to give a right and reasonable answcr wc must know something more a b o ~ t prayer.
t
For not all prayers are 'accepted' and therefore
fulfilled; not all of them are a blessing, and some may even turn against
an unwise person, as a condemnation for hi111. Thereforc an occultist is
always careful in his relatiot~swith the Supren~e,the main means for which
is prayer.

(1) We dare not pray and ask about anything harmful for our neighbours,
as a revenge, punishment, and so on, directed against enemies. Christ said
simply when teaching about the art of prayer, that Man must first be
reconciled to his enemies before he can lift his worship towards the
Father in Heaven. Wrong prayer does not rise, but rather fdls on the head
of the unwise author, in the form of a disaster or other karmic punishment.

(2) It is not recommended to pray for anything very definite, such as a
boon, profit and foremoslly material things. It is much wiser just to ask
the Almighty about that '~vhichis best for us ih our environmerzl'. For H E
K N O W S B E S T . Enlightened Buddhist priests (especially in Ceylon and
Japan) used this form of prayer for their parishioners and themselves.
Otherwise, sorrie Christian Saints also used to worship the Lord in the same
way. I will only mention a few of them: St Francis of Assisi, St Jcan de
Vianncy, St Vincent de Paul, St Seraphim of Sarov, Sri Ramakrishna and
others.

(3) Prayer, which as has been stated, being a kind of relation with the
Whok or the Supreme (God), is an expression of the being (human) which
is a R A Y or P A R T of that W H O L E . The interests of the Whole should
be beyond those of the part. Thereforc a theurgist always follows the
iuminouh exan~pleof thc Christ Himself, when He prayed in the Garden of
Gethscmane. We do not know and will n a e r know what mystery lies
,',e of His
behind the first part of the Redeemer's prayer about the ciza1~suffering and death, which He apparently asked to be removed from Him,
but then immediately added: ' . . . but yet not my will, but thinc be done.'
The unimaginable burden of the evil karma of this erring planet, which
Christ took on His shoulders, may partly explain the phenomenon of the
bloody sweat which appeared on His face during that prayer. Wc dare not
comment on this.
But thc example of a true prayer, as given by Christ. that IS the L E A V I N G OF T H E DECISION ABOUT T H E F U L F I L M E N T OF
T H E R E Q U E S T T O 1H E S U P R E M E should be and is an 1m:nutable
pattern for all true theurgic acth. Such a right and subllme form of theurgic
magic does not burdcn our karma, nor ~nvolveany other con~plications,
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which come from subconscious egotism in us. But it adds wings to our
prayers, which then rise of themselves to the utmost peaks of ~ t i a i n m e n t .
Finally, initiates try to convert their theurgy to I M P E R S O N A L (that
is, spiritual) prayers when they forget their whole of their personalities,
including names, appearance, attachments, and so on. In such a mystic
process of spiritual distillation of human consciousness, only the highest
and eternal principle in Man is acting (his Yechidah element). This brings
him to the vision of the F I N A L airn of all life, the ultimate R E I N T E GRATION.
And, by so acting, we become one with the irresistible Will of the
W H 0 L E . Here lies the secret of the omnipotency of Perfect Men.
From the foregoing analysis, the student will easily understand why
prayer for others is always more sublime and effective than that about one's
own interests. This will also throw more light on the central idea of this
Twentieth Arcanum, which is Resurrection from the deadly sleep in matter.
LESSON
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The arithmological unfoldment of this inspiring Twentieth Arcanum brings
us to a series of new conceptions, which we may use according to the degree
of our Hermetic development in the course of our present studies. If you
have only superficially 'read' this book, the 'equations' may well appear
to you as not too understandable, or leading to only a few rcal issues.
Others will judge differently, of course.

+
+

Equation No. 182: 20 = 1
19
Equation No. 183: 20 :
19
1
The Metaphysical Essence (1) and the creativeness of the truths offered
by it (19) pull us up powerfully (20).
A three-plane Man (1) who rcalizes the problcm of Ethical Hermetism
(19) becomes regenerated in the astral plane (20).
Active Nature (1) transforming minerals (19) by its own efforts, produces
changes in the Earth's crust (20).

+
+

Equation No. 184: 20 = 2
18
Equation No. 185: 20 = 18 2
The Unique Hierarchy (18) in the Unique Substance (2) pulls us powerfully towards our Primordial Source (20).
The mystery of Polarity (2) and the presence of foes in the astral (18)
compel us to defend ourselves through our regeneration (20).
Dangers (18) to which all of Nature's creations (2) are subject, explain
these 'changes in time' (20).

+
+

17
Equation No. 186: 20 = 3
Equation No. 187: 20 = 17 3
Realization of the Great Ternary of the Divine Nature (3) joined with
Hope (17) determines the attraction towards the Above (20).
An understanding of the complexity of the n~ultiplicationof incarnate
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'selves' (3) and human intuition (17) create sufficient impulses for our astral
regeneration (20).
An undcrstanding of thc Gnostic Principle of Creativeness (3) in connection with the ability to read Nature (17) gives the full p~ctureof the
transformations in time (20).
Equation No. 188: 20 - 4
16
Equation No. 189: 20 = 16 4
The putting of ideas into forms (4) with the logical exclusion of some
of them (16) will determine the metaphysical attraction of those not so
excluded (20).
Our own authority (4) and the mechanism of self-suggestion (16) condition astral regeneration (20).
Preparation (4) and destruction (16) are the elements of the transformations in Nature (20).
Equation No. 190: 20 = 5
15
Equation No. 191: 20
15
5
The logical application (15) of the knowledge of Good and Evil (5) will
result in attraction to the Above (20).
The Pentagram (5) possessing the secrets of Baphomet (15) rules over its
renovated astrosome (20).
Natural Religion (5) and recognition of Fate (15) reconcile us to the
picture of Nature's changes (20).
Equalion No. 192: 20 = 6 - 14
Equation No. 193: 20 = 14 6
The use of thc Law of Analogy (6) and of Deduction (14) give evidence
of attraction to the Above (20).
Consciousness of the Freedom of Will (6) and inner harmony (14) give
evidence of astral rcgcneration (20).
The environment (6) and its changes of development (14) decide about
the picture of transformation of Nature in time (20).
Equation No. 194: 20 - 7
13
Equution No. 195: 20 = 13 7
Recognition of eternity in the Archetype (13) and priority given to the
Spirit over Form (7) produce a definite attraction to the Highest (20).
Victory (7) over oursclves before the cnd of our incarnations (13) is the
guarantee of improvement of the astrosome (20).
Recognition of the Laws of Property (7) together with that of the transformation of energy (13) compel us to feel the plan of transformations in
Nature (20).
12
Equation No. 196: 20 = 8
Equation No. 197: 20 = 12 8
An understanding of the Libration of the Universal Scale (8) and faith
in the Messiah (Redeemer) (12) are sufficient factors to pull or?e to the
Highest (20).

+

-

+
+

+

+
+

+
+
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Obsercation of the Law (8) and the sirnullaneous manifestation of
Charity (12) prove the astral transformation in Man (20).
The Karma (8) of the Zodiachl Plane (12) sentenced it to eternal transformations (20).

+
+

Eqzmtion No. 1 9 8 20 = 9
11
Eq;rationNo. 199: 20 = 11
9
Recogilition of the High Protectorate (9) and its poNer (1 1) create
attraction to the Highcst (20).
Elaboration of the Moral Force (1 1) and Initiation (9) regenerate the
a\trosome (20).
In the chaos of transformation on thc physical plane (20) we are led by
cautiousness (9) and knowledge of Nature's forces (1 1).

+

Equation No. 200: 20 = 10
10
Righteousness of the vow to the Archetype given by humanity (10)
combined with the perfection of the High Testament (10) create the power
of attraction to the Highest (20).
Eslabl~shmentof a strong Kabbalah (10) inside of us as an answer to the
outer Kabbalah (10) equals the regeneration of our astrosomes (20).
The Fortune (or Fate) of the new life (10) combined with the Fortune of
the old (10) makcs it possible to calculate the transformations (20) which
have occurred.
As a rCsumC of the unfoldments and the ideas enclosed in them, we may
rightly consider that Saturn plays thc role of thc astrological patron of
this arcanum: for we judge about the development of time according to
the transformations in a given group of phenomena; but formally we are
again placing this group irz time.

C H A P T E R XXI

A R C A N U M XXT (or '0' ( Z E R O ) ) (Qj S H I N )
Arcanum X X I ( 0 )
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THEletter corresponding to this most mysterious of all the arcana is Pf
(Shin), and the numerical value is 300. The Twenty-first Arcanum does not
possess any astrological relationships. The first controversy over this
arcanuni arises from its number. Traditionally, there is no doubt that its
place is just between the Twentieth and Twenty-second Arcana, so logically
the number should be Twenty-one, and so it is accepted in all the most
authoritative Tarots, which comply exactly with Tradition. Rut, these same
Tarots, apart from the number twenty-one, also use the sign of '0' (Zero),
and this is done in order to emphasize the fact, that this arcanum does not
arise from any other. Its position is unique in the whole system of the Tarot,
as we will see in the following lessons.
The hieroglyph of tile Twenty-first Arcanum is an arrow, but unlike two
of the other arcana (the Seventh and Fifteenth), which also have an arrow
as their hieroglyphs, this one is in a direct but wavering flight. The idea is
that of something hardly tangible, or imperceptible, unless the movements
of the arrows belonging to the Seventh and Fifteenth Arcana have been
previously studied. In the Seventh Arcanum the arrow is flying in a straight
line, metaphysically correct and scientifically understandable. In the
Fifteenth there is a circle or rather a spiral, corresponding to the astral
ganglions in the current of Nahash. Here this movement is indefinite.
It can hit or miss you, depending upon what your own position is in
further explanaevolution, and what your fate is in this incarnation. F r ~ m
tions you may deduce for yourself, what you have to accept in this matter.
The scientific name of the Twenty-first Arcanum is F U R C A (the fork)
which merely explains the strange shape of its lcttcr a (Shin), while the
vulgar one is the F O O L , which evidently refers only to the picture. The
analysis of the latter will perhaps provide us with more light on the enigma
of the arcanum 'without a number', as it was often called in occult
treatises.
On a rock leading to a precipice a Man is hastily walking. On his head we
see a ridiculous cap, something like that of a circus clown. The fool's cap
is of three colours, white, red and black. Who knows why he has put such
a strange thing on himself? His clothes are good for many things except
to be worn, and still less for travelling; for the Man is evidently a traveller.
On his shoulders there is a bag full of many useless things, and in his right
hand he holds a stick.
He does not look at what is awaiting him at the bottom of the precipice,
a crocodile, with wide open jaws full of enormous teeth in readiness for the
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prospective fat meal. The Man turns his head away and looks somewhere
into the sky. The left leg of his ridiculous and indecent attire has been torn
by a vicious dog, which follows him from behind. Blood is flowing from the
wound on to the stony ground.
He does not usc his sceptrc-stick properly, he neither leans on it nor rcpels
the animal biting him. The left hand of the fool holds a stick which supports
the heavy bag on his shoulders; but even here the arrangement is wrong:
the stick is thrown over the right shoulder, which makes the bearing of the
bag extremely uncomfortable.
Who is this traveller? The human figure shows that the forces touched
on in this arcanum are individuali~edones. But, how are they used here?
Incarnate Man is evidently created to livc on the physical plane, according
to the laws of that world; but the foo! is heading towards the abyss, where
in addition a crocodile awaits him. The aim of clothes is to cover the body:
but here they do not fulfil this aim, just like the sceptre-stick. The Man
is in a hurry, but he fails to reject the heavy bag with its unnecessary contents. In short, a sorry and unexpected picture.
The Man has used the means at his disposal in a reversed sense. He gets
no help from them. Perhaps inner contradictions are torturing him,
preventing him from a reasonable use of his incarnation. If so, is he not
some kind of a reflection of ourselves? Yes, he is! In him is depicted the
tragedy of the family of beings called 'human', which inhabit this planet.
One will need much courage, impartiality and a clear, all-embracing insight in order to accept this fact as it is. The fool does not represent solely
our own epoch, that of powerful development of applied science with its
multitude of techniques, and means of luxury: for you may ask me if 1
have forgotten about the ultimate 'comfort' of the ominous nuclear extinction menacing us, as the crocodile menaces our close relative, the M A N
O F T H E Twenty-first Arcanum. No, I have not forgotten, but I preferred
that this thought would be born first in the mind of the student.
If we will think in the categories of today and apply the figure of the
'ZERO' arcanum to our own period, we may find a lot of new and
striking things. For example, what have we rn the bag which hangs from
the shoulders of the fool? Are there not the things, which we (or, at least,
many of us) believe bring us necessary comfort or even happiness, that is
all our modern physical gadgets, from the plastic coat to interplanetary
missiles, or even 'ballistic' ones? I leave the answer to my readers, for I am
more happy when able to show the other side of the picture, as offered to
us by the immortal 'Tarot.
Now take a look at the old acquaintances from former chapters, like
those of the First, Seventh, Eleventh and Seventeenth. I n each picture we
also see human figures, but they are far from being the degrading caricature of the Twenty-first Trump. The Magician of the First Arcanum is a
link between Earth and Heaven (that is, between Spirit and Matter). The
Conqueror of the Seventh Trump is a Victor, not the self-destroying fool
of '0'.The beauty of the Seventeenth Arcanum shows us the unmistakable
H O P E , which W I L L be realized by humans when the time is ripe.
It is amazing how the creators of Hermetic philosophy knew human

nature and destiny so well and exactly when, more than forty centuries ago,
they were in the position to show the image of Man in pictures, which could
not be obliterated even by the enormous amount of time which has passed
since the extinction of the earthly source of Hermetic occultism as it existed
in Ancient Egypt.
And so it is, despite all of our foolishness as revealed in some periods of
human histot-y. Apart from the tragic F O O L of the Twenty-first Arcanum,
there are still other types which I mentioned above. And it is in their
positive qualities, eternally present in all men, that Reintegration is made a
glorious cerrainry for those who have eyes and can see.
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Equation No. 201: 21 = 1
An element (I) which is balanced and able to manifest itself (21), produces
conditions of existence in a new world, that is a change in the order of things
(20).
For example, thc Archetype emanates the mental sphere, that is the idea
clothes itself in a form, or a form of manifestation W I L L itself mysteriously produce the activity of facts on the physical plane. According to this,
we will combine the titles of the Twenty-first Arcanum in the realm of the
Theosophical Ternary, as usual.
In manifestations of the Archetype, arcanum Pf (Shin) emphasizes the
highly mysterious process of Emanation of the world Olam ha Aziluth.
The purely spiritual principle suddenly manifested itself in the form of
some radiant, but still mental (that is very dense in comparison with the
essence of the Archetype) emanations of the ten primordial Sephiroth.
This process and thcfirst title of the arcanum therefore will be RADIAT I 0 (radiation).
On the plane of Man, the arcanum (Shin) is reflected not less mysteriously in the process of the passing from the generally human mental manifestations to that which we call 'the sign'. Under this term we undcrstand
a n element of the astral signali~ing,that is that which one individuality can
formally know in others through the 'sixth sense' (sense of astral cognition). Impressions, brought through these means of perception are
expressed in the language of the physical plane as coloured, geometrical,
acoustical, sensory, and olfactory. But the thing is not how that 'sign'
manifests itself, but in the mystery of its appearance, as a 'cloud-idea' (an
idea symbolized as a subtle cloud).
So the second title of the Twenty-first Arcanum is S I G N U M (sign). Of
interest on the plane of matter is the passage from the definition of
ENERGY (as an astral manifestation) to the massing of that energy, and
its perception by our organs of sense as M A T T E R . The mystery of the
transformation of kinetic cnergy into the attribute of hardness (as in solid
bodies), and the mystery of the mechanism for evoking movement in a
patient, following the loss of some energy of imagination on the part of the
operator (ordering the movement) are our a (Shin) on the plane of Nature.
This great illusion which we call the 'material world' poses many enigmas

+
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for us, just because of its existence. And here its Shin will take the form of
the third title of the arcanum-MATERIA (matter).

Equation No. 209: 21 - 8
13
If you are working in the realm of established Justice (8) know and
remember that the ultimate aim of your work is just preparation for the
change of plane (13). If you can live justly. make a suitable and dignified
preparation for death, which is R 1R T H in the astral, as an aim of your life.
If you are caring for a pregnant woman, you have to choose the food and
regulations for thefoetus, imagining the necessity for it to end its embryonlc life and to start in the normal earthly atmosphere.
If you have to arrange a physical education for a little child do not forget
that it must duly pass on to intellectual education. Also, that the pupil,
with time, may be transformed into an active member of society.
Equation No. 210: 21 = 9
12
Whoever wants to apply the great mystery of Shin (21) must become
initiated (9) in the suitable planes and be ready for Sacrifice (12).
Equation No. 211: 21 = 10
11
He who possesses the mystery of Shin (21) rests against the automatically
working World's Mill (I@)from one side, and from the other against the
means of the powerful Chains (1 1) of the corresponding planes.
These are a few examples of meditation for those who try to penetrate
into the realm of applications of the Twenty-first Arcanum.
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+

Equation No. 202: 2 L = 20
1
This reversed unfoldment will give the image of a balanced individuality
(I), able to manifest itself in the moment when it is oppressed by the elements of the Twentieth Arca~lum(regeneration), which are beyond its
capacity to bear; when the individuality cannot manage the things encountered on its way; when it goes quickly, but not there where it should go;
when it does not help itself with the sceptre of accessible initiatory elements;
when it is even prepared to screen itself with false defences, like torn clothing, which neither warms nor provides decency in the sight of othcrs; when
it carefully holds on its shoulders the heavy bag filled with superstitions,
prejudices and conditions, unsuitable conditions, unsuitable for the
arcanum of regeneration (20).
As we may see, the card of the Twenty-first Arcanum illustrates for us the
negative phase of its first arithmological unfoldment. The arcanum itself
belongs to the greatest and most dangerous of initiatory mysteries.
Which way of meditation should the student choose for a positive
initiation? If he is a Kabbalist, he will begin by learning the remaining
unfoldments of the number 21 in the positive phases of the manifestation of
Shin.

+

+

+

+

Equation No. 203: 21 = 2
19
The mystery of Vf (Shin) (21) is based on the knowledge of the great Law of
Analogy and Opposites (2) and on the mystery of the Grcat Operation (19).

+

Equation No. 204: 2 1 = 3
18
The mystery of Shin (21) presupposes full metaphysical culture in the
operator (3) and full caIcuIation of the Absolute Hierarchy of the occuIt
powers and possible counter-action on the physical plane (18).

+
rn

Equation No. 205: 21 = 4
17
If you want to command (Shin) (21), you must learn the arcana of the
physical and chemical manifestations (4) well, together with the arcana of
the astral influences in Nature and their mental principles (17).
Equation No. 206: 21 = 5
16
If you want to apply the Twenty-first Arcanum, think about the illimitable human Freedom in you and power of human Will (S), but remember
that the same Freedom can be a source of the downfall and differentiations, connected with materialization (16).

+

+

Equatio~tNo. 207: 21 - 6
15
Know that everywhere there are T W O paths (6), and that everywhere
you can become a commander, o r a slave of the great Baphomet (15).

+

Equation No. 208: 21 = 7
14
When you will feel yourself a Victor (7), then die and harmonize (14) the
manifestations of your force.
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The letter is 300 = 3. It is like an enlarged 3, which penetrated into the
world of complications belonging to the tenth Sephira in its tenth manifestation. It only remains to say something about the mysterious arcanum of the
mechanism of evolution and involution. It is most important for oneself
NOT T O G O to the precipice, in which a crocodile's open jaws await you.
It is important for one to throw away the heavy bag just in time, to repel the
dog, to rest upon the sceptre, to get decent clothing, to throw away the silly
clown's cap, and to look straight ahead.
Then you will no longer be a passive object for the foreign operations
of involutionary Shin. On the contrary, when you would like to combine
some realizations in the sub-planes lower than that in which your F R E E
S E L F lives, then you will be able to put the fool's cap on these entities and
so enjoy the sight of them being unable to throw away their bags. Then
you will avoid the stages, in which they can use their sceptres, you will
know how to use their entanglement in wrong clothes, to set a suitable
number of dogs on them in order to put them off the path in their wronglyplanned reactions, which they may try to use against you. Finally, to look
calmly at how they might come to the abyss of your realization, into the
jaws of the astral scheme of your will's manifestation.
Of course, this is the realm of purely practical occultism, and no more
detailed explanation can be given apart from the present one.
The arcanum Shi-nis presented in such a negative light in its card not only
in order that an occultist will not permit others to put a fool's cap on his
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head, but that he himself will not deck with it, those on whom he would
like to operate.
The thing is, that even the well-developed Self, which is aware of the
illusory character of the physical plane, sometinies gravitates to its bodily
shell and the false pleasures supplied by that plane. The Self'has no right to
throw away this shell before its normal term: Karma determines one's
full life-programme composed of experiences and sacrifices, and the course
of life should include all of these. In such moments one (if sufficiently
advanced) should close one's eyes to the imperfections of the physical
world, and be able to play with the toys which life here may offer to us.
One should sometimes inoculate oneself with the mirage of happiness,
which, seriously speaking, does not exist at all on that level.
But such an inoculation would be like jokingly using the Twenty-first
Arcanum, a short rest on the hard path of life: for the 'traveller' should not
only be able to step and walk, but he should also be able to rest when
needed and coldly calculate the time for refreshing his forces, the time for
sleep, and so on. Further, we may say: who never rests because of his
wisdom, may forget about the conditions of personal egotism, and then he
may not appreciate the sacrifices which his neighbour makes for him. And
we arc told: 'Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.' This means: give
to your neighbour the same which you yourself received in your moments
of taking rest from Wisdom.
At the same time, the mystery of involution is the mystery of the reversed,
evolutionary process. The whole difference being, that the downfall is
metaphysically and quickly performed, and the regeneration (also Reintegration) is metaphysically made slowly. That is why attempts at the
Kabbalistic analysis of the process of Man's downfall appears to us to be
something complicated and artificial, when we easily and patiently assimilate the images of the regeneration of humanity with the help of Ethical
Hermctism. A layman may willingly and quietly learn the Gospel of Christ,
but he may be astonished by the efforts of others to decipher the 'Srpher
Bereshith'.
We may see that VI (Shin) is a dreadful arcanum. Wrong, unskilled, or
ill-timed use of it might endanger the development of the planetary
evolution. Unfortunately, this has already been done, and probably more
than once in the history of earthly humanity. Of course, we do not know
much about other worlds, and ~tis not permitted to pin-point these tragic
errors; but it is quite possible to discover them in the past (even in the very
recent past) by right meditation along the lines given in the Tarot.
However, a spiritually-minded initiate would not be interested in such
activity, as he does not believe in anything apart from the Supreme Reality
or Spirit.
On the other hand, the most synthetic Pentagram of the whole Astral3 (Yod-HC-Shin-Vau-HC) through just this sign of
(Shin),
;11
secures for itself the possibility of incarnation, of that redeeming fulcrum
of humanity, the guarantee of the Reintegration of the Primordial, Perfect.
Cosmic Man.
Do not let us be scared of realization, but let us include in our prayer of

Initiation on the first plane, the desire to know the Twenty-first Arcanum.
Not as a bait, not in a thief's way, not for the price of a pact with the
lower astral (as did Faust). but honestly, Hermetically and systematically
penetrating into the previous twenty arcana.
And then it will not lead us to disastrous errors, nor to dark stains on
our karma, but to the conscious triumph of the true Rosicrucian Reintegration, because of the full triple process of application of the Great
Arcanuni of Magic.
Few are and will be going along that strenuous way on which no Master
appears and helps, until the disciple has passed the most perilous and
difficult tests and temptations, and until he has secured the Path for himself, without any possibility of a reversal.
There are easier and better assisted Paths, like large highways on the
plains. Does this mean that there are no more, or will be no more hardencd
mountaineers, dedicated to climbing on the most dangerous and solitary
PEAKS?
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CHAPTER XXII
A R C A N U M XXII ( n THAN)

Arcanum X X I I

CORONA MAGICA
THE WORLD

Sol

I
1

Absolutum
Adaptntio Operis Magni
Omnipotentia Naturalis

I

I

I

I

1

O m long course is coming to its end, and I hope, to a happy end for the
earnest student. We have reached the last great arcanum, the crown and
peak of the whole system of the Tarot. It is a resum6 of all the experiences
and teachings enclosed in the previous twenty-one arcana. But first, let us
establish the usual particulars.
The Hebrew letter of the arcanum is the last of the alphabet-n (Than).
The corresponding astrological symbol is the Sun, the centre and synthesis
of all astral manifestations in our planetary system. The hieroglyph is the
breast, in the meaning of an all-accepting bosom.
Here everything indicates the necessity of the collection into one integrated U N I T , just as a world contains in it, everything belonging to its
system. The Twenty-second Arcanum is that of the Great Operation,
allowing the passage to the Minor Arcana through their Wands suit. From
the Major to the Minor Arcana the passage is through the Pentacles,
but as we already know, the intermediaries are the last four arcana,
forming the transitional triangle. At the apex of this triangle there is the
Nineteenth Arcanum (Yod), the passive Twentieth (First He) occupies
the lert-hand point, the neutral Twenty-first (0)(Vau) is in the right-hand
point, and in the centre there is the active Second H6, thc Twcnty-second
Arcanum. The passage to the Minor Arcana is safeguarded by the suit
of Pentacles.
The titles of the Twenty-second Arcanum are: the$rst, which is the sum
of the upper triangle of the Great Arcanum of Magic, is AB S 0 L U T U M
(Metaphysical Absolute), the highest manifestation of the Archetype
accessible to our mentality. The second title in the world of Man is A D A P T A T 1 0 O P E R I S M A G N I (adaptation of the Great Operation), and
the third, in the world of Nature is O M N I P O T E N T I A N A T U R A L I S
(omnipotence of Nature). The best exp!anation will be provided by an
analysis of the arcanum's card. Additionally, it may be said, that the
scientific name of the arcanum is C O R O N A M A G I C A , or C O R O N A
M A G O R U M (the magic crown) and the vulgar, the World.
In the centre of the card triumphantly dances a naked woman, slightly
touching the serpent with one foot. It is the metaphysical synthesis of the
Absolute Truths, which do not need any protection, and which put the one,
who so far has arrived at these truths, beyond all deceit. This is the highest
manifestation of the Archetype accessible to our mentality's perception.
That is why the first title of the arcanum is A B S O L U T U M . I repeat,
this is not a hook on which we can temporarily support ourselves on the
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steep path to the mystery of the Great Metaphysical Arcanum. T H I S I S
T H E A R C A N U M I T S E L F , a synthesis of the metaphysical bases of
the world's life. Briefly, it is the U P P E R triangle of the marriage of ;T 9
(Yod-HC) in the picture appearing in the lessons of the Fourth Arcanum.
But this synthesis does not rcmain dead, nor even the final one reached
in the higher planes: for the figure of the Twenty-second Arcanum is that
of a woman, and woman can bear and give birth.
Look at the figure: she has little rods in her hands, she holds them parallel
to one another. This is because she possesses the mystery of the binary
and operates freely in the astral realm, which is represented here in the form
of the great serpent (Nahash, of course) surrounding the figure and biting
its own tail. So its circle is a closed one, and it is no longer dangerous for the
victorious dancer in the centre.
This serpent forms a regular oval, harmoniously obedient to the will of
the woman inside, who functions because of her ability to compensate (in
other words, to neutralize) the binaries; but our powerful figure, ruling
over the formidable, energetic environment of the astral, which produces
the forms for all the physical world, rests with only one foot on the physical
plane.
This is the way of her mysterious tactics: the action comes from the
mental plane as from a centre, then spreads to the whole astral, but takes
its point of support in the ready-made realizations of the physical plane.
This is the image of the acting figure. For humanity, the astral manifestations of the figure, this hexagon 1 ( V A U ) of the middle part of the
Great Arcanum's syn~bol,is the complex of the application of the performed Great Operation. This is the ability to use one's Hermetic Victory.
Therefore the second title of the Twenty-second Arcanum is A D A P T A T 1 0 OPE,RIS M A G N I .
But look again at the frame of the picture: there are four mystical animals,
well known to us from previous lessons. This is the quaternary of the Sphinx
(to dare, to know, to be silent, to will). These are the elements differently
described in different degrees of the Hermetic School, and their most used
names are: A I R , W A T E R , E A R T H and F I R E .
These elements in their different combinations are the forms of that
which we call the kingdom o f Nature. Surely there is nothing new for you
in this statement. Whoever has power over these elemcnts acts through the
power of the laws of that Nature, as instruments for the fulfilment of his
will. Such a man cannot be defeated simply because he C A N N O T want
anything which is in opposition to these eternal laws, or anything which
is beyond or apart from the metaphysical, astral or absolute physical
integrity. His self(consciousness) sounds in concert with the evolutionary
tune of Nature. He is omnipoter~tbecause he desires everything, which is
enclosed in the evolutionary current of the universe. Briefly, he wants only
that which will and must be.
I would like to recommend very strongly to every student to mcditate
thoroughly about these statements, which come to us from the ancient
sages of Hermetism, as in them lies concealed the foremost secret of the
word 'omnipofence', so often misunderstood and misused. Deep meditation

about this will unveil to you a truth, tremendous in its consequences about
which nothing more can be said.
Therefore the third title of the Twcnty-second Arcanum is O M N I P O T E N T I A N A T U R A L I S as well as the name of the ascending
(evolutionary) current, which was mentioned previously.
The numerical value of the arcanum is 400, and this further completes
the explanation of the arcanum's frame (4 elements, 400 = 4 f 0 0 = 4).
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Now, let us take a look at what a brief arithmological analysis of the
Twenty-second Arcanum can bring to us, and with it the final summary
which will conclude the cycle of' the 22 phases of the understanding of the
universe by fallen humanity, which now lives in that universe. The Tarot
tells us the whole truth in that sentence. As members of that humanity,
WE CANNOT HAVE ANY OTHER CONCEPTIONS OR
U N D E R S T A N D I N G , and the student must make the problem clear to
himself. There is nothing wrong in this, as we cannot be something other
than we are.
Realize, that R E I N T E G R A T E D or L I B E R A T E D (Eastern term)
monads do not need any Tarot or other crutches, just as a healthy person
does not need a doctor, who is needed ollly by the sick. But, some unreasonable people are apt to conclude, that because of this, no initiatory
systems or practices are needed any more, since the great Sons of humanity
d o not use them at all. To such people the answer would be: 'First become
like thosc advanced Brothers, and then act as they are acting. But before
then, it would be as useless and impossible to ape' those who are infinitely
higher than us, as it would be for a three-years old child to behave like,
and pretend to know as much as a university professor.'
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Equation No. 212: 22 = 1 t 21
The harmoniously perfect Aleph (1) is lord of the realization (22) of
Shin (21).
Equation No. 213: 22 = 21 + 1
It is the same Aleph (I), but who willingly gives himself for the service
of the arcanum Shin (21). How important it is, not to be a tool in the hands
of others, as is known well by all who have had to suffer in their lives
because of their own superstitions, carelessness, dazzle or infatuation.
It is highly recommended to meditate on the themes concerning in which
condition it would be proper for an occultist to burden himself with the
bag of supersritions, not to use the sceptre ofprecaution, and to close his eyes
In senseless oblivion, as is presented on the card of the Twenty-first Arcanum.
While not thinking deeply about these things an adept of esoterism can
advance very far in his spiritual development. This cannot be dcnied; but
he will never be happy here in his earthly life. It is good to see, but sometimes it is better not to look. It is good to be careful, but sometimes how
charming imprudence can be.
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Equation No. 223: 22 = 16 6
which is a n example of a choice of the Path (6) based on the experience
of downfalls (16) in this and former incarnations.
Equation No. 224: 22 = 7 4- 15
The domination of Spirit over forms in the static sphere (7) plus knowledge of the Dynamic Processes (151, when the first (7) has the preponderance, is the way of the Adept of Illuminism.

+

+

Equation No. 225: 22 = 15 7
This reversed form of Equation No. 224 represents the path of the
occultist, who started his career from technical knowledge of the astral
(15), and perhaps has fallen many times in moments of hard experience,
but through self-analysis and High Protection finally came to the Victory
(7). It can be said, that this man camc from biack magic to white.

Equation No. 215: 22
20
2
It is the reverse of the process of acquisition of scientific knowledge (2)
by an individual, in whose heart rules the innate awareness of the principle
of regeneration (20). Is it not cven harder than the solution of Equation
No. 214? And the Path obliges us, in due time, to perform it.

+

Equation No. 216: 22 = 3
19
Creativeness (3) directs the Great Operation (19).

+

14
Equation No. 226: 22 = 8
Righteousness (8) plus the prevailing temperance in Man (14), or, as
the Romans used to say: F I A T J U S T I T I A , P E R E A T M U N D U S
(Let justice be done even if the world might pcrish), is the way of a strong
Sephira Geburah in relation to oneself and others: the way of Moses.

+

Equation No. 21 7: 22 = 19
3
Hermetic regeneration (19) pushcs us towards creativeness (3). We know
of two persons who can serve as examples for these two equations. If
Pythagoras may be referred to as the first (No. 2161, then Orpheus must be
connected with the second (No. 217).

+

Equation No. 227: 22 = 14 8
Temperance (14) in manifestations together with prevailing Justice (8)
is the path of the Master-Teachers, gradually and carefully smoothing out
the roughness in themselves and others. This refers to the good ChristianMasons; the paths of Ashmole, Willermooz, and our good theurgist,
Claude de St Martin.

+

Equation No. 218: 22 - 4
18
Authority (4) in connection with occult power (18) is in general an
example of a W H I T E M A G I C I A N .

+

+

Equation No. 219; 22 = 18 4
Occult power (18) creating authority (4) and inseparably connected with
it, is the pattern of a realizer-Mason of the esoteric type, of course. We
cannot disregard this type of worker, knowing as we do, about some great
leaders of the Reformation, or the liberation of the United States of
America, as well as other idealistic doers.

13
Equation No. 228: 22 = 9
Be initiated (9) and then change the plane (13).

+

Equation No. 229: 22 = 13 9
Change the plane (13) and at the same time be initiated (9): a formula
understandable for everyone; but the choice of one of them does not
always depend upon our own will.

Equation No. 220: 22 = 5 + 17
Self-knowledge and elaboration in us of the Quintessence (5) and
initiation into Nature's Laws (17) create harmony in relationships between
the Microcosm and Macrocosm.

+

10
12
Equation No. 230; 22
The World's Mill (lo), because of its irresistible, pitiless regularity pushes
us towards the idea of the necessity of Sacrifice (12).
-

+

Equation NO. 221: 22 = 17
5
This reversed unfoldment suggests naturalism in theory (17), but meditated on in full (5) will lead to the same results as Equation No. 220.
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Equation No. 222: 22 = 6
16
To know of the existence of the two paths (6) and to choose the R I G H T
one because of the awareness of the Laws of the Downfall (16) is a more
suitable and comfortable form of the Adept's state than:

Equation No. 214: 22 = 2
20
Knowledge (2) together with a clear perception of the principle of
regeneration (20) undoubtedly makes an adept, who has the wisdom of
the Major Arcana, a true Rosicrucian, like those original brothers hundreds
of years ago. But how hard it is to conquer in full the F I R S T element (2),
and how difficult it is to believe, with a pure heart, as does a child (a
necessary condition), in the S E C O N D (201, and apparently how torturing
and strenuous is the task of neutralizing B O T H in one's true life.

-
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A good Master cannot have any superstitions, prejudices, or attachments
to conditions, it is true; but for lesser men, like most of us, how empty
and even sad life can appear without these pleasant tinkles. And an occultist
must know all this.

+

I

10
Equation No. 231: 22 = 12
The desire for Sacrifice in a soul, seeking after God the Holy Spirit,
will reveal to the magnanimous one the mystery of the finished systems
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(10). In the end, the result is the same: whether the Kabbalah (10) will lead
us to the Sacrifice (12), or the Sacrificc to thc Kabbalah. T i e degree of the
Adept is ensured in both cases.

T R A D I T I O N , and to quote what it can tell us about the ultimate achievement of those, who surmounted the 22 Major Arcana and so came to the
realm of the Minor ones.
If sorncone likes to ask, what are the privileges or rewards of Masters
of the Arcana, we can say in the Hermetic Tradition-S E V E N GREAT
PRIVILEGES :

Equation No. 232: 22 = 11 + 11
Oppose the Force (1 1) against the Force (11) in yourself and in others.
Against the Chain oppose a Chain; against certainty another certainty.
Always do this in everything, and finally you will find yourself in the
position of that F I G U R E with the two sccptrcs (22); but do not forget
in your dance, the necessity to seek a point of support on the Earth, even
with only one foot. Then you will see the Astral Serpent, now harmless for
you, although encircling you with its regular oval. Going deeper into
yourself, analyse the participation of the four Initiatory Animals in the
process of your evolution.

Privilege K (Aleph): the Magician possessing this privilege of the F I R S T
Arcantcm, sees God personally without dying, and he speaks freely with the
Seven Planetary Spirits (Geniuses). How have we to understand the
traditional text? In the mental plane, in spite of his full knowledge of the
Unitary Current, the Initiate still fully retains his type of soul, for as long
as possible. Under the word 'type' is meant the mental character of the
monad, which will be Aleph (soul-seeker in the metaphysical realm), or
Ghimel (soul-nurse, soul-gatherer), or Lamed (soul-servant, a soul seeking
a sacrifice). In the astral plane the same Initiate seeing over him the allpervading clichC 7 1 ;19 (Yod-Hi-Vau-HC) and its mechanism, rcaching
down to the lowest plane, does not scorn to retain his own Selfhood and
directs its planetary properties. On the physical plane, he who knows the
illusion of the images belonging to earthly life, does N O T deliberately
destroy either his body, or the conditions in which that body has to act.
Privilege 3 (Beth): the Magician stands beyond the reach of all griefs
and fears. The ruler of the Second Arcanum is unmoved by any logical
brakes in the metaphysical plane, such as: the separation or withdrawal of
his sister-soul, or the slowness of the progress of his disciples in the astral
plane. Iie does not have any fear of suffering or death, neither for himself
nor for his neighbours on the physical plane. Briefly, it is a thrce-plane
immunity. Meditate about this!
Privilege 3 (Ghimel): the Third Arcanum enstcres that the Magician is
co-ruler in heaven and has hell at his service. The meaning being, that in the
rrzentalplane,the Magician takes part in the work of Evolutionary Currents,
in his character as a theurgist. In the astralplane he transfers (in the literal
sense of the word) the currents of Baphomet from their mental source in
the mental plane (heaven) into the 'hell' of their astral condensations in
the lower realms. On the physical plane he is like an initiated Mason playing
on human blindness, weakness, and other (Shins), which at the same time
direct human virtues.
Privilege 7 (Daleth): the Magician disposes of his health and life as well as
the health and lives of others. This means, that he directs the currents of
his epoch's philosophy in the mental plane. In the astral plane he polishcs
his own a~zdhis Chain's planetary properties, acting upon the will and
striving of his epoch, the arts included. He can use his animal magnetism
in order to heal himself and others on the physical plane.
Privilege 3 (He): the Adept cannot be ~ u r ~ ~ r i sbye dDestiny. He is not
tortured by misfortune, and enemies cannot defeat him. This means that he
understands the reactions of the basic laws of logic (metaphysical destiny),
human paralogisms (metaphysical misfortune) and human sophisticaIness
(metaphysical foes).

LESSON 1 0 0
The Twenty-second Arcanum with its dancing figure in the middle rightly
suggests to us the idea of another initiatory 'dance' in occultism, this time
from Tndia. The bell-known figure of Shiva-Nataraja (Shiva-King of the
Dancers) in Vcdantic mythology does not rcquirc much explanation for
those of us, who have successfully studied the Crown of the Arcana, our
Twenty-second. The triumphant dance of the God of the Yogis and all
advanced occultists and spiritual teachers in the East, and that of the
Woman in the oval of Nahash are penetrated by the same idea. The eternal
dance (movement) of the worlds reflecting the idea of M A N I F E S T A T I O N of the S U P R E M E exists in every form of Initiation. Here the
Archetype was carcful not to allow this essential wisdom to bc forgotten,
and his irresistible Will is and will be realized for ever, that is until we--his
still imperfect and fallen reflections-will transcend all forms and return
to the Father of everything, which was, is, and will still bc in the aeons to
come.
And then, dancing joyfully in the G R E A T U L T I M A T E C E N T R E ,
we will no more be ashamed of our nakedness, in thought, word or deed,
because there will be nothing to conceal: P E R F E C TI O N does not need
to conceal anything.

In studying this course, some may only R E A D through the numerous
pages of the work, yet a few others will follow the lessons with open minds,
discovering in them what could not be, and cannot be expressed in words.
Such people attain the path of Self-Initiation, which was always the aim of
the original and true Rosicrucians, great occultists, and many saints of all
religions. In such cases, humanity again wins some of its sons for its eternal
aim, attainment of pcrfection for all the separate cells of Adam-Kadmon.
There is no need to say anything more about this. On this level of wisdom
it is transmitted rather by initiatory S I L E N C E than by imperfect human
speech. I spoke more explicitly about it in my former books, but the theme
does not belong directly to the philosophy of the Tarot.
It remains for us t o bow for the last time before the great, ancient
I
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This means that he knows the karma of his incarnation, knows the laws
of evolution of his own astral life and the secrets of counter-action equal
to action (reaction-action).
This means that in the literal sense of the work, he cannot be disturbed
by the changes of the physical life's phases. and he is not afraid of the
destruction of what he, in advance, considers to be illusion.
Privilege 1 (Vau): the Adept knows the reason of P A S T , P R E S E N T
and F U T U R E . The meaning: his three-plane intuition knows thc world of
Causality (in metaphysics), Gnostic Law (astral), and the Theory of Probability (physical plane).
Privilege f (Zaiir): the Magician knows tlze inystery of tlze resuscitation
of the dead, and he has the key to immortality. This means that in the
metaphysical plane, he can live the life of unfallen humanity (mystery of
resuscitation) without looking into theories, arranged by hilnself (key to
immortality); that he himself is creating new astral formulas and cliches in
the elementary forms of the old formulas and cliches, resuscitating the latter
and welding together the astral forms, born from his own Chain; that he,
supported by Tradition, uninterruptedly rcsuscitatcs elements of traditional
symbolism realized in the physical world, and puts out strong realizable
points of support, like those of the type of the immortal Phoenix.
Kabbalists call these S E V E N privileges 'C R E AT'. Then follow the
seven ' M I D D L E ' privileges.
Privilege n (Heth): the Adept possesses the secret of the Philosophers'
Stone, that is the Nineteenth Arcanum in three spheres of the Theosophical
Ternary.
Privilege 0 (Teth): the Adept is in command of tlze universal therapeutics.
This means, that he possesses the art of the absolute criticism (in the
mentalplane), the art of disinvultuation in the astral, and the use of medical
magnetism on the physical plane.
Privilege 3 (Yod): the Adept realizes the perpetuum mobile and quadrature
of the circle, that is he can give birth to the D O U B L E C U R R E N T S
(see Fifteenth Arcanum), and realize the revolving of the Elementary Rota.
Privilege 3 (Caph): the Adept can turn not only other n~efals,B U T
ALSO ALL refuse inlo gold. The meaning: in metaphysics he gets direction
leading to the Absolute Truths not only from relative truths, but also from
foreign, accidental truths. In the astral he not only perfects the unfinished
forms, but he can also use the false and broken ones. In his masonic
activity he not only uses the well begun principles, but also entangled
ones. This thesis can be used literally in alchemy.
Privilege (Lamed): the Magician dominates all animals. Apart from the
literal meaning, this statement includes ruling over elementals, dispelling
of larvas, and so on.
Privilege f j (Mem): the Adept possesses the art ofnoiarikon which reveals
all mysteries to him, that is he simply knows the Kabbalah.
Privilege j (Nun): the Adept can speak scientifically and convincingly on
all themes withoui previous preparation, in other words this is A R S
M A G N A (scc Tenth Arcanum, the 'multiplication of thc arcana').
The last privileges, the seven 'minor' of the finished Adept-Magician are:

5
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Privilege 0 (Satnech): the Magician can judge a man from ihe jirst look,
that is, he is free to use intuition and divination.
Privilege j f (Ayin): the Magician possesses the arcatlutll of compulsion
in relation to Nature, that is, Ceremonial Magic and natural science.
Privilege p (Phe): ilie Magician can foresee happenings dependent upon
Fate.
Privilege 3 (Tzaddi): rlze Magiciczn can bring solace to evcryone in everything and give advice in all events in life.
Privilege 3 (Quoph): the Magician will overcome all obstacles.
Privilege 1(Resh): the Magician can dominate love and anger in himse[f.
Privilege jr (Slzitz): the Magician know13 the secret of riches, and can be
their possessor, but never their slave. He is able t o find delight even in
poverty, but never sinks into nothingness.
As a conclusion, it is accepted in 'l'radition to add the Privilege of the
T~~enty-second
Arcanum
(Than): the Adept astonishes aN laymen by hi.^
ability to direct the elements, to cure tlie sick and to resuscitate the dead.

n
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This brief synthesis of ancient and prcscnt-day occult wiedom is now
completed. The Path of Self-Initiation lies open to the earnest student. He
cannot hope to perform everything alone, that is whilt: separated from the
Initiatory Circle, proper for him and his endeavour, for hc wi!l be attracted
to such a circle after strenuous and ardent work in the solitcde of his own
Selfhood.
In occultism, it is the Teacher who finds the pupil, and not the pupil who
condescends to accept thc Master. Inner achievement cannot be overlooked,
and so the aspirant does not need to be afraid of it.
In concluding the Twenty-second Arcanum and with it the whole study
of the Tarot, we should, for a while, return to the beginning of this magnificent memorial to human genius, that is to the First Arcanum, and
especially, to thefirst sentence in it (see Lesson I). Now, have you found an
adequate answer to that question? If your study has been performed as
intended and suggested, you will undoubtedly have perceived the fulfilled
U N I T Y in the whole system of the 22 arcana, the first of them linking up
with the last, just as the serpent in thc picture of the latter, represents
the closed circle of creation (Nature) and attainment (Man), by swallowing
its own tail. In other words, T H E E T E R N A T E N D P O I N T S T O
ITS ETERNAL BEGINNING.
From Alpha to Omega, from Aleph to Than!
Instead of the lone M A N of the First Arcanum, the Twenty-second
presents to us the whole development of creation-manifestation. The
triumphant Magician (Microcosm) of the second title of the First Arcanum
is here transformed into the perfectly finished and also triumphant UniverseMacrocosm. That is why the God-Transformer of the world In Eastern
philosophy-Slziva, dances his eternal dance of life, just like the woman
on the card of the Twenty-second Arcanum. It is not any coincidence!
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Here is a full analogy, and deep meditation about it will open the new,
imperishable world of eternal B E I N G for you.
You already know about the privileges which belong to the one who
masters all the 22 arcana of the Tarot, as well as the abilities he develops
in the course of that strenuous work, usually covering many incarnatio~s.
But there is something common to all humans, no matter whether or not
they succeed in their occult or spiritual search for Truth. And it is: the
T R U T H I T S E L F EXISTS I N D E P E N D E N T L Y O F O U R
K N O W L E D G E O R I G N O R A N C E O F I T . This is because Truth
is always in us, and our true C O R E is nothing other than pure T R U,TH.
Now, before you close these pages, try a last experience, which is already
beyond the level of mind. For those who have-to a certain degreedominated their thinking principle (mind) there should not be much
difficulty in performing that last step which leads to the inner R E I N T E G R A T I O N , or rather, the first look into the state of a reinrrgrutt.d
consciousness.
Of course, only the mental counterpart of the spiritual consciousness
obtained as a result of the full Attainment can be spoken of in human
language. The actual transcendental state has no analogies with the mental
experiences of everyday.
It is Man's true place in Manifestation, or realization (not just a theory
or verbalization) of how the Microcosm is rrunit~dwith the bfacrocosm.
But you will never see the W H O L E apart from you, as somcthing separate,
outside: for, W H O are you and H O W could you exist apart from the
W H O L E in order to observe I T , which cannot be observed or seen but
only L I V E D in perfect silence, which is the final Wisdom o f Being? In IT
all problems are solved for ever.
You are the W H O L E , and the A L L N E S S is now your essential
privilege. The consciousness, translucent and expanded into infinity, has no
limits and does not perform anything like movement: for the W H O L E ,
which we call T R U T H , is immovable in its perfection. Do not read any
further now, but try to convey to yourself the mental conception of the
I N C O N C E l V A B L E (for the mind's powers, of course) O N E .
Then, what do you 'know' or 'see' after that contemplation? Tradition
as left to us by our Older Brethren, who, in the course of their evolution,
reached the U L T I M A T E T R U T H says: one contemplates all the
material universe as a drop of water, in which there are suspended galaxies
with their worlds and celestial bodies. One's own body is then as if dissolved
in the mirage ofthe outer side of the Whole. One then feels the life of that
Whole as being one's own life. There is nothing inside or outside, no past
or future, no space. as we are accustomed to imagine it. So then this 'humanity' of ours is transformed into and unitcd with the Archetype; no conception of a separate being (human) is possible any more for the Reintegrated Consciousness. All that one has considered in his innumerable
incarnations as his attributes, are simply N O M O R E . The bliss of pure,
Infinite Being is all that can be expressed in our language today, for our
still limited consciousness, enclosed in the perishable frame of 'Homo
Sapiens'; as then there is no more separation, and the whole wealth of

experience of everything that has lived, lives and will live belongs to the
Reintegrated one. This might seen1 to be a paradox, an incomprehensible
conception, but it IS the ultimate Truth.
If you learn to meditate without participation of the mind and its toolswords, then test this truth, but not earlier (see Chapter XX of Concentration).
Several ways lead to Truth, and one of thrm, perhaps the most logical
and scientific is that of Hermetism, the Tarot, the last page of which now
lies before you. As with every attainment, Reintegration is always the result
of a definite effort. No matter that the thirst for eternity might be almost
unconscious at the beginning of the Path, and only later might take the
form of purposeful study through many incarnations and different worlds
(planes).
Our older Brcthren have passed along the whole Path, showing us the
way by their example.
One of the milestones on that P A T H for us, as we are now on this
planet, is the traditional T A R O T , presented in this book for those who
are able:
T O WILL, T O DARE, T O KNOW andTO K E E P SILENT.
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155. 156. 157, 183, 223, 224, 254, 255,
278, 233, 333. 343. 395. 397, 415, 433,
461
S u p e r c o n ~ c i , ~ u ~ n134.
c s ~177
,
Supei.physlcal, 26. [SO, 316, 370
Supersensory, 293
Superstition. 119, 175, 176. 180, 187, 463
Surete, 127
Susccptib~lity, 121, 122. 135, 136, 150,
156, 210, 251
Sweat, 419
Swit~erland,396
Sword(s), 19. 21, 34, 143, 155, 161, 215.
216, 217, 219, 306, 379
Syllublc(s), 98, 188
Sylphs, 19, 53. 78
Synibol(s), 11. 15, 16, 21. 22, 23. 25 27.
28, 29, 33, 34, 36, 37, 52, 56, 69, 97,98,
101, 106, 143, 150, 181, 192, 208, 212,
223, 232, 264, 266, 278, 285, 340, 442
Synlbvlical, 11
Symbolism, 12, 14, 19, 33, 90, 143, 183,
214, 221, 257, 259, 260, 267, 271, 433
Sympathy, state of, 357
Syn~pto~us.
110, 117, 138,421,423
Synnrchists, 345
Synthesis, 21, 84, 98, 99, 138, 145, 147,
217, 219, 235, 255, 270, 314, 333, 334,
414
Syrian, 151

Table(s), 100
Talismans, 153, 155, 156,291
Talmud, 235
Tarnaric, 21
Tapas, 188
Tarot. 11, 12,13, 14,15,16, 18, 19,21,22,

Tea, 131
Teacher(s), 22, 24, 89, 109, 121, 136, 150,
178, 180, 181, 183,231,248,249,250,
256 259 261. 283, 296, 301, 306, 334,
261, 293, 295, 313. 376
Tears. 111
Technicalilies, 24
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Teeth, 419
lelepathy, 31 1 , 355, 358, 359
Telesma, 414, 437
Temperance, 333
Temperature, 122, 147
Teniple(s), 14, 23, 44, 45, 253, 255, 256,
307
Tcmptation(s), 52, 97, 314, 459
Tendencies, 26, 27
Term(s), 16, 36
Terminology, 25, 103, 182
Ternary(ies), 28, 29, 36, 38, 55, 56, 59,
60,61,62,70,76,83,91,98, 101, 109,
125, 134, 135, 143, 195, 221, 223, 252,
254, 257, 341, 342
Test(s), 34, 96, 97, 283
Testarncnt, 192, 193, 231, 236, 260, 267,
348,375,388,389,412,435. 450
Tetrad, 11, 15, 16,286
Tetragrammaton, 14, IS, 16, 18, 19, 35,
70, 72, 73,74, 101, 168, 170, 191, 206.
219,246,249,283
Thais, 185, 214
Thebes, 11, 253,254
Themis, 161,162
Theocracy, 255,256,262
Theogony, 235
Theory(ies), 79, 189, 290, 335
Theosophical operation. 14, 18. 76
Therapy, 210
Thes~s(es),225, 375
Theurgic Operation, 205, 208, 268, 301,
302,312,315,318,349,423,447
Theurgist(s), 66,203, 397
Theurgy, 163, 175, 203, 205, 232, 237,
238, 302,318, 319
Thinking, conccntratcd, 34
Thinking, creative, 192
Thinking, deliberate, 13
Thomas a Kernpis, 153
Thomas, Saint, 134
Thorax, 59, 113, 124
Thoth, 253, 255,256
Thought(s), 13, 86, 106, 111, 137, 299,
300, 302,320,321,326,330
Thracian, 257
Throat, 60, 91
Time, 16,25,26,77,223,290,340.421
Tiphereth, 30, 154, 197, 201, 203, 205,
208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 218, 219, 221,
243,244,257,335,341,360
Tiruvannamalai, 86
Titanic, 66
Tobacco, 125
Tomb(s), 321, 322
Tongue, 60, 66

Tora, 85
Torrent, 182
'l'orture, 284, 294
Totalitarian rule. 344
Touching. 65
Tourbillion(s), 29, 46, 47, 48, 52, 83, 94,
143, 147, 165, 166, 225, 249, 324, 339,
342, 352. 353, 359, 362. 363, 387, 437
Tower(s), 409, 420
Tradition(s), 14, 29. 34, 53, 84, 86, 121,
155, 181. 182, 185, 189, 213, 215, 230,
231, 235, 244, 246, 248, 253, 258, 259,
260, 270, 277, 280, 281, 286, 289, 291,
292, 296, 297, 302, 303, 305, 306. 316,
322, 326, 327, 342, 354, 361, 368, 378,
Traditional, 293
Training. 87, 123, 182, 307
Trance, 51
Tmnscaspian, 396
Transcendent, 184, 216
Transcendental, 62, 184, 215, 218,242
'Transcendental .Magic'. 436
'Transformation, 100, 103, 120, 192, 215,
229, 278, 280, 289, 290, 324, 333, 334,
346, 347, 374,445
Transgressions, 185, 302
l'ransition, 29, 36, 38. 39, 83, 107, 143,
212, 216,224, 317, 360
Translation(s), 269
Transmission, 216, 217, 219, 258, 259,
268,311
Transmutation, 79, 221, 223, 237, 289,
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Tree, 233
Tree of Knowledge, 341
'l'ree of Lrfe, 244, 341, 446
Trianglc(s), 16, 18, 19, 21, 22, 29, 36, 55,
58, 98, 131, 133, 135, 136, 143, 187,
205, 208, 218, 219, 252, 254, 261, 277,
280, 289, 333, 342, 347, 386, 387, 391,
415, 431,462
Tridcnt, 60, 61,62,64,421
Trilogy, 134, 177
Trinity, 34, 91,411
'Tritemius, 91
Tropical, 120
Troubles, 323
Trump, 14, 15, 16, 21.33. 85,215
Truth, 22, 23, 73, 76, 86, 94, 192, 199,
214, 224, 232, 264, 279, 281, 284, 290,
298, 318,322, 386
Tsar, 127
Tuning, 357
Twins, 141,223
Typhon, 254,340,342
'Typhone, 191

Ultimate Truth. 134, 392,470
Umbilical cord, 294, 313, 314,329
Unattainable, 445
Unbalance, 116
Unbeliever, 320, 326
Unconscious. 21, 294,306,445
Underdeveloned. 115
unit. 16. 18,'210, 252
Unitarian Piiilosophy. 29, 250, 281, 363
Unitarian Rel~gion,258
Unitarianism, 29, 70, 243, 254, 255, 340,
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Unity, 13, 34, 37, 40. 72, 76, 86, 98, 169,
170,387,389,469
Universal, 57, 64,90
Universal Love, 91
Universe, 27, 38. 39, 86, 87, 147, 169,
197, 203, 205, 206, 208, 216, 218, 230,
231,244,285,326,334,389
University, 298
Unknowable, 13, 413
Unmanifested, 13, 16, 277, 413, 445, 446
Unmasking, 24
Unripeness, 23
Urania, 347
Vacuum, I06
vampire(^), 180, 322
Vampirism, 121, 323,424
Vampirization, 122, 180>210, 296, 322,
359, 378,414
Vasanas, 28
Vau, 11, 16, 18, 19, 21, 56
Vayragya, 163
Vedanta, 85.86.188, 323
Vedantic, 85, 86
Vegeterian diet, 120, 121
Vehicle, 294, 326
Vcil(s), 13, 16, 23, 26, 28, 29, 52, 255, 260,
293
Vellore, 366
Vengeance, 266
Venus, 55, 69, 145, 150, 151, 152, 155,
156, 157, 223, 347, 395, 396, 397, 402,
405, 441
Verbalizing, 111
Vibration(s), 65, 66, 106, 320, 350, 358
Vice(s), 119, 327
Vichara, 66. 134
Victim(s). 24. 258. 419, 423. 425

Vincent de Paul, Saint, 447
Virgin, 223, 379
Virility, 151
Virtue(s), 72, 131, 181, 211, 255, 431,435

Vishnu, 51
Visible, 103
V~sion(s),15, 26, 106, 224, 227, 342, 370,
398
Vitality, 218, 232, 322
Vivekananda, Swami, 352
Voice, 308
Voodoos, 327
Vortcx(cs), 29, 46, 47, 83, 143, 161, 166,
229, 316, 324, 339, 341
Vrata, 188
Waking state, 107, 323
Wands, 19,21,215,216,217,218
Warsaw, 126, 127, 128
Water, 11, 19, 21, 65, 77, 78, 96, 133, 137,
223. 313, 333,440,462
Watcr-carrier, 223
Waves, 110
Weakling(s), 28, 112
Weapon, 24,143,302
Weight, 34
West, 120, 189,269, 344,367
Western Tradition, 22, 64, 107, 120, 122,
180, 205, 235, 270, 281, 293, 294, 300
Wife, 18, 141
White, 21, 25, 27, 92, 96, 306, 326, 424,
464
'White Dominican', 354
White Race, 33,34, 179, 193,235,238
Whole, the, 27, 28, 83, 86, 134, 135, 180,
243, 254, 294, 295, 316, 361, 389, 312,
414,415, 447,448, 470
W111, 21, 28, 29, 30, 57, 58, 66, 79, 81,89,
98, 101, 103, 110, 134, 136, 208, 294.
308,330,349,391,412,438,454
Will-power, 21, 24, 27, 47, 61, 107, 122,
129, 254, 266, 273, 274, 275, 306, 308,
315, 346, 381
Willermooz, 268, 465
Willermoozism, 269
William 11, Kaiser, 126
Wine, 256, 258
Wirth, Oswald, 11, 15
Wisdom, 11, 12, 15, 19, 30, 77, 145, 187,
195, 197, 199, 201, 206, 211, 217, 218,
253, 263, 265, 266, 285, 298, 458
Witch(cs), 427
Witch-doctor(s), 185, 419
Witchcraft, 327
Woman, 16, 241,289, 333,340
Womb, 325
Word (Tetrad), 101
World, 16, 18. 27, 29, 30, 56, 97, 98, 99,
148. 214. 215, 277, 283. 298, 318, 335,
348,375, 388, 412, 435,446,461
World War I, 26, 126, 128, 248, 268, 272,
324
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World War 11, 26, 269. 271, 272
Worlds (three), 16, 26, 29. 197
U'ormwood, 111
Worsllip, 3 15

Yoga(s), 14, 86, 187, 188, 189, 293, 308,
351, 370
Yogls, 51, 134, 180, 275, 291, 320, 326,
365, 420
Youth, 156

Yahve, 72
Yave, 72
Yech~dah,213, 214
Yehovah, 72
Yeoe, 67
Yesod, 30, 199, 201, 203, 206, 209, 210,
211,212,218, 219, 221,243, 360
Yod, 11, 16, 18, 19, 56

Zero, 453,454
Zeus, 257
Zodiac, 55, 61, 90, 134, 150, 224, 229,
235, 255, 277, 278, 286, 335, 347, 390,
391,402,435,446,450
Zodiacal cycle 412
Zomb~es,327, 429
Zoroaster, 256
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